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I.

The literary history of the East represents the court of King Maḥmūd at Ghazna, the leading monarch of Asiatic history between A.D. 997–1030, as having been a centre of literature, and of poetry in particular. There were four hundred poets chanting in his halls and gardens, at their head famous Unsuri, invested with the recently created dignity of a poet-laureate, who by his verdict opened the way to royal favour for rising talents; there was grand Firdausi, composing his heroic epos by the special orders of the king, with many more kindred spirits. Unfortunately history knows very little of all this, save the fact that Persian poets flocked together in Ghazna, trying their kasidas on the king, his ministers and generals. History paints Maḥmūd as a successful warrior, but ignores him as a Mæcenas. With the sole exception of the lucubrations of bombastic Utbi, all contemporary records, the Makāmāt of Abū- Naṣr Mishkānī, the Tabakāt of his secretary Baihaḵtī, the chronicles of Mullâ Muḥammad Ghaznavī, Maḥmūd Warrāḵ, and others, have perished, or not yet come to light, and the attempts at a literary history dating from a time 300–400 years later, the so-called Tadhkiras, weigh very light in the scale of matter-of-fact examination, failing almost invariably whenever they are applied to for information on some detail of ancient Persian literature. However this may be, Unsuri, the pane-
gyrist, does not seem to have missed the sun of royal favour, whilst Firdausi, immortal Firdausi, had to fly in disguise to evade the doom of being trampled to death by elephants. Attracted by the rising fortune of the young emperor, he seems to have repaired to his court only a year after his enthronisation, i.e. A.D. 998. But when he had finished his Shâhnâma, and found himself disappointed in his hopes for reward, he flung at him his famous satire, and fled into peaceless exile (A.D. 1010). In the case of the king versus the poet the king has lost. As long as Firdausi retains the place of honour accorded to him in the history of the world's mental achievements, the stigma will cling to the name of Maḥmûd, that he who hoarded up perhaps more worldly treasures than were ever hoarded up, did not know how to honour a poet destined for immortality.

And how did the author of this work, as remarkable among the prose compositions of the East as the Shâhnâma in poetry, fare with the royal Mæcenas of Ghazna?

Alberuni, or, as his compatriots called him, Abû Raihân, was born A.D. 973, in the territory of modern Khiva, then called Khwârizm, or Chorasmia in antiquity. Early distinguishing himself in science and literature, he played a political part as councillor of the ruling prince of his native country of the Ma'mûn family. The counsels he gave do not seem always to have suited the plans of King Maḥmûd at Ghazna, who was looking out for a pretext for interfering in the affairs of independent Khiva, although its rulers were his own near relatives. This pretext was furnished by a military émeute.

2 There is a reminiscence of his native country, l. 166, where he speaks of a kind of measure used in Khwârizm.
Maḥmūd marched into the country, not without some fighting, established there one of his generals as provincial governor, and soon returned to Ghazna with much booty and a great part of the Khiva troops, together with the princes of the deposed family of Ma' mūn and the leading men of the country as prisoners of war or as hostages. Among the last was Abū-Raiḥān Muḥammad Ibn Ahmad Alberuni.

This happened in the spring and summer of A.D. 1017. The Chorasmian princes were sent to distant fortresses as prisoners of state, the Chorasmian soldiers were incorporated in Maḥmūd's Indian army; and Alberuni—what treatment did he experience at Ghazna? From the very outset it is not likely that both the king and his chancellor, Ahmad Ibn Hasan Maimandi, should have accorded special favours to a man whom they knew to have been their political antagonist for years. The latter, the same man who had been the cause of the tragic catastrophe in the life of Firdausī, was in office under Maḥmūd from A.D. 1007–1025, and a second time under his son and successor, Maṣūd, from 1030–1033. There is nothing to tell us that Alberuni was ever in the service of the state or court in Ghazna. A friend of his and companion of his exile, the Christian philosopher and physician from Bagdad, Abulkhair Alkhammar, seems to have practised in Ghazna his medical profession. Alberuni probably enjoyed the reputation of a great munajjim, i.e. astrologer-astronomer, and perhaps it was in this quality that he had relations to the court and its head, as Tycho de Brahe to the Emperor Rudolf. When writing the ʿIvādkā, thirteen years after his involuntary immigration to Afghanistan, he was a master of astrology, both according to the Greek and the Hindu system, and indeed Eastern writers of later centuries seem to consider him as having been the court astrologer of King Maḥmūd. In a book written five hundred years later (v. Chresto-
mathie Persane, &c., par Ch. Schefer, Paris, 1883, i. p. 107 of the Persian text), there is a story of a practical joke which Maḥmūd played on Alberuni as an astrologer. Whether this be historic truth or a late invention, anyhow the story does not throw much light on the author’s situation in a period of his life which is the most interesting to us, that one, namely, when he commenced to study India, Sanskrit and Sanskrit literature.

Historic tradition failing us, we are reduced to a single source of information—the author’s work—and must examine to what degree his personal relations are indicated by his own words. When he wrote, King Maḥmūd had been dead only a few weeks. Le roi est mort—but to whom was Vive le roi to be addressed?

Two heirs claimed the throne, Muḥammad and Maš'ūd, and were marching against each other to settle their claims by the sword. Under these circumstances it comes out as a characteristic fact that the book has no dedication whatever, either to the memory of Maḥmūd, or to one of the rival princes, or to any of the indifferent or non-political princes of the royal house. As a cautious politician, he awaited the issue of the contest; but when the dice had been thrown, and Maš'ūd was firmly established on the throne of his father, he at once hastened to dedicate to him the greatest work of his life, the Canon Masudicus. If he had been affected by any feeling of sincere gratitude, he might have erected in the 'Ivākh a monument to the memory of the dead king, under whose rule he had made the necessary preparatory studies, and might have praised him as the great propagator of Islam, without probably incurring any risk. He has not done so, and the terms in which he speaks of Maḥmūd throughout his book are not such as a man would use when speaking of a deceased person who had been his benefactor.

He is called simply The Amir Maḥmūd, ii. 13 (Arabic
text, p. 208, 9), The Amîr Mahmûd, may God’s mercy be with him, i. 116 (text, p. 56, 8), The Amîr Mahmûd, may the grace of God be with him, ii. 103 (text, p. 252, 11). The title Amîr was nothing very complimentary. It had been borne by his ancestors when they were simply generals and provincial governors in the service of the Sâmâni king of Transoxiana and Khurasan. Speaking of Mahmûd and his father Sabuktâgin, the author says, Yamin-aldaula Mahmûd, may God’s mercy be with them, i. 22 (text, p. 11, 9). He had received the title Yamin-aldaula, i.e. The right hand of the dynasty (of the Khalif), from the Khalif, as a recognition of the legitimacy of his rule, resembling the investiture of the German Emperor by the Pope in the Middle Ages. Lastly, we find at ii. 2 (text, p. 203, 20) the following terms: “The strongest of the pillars (of Islam), the pattern of a Sultan, Mahmûd, the lion of the world and the rarity of the age, may God’s mercy be with him.”

Whoever knows the style of Oriental authors when speaking of crowned heads, the style of their prefaces, which attains the height of absurdity at the court of the Moghul emperors at Delhi, will agree with me that the manner in which the author mentions the dead king is cold, cold in the extreme; that the words of praise bestowed upon him are meagre and stiff, a poor sort of praise for a man who had been the first man in Islam, and the founder of Islam in India; lastly, that the phrases of benediction which are appended to his name, according to a general custom of Islam, are the same as the author would have employed when speaking of any acquaintance of his in common life who had died. He says of Mahmûd (i. 22): “He utterly ruined the prosperity of the country (of India), and performed those wonderful exploits by which the Hindus became like atoms of dust scattered in all directions, and like a tale of old in the mouth of the people.” To criticise these words from a Muslim point of view, the passage of
the ruining of the prosperity of the country was perfectly out of place in the glorification of a Ghâzi like Mahmûd.

That it was not at all against the moral principles of Alberuni to write such dedications to princes is shown by two other publications of his, with dedications which exhibit the customary Byzantinism of the time. In the preface of the "Chronology of Ancient Nations" (translated, &c., by Edward Sachau, London, 1879), he extols with abundant praise the prince of Hyrcania or Jurjân, Shams-alma'âlî, who was a dwarf by the side of giant Mahmûd. The studied character of the neglect of Mahmûd in the 'Irâd comes out more strongly if we compare the unmerited praise which Alberuni lavishes upon his son and successor. The preface of his Canon Masudicus is a farrago of high-sounding words in honour of King Mas'ûd, who was a drunkârd, and lost in less than a decennium most of what his father's sword and policy had gained in thirty-three years. The tenor of this preface, taken from the manuscript of the Royal Library in Berlin, is as follows:—

To those who lead the community of the believers in the place of the Prophet and by the help of the Word of God belongs "the king, the lord majestic and venerated, the helper of the representative of God, the furtherer of the law of God, the protector of the slaves of God, who punishes the enemies of God, Abû-Sa'îd Mas'ûd Ibn Yamin-aldaula and 'Amin-almilla Mahmûd—may God give him a long life, and let him perpetually rise to glorious and memorable deeds. For a confirmation of what we here say of him lies in the fact that God, on considering the matter, restored the right (i.e. the right of being ruled by Mas'ûd) to his people, after it had been concealed. God brought it to light. After he had been in distress, God helped him. After he had been rejected, God raised him, and brought him the empire and the rule, after people from all sides had tried to get posses-
sion of it, speaking: 'How should he come to rule over us, as we have a better right to the rule than he?' But then they received (from God) an answer in the event (lit. sign) which followed. God carried out His promise relating to him (Masʿūd), giving him the inheritance without his asking for it, as He gave the inheritance of David to Solomon without reserve. (That is, the dead King Maḥmūd had proclaimed as his successor his son Muḥammad, not Masʿūd, but the latter contested the will of his father, and in the following contest with his brother he was the winner.) If God had not chosen him, the hearts of men would not have been gained (?) for him, and the intrigues of his enemies would not have missed their aim. In short, the souls of men hastened to meet him in order to live under his shadow. The order of God was an act of predestination, and his becoming king was written in the Book of Books in heaven (from all eternity).

"He—may God make his rule everlasting!—has conferred upon me a favour which was a high distinction to me, and has placed me under the obligation of everlasting gratitude. For although a benefactor may dispense with the thank-offerings for his deeds, &c., a sound heart inspires those who receive them with the fear that they might be lost (to general notice), and lays upon them the obligation of spreading them and making them known in the world. But already, before I received this favour, I shared with the inhabitants of all his countries the blessings of his rule, of peace and justice. However, then the special service (towards his Majesty) became incumbent upon me, after (until that time) obeying in general (his Majesty) had been incumbent on me. (This means, probably, that Masʿūd conferred a special benefit (a pensión?) on the author, not immediately after he had come to the throne, but some time later.) Is it not he who has enabled me for the rest of my life (Alberuni was then sixty-one years
old) to devote myself entirely to the service of science, as he let me dwell under the shadow of his power and let the cloud of his favour rain on me, always personally distinguishing and befriending me, &c.? And with regard to this (the favour conferred upon me), he has deigned to send his orders to the treasury and the ministry, which certainly is the utmost that kings can do for their subjects. May God Almighty reward him both in this and in yonder world," &c.

Thereupon, finding that his Majesty did not require his actual service, and besides, finding that science stood in the highest favour with him, he composes a book on astronomy, to which he had been addicted all his life, and adorns it with the name of his Majesty, calling it *Canon Masulicus (Alkāndān Almasūdī),* &c.

To put the phrases of this preface into plain language, the author was in favour with King Mas'ūd; he had access to the court—living, probably, near it—and received an income which enabled him to devote himself entirely to his scientific work. Besides, all this appears as a new state of things, the reverse of which had been the case under the king’s predecessor, his father, Māhmūd. We do not know the year in which this change in the life of Alberuni was brought about. Perhaps it was in some way connected with the fact that the chancellor, Maimandi, died A.D. 1033, and that after him one Abū-Naṣr Aḥmad Ibn Muḥammad Ibn ʿAbduṣṣamad became chancellor, who before, i.e. from 1017 to 1033, had administered Khwarizm, the native country of Alberuni. He and Maimandi had been political antagonists—not so he and ʿAbduṣṣamad.

The difference of the author’s condition, as it appears to have been under Mas’ūd, from what it was under Māhmūd when he prepared the *Ivānād,* is further illustrated by certain passages in the book itself. When speaking of the difficulties with which he had to grapple in his efforts to learn everything about India, he con-
tinues: “What scholar, however, has the same favourable opportunities of studying this subject as I have? That would be only the case with one to whom the grace of God accords, what it did not accord to me, a perfectly free disposal of his own doings and goings; for it has never fallen to my lot in my own doings and goings to be perfectly independent, nor to be invested with sufficient power to dispose and to order as I thought best. However, I thank God for that which He has bestowed upon me, and which must be considered as sufficient for the purpose” (i. 24). These lines seem to say that the author, both at Ghazna and in India, at Multân, Peshâvar, &c., had the opportunity of conversing with pandits, of procuring their help, and of buying books; that, however, in other directions he was not his own master, but had to obey a higher will; and lastly, that he was not a man in authority.

In another place (i. 152) he explains that art and science require the protection of kings. “For they alone could free the minds of scholars from the daily anxieties for the necessities of life, and stimulate their energies to earn more fame and favour, the yearning for which is the pith and marrow of human nature. The present times, however, are not of this kind. They are the very opposite, and therefore it is quite impossible that a new science or any new kind of research should arise in our days. What we have of sciences is nothing but the scanty remains of bygone better times.” Compare with this a dictum quoted (i. 188): “The scholars are well aware of the use of money, but the rich are ignorant of the nobility of science.”

These are not the words of an author who basks in the sunshine of royal protection. The time he speaks of is the time of Maḥmûd, and it is Maḥmûd whom he accuses of having failed in the duties of a protector of art and science imposed upon him by his royal office. Firdausî, in his satire (Mohl. i. préf. p. xlv.), calls
him "un roi qui n'a ni foi ni loi ni manières" (royales); and he says: "Si le roi avait été un homme digne de renom, il aurait honoré le savoir," &c. It is most remarkable to what degree Firdansi and Alberuni agree in their judgment of the king. To neither of them had he been a Mæcenas.

In the absence of positive information, we have tried to form a chain of combinations from which we may infer, with a tolerable degree of certainty, that our author, during the thirteen years of his life from 1017 to 1030, after he had been carried from his native country to the centre of Mahmûd's realm, did not enjoy the favours of the king and his leading men; that he stayed in different parts of India (as a companion of the princes of his native country?), probably in the character of a hostage or political prisoner kept on honourable terms; that he spent his leisure in the study of India; and that he had no official inducement or encouragement for this study, nor any hope of royal reward.

A radical change in all this takes place with the accession of Mas'ûd. There is no more complaint of the time and its ruler. Alberuni is all glee and exultation about the royal favours and support accorded to him and to his studies. He now wrote the greatest work of his life,¹ and with a swelling heart and overflowing words he proclaims in the preface the praise of his benefactor. Living in Ghazna, he seems to have forgotten India to a great extent. For in the Canon Masudicus he rarely refers to India; its chapter on Hindu eras does not prove any progress of his studies beyond that which he exhibits in the 'Irâ'kâ, and at the end of it he is even capable of confounding the era

¹ The Canon Masudicus, extant in four good copies in European libraries, waits for the patronage of some Academy of Sciences or some Government, and for the combination of two scholars, an astronomer and an Arabic philologist, for the purpose of an edition and translation.
of the astronomers, as used in the *Khaṇḍakādyaka* of Brahmagupta, with the Guptakāla.

If the author and his countrymen had suffered and were still suffering from the oppression of King Mahmūd, the Hindus were in the same position, and perhaps it was this community of mishap which inspired him with sympathy for them. And certainly the Hindus and their world of thought have a paramount, fascinating interest for him, and he inquires with the greatest predilection into every Indian subject, however heathenish it may be, as though he were treating of the most important questions for the souls of Muhammadans,—of free-will and predestination, of future reward and punishment, of the creation or eternity of the Word of God, &c. To Mahmūd the Hindus were infidels, to be dispatched to hell as soon as they refused to be plundered. To go on expeditions and to fill the treasury with gold, not to make lasting conquests of territories, was the real object of his famous expeditions; and it was with this view that he cut his way through enormous distances to the richest temples of India at Tanēshar, Mathurā, Kanoj, and Somanāth.

To Alberuni the Hindus were excellent philosophers, good mathematicians and astronomers, though he naively believes himself to be superior to them, and disdains to be put on a level with them (i. 23). He does not conceal whatever he considers wrong and unpractical with them, but he duly appreciates their mental achievements, takes the greatest pains to appropriate them to himself, even such as could not be of any use to him or to his readers, *e.g.* Sanskrit metrics; and whenever he hits upon something that is noble and grand both in science and in practical life, he never fails to lay it before his readers with warm-hearted words of approbation. Speaking of the construction of the ponds at holy bathing-places, he says: "In this

1 For a similar trait of self-confidence cf. i. 277, last lines.
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they have attained a very high degree of art, so that our people (the Muslims), when they see them, wonder at them, and are unable to describe them, much less to construct anything like them” (ii. 144).

Apparently Alberuni felt a strong inclination towards Indian philosophy. He seems to have thought that the philosophers both in ancient Greece and India, whom he most carefully and repeatedly distinguishes from the ignorant, image-loving crowd, held in reality the very same ideas, the same as seem to have been his own, i.e. those of a pure monotheism; that, in fact, originally all men were alike pure and virtuous, worshipping one sole Almighty God, but that the dark passions of the crowd in the course of time had given rise to the difference of religion, of philosophical and political persuasions, and of idolatry. “The first cause of idolatry was the desire of commemorating the dead and of consoling the living; but on this basis it has developed, and has finally become a foul and pernicious abuse” (i. 124).

He seems to have revelled in the pure theories of the Bhagavadyitâ, and it deserves to be noticed that he twice mentions the saying of Vyâsa, “Learn twenty-five (i.e., the elements of existence) by distinctions, &c. Afterwards adhere to whatever religion you like; your end will be salvation” (i. 44, and also i. 104). In one case he even goes so far as to speak of Hindu scholars as “enjoying the help of God,” which to a Muslim means as much as inspired by God, guided by divine inspiration (ii. 108). These words are an addition of the author’s in his paraphrase of the Brihatsamhitâ of Varâhamihira, v. 8. There can be scarcely any doubt that Muslims of later times would have found fault with him for going to such length in his interest for those heathenish doctrines, and it is a singular fact that Alberuni wrote under a prince who burned and impaled the Karmatians (cf. note to i. 31).

Still he was a Muslim; whether Sunnî or Shî'a
cannot be gathered from the 'Ivδικā. He sometimes takes an occasion for pointing out to the reader the superiority of Islam over Brahmanic India. He contrasts the democratic equality of men with the castes of India, the matrimonial law of Islam with degraded forms of it in India, the cleanliness and decency of Muslims with filthy customs of the Hindus. With all this, his recognition of Islam is not without a tacit reserve. He dares not attack Islam, but he attacks the Arabs. In his work on chronology he reproaches the ancient Muslims with having destroyed the civilisation of Eran, and gives us to understand that the ancient Arabs were certainly nothing better than the Zoroastrian Eranians. So too in the 'Ivδικā, whenever he speaks of a dark side in Hindu life, he at once turns round sharply to compare the manners of the ancient Arabs, and to declare that they were quite as bad, if not worse. This could only be meant as a hint to the Muslim reader not to be too haughty towards the poor bewildered Hindu, trodden down by the savage hordes of King Mahmfld, and not to forget that the founders of Islam, too, were certainly no angels.

Independent in his thoughts about religion and philosophy, he is a friend of clear, determined, and manly words. He abhors half-truths, veiled words, and waver-ing action. Everywhere he comes forward as a champion of his conviction with the courage of a man. As in religion and philosophy, so too in politics. There are some remarkable sentences of political philosophy in the introductions to chapters ix. and lxxi. As a politician of a highly conservative stamp, he stands up for throne and altar, and declares that "their union represents the highest development of human society, all that men can possibly desire" (i. 99). He is capable of admiring the mildness of the law of the Gospel: "To offer to him who has beaten your cheek the other cheek also, to bless your enemy and to pray for him." Upon
my life, this is a noble philosophy; but the people of this world are not all philosophers. Most of them are ignorant and erring, who cannot be kept on the straight road save by the sword and the whip. And, indeed, ever since Constantine the Victorious became a Christian, both sword and whip have ever been employed, for without them it would be impossible to rule” (ii. 161). Although a scholar by profession, he is capable of taking the practical side of a case, and he applauds the Khalif Mu'awiya for having sold the golden gods of Sicily to the princes of Sindh for money's worth, instead of destroying them as heathen abominations, as bigoted Muslims would probably have liked him to do. His preaching the union of throne and altar does not prevent him from speaking with undisguised contempt of the "preconcerted tricks of the priests" having the purpose of enthralling the ignorant crowd (i. 123).

He is a stern judge both of himself and of others. Himself perfectly sincere, it is sincerity which he demands from others. Whenever he does not fully understand a subject, or only knows part of it, he will at once tell the reader so, either asking the reader’s pardon for his ignorance, or promising, though a man of fifty-eight years, to continue his labours and to publish their results in time, as though he were acting under a moral responsibility to the public. He always sharply draws the limits of his knowledge; and although he has only a smattering of the metrical system of the Hindus, he communicates whatever little he knows, guided by the principle that the best must not be the enemy of the better (i. 200, 6-9), as though he were afraid that he should not live long enough to finish the study in question. He is not a friend of those who hate to avow their ignorance by a frank I do not know” (i. 177), and he is roused to strong indignation whenever he meets with want of sincerity. If Brahmagupta teaches two theories of the eclipses, the popular
one of the dragon Râhu's devouring the luminous body, and the scientific one, he certainly committed the sin against conscience from undue concessions to the priests of the nation, and from fear of a fate like that which befell Socrates when he came into collision with the persuasions of the majority of his countrymen. Cf. chapter lix. In another place he accuses Brahma-gupta of injustice and rudeness to his predecessor, Aryabhâta (i. 376). He finds in the works of Varâhamihira by the side of honest scientific work sentences which sound to him "like the ravings of a madman" (ii. 117), but he is kind enough to suggest that behind those passages there is perhaps an esoteric meaning, unknown to him, but more to the credit of the author. When, however, Varâhamihira seems to exceed all limits of common sense, Alberuni thinks that "to such things silence is the only proper answer" (ii. 114).

His professional zeal, and the principle that learning is the fruit of repetition (ii. 198), sometimes induce him to indulge in repetitions, and his thorough honesty sometimes misleads him to use harsh and even rude words. He cordially hates the verbosity of Indian authors or versifiers,1 who use lots of words where a single one would be sufficient. He calls it "mere nonsense—a means of keeping people in the dark and throwing an air of mystery about the subject. And in any case this copiousness (of words denoting the same thing) offers painful difficulties to those who want to learn the whole language, and only results in a sheer waste of time" (i. 229, 299, 19). He twice explains the origin of the Dibajat, i.e. Maldives and Laccadives (i. 233; ii. 106), twice the configuration of the borders of the Indian Ocean (i. 197, 270).

Whenever he suspects humbug, he is not backward in calling it by the right name. Thinking of the horrid practices of Rasâyana, i.e. the art of making gold, of

1 Cf. his sarcasms on the versifying bias of Hindu authors, i. 137.
making old people young, &c., he bursts out into sarcastic words which are more coarse in the original than in my translation (i. 189). In eloquent words he utters his indignation on the same subject (i. 193): “The greediness of the ignorant Hindu princes for gold-making does not know any limit,” &c. There is a spark of grim humour in his words on i. 237, where he criticises the cosmographic ravings of a Hindu author: “We, on our part, found it already troublesome enough to enumerate all the seven seas, together with the seven earths, and now this author thinks he can make the subject more easy and pleasant to us by inventing some more earths below those already enumerated by ourselves!” And when jugglers from Kanoj lectured to him on chronology, the stern scholar seems to have been moved to something like a grin. “I used great care in examining every single one of them, in repeating the same questions at different times in a different order and context. But lo! what different answers did I get! God is all-wise” (ii. 129).

In the opening of his book Alberuni gives an account of the circumstances which suggested to him the idea of writing the 'Ivâdkâ. Once the conversation with a friend of his, else unknown, ran on the then existing literature on the history of religion and philosophy, its merits and demerits. When, in particular, the literature on the belief of the Hindus came to be criticised, Alberuni maintained that all of it was second-hand and thoroughly uncritical. To verify the matter, his friend once more examines the books in question, which results in his agreeing with our author, and his asking him to fill up this gap in the Arabic literature of the time. The book he has produced is not a polemical one. He will not convert the Hindus, nor lend a direct help to missionary zealots. He will simply describe Hinduism, without identifying himself with it. He takes care to inform the reader that he is not respon-
sible for whatsoever repugnant detail he has to relate, but the Hindus themselves. He gives a repertory of information on Indian subjects, destined for the use of those who lived in peaceable intercourse with them, and wished to have an insight into their mode and world of thought (i. 7; ii. 246).

The author has nothing in common with the Muhammadan Ghâzi who wanted to convert the Hindus or to kill them, and his book scarcely reminds the reader of the incessant war between Islam and India, during which it had been prepared, and by which the possibility of writing such a book had first been given. It is like a magic island of quiet, impartial research in the midst of a world of clashing swords, burning towns, and plundered temples. The object which the author had in view, and never for a moment lost sight of, was to afford the necessary information and training to “any one (in Islam) who wants to converse with the Hindus, and to discuss with them questions of religion, science, or literature, on the very basis of their own civilization” (ii. 246).

It is difficult to say what kind of readers Alberuni had, or expected to have, not only for the *Ivârikâ*, but for all his other publications on Indian subjects. Probably educated, and not bigoted or fanatical Muslims in Sindh, in parts of the Panjab, where they were living by the side of Hindus and in daily intercourse with them; perhaps, also, for such in Kabul, the suburb of which had still a Hindu population in the second half of the tenth century, Ghazna, and other parts of Afghanistan. When speaking of the *Pulisasiddhânta*, a standard work on astronomy, he says: “A translation of his (Pulisa’s) whole work into Arabic has not hitherto yet been undertaken, because in his mathematical problems there is an evident religious and theological tendency”¹ (i. 375). He

¹ Alberuni does not seem to have shared these scruples, for he translated it into Arabic (cf. i. 154).
does not tell us what this particular tendency was to which the readers objected, but we learn so much from this note that in his time, and probably also in his neighbourhood, there were circles of educated men who had an interest in getting the scientific works of India translated into Arabic, who at the same time were sufficiently familiar with the subject-matter to criticise the various representations of the same subject, and to give the preference to one, to the exclusion of another. That our author had a certain public among Hindus seems to be indicated by the fact that he composed some publications for people in Kashmir; cf. preface to the edition of the text, p. xx. These relations to Kashmir are very difficult to understand, as Muslims had not yet conquered the country, nor entered it to any extent, and as the author himself (i. 206) relates that it was closed to intercourse with all strangers save a few Jews. Whatever the interest of Muslims for the literature of and on India may have been, we are under the impression that this kind of literature has never taken deep root; for after Alberuni's death, in A.D. 1048, there is no more original work in this field; and even Alberuni, when he wrote, was quite alone in the field. Enumerating the difficulties which beset his study of India, he says: "I found it very hard to work into the subject, although I have a great liking for it, in which respect I stand quite alone in my time," &c. (i. 24). And certainly we do not know of any Indianist like him, before his time or after.

The author's method.

In general it is the method of our author not to speak himself, but to let the Hindus speak, giving extensive quotations from their classical authors. He presents a picture of Indian civilisation as painted by the Hindus themselves. Many chapters, not all, open with a short characteristic introduction of a general nature. The body of most chapters consists of three parts. The first is a précis of the question, as the author understands it.
The second part brings forward the doctrines of the Hindus, quotations from Sanskrit books in the chapters on religion, philosophy, astronomy, and astrology, and other kinds of information which had been communicated to him by word of mouth, or things which he had himself observed in the chapters on literature, historic chronology, geography, law, manners, and customs. In the third part he does the same as Megas-thenes had already done; he tries to bring the sometimes very exotic subject nearer to the understanding of his readers by comparing it with the theories of ancient Greece, and by other comparisons. As an example of this kind of arrangement, cf. Chapter v. In the disposition of every single chapter, as well as in the sequence of the chapters, a perspicuous, well-considered plan is apparent. There is no patchwork nor anything superfluous, and the words fit to the subject as close as possible. We seem to recognise the professional mathematician in the perspicuity and classical order throughout the whole composition, and there was scarcely an occasion for him to excuse himself, as he does at the end of Chapter i. (i. 26), for not being able everywhere strictly to adhere to the geometrical method, as he was sometimes compelled to introduce an unknown factor, because the explanation could only be given in a later part of the book.

He does not blindly accept the traditions of former ages; he wants to understand and to criticise them. He wants to sift the wheat from the chaff, and he will discard everything that militates against the laws of nature and of reason. The reader will remember that Alberuni was also a physical scholar, and had published works on most departments of natural science, optics, mechanics, mineralogy, and chemistry; cf. his geological speculation on the indications of India once having been a sea (i. 198), and a characteristic specimen of his natural philosophy (i. 400). That he believed in the
action of the planets on the sublunary world I take for certain, though he nowhere says so. It would hardly be intelligible why he should have spent so much time and labour on the study of Greek and Indian astrology if he had not believed in the truth of the thing. He gives a sketch of Indian astrology in Chapter lxxx., because Muslim readers "are not acquainted with the Hindu methods of astrology, and have never had an opportunity of studying an Indian book" (ii. 211). Bardesanes, a Syrian philosopher and poet in the second half of the second Christian century, condemned astrology in plain and weighty words. Alberuni did not rise to this height, remaining entangled in the notions of Greek astrology.

He did not believe in alchemy, for he distinguishes between such of its practices as are of a chemical or mineralogical character, and such as are intentional deceit, which he condemns in the strongest possible terms (i. 187).

He criticises manuscript tradition like a modern philologist. He sometimes supposes the text to be corrupt, and inquires into the cause of the corruption; he discusses various readings, and proposes emendations. He guesses at lacunae, criticises different translations, and complains of the carelessness and ignorance of the copyists (ii. 76; i. 162–163). He is aware that Indian works, badly translated and carelessly copied by the successive copyists, very soon degenerate to such a degree that an Indian author would hardly recognise his own work, if it were presented to him in such a garb. All these complaints are perfectly true, particularly as regards the proper names. That in his essays at emendation he sometimes went astray, that, e.g. he was not prepared fully to do justice to Brahmagupta, will readily be excused by the fact that at his time it was next to impossible to learn Sanskrit with a sufficient degree of accuracy and completeness.
When I drew the first sketch of the life of Alberuni ten years ago, I cherished the hope that more materials for his biography would come to light in the libraries of both the East and West. This has not been the case, so far as I am aware. To gain an estimate of his character we must try to read between the lines of his books, and to glean whatever minute indications may there be found. A picture of his character cannot therefore at the present be anything but very imperfect, and a detailed appreciation of his services in the advancement of science cannot be undertaken until all the numerous works of his pen have been studied and rendered accessible to the learned world. The principal domain of his work included astronomy, mathematics, chronology, mathematical geography, physics, chemistry, and mineralogy. By the side of this professional work he composed about twenty books on India, both translations and original compositions, and a number of tales and legends, mostly derived from the ancient lore of Eran and India. As probably most valuable contributions to the historic literature of the time, we must mention his history of his native country Khwârizm, and the history of the famous sect of the Karmatians, the loss of both of which is much to be deplored.

II.

The court of the Khalifs of the house of Omayya at Damascus does not seem to have been a home for literature. Except for the practical necessities of administration, they had no desire for the civilisation of Greece, Egypt, or Persia, their thoughts being engrossed by war and politics and the amassing of wealth. Probably they had a certain predilection for poetry common to all Arabs, but they did not think of encouraging historiography, much to their own disadvantage. In many ways these Arab princes, only recently emerged
from the rocky wilderness of the Hijâz, and suddenly raised to imperial power, retained much of the great Bedouin Shaikh of the desert. Several of them, shunning Damascus, preferred to stay in the desert or on its border, and we may surmise that in their households at Rusâfa and Khunâsara there was scarcely more thought of literature than at present in the halls of Ibn Arrashîd, the wily head of the Shammar at Hâil. The cradle of Arabic literature is not Damascus, but Bagdad, and the protection necessary for its rise and growth was afforded by the Khalifs of the house of Abbâs, whose Arab nature has been modified by the influence of Eranian civilisation during a long stay in Khurasân.

The foundation of Arabic literature was laid between A.D. 750 and 850. It is only the tradition relating to their religion and prophet and poetry that is peculiar to the Arabs; everything else is of foreign descent. The development of a large literature, with numerous ramifications, is chiefly the work of foreigners, carried out with foreign materials, as in Rome the origines of the national literature mostly point to Greek sources. Greece, Persia, and India were taxed to help the sterility of the Arab mind.

What Greece has contributed by lending its Aristotle, Ptolemy, and Harpocrates is known in general. A detailed description of the influx and spread of Greek literature would mark a memorable progress in Oriental philology. Such a work may be undertaken with some chance of success by one who is familiar with the state of Greek literature at the centres of learning during the last centuries of Greek heathendom, although he would have to struggle against the lamentable fact that most Arabic books of this most ancient period are lost, and probably lost for ever.

What did Persia, or rather the Sasanian empire, overrun by the Arab hordes, offer to its victors in literature?
It left to the east of the Khalifate the language of administration, the use of which during the following centuries, till recent times, was probably never much discontinued. It was this Perso-Sasanian language of administration which passed into the use of the smaller Eastern dynasties, reared under the Abbaside Khalifs, and became the language of literature at the court of one of those dynasties, that of the Sâmânî kings of Transoxiana and Khurâsân. Thus it has come to pass that the dialect of one of the most western parts of Eran first emerged as the language of literature in its farthest east. In a similar way modern German is an offspring of the language used in the chanceries of the Luxembourg emperors of Germany.

The bulk of the narrative literature, tales, legends, novels, came to the Arabs in translations from the Persian, e.g. the "Thousand and One Nights," the stories told by the mouth of animals, like Kalîla and Dimna, probably all of Buddhistic origin, portions of the national lore of Eran, taken from the Khudâinâma, or Lord's Book, and afterwards immortalised by Firdausî; but more than anything else love-stories. All this was the fashion under the Abbaside Khalifs, and is said to have attained the height of popularity during the rule of Almuktađîr, A.D. 908–932. Besides, much favour was apparently bestowed upon didactic, paralletic compositions, mostly clothed in the garb of a testament of this or that Sasanian king or sage, e.g. Anushirvân and his minister Buzurjumihr, likewise upon collections of moralistic apothegms. All this was translated from Persian, or pretended to be so. Books on the science of war, the knowledge of weapons, the veterinary art, falconry, and the various methods of divination, and some books on medicine and de rebus venereis, were likewise borrowed from the Persians. It is noteworthy that, on the other hand, there are very few traces of the exact sciences, such as mathematics and astronomy, among the Sasanian Per-
sians. Either they had only little of this kind, or the Arabs did not choose to get it translated.

An author by the name of 'Alī Ibn Ziyād Altamīmī is said to have translated from Persian a book, *Zīj-alshahriyāt*, which, to judge by the title, must have been a system of astronomy. It seems to have been extant when Alberuni wrote his work on chronology; *vide* "Chronology of Ancient Nations," translated, &c., by Edward Sachau, London, 1876, p. 6, and note p. 368. Perhaps it was from this source that the famous Alkhwārizmī drew his knowledge of Persian astronomy, which he is said to have exhibited in his extract from the *Brahmasiddhānta*, composed by order of the Khalif Ma'mūn. For we are expressly told (*vide* Gildemeister, *Scriptorium Arabum de rebus Indicis loci*, &c., p. 101) that he used the *media*, i.e. the mean places of the planets as fixed by Brahmagupta, whilst in other things he deviated from him, giving the equations of the planetary revolutions according to the theory of the Persians, and the declination of the sun according to Ptolemy. Of what kind this Persian astronomy was we do not know, but we must assume that it was of a scientific character, based on observation and computation, else Alkhwārizmī would not have introduced its results into his own work. Of the terminology of Arabian astronomy, the word *jauzaḫar* = Caput draconis, is probably of Sasanian origin (*gaocithra*), as well as the word *zīj* (= canon), i.e. a collection of astronomical tables with the necessary explanations, perhaps also *kardaj*, *kardaja*, a measure in geometry equal to $\frac{1}{36}$ of the circumference of a circle, if it be identical with the Persian *karda*, i.e. *cut*.

What India has contributed reached Bagdad by two different roads. Part has come directly in translations from the Sanskrit, part has travelled through Eran, having originally been translated from Sanskrit (Pali? Prākrit?) into Persian, and farther from Persian into
Arabic. In this way, e.g. the fables of *Kaltha* and *Dimna* have been communicated to the Arabs, and a book on medicine, probably the famous *Caraka*. Cf. Fihrist, p. 303.

In this communication between India and Bagdad we must not only distinguish between two different roads, but also between two different periods.

As Sindh was under the actual rule of the Khalif Mansûr (A.D 753–774), there came embassies from that part of India to Bagdad, and among them scholars, who brought along with them two books, the *Brahmasidhdanta* to Brahmagupta (Sindhind), and his *Khandakhadyaka* (Arkand). With the help of these pandits, Alfazârî, perhaps also Yakûb Ibn Târik, translated them. Both works have been largely used, and have exercised a great influence. It was on this occasion that the Arabs first became acquainted with a scientific system of astronomy. They learned from Brahmagupta earlier than from Ptolemy.

Another influx of Hindu learning took place under Harun, A.D. 786–808. The ministerial family Barmak, then at the zenith of their power, had come with the ruling dynasty from Balkh, where an ancestor of theirs had been an official in the Buddhistic temple *Naubhār*, i.e. *nava vihāra* = the new temple (or monastery). The name Barmak is said to be of Indian descent, meaning *paramaka*, i.e. the superior (abbot of the vihāra?). Cf. Kern, Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien, ii. 445, 543. Of course, the Barmak family had been converted, but their contemporaries never thought much of their profession of Islam, nor regarded it as genuine. Induced probably by family traditions, they sent scholars to India, there to study medicine and pharmacology. Besides, they engaged Hindu scholars to come to Bagdad, made them the chief physicians of their hospitals, and ordered them to translate from Sanskrit into Arabic books on medicine, pharmacology, toxicology, philo-
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sophy, astrology, and other subjects. Still in later centuries Muslim scholars sometimes travelled for the same purposes as the emissaries of the Barmak, e.g. Almuwaffak not long before Alberuni’s time (Codex Vindobonensis, sive medici Abu Mansur liber fundamentorum pharmacologiae, ed. Seligmann, Vienna, 1859, pp. 6, 10, and 15, 9).

Soon afterwards, when Sindh was no longer politically dependent upon Bagdad, all this intercourse ceased entirely. Arabic literature turned off into other channels. There is no more mention of the presence of Hindu scholars at Bagdad nor of translations of the Sanskrit, Greek learning had already won an omnipotent sway over the mind of the Arabs, being communicated to them by the labours of Nestorian physicians, the philosophers of Harrân, and Christian scholars in Syria and other parts of the Khalifate. Of the more ancient or Indo-Arabian stratum of scientific literature nothing has reached our time save a number of titles of books, many of them in such a corrupt form as to baffle all attempts at decipherment.

Among the Hindu physicians of this time one is mentioned, i.e. the son of DHN, director of the hospital of the Barmaks in Bagdad. This name may be Dhanya or Dhanin, chosen probably on account of its etymological relationship with the name Dhanvantari, the name of the mythical physician of the gods in Manu’s law-book and the epos (cf. A. Weber, Indische Litteraturgeschichte, pp. 284, 287). A similar relation seems to exist between the names Kajika, that of a physician of the same period, and Kânkâyana, an authority in Indian medicine (cf. Weber, l. c., pp. 287 note, and 284 note, 302).

The name اطر, that of an author of a book on drinkables, may be identical with Atri, mentioned as a medical author by Weber, l. c., p. 288.

There was a book by one (also written بیدباه) on
wisdom or philosophy (cf. Fihrist, p. 305). According to Middle-Indian phonetics this name is = *vedavydsa.*

A man of this name, also called *Vydska* or *Bddartdyana,* is, according to the literary tradition of India, the originator of the Vedânta school of philosophy (cf. Colebrooke, Essays, i. 352), and this will remind the reader that in the Arabian Sufism the Indian Vedânta philosophy reappears.

Further, an author سدیرم, *Sadbrm,* is mentioned, unfortunately without an indication of the contents of his book. Alberuni (i. 157) mentions one *Satya* as the author of a *jâtaka* (cf. Weber, l. c., p. 278), and this name is perhaps an abbreviation of that one here mentioned, i.e. *Satyâvarman.*

A work on astrology is attributed to one ٣نجلس, *SNgHl* (vide Fihrist, p. 271), likewise enumerated by Alberuni in a list of names (i. 158). The Indian equivalent of this name is not certain (cf. note to i. 158).

There is also mentioned a book on the signs of swords by one پاجکر, probably identical with *Vyâghra,* which occurs as a name of Indian authors (cf. i. Fihrist, p. 315).

The famous Buddha legend in Christian garb, most commonly called *Joasaph and Barlaam,* bears in Fihrist, p. 300, the title پبواسف و بلوهیر. The former word is generally explained as *Bodhisattva,* although there is no law in Indian phonetics which admits the change of *sattva* to *saf.* The second name is that of Buddha's spiritual teacher and guide, in fact, his *purohita,* and with this word I am inclined to identify the signs in question, i.e. بلوهید.

What Ibn Wâdih in his chronicle (ed. by Houtsma) relates of India, on pp. 92–106, is not of much value. His words on p. 105, “the king گوس = Ghosha, who

1 Benfey in *Kalilag und Dammam, Einleitung,* p. xliii. note 3. The word has received currency in the form *Bidpai.*

2 Cf. Benfey, l. c., *Einleitung,* p. xl.
lived in the time of Sindbad the sage, and this Ghosha composed the book on the cunning of the women," are perhaps an indication of some fables of Buddhaghosha having been translated into Arabic.

Besides books on astronomy, mathematics (الحساب), astrology, chiefly jātakas, on medicine and pharmacology, the Arabs translated Indian works on snakes (sarpavidyā), on poison (vishavidyā), on all kinds of auguring, on talismans, on the veterinary art, de arte amandi, numerous tales, a life of Buddha, books on logic and philosophy in general, on ethics, politics, and on the science of war. Many Arab authors took up the subjects communicated to them by the Hindus and worked them out in original compositions, commentaries, and extracts. A favourite subject of theirs was Indian mathematics, the knowledge of which became far spread by the publications of Alkindi and many others.

The smaller dynasties which in later times tore the sovereignty over certain eastern countries of the Khalifate out of the hands of the successors of Mansūr and Harun, did not continue their literary commerce with India. The Banū-Laith (A.D. 872–903), owning great part of Afghanistan together with Ghazna, were the neighbours of Hindus, but their name is in no way connected with the history of literature. For the Buyide princes who ruled over Western Persia and Babylonia between A.D. 932 and 1055, the fables of Kalīla and Dimna were translated. Of all these princely houses, no doubt, the Samanides, who held almost the whole east of the Khalifate under their sway during 892–999, had most relations with the Hindus, those in Kabul, the Panjab, and Sindh; and their minister, Aljaibānī, probably had collected much information about India. Originally the slave of the Samanides, then their general and provincial governor, Alptagtn, made himself practically independent in Ghazna a few
years before Alberuni was born, and his successor, Sabuktagin, Mahmud’s father, paved the road for the war with India (i. 22), and for the lasting establishment of Islam in India.

Some of the books that had been translated under the first Abbaside Khalifs were extant in the library of Alberuni when he wrote the ‘Ivûkâ, the Brahmasiddhânta or Sindhind, and the Khanda-khadyaka or Arkand in the editions of Alfazârî and of Yakûb Ibn Târik, the Caraka in the edition of ‘Alî Ibn Zain, and the Pancatantra or Kalila and Dimna. He also used an Arabic translation of the Karanâsâdra by Vitteśvara (ii. 55), but we do not learn from him whether this was an old translation or a modern one made in Alberuni’s time. These books offered to Alberuni—he complains of it repeatedly—the same difficulties as to us, viz., besides the faults of the translators, a considerable corruption of the text by the negligence of the copyists, more particularly as regards the proper names.

When Alberuni entered India, he probably had a good general knowledge of Indian mathematics, astronomy, and chronology, acquired by the study of Brahmagupta and his Arabian editors. What Hindu author was his teacher and that of the Arabs in pure mathematics (الحساب الهندی) is not known. Besides Alfazârî and Yakûb Ibn Târik, he learned from Alkhwârizmî, something from Abulhasan of Ahwâz, things of little value from Alkindî and Abû-Ma’shar of Balkh, and single details from the famous book of Aljaihâni. Of other sources which he has used in the ‘Ivûkâ, he quotes: (i.) A Muhammadan canon called Alharkan, i.e. nhargana. I cannot trace the history of the book, but suppose that it was a practical handbook of chronology for the purpose of converting Arabian and Persian dates into Indian ones and vice versa, which had perhaps been necessitated by the wants of the administration under Sabuktagin and Mahmûd. The name of the author is
not mentioned. (2.) Abû Ahmad Ibn Catlaghtagîn, quoted i. 317 as having computed the latitudes of Kârlī and Tâneshar.

Two other authorities on astronomical subjects are quoted, but not in relation to Indian astronomy, Muhammad Ibn Ishâk, from Sarasâs, ii. 15, and a book called Ghurrat-al-zijât, perhaps derived from an Indian source, as the name is identical with Kâranatilâka. The author is perhaps Abû-Muhammad Alnâib from Âmul (cf. note to ii. 90).

In India Alberuni recommenced his study of Indian astronomy, this time not from translations, but from Sanskrit originals, and we here meet with the remarkable fact that the works which about A.D. 770 had been the standard in India still held the same high position A.D. 1020, viz., the works of Brahmagupta. Assisted by learned pandits, he tried to translate them, as also the Pulisâsiddhânta (vide preface to the edition of the text, § 5), and when he composed the 'Ivâkâ, he had already come forward with several books devoted to special points of Indian astronomy. As such he quotes:—

(1.) A treatise on the determination of the lunar stations or nakshatras, ii. 83.

(2.) The Khaydl-al-kusârfâini, which contained, probably beside other things, a description of the Yoga theory, ii. 208.

(3.) A book called The Arabic Khandakhâdyaka, on the same subject as the preceding one, ii. 208.

(4.) A book containing a description of the Karânas, the title of which is not mentioned, ii. 194.

(5.) A treatise on the various systems of numeration, as used by different nations, i. 174, which probably described also the related Indian subjects.

(6.) A book called "Key of Astronomy," on the question whether the sun rotates round the earth or the earth round the sun, i. 277. We may suppose that in
this book he had also made use of the notions of Indian astronomers.

(7.) Lastly, several publications on the different methods for the computation of geographical longitude, i. 315. He does not mention their titles, nor whether they had any relation to Hindu methods of calculation.

Perfectly at home in all departments of Indian astronomy and chronology, he began to write the 'Ivâkâ. In the chapters on these subjects he continues a literary movement which at his time had already gone on for centuries; but he surpassed his predecessors by going back upon the original Sanskrit sources, trying to check his pandits by whatever Sanskrit he had contrived to learn, by making new and more accurate translations, and by his conscientious method of testing the data of the Indian astronomers by calculation. His work represents a scientific renaissance in comparison with the aspirations of the scholars working in Bagdad under the first Abbaside Khalifs.

Alberuni seems to think that Indian astrology had not been transferred into the more ancient Arabic literature, as we may conclude from his introduction to Chapter lxxx.: “Our fellow-believers in these (Muslim) countries are not acquainted with the Hindu methods of astrology, and have never had an opportunity of studying an Indian book on the subject,” ii. 211. We cannot prove that the works of Varâhamihira, e.g. his Brihatsamhitâ and Laghujâtakam, which Alberuni was translating, had already been accessible to the Arabs at the time of Mansûr, but we are inclined to think that Alberuni’s judgment on this head is too sweeping, for books on astrology, and particularly on jâtaka, had already been translated in the early days of the Abbaside rule. Cf. Fihrist, pp. 270, 271.

As regards Indian medicine, we can only say that Alberuni does not seem to have made a special study of it, for he simply uses the then current translation of
Caraka, although complaining of its incorrectness, i.e. 159, 162, 382. He has translated a Sanskrit treatise on loathsome diseases into Arabic (cf. preface to the edition of the original, p. xxi. No. 18), but we do not know whether before the 'Ivādo or after it.

What first induced Alberuni to write the Ivādo was not the wish to enlighten his countrymen on Indian astronomy in particular, but to present them with an impartial description of the Indian theological and philosophical doctrines on a broad basis, with every detail pertaining to them. So he himself says both at the beginning and end of the book. Perhaps on this subject he could give his readers more perfectly new information than on any other, for, according to his own statement, he had in this only one predecessor, Aleranshahri. Not knowing him or that authority which he follows, i.e. Zurkân, we cannot form an estimate as to how far Alberuni's strictures on them (i. 7) are founded. Though there can hardly be any doubt that Indian philosophy in one or other of its principal forms had been communicated to the Arabs already in the first period, it seems to have been something entirely new when Alberuni produced before his compatriots or fellow-believers the Sāmkhya by Kapila, and the Book of Patañjali in good Arabic translations. It was this particular work which admirably qualified him to write the corresponding chapters of the 'Ivādo. The philosophy of India seems to have fascinated his mind, and the noble ideas of the Bhagavadgītā probably came near to the standard of his own persuasions. Perhaps it was he who first introduced this gem of Sanskrit literature into the world of Muslim readers.

As regards the Purāṇas, Alberuni was perhaps the first Muslim who took up the study of them. At all events, we cannot trace any acquaintance with them on the part of the Arabs before his time. Of the litera-
ture of fables, he knew the *Panca-tantra* in the Arabic edition of Ibn Almukaffa.

Judging Alberuni in relation to his predecessors, we come to the conclusion that his work formed a most marked progress. His description of Hindu philosophy was probably unparalleled. His system of chronology and astronomy was more complete and accurate than had ever before been given. His communications from the Purânas were probably entirely new to his readers, as also the important chapters on literature, manners, festivals, actual geography, and the much-quoted chapter on historic chronology. He once quotes Râzâl, with whose works he was intimately acquainted, and some Sûfi philosophers, but from neither of them could he learn much about India.

In the following pages we give a list of the Sanskrit books quoted in the *Irâdâda*:

Sources of the chapters on theology and philosophy: *Sâmkhya*, by Kapila; *Book of Patañjali*; *Gîlîâ*, i.e. some edition of the *Bhagavadgîtâ*.

He seems to have used more sources of a similar nature, but he does not quote from them.

Sources of a Paurânic kind: *Vishnu-Dharma*, *Vishnu-Purâna*, *Matsya-Purâna*, *Vâyu-Purâna*, *Aditya-Purâna*.

Sources of the chapters on astronomy, chronology, geography, and astrology: *Pulîsasiddhânta*; *Brahma-siddhânta*, *Khandâkâhyâka*, *Utarâkhandâkâhyâka*, by Brahmagupta; Commentary of the *Khandâkâhyâka*, by Balabhadra, perhaps also some other work of his; *Brihatsamhitâ*, *Pâñcasiddhântikâ*, *Brihat-jîtakam*, *Laghu-jîtakam*, by Varâhamihira; Commentary of the *Brihatsamhitâ*, a book called *Srâdhava* (perhaps *Sarvadrâha*), by Utpala, from Kashmir; a book by Âryabhâta, junior; *Karanasdra*, by Vitteśvara; *Karanatilaka*, by Vijayanandin; *Srîpāla*; *Book of the Rishi* (sic) *Bhuvanakosâ*; *Book of the Brâhman Bhaṭṭila*; *Book of Durâlabhu*,
from Multan; Book of Jivášarman; Book of Samaya; Book of Auliatta (?), the son of Sahâwi (?); The Minor Mánasa, by Puñcalâ; Srûdhava (Sarvadharma ?), by Mahâdeva Candrabâja; Calendar from Kashmir.

As regards some of these authors, Śripâla, Jivášarman, Samaya (?), and Auliatta (?), the nature of the quotations leaves it uncertain whether Alberuni quoted from books of theirs or from oral communications which he had received from them.

Source on medicine: Caraka, in the Arabic edition of 'Alt Ibî Zain, from Tabaristan.

In the chapter on metrics, a lexicographic work by one Haribhâta (?), and regarding elephants a "Book on the Medicine of Elephants," are quoted.

His communications from the Mahâbhâdrata and Râmâyana, and the way in which he speaks of them, do not give us the impression that he had these books before him. He had some information of Jaina origin, but does not mention his source (Āryabhâta, jun. ?) Once he quotes Manu's Dharmasâstra, but in a manner which makes me doubt whether he took the words directly from the book itself.¹

The quotations which he has made from these sources are, some of them, very extensive, e.g. those from the Bhagavadgâtâ. In the chapter on literature he mentions many more books than those here enumerated, but does not tell us whether he made use of them for the 'Indâ. Sometimes he mentions Hindu individuals as his informants, e.g. those from Somanâth, i. 161, 165, and from Kanoj, i. 165; ii. 129.

In Chapter i. the author speaks at large of the radical difference between Muslims and Hindus in everything, and tries to account for it both by the history of India and by the peculiarities of the national character of its inhabitants (i. 17 seq.). Everything in India is just

¹ The places where mention of these books occurs are given in Index I. Cf. also the annotations on single cases.
the reverse of what it is in Islam, "and if ever a custom of theirs resembles one of ours, it has certainly just the opposite meaning" (i. 179). Much more certainly than to Alberuni, India would seem a land of wonders and monstrosities to most of his readers. Therefore, in order to show that there were other nations who held and hold similar notions, he compares Greek philosophy, chiefly that of Plato, and tries to illustrate Hindu notions by those of the Greeks, and thereby to bring them nearer to the understanding of his readers.

The rôle which Greek literature plays in Alberuni's work in the distant country of the Paktyes and Gandhari is a singular fact in the history of civilisation. Plato before the doors of India, perhaps in India itself! A considerable portion of the then extant Greek literature had found its way into the library of Alberuni, who uses it in the most conscientious and appreciative way, and takes from it choice passages to confront Greek thought with Indian. And more than this: on the part of his readers he seems to presuppose not only that they were acquainted with them, but also gave them the credit of first-rate authorities. Not knowing Greek or Syriac, he read them in Arabic translations, some of which reflect much credit upon their authors. The books he quotes are these:

Plato, *Phædo.*

*Timæus,* an edition with a commentary.

*Legea.* In the copy of it there was an appendix relating to the pedigree of Hippokrates.

Proclus, Commentary on *Timæus* (different from the extant one).

Aristotle, only short references to his *Physica* and *Metaphysica.*

Letter to Alexander.

Johannes Grammaticus, *Contra Proclum.*

Alexander of Aphrodisias, Commentary on Aristotle's *φυσική ἀρχή.*

Apollonius of Tyana.

Porphyry, *Liber historiarum philosophorum* (?).

Ammonius.
Aratus, *Phaenomena*, with a commentary.

Galenus, *Protrepticus*.

Commentary on the Apophthegms of Hippokrates.

*De indole animae*.

*Book of the Proof*.

Ptolemy, *Almagest*.

*Geography*.

*Kitab-almanashrdt*.

Pseudo-Kallisthenes, Alexander romance.

Scholia to the *Ars grammaticae* of Dionysius Thrax.

A synchronistic history, resembling in part that of Johannes Malalas, in part the *Chronicon* of Eusebius. Cf. notes to i. 112, 105.

The other analogies which he draws, not taken from Greek, but from Zoroastrian, Christian, Jewish, Manichæan, and Sûfi sources, are not very numerous. He refers only rarely to Eranian traditions; cf. Index II. (Persian traditions and Zoroastrian). Most of the notes on Christian, Jewish, and Manichæan subjects may have been taken from the book of Erânsahrf (cf. his own words, i. 6, 7), although he knew Christianity from personal experience, and probably also from the communications of his learned friends Abulkhair Alkhammâr and Abû-Sahl Almashti, both Christians from the farther west (cf. Chronologie Orientalischer Völker, Einleitung, p. xxxii.). The interest he has in Mâni’s doctrines and books seems rather strange. We are not acquainted with the history of the remnants of Manichæism in those days and countries, but cannot help thinking that the quotations from Mâni’s “Book of Mysteries” and *Thesaurus Vivificationis* do not justify Alberuni’s judgment in this direction. He seems to have seen in them venerable documents of a high antiquity, instead of the syncretistic ravings of a would-be prophet.

That he was perfectly right in comparing the Sûfi philosophy—he derives the word from *sofia*, i. 33—
with certain doctrines of the Hindus is apparent to any one who is aware of the essential identity of the systems of the Greek Neo-Pythagoreans, the Hindu Vedânta philosophers, and the Sûfis of the Muslim world. The authors whom he quotes, Abû Yazîd Albîstâmî and Abû Bakr Alshibîlî, are well-known representatives of Sûfism. Cf. note to i. 87, 88.

As far as the present state of research allows one to judge, the work of Alberuni has not been continued. In astronomy he seems by his Canon Masudicus to represent the height, and at the same time the end, of the independent development of this science among the Arabs. But numerous scholars toiled on in his wake, whilst in the study of India, and for the translation of the standard works of Sanskrit literature, he never had a successor before the days of the Emperor Akbar. There followed some authors who copied from his 'Ivâkâ, but there was none who could carry on the work in his spirit and method after he had died, eighteen years after the composition of the 'Ivâkâ. We must here mention two authors who lived not long after him, under the same dynasty, and probably in the same place, Ghazna, viz., Gardêzî (cf. note to ii. 6), who wrote between A.D. 1049 and 1052, and Muhammad Ibn 'Ukâil, who wrote between A.D. 1089 and 1099 (cf. note to i. 5). Of the later authors who studied Alberuni's 'Ivâkâ and copied from it, the most notorious is Rashtd-al-dîn, who transferred, e.g. the whole geographical Chapter xviii. into his huge chronicle.

When Alberuni entered India, times were not favourable for opening friendly relations with native scholars. India recoiled from the touch of the impure barbarians. The Pâla dynasty, once ruling over Kabulistan and the Panjab, had disappeared from the theatre of history, and their former dominions were in the firm grasp of King Mahmûd and under the administration of his slaves, of Turkish descent. The princes of North-Western
India had been too narrow-minded, too blind in their self-conceit, duly to appreciate the danger threatening from Ghazna, and too little politic in due time to unite for a common defence and repulse of the enemy. Single-handed Ḍānandapāla had had to fight it out, and had succumbed; but the others were to follow, each one in his turn. All those who would not bear the yoke of the mlecchas fled and took up their abode in the neighbouring Hindu empires.

Kashmir was still independent, and was hermetically sealed to all strangers (i. 206). Ḍānandapāla had fled there. Mahmūd had tried the conquest of the country, but failed. About the time when Alberuni wrote, the rule passed from the hands of Saṅgrāmadeva, A.D. 1007–1030, into those of Anantadeva, A.D. 1030–1082.

Central and Lower Sindh were rarely meddled with by Mahmūd. The country seems to have been split into minor principalities, ruled by petty Muslim dynasties, like the Karmatian dynasty of Multan, deposed by Mahmūd.

In the conditions of the Gurjara empire, the capital of which was Anhilvâra or Pattan, the famous expedition of Mahmūd to Somanâth, A.D. 1025, in some ways resembling that of Napoleon to Moscow, does not seem to have produced any lasting changes. The country was under the sway of the Solanki dynasty, who in A.D. 980 had taken the place of the Calukyas. King Cāmuṇḍa fled before Mahmūd, who raised another prince of the same house, Devasārman, to the throne; but soon after we find a son of Cāmuṇḍa, Durlabha, as king of Gurjara till A.D. 1037.

Mâlava was ruled by the Prâmâra dynasty, who, like the kings of Kashmir, had afforded a refuge to a fugitive prince of the Pâla dynasty of Kabulistan. Bhojadeva of Mâlava, ruling between A.D. 997 and 1053, is mentioned by Alberuni. His court at Dhâr,
where he had gone from Ujjain, was a rendezvous of the scholars of the time.

Kanoj formed at that time part of the realm of the Pāla princes of Gauḍa or Bengal, who resided in Mongitr. During the reign of Rājyapāla, Kanoj had been plundered and destroyed by Mahmūd, A.D. 1017, in consequence of which a new city farther away from the mlecchas, Bârî, had been founded, but does not seem to have grown to any importance. Residing in this place, the King Mahîpāla tried about A.D. 1026 to consolidate and to extend his empire. Both these rulers are said to have been Buddhists. Cf. Kern, Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien, ii. 544.

The centres of Indian learning were Benares and Kashmir, both inaccessible to a barbarian like Alberuni (i. 22), but in the parts of India under Muslim administration he seems to have found the pandits he wanted, perhaps also at Ghazna among the prisoners of war.

India, as far as known to Alberuni, was Brahmanic, not Buddhistic. In the first half of the eleventh century all traces of Buddhism in Central Asia, Khurasān, Afghanistan, and North-Western India seem to have disappeared; and it is a remarkable fact that a man of the inquisitive mind of Alberuni knew scarcely anything at all about Buddhism, nor had any means for procuring information on the subject. His notes on Buddhism are very scanty, all derived from the book of Eranshahri, who, in his turn, had copied the book of one Zurkân, and this book he seems to indicate to have been a bad one. Cf. i. 7, 249, 326.

Buddha is said to be the author of a book called Cudâmani (not Gûdhâmana, as I have written, i. 158), i.e. Jewel, on the knowledge of the supranaturalistic world.

The Buddhists or Shamanians, i.e. śramaṇa, are called Muḥammira, which I translate the red-robe wearers, taking it for identical with râkta-pañcâ. Cf. note to i. 21.
Mentioning the trinity of the Buddhistic system, *buddha, dharma, saṅgha*, he calls Buddha Buddhadana, which is a mistake for something like the *son of Buddhadana*. Cf. note to i. 40 and i. 380, which latter passage is probably derived from the *Vishnu-Dharma* (on which vide note to i. 54).

Of Buddhistic authors there are mentioned Candra, the grammarian, i. 135 (cf. Kern, *Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien*, ii. 520), Sugriva, the author of an astronomical work, and a pupil of his, i. 156.

Of the manners and customs of the Buddhists, only their practice of disposing of their dead by throwing them into flowing water is mentioned, ii. 169.

Alberuni speaks (ii. 11) of a building erected by King Kanishka in Peshavar, and called *Kanishkacaitya*, as existing in his time, most likely identical with that *stūpa* which he is reported to have built in consequence of a prophecy of no less a person than Buddha himself. Cf. Kern, *l. c.*, ii. 187. The word *bihār*, *i.e.* *vihāra*, which Alberuni sometimes uses in the meaning of temple and the like, is of Buddhistic origin. Cf. Kern, *l. c.*, ii. 57.

Among the various kinds of writing used in India, he enumerates as the last one the "*Bhaikshuḍ, used in Udunpûr in Pârvadeśa.* This last is the writing of Buddha," i. 173. Was this Udunpûr (we may also read *Udannapûr*) the Buddhistic monastery in Magadha, *Udandapurt*, that was destroyed by the Muslims, A.D. 1200? Cf. Kern, *l. c.*, ii. 545.

The kosmographic views of the Buddhists, as given by Alberuni, i. 249, 326, ought to be examined as to their origin. Perhaps it will be possible to point out the particular Buddhistic book whence they were taken.

He speaks twice of an antagonism between Buddha and Zoroaster.

If Alberuni had had the same opportunity for traveling in India as Hiouen-Tsang had, he would easily have collected plenty of information on Buddhism.
Considering the meagreness of his notes on this subject, we readily believe that he never found a Buddhist book, and never knew a Buddhist "from whom I might have learned their theories," i. 249. His Brahman pundits probably knew enough of Buddhism but did not choose to tell him.

Lastly, India, as known to Alberuni, was in matters of religion Vishnuïtic (vaishnava), not Sivaitic (saiva). Vishnu, or Nārâyana, is the first god in the pantheon of his Hindu informants and literary authorities, whilst Śiva is only incidentally mentioned, and that not always in a favourable manner. This indicates a remarkable change in the religious history of those countries. For the predecessors of Mahmūd in the rule over Kabulistan and the Panjāb, the Pāla dynasty, were worshippers of Śiva (cf. Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde, 3, 895), as we may judge from their coins, adorned with the image of Nanda, the ox of Śiva, and from the etymology of their names. Cf. note to ii. 13, and Lassen, l. c., 3, 915. The image of Nanda reappears a second time on the coins of the last of the descendants of King Mahmūd on the throne of Ghazna.

Conclusion.

It was in the summer of 1883 that I began to work at the edition and translation of the 'Ivâká, after having fulfilled the literary duties resulting from my journey in Syria and Mesopotamia in 1879 and 1880. A copy of the Arabic manuscript had been prepared in 1872, and collated in Stambul in the hot summer months of 1873.

In order to test my comprehension of the book, I translated it into German from beginning to end between February 1883 and February 1884. In the summer of the latter year the last hand was laid to the constitution of the Arabic text as it was to be printed.
In 1885–86 the edition of the Arabic original was printed. At the same time I translated the whole book a second time, into English, finishing the translation of every single sheet as the original was carried through the press.

In 1887 and the first half of 1888 the English translation, with annotations and indices, was printed.

My work during all these years was not uninterrupted.

Translating an Arabic book, written in the style of Alberuni, into English, is, for a person to whom English is not his mother-tongue, an act of temerity, which, when I was called upon to commit it, gravely affected my conscience to such a degree that I began to falter, and seriously thought of giving up the whole thing altogether. But then there rose up before "my mind's eye" the venerable figure of old MacGnckin de Slane, and as he had been gathered to his fathers, I could not get back the word I had given him. Cf. preface to the edition of the Arabic text, p. viii. Assuredly, to do justice to the words of Alberuni would require a command over English like that of Sir Theodore Martin, the translator of "Faust," or Chenery, the translator of \textit{Hariett}.

As regards my own translation, I can only say I have tried to find common sense in the author's language, and to render it as clearly as I could. In this I was greatly assisted by my friend the Rev. Robert Gwynne, Vicar of St. Mary's, Soho, London, whose training in Eastern languages and literature qualified him to cooperate in revising the entire manuscript and correcting the proof sheets.

Perhaps it will not be superfluous to point out to the reader who does not know Arabic that this language sometimes exhibits sentences perfectly clear as to the meaning of every single word and the syntactic construction, and nevertheless admitting of entirely different
interpretations. Besides, a first translator who steers out on such a sea, like him who first tries to explain a difficult, hardly legible inscription, exposes himself to many dangers which he would easily have avoided had kind fortune permitted him to follow in the wake of other explorers. Under these circumstances, I do not flatter myself that I have caught the sense of the author everywhere, and I warn the reader not to take a translation, in particular a first translation, from Arabic for more than it is. It is nothing absolute, but only relative in many respects; and if an Indianist does not find good Indian thought in my translation, I would advise him to consult the next Arabic philologist he meets. If the two can obtain a better insight into the subject-matter, they are very likely to produce a better rendering of the words.

My annotations do not pretend to be a running commentary on the book, for that cannot be written except by a professed Indianist. They contain some information as to the sources used by Alberuni, and as to those materials which guided me in translating. On the phonetic peculiarities of the Indian words as transcribed by Alberuni, the reader may compare a treatise of mine called Indo-Arabische Studien, and presented to the Royal Academy of Berlin on 21st June of this year.

My friend Dr. Robert Schram, of the University of Vienna, has examined all the mathematical details of chronology and astronomy. The results of his studies are presented to the reader in the annotations signed with his name. All this is Dr. Schram's special domain, in which he has no equal. My thanks are due to him for lending me his help in parts of the work where my own attempts at verification, after prolonged exertions in the same direction, proved to be insufficient.

Of the two indices, the former contains all words of Indian origin occurring in the book, some pure Sanskrit, some vernacular, others in the form exhibited by the
Arabic manuscript, howsoever faulty it may be. The reader will perhaps here and there derive some advantage from comparing the index of the edition of the Arabic original. The second index contains names of persons and places, &c., mostly of non-Indian origin.

It was the Committee of the Oriental Translation Fund, consisting at the time of Osmond de Beauvoir Priaulx, Edward Thomas, James Fergusson, Reinhold Rost, and Theodore Goldstücker, who first proposed to me to translate the 'Ivēkā. Thomas, Goldstücker, and Fergusson are beyond the reach of human words, but to O. de Beauvoir Priaulx, Esq., and to Dr. Rost, I desire to express my sincerest gratitude for the generous help and the untiring interest which they have always accorded to me, though so many years have rolled on since I first pledged to them my word. Lastly, Her Majesty's India Office has extended its patronage from the edition of the Arabic original also to this edition of the work in an English garb.

Of the works of my predecessors, the famous publication of Reinaud, the Mémoire géographique, historique et scientifique sur l'Inde, Paris, 1849, has been most useful to me. Cf. on this and the labours of my other predecessors § 2 of the preface to the edition of the Arabic original.

The Sanskrit alphabet has been transliterated in the following way:—a, ā, i, ī, u, ū—ṛi, āi, au—k, kh, g, gh, ṇ—c, ch, j, jh, ŋ—t, ṭh, ṇ, ḍh, n—t, th, ṇ, dh, n—p, ph, b, bh, m—y, r, l, v—ś, sh, s, h.

EDWARD SACHAU.

Berlin, August 4, 1888.
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ALBÊRÛNÎ’S INDIA

AN

ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF ALL CATEGORIES OF HINDU THOUGHT,

AS WELL THOSE WHICH ARE ADMISSIBLE AS THOSE WHICH MUST BE REJECTED.

COMPOSED BY

'ABŪ-ALRAIĦĀN MUḤAMMAD IBN 'AḤMAD ALBÊRÛNÎ.
PREFACE.

IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE COMPASSIONATE, THE MERCIFUL.

No one will deny that in-questions of historic authenticity hearsay does not equal eye-witness; for in the latter the eye of the observer apprehends the substance of that which is observed, both in the time when and in the place where it exists, whilst hearsay has its peculiar drawbacks. But for these, it would even be preferable to eye-witness; for the object of eye-witness can only be actual momentary existence, whilst hearsay comprehends alike the present, the past, and the future, so as to apply in a certain sense both to that which is and to that which is not (i.e. which either has ceased to exist or has not yet come into existence). Written tradition is one of the species of hearsay—we might almost say, the most preferable. How could we know the history of nations but for the everlasting monuments of the pen?

The tradition regarding an event which in itself does not contradict either logical or physical laws will invariably depend for its character as true or false upon the character of the reporters, who are influenced by the divergency of interests and all kinds of animosities and antipathies between the various nations. We must distinguish different classes of reporters.

One of them tells a lie, as intending to further an
interest of his own, either by lauding his family or nation, because he is one of them, or by attacking the family or nation on the opposite side, thinking that thereby he can gain his ends. In both cases he acts from motives of objectionable cupidity and animosity.

Another one tells a lie regarding a class of people whom he likes, as being under obligations to them, or whom he hates because something disagreeable has happened between them. Such a reporter is near akin to the first-mentioned one, as he too acts from motives of personal predilection and enmity.

Another tells a lie because he is of such a base nature as to aim thereby at some profit, or because he is such a coward as to be afraid of telling the truth.

Another tells a lie because it is his nature to lie, and he cannot do otherwise, which proceeds from the essential meanness of his character and the depravity of his innermost being.

Lastly, a man may tell a lie from ignorance, blindly following others who told him.

If, now, reporters of this kind become so numerous as to represent a certain body of tradition, or if in the course of time they even come to form a consecutive series of communities or nations, both the first reporter and his followers form the connecting links between the hearer and the inventor of the lie; and if the connecting links are eliminated, there remains the originator of the story, one of the various kinds of liars we have enumerated, as the only person with whom we have to deal.

That man only is praiseworthy who shrinks from a lie and always adheres to the truth, enjoying credit even among liars, not to mention others.

It has been said in the Koran, "Speak the truth, even if it were against yourselves" (Sura, 4, 134); and the Messiah expresses himself in the Gospel to this effect: "Do not mind the fury of kings in speaking the truth before them."
They only possess your body, but they have no power over your soul” (cf. St. Matt. x. 18, 19, 28; St. Luke xii. 4). In these words the Messiah orders us to exercise moral courage. For what the crowd calls courage—bravely dashing into the fight or plunging into an abyss of destruction—is only a species of courage, whilst the genus, far above all species, is to scorn death, whether by word or deed.

Now as justice (i.e. being just) is a quality liked and coveted for its own self, for its intrinsic beauty, the same applies to truthfulness, except perhaps in the case of such people as never tasted how sweet it is, or know the truth, but deliberately shun it, like a notorious liar who once was asked if he had ever spoken the truth, and gave the answer, “If I were not afraid to speak the truth, I should say, no.” A liar will avoid the path of justice; he will, as matter of preference, side with oppression and false witness, breach of confidence, fraudulent appropriation of the wealth of others, theft, and all the vices which serve to ruin the world and mankind.

When I once called upon the master 'Abû-Sahl 'Abd-Almûni'im Ibn 'Alî Ibn Nûh At-tiflîsî, may God strengthen him! I found that he blamed the tendency of the author of a book on the Mu'tazila sect to misrepresent their theory. For, according to them, God is omniscient of himself, and this dogma that author had expressed in such a way as to say that God has no knowledge (like the knowledge of man), thereby misleading uneducated people to imagine that, according to the Mu'tazilites, God is ignorant. Praise be to God, who is far above all such and similar unworthy descriptions! Thereupon I pointed out to the master that precisely the same method is much in fashion among those who undertake the task of giving an account of religious and philosophical systems from which they slightly differ or to which they are entirely opposed. Such misrepresentation is easily detected in a report about dogmas comprehended within
the frame of one single religion, because they are closely related and blended with each other. On the other hand, you would have great difficulty in detecting it in a report about entirely foreign systems of thought totally differing both in principle and details, for such a research is rather an out-of-the-way one, and there are few means of arriving at a thorough comprehension of it. The same tendency prevails throughout our whole literature on philosophical and religious sects. If such an author is not alive to the requirements of a strictly scientific method, he will procure some superficial information which will satisfy neither the adherents of the doctrine in question nor those who really know it. In such a case, if he be an honest character, he will simply retract and feel ashamed; but if he be so base as not to give due honour to truth, he will persist in litigious wrangling for his own original standing-point. If, on the contrary, an author has the right method, he will do his utmost to deduce the tenets of a sect from their legendary lore, things which people tell him, pleasant enough to listen to, but which he would never dream of taking for true or believing.

In order to illustrate the point of our conversation, one of those present referred to the religions and doctrines of the Hindus by way of an example. Thereupon I drew their attention to the fact that everything which exists on this subject in our literature is second-hand information which one has copied from the other, a farrago of materials never sifted by the sieve of critical examination. Of all authors of this class, I know only one who had proposed to himself to give a simple and exact report of the subject sine ira ac studio, viz. 'Abû-al'abbâs Alûrànsabhrî. He himself did not believe in any of the then existing religions, but was the sole believer in a religion invented by himself, which he tried to propagate. He has given a very good account of the doctrines of the Jews and Christians as well as
of the contents of both the Thora and the Gospel. Besides, he furnishes us with a most excellent account of the Manichæans, and of obsolete religions of bygone times which are mentioned in their books. But when he came in his book to speak of the Hindus and the Buddhists, his arrow missed the mark, and in the latter part he went astray through hitting upon the book of Zarḵān, the contents of which he incorporated in his own work. That, however, which he has not taken from Zarḵān, he himself has heard from common people among Hindus and Buddhists.

At a subsequent period the master 'Abū-Sahl studied the books in question a second time, and when he found the matter exactly as I have here described it, he incited me to write down what I know about the Hindus as a help to those who want to discuss religious questions with them, and as a repertory of information to those who want to associate with them. In order to please him I have done so, and written this book on the doctrines of the Hindus, never making any unfounded imputations against those, our religious antagonists, and at the same time not considering it inconsistent with my duties as a Muslim to quote their own words at full length when I thought they would contribute to elucidate a subject. If the contents of these quotations happen to be utterly heathenish, and the followers of the truth, i.e. the Muslims, find them objectionable, we can only say that such is the belief of the Hindus, and that they themselves are best qualified to defend it.

This book is not a polemical one. I shall not produce the arguments of our antagonists in order to refute such of them as I believe to be in the wrong. My book is nothing but a simple historic record of facts. I shall place before the reader the theories of the Hindus exactly as they are, and I shall mention in connection with them similar theories of the Greeks in order to show the relationship existing between them. For the
Greek philosophers, although aiming at truth in the abstract, never in all questions of popular bearing rise much above the customary exoteric expressions and tenets both of their religion and law. Besides Greek ideas we shall only now and then mention those of the Sûfis or of some one or other Christian sect, because in their notions regarding the transmigration of souls and the pantheistic doctrine of the unity of God with creation there is much in common between these systems.

I have already translated two books into Arabic, one about the *origines* and a description of all created beings, called *Sāṁkhya*, and another about the emancipation of the soul from the fetters of the body, called *Patañjali* (*Pātañjala?*). These two books contain most of the elements of the belief of the Hindus, but not all the single rules derived therefrom. I hope that the present book will enable the reader to dispense with these two earlier ones, and with other books of the same kind; that it will give a sufficient representation of the subject, and will enable him to make himself thoroughly acquainted with it—God willing!
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CHAPTER I.

ON THE HINDUS IN GENERAL, AS AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR ACCOUNT OF THEM.

Before entering on our exposition, we must form an adequate idea of that which renders it so particularly difficult to penetrate to the essential nature of any Indian subject. The knowledge of these difficulties will either facilitate the progress of our work, or serve as an apology for any shortcomings of ours. For the reader must always bear in mind that the Hindus entirely differ from us in every respect, many a subject appearing intricate and obscure which would be perfectly clear if there were more connection between us. The barriers which separate Muslims and Hindus rest on different causes.

First, they differ from us in everything which other nations have in common. And here we first mention the language, although the difference of language also exists between other nations. If you want to conquer this difficulty (i.e. to learn Sanskrit), you will not find it easy, because the language is of an enormous range, both in words and inflections, something like the Arabic, calling one and the same thing by various names, both original and derived, and using one and the same word for a variety of subjects, which, in order to be properly understood, must be distinguished from each other by various qualifying epithets. For nobody could distinguish between the various meanings of a word unless he understands the context in which it
occurs, and its relation both to the following and the preceding parts of the sentence. The Hindus, like other people, boast of this enormous range of their language, whilst in reality it is a defect.

Further, the language is divided into a neglected vernacular one, only in use among the common people, and a classical one, only in use among the upper and educated classes, which is much cultivated, and subject to the rules of grammatical inflection and etymology, and to all the niceties of grammar and rhetoric.

Besides, some of the sounds (consonants) of which the language is composed are neither identical with the sounds of Arabic and Persian, nor resemble them in any way. Our tongue and uvula could scarcely manage to correctly pronounce them, nor our ears in hearing to distinguish them from similar sounds, nor could we transliterate them with our characters. It is very difficult, therefore, to express an Indian word in our writing, for in order to fix the pronunciation we must change our orthographical points and signs, and must pronounce the case-endings either according to the common Arabic rules or according to special rules adapted for the purpose.

Add to this that the Indian scribes are careless, and do not take pains to produce correct and well-collated copies. In consequence, the highest results of the author's mental development are lost by their negligence, and his book becomes already in the first or second copy so full of faults, that the text appears as something entirely new, which neither a scholar nor one familiar with the subject, whether Hindu or Muslim, could any longer understand. It will sufficiently illustrate the matter if we tell the reader that we have sometimes written down a word from the mouth of Hindus, taking the greatest pains to fix its pronunciation, and that afterwards when we repeated it to them, they had great difficulty in recognising it.
As in other foreign tongues, so also in Sanskrit, two or three consonants may follow each other without an intervening vowel—consonants which in our Persian grammatical system are considered as having a hidden vowel. Since most Sanskrit words and names begin with such consonants without vowels, we find it very difficult to pronounce them.

Besides, the scientific books of the Hindus are composed in various favourite metres, by which they intend, considering that the books soon become corrupted by additions and omissions, to preserve them exactly as they are, in order to facilitate their being learned by heart, because they consider as canonical only that which is known by heart, not that which exists in writing. Now it is well known that in all metrical compositions there is much misty and constrained phraseology merely intended to fill up the metre and serving as a kind of patchwork, and this necessitates a certain amount of verbosity. This is also one of the reasons why a word has sometimes one meaning and sometimes another.

From all this it will appear that the metrical form of literary composition is one of the causes which make the study of Sanskrit literature so particularly difficult.

Secondly, they totally differ from us in religion, as we believe in nothing in which they believe, and vice versa. On the whole, there is very little disputing about theological topics among themselves; at the utmost, they fight with words, but they will never stake their soul or body or their property on religious controversy. On the contrary, all their fanaticism is directed against those who do not belong to them—against all foreigners. They call them mleccha, i.e. impure, and forbid having any connection with them, be it by intermarriage or any other kind of relationship, or by sitting, eating, and drinking with them, because
thereby, they think, they would be polluted. They consider as impure anything which touches the fire and the water of a foreigner; and no household can exist without these two elements. Besides, they never desire that a thing which once has been polluted should be purified and thus recovered, as, under ordinary circumstances, if anybody or anything has become unclean, he or it would strive to regain the state of purity. They are not allowed to receive anybody who does not belong to them, even if he wished it, or was inclined to their religion. This, too, renders any connection with them quite impossible, and constitutes the widest gulf between us and them.

In the third place, in all manners and usages they differ from us to such a degree as to frighten their children with us, with our dress, and our ways and customs, and as to declare us to be devil's breed, and our doings as the very opposite of all that is good and proper. By the by, we must confess, in order to be just, that a similar depreciation of foreigners not only prevails among us and the Hindus, but is common to all nations towards each other. I recollect a Hindu who wreaked his vengeance on us for the following reason:—

Some Hindu king had perished at the hand of an enemy of his who had marched against him from our country. After his death there was born a child to him, which succeeded him, by the name of Sagara. On coming of age, the young man asked his mother about his father, and then she told him what had happened. Now he was inflamed with hatred, marched out of his country into the country of the enemy, and plentifully satiated his thirst of vengeance upon them. After having become tired of slaughtering, he compelled the survivors to dress in our dress, which was meant as an ignominious punishment for them. When I heard of it, I felt thankful that he was gracious enough not
to compel us to Indianise ourselves and to adopt Hindu
dress and manners.

Another circumstance which increased the already
existing antagonism between Hindus and foreigners is
that the so-called Shamaniyya (Buddhists), though they
cordially hate the Brahmans, still are nearer akin to
them than to others. In former times, Khurâsân, Persis,
'Irâk, Mosul, the country up to the frontier of Syria,
was Buddhistic, but then Zarathustra went forth from
'Adharbaijân and preached Magism in Balkh (Baktra).
His doctrine came into favour with King Gushtasp,
and his son Isfendiyâd spread the new faith both in
east and west, both by force and by treaties. He
founded fire-temples through his whole empire, from
the frontiers of China to those of the Greek empire.
The succeeding kings made their religion (i.e. Zoroas-
trianism) the obligatory state-religion for Persis and
'Irâk. In consequence, the Buddhists were banished
from those countries, and had to emigrate to the coun-
tries east of Balkh. There are some Magians up to the
present time in India, where they are called Maga.
From that time dates their aversion towards the coun-
tries of Khurâsân. But then came Islam; the Persian
empire perished, and the repugnance of the Hindus
against foreigners increased more and more when the
Muslims began to make their inroads into their country;
for Muhammed Ibn Elkâsim Ibn Elmunabbih entered
Sindh from the side of Sijistân (Sakastene) and conquered
the cities of Bahmanwâ and Mûlsthâna, the former of
which he called Al- mansîra, the latter Al-ma'mûra.
He entered India proper, and penetrated even as far as
Kanauj, marched through the country of Gandhûra, and
on his way back, through the confines of Kashmir, some-
times fighting sword in hand, sometimes gaining his ends
by treaties, leaving to the people their ancient belief,
except in the case of those who wanted to become Mus-
lims. All these events planted a deeply rooted hatred
in their hearts.
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Now in the following times no Muslim conqueror passed beyond the frontier of Kâbul and the river Sindh until the days of the Turks, when they seized the power in Ghazna under the Sâmanî dynasty, and the supreme power fell to the lot of Nâsir-addaula Sabuktâgin. This prince chose the holy war as his calling, and therefore called himself Al-ghâzî (i.e. warring on the road of Allah). In the interest of his successors he constructed, in order to weaken the Indian frontier, those roads on which afterwards his son Yamin-addaula Mahmûd marched into India during a period of thirty years and more. God be merciful to both father and son! Mahmûd utterly ruined the prosperity of the country, and performed there wonderful exploits, by which the Hindus became like atoms of dust scattered in all directions, and like a tale of old in the mouth of the people. Their scattered remains cherish, of course, the most inveterate aversion towards all Muslims. This is the reason, too, why Hindu sciences have retired far away from those parts of the country conquered by us, and have fled to places which our hand cannot yet reach, to Kashmir, Benares, and other places. And there the antagonism between them and all foreigners receives more and more nourishment both from political and religious sources.

In the fifth place, there are other causes, the mentioning of which sounds like a satire—peculiarities of their national character, deeply rooted in them, but manifest to everybody. We can only say, folly is an illness for which there is no medicine, and the Hindus believe that there is no country but theirs, no nation like theirs, no kings like theirs, no religion like theirs, no science like theirs. They are haughty, foolishly vain, self-conceited, and stolid. They are by nature niggardly in communicating that which they know, and they take the greatest possible care to withhold it from men of another caste among their own people, still much more, of course,
from any foreigner. According to their belief, there is no other country on earth but theirs, no other race of man but theirs, and no created beings besides them have any knowledge or science whatsoever. Their haughtiness is such that, if you tell them of any science or scholar in Khurasan and Persia, they will think you to be both an ignoramus and a liar. If they travelled and mixed with other nations, they would soon change their mind, for their ancestors were not as narrow-minded as the present generation is. One of their scholars, Varahamihira, in a passage where he calls on the people to honour the Brahmans, says: "The Greeks, though impure, must be honoured, since they were trained in sciences, and therein excelled others. What, then, are we to say of a Brahman, if he combines with his purity the height of science?" In former times, the Hindus used to acknowledge that the progress of science due to the Greeks is much more important than that which is due to themselves. But from this passage of Varahamihira alone you see what a self-lauding man he is, whilst he gives himself airs as doing justice to others. At first I stood to their astronomers in the relation of a pupil to his master, being a stranger among them and not acquainted with their peculiar national and traditional methods of science. On having made some progress, I began to show them the elements on which this science rests, to point out to them some rules of logical deduction and the scientific methods of all mathematics, and then they flocked together round me from all parts, wondering, and most eager to learn from me, asking me at the same time from what Hindu master I had learnt those things, whilst in reality I showed them what they were worth, and thought myself a great deal superior to them, disdaining to be put on a level with them. They almost thought me to be a sorcerer, and when speaking of me to their leading men in their native tongue, they spoke of me as the sea or as
the water which is so acid that vinegar in comparison is sweet.

Now such is the state of things in India. I have found it very hard to work my way into the subject, although I have a great liking for it, in which respect I stand quite alone in my time, and although I do not spare either trouble or money in collecting Sanskrit books from places where I supposed they were likely to be found, and in procuring for myself, even from very remote places, Hindu scholars who understand them and are able to teach me. What scholar, however, has the same favourable opportunities of studying this subject as I have? That would be only the case with one to whom the grace of God accords, what it did not accord to me, a perfectly free disposal of his own doings and goings; for it has never fallen to my lot in my own doings and goings to be perfectly independent, nor to be invested with sufficient power to dispose and to order as I thought best. However, I thank God for that which He has bestowed upon me, and which must be considered as sufficient for the purpose.

The heathen Greeks, before the rise of Christianity, held much the same opinions as the Hindus; their educated classes thought much the same as those of the Hindus; their common people held the same idolatrous views as those of the Hindus. Therefore I like to confront the theories of the one nation with those of the other simply on account of their close relationship, not in order to correct them. For that which is not the truth (i.e. the true belief or monotheism) does not admit of any correction, and all heathenism, whether Greek or Indian, is in its pith and marrow one and the same belief, because it is only a deviation from the truth. The Greeks, however, had philosophers who, living in their country, discovered and worked out for them the elements of science, not of popular superstition, for it is the object of the upper
classes to be guided by the results of science, whilst the common crowd will always be inclined to plunge into wrong-headed wrangling, as long as they are not kept down by fear of punishment. Think of Socrates when he opposed the crowd of his nation as to their idolatry and did not want to call the stars gods! At once eleven of the twelve judges of the Athenians agreed on a sentence of death, and Socrates died faithful to the truth.

The Hindus had no men of this stamp both capable and willing to bring sciences to a classical perfection. Therefore you mostly find that even the so-called scientific theorems of the Hindus are in a state of utter confusion, devoid of any logical order, and in the last instance always mixed up with the silly notions of the crowd, e.g. immense numbers, enormous spaces of time, and all kinds of religious dogmas, which the vulgar belief does not admit of being called into question. Therefore it is a prevailing practice among the Hindus *jurare in verba magistri*; and I can only compare their mathematical and astronomical literature, as far as I know it, to a mixture of pearl shells and sour dates, or of pearls and dung, or of costly crystals and common pebbles. Both kinds of things are equal in their eyes, since they cannot raise themselves to the methods of a strictly scientific deduction.

In most parts of my work I simply relate without criticising, unless there be a special reason for doing so. I mention the necessary Sanskrit names and technical terms once where the context of our explanation demands it. If the word is an original one, the meaning of which can be rendered in Arabic, I only use the corresponding Arabic word; if, however, the Sanskrit word be more practical, we keep this, trying to transliterate it as accurately as possible. If the word is a secondary or derived one, but in general use, we also keep it, though there be a corresponding term in Arabic, but before using it we explain its signification. In
this way we have tried to facilitate the understanding of the terminology.

Lastly, we observe that we cannot always in our discussions strictly adhere to the geometrical method, only referring to that which precedes and never to that which follows, as we must sometimes introduce in a chapter an unknown factor, the explanation of which can only be given in a later part of the book, God helping us!
CHAPTER II.

ON THE BELIEF OF THE HINDUS IN GOD.

The belief of educated and uneducated people differs in every nation; for the former strive to conceive abstract ideas and to define general principles, whilst the latter do not pass beyond the apprehension of the senses, and are content with derived rules, without caring for details, especially in questions of religion and law, regarding which opinions and interests are divided.

The Hindus believe with regard to God that he is one, eternal, without beginning and end, acting by free-will, almighty, all-wise, living, giving life, ruling, preserving; one who in his sovereignty is unique, beyond all likeness and unlikeness, and that he does not resemble anything nor does anything resemble him. In order to illustrate this we shall produce some extracts from their literature, lest the reader should think that our account is nothing but hearsay.

In the book of Patañjali the pupil asks:

"Who is the worshipped one, by the worship of whom blessing is obtained?"

The master says:

"It is he who, being eternal and unique, does not for his part stand in need of any human action for which he might give as a recompense either a blissful repose, which is hoped and longed for, or a troubled existence, which is feared and dreaded. He is unattainable to thought, being sublime beyond all unlikeness which is abhorrent and all likeness which is sympathetic. He
by his essence knows from all eternity. Knowledge, in the human sense of the term, has as its object that which was unknown before, whilst not knowing does not at any time or in any condition apply to God.”

Further the pupil speaks:

“Do you attribute to him other qualities besides those you have mentioned?”

The master says:

“He is height, absolute in the idea, not in space, for he is sublime beyond all existence in any space. He is the pure absolute good, longed for by every created being. He is the knowledge free from the defilement of forgetfulness and not-knowing.”

The pupil speaks:

“Do you attribute to him speech or not?”

The master says:

“As he knows, he no doubt also speaks.”

The pupil asks:

“If he speaks because he knows, what, then, is the difference between him and the knowing sages who have spoken of their knowing?”

The master says:

“The difference between them is time, for they have learned in time and spoken in time, after having been not-knowing and not-speaking. By speech they have transferred their knowledge to others. Therefore their speaking and acquiring knowledge take place in time. And as divine matters have no connection with time, God is knowing, speaking from eternity. It was he who spoke to Brahman, and to others of the first beings in different ways. On the one he bestowed a book; for the other he opened a door, a means of communicating with him; a third one he inspired so that he obtained by cogitation what God bestowed upon him.”

The pupil asks:

“Whence has he this knowing?”

The master answers:
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"His knowing is the same from all eternity, for ever and ever. As he has never been not-knowing, he is knowing of himself, having never acquired any knowledge which he did not possess before. He speaks in the Veda which he sent down upon Brahman:

"'Praise and celebrate him who has spoken the Veda, and was before the Veda.'"

The pupil asks:

"How do you worship him to whom the perception of the senses cannot attain?"

The master says:

"His name proves his existence, for where there is a report there must be something to which it refers, and where there is a name there must be something which is named. He is hidden to the senses and unperceivable by them. However, the soul perceives him, and thought comprehends his qualities. This meditation is identical with worshipping him exclusively, and by practising it uninterruptedly beatitude is obtained."

In this way the Hindus express themselves in this very famous book.

The following passage is taken from the book Gîlê, a part of the book Bhdrâta, from the conversation between Vâsudeva and Arjuna:—

"I am the universe, without a beginning by being born, or without an end by dying. I do not aim by whatever I do at any recompense. I do not specially belong to one class of beings to the exclusion of others, as if I were the friend of one and the enemy of others. I have given to each one in my creation what is sufficient for him in all his functions. Therefore whoever knows me in this capacity, and tries to become similar to me by keeping desire apart from his action, his fetters will be loosened, and he will easily be saved and freed."

This passage reminds one of the definition of philo-
On the notions of the action and the agent.

Quotation from the book Śaivismāṇya.
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sophy as the striving to become as much as possible similar to God.

Further, Vāsudeva speaks in the same book:

"It is desire which causes most men to take refuge with God for their wants. But if you examine their case closely, you will find that they are very far from having an accurate knowledge of him; for God is not apparent to every one, so that he might perceive him with his senses. Therefore they do not know him. Some of them do not pass beyond what their senses perceive; some pass beyond this, but stop at the knowledge of the laws of nature, without learning that above them there is one who did not give birth nor was born, the essence of whose being has not been comprehended by the knowledge of any one, while his knowledge comprehends everything."

The Hindus differ among themselves as to the definition of what is action. Some who make God the source of action consider him as the universal cause; for as the existence of the agents derives from him, he is the cause of their action, and in consequence it is his own action coming into existence through their intermedation. Others do not derive action from God, but from other sources, considering them as the particular causes which in the last instance—according to external observation—produce the action in question.

In the book Śaivismāṇya the devotee speaks: "Has there been a difference of opinion about action and the agent, or not?"

The sage speaks: "Some people say that the soul is not alive and the matter not living; that God, who is self-sufficing, is he who unites them and separates them from each other; that therefore in reality he himself is the agent. Action proceeds from him in such a way that he causes both the soul and the matter to move, like as that which is living and powerful moves that which is dead and weak."
“Others say that the union of action and the agent is effected by nature, and that such is the usual process in everything that increases and decreases.

“Others say the agent is the soul, because in the Védas it is said, ‘Every being comes from Purusha.’ According to others, the agent is time, for the world is tied to time as a sheep is tied to a strong cord, so that its motion depends upon whether the cord is drawn tight or slackened. Still others say that action is nothing but a recompense for something which has been done before.

“All these opinions are wrong. The truth is, that action entirely belongs to matter, for matter binds the soul, causes it to wander about in different shapes, and then sets it free. Therefore matter is the agent, all that belongs to matter helps it to accomplish action. But the soul is not an agent, because it is devoid of the different faculties.”

This is what educated people believe about God. They call him śvara, i.e. self-sufficing, beneficent, who gives without receiving. They consider the unity of God as absolute, but that everything beside God which may appear as a unity is really a plurality of things. The existence of God they consider as a real existence, because everything that exists exists through him. It is not impossible to think that the existing beings are not and that he is, but it is impossible to think that he is not and that they are.

If we now pass from the ideas of the educated people among the Hindus to those of the common people, we must first state that they present a great variety. Some of them are simply abominable, but similar errors also occur in other religions. Nay, even in Islam we must decidedly disapprove, e.g. of the anthropomorphic doctrines, the teachings of the Jabriyya sect, the prohibition of the discussion of religious topics, and such like. Every religious sentence destined for the people at large must
be carefully worded, as the following example shows. Some Hindu scholar calls God a point, meaning to say thereby that the qualities of bodies do not apply to him. Now some uneducated man reads this and imagines, God is as small as a point, and he does not find out what the word point in this sentence was really intended to express. He will not even stop with this offensive comparison, but will describe God as much larger, and will say, “He is twelve fingers long and ten fingers broad.” Praise be to God, who is far above measure and number! Further, if an uneducated man hears what we have mentioned, that God comprehends the universe so that nothing is concealed from him, he will at once imagine that this comprehending is effected by means of eyesight; that eyesight is only possible by means of an eye, and that two eyes are better than only one; and in consequence he will describe God as having a thousand eyes, meaning to describe his omniscience.

Similar hideous fictions are sometimes met with among the Hindus, especially among those castes who are not allowed to occupy themselves with science, of whom we shall speak hereafter.
CHAPTER III.

ON THE HINDU BELIEF AS TO CREATED THINGS, BOTH "INTELLIGIBILIA" AND "SENSIBILIA."

On this subject the ancient Greeks held nearly the same view as the Hindus, at all events in those times before philosophy rose high among them under the care of the seven so-called pillars of wisdom, viz. Solon of Athens, Bias of Priene, Periander of Corinth, Thales of Miletus, Chilon of Lacedæmon, Pittacus of Lesbos, and Cleobulus of Lindos, and their successors. Some of them thought that all things are one, and this one thing is according to some ῥὸ λανθάνειν, according to others ἦ δύναμις; that e.g. man has only this prerogative before a stone and the inanimate world, that he is by one degree nearer than they to the First Cause. But this he would not be anything better than they.

Others think that only the First Cause has real existence, because it alone is self-sufficing, whilst everything else absolutely requires it; that a thing which for its existence stands in need of something else has only a dream-life, no real life, and that reality is only that one and first being (the First Cause).

This is also the theory of the Ṣāfīs, i.e. the sages, for ʿiff means in Greek wisdom (σοφία). Therefore a philosopher is called ἡλέοφος, i.e. loving wisdom. When in Islam persons adopted something like the doctrines of these philosophers, they also adopted their name; but some people did not understand the meaning of the word, and erroneously combined it with
the Arabic word ṣaffa, as if the Șift (=phiλοσοφοι) were identical with the so-called 'Ahl-ṣaffa among the companions of Muhammad. In later times the word was corrupted by misspelling, so that finally it was taken for a derivation from ṣdf, i.e. the wool of goats. Abū-alfath Albusti made a laudable effort to avoid this mistake when he said, "From olden times people have differed as to the meaning of the word șift, and have thought it a derivative from ṣdf, i.e. wool. I, for my part, understand by the word a youth who is ṣdf, i.e. pure. This ṣdf has become ṣift, and in this form the name of a class of thinkers, the Șift."

Further, the same Greeks think that the existing world is only one thing; that the First Cause appears in it under various shapes; that the power of the First Cause is inherent in the parts of the world under different circumstances, which cause a certain difference of the things of the world notwithstanding their original unity.

Others thought that he who turns with his whole being towards the First Cause, striving to become as much as possible similar to it, will become united with it after having passed the intermediate stages, and stripped of all appendages and impediments. Similar views are also held by the Șift, because of the similarity of the dogma.

As to the souls and spirits, the Greeks think that they exist by themselves before they enter bodies; that they exist in certain numbers and groups, which stand in various relations to each other, knowing each other and not knowing; that they, whilst staying in bodies, earn by the actions of their free-will that lot which awaits them after their separation from the bodies, i.e. the faculty of ruling the world in various ways. Therefore they called them gods, built temples in their names and offered them sacrifices; as Galenus says in his book called προτερπτικος εις τας τέχνας: "Excel-
lent men have obtained the honour of being reckoned among the deified beings only for the noble spirit in which they cultivated the arts, not for their prowess in wrestling and discus-throwing. *E.g.* Asclepius and Dionysos, whether they were originally human beings in bygone times and afterwards deified, or were divine beings from the very beginning, deserved in any case the greatest of honours; because the one taught mankind the science of medicine, the other the art of the cultivation of the vine."

Galenus says in his commentary on the aphorisms of Hippocrates: "As regards the offerings to Asclepius, we have never heard that anybody offered him a goat, because the weaving of goat's-hair is not easy, and much goat's-meat produces epilepsy, since the humours of the goats are bad. People only offer him a cock, as also Hippocrates has done. For this divine man acquired for mankind the art of medicine, which is much superior to that which Dionysos and Demeter have invented, *i.e.* the wine and the cereals whence bread is prepared. Therefore cereals are called by the name of Demeter and the vine is called by the name of Dionysos."

Plato says in his *Timæus*: "The *theoi* whom the *Plato.* barbarians call *gods*, because of their not dying, are the *διίτωρ*, whilst they call *the* god *the first god*.

Further he says: "God spoke to the gods, 'You are not of yourselves exempt from destruction. Only you will not perish by death. You have obtained from my will at the time when I created you, the firmest covenant.'"

In another passage of the same book he says: "God is in the single number; there are no gods in the plural number."

These quotations prove that the Greeks call in general *god* everything that is glorious and noble, and the like usage exists among many nations. They go
even so far as to call gods the mountains, the seas, &c. Secondly, they apply the term god in a special sense to the First Cause, to the angels, and to their souls. According to a third usage, Plato calls gods the Sekindat (= Moωρα). But on this subject the terms of the interpreters are not perfectly clear; in consequence of which we only know the name, but not what it means. Johannes Grammaticus says in his refutation of Proclus: "The Greeks gave the name of gods to the visible bodies in heaven, as many barbarians do. Afterwards, when they came to philosophise on the abstract ideas of the world of thought, they called these by the name of gods."

Hence we must necessarily infer that being deified means something like the state of angels, according to our notions. This Galenus says in clear words in the same book: "If it is true that Asclepius was a man in bygone times, and that then God deigned to make him one of the angels, everything else is idle talk."

In another passage of the same book he says: "God spoke to Lycurgus, 'I am in doubt concerning you, whether to call you a man or an angel, but I incline to the latter.'"

There are, however, certain expressions which are offensive according to the notions of one religion, whilst they are admissible according to those of another, which may pass in one language, whilst they are rejected by another. To this class belongs the word apotheosis, which has a bad sound in the ears of Muslims. If we consider the use of the word god in the Arabic language, we find that all the names by which the pure truth, i.e. Allâh, has been named, may somehow or other be applied to other beings besides him, except the word Allâh, which only applies to God, and which has been called his greatest name.

If we consider the use of the word in Hebrew and
Syriac, in which two languages the sacred books before the Koran were revealed, we find that in the Thora and the following books of prophets which are reckoned with the Thora as one whole, that word Rab① corresponds to the word Allāh in Arabic, in so far as it cannot in a genitive construction be applied to anybody besides God, and you cannot say the rabb of the house, the rabb of the property (which in Arabic is allowed). And, secondly, we find that the word 'Eloah in Hebrew corresponds in its usage there to the word Rabb in Arabic (i.e. that in Hebrew the word הָא may apply to other beings but God, like the word تُر in Arabic).

The following passages occur in those books:

“The sons of Elohim came in unto the daughters of men” (Gen. vi. 4), before the deluge, and cohabited with them.

“Satan entered together with the sons of Elohim into their meeting” (Job i. 6).

In the Thora of Moses God speaks to him: “I have made thee a god to Pharaoh” (Exod. vii. 1).

In the 82d Psalm of the Psalter of David the following occurs: “God standeth in the congregation of the gods” (Ps. lxxxii. 1), i.e. of the angels.

In the Thora the idols are called foreign gods. If the Thora had not forbidden to worship any other being but God, if it had not forbidden people to prostrate themselves before the idols, nay, even to mention them and to think of them, one might infer from this expression (foreign gods) that the order of the Bible refers only to the abolition of foreign gods, which would mean gods that are not Hebrew ones (as if the Hebrews had adored national gods, in opposition to the gods of their neighbours). The nations round Palestine were idol worshippers like the heathen Greeks, and the Israelites always rebelled against God by worshipping the idol of Baal (lit. Ba‘la) and the idol of Ashtārōth, i.e. Venus.

From all this it is evident that the Hebrews used to
apply the term being god, grammatically a term like being king, to the angels, to the souls invested with divine power (v. p. 34); by way of comparison, also, to the images which were made to represent the bodies of those beings; lastly, metaphorically, to kings and to other great men.

Passing from the word God to those of father and son, we must state that Islam is not liberal in the use of them; for in Arabic the word son means nearly always as much as a child in the natural order of things, and from the ideas involved in parentage and birth can never be derived any expression meaning the Eternal Lord of creation. Other languages, however, take much more liberty in this respect; so that if people address a man by father, it is nearly the same as if they addressed him by sir. As is well known, phrases of this kind have become so prevalent among the Christians, that anybody who does not always use the words father and son in addressing people would scarcely be considered as one of them. By the son they understand most especially Jesus, but apply it also to others besides him. It is Jesus who orders his disciples to say in prayer, “O our father which art in heaven” (St. Matt. vi. 9); and informing them of his approaching death, he says that he is going to his father and to their father (St. John xx. 17). In most of his speeches he explains the word the son as meaning himself, that he is the son of man.

Besides the Christians, the Jews too use similar expressions; for the 2d Book of Kings relates that God consoled David for the loss of his son, who had been borne to him by the wife of Uriah, and promised him another son from her, whom he would adopt as his own son (1 Chron. xxii. 9, 10). If the use of the Hebrew language admits that Salomo is by adoption a son of God, it is admissible that he who adopted was a father, viz. God.
The Manichæans stand in a near relationship to the Christians. Mânt expresses himself in a similar way in the book called Ḍans-al'īhyd (Thesaurus Vivificationis):

"The resplendent hosts will be called young women and virgins, fathers and mothers, sons, brothers, and sisters, because such is the custom in the books of the prophets. In the country of joy there is neither male nor female, nor are there organs of generation. All are invested with living bodies. Since they have divine bodies, they do not differ from each other in weakness and force, in length and shortness, in figure and looks; they are like similar lamps, which are lighted by the same lamp, and which are nourished by the same material. The cause of this kind of name-giving arises, in the last instance, from the rivalry of the two realms in mixing up with each other. When the low dark realm rose from the abyss of chaos, and was seen by the high resplendent realm as consisting of pairs of male and female beings, the latter gave similar outward forms to its own children, who started to fight that other world, so that it placed in the fight one kind of beings opposite the same kind of the other world."

The educated among the Hindus abhor anthropomorphisms of this kind, but the crowd and the members of the single sects use them most extensively. They go even beyond all we have hitherto mentioned, so as to speak of wife, son, daughter, of the rendering pregnant and other physical processes, all in connection with God. They are even so little pious, that, when speaking of these things, they do not even abstain from silly and unbecoming language. However, nobody minds these classes and their theories, though they be numerous. The main and most essential point of the Hindu world of thought is that which the Brahmans think and believe, for they are specially trained for preserving and maintaining their religion. And this it is which we shall explain, viz. the belief of the Brahmans.
Regarding the whole creation (τὸ ὅν), they think that it is a unity, as has already been declared, because Vāsudeva speaks in the book called Gītā: “To speak accurately, we must say that all things are divine; for Vishṇu made himself the earth that the living beings should rest thereupon; he made himself water to nourish them thereby; he made himself fire and wind in order to make them grow; and he made himself the heart of every single being. He presented them with recollection and knowledge and the two opposite qualities, as is mentioned in the Veda.”

How much does this resemble the expression of the author of the book of Apollonius, De Causis Rerum, as if the one had been taken from the other! He says: “There is in all men a divine power, by which all things, both material and immaterial, are apprehended.” Thus in Persian the immaterial Lord is called Khudā, and in a derivative sense the word is also used to mean a man, i.e. a human lord.

I. Those Hindus who prefer clear and accurate definitions to vague allusions call the soul puruṣa, which means man, because it is the living element in the existing world. Life is the only attribute which they give to it. They describe it as alternately knowing and not knowing, as not knowing ᾠν πάσαν (actually), and as knowing ᾠν δύναμιν (potentially), gaining knowledge by acquisition. The not-knowing of puruṣa is the cause why action comes into existence, and its knowing is the cause why action ceases.

II. Next follows the general matter, i.e. the abstract और, which they call avyakta, i.e. a shapeless thing. It is dead, but has three powers potentially, not actually, which are called sattva, rajas, and tamas. I have heard that Buddhodana (sic), in speaking to his adherents the Shamanians, calls them buddha, dharma, saṅgha, as it were intelligence, religion, and ignorance (sic). The first power is rest and goodness, and hence come existing
and growing. The second is exertion and fatigue, and hence come firmness and duration. The third is languor and irresolution, and hence come ruin and perishing. Therefore the first power is attributed to the angels, the second to men, the third to the animals. The ideas before, afterwards, and thereupon may be predicated of all these things only in the sense of a certain sequence and on account of the inadequacy of language, but not so as to indicate any ordinary notions of time.

III. Matter proceeding from स्वातत्त्वī into प्राकृतिः under the various shapes and with the three primary forces is called व्यक्तिः, i.e. having shape, whilst the union of the abstract नम and of the shaped matter is called प्रकृतिः. This term, however, is of no use to us; we do not want to speak of an abstract matter, the term matter alone being sufficient for us, since the one does not exist without the other.

IV. Next comes धर्म, which they call अहानाकारः. The word is derived from the ideas of overpowering, developing, and self-assertion, because matter when assuming shape causes things to develop into new forms, and this growing consists in the changing of a foreign element and assimilating it to the growing one. Hence it is as if Nature were trying to overpower those other or foreign elements in this process of changing them, and were subduing that which is changed.

V.—IX. As a matter of course, each compound presupposes simple elements from which it is compounded and into which it is resolved again. The universal existences in the world are the five elements, i.e. according to the Hindus: heaven, wind, fire, water, and earth. They are called महाभूता, i.e. having great natures. They do not think, as other people do, that the fire is a hot dry body near the bottom of the ether. They understand by fire the common fire on earth which comes from an inflammation of smoke. The Vāyu Purāṇa says: "In the beginning were earth, water, wind,
and heaven. Brahman, on seeing sparks under the earth, brought them forward and divided them into three parts: the first, pārthiva, is the common fire, which requires wood and is extinguished by water; the second is divya, i.e. the sun; the third, vidyut, i.e. the lightning. The sun attracts the water; the lightning shines through the water. In the animals, also, there is fire in the midst of moist substances, which serve to nourish the fire and do not extinguish it."

X.–XIV. As these elements are compound, they presuppose simple ones which are called pāṇca mātāras, i.e. five mothers. They describe them as the functions of the senses. The simple element of heaven is sabda, i.e. that which is heard; that of the wind is sparśa, i.e. that which is touched; that of the fire is rūpa, i.e. that which is seen; that of the water is rasa, i.e. that which is tasted; and that of the earth is gandha, i.e. that which is smelled. With each of these mahābhūta elements (earth, water, &c.) they connect, firstly, one of the pāṇca-mātāras elements, as we have here shown; and, secondly, all those which have been attributed to the mahābhūta elements previously mentioned. So the earth has all five qualities; the water has them minus the smelling (= four qualities); the fire has them minus the smelling and tasting (i.e. three qualities); the wind has them minus smelling, tasting, and seeing (i.e. two qualities); heaven has them minus smelling, tasting, seeing, and touching (i.e. one quality).

I do not know what the Hindus mean by bringing sound into relation with heaven. Perhaps they mean something similar to what Homer, the poet of the ancient Greeks, said, "Those invested with the seven melodies speak and give answer to each other in a pleasant tone." Thereby he meant the seven planets; as another poet says, "The spheres endowed with different melodies are seven, moving eternally, praising the Creator, for it is he who holds them and embraces them unto the farthest end of the starless sphere."
Porphyry says in his book on the opinions of the most prominent philosophers about the nature of the sphere: "The heavenly bodies moving about in forms and shapes and with wonderful melodies, which are fixed for ever, as Pythagoras and Diogenes have explained, point to their Creator, who is without equal and without shape. People say that Diogenes had such subtle senses that he, and he alone, could hear the sound of the motion of the sphere."

All these expressions are rather hints than clear speech, but admitting of a correct interpretation on a scientific basis. Some successor of those philosophers, one of those who did not grasp the full truth, says: "Sight is watery, hearing airy, smelling fiery, tasting earthy, and touching is what the soul bestows upon everybody by uniting itself with it." I suppose this philosopher connects the sight with the water because he had heard of the moist substances of the eye and of their different classes (lacuna); he refers the smelling to the fire on account of frankincense and smoke; the tasting to the earth because of his nourishment which the earth yields him. As, then, the four elements are finished, he is compelled for the fifth sense, the touching, to have recourse to the soul.

The result of all these elements which we have enumerated, i.e. a compound of all of them, is the animal. The Hindus consider the plants as a species of animal as Plato also thinks that the plants have a sense, because they have the faculty of distinguishing between that which suits them and that which is detrimental to them. The animal is an animal as distinguished from a stone by virtue of its possession of the senses.

XV.-XIX. The senses are five, called *Indriyāni*, the *Indriyāpi*. hearing by the ear, the seeing by the eye, the smelling by the nose, the tasting by the tongue, and the touching by the skin.

XX. Next follows the will, which directs the senses *Manna*. 
in the exercise of their various functions, and which
dwells in the heart. Therefore they call it manas.

XXI.—XXV. The animal nature is rendered perfect
by five necessary functions, which they call karmendri-
yāṇī, i.e. the senses of action. The former senses bring
about learning and knowledge, the latter action and
work. We shall call them the necessaria. They are:
1. To produce a sound for any of the different wants
and wishes a man may have; 2. To throw the hands
with force, in order to draw towards or to put away;
3. To walk with the feet, in order to seek something
or to fly from it; 4, 5. The ejection of the superfluous
elements of nourishment by means of the two openings
created for the purpose.

The whole of these elements are twenty-five, viz. —
1. The general soul.
2. The abstract īśā.
3. The shaped matter.
4. The overpowering nature.
5—9. The simple mothers.
10—14. The primary elements.
15—19. The senses of apperception.
20. The directing will.
21—25. The instrumental necessaria.

The totality of these elements is called tattva, and all
knowledge is restricted to them. Therefore Vyūsa the
son of Parāśara speaks: “Learn twenty-five by dis-
tinctions, definitions, and divisions, as you learn a
logical syllogism, and something which is a certainty,
not merely studying with the tongue. Afterwards
adhere to whatever religion you like; your end will
be salvation.”
CHAPTER IV.

FROM WHAT CAUSE ACTION ORIGINATES, AND HOW THE SOUL IS CONNECTED WITH MATTER.

Voluntary actions cannot originate in the body of any animal, unless the body be living and exist in close contact with that which is living of itself, i.e. the soul. The Hindus maintain that the soul is ἐν πράξει, not ἐν δυνάμει, ignorant of its own essential nature and of its material substratum, longing to apprehend what it does not know, and believing that it cannot exist unless by matter. As, therefore, it longs for the good which is duration, and wishes to learn that which is hidden from it, it starts off in order to be united with matter. However, substances which are dense and such as are tenuous, if they have these qualities in the very highest degree, can mix together only by means of intermediary elements which stand in a certain relation to each of the two. Thus the air is the medium between fire and water, which are opposed to each other by these two qualities, for the air is related to the fire in tenuity and to the water in density, and by either of these qualities it renders the one capable of mixing with the other. Now, there is no greater antithesis than that between body and not-body. Therefore the soul, being what it is, cannot obtain the fulfilment of its wish but by similar media, spirits which derive their existence from the matres simplices in the worlds called Bhūrloka, Bhuvarloka, and Svarloka. The Hindus call them tenuous bodies over which the soul rises like the
sun over the earth, in order to distinguish them from the dense bodies which derive their existence from the common five elements. The soul, in consequence of this union with the media, uses them as its vehicles. Thus the image of the sun, though he is only one, is represented in many mirrors which are placed opposite to him, as also in the water of vessels placed opposite. The sun is seen alike in each mirror and each vessel, and in each of them his warming and light-giving effect is perceived.

When, now, the various bodies, being from their nature compounds of different things, come into existence, being composed of male elements, viz. bones, veins, and sperma, and of female elements, viz. flesh, blood, and hair, and being thus fully prepared to receive life, then those spirits unite themselves with them, and the bodies are to the spirits what castles or fortresses are to the various affairs of princes. In a farther stage of development five winds enter the bodies. By the first and second of them the inhaling and exhaling are effected, by the third the mixture of the victuals in the stomach, by the fourth the locomotion of the body from one place to the other, by the fifth the transferring of the apperception of the senses from one side of the body to the other.

The spirits here mentioned do not, according to the notions of the Hindus, differ from each other in substance, but have a precisely identical nature. However, their individual characters and manners differ in the same measure as the bodies with which they are united differ, on account of the three forces which are in them striving with each other for supremacy, and on account of their harmony being disturbed by the passions of envy and wrath.

Such, then, is the supreme highest cause of the soul's starting off into action.

On the other hand, the lowest cause, as proceeding
from matter, is this: that matter for its part seeks for perfection, and always prefers that which is better to that which is less good, viz. proceeding from ὑπάρχω into πρᾶξις. In consequence of the vainglory and ambition which are its pith and marrow, matter produces and shows all kinds of possibilities which it contains to its pupil, the soul, and carries it round through all classes of vegetable and animal beings. Hindus compare the soul to a dancing-girl who is clever in her art and knows well what effect each motion and pose of hers has. She is in the presence of a sybarite — most eager of enjoying what she has learned. Now she begins to produce the various kinds of her art one after the other under the admiring gaze of the host, until her programme is finished and the eagerness of the spectator has been satisfied. Then she stops suddenly, since she could not produce anything but a repetition; and as a repetition is not wished for, he dismisses her, and action ceases. The close of this kind of relation is illustrated by the following simile: A caravan has been attacked in the desert by robbers, and the members of it have fled in all directions except a blind man and a lame man, who remain on the spot in helplessness, despairing of their escape. After they meet and recognise each other, the lame speaks to the blind: “I cannot move, but I can lead the way, whilst the opposite is the case with you. Therefore put me on your shoulder and carry me, that I may show you the way and that we may escape together from this calamity.” This the blind man did. They obtained their purpose by helping each other, and they left each other on coming out of the desert.

Further, the Hindus speak in different ways of the agent, as we have already mentioned. So the Vishnu Purana says: “Matter is the origin of the world. Its action in the world rises from an innate disposition, not
intentionally, and the wind cools the water though it only intends blowing. *Voluntary action is only due to Vishnu.* By the latter expression the author means the living being who is above matter (God). Through him matter becomes an *agent* toiling for him as a friend toils for a friend without wanting anything for himself.

On this theory Mâni has built the following sentence: "'The Apostles asked Jesus about the life of inanimate nature, whereupon he said, 'If that which is inanimate is separated from the living element which is commingled with it, and appears alone by itself, it is again inanimate and is not capable of living, whilst the living element which has left it, retaining its vital energy unimpaired, never dies.'"

The book of Sâmkhya derives action from matter, for the difference of forms under which matter appears depends upon the *three primary forces*, and upon whether one or two of them gain the supremacy over the remainder. These forces are the *angelic*, the *human*, and the *animal*. The three forces belong only to matter, not to the soul. The task of the soul is to learn the actions of matter like a spectator, resembling a traveller who sits down in a village to repose. Each villager is busy with his own particular work, but he looks at them and considers their doings, disliking some, liking others, and taking an example from them. In this way he is busy without having himself any share in the business going on, and without being the cause which has brought it about.

The book of Sâmkhya brings action into relation with the soul, though the soul has nothing to do with action, only in so far as it resembles a man who happens to get into the company of people whom he does not know. They are robbers returning from a village which they have sacked and destroyed, and he has scarcely marched with them a short distance, when they are overtaken by the avengers. The whole party
are taken prisoners, and together with them the inno-
cent man is dragged off; and being treated precisely
as they are, he receives the same punishment, without
having taken part in their action.

People say the soul resembles the rain-water which
comes down from heaven, always the same and of the
same nature. However, if it is gathered in vessels
placed for the purpose, vessels of different materials, of
gold, silver, glass, earthenware, clay, or bitter-salt earth,
it begins to differ in appearance, taste, and smell. Thus
the soul does not influence matter in any way, except
in this, that it gives matter life by being in close con-
tact with it. When, then, matter begins to act, the
result is different, in conformity with the one of the
three primary forces which happens to preponderate,
and conformably to the mutual assistance which the
other two latent forces afford to the former. This
assistance may be given in various ways, as the fresh
oil, the dry wick, and the smoking fire help each other
to produce light. The soul is in matter like the rider
on a carriage, being attended by the senses, who drive
the carriage according to the rider's intentions. But
the soul for its part is guided by the intelligence with
which it is inspired by God. This intelligence they
describe as that by which the reality of things is appre-
hended, which shows the way to the knowledge of God,
and to such actions as are liked and praised by every-
body.
ON THE STATE OF THE SOULS, AND THEIR MIGRATIONS THROUGH THE WORLD IN THE METEMPSYCHOSIS.

As the word of confession, "There is no god but God, Muhammad is his prophet," is the shibboleth of Islam, the Trinity that of Christianity, and the institute of the Sabbath that of Judaism, so metempsychosis is the shibboleth of the Hindu religion. Therefore he who does not believe in it does not belong to them, and is not reckoned as one of them. For they hold the following belief:

The soul, as long as it has not risen to the highest absolute intelligence, does not comprehend the totality of objects at once, or, as it were, in no time. Therefore it must explore all particular beings and examine all the possibilities of existence; and as their number is, though not unlimited, still an enormous one, the soul wants an enormous space of time in order to finish the contemplation of such a multiplicity of objects. The soul acquires knowledge only by the contemplation of the individuals and the species, and of their peculiar actions and conditions. It gains experience from each object, and gathers thereby new knowledge.

However, these actions differ in the same measure as the three primary forces differ. Besides, the world is not left without some direction, being led, as it were, by a bridle and directed towards a definite scope. Therefore the imperishable souls wander about in perishable bodies conformably to the difference of their actions, as
they prove to be good or bad. The object of the migration through the world of reward (i.e. heaven) is to direct the attention of the soul to the good, that it should become desirous of acquiring as much of it as possible. The object of its migration through the world of punishment (i.e. hell) is to direct its attention to the bad and abominable, that it should strive to keep as far as possible aloof from it.

The migration begins from low stages, and rises to higher and better ones, not the contrary, as we state on purpose, since the one is a priori as possible as the other. The difference of these lower and higher stages depends upon the difference of the actions, and this again results from the quantitative and qualitative diversity of the temperaments and the various degrees of combinations in which they appear.

This migration lasts until the object aimed at has been completely attained both for the soul and matter; the lower aim being the disappearance of the shape of matter, except any such new formation as may appear desirable; the higher aim being the ceasing of the desire of the soul to learn what it did not know before, the insight of the soul into the nobility of its own being and its independent existence, its knowing that it can dispense with matter after it has become acquainted with the mean nature of matter and the instability of its shapes, with all that which matter offers to the senses, and with the truth of the tales about its delights. Then the soul turns away from matter; the connecting links are broken, the union is dissolved. Separation and dissolution take place, and the soul returns to its home, carrying with itself as much of the bliss of knowledge as sesame develops grains and blossoms, afterwards never separating from its oil. The intelligent being, intelligence and its object, are united and become one.

It is now our duty to produce from their literature
some clear testimonies as to this subject and cognate theories of other nations.

Vâsudeva speaks to Arjuna instigating him to the battle, whilst they stand between the two lines: “If you believe in predestination, you must know that neither they nor we are mortal, and do not go away without a return, for the souls are immortal and unchangeable. They migrate through the bodies, while man changes from childhood into youth, into manhood and infirm age, the end of which is the death of the body. Thereafter the soul proceeds on its return.”

Further he says: “How can a man think of death and being killed who knows that the soul is eternal, not having been born and not perishing; that the soul is something stable and constant; that no sword can cut it, no fire burn it, no water extinguish it, and no wind wither it? The soul migrates from its body, after it has become old, into another, a different one, as the body, when its dress has become old, is clad in another. What then is your sorrow about a soul which does not perish? If it were perishable, it would be more becoming that you should not sorrow about a thing which may be dispensed with, which does not exist, and does not return into existence. But if you look more to your body than to your soul, and are in anxiety about its perishing, you must know that all that which is born dies, and that all that which dies returns into another existence. However, both life and death are not your concern. They are in the hands of God, from whom all things come and to whom they return.”

In the further course of conversation Arjuna speaks to Vâsudeva: “How did you dare thus to fight Brahman, Brahman who was before the world was and before man was, whilst you are living among us as a being, whose birth and age are known?”

Thereupon Vâsudeva answered: “Eternity (pre-existence) is common to both of us and to him. How often
have we lived together, when I knew the times of our life and death, whilst they were concealed from you! When I desire to appear in order to do some good, I array myself in a body, since one cannot be with man except in a human shape."

People tell a tale of a king, whose name I have forgotten, who ordered his people after his death to bury his body on a spot where never before had a dead person been buried. Now they sought for such a spot, but could not find it; finally, on finding a rock projecting out of the ocean, they thought they had found what they wanted. But then Vâsudeva spoke unto them, "This king has been burned on this identical rock already many times. But now do as you like; for the king only wanted to give you a lesson, and this aim of his has now been attained."

Vâsudeva says: "He who hopes for salvation and strives to free himself from the world, but whose heart is not obedient to his wish, will be rewarded for his action in the worlds of those who receive a good reward; but he does not attain his last object on account of his deficiency, therefore he will return to this world, and will be found worthy of entering a new shape of a kind of beings whose special occupation is devotion. Divine inspiration helps him to raise himself in this new shape by degrees to that which he already wished for in the first shape. His heart begins to comply with his wish; he is more and more purified in the different shapes, until he at last obtains salvation in an uninterrupted series of new births."

Further, Vâsudeva says: "If the soul is free from matter, it is knowing; but as long as it is clad in matter, the soul is not-knowing, on account of the turbid nature of matter. It thinks that it is an agent, and that the actions of the world are prepared for its sake. Therefore it clings to them, and it is stamped with the impressions of the senses. When, then, the soul leaves
the body, the traces of the impressions of the senses remain in it, and are not completely eradicated, as it longs for the world of sense and returns towards it. And since it in these stages undergoes changes entirely opposed to each other, it is thereby subject to the influences of the three primary forces. What, therefore, can the soul do, its wing being cut, if it is not sufficiently trained and prepared?"

Vâsudeva says: "The best of men is the perfectly wise one, for he loves God and God loves him. How many times has he died and been born again! During his whole life he perseveringly seeks for perfection till he obtains it."

In the Vishnu-Dharma, Mârkaṇḍeya, speaking of the spiritual beings, says: "Brahman, Kârttikeya, son of Mahâdeva, Lakshmi, who produced the Amrîta, Daksha, who was beaten by Mahâdeva, Umanûdevî, the wife of Mahâdeva, each of them has been in the middle of this kalpa, and they have been the same already many times."

Varâhamihira speaks of the influences of the comets, and of the calamities which befall men when they appear. These calamities compel them to emigrate from their homes, lean from exhaustion, moaning over their mishap, leading their children by the hand along the road, and speaking to each other in low tones, "We are punished for the sins of our kings;" whereupon others answer, "Not so. This is the retribution for what we have done in the former life, before we entered these bodies."

When Mâni was banished from Erânshahr, he went to India, learned metempsychosis from the Hindus, and transferred it into his own system. He says in the Book of Mysteries: "Since the Apostles knew that the souls are immortal, and that in their migrations they array themselves in every form, that they are shaped in every animal, and are cast in the mould of every figure, they
asked Messiah what would be the end of those souls which did not receive the truth nor learn the origin of their existence. Whereupon he said, 'Any weak soul which has not received all that belongs to her of truth perishes without any rest or bliss.' By perishing Mani means her being punished, not her total disappearance. For in another place he says: "The partisans of Bardesanes think that the living soul rises and is purified in the carcase, not knowing that the latter is the enemy of the soul, that the carcase prevents the soul from rising, that it is a prison, and a painful punishment to the soul. If this human figure were a real existence, its creator would not let it wear out and suffer injury, and would not have compelled it to reproduce itself by the sperma in the uterus,"

The following passage is taken from the book of Patañjali:—"The soul, being on all sides tied to ignorance, which is the cause of its being fettered, is like rice in its cover. As long as it is there, it is capable of growing and ripening in the transition stages between being born and giving birth itself. But if the cover is taken off the rice, it ceases to develop in this way, and becomes stationary. The retribution of the soul depends on the various kinds of creatures through which it wanders, upon the extent of life, whether it be long or short, and upon the particular kind of its happiness, be it scanty or ample."

The pupil asks: "What is the condition of the spirit when it has a claim to a recompense or has committed a crime, and is then entangled in a kind of new birth either in order to receive bliss or to be punished?"

The master says: "It migrates according to what it has previously done, fluctuating between happiness and misfortune, and alternately experiencing pain or pleasure."

The pupil asks: "If a man commits something which
necessitates a retribution for him in a different shape from that in which he has committed the thing, and if between both stages there is a great interval of time and the matter is forgotten, what then?"

The master answers: "It is the nature of action to adhere to the spirit, for action is its product, whilst the body is only an instrument for it. Forgetting does not apply to spiritual matters, for they lie outside of time, with the nature of which the notions of long and short duration are necessarily connected. Action, by adhering to the spirit, frames its nature and character into a condition similar to that one into which the soul will enter on its next migration. The soul in its purity knows this, thinks of it, and does not forget it; but the light of the soul is covered by the turbid nature of the body as long as it is connected with the body. Then the soul is like a man who remembers a thing which he once knew, but then forgot in consequence of insanity or an illness or some intoxication which overpowered his mind. Do you not observe that little children are in high spirits when people wish them a long life, and are sorry when people imprecate upon them a speedy death? And what would the one thing or the other signify to them, if they had not tasted the sweetness of life and experienced the bitterness of death in former generations through which they had been migrating to undergo the due course of retribution?"

The ancient Greeks agreed with the Hindus in this belief. Socrates says in the book *Phaedo*: "We are reminded in the tales of the ancients that the souls go from here to Hades, and then come from Hades to here; that the living originates from the dead, and that altogether things originate from their contraries. Therefore those who have died are among the living. Our souls lead an existence of their own in Hades. The soul of each man is glad or sorry at something, and contemplates this thing. This impressionable nature
ties the soul to the body, nails it down in the body, and gives it, as it were, a bodily figure. The soul which is not pure cannot go to Hades. It quits the body still filled with its nature, and then migrates hastily into another body, in which it is, as it were, deposited and made fast. Therefore, it has no share in the living of the company of the unique, pure, divine essence."

Further he says: "If the soul is an independent being, our learning is nothing but remembering that which we had learned previously, because our souls were in some place before they appeared in this human figure. When people see a thing to the use of which they were accustomed in childhood, they are under the influence of this impressionability, and a cymbal, for instance, reminds them of the boy who used to beat it, whom they, however, had forgotten. Forgetting is the vanishing of knowledge, and knowing is the soul’s remembrance of that which it had learned before it entered the body."

Proclus says: "Remembering and forgetting are peculiar to the soul endowed with reason. It is evident that the soul has always existed. Hence it follows that it has always been both knowing and forgetting, knowing when it is separated from the body, forgetting when it is in connection with the body. For, being separated from the body, it belongs to the realm of the spirit, and therefore it is knowing; but being connected with the body, it descends from the realm of the spirit, and is exposed to forgetting because of some forcible influence prevailing over it."

The same doctrine is professed by those Sufi who teach that this world is a sleeping soul and yonder world a soul awake, and who at the same time admit that God is immanent in certain places—e.g. in heaven—in the seat and the throne of God (mentioned in the Koran). But then there are others who admit that
God is immanent in the whole world, in animals, trees, and the inanimate world, which they call his *universal appearance*. To those who hold this view, the entering of the souls into various beings in the course of metempsychosis is of no consequence.
CHAPTER VI.

ON THE DIFFERENT WORLDS, AND ON THE PLACES OF RETRIBUTION IN PARADISE AND HELL.

The Hindus call the world loka. Its primary division consists of the upper, the low, and the middle. The upper one is called svarloka, i.e. paradise; the low, nāgaloka, i.e. the world of the serpents, which is hell; besides they call it naraloka, and sometimes also pātāla, i.e. the lowest world. The middle world, that one in which we live, is called madhyaloka and manushyaloka, i.e. the world of men. In the latter, man has to earn, in the upper to receive his reward; in the low, to receive punishment. A man who deserves to come to svarloka or nāgaloka receives there the full recompense of his deeds during a certain length of time corresponding to the duration of his deeds, but in either of them there is only the soul, the soul free from the body.

For those who do not deserve to rise to heaven and to sink as low as hell there is another world called tiryag-loka, the irrational world of plants and animals, through the individuals of which the soul has to wander in the metempsychosis until it reaches the human being, rising by degrees from the lowest kinds of the vegetable world to the highest classes of the sensitive world. The stay of the soul in this world has one of the following causes: either the award which is due to the soul is not sufficient to raise it into heaven or to sink it into hell, or the soul is in its wanderings on the way back from hell; for they believe that a soul returning to the human
world from heaven at once adopts a human body, whilst that one which returns there from hell has first to wander about in plants and animals before it reaches the degree of living in a human body.

The Hindus speak in their traditions of a large number of hells, of their qualities and their names, and for each kind of sin they have a special hell. The number of hells is 88,000 according to the Vishnu-Purāṇa. We shall quote what this book says on the subject:—

"The man who makes a false claim and who bears false witness, he who helps these two and he who ridicules people, come into the Raurava hell.

"He who sheds innocent blood, who robs others of their rights and plunders them, and who kills cows, comes into Rodha. Those also who strangle people come here.

"Who so kills a Brahman, and he who steals gold, and their companions, the princes who do not look after their subjects, he who commits adultery with the family of his teacher, or who lies down with his mother-in-law, come into Taptakumbha.

"Who so connives at the shame of his wife for greediness, commits adultery with his sister or the wife of his son, sells his child, is stingy towards himself with his property in order to save it, comes into Mahājvāla.

"Who so is disrespectful to his teacher and is not pleased with him, despises men, commits incest with animals, contemns the Veda and Purāṇas, or tries to make a gain by means of them in the markets, comes into Šavala.

"A man who steals and commits tricks, who opposes the straight line of conduct of men, who hates his father, who does not like God and men, who does not honour the gems which God has made glorious, and who considers them to be like other stones, comes into Krimśa.

"Who so does not honour the rights of parents and
grandparents, who does not do his duty towards the angels, the maker of arrows and spear-points, come to Lālābhaksha.

"The maker of swords and knives comes to Viśasana.

"He who conceals his property, being greedy for the presents of the rulers, and the Brahman who sells meat or oil or butter or sauce or wine, come to Adhomukha.

"He who rears cocks and cats, small cattle, pigs, and birds, comes to Rudhirāndha.

"Public performers and singers in the markets, those who dig wells for drawing water, a man who cohabits with his wife on holy days, who throws fire into the houses of men, who betrays his companion and then receives him, being greedy for his property, come to Rudhira.

"He who takes the honey out of the beehive comes to Vaitarāṇī.

"Whoso takes away by force the property and women of others in the intoxication of youth comes to Krīṣṇa.

"Whoso cuts down the trees comes to Asipatramūṇa.

"The hunter, and the maker of snares and traps, come to Vahvijvāla.

"He who NEGLECTS the customs and rules, and he who violates the laws—and he is the worst of all—come to Sandamiśaka."

We have given this enumeration only in order to show what kinds of deeds the Hindus abhor as sins.

Some Hindus believe that the middle world, that one for earning, is the human world, and that a man wanders about in it, because he has received a reward which does not lead him into heaven, but at the same time saves him from hell. They consider heaven as a higher stage, where a man lives in a state of bliss which must be of a certain duration on account of the good deeds he has done. On the contrary, they consider the wandering about in plants and animals as a lower stage,
where a man dwells for punishment for a certain length of time, which is thought to correspond to the wretched deeds he has done. People who hold this view do not know of another hell, but this kind of degradation below the degree of living as a human being.

All these degrees of retribution are necessary for this reason, that the seeking for salvation from the fetters of matter frequently does not proceed on the straight line which leads to absolute knowledge, but on lines chosen by guessing or chosen because others had chosen them. Not one action of man shall be lost, not even the last of all; it shall be brought to his account after his good and bad actions have been balanced against each other. The retribution, however, is not according to the deed, but according to the intention which a man had in doing it; and a man will receive his reward either in the form in which he lives on earth, or in that form into which his soul will migrate, or in a kind of intermediary state after he has left his shape and has not yet entered a new one.

Here now the Hindus quit the path of philosophical speculation and turn aside to traditional fables as regards the two places where reward or punishment is given, e.g. that man exists there as an incorporeal being, and that after having received the reward of his actions he again returns to a bodily appearance and human shape, in order to be prepared for his further destiny. Therefore the author of the book Sāṃkhya does not consider the reward of paradise a special gain, because it has an end and is not eternal, and because this kind of life resembles the life of this our world; for it is not free from ambition and envy, having in itself various degrees and classes of existence, whilst cupidity and desire do not cease save where there is perfect equality.

The Sufi, too, do not consider the stay in paradise a special gain for another reason, because there the soul delights in other things but the Truth, i.e. God, and its
thoughts are diverted from the Absolute Good by things which are not the Absolute Good.

We have already said that, according to the belief of the Hindus, the soul exists in these two places without a body. But this is only the view of the educated among them, who understand by the soul an independent being. However, the lower classes, and those who cannot imagine the existence of the soul without a body, hold about this subject very different views. One is this, that the cause of the agony of death is the soul's waiting for a shape which is to be prepared. It does not quit the body before there has originated a cognate being of similar functions, one of those which nature prepares either as an embryo in a mother's womb or as a seed in the bosom of the earth. Then the soul quits the body in which it has been staying.

Others hold the more traditional view that the soul does not wait for such a thing, that it quits its shape on account of its weakness whilst another body has been prepared for it out of the elements. This body is called *atiyadhika*, i.e. *that which grows in haste*, because it does not come into existence by being born. The soul stays in this body a complete year in the greatest agony, no matter whether it has deserved to be rewarded or to be punished. This is like the Barzakh of the Persians, an intermediary stage between the periods of acting and earning and that of receiving award. For this reason the heir of the deceased must, according to Hindu use, fulfil the rites of the year for the deceased, duties which end with the end of the year, for then the soul goes to that place which is prepared for it.

We shall now give some extracts from their literature to illustrate these ideas. First from the *Vishnu Purana*.

"Maitreya asked Parâśara about the purpose of hell and the punishment in it, whereupon he answered: 'It is for distinguishing the good from the bad, knowledge
from ignorance, and for the manifestation of justice. But not every sinner enters hell. Some of them escape hell by previously doing works of repentance and expiation. The greatest expiation is uninterruptedly thinking of Vishnu in every action. Others wander about in plants, filthy insects and birds, and abominable dirty creeping things like lice and worms, for such a length of time as they desire it.

In the book Sāmkhya we read: “He who deserves exaltation and reward will become like one of the angels, mixing with the hosts of spiritual beings, not being prevented from moving freely in the heavens and from living in the company of their inhabitants, or like one of the eight classes of spiritual beings. But he who deserves humiliation as recompense for sins and crimes will become an animal or a plant, and will wander about until he deserves a reward so as to be saved from punishment, or until he offers himself as expiation, flinging away the vehicle of the body, and thereby attaining salvation.”

A theosoph who inclines towards metempsychosis says: “The metempsychosis has four degrees:

1. The transferring, i.e. the procreation as limited to the human species, because it transfers existence from one individual to another; the opposite of this is—

2. The transforming, which concerns men in particular, since they are transformed into monkeys, pigs, and elephants.

3. A stable condition of existence, like the condition of the plants. This is worse than transferring, because it is a stable condition of life, remains as it is through all time, and lasts as long as the mountains.

4. The dispersing, the opposite of number 3, which applies to the plants that are plucked, and to animals immolated as sacrifice, because they vanish without leaving posterity.”

Abū-Ya'kūb of Sijistan maintains in his book, called “The disclosing of that which is veiled,” that the species
are preserved; that metempsychosis always proceeds in one and the same species, never crossing its limits and passing into another species.

This was also the opinion of the ancient Greeks; for Johannes Grammaticus relates as the view of Plato that the rational souls will be clad in the bodies of animals, and that in this regard he followed the fables of Pythagoras.

Socrates says in the book Phædo: "The body is earthy, ponderous, heavy, and the soul, which loves it, wanders about and is attracted towards the place, to which it looks from fear of the shapeless and of Hades, the gathering-place of the souls. They are soiled, and circle round the graves and cemeteries, where souls have been seen appearing in shadowy forms. This phantasmagoria only occurs to such souls as have not been entirely separated, in which there is still a part of that towards which the look is directed."

Further he says: "It appears that these are not the souls of the good, but the souls of the wicked, which wander about in these things to make an expiation for the badness of their former kind of rearing. Thus they remain until they are again bound in a body on account of the desire for the bodily shape which has followed them. They will dwell in bodies the character of which is like the character which they had in the world. Whoso, e.g. only cares for eating and drinking will enter the various kinds of asses and wild animals; and he who preferred wrong and oppression will enter the various kinds of wolves, and falcons, and hawks."

Further he says about the gathering-places of the souls after death: "If I did not think that I am going first to gods who are wise, ruling, and good, then afterwards to men, deceased ones, better than those here, I should be wrong not to be in sorrow about death."

Further, Plato says about the two places of reward and
of punishment: "When a man dies, a daimon, i.e. one of the guardians of hell, leads him to the tribunal of judgment, and a guide whose special office it is brings him, together with those assembled there, to Hades, and there he remains the necessary number of many and long cycles of time. Telephos says, 'The road of Hades is an even one.' I, however, say, 'If the road were even or only a single one, a guide could be dispensed with.' Now that soul which longs for the body, or whose deeds were evil and not just, which resembles souls that have committed murder, flies from there and encloses itself in every species of being until certain times pass by. Thereupon it is brought by necessity to that place which is suitable to it. But the pure soul finds companions and guides, gods, and dwells in the places which are suitable to it."

Further he says: "Those of the dead who led a middle sort of life travel on a vessel prepared for them over Achéron. After they have received punishment and have been purified from crime, they wash and receive honour for the good deeds which they did according to merit. Those, however, who had committed great sins, e.g. the stealing from the sacrifices of the gods, robberies on a great scale, unjust killing, repeatedly and consciously violating the laws, are thrown into Tartarus, whence they will never be able to escape."

Further: "Those who repented of their sins already during their lifetime, and whose crimes were of a somewhat lower degree, who, e.g. committed some act of violence against their parents, or committed a murder by mistake, are thrown into Tartarus, being punished there for a whole year; but then the wave throws them out to a place whence they cry to their antagonists, asking them to abstain from further retaliation, that they may be saved from the horrors of punishment. If those now agree, they are saved; if not, they are sent back into
Tartarus. And this, their punishment, goes on until their antagonists agree to their demands for being relieved. Those whose mode of life was virtuous are liberated from these places on this earth. They feel as though released from prison, and they will inhabit the pure earth."

*Tartarus* is a huge deep ravine or gap into which the rivers flow. All people understand by the punishment of hell the most dreadful things which are known to them, and the Western countries, like Greece, have sometimes to suffer deluges and floods. But the description of Plato indicates a place where there are glaring flames, and it seems that he means the sea or some part of the ocean, in which there is a whirlpool (*dūrdūr*, a pun upon *Tartarus*). No doubt these descriptions represent the belief of the men of those ages.
CHAPTER VII.

ON THE NATURE OF LIBERATION FROM THE WORLD,
AND ON THE PATH LEADING THERETO.

If the soul is bound up with the world, and its being bound up has a certain cause, it cannot be liberated from this bond save by the opposite of this identical cause. Now according to the Hindus, as we have already explained (p. 55), the reason of the bond is ignorance, and therefore it can only be liberated by knowledge, by comprehending all things in such a way as to define them both in general and in particular, rendering superfluous any kind of deduction and removing all doubts. For the soul distinguishing between things (राजो ज्ञाता) by means of definitions, recognises its own self, and recognises at the same time that it is its noble lot to last for ever, and that it is the vulgar lot of matter to change and to perish in all kinds of shapes. Then it dispenses with matter, and perceives that that which it held to be good and delightful is in reality bad and painful. In this manner it attains real knowledge and turns away from being arrayed in matter. Thereby action ceases, and both matter and soul become free by separating from each other.

The author of the book of Patañjali says: "The concentration of thought on the unity of God induces man to notice something besides that with which he is occupied. He who wants God, wants the good for the whole creation without a single exception for any reason whatever; but he who occupies himself exclusively with
his own self, will for its benefit neither inhale, breathe, nor exhale it (svāsa and prabhāsa). When a man attains to this degree, his spiritual power prevails over his bodily power, and then he is gifted with the faculty of doing eight different things by which detachment is realised; for a man can only dispense with that which he is able to do, not with that which is outside his grasp. These eight things are:

1. The faculty in man of making his body so thin that it becomes invisible to the eyes.
2. The faculty of making the body so light that it is indifferent to him whether he treads on thorns or mud or sand.
3. The faculty of making his body so big that it appears in a terrifying miraculous shape.
4. The faculty of realising every wish.
5. The faculty of knowing whatever he wishes.
6. The faculty of becoming the ruler of whatever religious community he desires.
7. That those over whom he rules are humble and obedient to him.
8. That all distances between a man and any far-away place vanish.

The terms of the Sūfi as to the knowing being and his attaining the stage of knowledge come to the same effect, for they maintain that he has two souls—an eternal one, not exposed to change and alteration, by which he knows that which is hidden, the transcendental world, and performs wonders; and another, a human soul, which is liable to being changed and being born. From these and similar views the doctrines of the Christians do not much differ.

The Hindus say: "If a man has the faculty to perform these things, he can dispense with them, and will reach the goal by degrees, passing through several stages:

1. The knowledge of things as to their names and
qualities and distinctions, which, however, does not yet afford the knowledge of definitions.

"2. Such a knowledge of things as proceeds as far as the definitions by which particulars are classed under the category of universals, but regarding which a man must still practise distinction.

"3. This distinction (viveka) disappears, and man comprehends things at once as a whole, but within time.

"4. This kind of knowledge is raised above time, and he who has it can dispense with names and epithets, which are only instruments of human imperfection. In this stage the intellectus and the intelligens unite with the intellectum, so as to be one and the same thing."

This is what Patanjali says about the knowledge which liberates the soul. In Sanskrit they call its liberation Moksha—i.e. the end. By the same term they call the last contact of the eclipsed and eclipsing bodies, or their separation in both lunar and solar eclipses, because it is the end of the eclipse, the moment when the two luminaries which were in contact with each other separate.

According to the Hindus, the organs of the senses have been made for acquiring knowledge, and the pleasure which they afford has been created to stimulate people to research and investigation, as the pleasure which eating and drinking afford to the taste has been created to preserve the individual by means of nourishment. So the pleasure of coitus serves to preserve the species by giving birth to new individuals. If there were not special pleasure in these two functions, man and animals would not practise them for these purposes.

In the book Gitā we read: "Man is created for the purpose of knowing; and because knowing is always the same, man has been gifted with the same organs.
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If man were created for the purpose of acting, his organs would be different, as actions are different in consequence of the difference of the three primary forces. However, bodily nature is bent upon acting on account of its essential opposition to knowing. Besides, it wishes to invest action with pleasures which in reality are pains. But knowledge is such as to leave this nature behind itself prostrated on the earth like an opponent, and removes all darkness from the soul as an eclipse or clouds are removed from the sun."

This resembles the opinion of Socrates, who thinks that the soul "being with the body, and wishing to inquire into something, then is deceived by the body. But by cogitations something of its desires becomes clear to it. Therefore, its cogitation takes place in that time when it is not disturbed by anything like hearing, seeing, or by any pain or pleasure, when it is quite by itself, and has as much as possible quitted the body and its companionship. In particular, the soul of the philosopher scorns the body, and wishes to be separate from it."

"If we in this our life did not make use of the body, nor had anything in common with it except in cases of necessity, if we were not inoculated with its nature, but were perfectly free from it, we should come near knowledge by getting rest from the ignorance of the body, and we should become pure by knowing ourselves as far as God would permit us. And it is only right to acknowledge that this is the truth."

Now we return and continue our quotation from the book Gita.

"Likewise the other organs of the senses serve for acquiring knowledge. The knowing person rejoices in turning them to and fro on the field of knowledge, so that they are his spies. The apprehension of the senses is different according to time. The senses which serve the heart perceive only that which is present. The
heart reflects over that which is present and remembers also the past. The nature takes hold of the present, claims it for itself in the past, and prepares to wrestle with it in future. The reason understands the nature of a thing, no regard being had of time or date, since past and future are the same for it. Its nearest helpers are reflection and nature; the most distant are the five senses. When the senses bring before reflection some particular object of knowledge, reflection cleans it from the errors of the functions of the senses, and hands it over to reason. Thereupon reason makes universal what was before particular, and communicates it to the soul. Thus the soul comes to know it."

Further, the Hindus think that a man becomes knowing in one of three ways:—

1. By being inspired, not in a certain course of time, but at once, at birth, and in the cradle, as, e.g. the sage Kapila, for he was born knowing and wise.

2. By being inspired after a certain time, like the children of Brahman, for they were inspired when they came of age.

3. By learning, and after a certain course of time, like all men who learn when their mind ripens.

Liberation through knowledge can only be obtained by abstaining from evil. The branches of evil are many, but we may classify them as cupidity, wrath, and ignorance. If the roots are cut the branches will wither. And here we have first to consider the rule of the two forces of cupidity and wrath, which are the greatest and most pernicious enemies of man, deluding him by the pleasure of eating and the delight of revenge, whilst in reality they are much more likely to lead him into pains and crimes. They make a man similar to the wild beasts and the cattle, nay, even to the demons and devils.

Next we have to consider that man must prefer the reasoning force of mind, by which he becomes similar
to the highest angels, to the forces of cupidity and wrath; and, lastly, that he must turn away from the actions of the world. He cannot, however, give up these actions unless he does away with their causes, which are his lust and ambition. Thereby the second of the three primary forces is cut away. However, the abstaining from action takes place in two different ways:—

1. By laziness, procrastination, and ignorance according to the third force. This mode is not desirable, for it will lead to a blamable end.

2. By judicious selection and by preferring that which is better to that which is good, which way leads to a laudable end.

The abstaining from actions is rendered perfect in this way, that a man quits anything that might occupy him and shuts himself up against it. Thereby he will be enabled to restrain his senses from extraneous objects to such a degree that he does not any more know that there exists anything besides himself, and be enabled to stop all motions, and even the breathing. It is evident that a greedy man strains to effect his object, the man who strains becomes tired, and the tired man pants; so the panting is the result of greediness. If this greediness is removed, the breathing becomes like the breathing of a being living at the bottom of the sea, that does not want breath; and then the heart quietly rests on one thing, viz. the search for liberation and for arriving at the absolute unity.

In the book Gîtâ we read: “How is a man to obtain liberation who disperses his heart and does not concentrate it alone upon God, who does not exclusively direct his action towards him? But if a man turns away his cogitation from all other things and concentrates it upon the One, the light of his heart will be steady like the light of a lamp filled with clean oil, standing in a corner where no wind makes it flicker, and he will be occupied in such a degree as not to
perceive anything that gives pain, like heat or cold, knowing that everything besides the One, the Truth, is a vain phantom."

In the same book we read: "Pain and pleasure have no effect on the real world, just as the continuous flow of the streams to the ocean does not affect its water. How could anybody ascend this mountain pass save him who has conquered cupidity and wrath and rendered them inert?"

On account of what we have explained it is necessary that cogitation should be continuous, not in any way to be defined by number; for a number always denotes repeated times, and repeated times presuppose a break in the cogitation occurring between two consecutive times. This would interrupt the continuity, and would prevent cogitation becoming united with the object of cogitation. And this is not the object kept in view, which is, on the contrary, the continuity of cogitation.

This goal is attained either in a single shape, i.e. a single stage of metempsychosis, or in several shapes, in this way, that a man perpetually practises virtuous behaviour and accustoms the soul thereto, so that this virtuous behaviour becomes to it a nature and an essential quality.

Virtuous behaviour is that which is described by the religious law. Its principal laws, from which they derive many secondary ones, may be summed up in the following nine rules:—

1. A man shall not kill.
2. Nor lie.
3. Nor steal.
4. Nor whore.
5. Nor hoard up treasures,
6. He is perpetually to practise holiness and purity.
7. He is to perform the prescribed fasting without an interruption and to dress poorly.
8. He is to hold fast to the adoration of God with praise and thanks.

9. He is always to have in mind the word ॐ, the word of creation, without pronouncing it.

The injunction to abstain from killing as regards animals (No. 1) is only a special part of the general order to abstain from doing anything hurtful. Under this head falls also the robbing of another man's goods (No. 3), and the telling lies (No. 2), not to mention the foulness and baseness of so doing.

The abstaining from hoarding up (No. 5) means that a man is to give up toil and fatigue; that he who seeks the bounty of God feels sure that he is provided for; and that, starting from the base slavery of material life, we may, by the noble liberty of cogitation, attain eternal bliss.

Practising purity (No. 6) implies that a man knows the filth of the body, and that he feels called upon to hate it, and to love cleanness of soul. Tormenting oneself by poor dress (No. 7) means that a man should reduce the body, allay its feverish desires, and sharpen its senses. Pythagoras once said to a man who took great care to keep his body in a flourishing condition and to allow it everything it desired, "Thou art not lazy in building thy prison and making thy fetter as strong as possible."

The holding fast to meditation on God and the angels means a kind of familiar intercourse with them. The book śām;khya says: "Man cannot go beyond anything in the wake of which he marches, it being a scope to him (i.e. thus engrossing his thoughts and detaining him from meditation on God)." The book Gītā says: "All that which is the object of a man's continuous meditating and bearing in mind is stamped upon him, so that he even unconsciously is guided by it. Since, now, the time of heath is the time of remembering what we love, the soul on leaving the body is united with that object which we love, and is changed into it."
However, the reader must not believe that it is only the union of the soul with any forms of life that perish and return into existence that is perfect liberation, for the same book, Gita, says: "He who knows when dying that God is everything, and that from him everything proceeds, is liberated, though his degree be lower than that of the saints."

The same book says: "Seek deliverance from this world by abstaining from any connection with its follies, by having sincere intentions in all actions and when making offerings by fire to God, without any desire for reward and recompense; further, by keeping aloof from mankind." The real meaning of all this is that you should not prefer one because he is your friend to another because he is your enemy, and that you should beware of negligence in sleeping when others are awake, and in waking when others are asleep; for this, too, is a kind of being absent from them, though outwardly you are present with them. Further: Seek deliverance by guarding soul from soul, for the soul is an enemy if it be addicted to lusts; but what an excellent friend it is when it is chaste!

Socrates, caring little for his impending death and being glad at the prospect of coming to his Lord, said: "My degree must not be considered by any one of you lower than that of the swan," of which people say that it is the bird of Apollo, the sun, and that it therefore knows what is hidden; that is, when feeling that it will soon die, sings more and more melodies from joy at the prospect of coming to its Lord. "At least my joy at my prospect of coming to the object of my adoration must not be less than the joy of this bird."

For similar reasons the Sufi define love as being engrossed by the creature to the exclusion of God.

In the book of Patanjali we read: "We divide the path of liberation into three parts:—

"I. The practical one (kriyā-yoga), a process of habitu-
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ving the senses in a gentle way to detach themselves from the external world, and to concentrate themselves upon the internal one, so that they exclusively occupy themselves with God. This is in general the path of him who does not desire anything save what is sufficient to sustain life.”

In the book Vishnu-Dharma we read: “The king Pariksha, of the family of Bhrigu, asked Šatântka, the head of an assembly of sages, who stayed with him, for the explanation of some notion regarding the deity, and by way of answer the sage communicated what he had heard from Šaunaka, Šaunaka from Uśanas, and Uśanas from Brahman, as follows: ‘God is without first and without last; he has not been born from anything, and he has not borne anything save that of which it is impossible to say that it is He, and just as impossible to say that it is Not-he. How should I be able to ponder on the absolute good which is an outflow of his benevolence, and of the absolute bad which is a product of his wrath; and how could I know him so as to worship him as is his due, save by turning away from the world in general and by occupying myself exclusively with him, by perpetually cogitating on him?’

“It was objected to him: ‘Man is weak and his life is a trifling matter. He can hardly bring himself to abstain from the necessities of life, and this prevents him from walking on the path of liberation. If we were living in the first age of mankind, when life extended to thousands of years, and when the world was good because of the non-existence of evil, we might hope that that which is necessary on this path should be done. But since we live in the last age, what, according to your opinion, is there in this revolving world that might protect him against the floods of the ocean and save him from drowning?’

“Theresaupon Brahman spoke: ‘Man wants nourishment, shelter, and clothing. Therefore in them there
is no harm to him. But happiness is only to be found in abstaining from things besides them, from superfluous and fatiguing actions. Worship God, him alone, and venerate him; approach him in the place of worship with presents like perfumes and flowers; praise him and attach your heart to him so that it never leaves him. Give alms to the Brabmans and to others, and vow to God vows—special ones, like the abstaining from meat; general ones, like fasting. Vow to him animals which you must not hold to be something different from yourselves, so as to feel entitled to kill them. Know that he is everything. Therefore, whatever you do, let it be for his sake; and if you enjoy anything of the vanities of the world, do not forget him in your intentions. If you aim at the fear of God and the faculty of worshipping him, thereby you will obtain liberation, not by anything else.'"

The book Gītā says: "He who mortifies his lust does not go beyond the necessary wants; and he who is content with that which is sufficient for the sustaining of life will not be ashamed nor be despised."

The same book says: "If man is not without wants as regards the demands of human nature, if he wants nourishment to appease thereby the heat of hunger and exhaustion, sleep in order to meet the injurious influences of fatiguing motions and a couch to rest upon, let the latter be clean and smooth, everywhere equally high above the ground and sufficiently large that he may stretch out his body upon it. Let him have a place of temperate climate, not hurtful by cold nor by heat, and where he is safe against the approach of reptiles. All this helps him to sharpen the functions of his heart, that he may without any interruption concentrate his cogitation on the unity. For all things besides the necessities of life in the way of eating and clothing are pleasures of a kind which, in reality, are disguised pains. To acquiesce in them is impossible,
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and would end in the gravest inconvenience. There is pleasure only to him who kills the two intolerable enemies, lust and wrath, already during his life and not when he dies, who derives his rest and bliss from within, not from without; and who, in the final result, is able altogether to dispense with his senses.”

Vāsudeva spoke to Arjuna: “If you want the absolute good, take care of the nine doors of thy body, and know what is going in and out through them. Constrain thy heart from dispersing its thoughts, and quiet thy soul by thinking of the upper membrane of the child’s brain, which is first soft, and then is closed and becomes strong, so that it would seem that there were no more need of it. Do not take perception of the senses for anything but the nature immanent in their organs, and therefore beware of following it.”

II. The second part of the path of liberation is renunciation (the via omissionis), based on the knowledge of the evil which exists in the changing things of creation and their vanishing shapes. In consequence the heart shuns them, the longing for them ceases, and a man is raised above the three primary forces which are the cause of actions and of their diversity. For he who accurately understands the affairs of the world knows that the good ones among them are evil in reality, and that the bliss which they afford changes in the course of recompense into pains. Therefore he avoids everything which might aggravate his condition of being entangled in the world, and which might result in making him stay in the world for a still longer period.

The book Gītā says: “Men err in what is ordered and what is forbidden. They do not know how to distinguish between good and evil in actions. Therefore, giving up acting altogether and keeping aloof from it, this is the action.”

The same book says: “The purity of knowledge is high above the purity of all other things, for by know-
ledge ignorance is rooted out and certainty is gained in exchange for doubt, which is a means of torture, for there is no rest for him who doubts."

It is evident from this that the first part of the path of liberation is instrumental to the second one.

III. The third part of the path of liberation which is to be considered as instrumental to the preceding two is worship, for this purpose, that God should help a man to obtain liberation, and deign to consider him worthy of such a shape of existence in the metempsychosis in which he may effect his progress towards beatitude.

The author of the book Gita distributes the duties of worship among the body, the voice, and the heart.

What the body has to do is fasting, prayer, the fulfilment of the law, the service towards the angels and the sages among the Brahmans, keeping clean the body, keeping aloof from killing under all circumstances, and never looking at another man's wife and other property.

What the voice has to do is the reciting of the holy texts, praising God, always to speak the truth, to address people mildly, to guide them, and to order them to do good.

What the heart has to do is to have straight, honest intentions, to avoid haughtiness, always to be patient, to keep your senses under control, and to have a cheerful mind.

The author (Patañjali) adds to the three parts of the path of liberation a fourth one of an illusory nature, called Rasyana, consisting of alchemistic tricks with various drugs, intended to realise things which by nature are impossible. We shall speak of these things afterwards (vide chap. xvii.). They have no other relation to the theory of Moksha but this, that also in the tricks of Rasyana everything depends upon the intention, the well-understood determination to carry them out, this determination resting on the firm belief in them, and resulting in the endeavour to realise them.
According to the Hindus, liberation is union with
God; for they describe God as a being who can dis-
pense with hoping for a recompense or with fearing
opposition, unattainable to thought, because he is sub-
lime beyond all unlikeness which is abhorrent and all
likeness which is sympathetic, knowing himself not by
a knowledge which comes to him like an accident, re-
garding something which had not in every phase before
been known to him. And this same description the
Hindus apply to the liberated one, for he is equal to God
in all these things except in the matter of beginning,
since he has not existed from all eternity, and except
this, that before liberation he existed in the world of
entanglement, knowing the objects of knowledge only
by a phantasmagoric kind of knowing which he had
acquired by absolute exertion, whilst the object of his
knowing is still covered, as it were, by a veil. On the
contrary, in the world of liberation all veils are lifted,
all covers taken off, and obstacles removed. There the
being is absolutely knowing, not desirous of learning
anything unknown, separated from the soiled percep-
tions of the senses, united with the everlasting ideas.
Therefore in the end of the book of Patañjali, after the
pupil has asked about the nature of liberation, the
master says: “If you wish, say, Liberation is the
cessation of the functions of the three forces, and their
returning to that home whence they had come. Or if
you wish, say, It is the return of the soul as a knowing
being into its own nature.”

The two men, pupil and master, disagree regarding
him who has arrived at the stage of liberation. The
anchorite asks in the book of Sāmkhya, “Why does not
death take place when action ceases?” The sage
replies, “Because the cause of the separation is a
certain condition of the soul whilst the spirit is still
in the body. Soul and body are separated by a natural
condition which severs their union. Frequently when
the cause of an effect has already ceased or disappeared, the effect itself still goes on for a certain time, slackening, and by and by decreasing, till in the end it ceases totally; e.g. the silk-weaver drives round his wheel with his mallet until it whirls round rapidly, then he leaves it; however, it does not stand still, though the mallet that drove it round has been removed; the motion of the wheel decreases by little and little, and finally it ceases. It is the same case with the body. After the action of the body has ceased, its effect is still lasting until it arrives, through the various stages of motion and of rest, at the cessation of physical force and of the effect which had originated from preceding causes. Thus liberation is finished when the body has been completely prostrated."

In the book of Patañjali there is a passage which expresses similar ideas. Speaking of a man who restrains his senses and organs of perception, as the turtle draws in its limbs when it is afraid, he says that "he is not fettered, because the fetter has been loosened, and he is not liberated, because his body is still with him."

There is, however, another passage in the same book which does not agree with the theory of liberation as expounded above. He says: "The bodies are the snares of the souls for the purpose of acquiring recompense. He who arrives at the stage of liberation has acquired, in his actual form of existence, the recompense for all the doings of the past. Then he ceases to labour to acquire a title to a recompense in the future. He frees himself from the snare; he can dispense with the particular form of his existence, and moves in it quite freely without being ensnared by it. He has even the faculty of moving wherever he likes, and if he like, he might rise above the face of death. For the thick, cohesive bodies cannot oppose an obstacle to his form of existence (as, e.g. a mountain could not prevent him from
passing through). How, then, could his body oppose an obstacle to his soul?"

Similar views are also met with among the Ṣūfī. Some Ṣūfī author relates the following story: "A company of Ṣūfī came down unto us, and sat down at some distance from us. Then one of them rose, prayed, and on having finished his prayer, turned towards me and spoke: 'O master, do you know here a place fit for us to die on?' Now I thought he meant sleeping, and so I pointed out to him a place. The man went there, threw himself on the back of his head, and remained motionless. Now I rose, went to him and shook him, but lo! he was already cold."

The Ṣūfī explains the Koranic verse, "We have made room for him on earth" (Sūra 18, 83), in this way: "If he wishes, the earth rolls itself up for him; if he wishes, he can walk on the water and in the air, which offer him sufficient resistance so as to enable him to walk, whilst the mountains do not offer him any resistance when he wants to pass through them."

We next speak of those who, notwithstanding their greatest exertions, do not reach the stage of liberation. There are several classes of them. The book Śāṇīkhyā says: "He who enters upon the world with a virtuous character, who is liberal with what he possesses of the goods of the world, is recompensed in it in this way, that he obtains the fulfilment of his wishes and desires, that he moves about in the world in happiness, happy in body and soul and in all other conditions of life. For in reality good fortune is a recompense for former deeds, done either in the same shape or in some preceding shape. Whoso lives in this world piously but without knowledge will be raised and be rewarded, but not be liberated, because the means of attaining it are wanting in his case. Whoso is content and acquiesces in possessing the faculty of practising the above-men-
tioned eight commandments (*sic, vide* p. 74), whose glories in them, is successful by means of them, and believes that they are liberation, will remain in the same stage."

The following is a parable characterising those who vie with each other in the progress through the various stages of knowledge:—A man is travelling together with his pupils for some business or other towards the end of the night. Then there appears something standing erect before them on the road, the nature of which it is impossible to recognise on account of the darkness of night. The man turns towards his pupils, and asks them, one after the other, what it is? The first says: "I do not know what it is." The second says: "I do not know, and I have no means of learning what it is." The third says: "It is useless to examine what it is, for the rising of the day will reveal it. If it is something terrible, it will disappear at daybreak; if it is something else, the nature of the thing will anyhow be clear to us." Now, none of them had attained to knowledge, the first, because he was ignorant; the second, because he was incapable, and had no means of knowing; the third, because he was indolent and acquiesced in his ignorance.

The fourth pupil, however, did not give an answer. He stood still, and then he went on in the direction of the object. On coming near, he found that it was pumpkins on which there lay a tangled mass of something. Now he knew that a living man, endowed with free will, does not stand still in his place until such a tangled mass is formed on his head, and he recognised at once that it was a lifeless object standing erect. Further, he could not be sure if it was not a hidden place for some dunghill. So he went quite close to it, struck against it with his foot till it fell to the ground. Thus all doubt having been removed, he returned to his master and gave him the exact account. In such a
way the master obtained the knowledge through the intermediation of his pupils.

With regard to similar views of the ancient Greeks we can quote Ammonius, who relates the following as a sentence of Pythagoras: "Let your desire and exertion in this world be directed towards the union with the First Cause, which is the cause of the cause of your existence, that you may endure for ever. You will be saved from destruction and from being wiped out; you will go to the world of the true sense, of the true joy, of the true glory, in everlasting joy and pleasures."

Further, Pythagoras says: "How can you hope for the state of detachment as long as you are clad in bodies? And how will you obtain liberation as long as you are incarcerated in them?"

Ammonius relates: "Empedocles and his successors as far as Heracles (sic) think that the soiled souls always remain commingled with the world until they ask the universal soul for help. The universal soul intercedes for it with the Intelligence, the latter with the Creator. The Creator affords something of his light to Intelligence; Intelligence affords something of it to the universal soul, which is immanent in this world. Now the soul wishes to be enlightened by Intelligence, until at last the individual soul recognises the universal soul, unites with it, and is attached to its world. But this is a process over which many ages must pass. Then the soul comes to a region where there is neither place nor time, nor anything of that which is in the world, like transient fatigue or joy."

Socrates says: "The soul on leaving space wanders to the holiness (τὸ καθαρὸν) which lives for ever and exists eternally, being related to it. It becomes like holiness in duration, because it is by means of something like contact able to receive impressions from holiness. This, its susceptibility to impressions, is called Intelligence."
Further, Socrates says: "The soul is very similar to the divine substance which does not die nor dissolve, and is the only intelligible which lasts for ever; the body is the contrary of it. When soul and body unite, nature orders body to serve, the soul to rule; but when they separate, the soul goes to another place than that to which the body goes. There it is happy with things that are suitable to it; it reposes from being circumscribed in space, rests from folly, impatience, love, fear, and other human evils, on this condition, that it had always been pure and hated the body. If, however, it has sullied itself by connivance with the body, by serving and loving it so that the body was subservient to its lusts and desires, in this case it does not experience anything more real than the species of bodily things (τὸ σώματος) and the contact with them."

Proclus says: "The body in which the rational soul dwells has received the figure of a globe, like the other and its individual beings. The body in which both the rational and the irrational souls dwell has received an erect figure like man. The body in which only the irrational soul dwells has received a figure erect and curved at the same time, like that of the irrational animals. The body in which there is neither the one nor the other, in which there is nothing but the nourishing power, has received an erect figure, but it is at the same time curved and turned upside down, so that the head is planted in the earth, as is the case with the plants. The latter direction being the contrary to that of man, man is a heavenly tree, the root of which is directed towards its home, i.e. heaven, whilst the root of vegetables is directed towards their home, i.e. the earth."

The Hindus hold similar views about nature. Arjuna asks, "What is Brahman like in the world?" Whereupon Vasudeva answers, "Imagine him like an Aśvattha tree." This is a huge precious tree, well
known among them, standing upside down, the roots being above, the branches below. If it has ample nourishment, it becomes quite enormous; the branches spread far, cling to the soil, and creep into it. Roots and branches above and below resemble each other to such a degree that it is difficult to say which is which.

"Brahman is the upper roots of this tree, its trunk is the Veda, its branches are the different doctrines and schools, its leaves are the different modes of interpretation; its nourishment comes from the three forces; the tree becomes strong and compact through the senses. The intelligent being has no other keen desire but that of felling this tree; i.e. abstaining from the world and its vanities. When he has succeeded in felling it, he wishes to settle in the place where it has grown, a place in which there is no returning in a further stage of metempsychosis. When he obtains this, he leaves behind himself all the pains of heat and cold, and coming from the light of sun and moon and common fires, he attains to the divine lights."

The doctrine of Patañjali is akin to that of the Sufi regarding being occupied in meditation on the Truth (i.e. God), for they say, "As long as you point to something, you are not a monist; but when the Truth seizes upon the object of your pointing and annihilates it, then there is no longer an indicating person nor an object indicated."

There are some passages in their system which show that they believe in the pantheistic union; e.g. one of them, being asked what is the Truth (God), gave the following answer: "How should I not know the being which is I in essence and Not-I in space? If I return once more into existence, thereby I am separated from him; and if I am neglected (i.e. not born anew and sent into the world), thereby I become light and become accustomed to the union" (sic).

Abû-Bekr Ash-shiblî says: "Cast off all, and you
will attain to us completely. Then you will exist; but you will not report about us to others as long as your doing is like ours."

Abû-Yazîd Albistânî once being asked how he had attained his stage in Ṣufism, answered: "I cast off my own self as a serpent casts off its skin. Then I considered my own self, and found that I was He," i.e. God.

The Ṣâfî explain the Koranic passage (Sûra 2, 68), "Then we spoke: Beat him with a part of her," in the following manner: "The order to kill that which is dead in order to give life to it indicates that the heart does not become alive by the lights of knowledge unless the body be killed by ascetic practice to such a degree that it does not any more exist as a reality, but only in a formal way, whilst your heart is a reality on which no object of the formal world has any influence."

Further they say: "Between man and God there are a thousand stages of light and darkness. Men exert themselves to pass through darkness to light, and when they have attained to the stations of light, there is no return for them."
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ON THE DIFFERENT CLASSES OF CREATED BEINGS, AND ON THEIR NAMES.

The subject of this chapter is very difficult to study and understand accurately, since we Muslims look at it from without, and the Hindus themselves do not work it out to scientific perfection. As we, however, want it for the further progress of this treatise, we shall communicate all we have heard of it until the date of the present book. And first we give an extract from the book Sāmkhya.

"The anchorite spoke: 'How many classes and species are there of living bodies?'

"The sage replied: 'There are three classes of them—the spiritual ones in the height, men in the middle, and animals in the depth. Their species are fourteen in number, eight of which belong to the spiritual beings: Brahma, Indra, Prajāpati, Saumya, Gandharva, Yaksha, Râkshasa, and Pisâca. Five species are those of the animals—cattle, wild beasts, birds, creeping things, and growing things, i.e. the trees. And, lastly, one species is represented by man.'"

The author of the same book has in another part of it given the following enumeration with different names:

"Brahma, Indra, Prajâpati, Gandharva, Yaksha, Râkshasa, Pitaras, Pisâca."

The Hindus are people who rarely preserve one and the same order of things, and in their enumeration of things there is much that is arbitrary. They use or
invent numbers of names, and who is to hinder or to control them?

In the book Gītā, Vāsudeva says: "When the first of the three primary forces prevails, it particularly applies itself to developing the intellect, purifying the senses, and producing action for the angels. Blissful rest is one of the consequences of this force, and liberation one of its results.

"When the second force prevails, it particularly applies itself to developing cupidity. It will lead to fatigue, and induce to actions for the Yaksha and Rākshasa. In this case the recompense will be according to the action.

"If the third force prevails, it particularly applies itself to developing ignorance, and making people easily beguiled by their own wishes. Finally, it produces wakefulness, carelessness, laziness, procrastination in fulfilling duties, and sleeping too long. If man acts, he acts for the classes of the Bhūta and Piśāca, the devils, for the Preta who carry the spirits in the air, not in paradise and not in hell. Lastly, this force will lead to punishment; man will be lowered from the stage of humanity, and will be changed into animals and plants."

In another place the same author says: "Belief and virtue are in the Deva among the spiritual beings. Therefore that man who resembles them believes in God, clings to him, and longs for him. Unbelief and vice are in the demons called Asura and Rākshasa. That man who resembles them does not believe in God nor attend to his commandments. He tries to make the world godless, and is occupied with things which are harmful in this world and in the world beyond, and are of no use."

If we now combine these statements with each other, it will be evident that there is some confusion both in the names and in their order. According to the most
popular view of the majority of the Hindus, there are the following eight classes of spiritual beings:—

1. The Deva, or angels, to whom the north belongs. They specially belong to the Hindus. People say that Zoroaster made enemies of the Shamaniyya or Buddhists by calling the devils by the name of the class of angels which they consider the highest, i.e. Deva. And this usage has been transmitted from Magian times down to the Persian language of our days.

2. Daitya 'dānava, the demons who live in the south. To them everybody belongs who opposes the religion of the Hindus and persecutes the cows. Notwithstanding the near relationship which exists between them and the Deva, there is, as Hindus maintain, no end of quarrelling and fighting among them.

3. Gandharva, the musicians and singers who make music before the Deva. Their harlots are called Apsaras.

4. Yaksha, the treasurers or guardians of the Deva.

5. Rākshasa, demons of ugly and deformed shapes.

6. Kinnara, having human shapes but horses' heads, being the contrary of the centaurs of the Greek, of whom the lower half has the shape of a horse, the upper half that of a man. The latter figure is that of the Zodiacal sign of Arcitenens.

7. Nāga, beings in the shape of serpents.

8. Vidyadhara, demon-sorcerers, who exercise a certain witchcraft, but not such a one as to produce permanent results.

If we consider this series of beings, we find the angelic power at the upper end and the demoniac at the lower, and between them there is much interblending. The qualities of these beings are different, inasmuch as they have attained this stage of life in the course of metempsychosis by action, and actions are different on account of the three primary forces. They live very long, since they have entirely stripped off the bodies,
since they are free from all exertion, and are able to do things which are impossible to man. They serve man in whatever he desires, and are near him in cases of need.

However, we can learn from the extract from Śaṅkhaṅya that this view is not correct. For Brahmaṇ, Indra, and Prajāpati are not names of species, but of individuals. Brahmaṇ and Prajāpati very nearly mean the same, but they bear different names on account of some quality or other. Indra is the ruler of the worlds. Besides, Vasudeva enumerates the Yaksha and Rākshasa together in one and the same class of demons, whilst the Purūṇas represent the Yaksha as guardian-angels and the servants of guardian-angels.

After all this, we declare that the spiritual beings which we have mentioned are one category, who have attained their present stage of existence by action during the time when they were human beings. They have left their bodies behind them, for bodies are weights which impair the power and shorten the duration of life. Their qualities and conditions are different, in the same measure as one or other of the three primary forces prevails over them. The first force is peculiar to the Deva, or angels who live in quietness and bliss. The predominant faculty of their mind is the comprehending of an idea without matter, as it is the predominant faculty of the mind of man to comprehend the idea in matter.

The third force is peculiar to the Piśâca and Bhūta, whilst the second is peculiar to the classes between them.

The Hindus say that the number of Deva is thirty-three koṭi or crore, of which eleven belong to Mahâ-deva. Therefore this number is one of his surnames, and his name itself (Mahâdeva) points in this direction. The sum of the number of angels just mentioned would be 330,000,000.

Further, they represent the Deva as eating and drinking, cohabiting, living and dying, since they exist
within matter, though in the most subtle and most simple kind of it, and since they have attained this by action, not by knowledge. The book Patañjali relates that Nandikesvara offered many sacrifices to Mahâdeva, and was in consequence transferred into paradise in his human shape; that Indra, the ruler, had intercourse with the wife of Nahusha the Brahmin, and therefore was changed into a serpent by way of punishment.

After the Deva comes the class of the Pitarus, the deceased ancestors, and after them the Bhûta, human beings who have attached themselves to the spiritual beings (Deva), and stand in the middle between them and mankind. He who holds this degree, but without being free from the body, is called either Rishi or Siddha or Muni, and these differ among themselves according to their qualities. Siddha is he who has attained by his action the faculty to do in the world whatever he likes, but who does not aspire further, and does not exert himself on the path leading to liberation. He may ascend to the degree of a Rishi. If a Brahmin attains this degree, he is called Brahmarshi; if the Kshatriya attains it, he is called Râjarshi. It is not possible for the lower classes to attain this degree. Rishis are the sages who, though they are only human beings, excel the angels on account of their knowledge. Therefore the angels learn from them, and above them there is none but Brahman.

After the Brahmarshi and Râjarshi come those classes of the populace which exist also among us, the castes, to whom we shall devote a separate chapter.

All these latter beings are ranged under matter. Now, as regards the notion of that which is above matter, we say that the śåya is the middle between matter and the spiritual divine ideas that are above matter, and that the three primary forces exist in the śåya dynamically (.ev svaýac). So the śåya, with all that is comprehended in it, is a bridge from above to below.
Any life which circulates in the \( \ddot{\text{S}} \)\( \lambda \) under the exclusive influence of the First Cause is called Brahman, Prajāpati, and by many other names which occur in their religious law and tradition. It is identical with nature in so far as it is active, for all bringing into existence, the creation of the world also, is attributed by them to Brahman.

Any life which circulates in the \( \ddot{\text{S}} \)\( \lambda \) under the influence of the second force is called Nārāyana in the tradition of the Hindus, which means nature in so far as it has reached the end of its action, and is now striving to preserve that which has been produced. Thus Nārāyana strives so to arrange the world that it should endure.

Any life which circulates in the \( \ddot{\text{S}} \)\( \lambda \) under the influence of the third force is called Mahādeva and Śakikara, but his best-known name is Rudra. His work is destruction and annihilation, like nature in the last stages of activity, when its power slackens.

These three beings bear different names, as they circulate through the various degrees to above and below, and accordingly their actions are different.

But prior to all these beings there is one source whence everything is derived, and in this unity they comprehend all three things, no more separating one from the other. This unity they call Viṣṇu, a name which more properly designates the middle force; but sometimes they do not even make a distinction between this middle force and the first cause (i.e. they make Nārāyana the causa causarum).

Here there is an analogy between Hindus and Christians, as the latter distinguish between the Three Persons and give them separate names, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, but unite them into one substance.

This is what clearly results from a careful examination of the Hindu doctrines. Of their traditional accounts, which are full of silly notions, we shall speak...
hereafter in the course of our explanation. You must not wonder if the Hindus, in their stories about the class of the Deva, whom we have explained as angels, allow them all sorts of things, unreasonable in themselves, some perhaps not objectionable, others decidedly objectionable, both of which the theologians of Islam would declare to be incompatible with the dignity and nature of angels.

If you compare these traditions with those of the Greeks regarding their own religion, you will cease to find the Hindu system strange. We have already mentioned that they called the angels gods (p. 36). Now consider their stories about Zeus, and you will understand the truth of our remark. As for anthropomorphisms and traits of animal life which they attribute to him, we give the following tradition: "When he was born, his father wanted to devour him; but his mother took a stone, wrapped rags round it, and gave him the stone to swallow, whereupon he went away." This is also mentioned by Galenus in his Book of Speeches, where he relates that Philo had in an enigmatical way described the preparation of the φαλόνευον φάρμακον in a poem of his by the following words:

"Take red hair, diffusing sweet odour, the offering to the gods,
And of man's blood weigh weights of the number of the mental faculties."

The poet means five pounds of saffron, because the senses are five. The weights of the other ingredients of the mixture he describes in similar enigmatic terms, of which Galenus gives a commentary. In the same poem occurs the following verse:

"And of the pseudonymous root which has grown in the district in which Zeus was born."

To which Galenus adds: "This is Ambrogyoun Nardus, which bears a false name, because it is called an ear of corn, although it is not an ear, but a root. The poet
prescribes that it should be Cretan, because the mythologists relate that Zeus was born on the mountain Δικταῖον in Creta, where his mother concealed him from his father Kronos, that he should not devour him as he had devoured others."

Besides, well-known story-books tell that he married certain women one after the other, cohabited with others, doing violence to them and not marrying them; among them Europa, the daughter of Phoenix, who was taken from him by Asterios, king of Crete. Afterwards she gave birth to two children from him, Minos and Rhadamanthius. This happened long before the Israelites left the desert and entered Palestine.

Another tradition is that he died in Crete, and was buried there at the time of Samson the Israelite, being 780 years of age; that he was called Zeus when he had become old, after he had formerly been called Dios; and that the first who gave him this name was Cecrops, the first king of Athens. It was common to all of them to indulge in their lusts without any restraint, and to favour the business of the pander; and so far they were not unlike Zoroaster and King Gushtâsp when they desired to consolidate the realm and the rule (sic).

Chroniclers maintain that Oecrops and his successors are the source of all the vices among the Athenians, meaning thereby such things as occur in the story of Alexander, viz. that Nectanebus, king of Egypt, after having fled before Artaxerxes the Black and hiding in the capital of Macedonia, occupied himself with astrology and soothsaying; that he beguiled Olympias, the wife of King Philip, who was absent. He cunningly contrived to cohabit with her, showing himself to her in the figure of the god Ammon, as a serpent with two heads like rams' heads. So she became pregnant with Alexander. Philip, on returning, was about to disclaim the paternity, but then he dreamt that it was the child of the god Ammon. Thereupon he recognised the child
as his, and spoke, "Man cannot oppose the gods." The combination of the stars had shown to Nectanebus that he would die at the hands of his son. When then he died at the hands of Alexander from a wound in the neck, he recognised that he was his (Alexander's) father.

The tradition of the Greeks is full of similar things. We shall relate similar subjects when speaking of the marriages of the Hindus.

Now we return to our subject. Regarding that part of the nature of Zeus which has no connection with humanity, the Greeks say that he is Jupiter, the son of Saturn; for Saturn alone is eternal, not having been born, according to the philosophers of the Academy, as Galenus says in the Book of Deduction. This is sufficiently proved by the book of Aratos on the Φαίνομενα, for he begins with the praise of Zeus:

"We, mankind, do not leave him, nor can we do without him; Of him the roads are full, And the meeting-places of men. He is mild towards them; He produces for them what they wish, and incites them to work. Reminding them of the necessities of life, He indicates to them the times favourable For digging and ploughing for a good growth, Who has raised the signs and stars in heaven. Therefore we humiliate ourselves before him first and last."

And then he praises the spiritual beings (the Muses). If you compare Greek theology with that of the Hindus, you will find that Brahman is described in the same way as Zeus by Aratos.

The author of the commentary on the Φαίνομενα of Aratos maintains that he deviated from the custom of the poets of his time in beginning with the gods; that it was his intention to speak of the celestial sphere. Further, he makes reflections on the origin of Asclepius, like Galenus, and says: "We should like to know
which *Zeus* Aratos meant, the mystical or the physical one. For the poet Krates called the celestial sphere *Zeus*, and likewise Homer says:

‘As pieces of snow are cut off from *Zeus.*’”

Aratos calls the ether and the air *Zeus* in the passage: “The roads and the meeting-places are full of him, and we all must inhale him.”

Therefore the philosophers of the Stoa maintain that *Zeus* is the spirit which is dispersed in the ὀλη, and similar to our souls, i.e. the nature which rules every natural body. The author supposes that he is mild, since he is the cause of the good; therefore he is right in maintaining that he has not only created men, but also the gods.
CHAPTER IX.

ON THE CASTES, CALLED "COLOURS" (VARNA), AND ON THE CLASSES BELOW THEM.

If a new order of things in political or social life is created by a man naturally ambitious of ruling, who by his character and capacity really deserves to be a ruler, a man of firm convictions and unshaken determination, who even in times of reverses is supported by good luck, in so far as people then side with him in recognition of former merits of his, such an order is likely to become consolidated among those for whom it was created, and to continue as firm as the deeply rooted mountains. It will remain among them as a generally recognised rule in all generations through the course of time and the flight of ages. If, then, this new form of state or society rests in some degree on religion, these twins, state and religion, are in perfect harmony, and their union represents the highest development of human society, all that men can possibly desire.

The kings of antiquity, who were industriously devoted to the duties of their office, spent most of their care on the division of their subjects into different classes and orders, which they tried to preserve from intermixture and disorder. Therefore they forbade people of different classes to have intercourse with each other, and laid upon each class a particular kind of work or art and handicraft. They did not allow anybody to transgress the limits of his class, and even
punished those who would not be content with their class.

All this is well illustrated by the history of the ancient Chosroes (Khusrau), for they had created great institutions of this kind, which could not be broken through by the special merits of any individual nor by bribery. When Ardashir ben Bābak restored the Persian empire, he also restored the classes or castes of the population in the following way:—

The first class were the knights and princes.

The second class the monks, the fire-priests, and the lawyers.

The third class the physicians, astronomers, and other men of science.

The fourth class the husbandmen and artisans.

And within these classes there were subdivisions, distinct from each other, like the species within a genus. All institutions of this kind are like a pedigree, as long as their origin is remembered; but when once their origin has been forgotten, they become, as it were, the stable property of the whole nation, nobody any more questioning its origin. And forgetting is the necessary result of any long period of time, of a long succession of centuries and generations.

Among the Hindus institutions of this kind abound. We Muslims, of course, stand entirely on the other side of the question, considering all men as equal, except in piety; and this is the greatest obstacle which prevents any approach or understanding between Hindus and Muslims.

The Hindus call their castes varna, i.e. colours, and from a genealogical point of view they call them jātaka, i.e. births. These castes are from the very beginning only four.

I. The highest caste are the Brāhmaṇa, of whom the books of the Hindus tell that they were created from the head of Brahman. And as Brahman is only another
name for the force called nature, and the head is the highest part of the animal body, the Brähmana are the choice part of the whole genus. Therefore the Hindus consider them as the very best of mankind.

II. The next caste are the Kshatriya, who were created, as they say, from the shoulders and hands of Brahman. Their degree is not much below that of the Brähmana.

III. After them follow the Vaiśya, who were created from the thigh of Brahman.

IV. The Śūdra, who were created from his feet.

Between the latter two classes there is no very great distance. Much, however, as these classes differ from each other, they live together in the same towns and villages, mixed together in the same houses and lodgings.

After the Śūdra follow the people called Antyaja, who render various kinds of services, who are not reckoned amongst any caste, but only as members of a certain craft or profession. There are eight classes of them, who freely intermarry with each other, except the fuller, shoemaker, and weaver, for no others would condescend to have anything to do with them. These eight guilds are the fuller, shoemaker, juggler, the basket and shield maker, the sailor, fisherman, the hunter of wild animals and of birds, and the weaver. The four castes do not live together with them in one and the same place. These guilds live near the villages and towns of the four castes, but outside them.

The people called Hādi, Doma (Domba), Cauḍāla, and Badhatan (sic) are not reckoned amongst any caste or guild. They are occupied with dirty work, like the cleansing of the villages and other services. They are considered as one sole class, and distinguished only by their occupations. In fact, they are considered like illegitimate children; for according to general opinion they descend from a Śūdra father and a Brähmanī
mother as the children of fornication; therefore they are degraded outcasts.

The Hindus give to every single man of the four castes characteristic names, according to their occupations and modes of life. *E.g.* the Brāhmana is in general called by this name as long as he does his work staying at home. When he is busy with the service of one fire, he is called *ishītā*; if he serves three fires, he is called *agnihotrin*; if he besides offers an offering to the fire, he is called *dīkṣita*. And as it is with the Brāhmana, so is it also with the other castes. Of the classes beneath the castes, the Ḫāḍi are the best spoken of, because they keep themselves free from everything unclean. Next follow the Ḫūma, who play on the lute and sing. The still lower classes practise as a trade killing and the inflicting of judicial punishments. The worst of all are the Badhatau, who not only devour the flesh of dead animals, but even of dogs and other beasts.

Each of the four castes, when eating together, must form a group for themselves, one group not being allowed to comprise two men of different castes. If, further, in the group of the Brāhmana there are two men who live at enmity with each other, and the seat of the one is by the side of the other, they make a barrier between the two seats by placing a board between them, or by spreading a piece of dress, or in some other way; and if there is only a line drawn between them, they are considered as separated. Since it is forbidden to eat the remains of a meal; every single man must have his own food for himself; for if any one of the party who are eating should take of the food from one and the same plate, that which remains in the plate becomes, after the first eater has taken part, to him who wants to take as the second, the remains of the meal, and such is forbidden.

Such is the condition of the four castes. Arjuna
asked about the nature of the four castes and what must be their moral qualities, whereupon Vâsudeva answered:

"The Brâhmana must have an ample intellect, a quiet heart, truthful speech, much patience; he must be master of his senses, a lover of justice, of evident purity, always directed upon worship, entirely bent upon religion.

"The Kshatriya must fill the hearts with terror, must be brave and high-minded, must have ready speech and a liberal hand, not minding dangers, only intent upon carrying the great tasks of his calling to a happy end.

"The Vaiśya is to occupy himself with agriculture, with the acquisition of cattle, and with trade.

"The Śûdra is to endeavour to render services and attention to each of the preceding classes, in order to make himself liked by them.

"If each member of these castes adheres to his customs and usages, he will obtain the happiness he wishes for, supposing that he is not negligent in the worship of God, not forgetting to remember him in his most important avocations. But if anybody wants to quit the works and duties of his caste and adopt those of another caste, even if it would bring a certain honour to the latter, it is a sin, because it is a transgression of the rule."

Further, Vâsudeva speaks, inspiring him with courage to fight the enemy: "Dost thou not know, O man with the long arm, that thou art a Kshatriya; that thy race has been created brave, to rush boldly to the charge, to care little for the vicissitudes of time, never to give way whenever their soul has a foreboding of coming misfortune? for only thereby is the reward to be obtained. If he conquers, he obtains power and good fortune. If he perishes, he obtains paradise and bliss. Besides, thou showest weakness in the presence of the enemy, and seemest melancholy at the prospect of
killing this host; but it will be infinitely worse if thy name will spread as that of a timid, cowardly man, that thy reputation among the heroes and the experienced warriors will be gone, that thou wilt be out of their sight, and thy name no longer be remembered among them. I do not know a worse punishment than such a state. Death is better than to expose thyself to the consequences of ignominy. If, therefore, God has ordered thee to fight, if he has deigned to confer upon thy caste the task of fighting and has created thee for it, carry out his order and perform his will with a determination which is free from any desire, so that thy action be exclusively devoted to him."

Hindus differ among themselves as to which of these castes is capable of attaining to liberation; for, according to some, only the Brāhmaṇa and Kshatriya are capable of it, since the others cannot learn the Veda, whilst according to the Hindu philosophers, liberation is common to all castes and to the whole human race, if their intention of obtaining it is perfect. This view is based on the saying of Vyāsa: “Learn to know the twenty-five things thoroughly. Then you may follow whatever religion you like; you will no doubt be liberated.” This view is also based on the fact that Vāsudeva was a descendant of a Śudra family, and also on the following saying of his, which he addressed to Arjuna: “God distributes recompense without injustice and without partiality. He reckons the good as bad if people in doing good forget him; he reckons the bad as good if people in doing bad remember him and do not forget him, whether those people be Vaiśya or Śudra or women. How much more will this be the case when they are Brāhmaṇa or Kshatriya.”
CHAPTER X.

ON THE SOURCE OF THEIR RELIGIOUS AND CIVIL LAW, ON PROPHETS, AND ON THE QUESTION WHETHER SINGLE LAWS CAN BE ABROGATED OR NOT.

The ancient Greeks received their religious and civil laws from sages among them who were called to the work, and of whom their countrymen believed that they received divine help, like Solon, Draco, Pythagoras, Minos, and others. Also their kings did the same; for Mianos (sic), when ruling over the islands of the sea and over the Cretans about two hundred years after Moses, gave them laws, pretending to have received them from Zeus. About the same time also Minos (sic) gave his laws.

At the time of Darius I., the successor of Cyrus, the Romans sent messengers to the Athenians, and received from them the laws in twelve books, under which they lived till the rule of Pompilius (Numa). This king gave them new laws; he assigned to the year twelve months, whilst up to that time it had only had ten months. It appears that he introduced his innovations against the will of the Romans, for he ordered them to use as instruments of barter in commerce pieces of pottery and hides instead of silver, which seems on his part to betray a certain anger against rebellious subjects.

In the first chapter of the Book of Laws of Plato, the Athenian stranger says: "Who do you think was the..."
first who gave laws to you? Was he an angel or a man?" The man of Cnossus said: "He was an angel. In truth, with us it was Zeus, but with the Lacedæmonians, as they maintain, the legislator was Apollo."

Further, he says in the same chapter: "It is the duty of the legislator, if he comes from God, to make the acquisition of the greatest virtues and of the highest justice the object of his legislation."

He describes the laws of the Cretans as rendering perfect the happiness of those who make the proper use of them, because by them they acquire all the human good which is dependent upon the divine good.

The Athenian says in the second chapter of the same book: "The gods, pitying mankind as born for trouble, instituted for them feasts to the gods, the Muses, Apollo the ruler of the Muses, and to Dionysos, who gave men wine as a remedy against the bitterness of old age, that old men should again be young by forgetting sadness, and by bringing back the character of the soul from the state of affliction to the state of soundness."

Further he says: "They have given to men by inspiration the arrangements for dancing, and the equally weighed rhythm as a reward for fatigues, and that they may become accustomed to live together with them in feasts and joy. Therefore they call one kind of their music praises, with an implied allusion to the prayers to the gods."

Such was the case with the Greeks, and it is precisely the same with the Hindus. For they believe that their religious law and its single precepts derive their origin from Rishis, their sages, the pillars of their religion, and not from the prophet, i.e. Nārāyaṇa, who, when coming into this world, appears in some human figure. But he only comes in order to cut away some evil matter which threatens the world, or to set the world right again when anything has gone wrong. Further, no
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law can be exchanged or replaced by another, for they
use the laws simply as they find them. Therefore they
can dispense with prophets, as far as law and worship
are concerned, though in other affairs of the creation
they sometimes want them.

As for the question of the abrogation of laws, it
seems that this is not impossible with the Hindus, for
they say that many things which are now forbidden
were allowed before the coming of Vāsudeva, e.g. the
flesh of cows. Such changes are necessitated by the
change of the nature of man, and by their being too
feeble to bear the whole burden of their duties. To
these changes also belong the changes of the matrimo-
nial system and of the theory of descent. For in
former times there were three modes of determining
descent or relationship:

1. The child born to a man by his legitimate wife is
the child of the father, as is the custom with us and
with the Hindus.

2. If a man marries a woman and has a child by her;
if, further, the marriage-contract stipulates that the
children of the woman will belong to her father, the
child is considered as the child of its grandfather who
made that stipulation, and not as the child of its father
who engendered it.

3. If a stranger has a child by a married woman, the
child belongs to her husband, since the wife being, as it
were, the soil in which the child has grown, is the pro-
property of the husband, always presupposing that the
sowing, i.e. the cohabitation, takes place with his con-
sent.

According to this principle, Pāṇḍu was considered as
the son of Śantana; for this king had been cursed by
an anchorite, and in consequence was unable to cohabit
with his wives, which was the more provoking to him
as he had not yet any children. Now he asked Vyāsa,
the son of Parāśara, to procreate for him children from
his wives in his place. Pāṇḍu sent him one, but she was afraid of him when he cohabited with her, and trembled, in consequence of which she conceived a sickly child of yellow hue. Then the king sent him a second woman; she, too, felt much reverence for him, and wrapped herself up in her veil, and in consequence she gave birth to Dhṛtarāṣṭra, who was blind and unhealthy. Lastly, he sent him a third woman, whom he enjoined to put aside all fear and reverence with regard to the saint. Laughing and in high spirits, she went in to him, and conceived from him a child of moon-like beauty, who excelled all men in boldness and cunning.

The four sons of Pāṇḍu had one wife in common, who stayed one month with each of them alternately. In the books of the Hindus it is told that Parīśara, the hermit, one day travelled in a boat in which there was also a daughter of the boatman. He fell in love with her, tried to seduce her, and finally she yielded; but there was nothing on the bank of the river to hide them from the looks of the people. However, instantaneously there grew a tamarisk-tree to facilitate their purpose. Now he cohabited with her behind the tamarisk, and made her conceive, whereupon she became pregnant with this his excellent son Vyāsa.

All these customs have now been abolished; and abrogated, and therefore we may infer from their tradition that in principle the abrogation of a law is allowable.

As regards unnatural kinds of marriage, we must state that such exist still in our time, as they also existed in the times of Arab heathendom; for the people inhabiting the mountains stretching from the region of Panchir into the neighbourhood of Kashmir live under the rule that several brothers have one wife in common. Among the heathen Arabs, too, marriage was of different kinds:

1. An Arab ordered his wife to be sent to a certain
man to demand sexual intercourse with him; then be abstained from her during the whole time of her pregnancy, since he wished to have from her a generous offspring. This is identical with the third kind of marriage among the Hindus.

2. A second kind was this, that the one Arab said to the other, "Cede me your wife, and I will cede you mine," and thus they exchanged their wives.

3. A third kind is this, that several men cohabited with one wife. When, then, she gave birth to a child, she declared who was the father; and if she did not know it, the fortune-tellers had to know it.

4. The Nikah-eimakt (= matrimonium exosum), i.e. when a man married the widow of his father or of his son, the child of such a marriage was called daian. This is nearly the same as a certain Jewish marriage, for the Jews have the law that a man must marry the widow of his brother, if the latter has not left children, and create a line of descent for his deceased brother; and the offspring is considered as that of the deceased man, not as that of the real father. Thereby they want to prevent his memory dying out in the world. In Hebrew they call a man who is married in this way Yābhām.

There was a similar institution among the Magians. In the book of Tausar, the great herbadh, addressed to Padashvār-girshāh, as an answer to his attacks on Ardashīr the son of Bābak, we find a description of the institution of a man's being married as the substitute for another man, which existed among the Persians. If a man dies without leaving male offspring, people are to examine the case. If he leaves a wife, they marry her to his nearest relative. If he does not leave a wife, they marry his daughter or the nearest related woman to the nearest related male of the family. If there is no woman of his family left, they woo by means of the money of the deceased a woman for his
family, and marry her to some male relative. The child of such a marriage is considered as the offspring of the deceased.

Whoever neglects this duty and does not fulfil it, kills innumerable souls, since he cuts off the progeny and the name of the deceased to all eternity.

We have here given an account of these things in order that the reader may learn by the comparative treatment of the subject how much superior the institutions of Islam are, and how much more plainly this contrast brings out all customs and usages, differing from those of Islam, in their essential foulness.
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ABOUT THE BEGINNING OF IDOL-WORSHIP, AND A Description of the Individual Idols.

It is well known that the popular mind leans towards the sensible world, and has an aversion to the world of abstract thought which is only understood by highly educated people, of whom in every time and every place there are only few. And as common people will only acquiesce in pictorial representations, many of the leaders of religious communities have so far deviated from the right path as to give such imagery in their books and houses of worship, like the Jews and Christians, and, more than all, the Manichæans. These words of mine would at once receive a sufficient illustration if, for example, a picture of the Prophet were made, or of Mekka and the Ka'ba, and were shown to an uneducated man or woman. Their joy in looking at the thing would bring them to kiss the picture, to rub their cheeks against it, and to roll themselves in the dust before it, as if they were seeing not the picture, but the original, and were in this way, as if they were present in the holy places, performing the rites of pilgrimage, the great and the small ones.

This is the cause which leads to the manufacture of idols, monuments in honour of certain much venerated persons, prophets, sages, angels, destined to keep alive their memory when they are absent or dead, to create for them a lasting place of grateful veneration in the hearts of men when they die. But when much time
passes by after the setting up of the monument, generations and centuries, its origin is forgotten, it becomes a matter of custom, and its veneration a rule for general practice. This being deeply rooted in the nature of man, the legislators of antiquity tried to influence them from this weak point of theirs. Therefore they made the veneration of pictures and similar monuments obligatory on them, as is recounted in historic records, both for the times before and after the Deluge. Some people even pretend to know that all mankind, before God sent them his prophets, were one large idolatrous body.

The followers of the Thora fix the beginning of idolatry in the days of Serúgh, the great-grandfather of Abraham. The Romans have, regarding this question, the following tradition:—Romulus and Romanus (!), the two brothers from the country of the Franks, on having ascended the throne, built the city of Rome. Then Romulus killed his brother, and the consequence was a long succession of intestine troubles and wars. Finally, Romulus humiliated himself, and then he dreamt that there would only be peace on condition that he placed his brother on the throne. Now he got a golden image made of him, placed it at his side, and henceforward he used to say, "We (not I) have ordered thus and thus," which since has become the general use of kings. Thereupon the troubles subsided. He founded a feast and a play to amuse and to gain over those who bore him ill-will on account of the murder of his brother. Besides, he erected a monument to the sun, consisting of four images on four horses, the green one for the earth, the blue for the water, the red for the fire, and the white for the air. This monument is still in Rome in our days.

Since, however, here we have to explain the system and the theories of the Hindus on the subject, we shall now mention their ludicrous views; but we declare at once
that they are held only by the common uneducated people. For those who march on the path to liberation, or those who study philosophy and theology, and who desire abstract truth which they call sāra, are entirely free from worshipping anything but God alone, and would never dream of worshipping an image manufactured to represent him. A tradition illustrative of this is that which Saunaka told the king Parīkṣa in these words:—

There was once a king called Ambariṣa, who had obtained an empire as large as he had wished for. But afterwards he came to like it no longer; he retired from the world, and exclusively occupied himself with worshipping and praising God for a long time. Finally, God appeared to him in the shape of Indra, the prince of the angels, riding on an elephant. He spoke to the king: “Demand whatever you like, and I will give it you.”

The king answered: “I rejoice in seeing thee, and I am thankful for the good fortune and help thou hast given; but I do not demand anything from thee, but only from him who created thee.”

Indra said: “The object of worship is to receive a noble reward. Realise, therefore, your object, and accept the reward from him from whom hitherto you have obtained your wishes, and do not pick and choose, saying, ‘Not from thee, but from another.’”

The king answered: “The earth has fallen to my lot, but I do not care for all that is in it. The object of my worship is to see the Lord, and that thou canst not give me. Why, therefore, should I demand the fulfilment of my desire from thee?”

Indra said: “The whole world and whoever is upon it are obedient to me. Who are you that you dare to oppose me?”

The king answered: “I, too, hear and obey, but I worship him from whom thou hast received this power.
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who is the lord of the universe, who has protected thee against the attacks of the two kings, Bali and Hiranyaksha. Therefore let me do as I like, and turn away from me with my farewell greeting."

Indra said: "If you will absolutely oppose me, I will kill you and annihilate you."

The king answered: "People say that happiness is envied, but not so misfortune. He who retires from the world is envied by the angels, and therefore they will try to lead him astray. I am one of those who have retired from the world and entirely devoted themselves to worship, and I shall not give it up as long as I live. I do not know myself to be guilty of a crime for which I should deserve to be killed by thee. If thou killest me without any offence on my part, it is thy concern. What dost thou want from me? If my thoughts are entirely devoted to God, and nothing else is blended with them, thou art not able to do me any harm. Sufficient for me is the worship with which I am occupied, and now I return to it."

As the king now went on worshipping, the Lord appeared to him in the shape of a man of the grey lotus colour, riding on a bird called Garuda, holding in one of the four hands the śankha, a sea-shell which people blow when riding on elephants; in the second hand the cakra, a round, cutting, orbicular weapon, which cuts everything it hits right through; in the third an amulet, and in the fourth padma, i.e. the red lotus. When the king saw him, he shuddered from reverence, prostrated himself and uttered many praises. The Lord quieted his terrified mind and promised him that he should obtain everything he wished for. The king spoke: "I had obtained an empire which nobody disputed with me; I was in conditions of life not troubled by sorrow or sickness. It was as if the whole world belonged to me. But then I turned away from it, after I had understood that the good of the
world is really bad in the end. I do not wish for anything except what I now have. The only thing I now wish for is to be liberated from this fetter.”

The Lord spoke: “That you will obtain by keeping aloof from the world, by being alone, by uninterrupted meditation, and by restraining your senses to yourself.”

The king spoke: “Supposing that I am able to do so through that sanctity which the Lord has deigned to bestow upon me, how should any other man be able to do so? for man wants eating and clothing, which connects him with the world. How is he to think of anything else?”

The Lord spoke: “Occupy yourself with your empire in as straightforward and prudent a way as possible: turn your thoughts upon me when you are engaged in civilising the world and protecting its inhabitants, in giving alms, and in everything you do. And if you are overpowered by human forgetfulness, make to yourself an image like that in which you see me; offer to it perfumes and flowers, and make it a memorial of me, so that you may not forget me. If you are in sorrow, think of me; if you speak, speak in my name; if you act, act for me.”

The king spoke: “Now I know what I have to do in general, but honour me further by instructing me in the details.”

The Lord spoke: “That I have done already. I have inspired your judge Vasishtha with all that is required. Therefore rely upon him in all questions.”

Then the figure disappeared from his sight. The king returned into his residence and did as he had been ordered.

From that time, the Hindus say, people make idols, some with four hands like the appearance we have described, others with two hands, as the story and description require, and conformably to the being which is to be represented.
Another story of theirs is the following:—Brahman had a son called Nârada, who had no other desire but that of seeing the Lord. It was his custom, when he walked about, to hold a stick. If he threw it down, it became a serpent, and he was able to do miracles with it. He never went without it. One day being engrossed in meditation on the object of his hopes, he saw a fire from afar. He went towards it, and then a voice spoke to him out of the fire: “What you demand and wish is impossible. You cannot see me save thus.” When he looked in that direction, he saw a fiery appearance in something like human shape. Henceforward it has been the custom to erect idols of certain shapes.

A famous idol of theirs was that of Multân, dedicated to the sun, and therefore called Āditya. It was of wood and covered with red Cordovan leather; in its two eyes were two red rubies. It is said to have been made in the last Kṛityuga. Suppose that it was made in the very end of Kṛityuga, the time which has since elapsed amounts to 216,432 years. When Muhammad Ibn Alkāsim Ibn Almunabbih conquered Multân, he inquired how the town had become so very flourishing and so many treasures had there been accumulated, and then he found out that this idol was the cause, for there came pilgrims from all sides to visit it. Therefore he thought it best to have the idol where it was, but he hung a piece of cow’s-flesh on its neck by way of mockery. On the same place a mosque was built. When then the Kârmatians occupied Multân, Jalam Ibn Shaibân, the usurper, broke the idol into pieces and killed its priests. He made his mansion, which was a castle built of brick on an elevated place, the mosque instead of the old mosque, which he ordered to be shut from hatred against anything that had been done under the dynasty of the Caliphs of the house of 'Umayya. When afterwards the blessed Prince Mah-
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mûd swept away their rule from those countries, he made again the old mosque the place of the Friday-worship, and the second one was left to decay. At present it is only a barn-floor, where bunches of Hînnâ (Lawsonia inermis) are bound together.

If we now subtract from the above-mentioned number of years the hundreds, tens, and units, i.e. the 432 years, as a kind of arbitrary equivalent for the sum of about 100 years, by which the rise of the Kîrmatians preceded our time, we get as the remainder 216,000 years for the time of the end of the Kriyâyuga, and about the epoch of the era of the Hijra. How, then, could wood have lasted such a length of time, and particularly in a place where the air and the soil are rather wet? God knows best!

The city of Tâneshar is highly venerated by the Hindus. The idol of that place is called Cakrasvâmin, i.e. the owner of the cakra, a weapon which we have already described (page 114). It is of bronze, and is nearly the size of a man. It is now lying in the hippodrome in Ghazna, together with the Lord of Somanâth, which is a representation of the penis of Mahâdeva, called Linga. Of Somanâth we shall hereafter speak in the proper place. This Cakrasvâmin is said to have been made in the time of Bhârata as a memorial of wars connected with this name.

In Inner Kashmir, about two or three days' journey from the capital in the direction towards the mountains of Bolor, there is a wooden idol called Śârada; which is much venerated and frequented by pilgrims.

We shall now communicate a whole chapter from the book Samhitâ relating to the construction of idols, which will help the student thoroughly to comprehend the present subject.

Varâhamihira says: "If the figure is made to represent Râma the son of Dasâratha, or Bali the son of Virocanâ, give it the height of 120 digits," i.e. of idol
digits, which must be reduced by one-tenth to become common digits, in this case 108.

“To the idol of Vishnû give eight hands, or four, or two, and on the left side under the breast give him the figure of the woman Śrī. If you give him eight hands, place in the right hands a sword, a club of gold or iron, an arrow, and make the fourth hand as if it were drawing water; in the left hands give him a shield, a bow, a cakra, and a conch.

“If you give him four hands, omit the bow and the arrow, the sword and shield.

“If you give him two hands, let the right hand be drawing water, the left holding a conch.

“If the figure is to represent Baladeva, the brother of Nārāyaṇa, put earrings into his ears, and give him eyes of a drunken man.

“If you make both figures, Nārāyaṇa and Baladeva, join with them their sister Bhagavatī (Durga = Ekānanâ), her left hand resting on her hip a little away from the side, and her right hand holding a lotus.

“If you make her four-handed, place in the right hands a rosary and a hand drawing water; in the left hands, a book and a lotus.

“If you make her eight-handed, place in the left hands the kamandalu, i.e. a pot, a lotus, bow and book; in the right hands, a rosary, a mirror, an arrow, and a water-drawing hand.

“If the figure is to represent Sāmba, the son of Vishnû, put only a club in his right hand. If it is to represent Pradyumna, the son of Vishnû, place in his right hand an arrow, in his left hand a bow. And if you make their two wives, place in their right hand a sword, in the left a buckler.

“The idol of Brahman has four faces towards the four sides, and is seated on a lotus.

“The idol of Skanda, the son of Mahâdeva, is a boy riding on a peacock, his hand holding a bakti, a weapon
like a double-edged sword, which has in the middle a pestle like that of a mortar.

“The idol Indra holds in its hand a weapon called vajra of diamond. It has a similar handle to the sakti, but on each side it has two swords which join at the handle. On his front place a third eye, and make him ride on a white elephant with four tusks.

“Likewise make on the front of the idol of Mahâdeva a third eye right above, on his head a crescent, in his hand a weapon called śula, similar to the club but with three branches, and a sword; and let his left hand hold his wife Gaurî, the daughter of Himavant, whom he presses to his bosom from the side.

“To the idol Jîna, i.e. Buddha, give a face and limbs as beautiful as possible, make the lines in the palms of his hands and feet like a lotus, and represent him seated on a lotus; give him grey hair, and represent him with a placid expression, as if he were the father of creation.

“If you make Arhat, the figure of another body of Buddha, represent him as a naked youth with a fine face, beautiful, whose hands reach down to the knees, with the figure of Sri, his wife, under the left breast.

“The idol of Revanta, the son of the sun, rides on a horse like a huntsman.

“The idol of Yima, the angel of death, rides on a buffalo, and holds a club in his hand.

“The idol of Kubera, the treasurer, wears a crown, has a big stomach and wide hips, and is riding on a man.

“The idol of the sun has a red face like the pith of the red lotus, beams like a diamond, has protruding limbs, rings in the ears, the neck adorned with pearls which hang down over the breast, wears a crown of several compartments, holds in his hands two lotuses, and is clad in the dress of the Northerners which reaches down to the ankle.

“If you represent the Seven Mothers, represent several of them together in one figure, Brahmânt with four faces
towards the four directions, Kaumārī with six faces, Vaishnavī with four hands, Vārāhi with a hog's head on a human body, Indrāṇi with many eyes and a club in her hand, Bhagavati (Durgā) sitting as people generally sit, Cāmunḍā ugly, with protruding teeth and a slim waist. Further join with them the sons of Mahādeva, Kshetrapāla with bristling hair, a sour face, and an ugly figure, but Vināyaka with an elephant's head on a human body, with four hands, as we have heretofore described.

The worshippers of these idols kill sheep and buffaloes with axes (kutāra), that they may nourish themselves with their blood. All idols are constructed according to certain measures determined by idol-fingers for every single limb, but sometimes they differ regarding the measure of a limb. If the artist keeps the right measure and does not make anything too large nor too small, he is free from sin, and is sure that the being which he represented will not visit him with any mishap. "If he makes the idol one cubit high and together with the throne two cubits, he will obtain health and wealth. If he makes it higher still, he will be praised.

"But he must know that making the idol too large, especially that of the Sun, will hurt the ruler, and making it too small will hurt the artist. If he gives it a thin belly, this helps and furthers the famine in the country; if he gives it a lean belly, this ruins property. "If the hand of the artist slips so as to produce something like a wound, he will have a wound in his own body which will kill him.

"If it is not completely even on both sides, so that the one shoulder is higher than the other, his wife will perish.

"If he turns the eye upward, he will be blind for lifetime; if he turns it downward, he will have many troubles and sorrows."
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If the statue is made of some precious stone, it is better than if it were made of wood, and wood is better than clay. "The benefits of a statue of precious stone will be common to all the men and women of the empire. A golden statue will bring power to him who erected it, a statue of silver will bring him renown, one of bronze will bring him an increase of his rule, one of stone the acquisition of landed property."

The Hindus honour their idols on account of those who erected them, not on account of the material of which they are made. We have already mentioned that the idol of Multân was of wood. E.g. the linga which Rāma erected when he had finished the war with the demons was of sand, which he had heaped up with his own hand. But then it became petrified all at once, since the astrologically correct moment for the erecting of the monument fell before the moment when the workmen had finished the cutting of the stone monument which Rāma originally had ordered. Regarding the building of the temple and its peristyle, the cutting of the trees of four different kinds, the astrological determination of the favourable moment for the erection, the celebration of the rites due on such an occasion, regarding all this Rāma gave very long and tedious instructions. Further, he ordered that servants and priests to minister to the idols should be nominated from different classes of the people. "To the idol of Vishnu are devoted the class called Bhāgavata; to the idol of the Sun, the Maga, i.e. the Magians; to the idol of Māhādeva, a class of saints, anchorites with long hair, who cover their skin with ashes, hang on their persons the bones of dead people, and swim in the pools. The Brāhmaṇa are devoted to the Eight Mothers, the Shamanians to Buddha, to Arhant the class called Nagna. On the whole, to each idol certain people are devoted who constructed it, for those know best how to serve it."
Our object in mentioning all this mad raving was to teach the reader the accurate description of an idol, if he happens to see one, and to illustrate what we have said before, that such idols are erected only for uneducated low-class people of little understanding; that the Hindus never made an idol of any supernatural being, much less of God; and, lastly, to show how the crowd is kept in thraldom by all kinds of priestly tricks and deceits. Therefore the book Gītā says: "Many people try to approach me in their aspirations through something which is different from me; they try to insinuate themselves into my favour by giving alms, praise, and prayer to something besides me. I, however, confirm and help them in all these doings of theirs, and make them attain the object of their wishes, because I am able to dispense with them."

In the same book Vāsudeva speaks to Arjuna: "Do you not see that most of those who wish for something address themselves in offering and worshipping to the several classes of spiritual beings, and to the sun, moon, and other celestial bodies? If now God does not disappoint their hopes, though he in no way stands in need of their worship, if he even gives them more than they asked for, and if he gives them their wishes in such a way as though they were receiving them from that to which they had addressed their prayers—viz. the idol—they will proceed to worship those whom they address, because they have not learned to know him, whilst he, by admitting this kind of intermediation, carries their affairs to the desired end. But that which is obtained by desires and intermediation is not lasting, since it is only as much as is deserved for any particular merit. Only that is lasting which is obtained from God alone, when people are disgusted with old age, death, and birth (and desire to be delivered therefrom by Moksha)."

This is what Vāsudeva says. When the ignorant crowd
get a piece of good luck by accident or something at which they had aimed, and when with this some of the preconcerted tricks of the priests are brought into connection, the darkness in which they live increases vastly, not their intelligence. They will rush to those figures of idols, maltreating their own figures before them by shedding their own blood and mutilating their own bodies.

The ancient Greeks, also, considered the idols as mediators between themselves and the First Cause, and worshipped them under the names of the stars and the highest substances. For they described the First Cause, not with positive, but only with negative predicates, since they considered it too high to be described by human qualities, and since they wanted to describe it as free from any imperfection. Therefore they could not address it in worship.

When the heathen Arabs had imported into their country idols from Syria, they also worshipped them, hoping that they would intercede for them with God.

Plato says in the fourth chapter of the Book of Laws: “It is necessary to any one who gives perfect honours (to the gods) that he should take trouble with the mystery of the gods and Sakinât, and that he should not make special idols masters over the ancestral gods. Further, it is the greatest duty to give honours as much as possible to the parents while they live.”

By mystery Plato means a special kind of devotion. The word is much used among the Šâbians of Harrân, the dualistic Manichæans, and the theologians of the Hindus.

Galenus says in the book De Indole Animæ: “At the time of the Emperor Commodus, between 500–510 years after Alexander, two men went to an idol-merchant and bargained with him for an idol of Hermes. The one wanted to erect it in a temple as a memorial of Hermes, the other wanted to erect it on a tomb as a
memorial of the deceased. However, they could not settle the business with the merchant, and so they postponed it until the following day. The idol-merchant dreamt the following night that the idol addressed him and spoke to him: 'O excellent man! I am thy work. I have received through the work of thy hands a figure which is thought to be the figure of a star. Now I am no longer a stone, as people called me heretofore; I am now known as Mercury. At present it stands in thy hands to make me either a memorial of something imperishable or of something that has perished already.'"

There is a treatise of Aristotle in which he answers certain questions of the Brahmins which Alexander had sent him. There he says: "If you maintain that some Greeks have fabled that the idols speak, that the people offer to them and think them to be spiritual beings, of all this we have no knowledge, and we cannot give a sentence on a subject we do not know." In these words he rises high above the class of fools and uneducated people, and he indicates by them that he does not occupy himself with such things. It is evident that the first cause of idolatry was the desire of commemorating the dead and of consoling the living; but on this basis it has developed, and has finally become a foul and pernicious abuse.

The former view, that idols are only memorials, was also held by the Caliph Mu'awiya regarding the idols of Sicily. When, in the summer of a.H. 53, Sicily was conquered, and the conquerors sent him golden idols adorned with crowns and diamonds which had been captured there, he ordered them to be sent to Sind, that they should be sold there to the princes of the country; for he thought it best to sell them as objects costing sums of so-and-so many denars, not having the slightest scruple on account of their being objects of abominable idolatry, but simply considering the matter from a political, not from a religious point of view.
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ON THE VEDA, THE PURÂNAS, AND OTHER KINDS OF THEIR NATIONAL LITERATURE.

Veda means knowledge of that which was before unknown. It is a religious system which, according to the Hindus, comes from God, and was promulgated by the mouth of Brahman. The Brahmins recite the Veda without understanding its meaning, and in the same way they learn it by heart, the one receiving it from the other. Only few of them learn its explanation, and still less is the number of those who master the contents of the Veda and their interpretation to such a degree as to be able to hold a theological disputation.

The Brahmins teach the Veda to the Kshatriyas. The latter learn it, but are not allowed to teach it, not even to a Brahmin. The Vaiśya and Śûdra are not allowed to hear it, much less to pronounce and recite it. If such a thing can be proved against one of them, the Brahmins drag him before the magistrate, and he is punished by having his tongue cut off.

The Veda contains commandments and prohibitions, detailed statements about reward and punishment intended to encourage and to deter; but most of it contains hymns of praise, and treats of the various kinds of sacrifices to the fire, which are so numerous and difficult that you could hardly count them.

They do not allow the Veda to be committed to writing, because it is recited according to certain modu-
lations, and they therefore avoid the use of the pen, since it is liable to cause some error, and may occasion an addition or a defect in the written text. In consequence it has happened that they have several times forgotten the Veda and lost it. For they maintain that the following passage occurs in the conversations between God and Brahmā relating to the beginning of all things, according to the report of Śaunaka who had received it from the planet Venus: "You will forget the Veda at the time when the earth will be submerged; it will then go down to the depths of the earth, and none but the fish will be able to bring it out again. Therefore I shall send the fish, and it will deliver the Veda into your hands. And I shall send the boar to raise the earth with its tusks and to bring it out of the water."

Further, the Hindus maintain that the Veda, together with all the rites of their religion and country, had been obliterated in the last Dvāpara-yuga, a period of time of which we shall speak in the proper place, until it was renewed by Vyāsa, the son of Parāśara.

The Vishnu Purāṇa says: "At the beginning of each Manvantara period there will be created anew a lord of a period whose children will rule over the whole earth, and a prince who will be the head of the world, and angels to whom men will bring fire-offerings, and the Great Bear, who will renew the Veda which is lost at the end of each period."

This is the reason why, not long before our time, Vasukra, a native of Kashmir, a famous Brahmin, has of his own account undertaken the task of explaining the Veda and committing it to writing. He has taken on himself a task from which everybody else would have recoiled, but he carried it out because he was afraid that the Veda might be forgotten and entirely vanish out of the memories of men, since he observed that the characters of men grew worse and worse, and
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that they did not care much for virtue, nor even for duty:

There are certain passages in the Veda which, as they maintain, must not be recited within dwellings, since they fear that they would cause an abortion both to women and the cattle. Therefore they step out into the open field to recite them there. There is hardly a single verse free from such and similar minatory injunctions.

As we have already mentioned, the books of the Hindus are metrical compositions like the Rajaz poems of the Arabs. Most of them are composed in a metre called śloka. The reason of this has already been explained. Galenus also prefers metrical composition, and says in his book Karâ γένν.: "The single signs which denote the weights of medicines become corrupt by being copied; they are also corrupted by the wanton mischief of some envious person. Therefore it is quite right that the books of Damocrates on medicines should be preferred to others, and that they should gain fame and praise, since they are written in a Greek metre. If all books were written in this way it would be the best;" the fact being that a prose text is much more exposed to corruption than a metrical one.

The Veda, however, is not composed in this common metre, śloka, but in another. Some Hindus say that no one could compose anything in the same metre. However, their scholars maintain that this is possible indeed, but that they refrain from trying it merely from veneration for the Veda.

According to their tradition, Vyâsa divided it into four parts: Rigveda, Yajurveda, Sâmaveda, and Atharvanaaveda.

Vyâsa had four śishya, i.e. pupils. He taught a separate Veda to each of them, and made him carry it in his memory. They are enumerated in the same order as the four parts of the Veda: Paila, Vaisampâyana, Jaimini, Sumantu.
Each of the four parts has a peculiar kind of recitation. The first is Rigveda, consisting of metrical compositions called *ric*, which are of different lengths. It is called Rigveda as being the totality of the *ric*. It treats of the sacrifices to the fire, and is recited in three different ways. First, in a uniform manner of reading, just as every other book is read. Secondly, in such a way that a pause is made after every single word. Thirdly, in a method which is the most meritorious, and for which plenty of reward in heaven is promised. First you read a short passage, each word of which is distinctly pronounced; then you repeat it together with a part of that which has not yet been recited. Next you recite the added portion alone, and then you repeat it together with the next part of that which has not yet been recited, &c., &c. Continuing to do so till the end, you will have read the whole text twice.

The Yajurveda is composed of *kāndin*. The word is a derivative noun, and means *the totality of the kāndin*. The difference between this and the Rigveda is that it may be read as a text connected by the rules of Saṃdhi, which is not allowed in the case of Rigveda. The one as well as the other treats of works connected with the fire and the sacrifices.

I have heard the following story about the reason why the Rigveda cannot be recited as a text connected by the rules of Saṃdhi:—

Yājnavalkya stayed with his master, and his master had a Brahmin friend who wanted to make a journey. Therefore he asked the master to send somebody to his house to perform there during his absence the rites to *Homa*, i.e. to his fire, and to prevent it from being extinguished. Now the master sent his pupils to the house of his friend one after the other. So it came to be the turn of Yājnavalkya, who was beautiful to look at and handsomely dressed. When he began the work which he was sent for, in a place where the wife of the
absent man was present, she conceived an aversion to his fine attire, and Yâjnavalkya became aware of it, though she concealed it. On having finished, he took the water to sprinkle it over the head of the woman, for this holds with them the place of the blowing after an incantation, since blowing is disliked by them and considered as something impure. Then the woman said, “Sprinkle it over this column.” So he did, and at once the column became green. Now the woman repented having missed the blessing of his pious action; therefore on the following day she went to the master, asking him to send her the same pupil whom he had sent the day before. Yajnavalkya, however, declined to go except in his turn. No urging had any effect upon him; he did not mind the wrath of his master, but simply said, “Take away from me all that you have taught me.” And scarcely had he spoken the word, when on a sudden he had forgotten all he knew before. Now he turned to the Sun and asked him to teach him the Veda. The Sun said, “How is that possible, as I must perpetually wander, and you are incapable of doing the same?” But then Yajnavalkya clung to the chariot of the Sun and began to learn the Veda from him; but he was compelled to interrupt the recitation here and there on account of the irregularity of the motion of the chariot.

The Sâmaveda treats of the sacrifices, commandments, and prohibitions. It is recited in a tone like a chant, and hence its name is derived, because súman means the sweetness of recitation. The cause of this kind of recital is, that Nârâyanâ, when he appeared on earth in the shape of Vâmana, and came to the king Bali, changed himself into a Brahman and began to recite the Sâmaveda with a touching melody, by which he exhilarated the king, in consequence of which there happened to him the well-known story.

The Átharvanâveda is as a text connected by the
rules of Sandhi. It does not consist of the same compositions as the Rig and Yajur Vedas, but of a third kind called bhara. It is recited according to a melody with a nasal tone. This Veda is less in favour with the Hindus than the others. It likewise treats of the sacrifices to the fire, and contains injunctions regarding the dead and what is to be done with them.

As to the Purânas, we first mention that the word means first, eternal. There are eighteen Purânas, most of them called by the names of animals, human or angelic beings, because they contain stories about them, or because the contents of the book refer in some way to them, or because the book consists of answers which the creature whose name forms the title of the book has given to certain questions.

The Purânas are of human origin, composed by the so-called Rishis. In the following I give a list of their names, as I have heard them, and committed them to writing from dictation:

1. Ādi-purâṇa, i.e. the first.
2. Matsya-purâṇa, i.e. the fish.
3. Kûrma-purâṇa, i.e. the tortoise.
4. Vardha-purâṇa, i.e. the boar.
5. Narasimha-purâṇa, i.e. a human being with a lion’s head.
6. Vâmana-purâṇa, i.e. the dwarf.
7. Vâyu-purâṇa, i.e. the wind.
8. Nanda-purâṇa, i.e. a servant of Mahâdeva.
9. Skanda-purâṇa, i.e. a son of Mahâdeva.
10. Aditya-purâṇa, i.e. the sun.
11. Soma-purâṇa, i.e. the moon.
12. Sâmha-purâṇa, i.e. the son of Vishnu.
13. Brahmâ-da-purâṇa, i.e. heaven.
14. Mârkandeya-purâṇa, i.e. a great Rishi.
15. Târaksha-purâṇa, i.e. the bird Garûdha.
16. Vishnu-purâṇa, i.e. Nârâyana.
17. Brahma-purâṇa, i.e. the nature charged with the preservation of the world.
18. Bhavishya-purâṇa, i.e. future things.

Of all this literature I have only seen portions of the Matsya, Aditya, and Vâyu Purânas.
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Another somewhat different list of the Purânas has been read to me from the Vishnu-Purâna. I give it here in extenso, as in all questions resting on tradition it is the duty of an author to give those traditions as completely as possible:—

1. Brahma.
2. Padma, i.e. the red lotus.
3. Vishnu.
4. Siva, i.e. Mahâdeva.
5. Bhagavata, i.e. Vasudeva.
6. Nârada, i.e. the son of Brahma.
7. Mârkañceya.
8. Agni, i.e. the fire.
9. Bhuvishya, i.e. the future.
10. Brahmavaivarta, i.e. the wind.
11. Liṅga, i.e. an image of the aidôia of Mahâdeva.
12. Varâha.
15. Kârma.
16. Mâyâ, i.e. the fish.
17. Garuda, i.e. the bird on which Vishnu rides.
18. Brahmâya.

These are the names of the Purânas according to the Vishnu-Purâna.

The book Smriti is derived from the Veda. It contains commandments and prohibitions, and is composed by the following twenty sons of Brahman:—

1. Ápastamba.
2. Parâśara.
4. Sañcvara.
5. Daksha.
6. Vasishtha.
7. Aûgîrîs.
8. Yama.
10. Manu.
11. Yâjnavalkya.
12. Atri.
13. Hárîta.
14. Lîkhîta.
15. Saûkha.
17. Vrîhaspati.
19. Vyâsa.
20. Usânas.

Besides, the Hindus have books about the jurisprudence of their religion, on theosophy, on ascetics, on the process of becoming god and seeking liberation
from the world, as, e.g. the book composed by Gauḍa the anchorite, which goes by his name; the book Śiṅkuḥya, composed by Kapila, on divine subjects; the book of Patañjali, on the search for liberation and for the union of the soul with the object of its meditation; the book Nyāyabhāṣā, composed by Kapila, on the Veda and its interpretation, also showing that it has been created, and distinguishing within the Veda between such injunctions as are obligatory only in certain cases, and those which are obligatory in general; further, the book Mīmāṁśā, composed by Jaimini, on the same subject; the book Laukāyata, composed by Brāhaspati, treating of the subject that in all investigations we must exclusively rely upon the apperception of the senses; the book Agastyaṇa, composed by Agastya, treating of the subject that in all investigations we must use the apperception of the senses as well as tradition; and the book Viṣṇudharma. The word dharma means reward, but in general it is used for religion; so that this title means The religion of God, who in this case is understood to be Nārāyaṇa. Further, there are the books of the six pupils of Vyāsa, viz. Devala, Śukru, Brāhmaṇa, Vṛisṇivāsa, Yājnavalkya, and Manu. The Hindus have numerous books about all the branches of science. How could anybody know the titles of all of them, more especially if he is not a Hindu, but a foreigner?

Besides, they have a book which they hold in such veneration that they firmly assert that everything which occurs in other books is found also in this book, but not all which occurs in this book is found in other books. It is called Brāhāra, and composed by Vyāsa the son of Parāśara at the time of the great war between the children of Pāṇḍu and those of Kuru. The title itself gives an indication of those times. The book has 100,000 Ślokas in eighteen parts, each of which is called Parvan. Here we give the list of them:—
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1. *Sabhā-parva*, i.e. the king's dwelling.
2. *Aranya*, i.e. going out into the open field, meaning the exodus of the children of Pāṇḍu.
3. *Vrīḍa*, i.e. the name of a king in whose realm they dwelt during the time of their concealment.
4. *Udyoga*, i.e. the preparing for battle.
5. *Bhishma*.
7. *Karna* the son of the Sun.
8. *Sālya* the brother of *Duryodhana*, some of the greatest heroes who did the fighting, one always coming forward after his predecessor had been killed.
9. *Gauti*, i.e. the club.
10. *Suvāmikā*, i.e. the killing of the sleepers, when Aśvatttháman the son of *Drona* attacked the city of Pāṇcāla during the night and killed the inhabitants.
11. *Jalapradānikā*, i.e. the successive drawing of water for the dead, after people have washed off the impurity caused by the touching of the dead.
12. *Stri*, i.e. the lamentations of the women.
13. *Śānti*, containing 24,000 ślokas on eradicating hatred from the heart, in four parts:
   (1.) *Rājadharma*, on the reward of the kings.
   (2.) *Dīnadharmā*, on the reward for almsgiving.
   (3.) *Āpaddharmā*, on the reward of those who are in need and trouble.
   (4.) *Mokshadharma*, on the reward of him who is liberated from the world.
14. *Aśvamedha*, i.e. the sacrifice of the horse which is sent out together with an army to wander through the world. Then they proclaim in public that it belongs to the king of the world, and that he who does not agree thereto is to come forward to fight. The Brahmans follow the horse, and celebrate sacrifices to the fire in those places where the horse drops its dung.
15. *Mausala*, i.e. the fighting of the Yādavas, the tribe of Vāsudeva, among themselves.
16. *Āśrama*, i.e. leaving one's own country.
17. *Prasthāna*, i.e. quitting the realm to seek liberation.
18. *Śvargāroha*, i.e. journeying towards Paradise.

These eighteen parts are followed by another one which is called *Harivamsa-Parvan*, which contains the traditions relating to Vāsudeva.

In this book there occur passages which, like riddles, admit of manifold interpretations. As to the reason of Page 65.
this the Hindus relate the following story:—Vyâsa asked Brahman to procure him somebody who might write for him the Bhârata from his dictation. Now he intrusted with this task his son Vinâyaka, who is represented as an idol with an elephant’s head, and made it obligatory on him never to cease from writing. At the same time Vyâsa made it obligatory on him to write only that which he understood. Therefore Vyâsa, in the course of his dictation, dictated such sentences as compelled the writer to ponder over them, and thereby Vyâsa gained time for resting awhile.
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THEIR GRAMMATICAL AND METRICAL LITERATURE.

The two sciences of grammar and metrics are auxiliary to the other sciences. Of the two, the former, grammar, holds the first place in their estimate, called vyākaraṇa, i.e. the law of the correctness of their speech and etymological rules, by means of which they acquire an eloquent and classical style both in writing and reading. We Muslims cannot learn anything of it, since it is a branch coming from a root which is not within our grasp—I mean the language itself. That which I have been told as to titles of books on this science is the following:

1. Aindra, attributed to Indra, the head of the angels.
2. Candra, composed by Candra, one of the red-robe-wearing sect, the followers of Buddha.
3. Sākaṇa, so called by the name of its author. His tribe, too, is called by a name derived from the same word, viz. Sākaṇḍāyaṇa.
4. Pāṇini, so called from its author.
5. Kāṇḍra, composed by Śarvakarman.
6. Śaśidevaśrī, composed by Śaśideva.
7. Durgavirāvṛtti.
8. Sishyakāśitāvṛtti, composed by Ugrabhaṭi.

I have been told that the last-mentioned author was the teacher and instructor of Shāh Ānandapāla, the son of Jayapāla, who ruled in our time. After having composed the book he sent it to Kashmir, but the people there did not adopt it, being in such things haughtily conservative. Now he complained of this to the Shāh, and
the Shâh, in accordance with the duty of a pupil towards his master, promised him to make him attain his wish. So he gave orders to send 200,000 dirham and presents of a similar value to Kashmir, to be distributed among those who studied the book of his master. The consequence was that they all rushed upon the book, and would not copy any other grammar but this one, showing themselves in the baseness of their avarice. The book became the fashion and highly prized.

Of the origin of grammar they give the following account:—One of their kings, called Samalvâhana, i.e. in the classical language, Sâtavâhana, was one day in a pond playing with his wives, when he said to one of them “Māudakānī dehi,” i.e. do not sprinkle the water on me. The woman, however, understood it as if he had said modakānī dehi, i.e. bring sweetmeats. So she went away and brought him sweetmeats. And when the king disapproved of her doing so, she gave him an angry reply, and used coarse language towards him. Now he was deeply offended, and, in consequence, as is their custom, he abstained from all food, and concealed himself in some corner until he was called upon by a sage, who consoled him, promising him that he would teach people grammar and the inflexions of the language. Thereupon the sage went off to Mahâdeva, praying, praising, and fasting devoutly. Mahâdeva appeared to him, and communicated to him some few rules, the like of which Abul’aswad Addu’alî has given for the Arabic language. The god also promised to assist him in the further development of this science. Then the sage returned to the king and taught it to him. This was the beginning of the science of grammar.

Grammar is followed by another science, called chandas, i.e. the metrical form of poetry, corresponding to our metrics—a science indispensable to them, since all their books are in verse. By composing their books in metres they intend to facilitate their being learned
by heart, and to prevent people in all questions of science ever recurring to a written text, save in a case of bare necessity. For they think that the mind of man sympathises with everything in which there is symmetry and order, and has an aversion to everything in which there is no order. Therefore most Hindus are passionately fond of their verses, and always desirous of reciting them, even if they do not understand the meaning of the words, and the audience will snap their fingers in token of joy and applause. They do not want prose compositions, although it is much easier to understand them.

Most of their books are composed in Śloka, in which I am now exercising myself, being occupied in composing for the Hindus a translation of the books of Euclid and of the Almagest, and dictating to them a treatise on the construction of the astrolabe, being simply guided herein by the desire of spreading science. If the Hindus happen to get some book which does not yet exist among them, they set at work to change it into Ślokas, which are rather unintelligible, since the metrical form entails a constrained, affected style, which will become apparent when we shall speak of their method of expressing numbers. And if the verses are not sufficiently affected, their authors meet with frowning faces, as having committed something like mere prose, and then they will feel extremely unhappy. God will do me justice in what I say of them.

The first who invented this art were Piṅgala and नृत्त (C L T). The books on the subject are numerous. The most famous of them is the book Gaisita (? G - AI - S - T), so called from its author, famous to such a degree that even the whole science of metrics has been called by this name. Other books are that of Mrigalâñchana, that of Piṅgala, and that of اولیاند (Õ (Au) - L - Y - Â - N - D). I, however, have not seen any of these books, nor do I know much of the chapter
of the *Brahma-siddhānta* which treats of metrical calculations, and therefore I have no claim to a thorough knowledge of their metrics. Nevertheless, I do not think it right to pass by a subject of which I have only a smattering, and I shall not postpone speaking of it until I shall have thoroughly mastered it.

In counting the syllables (*ganachandas*) they use similar figures to those used by Alkhalil Ibn Ahmad and our metricians to denote the consonant *without vowel* and the consonant *with vowel*, viz. these two signs, | and >, the former of which is called *laghu*, i.e. light; the latter, *guru*, i.e. heavy. In measuring (*madrachandas*), the *guru* is reckoned double of a *laghu*, and its place may be filled by two *laghu*.

Further, they have a syllable which they call long (*diryha*), the measure or prosody of which is equal to that of a *guru*. This, I think, is a syllable with a long vowel (like *kat*, *kt*, *kit*). Here, however, I must confess that up to the present moment I have not been able to gain a clear idea of the nature of both *laghu* and *guru*, so as to be able to illustrate them by similar elements in Arabic. However, I am inclined to think that *laghu* does not mean a consonant *without vowel*, nor *guru* a consonant *with vowel*, but that, on the contrary, *laghu* means a consonant with a short vowel (e.g. *ka*, *ki*, *kai*), and *guru* means the same with a vowelless consonant (e.g. *kat*, *kit*, *kut*), like an element in Arabic metrics called *Sabab* (i.e. — or a long syllable the place of which may be taken by two short ones). That which makes me doubt as to the first-mentioned definition of *laghu* is this circumstance, that the Hindus use many *laghu* one after the other in an uninterrupted succession. The Arabs are not capable of pronouncing two vowelless consonants one after the other, but in other languages this is possible. The Persian metricians, for instance, call such a consonant *moved by a light vowel* (i.e. pronounced with a sound like
the Hebrew Schwa). But, in any case, if such consonants are more than three in number, they are most difficult, nay, even impossible to pronounce; whilst, on the other hand, there is not the slightest difficulty in pronouncing an uninterrupted series of short syllables consisting of a consonant with a short vowel, as when you say in Arabic, "Badanika kamathali ṣifatiṣa waṣamuka bisaṭiṣa shafatika" (i.e. Thy body is like thy description, and thy mouth depends upon the width of thy lip). Further, although it is difficult to pronounce a vowelless consonant at the beginning of a word, most nouns of the Hindus begin, if not exactly with vowelless consonants, still with such consonants as have only a Schwa-like vowel-sound to follow them. If such a consonant stands at the beginning of a verse, they drop it in counting, since the law of the guru demands that in it the vowelless consonant shall not precede but follow the vowel (ka-t, ki-t, ku-t).

Further, as our people have composed out of the feet certain schemes or types, according to which verses are constructed, and have invented signs to denote the component parts of a foot, i.e. the consonant with and without a vowel, in like manner also the Hindus use certain names to denote the feet which are composed of laghu and guru, either the former preceding and the latter following or vice versa, in such a way, however, that the measure must always be the same, whilst the number of syllables may vary. By these names they denote a certain conventional prosodic unity (i.e. certain feet). By measure, I mean that laghu is reckoned = one māṭrā, i.e. measure, and guru = two māṭrā. If they represent a foot in writing, they only express the measure of the syllables, not their number, as, e.g. (in Arabic) a double consonant (ḥka) is counted as a consonant without vowel plus a consonant with vowel, and a consonant followed by Tanwin (kun) is counted as a consonant with a vowel plus a consonant
without vowel, whilst in writing both are represented as one and the same thing (i.e. by the sign of the consonant in question).

Taken alone by themselves, laghu and guru are called by various names: the former, la, kali, rūpa, cimara, and graha; the latter, ga, nītra, and a half avisha. The latter name shows that a complete avisha is equal to two guru or their equivalent. These names they have invented simply to facilitate the versification of their metrical books. For this purpose they have invented so many names, that one may fit into the metre if others will not.

The feet arising out of combinations of laghu and guru are the following:—

Twofold both in number and measure is the foot |, i.e. two syllables and two mātri.

Twofold in number, not in measure, are the feet, | < and < | ; in measure they are = three mātrā || (but, in number, only two syllables).

The second foot < | (a trochee) is called krittikā.

The quaternary feet are in each book called by different names:

< < pakṣa, i.e. the half month.
|| < jvalana, i.e. the fire.
| < | madhya (±madhu).
< || parvata, i.e. the mountain, also called hiṃs and rasa.
||| ghanas, i.e. the cube.

The feet consisting of five mātrā have manifold forms; those of them which have special names are the following:—

|< < hastin, i.e. the elephant. | |< < (lacuna).
<|< kīna, i.e. the wish. | ||< kusuma.

A foot consisting of six mātrā is < < < .

Some people call these feet by the names of the chess figures, viz.:

jvalana = the elephant. | parvata = the pawn.
madhya = the tower. | ghanas = the horse.
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In a lexicographical work to which the author (Haribhadra) has given his own name, the feet composed of three *laghu* or *guru* are called by single consonants, which in the following diagram are written on their left:

\[
\text{Diagram.}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{m} & \text{< < < sixfold (i.e. containing six mātra).} \\
\text{y} & \text{< < hastin.} \\
\text{r} & \text{< < < kṣma.} \\
\text{t} & \text{< < (¿ lacuna).} \\
\text{s} & \text{< < jvalana.} \\
\text{j} & \text{< < madhyā.} \\
\text{bh} & \text{< < parvata.} \\
\text{n} & \text{< < < threefold (i.e. containing three mātra).}
\end{align*}
\]

By means of these signs the author teaches how to construct these eight feet by an inductive method (a kind of algebraic permutation), saying:

"Place one of the two kinds (*guru* and *laghu*) in the first line unmixed (that would be < < <, if we begin with a *guru*). Then mix it with the second kind, and place one of this at the beginning of the second line, whilst the two other elements are of the first kind (| < <). Then place this element of admixture in the middle of the third line (< | <), and lastly at the end of the fourth line (< < |). Then you have finished the first half.

"Further, place the second kind in the lowest line, unmixed (| | |), and mix up with the line above it one of the first kind, placing it at the beginning of the line ( < | |), then in the middle of the next following line (| < |), and lastly at the end of the next following line (| | <). Then the second half is finished, and all the possible combinations of three mātra have been exhausted."

\[
\begin{align*}
1. & < < < & 5. & | < \\
2. & | < < & 6. & | < | \\
3. & < | < & 7. & < | | \\
4. & < < | & 8. & | | | \\
\end{align*}
\]

This system of composition or permutation is correct,
but his calculation showing how to find that place which every single foot occupies in this series of permutations is not in accordance with it. For he says:

"Place the numeral 2 to denote each element of a foot (i.e. both guru and laghu), once for all, so that every foot is represented by 2, 2, 2. Multiply the left (number) by the middle, and the product by the right one. If this multiplier (i.e. this number of the right side) is a laghu, then leave the product as it is; but if it is a guru, subtract one from the product."

The author exemplifies this with the sixth foot, i.e. 1 < 1. He multiplies 2 by 2, and from the product (4) he subtracts 1. The remaining 3 he multiplies by the third 2, and he gets the product of 6.

This, however, is not correct for most of the feet, and I am rather inclined to believe that the text of the manuscript is corrupt.

The proper order of the feet would accordingly be the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.</th>
<th>II.</th>
<th>III.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. | < | < | |
6. | | < | |
7. | < | | |
8. | | | |

The mixture of the first line (No. I.) is such that one kind always follows the other. In the second line (No. II.) two of one kind are followed by two of the other; and in the third line (No. III.) four of one kind are followed by four of the other.

Then the author of the above-mentioned calculation goes on to say: "If the first element of the foot is a guru, subtract one before you multiply. If the multiplier is a guru, subtract one from the product. Thus you find the place which a foot occupies in this order."

As the Arabic verse is divided into two halves or hemistichs by the ārūḍ, i.e. the last foot of the first
hemistich, and the dārb, i.e. the last foot of the second hemistich, in like manner the verses of the Hindus are divided into two halves, each of which is called foot (pāda). The Greeks, too, call them feet (lacuna)—those words which are composed of it, σωλλάβη, and the consonants with or without vowels, with long, short, or doubtful vowels.

The verse is divided into three, or more commonly into four pāda. Sometimes they add a fifth pāda in the middle of the verse. The pādas have no rhyme, but there is a kind of metre, in which the 1 and 2 pādas end with the same consonant or syllable as if rhyming on it, and also the pādas 3 and 4 end with the same consonant or syllable. This kind is called Āryā. At the end of the pāda a laghu may become a gurū, though in general this metre ends with a laghu.

The different poetical works of the Hindus contain a great number of metres. In the metre of 5 pāda, the fifth pāda is placed between pādas 3 and 4. The names of the metres differ according to the number of syllables, and also according to the verses which follow. For they do not like all the verses of a long poem to belong to one and the same metre. They use many metres in the same poem, in order that it should appear like an embroidered piece of silk.

The construction of the four pādas in the four-pāda metre is the following:—
This is a representation of a species of their metres, called Skandha, containing four pada. It consists of two halves, and each half has eight amśaka.

Of the single amśaka, the 1st, 3d, and 5th can never be a madhya, i.e. <|, and the 6th must always be either a madhya or a ghana. If this condition is adhered to, the other amśakas may be anything at all, just as accident or the fancy of the poet wills it. However, the metre must always be complete, neither more nor less. Therefore, observing the rules as to the formation of certain amśakas in the single pada, we may represent the four pada in the following manner:

Pāda I.  < <  <  |  |  |  < <
Pāda II.  < <  |  <  <  |  |  < <
Pāda III.  < <  <  |  <  <
Pāda IV.  < <  |  <  |  |  |  |  < <

According to this pattern the verse is composed.

If you represent an Arabic metre by these signs of the Hindus, you will find that they mean something entirely different from what the Arabic signs mean which denote a consonant with a short vowel and a consonant without a vowel. (The Arabic sign | means a consonant without a vowel; the Hindu sign | means a short syllable; the Arabic sign 0 means a consonant followed by a short vowel; the Hindu sign < means a long syllable.) As an example, we give a representation of the regular complete Khaftf metre, representing each foot by derivations of the root نفل.

Metrum Khaftf.

1. نفل نفل نفل نفل, represented by derivations of the root نفل.

2. 1010010 1001010 1010010, represented by Arabic signs.

3. <<|<  <|<<  <<|<, represented by the signs of the Hindus.
We give the latter signs in an inverted order, since the Hindus read from the left to the right.

I have already once pleaded as my excuse, and do so here a second time, that my slender knowledge of this science does not enable me to give the reader a complete insight into the subject. Still I take the greatest pains with it, though I am well aware that it is only very little I can give.

The name Vritta applies to each four-pada metre in which the signs of both the prosody and the number of the syllables are like each other, according to a certain correspondence of the padas among themselves, so that if you know one pada, you know also the other ones, for they are like it. Further, there is a law that a pada cannot have less than four syllables, since a pada with less does not occur in the Veda. For the same reason the smallest number of the syllables of a pada is four, the largest twenty-six. In consequence, there are twenty-three varieties of the Vritta metre, which we shall here enumerate:

1. The pada has four heavy syllables (guru), and here you cannot put two laghu in the place of one guru.
2. The nature of the second kind of the pada is not clear to me, so I omit it.
3. This pada is built of ghana + paksha.
   \[ \text{|||} \] \text{< <}
4. \[ \text{= 2 guru + 2 laghu + 3 guru.} \]
   \[ \text{< < } \] \[ \text{||} \] \[ \text{< < <} \]
   It would be better to describe this pada as \(= \text{paksha + jvalana + paksha.}\)
5. \[ \text{= 2 kritika + jvalana + paksha.} \]
   \[ \text{< |<|} \] \[ \text{||<} \] \[ \text{< <} \]
6. \[ \text{= ghana + madhya + paksha.} \]
   \[ \text{|||} \] \[ \text{<|}<\] \[ \text{< <} \]
7. \[ \text{= ghana + parvata + jvalana.} \]
   \[ \text{|||} \] \[ \text{< ||<} \] \[ \text{< <} \]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Paks.</th>
<th>Shruti</th>
<th>Jvalana</th>
<th>Madhya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>kūma, kusuma, jvalana, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>pāksha, hastin, jvalana, madhya, 2 guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>pāksha, parvata, jvalana, madhya, pākshā.</td>
<td>(&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>pāksha, madhya, 2 jvalana, hastin.</td>
<td>(&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>ghana, jvalana, pāksha, 2 hastin.</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>parvata, kūma, kusuma, madhyan, jvalana.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>hastin, pāksha, parvata, kusuma, parvata, laghu, guru.</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>2 pāksha, parvata, kusuma, 2 kūma, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>pāksha, parvata, kūma, kusuma, pāksha, laghu, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>2 pāksha, parvata, ghana, jvalana, pāksha, kusuma.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>2 pāksha, parvata, ghana, jvalana, 2 kūma, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>guru, 2 pāksha, parvata, ghana, jvalana, 2 kūma, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>4 pāksha, jvalana, madhya, pāksha, 2 madhya, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>4 pāksha, 3 jvalana, 2 madhya, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>4 pāksha, kusuma, madhya, jvalana, 2 madhya, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>8 guru, 10 layhu, kūma, jvalana, laghu, guru.</td>
<td>(&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER XIII.

We have given such a lengthy account, though it be only of scanty use, in order that the reader may see for himself the example of an accumulation of laghus, which shows that laghu means a consonant followed by a short vowel, not a consonant without a vowel. Further, he will thereby learn the way in which they represent a metre and the method of their scanning a verse. Lastly, he will learn that Alkhalll Ibn Ahmad exclusively drew from his own genius when he invented the Arabic metrics, though, possibly, he may have heard, as some people think, that the Hindus use certain metres in their poetry. If we here take so much trouble with Indian metrics, we do it for the purpose of fixing the laws of the Śloka, since most of their books are composed in it.

The Śloka belongs to the four-pāda metres. Each pāda has eight syllables, which are different in all four pādas. The last syllable of each of the four pādas must be the same, viz. a guru. Further, the fifth syllable in each pāda must always be laghu, the sixth syllable guru. The seventh syllable must be laghu in the second and fourth pāda, guru in the first and third pādas. The other syllables are entirely dependent upon accident or the writer's fancy.

In order to show in what way the Hindus use arithmetic in their metrical system, we give in the following a quotation from Brahmagupta: "The first kind of poetry is gāyatrī, a metre consisting of two pādas. If we now suppose that the number of the syllables of this metre may be 24, and that the smallest number of the syllables of one pāda is 4, we describe the two pādas by 4 + 4, representing their smallest possible number of syllables. As, however, their largest possible number is 24, we add the difference between these 4 + 4 and 24, i.e. 16, to the right-side number, and get 4 + 20. If the metre had three pādas, it would be represented by 4 + 4 + 16. The right-side
pāda is always distinguished from the others and called by a separate name; but the preceding pādas also are connected, so as to form one whole, and likewise called by a separate name. If the metre had four pādas, it would be represented by $4 + 4 + 4 + 12$.

"If, however, the poet does not use the pādas of 4, i.e. the smallest possible number of syllables, and if we want to know the number of combinations of the 24 syllables which may occur in a two-pāda metre, we write 4 to the left and 20 to the right; we add 1 to 4, again 1 to the sum, &c.; we subtract 1 from 20, again 1 from the remainder, &c.; and this we continue until we get both the same numbers with which we commenced, the small number in the line which commenced with the greater number, and the greater number in the line which commenced with the small number. See the following scheme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of these combinations is 17, i.e. the difference between 4 and 20 plus 1.

"As regards the three-pāda metre with the presupposed number of syllables, i.e. 24, its first species is
that in which all three *pādas* have the smallest possible number of syllables, *i.e.* $4 + 4 + 16$.

"The right-side number and the middle number we write down as we have done with the *pādas* of the two-*pāda* metre, and we make with them the same calculation as we have done above. Besides, we add the left-side number in a separate column, but do not make it undergo any changes. See the following scheme:—

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

"This gives the number of 13 permutations, but by changing the places of the numbers forwards and backwards in the following method, the number may be increased sixfold, *i.e.* to 78:—

"I. The right-side number keeps its place; the two other numbers exchange their places, so that the middle number stands at the left side; the left-side number occupies the middle:—

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

"II.–III. The right-side number is placed in the middle between the other two numbers, which first
keep their original places, and then exchange them with each other:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7 &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4 &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"IV. - V. The right-side number is placed to the left, and the other two numbers first keep their original places, and then exchange them with each other:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7 &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Because, further, the numbers of the syllables of a ṁūḍa rise like the square of 2, for after 4 follows 8, we may represent the syllables of the three ṁūḍas in this way: \(8 + 8 + 8 = 4 + 4 + 16\). However, their arithmetical peculiarities follow another rule. The four- ṁūḍa metre follows the analogy of the three- ṁūḍa metre."

Of the above-mentioned treatise of Brahmagupta I have only seen a single leaf: it contains, no doubt, important elements of arithmetic. God affords help
and sustains by his mercy, i.e. I hope one day to learn those things. As far as I can guess with regard to the literature of the Greeks, they used in their poetry similar feet to the Hindus; for Galenus says in his book κατὰ γένη: "The medicine prepared with saliva dis-
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covered by Menecrates has been described by Damo-

crates in a poem composed in a metre consisting of three parts."
CHAPTER XIV.

HINDU LITERATURE IN THE OTHER SCIENCES, ASTRONOMY, ASTROLOGY, ETC.

The number of sciences is great, and it may be still greater if the public mind is directed towards them at such times as they are in the ascendancy and in general favour with all, when people not only honour science itself, but also its representatives. To do this is, in the first instance, the duty of those who rule over them, of kings and princes. For they alone could free the minds of scholars from the daily anxieties for the necessities of life, and stimulate their energies to earn more fame and favour, the yearning for which is the pith and marrow of human nature.

The present times, however, are not of this kind. They are the very opposite, and therefore it is quite impossible that a new science or any new kind of research should arise in our days. What we have of sciences is nothing but the scanty remains of bygone better times.

If a science or an idea has once conquered the whole earth, every nation appropriates part of it. So do also the Hindus. Their belief about the cyclical revolutions of times is nothing very special, but is simply in accordance with the results of scientific observation.

The science of astronomy is the most famous among them, since the affairs of their religion are in various ways connected with it. If a man wants to gain the title of an astronomer, he must not only know scientific
or mathematical astronomy, but also astrology. The book known among Muslims as Sindhind is called by them Siddhānta, i.e. straight, not crooked nor changing. By this name they call every standard book on astronomy, even such books as, according to our opinion, do not come up to the mark of our so-called Zīj, i.e. handbooks of mathematical astronomy. They have five Siddhāntas:

I. Sūrya-siddhānta, i.e. the Siddhānta of the sun, composed by Lāṭa.

II. Vasishṭha-siddhānta, so called from one of the stars of the Great Bear, composed by Vishṇucandra.

III. Pulisa-siddhānta, so called from Paulisa, the Greek, from the city of Saintra, which I suppose to be Alexandria, composed by Pulisa.

IV. Romaka-siddhānta, so called from the Rûm, i.e. the subjects of the Roman Empire, composed by Śrīsheṇa.

V. Brahma-siddhānta, so called from Brahman, composed by Brahmagupta, the son of Jishṇu, from the town of Bhīllamālā between Mūltān and Anhilwāra, 16 yojana from the latter place (?).

The authors of these books draw from one and the same source, the Book Paithāmaha, so called from the first father, i.e. Brahman.

Varāhamihira has composed an astronomical handbook of small compass called Paṅca-siddhāntikā, which name ought to mean that it contains the pith and marrow of the preceding five Siddhāntas. But this is not the case, nor is it so much better than they as to be called the most correct one of the five. So the name does not indicate anything but the fact that the number of Siddhāntas is five.

Brahmagupta says: "Many of the Siddhāntas are Sūrya, others Indu, Pulisa, Romaka, Vasishṭha, and Yavana, i.e. the Greeks; and though the Siddhāntas are many, they differ only in words, not in the subject-
matter. He who studies them properly will find that they agree with each other."

Up to the present time I have not been able to procure any of these books save those of Pulisa and of Brahmagupta. I have commenced translating them, but have not yet finished my work. Meanwhile I shall give here a table of contents of the Brahma-siddhānta, which in any case will be useful and instructive.

Contents of the twenty-four chapters of the Brahma-siddhānta—

1. On the nature of the globe and the figure of heaven and earth.
2. On the revolutions of the planets; on the calculation of time, i.e. how to find the time for different longitudes and latitudes; how to find the mean places of the planets; how to find the sine of an arc.
3. On the correction of the places of the planets.
4. On three problems: how to find the shadow, the bygone portion of the day and the ascendens, and how to derive one from the other.
5. On the planets becoming visible when they leave the rays of the sun, and their becoming invisible when entering them.
6. On the first appearance of the moon, and about her two cusps.
7. On the lunar eclipse.
8. On the solar eclipse.
9. On the shadow of the moon.
10. On the meeting and conjunction of the planets.
11. On the latitudes of the planets.
12. A critical investigation for the purpose of distinguishing between correct and corrupt passages in the texts of astronomical treatises and handbooks.
13. On arithmetic; on plane measure and cognate subjects.
14. Scientific calculation of the mean places of the planets.
15. Scientific calculation of the correction of the places of the planets.

16. Scientific calculation of the three problems (v. chap. 4).

17. On the deflection of eclipses.

18. Scientific calculation of the appearance of the new moon and her two cusps.

19. On *Kuṭṭaka*, i.e. the pounding of a thing. The pounding of oil-producing substances is here compared with the most minute and detailed research. This chapter treats of algebra and related subjects, and besides it contains other valuable remarks of a more or less arithmetical nature.

20. On the shadow.

21. On the calculation of the measures of poetry and on metrics.

22. On cycles and instruments of observation.

23. On time and the four measures of time, the *solar*, the *civil*, the *lunar*, and the *sidereal*.

24. About numeral notation in the metrical books of this kind.

These, now, are twenty-four chapters, according to his own statement, but there is a twenty-fifth one, called *Dhyāna-graha-adhyāya*, in which he tries to solve the problems by speculation, not by mathematical calculation. I have not enumerated it in this list, because the pretensions which he brings forward in this chapter are repudiated by mathematics. I am rather inclined to think that that which he produces is meant to be the *ratio metaphysica* of all astronomical methods, otherwise how could any problem of this science be solved by anything save by mathematics?

Such books as do not reach the standard of a *Siddhānta* are mostly called *Tantra* or *Karaya*. The former means *ruling under a governor*, the latter means *following*, i.e. following behind the Siddhānta. Under governors they understand the *Ācāryas*, i.e. the sages, anchorites, the followers of Brahma.
There are two famous Tantras by Āryabhaṭa and Balabhadra, besides the Rasāyana-tantra by Bhānu-
yaśas (?). About what Rasāyana means we shall give a separate chapter (chap. xvii).

As for Karaṇas, there is one (lacuna) called by his name, besides the Karana-khaṇḍa-khādyaka by Brahmagupta. The last word, khaṇḍa, means a kind of their sweetmeats. With regard to the reason why he gave his book this title, I have been told the following:—

Sugrīva, the Buddhist, had composed an astronomical handbook which he called Dadhi-sāgara, i.e. the sea of sour-milk; and a pupil of his composed a book of the same kind which he called Kāraṇa-babhayā́ (?), i.e. a mountain of rice. Afterwards he composed another book which he called Lavaṇa-mūṣṭi, i.e. a handful of salt. Therefore Brahmagupta called his book the Sweetmeat—khādyaka—in order that all kinds of victuals (sour-milk, rice, salt, &c.) should occur in the titles of the books on this science.

The contents of the book Karana-khaṇḍa-khādyaka represent the doctrine of Āryabhaṭa. Therefore Brahmagupta afterwards composed a second book, which he called Uttara-khaṇḍa-khādyaka, i.e. the explanation of the Khaṇḍa-khādyaka. And this book is again followed by another one called Khaṇḍa-khādyaka-tīpī (sic), of which I do not know whether it is composed by Brahmagupta or somebody else. It explains the reasons and the nature of the calculations employed in the Khaṇḍa-khādyaka. I suppose it is a work of Balabhadrā's.

Further, there is an astronomical handbook composed by Vijayanandin, the commentator, in the city of Benares, entitled Karana-tilaka, i.e. the blaze on the front of the Karaṇas; another one by Vittēśvara the son of Bhadatta (? Mihdatta), of the city of Nāgarapura, called Karana-sāra, i.e. that which has been derived
from the Karāṇa; another one, by Bhānuyaśas (?), is called Karāṇa-para-tilaka, which shows, as I am told, how the corrected places of the stars are derived from one another.

There is a book by Utpala the Kashmirian called Rāhunrdkarāṇa (?), i.e. breaking the Karāṇas; and another called Karāṇa-pāta, i.e. killing the Karāṇas. Besides there is a book called Karāṇa-cudāmani of which I do not know the author.

There are more books of the same kind with other titles, e.g. the great Mānasa, composed by Manu, and the commentary by Utpala; the small Mānasa, an epitome of the former by Puñcalā (?), from the southern country; Daśaṅțīkā, by Āryabhaṭa; Āryaśaṅkata, by the same; Lokānanda, so called from the name of the author; Bhaṭṭila (?), so called from its author, the Brahman Bhaṭṭila. The books of this kind are nearly innumerable.

As for astrological literature, each one of the following authors has composed a so-called Samaḥitā, viz.:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samaḥitā</th>
<th>On astrological literature, the so-called Samaḥitās.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Māṇḍavya.</td>
<td>Balabhadra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parāśara.</td>
<td>Divyatattva.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garga.</td>
<td>Varāhamihira.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahman.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Samaḥitā means that which is collected, books containing something of everything, e.g. forewarnings relating to a journey derived from meteorological occurrences; prophecies regarding the fate of dynasties; the knowledge of lucky and unlucky things; prophesying from the lines of the hand; interpretation of dreams, and taking auguries from the flight or cries of birds. For Hindu scholars believe in such things. It is the custom of their astronomers to propound in their Samaḥitās also the whole science of meteorology and cosmology.

Each one of the following authors has composed a book, Jātaka, i.e. book of nativities, viz.:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jātaka, i.e. books on nativities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parāśara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manittha.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Varāhamihira has composed two Jñātakas, a small and a large one. The latter of these has been explained by Balabhadra, and the former I have translated into Arabic. Further, the Hindus have a large book on the science of the astrology of nativities called Sāravalk, i.e. the chosen one, similar to the Vazīdāj (= Persian guzīda?), composed by Kalyāṇa-Varman, who gained high credit for his scientific works. But there is another book still larger than this, which comprehends the whole of astrological sciences, called Yavana, i.e. belonging to the Greeks.

Of Varāhamihira there are several small books, e.g. Shat-pañcāśīka, fifty-six chapters on astrology; Hord-pañca-hotriya (?), on the same subject.


The art of taking auguries from the flight or cries of birds, and of the foretelling by means of piercing a needle into a book, is propounded in the work called Srudhava (? śrotavya), which exists in three different copies. Mahādeva is said to be the author of the first, Vimalabuddhi the author of the second, and Baṅgāla the author of the third. Similar subjects are treated in the book Gudhāmana (?), i.e. the knowledge of the unknown, composed by Buddha, the originator of the sect of the red robe-wearers, the Shamanians; and in the book Praśna Gudhāmana (?), i.e. questions of the science of the unknown, composed by Utpala.

Besides, there are Hindu scholars of whom we know the names, but not the title of any book of theirs, viz.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pradyumna.</th>
<th>Sārasvata.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saṅgahila (Śrīākhala ?)</td>
<td>Piruvāna (?).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divākara.</td>
<td>Devakṛttri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parēśvara.</td>
<td>Prithūdaka-svāmin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medical literature.

Medicine belongs to the same class of sciences as astronomy, but there is this difference, that the latter
stands in close relation to the religion of the Hindus. They have a book called by the name of its author, i.e. Caraka, which they consider as the best of their whole literature on medicine. According to their belief, Caraka was a Rishi in the last Dvâpara-yuga, when his name was Agniveśa, but afterwards he was called Caraka, i.e. the intelligent one, after the first elements of medicine had been laid down by certain Rishis, the children of Śūtra. These latter had received them from Indra, Indra from Aśvin, one of the two physicians of the Devas, and Aśvin had received them from Prajāpati, i.e. Brahman, the first father. This book has been translated into Arabic for the princes of the house of the Barmecides.

The Hindus cultivate numerous other branches of science and literature, and have a nearly boundless literature. I, however, could not comprehend it with my knowledge. I wish I could translate the book Pañcatantra, known among us as the book of Kalila and Dimna. It is far spread in various languages, in Persian, Hindi, and Arabic—in translations of people who are not free from the suspicion of having altered the text. For instance, 'Abdallah Ibn Almukaffa' has added in his Arabic version the chapter about Barzōya, with the intention of raising doubts in the minds of people of feeble religious belief, and to gain and prepare them for the propagation of the doctrines of the Manichaéans. And if he is open to suspicion in so far as he has added something to the text which he had simply to translate, he is hardly free from suspicion in his capacity as translator.
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NOTES ON HINDU METROLOGY, INTENDED TO FACILITATE THE UNDERSTANDING OF ALL KINDS OF MEASUREMENTS WHICH OCCUR IN THIS BOOK.

Counting is innate to man. The measure of a thing becomes known by its being compared with another thing which belongs to the same species and is assumed as a unit by general consent. Thereby the difference between the object and this standard becomes known.

By weighing, people determine the amount of gravity of heavy bodies, when the tongue of the scales stands at right angles on the horizontal plane. Hindus want the scales very little, because their dirhams are determined by number, not by weight; and their fractions, too, are simply counted as so-and-so many fulds. The coinage of both dirhams and fulds is different according to towns and districts. They weigh gold with the scales only when it is in its natural state or such as has been worked, e.g. for ornaments, but not coined. They use as a weight of gold the suvarna = 1 ½ tola. They use the tola as frequently as we use the mithkal. According to what I have been able to learn from them, it corresponds to three of our dirhams, of which 10 equal 7 mithkal.

Therefore 1 tola = 2 1/6 of our mithkal.

The greatest fraction of a tola is 1/2, called maSha. Therefore 16 maSha = 1 suvarna.
Further,

\[ 1 \text{ māsha} = 4 \text{ and} \text{t (oranda), i.e. the seed of a tree called Gaura.} \]

\[ 1 \text{ and} \text{t} = 4 \text{ yava.} \]

\[ 1 \text{ yava} = 6 \text{ kālī.} \]

\[ 1 \text{ kālī} = 4 \text{ pāda.} \]

\[ 1 \text{ pāda} = 4 \text{ mātri (?).} \]

Arranged differently we have—

\[ 1 \text{ suvarga} = 16 \text{ māsha} = 64 \text{ and} \text{t} = 256 \text{ yava} = 1600 \text{ kālī} = 6400 \text{ pāda} = 25,600 \text{ mātri (?).} \]

Six māshas are called 1 drankshana. If you ask them about this weight, they will tell you that 2 drankshana = 1 mithkal. But this is a mistake; for 1 mithkal = 5\frac{1}{4} \text{ māsha}. The relation between a drankshana and a mithkal is as 20 to 21, and therefore 1 drankshana = 1\frac{3}{20} \text{ mithkal}. If, therefore, a man gives the answer which we have just mentioned, he seems to have in mind the notion of a mithkal as a weight which does not much differ from a drankshana; but by doubling the amount, saying 2 drankshanas instead of 1, he entirely spoils the comparison.

Since the unit of measure is not a natural unit, but a conventional one assumed by general consent, it admits of both practical and imaginary division. Its subdivisions or fractions are different in different places at one and the same time, and at different periods in one and the same country. Their names, too, are different according to places and times; changes which are produced either by the organic development of languages or by accident.

A man from the neighbourhood of Somanath told me that their mithkal is equal to ours; that

\[ 1 \text{ mithkal} = 8 \text{ ruvu.} \]

\[ 1 \text{ ruvu} = 2 \text{ pdli.} \]

\[ 1 \text{ pdli} = 16 \text{ yava, i.e. barley-corn.} \]

Accordingly 1 mithkal = 8 ruvu = 16 pdli = 256 yava.

This comparison shows that the man was mistaken.
in comparing the two mithkâls; that what he called mithkâls is in reality the tola, and that he calls the mdsha by a different name, viz. ruwu.

If the Hindus wish to be particularly painstaking in these things, they give the following scale, based on the measurements which Varâhamihira prescribes for the construction of idols:—

1 rânu or particle of dust = 1 raja.
8 raja = 1 dîldgra, i.e. the end of a hair.
8 dîldgra = 1 likhyd, i.e. the egg of a louse.
8 likhyd = 1 yâd, i.e. a louse.
8 yâd = 1 yava, i.e. a barley-corn.

Hence, Varâhamihira goes on to enumerate the measures for distances. His measures of weight are the same as those which we have already mentioned. He says:

4 yava = 1 andâ.
4 andâ = 1 mdsha.
16 mdsha = 1 suvarna, i.e. gold.
4 suvarna = 1 pala.

The measures of dry substances are the following:—

4 pala = 1 kuðava.
4 kuðava = 1 prastha.
4 prastha = 1 dîhaka.

The measures of liquid substances are the following:—

8 pala = 1 kuðava.
8 kuðava = 1 prastha.
4 prastha = 1 dîhaka.
4 dîhaka = 1 drona.

The following weights occur in the book Caraka. I give them here according to the Arabic translation, as I have not received them from the Hindus vivâ voce. The Arabic copy seems to be corrupt, like all other books of this kind which I know. Such corruption must of necessity occur in our Arabic writing, more particularly at a period like ours, when people care
so little about the correctness of what they copy. Åtreya says:

6 particles of dust = 1 marci.
6 marci = 1 mustard-seed (rajkâl).
8 mustard-seeds = 1 red rice-corn.
2 red rice-corns = 1 pea.
2 peas = 1 anâñt.

And 1 anâñt is equal to $\frac{1}{6}$ dânak, according to the scale by which 7 dânak are equal to one dirham. Further:

4 anâñt = 1 masha.
8 masha = 1 cana (?).
2 cana = 1 karsha or suvarna of the weight of 2 dirhams.
4 suvarna = 1 pala.
4 pala = 1 kuñâva.
4 kuñâva = 1 prâtha.
4 prâtha = 1 dâthaka.
4 dâthaka = 1 drobot.
2 drobot = 1 târpa.
2 târpa = 1 jand (?)."

The weight pala is much used in all the business dealings of the Hindus, but it is different for different wares and in different provinces. According to some, 1 pala = $\frac{1}{8}$ mand; according to others, 1 pala = 14 mithkad; but the mand is not equal to 210 mithkad. According to others, 1 pala = 16 mithkad, but the mand is not equal to 240 mithkad. According to others, 1 pala = 15 dirham, but the mand is not equal to 225 dirham. In reality, however, the relation between the pala and the mand is different.

Further, Åtreya says: "1 dâthaka = 64 pala = 128 Page 78. dirham = 1 jatl. But if the anâñt is equal to $\frac{1}{6}$ dânak, one suvarna contains 64 anâñt, and then a dirham has 32 anâñt, which, as each anâñt is equal to $\frac{1}{6}$ dânak, are equal to 4 dânak. The double amount of it is $1\frac{2}{3}$ dirham" (sic).

Such are the results when people, instead of translating, indulge in wild conjecture and mingle together different theories in an uncritical manner.
As regards the first theory, resting on the assumption of one swarna being equal to three of our dirhams, people in general agree in this—that

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \text{ swarna} & = \frac{1}{2} \text{ pala}. \\
1 \text{ pala} & = 12 \text{ dirham}. \\
1 \text{ pala} & = \frac{1}{3} \text{ mand}. \\
1 \text{ mand} & = 180 \text{ dirham}.
\end{align*}
\]

This leads me to think that 1 swarna is equal to 3 of our mithkāl, not to 3 of our dirham.

Varāhamihira says in another place of his Samhitā:

"Make a round vase of the diameter and height of one yard, and then expose it to the rain until it ceases. All the water that has been collected in it of the weight of 200 dirham is, if taken fourfold, equal to 1 adhaka."

This, however, is only an approximate statement, because, as we have above mentioned in his own words, 1 adhaka is equal to 768 either dirham, as they say, or mithkāl, as I suppose.

Śripāla relates, on the authority of Varāhamihira, that 50 pala = 256 dirham = 1 adhaka. But he is mistaken, for here the number 256 does not mean dirhams, but the number of the swarna contained in one adhaka. And the number of pala contained in 1 adhaka is 64, not 50.

As I have been told, Jīvaśarman gives the following detailed account of these weights:

\[
\begin{align*}
4 \text{ pala} & = 1 \text{ kuḍava}. \\
4 \text{ kuḍava} & = 1 \text{ prastha}. \\
4 \text{ prastha} & = 1 \text{ adhaka}. \\
4 \text{ adhaka} & = 1 \text{ droma}. \\
20 \text{ droma} & = 1 \text{ khārt}.
\end{align*}
\]

The reader must know that 16 māsha are 1 swarna, but in weighing wheat or barley they reckon 4 swarna = 1 pala, and in weighing water and oil they reckon 8 swarna = 1 pala.

The balances with which the Hindus weigh things are chardīwāses, of which the weights are immovable, whilst the scales move on certain marks and lines.
Therefore the balance is called *tulā*. The first lines mean the units of the weight from 1 to 5, and farther on to 10; the following lines mean the tenths, 10, 20, 30, &c. With regard to the cause of this arrangement they relate the following saying of Vāsudeva:—

"I will not kill Śiśupāla, the son of my aunt, if he has not committed a crime, but will pardon him until ten, and then I shall call him to account."

We shall relate this story on a later opportunity.

Alfazārī uses in his astronomical handbook the word *pala* for *day-minutes* (i.e. sixtieth parts of a day). I have not found this use anywhere in Hindu literature, but they use the word to denote a *correction* in a mathematical sense.

The Hindus have a weight called *bhāra*, which is mentioned in the books about the conquest of Sindh. It is equal to 2000 *pala*; for they explain it by $100 \times 20$ *pala*, and as nearly equal to the weight of an ox.

This is all I have lighted on as regards Hindu weights.

By measuring (with dry measures) people determine the body and the bulk of a thing, if it fills up a certain measure which has been gauged as containing a certain quantity of it, it being understood that the way in which the things are laid out in the measure, the way in which their surface is determined, and the way in which, on the whole, they are arranged within the measure, are in every case identical. If two objects which are to be weighed belong to the same species, they then prove to be equal, not only in bulk, but also in weight; but if they do not belong to the same species, their bodily extent is equal, but not their weight.

They have a measure called *bist* (? *sibī*), which is mentioned by every man from Kanauj and Somanāth. According to the people of Kanauj—

$$4 \text{ bist} = 1 \text{ prāshhu}.$$  
$$\frac{1}{2} \text{ bist} = 1 \text{ kuṭava}.$$
According to the people of Somanâth—

\[
\begin{align*}
16 \text{ bist} & = 1 \text{ punt} . \\
12 \text{ pant} & = 1 \text{ moru} .
\end{align*}
\]

According to another theory—

\[
\begin{align*}
12 \text{ bist} & = 1 \text{ kalast} . \\
\frac{1}{2} \text{ bist} & = 1 \text{ nanu} .
\end{align*}
\]

From the same source I learnt that a \textit{nda}a of wheat is nearly equal to 5 \textit{mand}. Therefore 1 \textit{bist} (?) is equal to 20 \textit{mand}. The \textit{bist} corresponds to the Khwârizmian measure \textit{sukhkh}, according to old style, whilst the \textit{kalast} corresponds to the Khwârizmian \textit{ghûr}, for

\[1 \textit{ghûr} = 12 \textit{sukhkh}.
\]

Mensuration is the determination of distances by lines and of superficies by planes. A plane ought to be measured by part of a plane, but the mensuration by means of lines effects the same purpose, as lines determine the limits of planes. When, in quoting Varâhamihira, we had come so far as to determine the weight of a barley-corn (p. 162), we made a digression into an exposition of weights, where we used his authority about gravity, and now we shall return to him and consult him about distances. He says—

3 barley-corins put together = 1 \textit{anhu}, \textit{i.e.} finger.
4 fingers = 1 \textit{oha} (?), \textit{i.e.} the fist.
24 fingers = 1 \textit{haffha}, \textit{i.e.} yard, also called \textit{dasta}.
4 yards = 1 \textit{dhanu}, \textit{i.e.} arc = a fathom.
40 ars = 1 \textit{nalva}.
25 \textit{nalva} = 1 \textit{kroh}.

Hence it follows that 1 \textit{kroh} = 4000 yards; and as our mile has just so many yards, 1 mile = 1 \textit{kroh}.
Pulisa the Greek also mentions in his Siddhânta that 1 \textit{kroh} = 4000 yards.

The \textit{yard} is equal to 2 \textit{miyâ}s or 24 fingers; for the Hindus determine the \textit{suâku}, \textit{i.e.} \textit{miyâ}s, by idol-fingers. They do not call the twelfth part of a \textit{miyâ}s a \textit{finger} in general, as we do, but their \textit{miyâ}s is always a \textit{span}.
The \textit{span}, \textit{i.e.} the distance between the ends of the
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thumb and the small finger at their widest possible stretching, is called vitasti and also kishku.

The distance between the ends of the fourth or ring-finger and the thumb, both being stretched out, is called gokarna.

The distance between the ends of the index-finger and of the thumb is called karabha, and is reckoned as equal to two-thirds of a span.

The distance between the tops of the middle finger and of the thumb is called tala. The Hindus maintain that the height of a man is eight times his tala, whether he be tall or small; as people say with regard to the foot, that it is one-seventh of the height of a man.

Regarding the construction of idols, the book Samhitā says:

“"The breadth of the palm has been determined as 6, the length as 7; the length of the middle finger as 5, that of the fourth finger as the same; that of the index-finger as the same minus $\frac{1}{6}$ (i.e. $4\frac{1}{6}$); that of the small finger as the same minus $\frac{1}{3}$ (i.e. $3\frac{1}{3}$); that of the thumb as equal to two-thirds of the length of the middle finger (i.e. $3\frac{1}{6}$), so that the two last fingers are of equal length."

By the measurements and numbers of this passage, the author means idol-fingers.

After the measure of the kroša has been fixed and found to be equal to our mile, the reader must learn that they have a measure of distances, called yojana, which is equal to 8 miles or to 32,000 yards. Perhaps somebody might believe that 1 kroša is $= \frac{1}{3}$ farsakh, and maintain that the farsakhs of the Hindūs are 16,000 yards long. But such is not the case. On the contrary, 1 kroša $= \frac{1}{2}$ yojana. In the terms of this measure, Alfażāri has determined the circumference of the earth in his astronomical handbook. He calls it jān, in the plural 'ajwān.

The elements of the calculations of the Hindus on the circumference of the circle rest on the assumption
that it is *thrice its diameter*. So the *Matsya-Purāṇa* says, after it has mentioned the diameters of the sun and moon in *yojanas*: “The circumference is thrice the diameter.”

The *Āditya-Purāṇa* says, after it has mentioned the diameter, *sajis*, after it has mentioned the diameters of the sun and moon in *yojanas*: “The circumference is thrice the diameter.”

The same occurs also in the *Vāyu-Purāṇa*. In later times, however, Hindus have become aware of the fraction following after the three wholes. According to Brahmagupta, the circumference is $3\frac{1}{7}$ times the diameter; but he finds this number by a method peculiar to himself. He says: “As the root of 10 is nearly $3\frac{1}{7}$, the relation between the diameter and its circumference is like the relation between 1 and the root of 10.” Then he multiplies the diameter by itself, the product by 10, and of this product he takes the root. Then the circumference is *solid*, *i.e.* consists of integers, in the same way as the root of ten. This calculation, however, makes the fraction larger than it really is. Archimedes defined it to be something between $\frac{10}{3}$ and $\frac{10}{3}$. Brahmagupta relates with regard to Āryabhaṭa, criticising him, that he fixed the circumference as 3393; that he fixed the diameter in one place as 1080, in another place as 1050. According to the first statement, the relation between diameter and circumference would be like $1 : 3\frac{1}{7}$. This fraction ($1\frac{7}{10}$) is by $\frac{1}{7}$ smaller than $\frac{1}{7}$. However, as regards the second statement, it contains no doubt a blunder in the text, not of the author; for according to the text, the relation would be like $1 : 3\frac{1}{7}$ and something over.

Pulīsa employs this relation in his calculations in the proportion of $1 : 3\frac{1}{7}\frac{1}{10}$. This fraction is here by so much smaller than one-seventh as it is according to Āryabhaṭa, *i.e.* by $\frac{1}{7}$. 
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The same relation is derived from the old theory, which Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭārīk mentions in his book, *Compositorio Sphærarum*, on the authority of his Hindu informant, viz. that the circumference of the zodiac is $1,256,640,000$ *yojana*, and that its diameter is $400,000,000$ *yojana*.

These numbers presuppose the relation between circumference and diameter to be as $1 : 3$. These two numbers may be reduced by the common divisor of $360,000$. Thereby we get $177$ as numerator and $1250$ as denominator. And this is the fraction ($\frac{177}{1250}$) which Pulisa has adopted.
Chapter XVI.

Notes on the Writing of the Hindus, on Their Arithmetic and Related Subjects, and on Certain Strange Manners and Customs of Theirs.

The tongue communicates the thought of the speaker to the hearer. Its action has therefore, as it were, a momentary life only, and it would have been impossible to deliver by oral tradition the accounts of the events of the past to later generations, more particularly if they are separated from them by long periods of time. This has become possible only by a new discovery of the human mind, by the art of writing, which spreads news over space as the winds spread, and over time as the spirits of the deceased spread. Praise therefore be unto Him who has arranged creation and created everything for the best!

The Hindus are not in the habit of writing on hides, like the Greeks in ancient times. Socrates, on being asked why he did not compose books, gave this reply: "I do not transfer knowledge from the living hearts of men to the dead hides of sheep." Muslims, too, used in the early times of Islam to write on hides, e.g. the treaty between the Prophet and the Jews of Khaibar and his letter to Kisra. The copies of the Koran were written on the hides of gazelles, as are still nowadays the copies of the Thora. There occurs this passage in the Koran (Sūra vi. 91): "They make it kārā'īs," i.e. "papyrus. The kirtas (or charta) is made in Egypt,
being cut out of the papyrus stalk. Written on this material, the orders of the Khalifs went out into all the world until shortly before our time. Papyrus has this advantage over vellum, that you can neither rub out nor change anything on it, because thereby it would be destroyed. It was in China that paper was first manufactured. Chinese prisoners introduced the fabrication of paper into Samarkand, and thereupon it was made in various places, so as to meet the existing want.

The Hindus have in the south of their country a slender tree like the date and cocoa-nut palms, bearing edible fruits and leaves of the length of one yard, and as broad as three fingers one put beside the other. They call these leaves târt (tâla or târ = Borassus flabelliformis), and write on them. They bind a book of these leaves together by a cord on which they are arranged, the cord going through all the leaves by a hole in the middle of each.

In Central and Northern India people use the bark of the tūz tree, one kind of which is used as a cover for bows. It is called bharja. They take a piece one yard long and as broad as the outstretched fingers of the hand, or somewhat less, and prepare it in various ways. They oil and polish it so as to make it hard and smooth, and then they write on it. The proper order of the single leaves is marked by numbers. The whole book is wrapped up in a piece of cloth and fastened between two tablets of the same size. Such a book is called pûthi (cf. pûsta, pustaka). Their letters, and whatever else they have to write, they write on the bark of the tūz tree.

As to the writing or alphabet of the Hindus, we have already mentioned that it once had been lost and forgotten; that nobody cared for it, and that in consequence people became illiterate, sunken into gross ignorance, and entirely estranged from science. But then Vyāsa, the son of Parāśara, rediscovered their
alphabet of fifty letters by an inspiration of God. A letter is called akshara.

Some people say that originally the number of their letters was less, and that it increased only by degrees. This is possible, or I should even say necessary. As for the Greek alphabet, a certain Astidakas (sic) had formed sixteen characters to perpetuate science about the time when the Israelites ruled over Egypt. Thereupon Ktmmus (sic) and Agenon (sic) brought them to the Greeks. By adding four new signs they obtained an alphabet of twenty letters. Later on, about the time when Socrates was poisoned, Simonides added four other signs, and so the Athenians at last had a complete alphabet of twenty-four letters; which happened during the reign of Artaxerxes, the son of Darius, the son of Artaxerxes, the son of Cyrus, according to the chronographers of the West.

The great number of the letters of the Hindu alphabet is explained, firstly, by the fact that they express every letter by a separate sign if it is followed by a vowel or a diphthong or a hanza (visarga), or a small extension of the sound beyond the measure of the vowel; and, secondly, by the fact that they have consonants which are not found together in any other language, though they may be found scattered through different languages—sounds of such a nature that our tongues, not being familiar with them, can scarcely pronounce them, and that our ears are frequently not able to distinguish between many a cognate pair of them.

The Hindus write from the left to the right like the Greeks. They do not write on the basis of a line, above which the heads of the letters rise whilst their tails go down below, as in Arabic writing. On the contrary, their ground-line is above, a straight line above every single character, and from this line the letter hangs down and is written under it. Any sign above the line is nothing but a grammatical mark to
denote the pronunciation of the character above which it stands.

The most generally known alphabet is called Siddhamātrika, which is by some considered as originating from Kashmir, for the people of Kashmir use it. But it is also used in Varanasi. This town and Kashmir are the high schools of Hindu sciences. The same writing is used in Madhyadesa, i.e. the middle country, the country all around Kanauj, which is also called Aryavarta.

In Mālava there is another alphabet called Nāgara, which differs from the former only in the shape of the characters.

Next comes an alphabet called Ardhanāgara, i.e. half-nāgara, so called because it is compounded of the former two. It is used in Bhātiya and some parts of Sindh.

Other alphabets are the Malvārī, used in Malwashan, in Southern Sind, towards the sea-coast; the Saindhava, used in Bahmanwā or Almanṣūra; the Karnāṭa, used in Karnāṭadeśa, whence those troops come which in the armies are known as Kannara; the Apāhti, used in Andhradesa; the Dirvārī (Drāvidī), used in Dirwara-deśa (Dravidādeśa); the Lārī, used in Lāradesa (Lāta-deśa); the Gaurī (Gauḍī), used in Pūrvadesa, i.e. the Eastern country; the Bhaikshukī, used in Udūnpūr in Pūrvadesa. This last is the writing of Buddha.

The Hindus begin their books with Om, the word of creation, as we begin them with "In the name of God." The figure of the word om is O This figure does not consist of letters; it is simply an image invented to represent this word, which people use, believing that it will bring them a blessing, and meaning thereby a confession of the unity of God. Similar to this is the manner in which the Jews write the name of God, viz. by three Hebrew yods. In the Thora the word is written YHVH and pronounced
Adonai; sometimes they also say Yah. The word Adonai, which they pronounce, is not expressed in writing.

The Hindus do not use the letters of their alphabet for numerical notation, as we use the Arabic letters in the order of the Hebrew alphabet. As in different parts of India the letters have different shapes, the numeral signs, too, which are called aṅka, differ. The numeral signs which we use are derived from the finest forms of the Hindu signs. Signs and figures are of no use if people do not know what they mean, but the people of Kashmir mark the single leaves of their books with figures which look like drawings or like the Chinese characters, the meaning of which can only be learned by a very long practice. However, they do not use them when reckoning in the sand.

In arithmetic all nations agree that all the orders of numbers (e.g. one, ten, hundred, thousand) stand in a certain relation to the ten; that each order is the tenth part of the following and the tenfold of the preceding. I have studied the names of the orders of the numbers in various languages with all kinds of people with whom I have been in contact, and have found that no nation goes beyond the thousand. The Arabs, too, stop with the thousand, which is certainly the most correct and the most natural thing to do. I have written a separate treatise on this subject.

Those, however, who go beyond the thousand in their numeral system are the Hindus, at least in their arithmetical technical terms, which have been either freely invented or derived according to certain etymologies, whilst in others both methods are blended together. They extend the names of the orders of numbers until the 18th order for religious reasons, the mathematicians being assisted by the grammarians with all kinds of etymologies.

The 18th order is called Parārāha, i.e. the half of
heaven, or, more accurately, the half of that which is above. For if the Hindus construct periods of time out of Kalpas, the unit of this order is a day of God (i.e. a half nychthemeron). And as we do not know any body larger than heaven, half of it (parārdha), as a half of the greatest body, has been compared with a half of the greatest day. By doubling it, by uniting night to day, we get the whole of the greatest day. There can be no doubt that the name Parārdha is accounted for in this way, and that parār means the whole of heaven.

The following are the names of the eighteen orders of numbers:

1. Bhūm.
2. Daśam.
4. Sahasram.
5. Ayuta.
7. Prayuta.
8. Keśi.

15. Samudra.
17. Antya.
18. Parārdha.

I shall now mention some of their differences of opinion relating to this system.

Some Hindus maintain that there is a 19th order beyond the Parārdha, called Bhrī, and that this is the limit of reckoning. But in reality reckoning is unlimited; it has only a technical limit, which is conventionally adopted as the last of the orders of numbers. By the word reckoning in the sentence above they seem to mean nomenclature, as if they meant to say that the language has no name for any reckoning beyond the 19th order. It is known that the unit of this order, i.e. one bhrī, is equal to one-fifth of the greatest day, but on this subject they have no tradition. In their tradition there are only traces of combinations of the greatest day, as we shall hereafter explain. Therefore this 19th order is an addition of an artificial and hyper-accurate nature.
According to others, the limit of reckoning is koti; and starting from koti the succession of the orders of numbers would be koti, thousands, hundreds, tenths; for the number of Devas is expressed in kotis. According to their belief there are thirty-three kotis of Devas, eleven of which belong to each of the three beings, Brahanian, Narayana, and Mahadeva.

The names of the orders beyond that of the 18th have been invented by the grammarians, as we have said already (p. 174).

Further, we observe that the popular name of the 5th order is Daśa sahasra, that of the 7th order, Daśa lakṣaṇa; for the two names which we have mentioned in the list above (Ayuta Prayuta) are rarely used.

The book of Āryabhaṭa of Kusumapura gives the following names of the orders from the ten till 10 koti:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ayutam.</th>
<th>Köti padma.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Niyutam.</td>
<td>Parapadma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayutam.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, it is noteworthy that some people establish a kind of etymological relationship between the different names; so they call the 6th order Niyuta, according to the analogy of the 5th, which is called Ayuta. Further, they call the 8th order Arūḍa, according to the analogy of the 9th, which is called Nyarūḍa.

There is a similar relation between Nikharva and Kharva, the names of the 12th and 11th orders, and between Śāṅku and Mahāśāṅku, the names of the 13th and 14th orders. According to this analogy Mahāpadma ought to follow immediately after Padma, but this latter is the name of the 10th, the former the name of the 13th order.

These are differences of theirs which can be traced back to certain reasons; but besides, there are many differences without any reason, which simply arise
from people dictating these names without observing any fixed order, or from the fact that they hate to avow their ignorance by a frank I do not know,—a word which is difficult to them in any connection whatsoever.

The Pulisa-siddhānta gives the following list of the orders of the numbers:

7. Prayutam.

The following orders, from the 11th till the 18th, are the same as those of the above-mentioned list.

The Hindus use the numeral signs in arithmetic in the same way as we do. I have composed a treatise showing how far, possibly, the Hindus are ahead of us in this subject. We have already explained that the Hindus compose their books in Ślokas. If, now, they wish, in their astronomical handbooks, to express some numbers of the various orders, they express them by words used to denote certain numbers either in one order alone or at the same time in two orders (e.g. a word meaning either 20 or both 20 and 200). For each number they have appropriated quite a great quantity of words. Hence, if one word does not suit the metre, you may easily exchange it for a synonym which suits. Brahmagupta says: “If you want to write one, express it by everything which is unique, as the earth, the moon; two by everything which is double, as, e.g. black and white; three by everything which is threefold; the nought by heaven, the twelve by the names of the sun.”

I have united in the following table all the expressions for the numbers which I used to hear from them; for the knowledge of these things is most essential for deciphering their astronomical handbooks.
Whenever I shall come to know all the meanings of these words, I will add them, if God permits!

\[ 0 = \text{tānya} \text{ and } \text{khā, both meaning point.} \]
\[ \text{gagana, i.e. heaven.} \]
\[ \text{viyat, i.e. heaven.} \]
\[ \text{ddēla, i.e. heaven.} \]
\[ \text{ambara, i.e. heaven.} \]
\[ \text{abhru, i.e. heaven.} \]

\[ 1 = \text{ādi, i.e. the beginning.} \]
\[ \text{kaśin.} \]
\[ \text{indu.} \]
\[ \text{ātt.} \]
\[ \text{urvarā, dharaṇ.} \]
\[ \text{pīṭḍamaka, i.e. the first father.} \]
\[ \text{candra, i.e. the moon.} \]
\[ \text{ıtāmā, i.e. the moon.} \]
\[ \text{rāpa.} \]
\[ \text{raśmi.} \]

\[ 2 = \text{yama.} \]
\[ \text{ādivin.} \]
\[ \text{ravicandra.} \]
\[ \text{locoma, i.e. the two eyes.} \]
\[ \text{akshi.} \]
\[ \text{daśra.} \]
\[ \text{yomala.} \]
\[ \text{paksha, i.e. the two halves of a month.} \]
\[ \text{netra, i.e. the two eyes.} \]

\[ 3 = \text{trikāla, i.e. the three parts of time.} \]
\[ \text{trijagat.} \]
\[ \text{trayam.} \]
\[ \text{pāvaka, vaśivaṃśa, da-} \]
\[ \text{hana, tapana, hūtisana,} \]
\[ \text{jvalana, agni, i.e. fire.} \]
\[ [\text{triguṇa,}] \text{i.e. the three first forces.} \]
\[ \text{lōka, i.e. the worlds, earth,} \]
\[ \text{heaven and hell.} \]
\[ \text{trikātu.} \]

\[ 4 = \text{veda, i.e. their sacred code,} \]
\[ \text{because it has four parts.} \]
\[ \text{samudra, ṣaṅgara, i.e. the sea.} \]
\[ \text{ādhi.} \]
\[ \text{ādhi.} \]
\[ \text{ddī, i.e. the four cardinal points.} \]
\[ \text{jaṭāśrī.} \]
\[ \text{kṛita.} \]

\[ 5 = \text{kara.} \]
\[ \text{artha.} \]
\[ \text{indirīya, i.e. the five senses.} \]
\[ \text{śāyaka.} \]
\[ \text{एकोन,} \]
\[ \text{vāna.} \]
\[ \text{bhūta.} \]
\[ \text{āhu.} \]
\[ \text{Pāṇḍava, i.e. the five royal brothers.} \]
\[ \text{patrīṇa, māryaṇa.} \]

\[ 6 = \text{rasa.} \]
\[ \text{ānga.} \]
\[ \text{ṣaft.} \]
\[ \text{اَلْمَ} \text{(?), i.e. the year.} \]
\[ \text{ritu (?).} \]
\[ \text{māśrdhan.} \]

\[ 7 = \text{aga.} \]
\[ \text{maṅghara.} \]
\[ \text{parvata, i.e. the mountains.} \]
\[ \text{saptan.} \]
\[ \text{nāga, i.e. the mountains.} \]
\[ \text{adri.} \]
\[ \text{muni.} \]

\[ 8 = \text{vasu, aṣṭha.} \]
\[ \text{diś, maṅgala.} \]
\[ \text{gaja, nāga.} \]
\[ \text{dantin.} \]

\[ 9 = \text{go, chidra.} \]
\[ \text{nanda, pavana.} \]
\[ \text{ramdhra, antara.} \]
\[ \text{navan = 9.} \]
As far as I have seen and heard of the Hindus, they do not usually go beyond twenty-five with this kind of numerical notation.

We shall now speak of certain strange manners and customs of the Hindus. The strangeness of a thing evidently rests on the fact that it occurs but rarely, and that we seldom have the opportunity of witnessing it. If such strangeness reaches a high degree, the thing becomes a curiosity, or even something like a miracle, which is no longer in accordance with the ordinary laws of nature, and which seems chimerical as long as it has not been witnessed. Many Hindu customs differ from those of our country and of our time to such a degree as to appear to us simply monstrous. One might almost think that they had intentionally changed them into the opposite, for our customs do not resemble theirs, but are the very reverse; and if ever a custom of theirs resembles one of ours, it has certainly just the opposite meaning.

They do not cut any of the hair of the body. Originally they went naked in consequence of the heat, and by not cutting the hair of the head they intended to prevent sunstroke.
They divide the moustache into single plaits in order to preserve it. As regards their not cutting the hair of the genitals, they try to make people believe that the cutting of it incites to lust and increases carnal desire. Therefore such of them as feel a strong desire for cohabitation never cut the hair of the genitals.

They let the nails grow long, glorying in their idleness, since they do not use them for any business or work, but only, while living a dolce far niente life, they scratch their heads with them and examine the hair for lice.

The Hindus eat singly, one by one, on a tablecloth of dung. They do not make use of the remainder of a meal, and the plates from which they have eaten are thrown away if they are earthen.

They have red teeth in consequence of chewing areca-nuts with betel-leaves and chalk.

They drink wine before having eaten anything, then they take their meal. They sip the stall of cows, but they do not eat their meat.

They beat the cymbals with a stick.

They use turbans for trousers. Those who want little dress are content to dress in a rag of two fingers' breadth, which they bind over their loins with two cords; but those who like much dress, wear trousers lined with so much cotton as would suffice to make a number of counterpanes and saddle-rugs. These trousers have no (visible) openings, and they are so huge that the feet are not visible. The string by which the trousers are fastened is at the back.

Their gîdar (a piece of dress covering the head and the upper part of breast and neck) is similar to the trousers, being also fastened at the back by buttons.

The lappets of the kurtañas (short shirts from the shoulders to the middle of the body with sleeves, a
female dress) have slashes both on the right and left sides.

They keep the shoes tight till they begin to put them on. They are turned down from the calf before walking (?)

In washing they begin with the feet, and then wash the face. They wash themselves before cohabiting with their wives.

*Coëunt stantes velut palus vitis, dum mulieres ab imo sursum moventur velut occupatæ in arando, maritus vero plane otiosus manet.*

On festive days they besmear their bodies with dung instead of perfumes.

The men wear articles of female dress; they use cosmetics, wear earrings, arm-rings, golden seal-rings on the ring-finger as well as on the toes of the feet.

*Miscret eos catamiti et viri qui rebus venereis frui non potest pushanḍila dicti, qui penem bucca devorans semen elicit sorbendum.*

*In cacando faciem vertunt versus murum retegentes pudenda ut videantur a prætereuntibus.*

*Sacra faciunt virilibus linga dictis, quæ est imago veretri Mahadevæ.*

They ride without a saddle, but if they put on a saddle, they mount the horse from its right side. In travelling they like to have somebody riding behind them.

They fasten the *kuṭhāra*, i.e. the dagger, at the waist on the right side.

They wear a girdle called *yajnopavīta*, passing from the left shoulder to the right side of the waist.

In all consultations and emergencies they take the advice of the women.

When a child is born people show particular attention to the man, not to the woman.

Of two children they give the preference to the younger, particularly in the eastern parts of the country;
for they maintain that the elder owes his birth to pre-
dominant lust, whilst the younger owes his origin to
mature reflection and a calm proceeding.

In shaking hands they grasp the hand of a man from
the convex side.

They do not ask permission to enter a house, but
when they leave it they ask permission to do so.

In their meetings they sit cross-legged.
They spit out and blow their noses without any
respect for the elder ones present, and they crack their
lice before them. They consider the crepitus centris as
a good omen, sneezing as a bad omen.

They consider as unclean the, weaver, but as clean
the cupper and the flayer, who kills dying animals for
money either by drowning or by burning.

They use black tablets for the children in the schools,
and write upon them along the long side, not the broad
side, writing with a white material from the left to the
right. One would think that the author of the follow-
ing verses had meant the Hindus:

"How many a writer uses paper as black as charcoal,
Whilst his pen writes on it with white colour.
By writing he places a bright day in a dark night,
Weaving like a weaver, but without adding a woof."

They write the title of a book at the end of it, not at
the beginning.

They magnify the nouns of their language by giving
them the feminine gender, as the Arabs magnify them
by the diminutive form.

If one of them hands over a thing to another, he
expects that it should be thrown to him as we throw a
thing to the dogs.

If two men play at Nard (backgammon), a third
one throws the dice between them.

They like the juice which flows over the cheeks of
the rutting elephant, which in reality has the most horrid smell.

In playing chess they move the elephant straight on, not to the other sides, one square at a time, like the pawn, and to the four corners also one square at a time, like the queen (*firdn*). They say that these five squares (i.e. the one straight forward and the others at the corners) are the places occupied by the trunk and the four feet of the elephant.

They play chess—four persons at a time—with a pair of dice. Their arrangement of the figures on the chess-board is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tower (rukh)</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Elephant</th>
<th>King</th>
<th>Pawn</th>
<th>Tower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elephant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Pawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*On the Indian chess.*
As this kind of chess is not known among us, I shall here explain what I know of it.

The four persons playing together sit so as to form a square round a chess-board, and throw the two dice alternately. Of the numbers of the dice the five and six are blank (i.e. do not count as such). In that case, if the dice show five or six, the player takes one instead of the five, and four instead of the six, because the figures of these two numerals are drawn in the following manner:—

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
6 & 5 & 4 & 3 \\
4 & 3 & 2 & 1
\end{array}
\]

so as to exhibit a certain likeness of form to 4 and 1, viz. in the Indian signs.

The name Shah or king applies here to the queen (ṣirzān).

Each number of the dice causes a move of one of the figures.

The 1 moves either the pawn or the king. Their moves are the same as in the common chess. The king may be taken, but is not required to leave his place.

The 2 moves the tower (rukh). It moves to the third square in the direction of the diagonal, as the elephant moves in our chess.

The 3 moves the horse. Its move is the generally known one to the third square in oblique direction.

The 4 moves the elephant. It moves in a straight line, as the tower does in our chess, unless it be prevented from moving on. If this is the case, as sometimes happens, one of the dice removes the obstacle, and enables it to move on. Its smallest move is one square, the greatest fifteen squares, because the dice sometimes show two 4, or two 6, or a 4 and a 6. In consequence of one of these numbers, the elephant moves along the whole side of the margin on the chess-board; in consequence of the other number, it moves
along the other side on the other margin of the board, in case there is no impediment in its way. In consequence of these two numbers, the elephant, in the course of his moves, occupies the two ends of the diagonal.

The pieces have certain values, according to which the player gets his share of the stake, for the pieces are taken and pass into the hands of the player. The value of the king is 5, that of the elephant 4, of the horse 3, of the tower 2, and of the pawn 1. He who takes a king gets 5. For two kings he gets 10, for three kings 15, if the winner is no longer in possession of his own king. But if he has still his own king, and takes all three kings, he gets 54, a number which represents a progression based on general consent, not on an algebraic principle.

If the Hindus claim to differ from us, and to be something better than we, as we on our side, of course, do vice versa, we might settle the question by an experiment to be made with their boys. I never knew a Hindu boy who had only recently come into Muhammadan territory who was not thoroughly versed in the manners and customs of the people, but at the same time he would place the shoes before his master in a wrong order, the right one to the left foot, and vice versa; he would, in folding, turn his master's garments inside out, and spread the carpets so that the under part is uppermost, and more of the kind. All of which is a consequence of the innate perversity of the Hindu nature.

However, I must not reproach the Hindus only with their heathen practices, for the heathen Arabs too committed crimes and obscenities. They cohabited with menstruating and pregnant women; several men agreed to cohabit with the same woman in the same period of menstruation; they adopted the children of others, of their guests, of the lover of their daughter, not to men-
tion that in some kinds of their worship they whistled on their fingers and clapped with their hands, and that they ate unclean and dead animals. Islam has abolished all those things among the Arabs, as it has also abolished them in those parts of India the people of which have become Muḥammadans. Thanks be unto God!
CHAPTER XVII.

ON HINDU SCIENCES WHICH PREY ON THE IGNORANCE OF PEOPLE.

We understand by witchcraft, making by some kind of delusion a thing appear to the senses as something different from what it is in reality. Taken in this sense, it is far spread among people. Understood, however, as common people understand it, as the producing of something which is impossible, it is a thing which does not lie within the limits of reality. For as that which is impossible cannot be produced, the whole affair is nothing but a gross deception. Therefore witchcraft in this sense has nothing whatever to do with science.

One of the species of witchcraft is alchemy, though it is generally not called by this name. But if a man takes a bit of cotton and makes it appear as a bit of gold, what would you call this but a piece of witchcraft? It is quite the same as if he were to take a bit of silver and make it appear as gold, only with this difference, that the latter is a generally-known process, i.e. the gilding of silver, the former is not.

The Hindus do not pay particular attention to alchemy, but no nation is entirely free from it, and one nation has more bias for it than another, which must not be construed as proving intelligence or ignorance; for we find that many intelligent people are entirely given to alchemy, whilst ignorant people ridicule the art and its adepts. Those intelligent people, though
boisterously exulting over their make-believe science, are not to be blamed for occupying themselves with alchemy, for their motive is simply excessive eagerness for acquiring fortune and for avoiding misfortune. Once a sage was asked why scholars always flock to the doors of the rich, whilst the rich are not inclined to call at the doors of scholars. "The scholars," he answered, "are well aware of the use of money, but the rich are ignorant of the nobility of science." On the other hand, ignorant people are not to be praised, although they behave quite quietly, simply because they abstain from alchemy, for their motives are objectionable ones, rather practical results of innate ignorance and stupidity than anything else.

The adepts in this art try to keep it concealed, and shrink back from intercourse with those who do not belong to them. Therefore I have not been able to learn from the Hindus which methods they follow in this science, and what element they principally use, whether a mineral or an animal or a vegetable one. I only heard them speaking of the process of sublimation, of calcination, of analysis, and of the waxing of talca, which they call in their language tālaka, and so I guess that they incline towards the mineralogical method of alchemy.

They have a science similar to alchemy which is quite peculiar to them. They call it Rasāyana, a word composed with rasa, i.e. gold. It means an art which is restricted to certain operations, drugs, and compound medicines, most of which are taken from plants. Its principles restore the health of those who were ill beyond hope, and give back youth to fading old age, so that people become again what they were in the age near puberty; white hair becomes black again, the keenness of the senses is restored as well as the capacity for juvenile agility, and even for cohabitation, and the life of people in this world is even extended to a
long period. And why not? Have we not already mentioned on the authority of Patañjali (v. p. 88) that one of the methods leading to liberation is Rasâyana? What man would hear this, being inclined to take it for truth, and not dart off into foolish joy and not honour the master of such a wonderful art by popping the choicest bit of his meal into his mouth?

A famous representative of this art was Nâgârjuna, a native of the fort Daihak, near Somanâth. He excelled in it, and composed a book which contains the substance of the whole literature on this subject, and is very rare. He lived nearly a hundred years before our time.

In the time of the King Vikramâditya, of whose era we shall speak hereafter, there lived in the city of Újain a man of the name of Vyâdî, who had turned his whole attention to this science, and had ruined on account of it both his life and property, but all his zeal did not even avail him so much as to help him to things which, under ordinary circumstances, are easily obtained. Becoming restricted in his means, he conceived a disgust to that which had been the object of all his exertions, and sat down on the bank of a river sighing, sorrowful, and despairing. He held in his hand his pharmacopœia, from which he used to take the prescriptions for his medicines, but now he began to throw one leaf of it after the other into the water. A harlot happened to sit on the bank of the same river farther down, who, on seeing the leaves pass by, gathered them, and fished up some relating to Rasâyana. Vyâdî did not notice her till all the leaves of his book had gone. Then the woman came to him, asking why he had done so with his book, whereupon he answered, “Because I have derived no advantage from it. I have not obtained what I ought to have obtained; for its sake I have become bankrupt after having had great treasures, and now I am miserable.
after having so long been in the hope of obtaining happiness.” The harlot spoke: “Do not give up a pursuit in which you have spent your life; do not despair of the possibility of a thing which all sages before you have shown to be true. Perhaps the obstacle which prevents you from realising your plans is only of an accidental nature, which may perhaps be removed by an accident. I have much solid cash. It is all yours that you may spend it on the realisation of your plans.” Thereupon Vyâdi resumed his work.

However, books of this kind are written in an enigmatic style. So he happened to misunderstand a word in the prescription of a medicine, which meant oil and human blood, both being required for it. It was written rakta mala, and he thought it meant red myrobalanum. When he used the medicine it had no effect whatsoever. Now he began to concoct the various drugs, but the flame touched his head and dried up his brain. Therefore he oiled himself with oil, pouring it in great quantity over his skull. One day he rose to step away from the fireplace for some business or other, but as there happened to be a peg projecting from the roof right above his head, he knocked his head against it, and the blood began to flow. On account of the pain which he felt, he looked downward, and in consequence some drops of blood mixed with oil dropped from the upper part of his skull into the caldron without his noticing it. When, then, the concocting process was finished and he and his wife besmeared themselves with the concoction in order to try it, they both flew up into the air. Vikramâditya on hearing of this affair left his castle, and proceeded to the market-place in order to see them with his own eyes. Then the man shouted to him, “Open thy mouth for my saliva.” The king, however, being disgusted, did not do it, and so the saliva fell down near the door, and immediately the threshold was filled with gold.
Vyādi and the woman flew to any place they liked. He has composed famous books on this science. People say that both man and wife are still alive.

A similar tale is the following:—In the city of Dhāra, the capital of Mālava, which is in our days ruled by Bhojadeva, there lies in the door of the Government house an oblong piece of pure silver, in which the outlines of the limbs of a man are visible. Its origin is accounted for by the following story:—Once in olden times a man went to a king of theirs, bringing him a Rasāyana, the use of which would make him immortal, victorious, invincible, and capable of doing everything he desired. He asked the king to come alone to the place of their meeting, and the king gave orders to keep in readiness all the man required.

The man began to boil the oil for several days, until at last it acquired consistency. Then he spoke to the king: “Spring into it and I shall finish the process.” But the king, terrified at what he saw, had not the courage to dive into it. The man, on perceiving his cowardice, spoke to him: “If you have not sufficient courage, and will not do it for yourself, will you allow me myself to do it?” Whereupon the king answered, “Do as you like.” Now he produced several packets of drugs, and instructed him that when such and such symptoms should appear, he should throw upon him this or that packet. Then the man stepped forward to the caldron and threw himself into it, and at once he was dissolved and reduced into pulp. Now the king proceeded according to his instruction, but when he had nearly finished the process, and there remained only one packet that was not yet thrown into the mass, he began to be anxious, and to think what might happen to his realm, in case the man should return to life as an immortal, victorious, invincible person, as has above been mentioned. And so he thought it preferable not to throw the last packet into the mass. The consequence
was that the caldron became cold, and the dissolved man became consolidated in the shape of the said piece of silver.

The Hindus tell a tale about Vallabha, the king of the city of Vallabhi, whose era we have mentioned in the proper chapter.

A man of the rank of a *Siddha* asked a herdsman with reference to a plant called *Thohar*, of the species of the *Lactaria*, from which milk flows when they are torn off, whether he had ever seen *Lactaria* from which blood flows instead of milk. When the herdsman declared he had, he gave him some drink-money that he should show it to him, which he did. When the man now saw the plant, he set fire to it, and threw the dog of the herdsman into the flame. Enraged thereby, the herdsman caught the man, and did with him the same as he had done to his dog. Then he waited till the fire was extinguished, and found both the man and the dog, but turned into gold. He took the dog with him, but left the man on the spot.

Now some peasant happened to find it. He cut off a finger, and went to a fruit-seller who was called *Raṅka*, i.e. *the poor*, because he was an utter pauper, and evidently near bankruptcy. After the peasant had bought from him what he wanted, he returned to the golden man, and then he found that in the place where the cut off finger had been, a new finger had grown. He cut it off a second time, and bought again from the same fruit-seller all that he wanted. But when the fruit-seller asked him whence he had the finger, he was stupid enough to tell him. So Raṅka went out to the body of the Siddha, and brought it on a carriage to his house. He stayed in his old abode, but managed by degrees to buy the whole town. The king Vallabha desired to own the same town, and asked him to cede it to him for money, but Raṅka declined. Being however afraid of the king's resentment, he fled to the lord
of Almanṣūra, made him presents of money, and asked him to help him by a naval force. The lord of Almanṣūra complied with his desire, and assisted him. So he made a night-attack upon the king Vallabha, and killed him and his people, and destroyed his town. People say that still in our time there are such traces left in that country as are found in places which were destroyed by an unexpected night-attack.

The greediness of the ignorant Hindu princes for gold-making does not know any limit. If any one of them wanted to carry-out a scheme of gold-making, and people advised him to kill a number of fine little children, the mojūder would not refrain from such a crime; he would throw them into the fire. If this precious science of Rasâyana were banished to the utmost limits of the world, where it is unattainable to anybody, it would be the best.

According to the Eranian tradition, Isfandiyâd is said to have spoken when dying: “Kâûs had been given the power and the miraculous things mentioned in the Book of the Law. Finally he went to the mountain Kâf as a decrepit man, bent down by old age, but he returned thence as a lively youth of well-proportioned figure and full of force, having made the clouds his carriage, as God allowed him.”

As regards charms and incantations, the Hindus have a firm belief in them, and they, as a rule, are much inclined towards them. The book which treats of those things is considered as a work of Garuḍa, a bird on which Nārâyaṇa rode. Some people describe this bird in such a way as to indicate a Śifrid-bird and its doings. It is an enemy of fish, catching them. As a rule, animals have by nature an aversion to their opponents, and try to beware of them; here, however, there is an exception to this rule. For when this bird flutters above the water and swims on it, the fish rise from the...
deep to the surface, and make it easy to him to catch them, as if he had bound them by his spell. Others describe it with such characteristics as might indicate a stork. The Vāyu Purāṇa attributes to it a pale colour. On the whole, Garuḍa comes nearer to a stork than to a Śīfrīd, as the stork is by nature, like Garuḍa, a destroyer of snakes.

Most of their charms are intended for those who have been bitten by serpents. Their excessive confidence in them is shown by this, which I heard a man say, that he had seen a dead man who had died from the bite of a serpent, but after the charm had been applied he had been restored to life, and remained alive, moving about like all others.

Another man I heard as he told the following story: "He had seen a man who had died from the bite of a serpent. A charm was applied, and in consequence he rose, spoke, made his will, showed where he had deposited his treasures, and gave all necessary information about them. But when he inhaled the smell of a dish, he fell down dead, life being completely extinct."

It is a Hindu custom that when a man has been bitten by a venomous serpent, and they have no charmer at hand, they bind the bitten man on a bundle of reeds, and place on him a leaf on which is written a blessing for that person who will accidentally light upon him, and save him by a charm from destruction.

I, for my part, do not know what I am to say about these things, since I do not believe in them. Once a man who had very little belief in reality, and much less in the tricks of jugglers, told me that he had been poisoned, and that people had sent him some Hindus possessing the knowledge of charms. They sang their charms before him, and this had a quieting effect upon him, and soon he felt that he became better and better, whilst they were drawing lines in the air with their hands and with twigs.
I myself have witnessed that in hunting gazelles they caught them with the hand. One Hindu even went so far as to assert that he, without catching the gazelle, would drive it before him and lead it straight into the kitchen. This, however, rests, as I believe I have found out, simply on the device of slowly and constantly accustoming the animals to one and the same melody. Our people, too, practise the same when hunting the ibex, which is more wild even than the gazelle. When they see the animals resting, they begin to walk round them in a circle, singing one and the same melody so long until the animals are accustomed to it. Then they make the circle more and more narrow, till at last they come near enough to shoot at the animals which lie there in perfect rest.

The shooters of Kaṭā-birds have a custom of beating copper-vessels during the night with one and the same kind of beat, and they manage to catch them with the hand. If, however, the beat is changed, the birds fly off in all directions.

All these things are peculiar customs which have nothing whatsoever to do with charms. Sometimes the Hindus are considered as sorcerers because of their playing with balls on raised beams or on tight ropes, but tricks of this kind are common to all nations.
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VARIOUS NOTES ON THEIR COUNTRY, THEIR RIVERS, AND THEIR OCEAN. ITINERARIES OF THE DISTANCES BETWEEN THEIR SEVERAL KINGDOMS, AND BETWEEN THE BOUNDARIES OF THEIR COUNTRY.

The reader is to imagine the inhabitable world, ἡ οἰκουμένη, as lying in the northern half of the earth, and more accurately in one-half of this half—i.e. in one of the quarters of the earth. It is surrounded by a sea, which both in west and east is called the comprehending one; the Greeks call its western part near their country ἄκεανός. This sea separates the inhabitable world from whatever continents or inhabitable islands there may be beyond it, both towards west and east; for it is not navigable on account of the darkness of the air and the thickness of the water, because there is no more any road to be traced, and because the risk is enormous, whilst the profit is nothing. Therefore people of olden times have fixed marks both on the sea and its shores which are intended to deter from entering it.

The inhabitable world does not reach the north on account of the cold, except in certain places where it penetrates into the north in the shape, as it were, of tongues and bays. In the south it reaches as far as the coast of the ocean, which in west and east is connected with the comprehending ocean. This southern ocean is navigable. It does not form the utmost southern limit of the inhabitable world. On the con-
The continent protrudes far into the sea in the western half of the earth, and extends its shores far into the south. On the plains of this continent live the western negroes, whence the slaves are brought; and there are the Mountains of the Moon, and on them are the sources of the Nile. On its coast, and the islands before the coast, live the various tribes of the Zanj. There are several bays or gulfs which penetrate into the continent on this western half of the earth—the bay of Berberâ, that of Klysma (the Red Sea), and that of Persia (the Persian Gulf); and between these gulfs the western continent protrudes more or less into the ocean.

In the eastern half of the earth the sea penetrates as deeply into the northern continent as the continent in the western half protrudes into the southern sea, and in many places it has formed bays and estuaries which run far into the continent—bays being parts of the sea, estuaries being the outlets of rivers towards the sea. This sea is mostly called from some island in it or from the coast which borders it. Here, however, we are concerned only with that part of the sea which is bordered by the continent of India, and therefore is called the Indian Ocean.

As to the orographic configuration of the inhabitable world, imagine a range of towering mountains like the vertebrae of a pine stretching through the middle latitude of the earth, and in longitude from east to west, passing through China, Tibet, the country of the Turks, Kâbul, Badhakhshân, Tokhâristân, Bâmiyân, Elghôr, Khurâsân, Media, Ædharbaijân, Armenia, the Roman
Empire, the country of the Franks, and of the Jalâlika (Gallicians). Long as this range is, it has also a considerable breadth, and, besides, many windings which enclose inhabited plains watered by streams which descend from the mountains both towards north and south. One of these plains is India, limited in the south by the above-mentioned Indian Ocean, and on all three other sides by the lofty mountains, the waters of which flow down to it. But if you have seen the soil of India with your own eyes and meditate on its nature—if you consider the rounded stones found in the earth however deeply you dig, stones that are huge near the mountains and where the rivers have a violent current; stones that are of smaller size at greater distance from the mountains, and where the streams flow more slowly; stones that appear pulverised in the shape of sand where the streams begin to stagnate near their mouths and near the sea—if you consider all this, you could scarcely help thinking that India has once been a sea which by degrees has been filled up by the alluvium of the streams.

The middle of India is the country round Kanoj (Kanauj), which they call Madhyadeśa, i.e. the middle of the realms. It is the middle or centre from a geographical point of view, in so far as it lies halfway between the sea and the mountains, in the midst between the hot and the cold provinces, and also between the eastern and western frontiers of India. But it is a political centre too, because in former times it was the residence of their most famous heroes and kings.

The country of Sindh lies to the west of Kanoj. In marching from our country to Sindh we start from the country of Nīmrōz, i.e. the country of Sijistān, whilst marching to Hind or India proper we start from the side of Kâbul. This, however, is not the only possible road. You may march into India from all sides, supposing that you can remove the obstacles in the way.
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In the mountains which form the frontier of India towards the west there are tribes of the Hindus, or of people near akin to them—rebellious savage races—which extend as far as the farthermost frontiers of the Hindu race.

Kanoj lies to the west of the Ganges, a very large town, but most of it is now in ruins and desolate since the capital has been transferred thence to the city of Bârî, east of the Ganges. Between the two towns there is a distance of three to four days' marches.

As Kanoj (Kanyâkubja) has become famous by the children of Pându, the city of Mâhûra (Mathura) has become famous by Vâsudeva. It lies east of the river Jaun (Yamuna). The distance between Mâhûra and Kanoj is 28 farsakh.

Tânêshar (Stânélôvara) lies between the two rivers to the north both of Kanoj and Mâhûra, at a distance of nearly 80 farsakh from Kanoj, and nearly 50 farsakh from Mâhûra.

The river Ganges rises in the mountains which have already been mentioned. Its source is called Gangadâvâra. Most of the other rivers of the country also rise in the same mountains, as we have already mentioned in the proper place.

As for the distances between the various parts of India, those who have not themselves actually seen them must rely upon tradition; but unfortunately it is of such a nature that already Ptolemy incessantly complains of its transmitters and their bias towards storytelling. Fortunately I have found out a certain rule by which to control their lies. The Hindus frequently estimate the burden an ox could bear at 2000 and 3000 mand (which is infinitely more than an ox could carry at once). In consequence they are compelled to let the caravan make the same march to and fro during many days—in fact, so long until the ox has carried the whole load assigned to it from one end of the route to
the other, and then they reckon as the distance between the two places a march of such a number of days as the caravan has altogether spent in marching to and fro. It is only with the greatest exertion and caution that we can to some extent correct the statements of the Hindus. However, we could not make up our mind to suppress that which we know on account of that which we do not know. We ask the reader's pardon where there is anything wrong, and now we continue.

A man marching from Kanoj to the south between the two rivers Jau and Ganges passes the following well-known places: — Jajjamau, 12 farsakh from Kanoj, each farsakh being equal to four miles or one kurdh; Abhapuri, 8 farsakh; Kuraha, 8 farsakh; Barhamishil, 8 farsakh; the Tree of Prayaga, 12 farsakh, the place where the water of the Jau joins the Ganges, where the Hindus torment themselves with various kinds of tortures, which are described in the books about religious sects. The distance from Prayaga to the place where the Ganges flows into the sea is 12 farsakh (sic).

Other tracts of country extend from the Tree of Prayaga southward towards the coast. Arkutirtha, 12 farsakh from Prayaga; the realm Uwaryahar, 40 farsakh; Urdabishau on the coast, 50 farsakh.

Thence along the coast towards the east there are countries which are now under the sway of Jaur; first Daraur, 40 farsakh from Urdabishau; Kânt, 30 farsakh; Malaya, 40 farsakh; Kânk, 30 farsakh, which is the last of Jaur's possessions in this direction.

Marching from Bârî along the Ganges on its eastern side, you pass the following stations: — Ajodaha (Ayodhya, Oudh), 25 farsakh from Bârî; the famous Banârasî, 20 farsakh.

Thence changing the direction, and marching eastward instead of southward, you come to Sharwâr, 35 farsakh from Banârasî; Patâliputra, 20 farsakh; Mungtrî, 15 farsakh; Junpa, 30 farsakh; Dûgumpûr,
50 farsakh; Gangásáyara, 30 farsakh, where the Ganges flows into the sea.

Marching from Kanoj towards the east, you come to Bárt, 10 farsakh; Dūgum, 45 farsakh; the empire of Shilahat, 10 farsakh; the town Bihat, 12 farsakh. Farther on the country to the right is called Tilwat, the inhabitants Tard, people of very black colour and flat-nosed like the Turks. Thence you come to the mountains of Kâmrâl, which stretch away as far as the sea.

Opposite Tilwat the country to the left is the realm of Naipâl. A man who had travelled in those countries gave me the following report:—"When in Tanwat, he left the easterly direction and turned to the left. He marched to Naipâl, a distance of 20 farsakh, most of which was ascending country. From Naipâl he came to Bhôteshar in thirty days, a distance of nearly 80 farsakh, in which there is more ascending than descending country. And there is a water which is several times crossed on bridges consisting of planks tied with cords to two canes, which stretch from rock to rock, and are fastened to milestones constructed on either side. People carry the burdens on their shoulders over such a bridge, whilst below, at a depth of 100 yards, the water foams as white as snow, threatening to shatter the rocks. On the other side of the bridges, the burdens are transported on the back of goats. My reporter told me that he had there seen gazelles with four eyes; that this was not an accidental misformation of nature, but that the whole species was of this nature.

"Bhôteshar is the first frontier of Tibet. There the language changes as well as the costumes and the anthropological character of the people. Thence the distance to the top of the highest peak is 20 farsakh. From the height of this mountain, India appears as a black expanse below the mist, the mountains lying below this peak like small hills, and Tibet and China
appear as red. The descent towards Tibet and China is less than one farsakh."

Marching from Kanoj towards the south-east, on the western side of the Ganges, you come to the realm of Jajáhātt, 30 farsakh from Kanoj. The capital of the country is Kajúrdha. Between this town and Kanoj there are two of the most famous fortresses of India, Gwáliyar (Gwalior) and Kálanjar. Dahála [—farsakh], a country the capital of which is Tiauri, and the ruler of which is now Gangeya.

The realm of Kannakara, 20 farsakh. Apsúr, Banavás, on the sea-coast.

Marching from Kanoj towards the south-west, you come to Ásti, 18 farsakh from Kanoj; Sahanyá, 17 farsakh; Jandrá, 18 farsakh; Rájaurt, 15 farsakh; Bazána, the capital of Guzarat, 20 farsakh. This town is called Náráyan by our people. After it had fallen into decay the inhabitants migrated to another place called Jadíra (?).

The distance between Māhúra and Kanoj is the same as that between Kanoj and Bazána, viz. 28 farsakh. If a man travels from Māhúra to Újain, he passes through villages which are only five farsakh and less distant from each other. At the end of a march of 35 farsakh, he comes to a large village called Dúdahi; thence to Bámahár, 17 farsakh from Dúdahi; Bháilsán, 5 farsakh, a place most famous among the Hindus. The name of the town is identical with that of the idol worshipped there. Thence to Ardín, 9 farsakh. The idol worshipped there is called Mahakála. Dhár, 7 farsakh.

Marching from Bazána southward, you come to Maiwár, 25 farsakh from Bazána. This is a kingdom the capital of which is Jattaraur. From this town to Málavâ and its capital, Dhár, the distance is 20 farsakh. The city of Újain lies 7 farsakh to the east of Dhár.

From Újain to Bháilsán, which likewise belongs to Málavâ, the distance is 10 farsakh.
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Marching from Dhar southward, you come to Bhūmihara, 20 farsakh from Dhar; Kand, 20 farsakh; Namdavur, on the banks of the Narmadā (Nerbudda), 10 farsakh; Alīspūr, 20 farsakh; Mandavgir, on the banks of the river Godavār, 60 farsakh.

Again marching from Dhar southward, you come to the valley of Namīyya, 7 farsakh from Dhar; Mahratta-Dēsh, 18 farsakh; the province of Kunkan, and its capital, Tāna, on the sea-coast, 25 farsakh.

People relate that in the plains of Kunkan, called Dānak, there lives an animal called sharava (Skr. śarabha). It has four feet, but also on the back it has something like four feet directed upwards. It has a small proboscis, but two big horns with which it attacks the elephant and cleaves it in two. It has the shape of a buffalo, but is larger than a gānda (rhinoceros). According to popular tales, it sometimes rams some animal with its horns, raises it or part of it towards its back, so that it comes to lie between its upper feet. There it becomes a putrid mass of worms, which work their way into the back of the animal. In consequence it continually rubs itself against the trees, and finally it perishes. Of the same animal people relate that sometimes, when hearing the thunder, it takes it to be the voice of some animal. Immediately it proceeds to attack this imaginary foe; in pursuing him it climbs up to the top of the mountain-peaks, and thence leaps towards him. Of course, it plunges into the depth and is dashed to pieces.

The gānda exists in large numbers in India, more particularly about the Ganges. It is of the build of a buffalo, has a black scaly skin, and dewlaps hanging down under the chin. It has three yellow hoofs on each foot, the biggest one forward, the others on both sides. The tail is not long; the eyes lie low, farther down the cheek than is the case with all other animals. On the top of the nose there is a single horn which is
bent upwards. The Brahmins have the privilege of eating the flesh of the *ganda*. I have myself witnessed how an elephant coming across a young *ganda* was attacked by it. The *ganda* wounded with its horn a forefoot of the elephant, and threw it down on its face.

I thought that the *ganda* was the rhinoceros (or *karkadann*), but a man who had visited Sufâla, in the country of the Negroes, told me that the *kark*, which the Negroes call *impîla*, the horn of which furnishes the material for the handles of our knives, comes nearer this description than the rhinoceros. It has various colours. On the skull it has a conical horn, broad at the root, but not very high. The shaft of the horn (lit. its arrow) is black inside, and white everywhere else. On the front it has a second and longer horn of the same description, which becomes erect as soon as the animal wants to ram with it. It sharpens this horn against the rocks, so that it cuts and pierces. It has hoofs, and a hairy tail like the tail of an ass.

There are crocodiles in the rivers of India as in the Nile, a fact which led simple Aljâhiz, in his ignorance of the courses of the rivers and the configuration of the ocean, to think that the river of Muhrân (the river Sindh) was a branch of the Nile. Besides, there are other marvellous animals in the rivers of India of the crocodile tribe, *makara*, curious kinds of fishes, and an animal like a leather-bag, which appears to the ships and plays in swimming. It is called *burlâ* (porpoise?). I suppose it to be the dolphin or a kind of dolphin. People say that it has a hole on the head for taking breath like the dolphin.

In the rivers of Southern India there is an animal called by various names, *grâha*, *jâlatantu*, and *tanduâ*. It is thin, but very long. People say it spies and lies in wait for those who enter the water and stand in it, whether men or animals, and at once attacks them. First it circles round the prey at some distance, until
its length comes to an end. Then it draws itself together, and winds itself like a knot round the feet of the prey, which is thus thrown off its legs and perishes. A man who had seen the animal told me that it has the head of a dog, and a tail to which there are attached many long tentacles, which it winds round the prey, in case the latter is not weary enough. By means of these feelers it drags the prey towards the tail itself, and when once firmly encircled by the tail the animal is lost.

After this digression we return to our subject.

Marching from Bazâna towards the south-west, you come to Anhilvâra, 60 farsakh from Bazâna; Somânat, on the sea-coast, 50 farsakh.

Marching from Anhilvâra southward, you come to Lârdêsh, to the two capitals of the country, Bihrâj and Rihanjûr, 42 farsakh from Anhilvâra. Both are on the sea-coast to the east of Tâna.

Marching from Bazâna towards the west, you come to Mûlânâ, 50 farsakh from Bazâna; Bhatti, 15 farsakh.

Marching from Bhatti towards the south-west, you come to Arôr, 15 farsakh from Bhatti, a township between two arms of the Sindh River; Bamhanwâ Almanâvâra, 20 farsakh; Lôharânt, at the mouth of the Sindh River, 30 farsakh.

Marching from Kanoj towards the north-north-west, you come to Shirshâdraha, 50 farsakh from Kanoj; Pinjaur, 18 farsakh, situated on the mountains, whilst opposite it in the plain there lies the city of Tânêshar; Dahmâla, the capital of Jâlandhar, at the foot of the mountains, 18 farsakh; Ballâwar, 10 farsakh; thence marching westward, you come to Ladda, 13 farsakh; the fortress Râjâgirî, 8 farsakh; thence marching northward, you come to Kashmir, 25 farsakh.

Marching from Kanoj towards the west, you come to Diyâmanâu, 10 farsakh from Kanoj; Kûtî, 10 farsakh; Anôr, 10 farsakh; Mirât, 10 farsakh; Pânipat, 10
farsakh. Between the latter two places flows the river Jaun; Kauktal, 10 farsakh; Sunnám, 10 farsakh.

Thence marching towards the north-west, you come to Adittahaur, 9 farsakh; Tadjjanîr, 6 farsakh; Mandahûkûr, the capital of Lauhâwur, east of the river Irâwa, 8 farsakh; the river Candráha, 12 farsakh; the river Jailâm, west of the river Biyatta, 8 farsakh; Waihind, the capital of Kandhâr, west of the river Sindh, 20 farsakh; Purshawar, 14 farsakh; Dünpûr, 15 farsakh; Kûbul, 12 farsakh; Ghazna, 17 farsakh.

Notes about Kashmir.

Kashmir lies on a plateau surrounded by high inaccessible mountains. The south and east of the country belong to the Hindus, the west to various kings, the Bolar-Shâh and the Shugân-Shâh, and the more remote parts up to the frontiers of Badhakhshân, to the Wakhân-Shâh. The north and part of the east of the country belong to the Turks of Khoten and Tibet. The distance from the peak of Bhôtesthar to Kashmir through Tibet amounts to nearly 300 farsakh.

The inhabitants of Kashmir are pedestrians, they have no riding animals nor elephants. The noble among them ride in palankins called katt, carried on the shoulders of men. They are particularly anxious about the natural strength of their country, and therefore take always much care to keep a strong hold upon the entrances and roads leading into it. In consequence it is very difficult to have any commerce with them. In former times they used to allow one or two foreigners to enter their country, particularly Jews, but at present they do not allow any Hindu whom they do not know personally to enter, much less other people.

The best known entrance to Kashmir is from the town Babrahân, half way between the rivers Sindh and Jailâm. Thence to the bridge over the river, where the water of the Kusnârî is joined by that of the Mahwt, both of which come from the mountains of Shamilân, and fall into the Jailâm, the distance is 8 farsakh.
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Thence you reach in five days the beginning of the ravine whence the river Jailam comes; at the other end of this ravine is the watch-station Dvār, on both sides of the river Jailam. Thence, leaving the ravine, you enter the plain, and reach in two more days Addishtān, the capital of Kashmir, passing on the road the village Úshkārā, which lies on both sides of the valley, in the same manner as Baramūlā.

The city of Kashmir covers a space of four farsakh, being built along both banks of the river Jailam, which are connected with each other by bridges and ferry-boats. The Jailam rises in the mountains Haramakôt, where also the Ganges rises, cold, impenetrable regions where the snow never melts nor disappears. Behind them there is Mahādān, i.e. Great China. When the Jailam has left the mountains, and has flowed two days' journey, it passes through Addishtān. Four farsakh farther on it enters a swamp of one square farsakh. The people have their plantations on the borders of this swamp, and on such parts of it as they manage to reclaim. Leaving this swamp, the Jailam passes the town Úshkārā, and then enters the above-mentioned ravine.

The river Sindh rises in the mountains Unang in the territory of the Turks, which you can reach in the following way:—Leaving the ravine by which you enter Kashmir and entering the plateau, then you have for a march of two more days on your left the mountains of Bolor and Shamilān, Turkish tribes who are called Bhattavarydn. Their king has the title Bhatta-Shāh. Their towns are Gilgit, Aswira, and Shiltās, and their language is the Turkish. Kashmir suffers much from their inroads. Marching on the left side of the river, you always pass through cultivated ground and reach the capital; marching on the right side, you pass through villages, one close to the other, south of the capital, and thence you reach the mountain Kulārjak,
which is like a cupola, similar to the mountain Dunbâwand. The snow there never melts. It is always visible from the region of Tâkeshar and Lahhâwar (Lahore). The distance between this peak and the plateau of Kashmir is two farsakh. The fortress Râjâgirî lies south of it, and the fortress Lahûr west of it, the two strongest places I have ever seen. The town Râjâwâri is three farsakh distant from the peak. This is the farthest place to which our merchants trade, and beyond which they never pass.

This is the frontier of India from the north.

In the western frontier mountains of India there live various tribes of the Afghans, and extend up to the neighbourhood of the Sindh Valley.

The southern frontier of India is formed by the ocean. The coast of India begins with Tîz, the capital of Makrân, and extends thence in a south-eastern direction towards the region of Al-daibal, over a distance of 40 farsakh. Between the two places lies the Gulf of Tûrân. A gulf is like an angle or a winding line of water penetrating from the ocean into the continent, and is dangerous for navigation, specially on account of ebb and flood. An estuary is something similar to a gulf, but is not formed by the ocean's penetrating into the continent. It is formed by an expanse of flowing water, which there is changed into standing water and is connected with the ocean. These estuaries, too, are dangerous for the ships, because the water is sweet and does not bear heavy bodies as well as salt water does.

After the above-mentioned gulf follow the small Munha, the great Munha, then the Bawârij, i.e. the pirates of Kacch and Sûmanâth. They are thus called because they commit their robberies on sea in ships called btra. The places on the coast are:—Tawalleshar, 50 farsakh from Daibal; Lôhardînt, 12 farsakh; Baga, 12 farsakh; Kacch, where the muki-tree grows, and Bârot, 6 farsakh; Sûmanâth, 14 farsakh; Kanbâyat,
30 farsakh; Asawil, 2 days; Bihroy, 30 farsakh (?); Sandan, 50 farsakh; Subara, 6 farsakh; Tana, 5 farsakh.

Thence the coast-line comes to the country Lardan, in which lies the city of Jimur, then to Vallabha, Kanjit, Darad. Next follows a great bay in which Singaldib lies, i.e. the island Sarandib (Ceylon). Round the bay lies the city of Panjayavar (sic). When this city had fallen into ruins, the king, Jaur, built instead of it, on the coast towards the west, a new city which he called Padnar.

The next place on the coast is Ommalndra, then Ramsher (Rameshar ?) opposite Saraudib; the distance of the sea between them is 12 farsakh. The distance from Panjayavar to Ramsher is 40 farsakh, that between Ramsher and Setubandha 2 farsakh. Setubandha means bridge of the ocean. It is the dike of Rama, the son of Dasaratha, which he built from the continent to the castle Lankâ. At present it consists of isolated mountains between which the ocean flows. Sixteen farsakh from Setubandha towards the east is Kihkind, the mountains of the monkeys. Every day the king of the monkeys comes out of the thicket together with his hosts, and settles down in particular seats prepared for them. The inhabitants of that region prepare for them cooked rice, and bring it to them on leaves. After having eaten it they return into the thicket, but in case they are neglected, this would be the ruin of the country, as they are not only numerous, but also savage and aggressive. According to the popular belief, they are a race of men changed into monkeys on account of the help which they had afforded to Rama when making war against the demons; he is believed to have bequeathed those villages to them as a legacy. When a man happens to fall in with them, and he recites to them the poetry of Rama and pronounces the incantations of Rama, they will quietly listen to him; they will even
lead on the right path him who has gone astray and
give him meat and drink. At all events, thus the
matter stands according to popular belief. If there is
any truth in this, the effect must be produced by the
melody, the like of which we have already mentioned
in connection with the hunting of gazelles (v. p. 195).

The eastern islands in this ocean, which are nearer to
China than to India, are the islands of the Zatbaj, called
by the Hindus Suvarna-dvipa, i.e. the gold islands.
The western islands in this ocean are those of the Zanj
(Negroes), and those in the middle are the islands
Ramm and the Diva islands (Malediva, Laccadiva), to
which belong also the Kumair islands. It is peculiar
to the Diva islands that they rise slowly; first, there
appears a sandy tract above the surface of the ocean; it
rises more and more and extends in all directions, till
at last it becomes a firm soil, whilst at the same time
another island falls into decay and melts away, finally
is submerged and disappears in the ocean. As soon as
the inhabitants become aware of this process, they search
for a new island of increasing fertility, transport there
their cocoa-nut palms, date palms, cereals, and house-
hold goods, and emigrate to it. These islands are,
according to their products, divided into two classes, the
Diva-kadha, i.e. the Diva of the kauri-shells, because
there they gather kauri-shells from the branches of the
cocoa-nut palms which they plant in the sea, and Diva-
kanbdr, i.e. the Diva of the cords twisted from cacao-
nut fibres, and used for fastening together the planks of
the ships.

The island of Alwâdûk belongs to the Kumair
islands. Kumair is not, as common people believe, the
name of a tree which produces screaming human heads
instead of fruits, but the name of a people the colour of
whom is whitish. They are of short stature and of a
build like that of the Turks. They practise the religion
of the Hindus, and have the custom of piercing their
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ears. Some of the inhabitants of the "Wâfûdâlî" island are of black colour. In our countries there is a great demand for them as slaves. People fetch from thence the black ebony-wood; it is the pith of a tree, the other parts of which are thrown away, whilst the kinds of wood called mulâmmâ and shauḳāṭ and the yellow sandal-wood are brought from the country of the Zanj (Negroes).

In former times there were pearl-banks in the bay of Sarandîb (Ceylon), but at present they have been abandoned. Since the Sarandîb pearls have disappeared, other pearls have been found at Sufâla in the country of the Zanj, so that people say the pearls of Sarandîb have migrated to Sufâla.

India has the tropical rains in summer, which is called varshâkâsla, and these rains are the more copious and last the longer the more northward the situation of a province of India is, and the less it is intersected by ranges of mountains. The people of Mûltân used to tell me that they have no varshâkâsla, but the more northern provinces nearer the mountains have the varshâkâsla. In Bhâtal and Indrâvêdi it begins with the month Āshâḍha, and it rains continually for four months as though water-buckets were poured out. In provinces still farther northward, round the mountains of Kashmir up to the peak of Jadâr between Dûnpûr and Barshâwar, copious rain falls during two and a half months, beginning with the month Śrâvana. However, on the other side of this peak there is no rainfall; for the clouds in the north are very heavy, and do not rise much above the surface. When, then, they reach the mountains, the mountain-sides strike against them, and the clouds are pressed like olives or grapes, in consequence of which the rain pours down, and the clouds never pass beyond the mountains. Therefore Kashmir has no varshâkâsla, but continual snowfall during two and a half months, beginning with Mâgha, and shortly
after the middle of Caitra continual rain sets in for a few days, melting the snow and cleansing the earth. This rule seldom has an exception; however, a certain amount of extraordinary meteorological occurrences is peculiar to every province of India.
CHAPTER XIX.

ON THE NAMES OF THE PLANETS, THE SIGNS OF THE
ZODIAC, THE LUNAR STATIONS, AND RELATED SUB-
JECTS.

We have already mentioned, near the beginning of the
book, that the language of the Hindus is extremely
rich in nouns, both original and derivative, so that in
some instances they call one thing by a multitude of
different names. So I have heard them saying that
they have a thousand names all meaning sun; and, no
doubt, each planet has quite as many, or nearly as
many names, since they could not do with less (for the
purposes of versification).

The names of the week-days are the best known
names of the planets connected with the word bāra,
which follows after the planet's name, as in Persian the
word shambik follows after the number of the week-
day (d̄ishambik, sikhəmbik, &c.). So they say—

\[
\begin{align*}
Aditya bāra, & \text{ i.e. Sunday.} \\
Soma bāra, & \text{ i.e. Monday.} \\
Māṅgala bāra, & \text{ i.e. Tuesday.} \\
Budha bāra, & \text{ i.e. Wednesday.} \\
Bṛhaspati bāra, & \text{ i.e. Thursday.} \\
Sukra bāra, & \text{ i.e. Friday.} \\
Sanaicara bāra, & \text{ i.e. Saturday.}
\end{align*}
\]

And thus they go on counting, beginning anew with
Sunday, Monday, &c.

Muslim astronomers call the planets the \textit{lords of the}
days, and, in counting the \textit{hours} of the day, they begin
with the \textit{dominus} of the day, and then count the planets
in the order from above to below. For instance, the sun
is the \textit{dominus} of the first day, and at the same time the
dominus of its first hour. The second hour is ruled by the planet of the sphere next under the sphere of the sun, i.e. Venus. The third hour is ruled by Mercury, and the fourth by the moon. Therewith the descending from the sun to the aether, i.e. the atmosphere of the earth, has an end, and in counting they return to Saturn. According to this system, the dominus of the twenty-fifth hour is the moon, and this is the first hour of Monday. So the moon is not only the dominus of the first hour of Monday, but also the dominus of the whole day.

In all this there is only one difference between our system and that of the Hindus, viz. that we use the ὅραι καιρικαί, so that the thirteenth planet, counted from the dominus diei, is the dominus of the succeeding night. This is the third planet if you count in an opposite direction, i.e. ascending from the lower planet-spheres to the higher. On the contrary, the Hindus make the dominus diei the dominus of the whole νυχθήμερον, so that day and night follow each other without having each a separate dominus. This, at all events, is the practice of the people at large.

Sometimes, however, their chronological methods make me think that the ὅραι καιρικαί were not entirely unknown to them. They call the hour hora, and by the same name they call the half of a zodiacal sign in the calculation of the nimbaḥra. The following calculation of the dominus hora is derived from one of their astronomical handbooks:—

"Divide the distance between the sun and the degree of the ascendens measured by equal degrees, by 15, and add to the quotient 1, dropping a fraction if there be any. This sum is then counted off from the dominus diei, according to the succession of the planets from above to below." (The planet you arrive at in the end is the dominus of the hour in question.) This calculation is more of a nature to make us think of ὅραι.
KaipiKal as having been used, than of Ṛṣi Ṛṣyepi.

It is a custom of the Hindus to enumerate the planets in the order of the week-days. They will persist in using it in their astronomical handbooks, as well as in other books, and they decline to use any other order, though it be much more correct.

The Greeks mark the planets with figures, to fix thereby their limits on the astrolabe in an easily intelligible manner, images which are not letters of the alphabet. The Hindus use a similar system of abridgement; however, their figures are not images invented for the purpose, but the initial characters of the names of the planets, e.g. ṛ = Āditya, or the sun; c = Candra, or the moon; b = Budha, or Mercury.

The following table exhibits the commonest names of the seven planets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Planets</th>
<th>Their Names in the Indian Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Āditya, sūrya, bhānu, arka, divākara, ravi, bibatā (?), heli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Soma, candra, indu, himagū, āttarasmi, himarasmi, āttāṅgu, āttadīhitī, himamayūkha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Maṅgala, bhaumya, kuja, āra, vakra, āvaneya, māheya, krdr̥kshi (?), rakta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Budha, saumya, cāndra, jña, bodhana, vitta (?), hemṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Vṛhaspati, guru, jīva, devejya, devapurohitā, devamantrin, āṅgiras, sūrī, devapitā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Śukra, bṛigu, sita, bhārgava, āsbati (?), dānnavagu, bṛiguputra, āspuṭij (?).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Śanaiścara, manda, asita, koṇa, Ādityaputra, saura, ārki, sūryaputra.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The multiplicity of names of the sun as exhibited in the previous table was the cause which led the theologians to assume also a multiplicity of suns, so
that according to them there are twelve suns, each of which rises in a particular month. The book *Vishnu-dharma* says: "Vishnu, i.e. Nārāyaṇa, who is without beginning in time and without end, divided himself for the angels into twelve parts, which became sons to Kasyapa. These are the suns rising in the single months." Those, however, who do not believe that the multiplicity of names is the source of this theory of twelve suns, point out that the other planets also have many names, but each only one body, and that, besides, the names of the sun are not only twelve, but many more. The names are derived from words with generic meanings, e.g. Āditya, i.e. *the beginning*, because the sun is the beginning of the whole. *Savitri* means every being which has a progeny, and since all progeny in the world originates with the sun, he is called *Savitri*. Further, the sun is called *Ravi*, because he dries wet substances. The juice in the plants is called *rasa*, and he who takes it out of them is called *ravi*.

The moon too, the companion of the sun, has many names, e.g. *Soma*, because she is *lucky*, and everything lucky is called *somagraha*, whilst all that is unlucky is called *papagraha*. Further, *Niṣeṣa*, i.e. lord of the night, *Nakshatranātha*, i.e. lord of the lunar stations, *Dvijēśvara*, i.e. lord of the Brahmans, *Śttāṃśu*, i.e. having a *gold ray*, because the moon's globe is *watery*, which is a blessing to the earth. When the solar ray meets the moon, the ray becomes as cool as the moon herself, then, being reflected, it illuminates the darkness, makes the night cool and extinguishes any hurtful kind of combustion wrought by the sun. Similarly the moon is also called *Candra*, which means the *left eye of Nārāyaṇa*, as the sun is his right eye.

The following table exhibits the names of the months Disturbances and differences in lists of these names proceed from the causes which we shall mention (v. p. 228) when speaking of the enumeration of the different earths.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Months</th>
<th>Vaisakha</th>
<th>Jyesthā</th>
<th>Ashadhā</th>
<th>Shravana</th>
<th>Bhadrapada</th>
<th>Agrahāya</th>
<th>Kritika</th>
<th>Margashīra</th>
<th>Paciṣṭha</th>
<th>Magha</th>
<th>Phaṭagunaya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Names according to the Pāṇiś-dharma.</td>
<td>Vaiṣṇava</td>
<td>Āryaman</td>
<td>Viśrava</td>
<td>Ādīna</td>
<td>Parjanya</td>
<td>Varuṇa</td>
<td>Ārya</td>
<td>Mitrā</td>
<td>Pishāna</td>
<td>Māya</td>
<td>Phāṭagunaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Same according to the Adīgh-paraśa.</td>
<td>Adināmānti</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td>Viśrava</td>
<td>Viśrava</td>
<td>Indra</td>
<td>Dākṣiṇ</td>
<td>Śaiva</td>
<td>Pishāna</td>
<td>Trāṣṭrapī</td>
<td>Ārīra</td>
<td>Divākara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varna</td>
<td>Vaiṣṇava</td>
<td>Viśrava</td>
<td>Ādīna</td>
<td>Parjanya</td>
<td>Varuṇa</td>
<td>Ārya</td>
<td>Mitrā</td>
<td>Pishāna</td>
<td>Māya</td>
<td>Phāṭagunaya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Meaning of these Names according to the Pāṇiś-dharma.</td>
<td>Moving about in heaven, not resting.</td>
<td>Punishing and beheading the rebels. In consequence they do not oppose him, from fear. He looks at the whole in general, not in detail.</td>
<td>Affording help like the rain. He prepares the whole. Companion and lord. He gives benefits to men and rules them. Beloved by the world. Nourishment, for he nourishes men. Lovely, desired by the universe. He provides the whole with good.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
People think, with regard to the order of the names of suns as given by the Vishnū-dharma, that it is correct and undisturbed; for Vāsudeva has a separate name in each month, and his worshippers begin the months with Mārgaśīrṣa, in which his name is Kesava. If you count his names one after the other, you find that one which he has in the month Caitra, Vishnū, in accordance with the tradition of the Vishnū-dharma.

The names of the months are related to those of the lunar stations. As two or three stations belong to each month, the name of the month is derived from one of them. We have in the following table written these particular stations with red ink (in this translation with an asterisk), in order to point out their relationship with the names of the months.

If Jupiter shines in some lunar station, the month to which this station belongs is considered as the dominant of the year, and the whole year is called by the name of this month.

If the names of the month given in the following table differ in some respects from those used heretofore, the reader must know that the names which we have hitherto used are the vernacular or vulgar ones, whilst those given in this table are the classical:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Months</th>
<th>The Lunar Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kārttika</td>
<td>3 Kṛttikā, Rohīṇī, Mrigāsūrā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mārgaśīrṣa</td>
<td>5 Āḍīśā, Īḍā, Pūrva-phalagūnt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pausha</td>
<td>8 Pushya, Ādīśā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māgha</td>
<td>10 Pṛīva-phalagūnt, Āḍīśā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phālguna</td>
<td>12 Uttar-phalagūnt, Āḍīśā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitra</td>
<td>15 Svātī.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Months</th>
<th>The Lunar Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Vaiśākha</td>
<td>16 Vaiśākha, Anurādhā, Jyeṣṭhā, Mūla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Anurādhā</td>
<td>17 Anurādhā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Jyeṣṭhā</td>
<td>18 Jyeṣṭhā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Mūla</td>
<td>19 Mūla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Pṛīva-phalagūnt</td>
<td>20 Pṛīva-phalagūnt, Uttarāśā ṭā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Uttarāśā ṭā</td>
<td>21 Uttarāśā ṭā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sṛavāṇa</td>
<td>22 Sṛavāṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dhanishta</td>
<td>23 Dhanishta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Sṛavāṇa</td>
<td>24 Sṛavāṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Pṛīva-bhadrapadā</td>
<td>25 Pṛīva-bhadrapadā, Uttarāśā ṭā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Uttarāśā ṭā</td>
<td>26 Uttarāśā ṭā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Hasta</td>
<td>27 Hasta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Uttar-phalagūnt</td>
<td>28 Uttar-phalagūnt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Citrā</td>
<td>29 Citrā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Svātī</td>
<td>30 Svātī.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The signs of the zodiac have names corresponding to the images which they represent, and which are the same among the Hindus as among all other nations. The third sign is called Mithuna, which means a pair consisting of a boy and a girl; in fact, the same as the Twins, the well-known image of this sign.

Varāhamihira, says in the larger book of nativities that the word applies to a man holding a lyre and a club, which makes me think that he identified Mithuna with Orion (Aljabbār). And this is the opinion of common people in general, to such a degree that the station is known as Aljauzd (instead of the Twins), though Aljauzd does not belong to the image of this sign.

The same author explains the image of the sixth sign as a ship, and in its hand an ear of corn. I am inclined to think that in our manuscript there is a lacuna in this place, for a ship has no hand. The Hindus call this sign Kanyā, i.e. the virgin girl, and perhaps the passage in question ran originally thus: “A virgin in a ship holding an ear of corn in her hand.” This is the lunar station Alsimāk Al'āzal (Spica). The word ship makes one think that the author meant the lunar station Al'awwā (β, η, γ, δ, ε, Virginis), for the stars of Al'awwā form a line, the end of which is a curve (like the keel of a ship).

The image of the seventh sign he declares to be fire. It is called Tulā = balance.

Of the tenth sign Varāhamihira says that it has the face of a goat, whilst the remainder is a makara (hippopotamus). However, after having compared the sign with a makara, he might have saved himself the trouble of attributing to it the face of a goat. Only the Greeks require the latter description, because they consider the sign as composed of two animals, as a goat in the part above the breast and as a fish in the lower part. But the aquatic animal called makara, as people describe
it, does not require to be explained as a composition of two animals.

The image of the eleventh sign he calls a bucket, and the name, *Kumbha*, corresponds to this statement. However, if they sometimes enumerate this sign or part of it among the human figures, this proves that they, following the example of the Greeks, see in it *Aquarius*.

The image of the twelfth sign he describes as the figure of two fishes, although the name of the sign in all languages signifies only one fish.

Besides the well-known names, Varâhamihira mentions also certain Indian names of the signs which are not generally known. We have united both kinds in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs</th>
<th>Their Common Names</th>
<th>Names which are generally known</th>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs</th>
<th>Their Common Names</th>
<th>Names which are generally known</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 Mesha.</td>
<td>Kriya.</td>
<td>6 Tulâ.</td>
<td>1 Vrishan.</td>
<td>Tâmbiru.</td>
<td>7 Vriścika.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Mithuna.</td>
<td>Jituma.</td>
<td>8 Dhanu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 Karkata.</td>
<td>Kultra.</td>
<td>9 Makara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Simha.</td>
<td>Liyaya.</td>
<td>10 Kumbah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Kanyâ.</td>
<td>Pârtina.</td>
<td>11 Mina.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is the custom of the Hindus in enumerating the zodiacal signs not to begin with 0 for *Aries* and 1 for *Taurus*, but to begin with 1 for *Aries* and 2 for *Taurus*, &c., so that *Pisces* are No. 12.
CHAPTER XX.

ON THE BRAHMĀṇḍA.

Brahmāṇḍa means the egg of Brahman, and applies in reality to the whole of heaven (aṭṭhp), on account of its being round, and of the particular kind of its motion. It applies even to the whole world, in so far as it is divided into an upper and an under part. When they enumerate the heavens, they call the sum of them Brahmand. The Hindus, however, are devoid of training in astronomy, and have no correct astronomical notions. In consequence, they believe that the earth is at rest, more particularly as they, when describing the bliss of paradise as something like worldly happiness, make the earth the dwelling-place of the different classes of gods, angels, &c., to whom they attribute locomotion and the direction from the upper worlds to the lower.

According to the enigmatic expressions of their tradition, the water was before every other thing, and it filled the space of the whole world. This was, as I understand them, at the beginning of the day of the soul (purushadhoratra, p. 332), and the beginning of formation and combination. Further, they say the water was rolling and foaming. Then something white came forth from the water, of which the Creator created the egg of Brahman. Now, according to some, the egg broke; Brahman came forth from it, the one half became the heaven, the other the earth, and the broken bits between the two halves became the rains. If they said moun-
tains instead of rains, the matter would be somewhat more plausible. According to others, God spoke to Brahman: "I create an egg, which I make for thy dwelling in it." He had created it of the above mentioned foam of the water, but when the water sank and was absorbed, the egg broke into two halves.

Similar opinions were held by the ancient Greeks regarding Asclepius, the inventor of the medical art; for, according to Galenus, they represent him as holding an egg in his hand, whereby they mean to indicate that the world is round, the egg an image of the universe, and that the whole world needs the medical art. Asclepius does not hold a lower position in the belief of the Greeks than Brahman in the belief of the Hindus, for they say that he is a divine power, and that his name is derived from his action, i.e. protecting against dryness, which means death, because death occurs when dryness and cold are prevalent. As for his natural origin, they call him the son of Apollo, the son of Phlegyas (?), and the son of Kronos, i.e. the planet Saturn. By this system of affiliation they mean to attribute to him the force of a threefold god.

The theory of the Hindus, that the water existed before all creation, rests on this, that it is the cause of the cohesion of the atoms of everything, the cause of the growing of everything, and of the duration of life in every animated being. Thus the water is an instrument in the hand of the Creator when he wants to create something out of matter. A similar idea is propounded by the Koran xi. 9: "And his (God's) throne was on the water." Whether you explain it in an external way as an individual body called by this name, and which God orders us to venerate, or whether you give it the intrinsic meaning of realm, i.e. God's realm, or the like, in any case the meaning is this, that at that time beside God there was nothing but the water and his throne. If this our book were not restricted to
the ideas of one single nation, we should produce from
the belief of the nations who lived in ancient times in
and round Babel ideas similar to the egg of Brahma,
and even more stupid and unmeaning than that.

The theory of the division of the egg into two halves
proves that its originator was the contrary of a scientific
man, one who did not know that the heaven compre-
hends the earth, as the shell of the egg of Brahma
comprehends its yolk. He imagined the earth to be
below and the heaven in only one of the six directions
from the earth, i.e. above it. If he had known the
truth, he might have spared himself the theory of the
breaking of the egg. However, he wished by his theory
to describe one half of the egg as spread out for the
earth, and the other half as placed upon it for a cupola,
trying to outvie Ptolemy in the planispheric represen-
tation of a globe, but without success.

There have always been similar fancies afloat, which
everybody interprets as best suits his religion and
philosophy. So Plato says in his Timaeus something
like the Brahmanda: “The Creator cut a straight thread
into halves. With each of them he described a circle,
so that the two circles met in two places, and one of
them he divided into seven parts.” In these words he
hints, as is his custom, at the original two motions of
the universe (from east to west in the diurnal rotation,
and from west to east in the precession of the equi-
noxes), and at the globes of the planets.

Brahmagupta says in the first chapter of the Brahma-
siddhanta, where he enumerates the heavens, placing
the moon in the nearest heaven, the other planets in
the following ones, and Saturn in the seventh: “The
fixed stars are in the eighth heaven, and this has been
created round in order to last for ever, that in it the
pious may be rewarded, the wicked be punished, since
there is nothing behind it.” He indicates in this chapter
that the heavens are identical with the spheres, and he
gives them in an order which differs from that of the traditional literature of their creed, as we shall show hereafter in the proper place. He indicates, too, that the *round* can only be slowly influenced from without. He evinces his knowledge of the Aristotelic notions regarding the round form and the rotating motion, and that there is no body in existence behind the spheres.

If it is of this description, evidently Brahmānda is the totality of the spheres, *i.e.* the *atīya*, in fact, the universe, for retribution in another life takes place, according to the ideas of the Hindus, within it.

Pulisa says in his *Siddhānta*: “The totality of the world is the sum of earth, water, fire, wind, and heaven. The latter was created behind the darkness. It appears to the eyes as blue, because it is not reached by the rays of the sun and not illuminated by them like the watery non-igneous globes, *i.e.* the bodies of the planet and the moon. When the rays of the sun fall upon these and the shadow of the earth does not reach them, their darkness disappears and their figures become visible in the night. The light-giver is only one, all the others receive the light from him.” In this chapter Pulisa speaks of the utmost limit that can be reached, and calls it *heaven*. He places it in *darkness*, since he says that it exists in a place which is not reached by the rays of the sun. The question as to the blue-grey colour of heaven which is perceived by the eye is of too great an extent to be touched upon here.

Brahmagupta says in the above-mentioned chapter:

“Multiply the cycles of the moon, *i.e.* 57,753,300,000, by the number of the *yojana* of her sphere, *i.e.* 324,000, and you get as the product 18,712,069,200,000,000, *i.e.* the number of the *yojana* of the sphere of the zodiac.” Of the *yojana* as a measure of distance we have already spoken in the chapter on metrology (ch. xv. p. 167). We give the just-mentioned calculation of Brahmagupta, simply reproducing his words without any re-
sponsibility of our own, for he has not explained on what reason it rests. Vasishṭha says that the Brahmāṇḍa comprehends the spheres, and the just-mentioned numbers are the measure of the Brahmāṇḍa, since the sphere of the zodiac is connected with it. The commentator Balabhadra says: "We do not consider these numbers as a measure of heaven, for we cannot define its greatness, but we consider them as the utmost limit to which the human power of vision can penetrate. There is no possibility of human perception reaching above it; but the other spheres differ from each other in greatness and smallness, so as to be visible in various degrees." The followers of Āryabhaṭa say: "It is sufficient for us to know the space which is reached by the solar rays. We do not want the space which is not reached by the solar rays, though it be in itself of an enormous extent. That which is not reached by the rays is not reached by the perception of the senses, and that which is not reached by perception is not knowable."

Let us now examine the bearing of the words of these authors. The words of Vasishṭha prove that the Brahmāṇḍa is a globe comprehending the eighth or so called zodiacal sphere, in which the fixed stars are placed, and that the two spheres touch each other. Now we on our own part were already obliged to assume an eighth sphere, but there is no reason why we should suppose a ninth one.

On this head the opinions of people are divided. Some hold the existence of a ninth sphere to be a necessity on account of the rotation from east to west, in so far as it moves in this direction and compels everything which it comprehends to move in the same direction. Others assume the ninth sphere on account of the same motion, but suppose that it by itself is motionless.

The tendency of the representatives of the former theory is perfectly clear. However, Aristotle has proved
that each moving body is brought into motion by something moving which is not within itself. So also this ninth sphere would presuppose a mover outside itself. What, however, should prevent this mover from putting the eight spheres into motion without the intermediation of a ninth sphere?

As regards the representatives of the second view, one might almost think that they had a knowledge of the words of Aristotle which we have quoted, and that they knew that the first mover is motionless, for they represent the ninth sphere as motionless and as the source of the east to west rotation. However, Aristotle has also proved that the first mover is not a body, whilst he must be a body, if they describe him as a globe, as a sphere, and as comprehending something else within itself and motionless.

Thus the theory of the ninth sphere is proved to be an impossibility. To the same effect are the words of Ptolemy in the preface of his Almagest: “The first cause of the first motion of the universe, if we consider the motion by itself, is according to our opinion an invisible and motionless god, and the study of this subject we call a divine one. We perceive his action in the highest heights of the world, but as an altogether different one from the action of those substances which can be perceived by the senses.”

These are the words of Ptolemy on the first mover, without any indication of the ninth sphere. But the latter is mentioned by Johannes Grammaticus in his refutation of Proclus, where he says: “Plato did not know a ninth, starless sphere.” And, according to Johannes, it was this, i.e. the negation of the ninth sphere, which Ptolemy meant to say.

Finally, there are other people who maintain that behind the last limit of motion there is an infinite resting body or an infinite vacuum, or something which they declare to be neither a vacuum nor a plenum. These
theories, however, have no connection whatsoever with our subject.
Balabhadra gives us the impression of holding the same opinion as those who think that heaven or the heavens are a compact body holding in equilibrium all heavy bodies and carrying them, and that it is above the spheres. To Balabhadra it is just as easy to prefer tradition to eyesight, as it is difficult to us to prefer doubt to a clear proof.
The truth is entirely with the followers of Aryabhata who give us the impression of really being men of great scientific attainments. It is perfectly evident that Brahmânda means the alâya, together with all products of creation in it.
CHAPTER XXI.

DESCRIPTION OF EARTH AND HEAVEN ACCORDING TO THE RELIGIOUS VIEWS OF THE HINDUS, BASED UPON THEIR TRADITIONAL LITERATURE.

The people of whom we have spoken in the preceding chapter think that the earths are seven like seven covers one above the other, and the upper one they divide into seven parts, differing from our astronomers, who divide it into κλίματα, and from the Persians, who divide it into Kishvar. We shall afterwards give a clear explanation of their theories derived from the first authorities of their religious law, to expose the matter to fair criticism. If something in it appears strange to us, so as to require a commentary, or if we perceive some coincidence with others, even if both parties missed the mark, we shall simply put the case before the reader, not with the intention of attacking or reviling the Hindus, but solely in order to sharpen the minds of those who study these theories.

They do not differ among themselves as to the number of earths nor as to the number of the parts of the upper earth, but they differ regarding their names and the order of these names. I am inclined to derive this difference from the great verbosity of their language, for they call one and the same thing by a multitude of names. For instance, they call the sun by a thousand different names according to their own statement, just as the Arabs call the lion by nearly as many. Some of these names are original, while others are derived from the changing conditions of his life or his actions and faculties. The Hindus and their like boast of this copiousness, whilst in reality it is one of the greatest faults of
the language. For it is the task of language to give a name to everything in creation and to its effects, a name based on general consent, so that everybody, when hearing this name pronounced by another man, understands what he means. If therefore one and the same name or word means a variety of things, it betrays a defect of the language and compels the hearer to ask the speaker what he means by the word. And thus the word in question must be dropped in order to be replaced either by a similar one of a sufficiently clear meaning, or by an epithet describing what is really meant. If one and the same thing is called by many names, and this is not occasioned by the fact that every tribe or class of people uses a separate one of them, and if, in fact, one single name would be sufficient, all the other names save this one are to be classified as mere nonsense, as a means of keeping people in the dark, and throwing an air of mystery about the subject. And in any case this copiousness offers painful difficulties to those who want to learn the whole of the language, for it is entirely useless, and only results in a sheer waste of time.

Frequently it has crossed my mind that the authors of books and the transmitters of tradition have an aversion to mentioning the earths in a definite arrangement, and limit themselves to mentioning their names, or that the copyists of the books have arbitrarily altered the text. For those men who explained and translated the text to me were well versed in the language, and were not known as persons who would commit a wanton fraud.

The following table exhibits the names of the earths, as far as I know them. We rely chiefly on that list, which has been taken from the Aditya-purana, because it follows a certain rule, combining every single earth and heaven with a single member of the members of the sun. The heavens are combined with the members from the skull to the womb, the earths with the members from the navel to the foot. This mode of comparison illustrates their sequence and preserves it from confusion:—
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VII.</th>
<th>VI.</th>
<th>V.</th>
<th>IV.</th>
<th>III.</th>
<th>II.</th>
<th>I.</th>
<th>The Number of the Earths.</th>
<th>What Members of the Sun they Represent</th>
<th>Their Names</th>
<th>Their Epithets</th>
<th>Vernacular Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The feet</td>
<td>The ankles</td>
<td>The calves</td>
<td>Under the knees</td>
<td>The knees</td>
<td>The thighs</td>
<td>The navel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasdtala</td>
<td>Mritala</td>
<td>Visala (?)</td>
<td>Daka (?)</td>
<td>Pakala</td>
<td>Sutra</td>
<td>Tulia</td>
<td>Vishnu-Purisa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagara (?)</td>
<td>Sutra</td>
<td>Mahatayya (?)</td>
<td>Gabhastimat</td>
<td>Nitals</td>
<td>Vitals</td>
<td>Atyala</td>
<td>Visha-Purisa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patala</td>
<td>Sutra</td>
<td>Mahatala</td>
<td>Gabhastala</td>
<td>Nitals</td>
<td>Ilas (?)</td>
<td>Abhastala</td>
<td>Their Names</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suvarna-vara, the gold-coloured earth</td>
<td>S'ilatala, the earth of brick</td>
<td>Pascha a-bhumi, the earth of marble</td>
<td>Pita-bhumi, the yellow earth</td>
<td>Rakta-bhumi, the red earth</td>
<td>S'ukla-bhumi, the bright earth</td>
<td>Krishna-bhumi, the dark earth</td>
<td>Their Names</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasdtala</td>
<td>Sutra</td>
<td>Mahatala</td>
<td>Gabhastimat</td>
<td>Saktara (?)</td>
<td>Ambartala</td>
<td>Ama (?)</td>
<td>Their Names</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Varna-Purisa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE SPIRITUAL BEINGS LIVING ON THE SEVEN EARTHS ACCORDING TO THE VAYU-PURĀNA.

Of the Dānavas—Namuci, Śaṅkukaṁpa, Kabandha (?), Nishkukāda (?), Śūladanta, Lohita, Kalinda, Śvāpāda; and the master of the serpents—Dhananājaya, Kāliya.

Of the Daityas—Surakshas, Mahājambha, Hayagrīva, Kṛishṇa, Janarta (?); Śaṅkhākṣha, Gomukha; and of the Rākshasa—Nila, Megha, Krathanaka, Mahoshnīṣha, Kambala, Aśvatara, Takshaka.

Of the Dānavas—Rada (?), Anuhūḍa, Agnimukha, Tārakākṣha, Trīśira, Śivumāra; and of the Rākshasa—Cyavana, Nanda, Vāikavaktra, and the large birds called Garuḍa.

Of the Daityas—Virocana, Jayanta (?), Agnijīhva, Hiranyākṣha; and of the Rākṣhasa—Vidyujīhva, Mahāmegha; the serpent Kurmāra, Svastikajaya.

Of the Daityas—Kālanemi, Gajakarna, Unjara (?); and of the Rakṣasa—Sumāli, Muṇja, Vāikavaktra, and the large birds called Garuḍa.

And there are many cities in this world.

Of the Daityas—Kālanemi, Gajakarna, Unjara (?); and of the Rakṣasa—Sumāli, Muṇja, Vāikavaktra, and the large birds called Garuḍa.

Of the Daityas—Kesari; and of the Rākṣhasa—Urdbhakṣuja (?), Sataśrīra, i.e. having a hundred heads, a friend of Indra; Vāsuki, a serpent.

The king Bali; and of the Daitya Mucukunda. In this world there are many houses for the Rākṣhasa, and Vishnū resides there, and Śesha, the master of the serpents.

After the earths follow the heavens, consisting of seven stories, one above the other. They are called loka, which means “gathering-place.” In a similar manner also the Greeks considered the heavens as gathering-places. So Johannes Grammaticus says in his refutation of Proclus: “Some philosophers thought that the sphere called γαλακτις, i.e. milk, by which they mean the milky way, is a dwelling-place for rational souls.” The poet Homer says: “Thou hast made the pure heaven an eternal dwelling-place for the gods. The winds do not shake it, the rains do not wet it, and the snow does not destroy it. For in it there is resplendent clearness without any covering cloud.”

Plato says: “God spoke to the seven planets: You are the gods of the gods, and I am the father of the actions; I am he who made you so that no dissolution
is possible; for anything bound, though capable of being loosened, is not exposed to destruction, as long as its order is good."

Aristotle says in his letter to Alexander: "The world is the order of the whole creation. That which is above the world, and surrounds it on the sides, is the dwelling-place of the gods. Heaven is full of the gods to which we give the name of stars." In another place of the same book he says, "The earth is bounded by the water, the water by the air, the air by the fire, the fire by the aitip. Therefore the highest place is the dwelling-place of the gods, and the lowest, the home of the aquatic animals."

There is a similar passage in the Vāyu-Purāṇa to this effect, that the earth is held in its grasp by the water, the water by the pure fire, the fire by the wind, the wind by heaven, and heaven by its lord.

The names of the lokas do not differ like those of the earths. There is a difference of opinion only regarding their order. We exhibit the names of the lokas in a table similar to the former (p. 230).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Number of the Heavens</th>
<th>What members of the Sun they represent according to the Aditya-Purāṇa</th>
<th>Their Names according to the Aditya, Vāyu and Pāñca-Purāṇas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>The stomach.</td>
<td>Bhūrloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>The breast.</td>
<td>Bhuvarloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>The mouth.</td>
<td>Svarloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>The eyebrow.</td>
<td>Mabarloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>The forehead.</td>
<td>Janaloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.</td>
<td>{ Above the }</td>
<td>Tapoloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ forehead. }</td>
<td>Satyaloka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII.</td>
<td>The skull.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This theory of the earths is the same with all Hindus, except alone the commentator of the book of Patañjali. He had heard that the Pitaras, or fathers, had their gathering-place in the sphere of the moon, a tradition built on the theories of the astronomers. In conse-
quence he made the lunar sphere the first heaven, whilst he ought to have identified it with Bhūrloka. And because by this method he had one heaven too many, he dropped the Svarloka, the place of reward.

The same author differs besides in another point. As the seventh heaven, Satyaloka, is in the Purāṇas also called Brahma-loka, he placed the Brahma-loka above the Satyaloka, whilst it would have been much more reasonable to think that in this case one and the same thing is called by two different names. He ought to have omitted the Brahma-loka, to have identified Pitriloka with Bhūrloka, and not to have left out the Svarloka.

So much about the seven earths and the seven heavens. We shall now speak of the division of the surface of the uppermost earth and of related subjects. 

_Dvipa_ (dvipa) is the Indian word for _island_. Hence the words Sangaladvipa (Simhaladvipa), which we call Serendib, and the Dibajīt (Maledives, Laccadives). The latter are numerous islands, which become, so to speak, decrepit, are dissolved and flattened, and finally disappear below the water, whilst at the same time other formations of the same kind begin to appear above the water like a streak of sand which continually grows and rises and extends. The inhabitants of the former island leave their homes, settle on the new one and colonise it.

According to the religious traditions of the Hindus, the earth on which we live is round and surrounded by a sea. On the sea lies an earth like a collar, and on this earth lies again a round sea like a collar. The number of dry collars, called _islands_, is seven, and likewise that of the seas. The size of both _dvipas_ and seas rises in such a progression that each _dvipa_ is the double of the preceding _dvipa_, each sea the double of the preceding sea, i.e. in the progression of the powers of two. If the middle earth is reckoned as one, the
size of all seven earths represented as collars is 127. If the sea surrounding the middle earth is counted as one, the size of all seven seas represented as collars is 127. The total size of both earths and seas is 254.

The commentator of the book of Patañjali has adopted as the size of the middle earth 100,000 yojana. Accordingly, the size of all the earths would be 12,700,000 yojana. Further he adopts as the size of the sea which surrounds the middle earth 200,000 yojana. Accordingly, the size of all the seas would be 25,400,000 yojana, and the total size of all the earths and seas 38,100,000 yojana. However, the author himself has not made these additions. Therefore we cannot compare his numbers with ours. But the Vāyu-Purāṇa says that the diameter of the totality of earths and seas is 37,900,000 yojana, a number which does not agree with the above-mentioned sum of 38,100,000 yojana. It cannot be accounted for, unless we suppose that the number of earths is only six, and that the progression begins with the number 4 instead of 2. Such a number of seas (i.e. 6) may possibly be explained in this way, that the seventh one has been dropped, because the author only wanted to find the size of the continents, which induced him to leave the last surrounding sea out of the calculation. But if he once mentions the continents he must also mention all the seas which surround them. Why he has commenced the progression with 4 instead of 2, I cannot account for by any of the principles of the calculation as they have been laid down.

Each dvipa and sea has a separate name. As far as we know them, we place them before the reader in the following table, and hope that the reader will excuse us for so doing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of the Dvipas and Seas</th>
<th>Matsya-Purāṇa</th>
<th>The Commentator of Patañjali—Vishnu-Purāṇa</th>
<th>Vernacular Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Jambu-dvipa</td>
<td>Lavana, i.e. salt.</td>
<td>Jambu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jambu, the name of a tree.</td>
<td>Lavana-samudra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Śāka-dvipa</td>
<td>Kśitrodaka, i.e. milk.</td>
<td>Śāka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plaksha, the name of a tree.</td>
<td>Ikshu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Kuśa-dvipa</td>
<td>Ghritamaṇḍa, i.e. butter.</td>
<td>Kuśa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Śālmali, the name of a tree.</td>
<td>Surā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Krauṅca-dvipa</td>
<td>Dadhimāṇḍa, i.e. thick milk.</td>
<td>Krauṅca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kuśa, the name of a plant.</td>
<td>Sarpis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Śālmali-dvipa</td>
<td>Surā, i.e. rice-wine.</td>
<td>Śālmali.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Krauṅca, the hosts.</td>
<td>Dadhisāgara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Gomeḍa-dvipa</td>
<td>Ikshurasoda, i.e. the juice of</td>
<td>Gomeḍa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sugar-cane.</td>
<td>Kshīra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Pushkara-dvipa</td>
<td>Svādūdaka, i.e. sweet water.</td>
<td>Pushkara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pushkara, the name of a tree.</td>
<td>Svādūdaka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Svādūdaka, i.e. sweet water.</td>
<td>Pāṇiya.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The differences of the traditions as exhibited by this table cannot be accounted for in any rational way. They can hardly have sprung from any other source but from arbitrary, accidental changes of the enumeration. The most appropriate of these traditions is that of the Matsya-Purāṇa, because it enumerates the dvīpas and seas one after the other according to a fixed order, a sea surrounding an island, an island surrounding a sea, the enumeration proceeding from the centre to the periphery.

We shall now in this place record some related subjects, though it would perhaps be more correct to treat of them in some other part of the book.

The commentator of the book of Patañjali, wishing to determine the dimension of the world, begins from below and says: "The dimension of the darkness is one kōṭi and 85 laksha yojana, i.e. 18,000,000 yojana.

"Then follows Naraka, i.e. the hells, of the dimension of 13 kōṭi and 12 laksha, i.e. 131,200,000 yojana.

"Then follows darkness, of one laksha, i.e. 100,000 yojana.

"Above it lies the earth Vajra, so called on account of its hardness, because the word means a diamond, and the molten thunder-bolt, of 34,000 yojana.

"Above it lies the middle earth Garbha, of 60,000 yojana.

"Above it lies the golden earth, of 30,000 yojana.

"Above this the seven earths, each of 10,000 yojana, which makes the sum of 70,000 yojana. The upper one of them is that which contains the dvīpas and the seas.

"Behind the sweet-water sea lies Lokadloka, which means a not-gathering-place, i.e. a place without civilisation and inhabitants.

"Thereupon follows the gold-earth of one Kōṭi, i.e. 10,000,000 yojana; above it the Pitriloka of 6,134,000 yojana.

"The totality of the seven lokas, which is called Brah-
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mdanda, has the dimension of 15 koṭi, i.e. 150,000,000 yojana. And above this is the darkness tamas, similar to the lowest darkness, of 18,500,000 yojana."

We on our part found it already troublesome to enumerate all the seven seas, together with the seven earths, and now this author thinks he can make the subject more easy and pleasant to us by inventing some more earths below those already enumerated by ourselves!

The Vishnu-Purāṇa, when treating of similar subjects, says: "There is a serpent under the seventh lowest earth, which is called Śeshākhyā, worshipped among the spiritual beings. It is also called Ananta. It has a thousand heads, and bears the earths without being molested by their heavy weight. These earths, one stored above the other, are gifted with good things and happiness, adorned with jewels, illuminated by their own rays, not by those of sun and moon. The latter two luminaries do not rise in them. Therefore their temperature is always equal, they have everlasting fragrant flowers, blossoms of trees and fruits; their inhabitants have no notion of time, since they do not become aware of any motions by counting them. Their dimension is 70,000 yojana, the dimensions of each being 10,000. Nārada, the Rishi, went down in order to see them, and to acquaint himself with the two kinds of beings which inhabit them, the Daitya and Dānava. When he then found the bliss of paradise to be rather insignificant in comparison with that of these earths, he returned to the angels, giving his report to them, and rousing their admiration by his description."

Further, the following passage: "Behind the sweet-water sea lies the gold earth, the double of the totality of the dvāpas and seas; but not inhabited by men nor by demons. Behind it lies Lokatloka, a mountain of the height of 10,000 yojana, and of the same breadth. Its whole dimension is 50 koṭi, i.e. 500,000,000 yojana."

The totality of all this is in the Hindu language
sometimes called *dhātri*, i.e. *holding all things*, and
sometimes *vidhātri*, i.e. *letting loose all things*. It is also
called the *dwelling-place of every living being*, and by
various other names, which differ as people differ in
their opinions about the *vacuum*. Those who believe
in the *vacuum* make it the cause why all bodies are
attracted towards it, whilst those who deny the *vacuum*
declare that it is not the cause of the attraction.

Then the author of the *Vishnu-Purana* returns to the
*Lokas* and says: "Everything which a foot can tread
upon and a ship sail in, is *Bhūrloka*." This seems to
be an indication of the surface of the uppermost earth.
The air, which is between the earth and the sun, in
which the Siddhas, the Munis, and the Gandharvas,
the musicians, wander to and fro, is the *Bhuvarloka*.
The whole of these three earths is called the *three
prithivī*. That which is above them is *Vyāsa-mandala*,
i.e. the realm of Vyāsa. The distance between the
earth and sun is *100,000 yojana*, that between the sun
and the moon is the same. The distance between the
moon and Mercury is two *lakshas*, i.e. *200,000 yojana*,
that between Mercury and Venus is the same. The
distances between Venus and Mars, Mars and Jupiter,
Jupiter and Saturn, are equal, each being *200,000
yojana*. The distance between Saturn and the Great
Bear is *100,000 yojana*, and that from the Great Bear
to the pole is *1000 yojana*. Above it is *Maharloka*, at
distance of *20 millions of yojana*; above it, the *Jīna-
loka*, at a distance of *80 millions*; above it, *Pitriloka*, at
distance of *480 millions*; above it, *Satyaloka*.

This sum, however, is more than thrice the sum
which we have mentioned on the authority of the com-
mentator of the book of Patañjali, i.e. *150,000 yojana*.
But such is the custom of the copyists and scribes in
every nation, and I cannot declare the students of the
*Purānas* to be free from it, for they are not men of
exact learning.
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TRADITIONS RELATING TO THE POLE.

The pole, in the language of the Hindus, is called dhruva, and the axis tālāka. The Hindus, with the exception of their astronomers, speak always only of one pole, the reason of which is their belief in the dome of heaven, as we have heretofore explained. According to Vāyu-Purāṇa, heaven revolves round the pole like a potter's wheel, and the pole revolves round itself, without changing its own place. This revolution is finished in 30 mukhātra, i.e. in one nychthemeron.

Regarding the south pole, I have heard from them only one story or tradition, viz. the following. They had once a king called Somadatta, who by his noble deeds had deserved paradise; but he did not like the idea of his body being torn away from his soul when he should depart into the other world. Now he called on the Rishi Vasishṭha, and told to him that he loved his body, and did not wish to be separated from it; but the Rishi informed him that it was impossible to take along with oneself the material body from this world into paradise. Thereupon he laid his desire before the children of Vasishṭha; however, these spat in his face, scoffed at him, and changed him into a candāla with ear-rings in both ears, and clad in a kurṣak (i.e. a short shirt worn by the women round the shoulders, reaching down to the middle of the body). When he came in this condition to the Rishi, Viśvāmitra, the latter found him to be a disgusting spectacle, and asked him what
was the reason of his appearing so, whereupon Somadatta informed him, and told him the whole story. Now Viśvāmitra became very angry on his account; he ordered the Brahmans into his presence in order to perform a great sacrifice, among those also the children of Vasishṭha, and he spoke to them: "I wish to make a new world, and a new paradise for this pious king, that there he may obtain the fulfilment of his wish." Thereupon he began to make the pole and the Great Bear in the south, but then Indra, the ruler, and the spiritual beings began to fear him. They went to him, humbled themselves before him, and asked him to desist from the work he had commenced on this condition, that they would carry Somadatta with his body, just as it was, into paradise. This they did, and in consequence the Rishi desisted from making a second world, but that which he had already made up to that moment remained.

It is well known that the north pole with us is called the Great Bear, the south pole Canopus. But some of our people (Muslims) who do not rise above the uneducated mass, maintain that in the south of heaven too there is a Great Bear of the same shape as the northern, which revolves round the southern pole.

Such a thing would not be impossible nor even strange, if the report about it came from a trustworthy man, who had made long sea-voyages. Certainly in southern regions stars are seen which we do not know in our latitudes. So Śripāla says that the people of Multān see in summer time a red star a little below the meridian of Canopus, which they call Śala, i.e. the beam of crucifixion, and that the Hindus consider it as unlucky. Therefore, when the moon stands in the station Pūrvabhadrapada, the Hindus do not travel towards the south, because this star stands in the south.

Aljaïhâni relates, in his Book of Routes, that on the
island Langabálús there is a large star visible, known as the fever-star. It appears in winter about morning
dawn in the east as high as a date-palm tree, having an
oblong shape, composed of the tail of the Small Bear
and his back, and of some small stars situated there;
it is called the axe of the mill. Brahmagupta mentions
it in connection with the Fish. The Hindus tell rather
ludicrous tales when speaking of the figure in which
they represent this group of stars, viz. the figure of a
four-footed aquatic animal, which they call Šakvara and
also Šibumára. I suppose that the latter animal is the
great lizard, for in Persia it is called Susmár, which
sounds much like the Indian Šibumára. Of this kind
of animals there is also an aquatic species, similar to
the crocodile and the skink. One of those tales is the
following.

When Brahman wanted to create mankind, he divided
himself into two halves, of which the right one was
called Viráj, the left one Manu. The latter one is the
being from whom the period of time called Manvantara
has received its name. Manu had two sons, Priyavrata
and Uttánapáda, the bow-legged king. The latter had
a son called Dhrúva, who was slighted by one of the
wives of his father. On account of this, he was pre-
sented with the power to turn round all the stars as he
pleased. He appeared in the Manvantara of Svayam-
ahuva, the first of all Manvantaras, and he has for ever
remained in his place.

The Váyu-Puráṇa says: “The wind drives the stars
round the pole, which are bound to it by ties invisible to
man. They move round like the beam in the olive-press,
for its bottom is, as it were, standing still, whilst its end
is moving round.

The Vishnu-Dharma says: “Vajra, one of the children
of Balabhadrā, the brother of Nárāyaṇa, asked the Rishi
Márkanḍeys as to the pole, upon which he answered:
When God created the world, it was dark and desert.
Thereupon he made the globe of the sun shining, and the globes of the stars watery, receiving the light of the sun from that side of his which he turns towards them. Fourteen of these stars he placed round the pole in the shape of a śiśumāra, which drive the other stars round the pole. One of them, north of the pole, on the uppermost chin, is Uttānapāda, on the lowest chin Yajna, on the head Dharma, on the breast Nārâyana, on the two hands towards the east the two stars Āśvinta the physicians, on the two feet Varuṇa, and Aryaman towards the west, on the penis Samwatsara, on the back Mitra, on the tail Agni, Mahendra, Marici, and Kaśyapa."

The pole itself is Vishnu, the ruler of the inhabitants of paradise; he is, further, the time rising, growing, getting old, and vanishing.

Further, the Vishnu-Dharma says: "If a man reads this and knows it accurately, God pardons to him the sins of that day, and fourteen years will be added to his life, the length of which has been fixed beforehand."

How simple those people are! Among us there are scholars who know between 1020 to 1030 stars. Should those men breathe and receive life from God only on account of their knowledge of stars?

All the stars revolve, whatever may be the position of the pole with regard to them.

If I had found a Hindu able to point out to me with his finger the single stars, I should have been able to identify them with the star-figures known among Greeks and Arabs, or with stars in the neighbourhood in case they did not belong to any of these figures.
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ON MOUNT MERU ACCORDING TO THE BELIEF OF THE AUTHORS OF THE PURĀÑAS AND OF OTHERS.

We begin with the description of this mountain, since it is the centre of the Dvipas and seas, and, at the same time, the centre of Jambūdvīpa. Brahmagupta says: "Manifold are the opinions of people relating to the description of the earth and to Mount Meru, particularly among those who study the Purāṇas and the religious literature. Some describe this mountain as rising above the surface of the earth to an excessive height. It is situated under the pole, and the stars revolve round its foot, so that rising and setting depends upon Meru. It is called Meru because of its having the faculty of doing this, and because it depends alone upon the influence of its head that sun and moon become visible. The day of the angels who inhabit Meru lasts six months, and their night also six months."

Brahmagupta quotes the following passage from the book of Jina, i.e. Buddha: "Mount Meru is quadrangular, not round."

The commentator Balabhadra says: "Some people say that the earth is flat, and that Mount Meru is an illuminating, light-giving body. However, if such were the case, the planets would not revolve round the horizon of the inhabitants of Meru, and if it were shining it would be visible because of its height, as the
pole above it is visible. According to some, Meru consists of gold; according to others it consists of jewels. Āryabhaṭa thinks that it has not absolute height, but only the height of one yojana, and that it is round, not quadrangular, the realm of the angels; that it is invisible, although shining, because it is very distant from the inhabited earth, being situated entirely in the high north, in the cold zone, in the centre of a desert called Nandana-vana. However, if it were of a great height, it would not be possible on the 66th degree of latitude for the whole Tropic of Cancer to be visible, and for the sun to revolve on it, being always visible without ever disappearing."

All that Balabhadra produces is foolish both in words and matter, and I cannot find why he felt himself called upon to write a commentary if he had nothing better to say.

If he tries to refute the theory of the flatness of the earth by the planets revolving round the horizon of Meru, this argument would go nearer proving the theory than refuting it. For if the earth were a flat expanse, and everything high on earth were parallel to the perpendicular height of Meru, there would be no change of horizon, and the same horizon would be the equinox for all places on earth.

On the words of Āryabhaṭa as quoted by Balabhadra we make the following remarks.

Let $\text{AB}$ be the globe of the earth round the centre $\text{H}$. Further, $\text{A}$ is a place on the earth in the 66th degree of latitude. We cut off from the circle the arc $\text{AB}$, equal to the greatest declination. Then $\text{B}$ is the place in the zenith of which the pole stands.

Further, we draw the line $\text{AC}$ touching the globe in
the point A. This line lies in the plane of the horizon as far as the human eye reaches round the earth.

We join the points A and H with each other, and draw the line H B C, so that it is met in C by the line A C. Further, we let fall the perpendicular A T on H C. Now, it is evident that—

A T is the sine of the greatest declination;
T B the versed sine of the greatest declination;
T H the sine of the complement of the greatest declination.

And as we here occupy ourselves with Āryabhāta, we shall, according to his system, change the sines in kardajāt. Accordingly—

\[ A T = 1397, \]
\[ T H = 3140, \]
\[ B T = 298. \]

Because the angle H A C is a right angle, we have the equation—

\[ H T : T A = T A : T C. \]

And the square of A T is 1,951,609. If we divide it by T H, we get as quotient 622.

The difference between this number and T B is 324, which is B C. And the relation of B C to B H, the latter being *sinus totus* = 3438, is the same as the relation of the number of *yojanas* of B C to the *yojanas* of B H. The latter number is, according to Āryabhāta, 800. If it is multiplied by the just-mentioned difference of 324 we get the sum of 259,200. And if we divide this number by the *sinus totus* we get 75 as quotient, which is the number of *yojanas* of B C, equal to 600 *miles* or 200 *farsakh*.

If the perpendicular of a mountain is 200 *farsakh*, the ascent will be nearly the double. Whether Mount Meru has such a height or not, nothing of it can be visible in the 66th degree of latitude, and it would not cover anything of the Tropic of Cancer at all (so as to intercept from it the light of the sun). And if for those
latitudes (66° and 23°) Meru is under the horizon, it is also under the horizon for all places of less latitude. If you compare Meru with a luminous body like the sun, you know that the sun sets and disappears under the earth. Indeed Meru may be compared with the earth. It is not invisible to us because of its being far away in the cold zone, but because it lies below the horizon, because the earth is a globe, and everything heavy is attracted towards its centre.

Āryabhaṭa further tries to prove that Mount Meru has only a moderate height by the fact that the Tropic of Cancer is visible in places the latitude of which is equal to the complement of the greatest declination. We must remark that this argument is not valid, for we know the conditions of the lines of latitude and other lines in those countries only through ratiocination, not from eyesight nor from tradition, because they are uninhabited and their roads are impassable.

If a man has come from those parts to Āryabhaṭa and told him that the Tropic of Cancer is visible in that latitude, we may meet this by stating that a man has also come to us from the same region telling us that one part of it is there invisible. The only thing which covers the Tropic of Cancer is this mountain Meru. If Meru did not exist, the whole tropic would be visible. Who, now, has been able to make out which of the two reports deserves most credit?

In the book of Āryabhaṭa of Kusumapura we read that the mountain Meru is in Himavant, the cold zone, not higher than a yojana. In the translation, however, it has been rendered so as to express that it is not higher than Himavant by more than a yojana.

This author is not identical with the elder Āryabhaṭa, but he belongs to his followers, for he quotes him and follows his example. I do not know which of these two namesakes is meant by Balabhadra.

In general, what we know of the conditions of the
place of this mountain we know only by ratiocination. About the mountain itself they have many traditions. Some give it the height of one yojana, others more; some consider it as quadrangular, others as an octagon. We shall now lay before the reader what the Rishis teach regarding this mountain.

The Matsya-Purāṇa says: "It is golden and shining like fire which is not dulled by smoke. It has four different colours on its four sides. The colour of the eastern side is white like the colour of the Brahmins, that of the northern is red like that of the Kshatriya, that of the southern is yellow like the colour of the Vaiśya, and that of the western is black like the colour of the Śūdra. It is 86,000 yojana high, and 16,000 of these yojana lie within the earth. Each of its four sides has 34,000 yojana. There are rivers of sweet water running in it, and beautiful golden houses inhabited by the spiritual beings, the Deva, by their singers the Gandharva, and their harlots the Apsaras. Also Asuras, Daityas, and Rākshasas are living in it. Round the mountain lies the pond Mānasa, and around it to all four sides are the Lokapāla, i.e. the guardians of the world and its inhabitants. Mount Meru has seven knots, i.e. great mountains, the names of which are Mahendra, Malaya, Sahya, Śuktibām (?), Rikshabām (?), Vindhya, Pāriyātra. The small mountains are nearly innumerable; they are those which are inhabited by mankind.

"The great mountains round Meru are the following: Himavant, always covered with snow, inhabited by the Rākshasa, Piśāca, and Yaksha. Hemakūṭa, the golden, inhabited by the Gandharva and Apsaras. Nishadha, inhabited by the Nāga or snakes, which have the following seven princes: Ananta, Vāsuki, Takshaka, Karkotaka, Mahāpadma, Kambala, Aśvatara. Nīla, peacock-like, of many colours, inhabited by the Siddha and Brahmaṇshi, the anchorites. The mountain..."
Śveta, inhabited by the Daitya and Dānava. The mountain Śrīṅgavant, inhabited by the Pitaras, the fathers and grandfathers of the Deva. Not far to the north of this mountain there are mountain-passes full of jewels and of trees which remain during a whole kalpa. And in the centre of these mountains is Ilāvrita, the highest of all. The whole is called Purushaparvata. The region between the Himavant and the Śrīṅgavant is called Kailāsa, the play-ground of the Rākshasa and Apsaras."

The Vishnu-Purāṇa says: "The great mountains of the middle earth are Śrī-parvata, Malaya-parvata, Mālyavant, Vindhya, Trikūta, Tripurāntika, and Kailāsa. Their inhabitants drink the water of the rivers, and live in eternal bliss."

The Vāyu-Purāṇa contains similar statements about the four sides and the height of Meru as the hitherto quoted Purāṇas. Besides, it says that on each side of it there is a quadrangular mountain, in the east the Mālyavant, in the north Ānila, in the west the Gandhamādana, and in the south the Nishadha.

The Āditya-Purāṇa gives the same statement about the size of each of its four sides which we have quoted from the Matsya-Purāṇa, but I have not found in it a statement about the height of Meru. According to this Purāṇa, its east side is of gold, the west of silver, the south of rubies, the north of different jewels.

The extravagant notions of the dimensions of Meru would be impossible if they had not the same extravagant notions regarding the earth; and if there is no limit fixed to guesswork, guesswork may without any hindrance develop into lying. For instance, the commentator of the book of Patañjali not only makes Meru quadrangular, but even oblong. The length of one side he fixes at 15 koti, i.e. 150,000,000 yojana, whilst he fixes the length of the other three sides only at the third of this, i.e. 5 koti. Regarding the four sides of
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Meru, he says that on the east are the mountain Mālava and the ocean, and between them the kingdoms called Bhaḍrāśva. On the north are Nila, Sīta, Śringā-dri, and the ocean, and between them the kingdoms Ramyaka, Hiraṃmaya, and Kuru. On the west are the mountain Gandhamādana and the ocean, and between them the kingdom Ketumāla. On the south are Mrāvarta (?), Nishadha, Hemakūta, Himagiri, and the ocean, and between them the kingdoms Bhāratavārsha, Kimpurusha, and Harivarsha.

This is all I could find of Hindu traditions regarding Meru; and as I have never found a Buddhistic book, and never knew a Buddhist from whom I might have learned their theories on this subject, all I relate of them I can only relate on the authority of Alēränkshahrt, though, according to my mind, his report has no claim to scientific exactness, nor is it the report of a man who has a scientific knowledge of the subject. According to him, the Buddhists believe that Meru lies between four worlds in the four cardinal directions; that it is square at the bottom and round at the top; that it has the length of 80,000 yojana, one half of which rises into heaven, whilst the other half goes down into the earth. That side which is next to our world consists of blue sapphires, which is the reason why heaven appears to us blue; the other sides are of rubies, yellow and white gems. Thus Meru is the centre of the earth.

The mountain Kāf, as it is called by our common people, is with the Hindus the Lokāloka. They maintain that the sun revolves from Lokāloka towards Meru, and that he illuminates only its inner northern side.

Similar views are held by the Zoroastrians of Sogdiana, viz. that the mountain Ardiyā surrounds the world; that outside of it is khom, similar to the pupil of the eye, in which there is something of everything, and that behind it there is a vacuum. In the centre of the
world is the mountain Girmagar, between our κλίμα and the six other κλίματα, the throne of heaven. Between each two there is burning sand, on which no foot could stand. The spheres revolve in the climata like mills, but in ours they revolve in an inclined course, because our clima, that one inhabited by mankind, is the uppermost.
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TRADITIONS OF THE PŪRĀNAS REGARDING EACH OF THE SEVEN DVĪPAS.

We must ask the reader not to take any offence if he finds all the words and meanings which occur in the present chapter to be totally different from anything corresponding in Arabic. As for the difference of words, it is easily accounted for by the difference of languages in general; and as regards the difference of the meanings, we mention them only either in order to draw attention to an idea which might seem acceptable even to a Muslim, or to point out the irrational nature of a thing which has no foundation in itself.

We have already spoken of the central Dvīpa when describing the environs of the mountain in its centre. It is called Jambū-Dvīpa, from a tree growing in it, the branches of which extend over a space of 100 yojana. In a later chapter, devoted to the description of the inhabitable world and its division, we shall finish the description of Jambū-Dvīpa. Next, however, we shall describe the other Dvīpas which surround it, following, as regards the order of the names, the authority of Matsya-Purāṇa, for the above-mentioned reason (v. p. 236). But before entering into this subject we shall here insert a tradition of the Vāyu-Purāṇa regarding the central Dvīpa (Jambū-Dvīpa).

According to this source, "there are two kinds of inhabitants in Madhyadeśa. First the Kimpurusha. Their men are known as the gold-coloured ones, their women as svaṇu. They live a long life without ever...."
being ill. They never commit a sin, and do not know envy. Their food is a juice which they express from the dates of the palm trees, called madya (?). The second kind are the Haripurusha, having the colour of silver. They live 11,000 years, are beardless, and their food is sugar-cane." Since they are described as beardless and silver-coloured, one might be inclined to take them for Turks; but the fact of their eating dates and sugar-cane compels us to see in them a more southern nation. But where do we find people of the colour of gold or silver? We know only of the colour of burnt silver, which occurs, e.g. among the Zanj, who lead a life without sorrow and envy, as they do not possess anything which gives birth to these passions. They live no doubt longer than we, but only a little longer, and by no means twice as long. The Zanj are so uncivilised that they have no notion of a natural death. If a man dies a natural death, they think he was poisoned. Every death is suspicious with them, if a man has not been killed by a weapon. Likewise it is regarded with suspicion by them, if a man is touched by the breath of a consumptive person.

We shall now describe Śaka-Dvīpa. It has, according to the Matsya-Purāṇa, seven great rivers, one of which equals the Ganges in purity. In the first ocean there are seven mountains adorned with jewels, some of which are inhabited by Devas, others by demons. One of them is a golden, lofty mountain, whence the clouds rise which bring us the rain. Another contains all the medicines. Indra, the ruler, takes from it the rain. Another one is called Soma. Regarding this mountain they relate the following story:—

Kaśyapa had two wives, Kadrū, the mother of the snakes, and Vinatā, the mother of the birds. Both lived in a plain where there was a grey horse. However, the mother of the snakes maintained that the horse was brown. Now they made the covenant that
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She who was wrong should become the slave of the other, but they postponed the decision till the following day. In the following night the mother of the snakes sent her black children to the horse, to wind themselves round it and to conceal its colour. In consequence the mother of the birds became her slave for a time.

The latter, Vinatâ, had two children, Anûru, the guardian of the tower of the sun, which is drawn by the horses, and Garuḍa. The latter spoke to his mother: "Demand from the children nourished at your breast what may restore you to liberty." This she did. People also spoke to her of the ambrosia (amṛita), which is with the Devas. Thereupon Garuḍa flew to the Devas and demanded it from them, and they fulfilled his wish. For Amṛita is one of those things peculiar to them, and if somebody else gets it, he lives as long as the Devas. He humbled himself before them in order to obtain the Amṛita, for the purpose of freeing therewith his mother, at the same time promising to bring it back afterwards. They had pity upon him, and gave it him. Thereupon Garuḍa went to the mountain Soma, in which the Devas were living. Garuḍa gave the Amṛita to the Devas, and thereby freed his mother. Then he spoke to them: "Do not come near the Amṛita unless you have before bathed in the river Ganges." This they did, and left the Amṛita where it was. Meanwhile Garuḍa brought it back to the Devas, and obtained thereby a high rank in sanctity, so that he became the king of all the birds and the riding-bird of Vishṇu.

The inhabitants of Śāka-Dvīpa are pious, long-lived beings, who can dispense with the rule of kings, since they do not know envy nor ambition. Their lifetime, not capable of any change, is as long as a Tretayuga. The four colours are among them, i.e. the different castes, which do not intermarry nor mix with each other.
They live in eternal joy, without ever being sorry. According to *Vishnul-Purāṇa*, the names of their castes are Āryaka, Kurura, Vivimśa (Vivamśa), and Bhāvin (?), and they worship Vāsudeva.

The third Dvīpa is Kuśa-Dvīpa. According to the *Matsya-Purāṇa* it has seven mountains containing jewels, fruit, flowers, odoriferous plants, and cereals. One of them, named Drona, contains famous medicines or drugs, particularly the *vibalyakarana*, which heals every wound instantaneously, and *mrītasamjāvan*, which restores the dead to life. Another one, called hari, is similar to a black cloud. On this mountain there is a fire called *Mahisha*, which has come out of the water, and will remain there till the destruction of the world; it is this very fire which will burn the world. Kuśa-Dvīpa has seven kingdoms and innumerable rivers flowing to the sea, which are then changed by Indra into rain. To the greatest rivers belong *Jauṇu* (Yamunā), which purifies from all sins. About the inhabitants of this Dvīpa, *Matsya-Purāṇa* does not give any information. According to *Vishnul-Purāṇa* the inhabitants are pious, sinless people, every one of them living 10,000 years. They worship Janārdana, and the names of their castes are Damin, Śushmin, Sneha, and Mandeha.

The fourth, or Kraunča-Dvīpa, has, according to the *Matsya-Purāṇa*, mountains containing jewels, rivers which are branches of the Ganges, and kingdoms the people of which have a white colour and are pious and pure. According to *Vishnul-Purāṇa* the people there live in one and the same place without any distinction among members of the community, but afterwards it says that the names of their castes are Pushkara, Pushkala, Dhanya, and Tishya (?). They worship Janārdana.

The fifth, or Śālmala-Dvīpa, has, according to the *Matsya-Purāṇa*, mountains and rivers. Its inhabitants
are pure, long-lived, mild, and never angry. They never suffer from drought or dearth, for their food comes to them simply in answer to their wishes, without their sowing or toiling. They come into existence without being born; they are never ill nor sorry. They do not require the rule of kings, since they do not know the desire for property. They live contented and in safety; they always prefer that which is good and love virtue. The climate of this Dvīpa never alters in cold or heat, so they are not bound to protect themselves against either. They have no rain, but the water bubbles up for them out of the earth and drops down from the mountains. This is also the case in the following Dvipas. The inhabitants are of one kind, without any distinction of caste. Every one lives 3000 years.

According to the Vishnu-Purāṇa they have beautiful faces and worship Bhagavat. They bring offerings to the fire, and every one of them lives 10,000 years. The names of their castes are Kapila, Arūṇa, Pīta, and Kṛṣṇa.

The sixth, or Gomeda-Dvīpa, has, according to the Matsya-Purāṇa, two great mountains, the deep-black Sumanas, which encompasses the greatest part of the Dvīpa, and the Kumuda, of golden colour and very lofty; the latter one contains all medicines. This Dvīpa has two kingdoms.

According to Vishnu-Purāṇa the inhabitants are pious and without sin and worship Viṣṇu. The names of their castes are Mrīga, Māgadha, Māṇasa, and Mandaga. The climate of this Dvīpa is so healthy and pleasant that the inhabitants of paradise now and then visit it on account of the fragrancy of its air.

The seventh, or Pushkara-Dvīpa, has, according to the Matsya-Purāṇa, in its eastern part the mountain Citrāśālā, i.e. having a variegated roof with horns of jewels. Its height is 34,000 yojana, and its circum-
ference 25,000 yojana. In the west lies the mountain Mānasa, shining like the full moon; its height is 35,000 yojana. This mountain has a son who protects his father against the west. In the east of this Dvīpa are two kingdoms where every inhabitant lives 10,000 years. The water bubbles up for them out of the earth, and drops down from the mountains. They have no rain and no flowing river; they know neither summer nor winter. They are of one kind, without any distinction of caste. They never suffer from dearth, and do not get old. Everything they wish for comes to them, whilst they live quiet and happy without knowing anything else but virtue. It is as if they were in the suburb of paradise. All bliss is given to them; they live long and are without ambition. So there is no service, no rule, no sin, no envy, no opposition, no debating, no toiling in agriculture and diligence in trading.

According to the Vishnu-Purāṇa, Pushkara-Dvīpa is so called from a large tree, which is also called nya-grodha. Under this tree is Brahmma-rāpa, i.e. the figure of Brahman, worshipped by the Deva and Dānava. The inhabitants are equal among each other, not claiming any superiority, whether they be human beings or beings associating with the Devas. In this Dvīpa there is only a single mountain, called Mānasottamā, which rises in a round form on the round Dvīpa. From its top all the other Dvipas are visible, for its height is 50,000 yojana, and the breadth the same.
CHAPTER XXV.

ON THE RIVERS OF INDIA, THEIR SOURCES AND COURSES.

The Vāyu-Purāṇa enumerates the rivers rising in the well-known great mountains which we have mentioned as the knots of Mount Meru (vide p. 247). To facilitate the study we exhibit them in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Great Knots</th>
<th>Names of the Rivers which rise in them in Nagarasamvṛtta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mahendra</td>
<td>Trīṣāgā, Rishikulyā, Ikshulā, Tripāv (?), Āyanā (?), Lāṅgūlini, Vaṁśavara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaya</td>
<td>Kṛtamālā, Tāmravarnā, Pushpajāti, Utpalavatt (!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahya</td>
<td>Godāvari, Bhīmarathī, Krishṇa, Vaṁśyā, Saṁvajula, Tūṅgabhadrā, Suprayogā, Pājaya (!), Kāverī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śukti</td>
<td>Rishika, Bālūka (!), Kumārī, Mandavāhinī, Kirpa (!), Palāśinī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riksha</td>
<td>Śona, Mahānāda, Narmadā, Surasa, Kirva (?), Mandākinī, Daśārnā, Citrakātā, Tamasā, Pipyala, Śrong, Karamoda (?), Piśābika (?), Citrapala, Mahāvegā, Bāṣjūlā, Bāḻuvāhinī, Sūktimāti, Shakrunā (!), Tridivā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vindhyā</td>
<td>Tāptī, Pajyoshnī, Nirbindhyā, Sirvā (?), Niṣhadā, Vēṇvā, Vaitaranī, Śini, Hāhu (!), Kumudvatī, Tobā, Mahāgaurī, Durgā, Antaśīla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāriyātra</td>
<td>Vedasmrīti, Vedavatī, Vṛitraghnī (?) Parnāsā, Nandānā, Saddānā (?), Rāmadī (?), Parā, Carmanvati, Lūpa (?), Vidīśā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(257)
The Mātaya-Purāṇa and Vāyu-Purāṇa mention the rivers flowing in Jambū-Dvīpa, and say that they rise in the mountains of Himavant. In the following table we simply enumerate them, without following any particular principle of arrangement. The reader must imagine that the mountains form the boundaries of India. The northern mountains are the snowy Himavant. In their centre lies Kashmir, and they are connected with the country of the Turks. This mountain region becomes colder and colder till the end of the inhabitable world and Mount Meru. Because this mountain has its chief extension in longitude, the rivers rising on its north side flow through the countries of the Turks, Tibetans, Khazars, and Slavonians, and fall into the Sea of Jurjān (the Caspian Sea), or the sea of Khwārizm (the Aral Sea), or the Sea Pontus (the Black Sea), or the northern Sea of the Slavonians (the Baltic); whilst the rivers rising on the southern slopes flow through India and fall into the great ocean, some reaching it single, others combined.

The rivers of India come either from the cold mountains in the north or from the eastern mountains, both of which in reality form one and the same chain, extending towards the east, and then turning towards the south until they reach the great ocean, where parts of it penetrate into the sea at the place called the Dīke of Rāma. Of course, these mountains differ very much in cold and heat.

We exhibit the names of the rivers in the following table:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sindh or the river of Vaihānd.</th>
<th>Biyatta or Jailam.</th>
<th>Candrabhāga or Candrāha.</th>
<th>Biyāha to the west of Lahore.</th>
<th>Irāvatī to the east of Lahore.</th>
<th>S'atarudra — or Shataldar.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In the mountains bordering on the kingdom of Kāya-bish, i.e. Kābul, rises a river which is called Ghorvand, on account of its many branches. It is joined by several affluents:—

1. The river of the pass of Ghūzak.
2. The river of the gorge of Panchtr, below the town of Parwān.
3. 4. The river Sharvat and the river Sāwa, which latter flows through the town of Lanbagā, i.e. Lamghān; they join the Ghorvand at the fortress of Drūta.
5. 6. The rivers Nūr and Kīrā.

Swelled by these affluents, the Ghorvand is a great river opposite the town of Purshāvar, being there called the ford, from a ford near the village of Mahanāra, on the eastern banks of the river, and it falls into the river Sindh near the castle of Bitūr, below the capital of Alkandahār (Gandhāra), i.e. Vaihānd.

The river Biyatta, known as Jailam, from the city of
this name on its western banks, and the river Candaraha join each other nearly fifty miles above Jahravār, and pass along west of Multān.

The river Biyāh flows east of Multān, and joins afterwards the Biyatta and Candaraha.

The river Irāva is joined by the river Kaj, which rises in Nagarkot in the mountains of Bhātu, Thereupon follows as the fifth the river Shatladar (Satlej).

After these five rivers have united below Multān at a place called Pañcanada, i.e. the meeting-place of the five rivers, they form an enormous watercourse. In flood-times it sometimes swells to such a degree as to cover nearly a space of ten farsakh, and to rise above the tree of the plains, so that afterwards the rubbish carried by the floods is found in their highest branches like birds-nests.

The Muslims call the river, after it has passed the Sindhi city Aror, as a united stream, the river of Mihrān. Thus it extends, flowing straight on, becoming broader and broader, and gaining in purity of water, enclosing in its course places like islands, until it reaches Almanstāra, situated between several of its arms, and flows into the ocean at two places, near the city Lohārad, and more eastward in the province of Kacch at a place called Sindhu-sāgara, i.e. the Sindh Sea.

As the name union of the five rivers occurs in this part of the world (in Panjāb), we observe that a similar name is used also to the north of the above-mentioned mountain chains, for the rivers which flow thence towards the north, after having united near Tirmidh and having formed the river of Balkh, are called the union of the seven rivers. The Zoroastrians of Sogdiana have confounded these two things; for they say that the whole of the seven rivers is Sind, and its upper course Bartāsh. A man descending on it sees the sinking of the sun on his right side if he turns his
face towards the west, as we see it here on our left side (sic).

The river Sarsati falls into the sea at the distance of a bowshot east of Somanâth.

The river Jau, joins the Ganges below Kanoj, which lies west of it. The united stream falls into the great ocean near Gangâsâgara.

Between the mouths of the rivers Sarsati and Ganges is the mouth of the river Narmadâ, which descends from the eastern mountains, takes its course in a south-western direction, and falls into the sea near the town Bahroj, nearly sixty yojana east of Somanâth.

Behind the Ganges flow the rivers Rahab and Kawint, which join the river Sarwa near the city of Bâri.

The Hindus believe that the Ganges in ancient times flowed in Paradise, and we shall relate at a subsequent opportunity how it happened to come down upon earth.

The Matsya-Purâna says: “After the Ganges had settled on earth, it divided itself into seven arms, the middle of which is the main stream, known as the Ganges. Three flowed eastward, Nalini, Hrâdinî, and Pâvani, and three westward, Sîtâ, Cakshu, and Sindhu.

The river Sîta rises in the Himavant, and flows through these countries: Salila, Karstuba, Cîna, Varvara, Yavasa (?), Baha, Pushkara, Kulata, Maṅgala, Kavara, and Sangavanta (?); then it falls into the western ocean.

South of Sîta flows the river Cakshuś, which irrigates the countries Cîna, Maru, Kâlika (?), Dhûlikâ (?), Tukhâra, Barbara, Kâca (?), Palhava, and Bârwancat.

The river Sîndh flows through the countries Sîndhu, Darada, Zindutunda (?), Gândhâra, Rûrasa (?), Krûra (?), Śivapaura, Indramaru, Sabâti (?), Saindhava, Kubata, Bahlmarvara, Mara, Mrûna, and Sukûrda.

The river Ganges, which is the middle and main
stream, flows through the Gandharva, the musicians, Kimnara, Yakshas, Râkshasa, Vidyâdhara, Uraga, i.e. those who creep on their breasts, the serpents, Kalâpagrama, i.e. the city of the most virtuous, Kimpurusha, Khasa(?), the mountaineers, Kîrâta, Pulinda, the hunters in the plains, robbers, Kuru, Bharata, Pañcâla, Kaushaka(?), Mâtsya, Magadha, Brahmostara, and Tâmalipta. These are the good and bad beings through whose territories the Ganges flows. Afterwards it enters into branches of the mountain Vindhya, where the elephants live, and then it falls into the southern ocean.

Of the eastern Ganges arms, the Hrîdini flows through the countries Nishaba, Ùpakâna, Dhivara, Prishaka, Nilamukha, Kikara, Ushtrakarna, i.e. people whose lips are turned like their ears, Kîrâta, Kalidara, Vivarna, i.e. the colourless people, so called on account of their intense blackness, Kushikâna, and Svargabhûmi, i.e. a country like Paradise. Finally it falls into the eastern ocean.

The river Pâvani gives water to the Kupatha(?), who are far from sin, Indradyumnasaras, i.e. the cisterns of the king Indradyumna, Kharapatha, Bitra, and Sañkupatha. It flows through the steppe Udyânamarûra, through the country of the Kuśaprâvaraṇa, and Indradvîpa, and afterwards it falls into the salt sea.

The river Nalini flows through Tâmara, Hamsamârga, Samûhuka, and Pûrna. All these are pious people who abstain from evil. Then it flows through the midst of mountains and passes by the Karnaprâvaraṇa, i.e. people whose ears fall down on their shoulders, Aśvamukha, i.e. people with horse-faces, Parvatamaru, mountainous steppes, and Rûmimanaḍala. Finally it flows into the ocean.

The Vishnupurûṣa mentions that the great rivers of the middle earth which flow into the ocean are Anutapata, Shikhi, Dipâpa, Tridiva, Karma, Amṛita and Sukṛita.
CHAPTER XXVI.

ON THE SHAPE OF HEAVEN AND EARTH ACCORDING TO THE HINDU ASTRONOMERS.

This and similar questions have received at the hands of the Hindus a treatment and solution totally different from that which they have received among us Muslims. The sentences of the Koran on these and other subjects necessary for man to know are not such as to require a strained interpretation in order to become positive certainties in the minds of the hearers, and the same may be said regarding the holy codes revealed before the Koran. The sentences of the Koran on the subjects necessary for man to know are in perfect harmony with the other religious codes, and at the same time they are perfectly clear, without any ambiguity. Besides, the Koran does not contain questions which have for ever been subjects of controversy, nor such questions the solution of which has always been despaired of, e.g. questions similar to certain puzzles of chronology.

Islam was already in its earliest times exposed to the machinations of people who were opposed to it in the bottom of their heart, people who preached Islam with sectarian tendencies, and who read to simple-minded audiences out of their Koran-copies passages of which not a single word was ever created (i.e. revealed) by God. But people believed them and copied these things on their authority, beguiled by their hypocrisy; nay, they disregarded the true form of the book which they had had until then, because the vulgar mind is
always inclined to any kind of delusion. Thus the pure tradition of Islam has been rendered confused by this Judaistic party.

Islam encountered a second mishap at the hands of the Zindiks, the followers of Mâni, like Ibn Almu'akaffa, 'Abd-alkarîm Ibn 'Abî-al'aujâ', and others, who, being the fathers of criticism, and declaring one thing as just, another as admissible, &c., raised doubts in weak-minded people as to the One and First, i.e. the Unique and Eternal God, and directed their sympathies towards dualism. At the same time they presented the biography of Mâni to the people in such a beautiful garb that they were gained over to his side. Now this man did not confine himself to the trash of his sectarian theology, but also proclaimed his views about the form of the world, as may be seen from his books, which were intended for deliberate deception. His opinions were far-spread. Together with the inventions of the above-mentioned Judaistic party, they formed a religious system which was declared to be the Islam, but with which God has nothing whatever to do. Whoso opposes it and firmly adheres to the orthodox faith in conformity with the Koran is stigmatised by them as an infidel and heretic and condemned to death, and they will not allow him to hear the word of the Koran. All these acts of theirs are more impious than even the words of Pharaoh, “I am your highest lord” (Sura, 79, 24), and “I do not know of any god for you save myself” (Sura, 28, 38). If party spirit of this kind will go on and rule for a long time, we may easily decline from the straight path of honour and duty. We, however, take our refuge with God, who renders firm the foot of every one who seeks Him, and who seeks the truth about Him.

The religious books of the Hindus and their codes of tradition, the Purânas, contain sentences about the shape of the world which stand in direct opposition to
scientific truth as known to their astronomers. By these books people are guided in fulfilling the rites of their religion, and by means of them the great mass of the nation have been wheedled into a predilection for astronomical calculation and astrological predictions and warnings. The consequence is, that they show much affection to their astronomers, declaring that they are excellent men, that it is a good omen to meet them, and firmly believing that all of them come into Paradise and none into hell. For this the astronomers requite them by accepting their popular notions as truth, by conforming themselves to them, however far from truth most of them may be, and by presenting them with such spiritual stuff as they stand in need of. This is the reason why the two theories, the vulgar and the scientific, have become intermingled in the course of time, why the doctrines of the astronomers have been disturbed and confused, in particular the doctrines of those authors—and they are the majority—who simply copy their predecessors, who take the bases of their science from tradition and do not make them the objects of independent scientific research.

We shall now explain the views of Hindu astronomers regarding the present subject, viz. the shape of heaven and earth. According to them, heaven as well as the whole world is round, and the earth has a globular shape, the northern half being dry land, the southern half being covered with water. The dimension of the earth is larger according to them than it is according to the Greeks and modern observations, and in their calculations to find this dimension they have entirely given up any mention of the traditional seas and Dvipas, and of the enormous sums of yojana attributed to each of them. The astronomers follow the theologians in everything which does not encroach upon their science, e.g. they adopt the theory of Mount Meru being under the north pole, and that of the island
Vādavāmukha lying under the south pole. Now, it is entirely irrelevant whether Meru is there or not, as it is only required for the explanation of the particular mill-like rotation, which is necessitated by the fact that to each spot on the plane of the earth corresponds a spot in the sky as its zenith. Also the fable of the southern island Vādavāmukha does no harm to their science, although it is possible, nay, even likely, that each pair of quarters of the earth forms a coherent, uninterrupted unity, the one as a continent, the other as an ocean (and that in reality there is no such island under the south pole). Such a disposition of the earth is required by the law of gravitation, for according to them the earth is in the centre of the universe, and everything heavy gravitates towards it. Evidently on account of this law of gravitation they consider heaven, too, as having a globular shape.

We shall now exhibit the opinions of the Hindu astronomers on this subject according to our translation of their works. In case, however, one word or other in our translation should be used in a meaning different from that which it generally has in our sciences, we ask the reader to consider only the original meaning of the word (not the technical one), for this only is meant.

Pulisa says in his Siddhānta: “Paulisa thã Greek says somewhere that the earth has a globular shape, whilst in another place he says that it has the shape of a cover (i.e. of a flat plane). And in both sentences he is right; for the plane or surface of the earth is round, and its diameter is a straight line. That he, however, only believed in the globular shape of the earth, may be proved by many passages of his work. Besides, all scholars agree on this head, as Varāhamihira, Āryabhāta, Deva, Śrishepa, Vishnucandra, and Brahman. If the earth were not round, it would not be girded with the latitudes of the different places on earth, day and night would not be different in winter and summer,
and the conditions of the planets and of their rotations would be quite different from what they are.

"The position of the earth is central. Half of it is clay, half water. Mount Meru is in the dry half, the home of the Deva, the angels, and above it is the pole. In the other half, which is covered by water, lies Vāḍavāmukha, under the south pole, a continent like an island, inhabited by the Daitya and Nāga, relatives of the Deva on Meru. Therefore it is also called Daityāntara.

"The line which divides the two earth-halves, the dry and the wet, from each other, is called Nirakṣha, i.e. having no latitude, being identical with our equator. In the four cardinal directions with relation to this line there are four great cities:—

Yamakoṭi, in the east.  |  Romaka, in the west.
Laṅkā, in the south.  |  Siddhapura, in the north.

"The earth is fastened on the two poles, and held by the axis. When the sun rises over the line which passes both through Meru and Laṅkā, that moment is noon to Yamakoṭi, midnight to the Greeks, and evening to Siddhapura."

In the same manner things are represented by Āryabhaṭa.

Brahmagupta, the son of Jīśhū, a native of Bhilamāla, says in his Brahmasiddhānta: "Many are the sayings of people about the shape of the earth, specially among those who study the Purāṇas and the religious books. Some say that it is level like a mirror, others say that it is hollow like a bowl. Others maintain that it is level like a mirror, inclosed by a sea, this sea being inclosed by an earth, this earth being inclosed by a sea, &c., all of them being round like collars. Each sea or earth has the double size of that which it incloses. The outside earth is sixty-four times as large as the central earth, and the sea inclosing the outside earth is
sixty-four times as large as the sea inclosing the central earth. Several circumstances, however, compel us to attribute globular shape both to the earth and heaven, viz. the fact that the stars rise and set in different places at different times, so that, e.g. a man in Yamakoṭi observes one identical star rising above the western horizon, whilst a man in Rûm at the same time observes it rising above the eastern horizon. Another argument to the same effect is this, that a man on Meru observes one identical star above the horizon in the zenith of Laṅkā, the country of the demons, whilst a man in Laṅkā at the same time observes it above his head. Besides, all astronomical calculations are not correct unless we assume the globular figure of heaven and earth. Therefore we must declare that heaven is a globe, because we observe in it all the characteristics of a globe, and the observation of these characteristics of the world would not be correct unless in reality it were a globe. Now, it is evident that all the other theories about the world are futile.”

Âryabhaṭā inquires into the nature of the world, and says that it consists of earth, water, fire, and wind, and that each of these elements is round.

Likewise Vasishṭha and Lāṭa say that the five elements, viz. earth, water, fire, wind, and heaven, are round.

Varāhamihira says that all things which are perceived by the senses, are witnesses in favour of the globular shape of the earth, and refute the possibility of its having another shape.

Âryabhāṭa, Pulisa, Vasishṭha, and Lāṭa agree in this, that when it is noon in Yamakoṭi, it is midnight in Rûm, beginning of the day in Laṅkā, and beginning of the night in Siddhapura, which is not possible if the world is not round. Likewise the periodicity of the eclipses can only be explained by the world's being round.
Lāṭa says: "On each place of the earth only one-half of the globe of heaven is seen. The more northern our latitude is, the more Meru and the pole rise above the horizon; as they sink down below the horizon, the more southern is our latitude. The equator sinks down from the zenith of places, the greater their latitude is both in north and south. A man who is north of the equator only sees the north pole, whilst the south pole is invisible to him, and vice versa."

These are the words of Hindu astronomers regarding the globular shape of heaven and earth, and what is between them, and regarding the fact that the earth, situated in the centre of the globe, is only of a small size in comparison with the visible part of heaven. These thoughts are the elements of astronomy as contained in the first chapter of Ptolemy's Almagest, and of similar books, though they are not worked out in that scientific form in which we are accustomed to give them,

(Lacuna,)

for the earth is more heavy than the water, and the water is fluid like the air. The globular form must be to the earth a physical necessity, as long as it does not, by the order of God, take another form. Therefore the earth could not move towards the north, nor the water move towards the south, and in consequence one whole half is not terra firma, nor the other half water, unless we suppose that the terra firma half be hollow. As far as our observation, based on induction, goes, the terra firma must be in one of the two northern quarters, and therefore we guess that the same is the case on the adjacent quarter. We admit the possibility of the existence of the island Vaḍavāmukha, but we do not maintain it, since all we know of it and of Meru is exclusively based on tradition.

The equatorial line does not, in the quarter of the earth known to us, represent a boundary between terra
firma and the ocean. For in certain places the continent protrudes far into the ocean, so as to pass beyond the equator, e.g. the plains of the negroes in the west, which protrude far towards the south, even beyond the mountains of the moon and the sources of the Nile, in fact, into regions which we do not exactly know. For that continent is desert and impassable, and likewise the sea behind Sufala of the Zanj is unnavigable. No ship which ventured to go there has ever returned to relate what it had witnessed.

Also a great part of India above the province of Sindh deeply protrudes far towards the south, and seems even to pass beyond the equator.

In the midst between both lie Arabia and Yemen, but they do not go so far south as to cross the equator.

Further, as the terra firma stretches far out into the ocean, thus the ocean too penetrates into terra firma, breaking into it in various places, and forming bays and guls. For instance, the sea extends as a tongue along the west side of Arabia as far as the neighbourhood of Central Syria. It is narrowest near Kulzum, whence it is also called the Sea of Kulzum.

Another and still larger arm of the sea exists east of Arabia, the so-called Persian Sea. Between India and China, also, the sea forms a great curve towards the north.

Hence it is evident that the coast-line of these countries does not correspond to the equator, nor keep an invariable distance from it.

(Lacuna,)

and the explanation relating to the four cities will follow in its proper place.

The difference of the times which has been remarked is one of the results of the rotundity of the earth, and of its occupying the centre of the globe. And if they attribute to the earth, though it be round, inhabitants—for cities cannot be imagined without inhabitants—the existence of men on earth is accounted for by the
attraction of everything heavy towards its centre, i.e. the middle of the world.

Much to the same effect are the expressions of Vayu-Purāṇa, viz. that noon in Amaravati is sunrise in Vaivasvata, midnight in Sukhā, and sunset in Vibhā.

Similar, also, are the expressions of Matsya-Purāṇa, for this book explains that east of Meru lies the city Amaravatipura, the residence of Indra, the ruler, and his wife; south of Meru, the city Saigyamanipura, the residence of Yama, the son of the Sun, where he punishes and requites mankind; west of Meru, the city Sukhāpura, the residence of Varuṇa, i.e. the water; and north of Meru, the city Vibhāvairipura, belonging to the Moon. Sun and planets revolve round Meru. When the sun has his noon position in Amaravatipura, it is the beginning of the day in Saigyamanipura, midnight in Sukhā, and the beginning of the night in Vibhāvairipura. And when the sun has his noon position in Saigyamanipura, he rises over Sukhāpura, sets over Amaravatipura, and has his midnight position with relation to Vibhāvairipura.

If the author of the Matsya-Purāṇa says that the sun revolves round Meru, he means a mill-like rotation round those who inhabit Meru, who, in consequence of this nature of the rotation, do not know east nor west. The sun does not rise for the inhabitants of Meru in one particular place, but in various places. By the word east the author means the zenith of one city, and by west the zenith of another. Possibly those four cities of the Matsya-Purāṇa are identical with those mentioned by the astronomers. But the author has not mentioned how far they are distant from Meru. What we have besides related as notions of the Hindus is perfectly correct and borne out by scientific methods; however, they are wont never to speak of the pole unless they mention in the same breath also the mountain Meru.

In the definition of what is low the Hindus agree with us, viz. that it is the centre of the world, but their

---

Quotations from the Vayu and Matsya Purāṇas.

Page 136.

A note of the author on the passage from the Matsya-Purāṇa.

Brahmagupta and Varāhamihira on the law of gravitation.
expressions on this head are subtle, more particularly as this is one of the great questions which is only handled by the most eminent of their scholars.

So Brahmagupta says: "Scholars have declared that the globe of the earth is in the midst of heaven, and that Mount Meru, the home of the Devas, as well as Vaḍavámukha below, is the home of their opponents; the Daitya and Dānava belong to it. But this below is according to them only a relative one. Disregarding this, we say that the earth on all its sides is the same; all people on earth stand upright, and all heavy things fall down to the earth by a law of nature, for it is the nature of the earth to attract and to keep things, as it is the nature of water to flow, that of fire to burn, and that of the wind to set in motion. If a thing wants to go deeper down than the earth, let it try. The earth is the only low thing, and seeds always return to it, in whatever direction you may throw them away, and never rise upwards from the earth."

Varahamihira says: "Mountains, seas, rivers, trees, cities, men, and angels, all are around the globe of the earth. And if Yamakoṭi and Rūm are opposite to each other, one could not say that the one is low in its relation to the other, since the low does not exist. How could one say of one place of the earth that it is low, as it is in every particular identical with any other place on earth, and one place could as little fall as any other. Every one speaks to himself with regard to his own self, 'I am above and the others are below,' whilst all of them are around the globe like the blossoms springing on the branches of a Kadamba-tree. They encircle it on all sides, but each individual blossom has the same position as the other, neither the one hanging downward nor the other standing upright. For the earth attracts that which is upon her, for it is the below towards all directions, and heaven is the above towards all directions."

As the reader will observe, these theories of the
Hindus are based on the correct knowledge of the laws of nature, but, at the same time, they practise a little deceit upon their traditionalists and theologians. So Balabhadra the commentator says: "It is the most correct of the opinions of people, many and different as they are, that the earth and Meru and the zodiacal sphere are round. And the Ápta (?)-purâna-kâra, i.e. the faithful followers of the Purâna, say: 'The earth is like the back of a tortoise; it is not round from below.' They are perfectly right, because the earth is in the midst of the water, and that which appears above the water has the shape of a tortoise-back; and the sea around the earth is not navigable. The fact of the earth being round is proved by eyesight."

Here the reader must notice how Balabhadra declares the theory of the theologians as to the rotundity of the back to be true. He gives himself the air of not knowing that they deny that the womb, i.e. the other half of the globe, is round, and he busies himself with a traditional element (as to the earth being like the back of a tortoise), which, in reality, has no connection with the subject.

Further, Balabhadra says: "Human eyesight reaches to a point distant from the earth and its rotundity the 96th part of 5000 yojana, i.e. 52 yojana (exactly $52\frac{1}{7}$). Therefore man does not observe its rotundity, and hence the discrepancy of opinions on the subject."

Those pious men (the Ápta (?)-purâna-kâra) do not deny the rotundity of the back of the earth; nay, they maintain it by comparing the earth to the back of a tortoise. Only Balabhadra makes them deny it (by the words, "the earth is not round from below," supra), since he understood their words as meaning that the water surrounds the earth. That which rises above the water may either be globular or a plain rising above the water like an inverted drum, i.e. like a segment of a round pilaster.
Further, the remark of Balabhadrā (v. p. 273), that man, on account of the smallness of his stature, cannot observe the rotundity of the earth, is not true; because even if the human stature were as tall as the plumb-line of the highest mountain, if he were to make his observation only from one single point without going to other places, and without reasoning about the observations made at the different places, even such a height would be of no avail to him, and he would not be able to perceive the rotundity of the earth and its nature.

What, however, is the connection of this remark with the popular theory? If he had concluded from analogy that that side of the earth which is opposed to the round one—I mean the lower half—was also round, and if he then had given his theory about the extent of the power of human vision as a result of reflection, not as a result of the perception of the senses, his theory would seem to have a certain foundation.

With regard to Balabhadrā’s definition of the extent which may be reached by the human eye, we propose the following calculation:

Let A B round the centre H represent the globe of the earth. B is the standing-point of the observer; his stature is B C. Further, we draw the line C A, so that it touches the earth.

Now it is evident that the field of vision is B A, which we suppose to be equal to 1/6 of the circle, i.e. 3° degrees, if we divide the circle into 360 degrees.

According to the method followed in the calculation of the mountain Meru (in chap. xxiii.), we divide the square of T A, i.e. 50,625, by
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H T, i.e. 3431'. So we get as quotient \( T C = 0° 14' 45'' \); and B C, the stature of the observer, is \( 0° 7' 45'' \).

Our calculation is based on this, that H B, the sine totus, is 3438'. However, the radius of the earth is, according to the circumference which we have mentioned, 795° 27' 16'' (yajana). If we measure B C by this measure, it is = 1 yajana, 6 kroba, 1035 yards (= 57,035 yards). If we suppose B C to be equal to four yards, it stands in the same relation to A T, according to the measure of the sine, as 57,035, i.e. the yards which we have found as the measure of the stature, to A T according to the measure of the sine, i.e. 225. If we now calculate the sine, we find it to be 0° 0' 1'' 3'', and its arc has the same measure. However, each degree of the rotundity of the earth represents the measure of 13 yajana, 7 kroba, and 333\( \frac{1}{2} \) yards (sic). Therefore the field of vision on the earth is 291\( \frac{3}{2} \) yards (sic).

(For an explanation of this calculation see the notes.)

The source of this calculation of Balabhadrā's is the Pulisa-siddhānta, which divides the arc of the quarter of a circle into 24 kardajāt. He says: "If anybody asks for the reason of this, he must know that each of these kardajāt is \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the circle = 225 minutes (= 3\( \frac{3}{4} \) degrees). And if we reckon its sine, we find it also to be = 225 minutes." This shows us that the sines are equal to their arcs in parts which are smaller than this kardaja. And because the sine totus, according to Pulisa and Āryabhaṭa, has the relation of the diameter to the circle of 360 degrees, this arithmetical equality brought Balabhadrā to think that the arc was perpendicular; and any expanse in which no convexity protrudes preventing the vision from passing, and which is not too small to be seen, is visible.

This, however, is a gross mistake; for the arc is never perpendicular, and the sine, however small it be, never equals the arc. This is admissible only for such degrees as are supposed for the convenience of
calculation, but it is never and nowhere true for the degrees of the earth.

If Pulisa says (v. p. 267) that the earth is held by an axis, he does not mean thereby that in reality there exists such an axis, and that but for it the earth would fall. How could he say such a thing, since he is of opinion that there are four inhabited cities around the world, which is explained by the fact that everything heavy falls from all sides down towards the earth? However, Pulisa holds this view, that the motion of the peripheral parts is the reason why the central parts are motionless, and that the motion of a globe presupposes two poles, and one line connecting them, which in the idea is the axis. It is as if he meant to say, that the motion of heaven keeps the earth in its place, making it the natural place for the earth, outside of which it could never be. And this place lies on the midst of the axis of motion. For the other diameters of the globe may also be imagined to be axes, since \( \text{dvām} \) they are all axes, and if the earth were not in the midst of an axis, there might be axes which did not pass through the earth. Hence one may say metaphorically that the earth is supported by the axes.

As regards the resting of the earth, one of the elementary problems of astronomy, which offers many and great difficulties, this, too, is a dogma with the Hindu astronomers. Brahmagupta says in the *Brahmasiddhānta*: "Some people maintain that the first motion (from east to west) does not lie in the meridian, but belongs to the earth. But Varāhamihira refutes them by saying: 'If that were the case, a bird would not return to its nest as soon as it had flown away from it towards the west.' And, in fact, it is precisely as Varāhamihira says."

Brahmagupta says in another place of the same book: "The followers of Āryabhaṭa maintain that the earth is moving and heaven resting. People have tried to
refute them by saying that, if such were the case, stones and trees would fall from the earth.”

But Brahmagupta does not agree with them, and says that that would not necessarily follow from their theory, apparently because he thought that all heavy things are attracted towards the centre of the earth. He says: “On the contrary, if that were the case, the earth would not vie in keeping an even and uniform pace with the minutes of heaven, the prāṇas of the times.”

There seems to be some confusion in this chapter, perhaps by the fault of the translator. For the minutes of heaven are 21,600, and are called prāṇa, i.e. breaths, because according to them each minute of the meridian revolves in the time of an ordinary human breath.

Supposing this to be true, and that the earth makes a complete rotation eastward in so many breaths as heaven does according to his (Brahmagupta’s) view, we cannot see what should prevent the earth from keeping an even and uniform pace with heaven.

Besides, the rotation of the earth does in no way impair the value of astronomy, as all appearances of an astronomic character can quite as well be explained according to this theory as to the other. There are, however, other reasons which make it impossible. This question is most difficult to solve. The most prominent of both modern and ancient astronomers have deeply studied the question of the moving of the earth, and tried to refute it. We, too, have composed a book on the subject called Miftāḥ-ʿilm-alḥaʾa (Key of Astronomy), in which we think we have surpassed our predecessors, if not in the words, at all events in the matter.
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ON THE FIRST TWO MOTIONS OF THE UNIVERSE (THAT FROM EAST TO WEST ACCORDING TO ANCIENT ASTRONOMERS AND THE PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES), BOTH ACCORDING TO HINDU ASTRONOMERS AND THE AUTHORS OF THE PURĀNAS.

The astronomers of the Hindus hold on this subject mostly the same views as ourselves. We shall give quotations from them, but shall at once confess that that which we are able to give is very scanty indeed.

Pulisa says: "The wind makes the sphere of the fixed stars revolving; the two poles keep it in its place; and its motion appears to the inhabitants of Mount Meru as a motion from the left to the right; to the inhabitants of Vaḍavāmukha as one from the right to the left."

In another place he says: "If anybody asks for the direction of the motion of the stars which we see rising in the east and rotating towards the west until they set, let him know that the motion which we see as a westward motion appears different according to the places which the spectators occupy. The inhabitants of Mount Meru see it as a motion from the left to the right, whilst the inhabitants of Vaḍavāmukha see it as the opposite, as a motion from the right to the left. The inhabitants of the equator see it exclusively as a westward motion; and the inhabitants of the parts of the earth between the poles and the equator see it more or less depressed, as their places have more or
less northern or southern latitude. The whole of this motion is caused by the wind, which makes the spheres revolve, and compels the planets and the other stars to rise in the east and to set in the west. This, however, is only an *accidens*. As for the *essentia rei*, the motions of the heavenly bodies are directed towards the east, from *Alsharaidān* towards *Albujain*, the latter lying east of the former. But if the inquirer does not know the lunar stations, and is not capable of procuring for himself by their help an idea of this eastward motion, let him observe the moon herself, how she moves away from the sun once and a second time; how she then comes near him, till she finally joins him. This will give him an idea of the *second* motion."

Brahmagupta says: "The sphere has been created as moving with the greatest rapidity possible about two poles without ever slackening, and the stars have been created where there is no *Bāṭn-hāt* nor *Sharatān*, i.e. on the frontier between them, which is the vernal equinox."

Balabhadra, the commentator, says: "The whole world hangs on two poles, and moves in a circular motion, which begins with a *kalpa* and ends with a *kalpa*. But people must not therefore say that the world, on account of the continuity of its motion, is without beginning and without end."

Brahmagupta says: "The place without latitude (*Niraksha*), divided into sixty *ghaṭikā*, is the horizon for the inhabitants of Meru. There east is west; and behind that place (beyond the equator) towards the south is *Vādavāmukha* and the ocean which surrounds it. When the spheres and the stars revolve, the meridian becomes an horizon common to the Devas (in the north) and the Daityas (in the south), which they see together. But the direction of the motion appears to them as different. The motion which the angels see as a motion to the right, the Daityas see as one to the left, and *vice versa*, just as a man who has a thing on his
right side, looking into the water, sees it on his left. The cause of this uniform motion which never increases nor decreases is a wind, but it is not the common wind which we feel and hear; for this is lulled, and roused, and varies, whilst that wind never slackens."

In another place Brahmagupta says: "The wind makes all the fixed stars and the planets revolve towards the west in one and the same revolution; but the planets move also in a slow pace towards the east, like a dust-atom moving on a potter's-wheel in a direction opposite to that in which the wheel is revolving. That motion of this atom which is visible is identical with the motion which drives the wheel round, whilst its individual motion is not perceived. In this view Lāṭa, Âryabhata, and Vasishṭha agree, but some people think that the earth moves while the sun is resting. That motion which mankind conceives as a motion from east to west, the angels (Deva) conceive as a motion from left to right, the Daityas as one from right to left."

This is all I have read in Indian books on the subject.

Their speaking of the wind as the motor (supra) has, I think, only the purpose of bringing the subject near to the understanding of people and to facilitate its study; for people see with their own eyes that the wind, when blowing against instruments with wings and toys of this kind, puts them into motion. But as soon as they come to speak of the first mover (God), they at once give up any comparison with the natural wind, which in all its phases is determined by certain causes. For though it puts things into motion, the moving is not its essence; and besides, it cannot move without being in contact with something, because the wind is a body, and is acted upon by external influences or means, its motion being commensurate with their force.
Their saying that the wind does not rest, simply means that the moving power works perpetually, and does not imply rest and motion such as are proper to bodies. Further, their saying that it does not slacken means that it is free from all kinds of accidents; for slackening and weakening only occur in such bodies or beings which are composed of elements of conflicting qualities.

The expression that the two poles keep the sphere of the fixed stars (p. 278) means that they keep or preserve it in its normal state of motion, not that they keep or preserve it from falling down. There is a story of an ancient Greek who thought that once upon a time the Milky Way had been a road of the sun, and that afterwards he had left it. Such a thing would mean that the motions ceased to be normal, and to something like this the expression of the poles keeping the sphere of the fixed stars may be referred.

The phrase of Balabhadra about the ending of the motion (that it ends with a kalpa, &c., p. 279) means that everything which exists and may be determined arithmetically has no doubt an end, for two reasons: first, because it has a beginning, for every number consists of one and its reduplications, whilst the one itself exists before all of them; and, secondly, because part of it exists in the present moment of time, for if days and nights increase in number through the continuation of existence, they must necessarily have a beginning whence they started. If a man maintains that time does not exist in the sphere (as one of its immanent qualities), and thinks that day and night have only a relative existence, exist only in relation to the earth and its inhabitants, that if, e.g., the earth were taken away out of the midst of the world, also night and day would cease to exist as well as the possibility of measuring elements composed of days, he would thereby impose upon Balabhadra the necessity of a
digression, and compel him to prove the cause, not of the first, but of the second motion. The latter cause is the cycles of the planets, which have only a relation to the sphere, not to the earth. These cycles Balabhadra indicates by the word kalpa (v. p. 279), since it comprehends them all, and since all of them begin with its beginning.

If Brahmagupta says of the meridian that it is divided into sixty parts (v. p. 279), it is as if any one of us should say, the meridian is divided into twenty-four parts; for the meridian is a medium for measuring and counting time. Its revolution lasts twenty-four hours, or, as the Hindus will have it, sixty ghatikā (or ghart). This is the reason why they have reckoned the risings of the zodiacal signs in ghatikā, not in times of the meridian (360 degrees).

If, further, Brahmagupta says that the wind causes the fixed stars and the planets to revolve, if he besides, in particular, attributes a slow eastward motion to the planets (p. 280), he gives the reader to understand that the fixed stars have no such motion, or else he would have said that they, too, have the same slow eastward motion as the planets, not differing from them save in size and in the variation which they exhibit in the retrograde motion. Some people relate that the ancients originally did not understand their (the fixed stars') motions until, in long periods of time, they became aware of them. This opinion is confirmed by the fact that Brahmagupta's book does not, among the various cycles, mention the cycles of the fixed stars, and that he makes their appearing and disappearing depend upon invariable degrees of the sun.

If Brahmagupta maintains (p. 278) that to the inhabitants of the equator the first motion is not a motion to the right and left, the reader must bear in mind the following. A man dwelling under either of the two poles, to whatever direction he turns, has always the
moving heavenly bodies before himself, and as they move in one direction, they must necessarily first stand opposite one of his hands, and then, moving on, come to stand opposite his other hand. The direction of this motion appears to the inhabitants of the two poles just the very contrary, like the image of a thing in the water or a mirror, where its directions seem to be exchanged. If the image of a man is reflected by the water or a mirror, he appears as a different man standing opposite to the spectator, his right side opposite to the left of the spectator, and his left side opposite to the right of the spectator.

Likewise the inhabitants of places of northern latitude have the revolving heavenly bodies before themselves towards the south, and the inhabitants of places of southern latitude have them before themselves towards the north. To them the motion appears the same as to the inhabitants of Meru and Vaḍavāmukha. But as regards those living on the equator, the heavenly bodies revolve nearly above their heads, so they cannot have them before themselves in any direction. In reality, however, they deviate a little from the equator, and in consequence the people there have a uniform motion before themselves on two sides, the motion of the northern heavenly bodies from right to left, and that of the southern bodies from left to right. So they unite in their persons the faculty of the inhabitants of the two poles (viz. of seeing the heavenly bodies moving in different directions), and it depends entirely upon their will, if they want to see the stars move from the right to the left or vice versa.

It is the line passing through the zenith of a man standing on the equator which Brahmagupta means when he says that it is divided into sixty parts (v. p. 279).

The authors of the Purāṇas represent heaven as a
dome or cupola standing on earth and resting, and the stars as beings which wander individually from east to west. How could these men have any idea of the second motion? And if they really had such an idea, how could an opponent of the same class of men concede the possibility that one and the same thing individually moves in two different directions?

We shall here communicate what we know of their theories, although we are aware that the reader will not derive any profit from them, since they are simply useless.

The Matsya-Purāṇa says: "The sun and the stars pass along southward as rapidly as an arrow revolving round Meru. The sun revolves round something like a beam, the end of which is burning when its revolution is very rapid. The sun does not really disappear (during the night); he is then invisible only to some people, to some of the inhabitants of the four cities on the four sides of Meru. He revolves round Meru, starting from the north side of Mount Lokāloka; he does not pass beyond Lokāloka, nor illuminate its south side. He is invisible during the night, because he is so far away. Man can see him at a distance of 1000 yojana, but when he is so far away, a small object sufficiently near to the eye can render him invisible to the spectator.

"When the sun stands in the zenith of Pushkara-Dvīpa, he moves along the distance of one-thirtieth part of the earth in three-fifths of an hour. In so much time he traverses 21 laksha and 50,000 yojana, i.e. 2,150,000 yojana. Then he turns to the north, and the distance he traverses becomes thrice as large. In consequence, the day becomes long. The distance which the sun traverses in a southern day is 9 koṭi and 10,045 yojana. When he then returns to the north and revolves round Kṣītra, i.e. the Milky Way, his daily march is 1 koṭi and 21 laksha yojana."
Now we ask the reader to consider how confused these expressions are. If the author of the Matsya-Purāṇa says "the stars pass as rapidly as an arrow," &c., we take this for a hyperbole intended for uneducated people; but we must state that the arrow-like motion of the stars is not peculiar to the south to the exclusion of the north. There are limits both in the north and south whence the sun returns, and the time of the sun's passing from the southern limit to the northern is equal to the time of his passing from the northern limit to the southern. Therefore his motion northward has the same right of being described as as rapid as an arrow. Herein, however, lies a hint of the theological opinion of the author regarding the north pole, for he thinks the north is the above and the south the below. Hence the stars glide down to the south like children on a see-saw plank.

If, however, the author hereby means the second motion, whilst in reality it is the first, we must state that the stars in the second motion do not revolve round Meru, and that the plane of this motion is inclined towards the horizon of Meru by one-twelfth of the circle.

Further, how far-fetched is this simile in which he connects the motion of the sun with a burning beam! If we held the opinion that the sun moves as an uninterrupted round collar, his simile would be useful in so far as it refutes such an opinion. But as we consider the sun as a body, as it were, standing in heaven, his simile is meaningless. And if he simply means to say that the sun describes a round circle, his comparing the sun to a burning beam is quite superfluous, because a stone tied to the end of a cord describes a similar circle if it is made to revolve round the head (there being no necessity for describing it as burning).

That the sun rises over some people and sets over others, as he describes it, is true; but here, too, he is not free from his theological opinions. This is shown
by his mention of the mountain Lokâloka and his remark that the rays of the sun fall on it, on its human or north side, not on its wild or south side.

Further, the sun is not hidden during the night on account of his great distance, but because he is covered by something—by the earth according to us, by Mount Meru according to the author of the Matsya-Purâna. He imagines that the sun marches round Meru, whilst we are on one of its sides. In consequence we are in a varying distance from the sun's path. That this is originally his opinion is confirmed by the later following remarks. That the sun is invisible during the night has nothing whatever to do with his distance from us.

The numbers which the author of the Matsya-Purâna mentions I hold to be corrupt, as they are not borne out by any calculation. He represents the path of the sun in the north as threefold that in the south, and makes this the cause of the difference of the length of the day. Whilst in reality the sum of day and night is always identical, and day and night in north and south stand in a constant relation to each other, it seems necessary that we should refer his remarks to a latitude where the summer-day is 45 ghaṭikā, the winter-day 15 ghaṭikā long.

Further, his remark that the sun hastens in the north (marches there more rapidly than in the south), requires to be proved. The places of northern latitude have meridians not very distant from each other, because of their being near to the pole, whilst the meridians become more distant from each other the nearer they are to the equator. If, now, the sun hastens in traversing a smaller distance, he wants less time than for traversing the greater distance, more especially if on this greater distance his march is slackening. In reality the opposite is the case.

By his phrase when the sun revolves above Pushkara-dvâpa (p. 284) is meant the line of the winter solstice.
According to him, on this line the day must be longer than in any other place, whether it be the summer solstice or another. All this is unintelligible.

Similar notions are also found in the Vāyu-Purāṇa, viz. "that the day in the south is twelve muhūrta, in the north eighteen, and that the sun between south and north has a declination of 17,221 yojana in 183 days, i.e. 94(1/3) yojana for each day."

One muhūrta is equal to four-fifths of an hour (=48 minutes). The sentence of the Vāyu-Purāṇa applies to a latitude where the longest day is 14½ hours.

As regards the numbers of the yojanas mentioned by the Vāyu-Purāṇa, the author means evidently the portio of the double declination of the sphere. According to him, the declination is twenty-four degrees; therefore the yojanas of the whole sphere would be 129,157½. And the days in which the sun traverses the double declination are half the solar year, no regard being had to the fractions of days, which are nearly five-eighths of a day.

Further, the Vāyu-Purāṇa says "that the sun in the north marches slowly during the day and rapidly during the night, and in the south vice versa. Therefore the day is long in the north, even as much as eighteen muhūrta." This is merely the language of a person who has not the slightest knowledge of the eastern motion of the sun, and is not able to measure a day's arc by observation.

The Vishnu-Dharma says: "The orbit of the Great Bear lies under the pole; under it the orbit of Saturn; then that of Jupiter; next Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon. They rotate towards the east like a mill, in a uniform kind of motion which is peculiar to each star, some of them moving rapidly, others slowly. Death and life repeat themselves on them from eternity thousands of times."

If you examine this statement according to scientific
principles, you will find that it is confused. Conceding that the Great Bear is under the pole and that the place of the pole is absolute height, the Great Bear lies below the zenith of the inhabitants of Meru. In this statement he is right, but he is mistaken with regard to the planets. For the word below is, according to him, to be understood so as to mean a greater or smaller distance from the earth; and thus taken, his statement (regarding the distances of the planets from the earth) is not correct, unless we suppose that Saturn has, of all planets, the greatest declination from the equator, the next greatest Jupiter, then Mars, the Sun, Venus, &c., and that at the same time this amount of their declination is a constant one. This, however, does not correspond to reality.

If we take the sum total of the whole statement of the Vishnu-Dharma, the author is right in so far as the fixed stars are higher than the planets, but he is wrong in so far as the pole is not higher than the fixed stars.

The mill-like rotation of the planets is the first motion towards the west, not the second motion indicated by the author. According to him, the planets are the spirits of individuals who have gained exaltation by their merits, and who have returned to it after the end of their life in a human shape. According to my opinion, the author uses a number in the words thousands of times (p. 287), either because he wanted to intimate that their existence is an existence in our meaning of the term, an evolution out of the δναμος into the πραξις (hence something finite, subject to numeration or determination by measure), or because he meant to indicate that some of those spirits obtain moksha, others not. Hence their number is liable to a more or less, and everything of this description is of a finite nature.
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ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TEN DIRECTIONS.

The extension of bodies in space is in three directions: length, breadth, and depth or height. The path of any real direction, not an imaginary one, is limited; therefore the lines representing these three paths are limited, and their six end-points or limits are the directions. If you imagine an animal in the centre of these lines, i.e. where they cut each other, which turns its face towards one of them, the directions with relation to the animal are before, behind, right, left, above, and below.

If these directions are used in relation to the world, they acquire new names. As the rising and setting of the heavenly bodies depend upon the horizon and the first motion becomes apparent by the horizon, it is the most convenient to determine the directions by the horizon. The four directions, east, west, north, south (corresponding to before, behind, left, and right), are generally known, but the directions which lie between each two of these are less known. These make eight directions, and, together with above and below, which do not need any further explanation, ten directions.

The Greeks determined the directions by the rising and setting places of the zodiacal signs, brought them into relation to the winds, and so obtained sixteen directions.
Also the Arabs determined the directions by the blowing-points of the winds. Any wind blowing between two cardinal winds they called in general *Nakbd*. Only in rare cases they are called by special names of their own.

The Hindus, in giving names to the directions, have not taken any notice of the blowing of a wind; they simply call the four cardinal directions, as well as the secondary directions between them, by separate names. So they have eight directions in the horizontal plane, as exhibited by the following diagram:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.W.</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>E.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nairrita</td>
<td>Dakshina</td>
<td>Agneya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Madhyadca, i.e. the middle country</td>
<td>Pavana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paisama</td>
<td>Uttam</td>
<td>Aispa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.W.</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>N.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vayava</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides there are two directions more for the two poles of the horizontal plane, the above and below, the former being called *Upari*, the second *Adhas* and *Tala*.

These directions, and those in use among other nations, are based on general consent. Since the horizon is divided by innumerable circles, the directions also proceeding from its centre are innumerable. The
two ends of every possible diameter may be considered as before and behind, and therefore the two ends of the diameter cutting the former at right angles (and lying in the same plane) are right and left.

The Hindus can never speak of anything, be it an object of the intellect or of imagination, without representing it as a personification, an individual. They at once marry him, make him celebrate marriage, make his wife become pregnant and give birth to something. So, too, in this case. The Vishnu-Dharma relates that Atri, the star who rules the stars of the Great Bear, married the directions, represented as one person, though they are eight in number, and that from her the moon was born.

Another author relates: Dakska, i.e. Prajâpati, married Dharma, i.e. the reward, to ten of his daughters, i.e. the ten directions. From one of them he had many children. She was called Vasu, and her children the Vasus. One of them was the moon.

No doubt our people, the Muslims, will laugh at such a birth of the moon. But I give them still more of this stuff. Thus, e.g. they relate: The sun, the son of Kaśyapa and of Āditya, his wife, was born in the sixth Manvantara on the lunar station Viśākhā; the moon, the son of Dharma, was born on the station Krīttikâ; Mars, the son of Prajâpati, on Pûrvâshûlha; Mercury, the son of the moon, on Dhanishthâ; Jupiter, the son of Aṅgiras, on Pûrvaphālguni; Venus, the daughter of Bhrigu, on Pushya; Saturn on Revati; the Bearer of the Tail, the son of Yama, the angel of death, on Âslesha, and the Head on Revati.

According to their custom, the Hindus attribute certain dominants to the eight directions in the horizontal plane, which we exhibit in the following table:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Their Dominants</th>
<th>The Directions</th>
<th>Their Dominants</th>
<th>The Directions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indra</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>Varuna</td>
<td>West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fire</td>
<td>S.E.</td>
<td>Vāyu</td>
<td>N.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yama</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Kuru</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prithu</td>
<td>S.W.</td>
<td>Mahādeva</td>
<td>N.E.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hindus construct a figure of these eight directions, called Rāhucakra, i.e. the figure of the Head, by means of which they try to gain an omen or prophecy for hazard-playing. It is the following diagram:

The figure is used in this way: First, you must know the dominant of the day in question, and its place in the present figure. Next you must know that one of the eight parts of the day in which you happen to be. These eighths are counted on the lines, beginning with
the dominant of the day, in uninterrupted succession from east to south and west. Thus you find the dominant of the eighth in question. If, e.g., you want to know the fifth eighth of Thursday whilst Jupiter is the dominus diei in the south, and the line proceeding from the south terminates in north-west, we find that the dominant of the first eighth is Jupiter, that of the second is Saturn, that of the third the sun, that of the fourth the moon, and that of the fifth Mercury in the north. In this way you go on counting the eighths through the day and the night till the end of the νυχθμερον. When thus the direction of the eighth of the day in which you are has been found, it is considered by them as Râhu; and when sitting down to play, you must place yourself so that you have this direction at your back. Then you will win, according to their belief. It is no affair of the reader to despise a man who, on account of such an omen, in a variety of games stakes all his chances on one cast of the dice. Suffice it to leave to him the responsibility of his dice-playing.
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DEFINITION OF THE INHABITABLE EARTH ACCORDING TO THE HINDUS.

In the book of the Rishi Bhuvanakośa we read that the inhabitable world stretches from Himavant towards the south, and is called Bharata-varsha, so called from a man, Bharata, who ruled over them and provided for them. The inhabitants of this oikouménē are those to whom alone reward and punishment in another life are destined. It is divided into nine parts, called Navakhaṇḍa-prathama, i.e. the primary nine parts. Between each two parts there is a sea, which they traverse from one khanda to the other. The breadth of the inhabitable world from north to south is 1000 yojana.

By Himavant the author means the northern mountains, where the world, in consequence of the cold, ceases to be inhabitable. So all civilisation, must of necessity be south of these mountains.

His words, that the inhabitants are subject to reward and punishment, indicate that there are other people not subject to it. These beings he must either raise from the degree of man to that of angels, who, in consequence of the simplicity of the elements they are composed of and of the purity of their nature, never disobey a divine order, being always willing to worship; or he must degrade them to the degree of irrational animals. According to him, therefore, there are no human beings outside the oikouménē (i.e. Bharata-varsha).
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Bharatavarsha is not India alone, as Hindus think, according to whom their country is the world, and their race the only race of mankind; for India is not traversed by an ocean separating one khaṇḍa from the other. Further, they do not identify these khaṇḍa with the dvīpas, for the author says that on those seas people pass from one shore to the other. Further, it follows from his statement that all the inhabitants of the earth and the Hindus are subject to reward and punishment, that they are one great religious community.

The nine parts are called Prathama, i.e. primary ones, because they also divide India alone into nine parts. So the division of the oikouμενη is a primary one, but the division of Bharatavarsha a secondary one. Besides, there is still a third division into nine parts, as their astrologers divide each country into nine parts when they try to find the lucky and unlucky places in it.

We find a similar tradition in the Vāyu-Purāṇa, viz. that "the centre of Jambu-dvīpa is called Bharatavarsha, which means those who acquire something and nourish themselves. With them there are the four yuga. They are subject to reward and punishment; and Himavant lies to the north of the country. It is divided into nine parts, and between them there are navigable seas. Its length is 9000 yojana, its breadth 1000; and because the country is also called Samnāra (?), each ruler who rules it is called Samnāra (?). The shape of its nine parts is as follows."

Then the author begins to describe the mountains in the khaṇḍa between the east and north, and the rivers which rise there, but he does not go beyond this description. Thereby he gives us to understand that, according to his opinion, this khaṇḍa is the oikouμενη. But he contradicts himself in another place, where he
says that Jambu-dvīpa is the centre among the Navakhaṇḍa-prathama, and the others lie towards the eight directions. There are angels on them, men, animals, and plants. By these words he seems to mean the dvīpas.

If the breadth of the οἶκουμένη is 1000 yojana, its length must be nearly 2800.

Further, the Vāyu-Purāṇa mentions the cities and countries which lie in each direction. We shall exhibit them in tables, together with similar information from other sources, for this method renders the study of the subject easier than any other.

Here follows a diagram representing the division of Bharatavarsha into nine parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nāgadvipa.</th>
<th>South.</th>
<th>Tamravarṇa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gabhastimat.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West.</td>
<td>Saumya.</td>
<td>Indradvipa or Madhyadēśa, i.e. the middle country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kaserumat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>East.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nagarasaṇivṛttā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gāndharva.</td>
<td>North.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have already heretofore mentioned that that part of the earth in which the οἶκουμένη lies resembles a tortoise, because its borders are round, because it rises above the water and is surrounded by the water, and because it has a globular convexity on its surface. However, there is a possibility that the origin of the name is this, that their astronomers and astrologers divide the directions according to the lunar stations.
Therefore the country, too, is divided according to the lunar stations, and the figure which represents this division is similar to a tortoise. Therefore it is called Kārma-cakra, i.e. the tortoise-circle or the tortoise-shape. The following diagram is from the Saṁhitā of Varāhamihira.

![Diagram of Varga Divisions](image)

Varāhamihira calls each of the Nava-khaṇḍu a varga. He says: "By them (the vargas) Bharatavarsha, i.e. half of the world, is divided into nine parts, the central one, the eastern, &c." Then he passes to the south, and thus round the whole horizon. That he understands by Bharatavarsha India alone is indicated by his saying that each varga has a region, the king of
which is killed when some mishap befalls it. So belong*.

To the 1st or central varga, the region Pāṇcāla.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Varga</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2d</td>
<td>Magadha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d</td>
<td>Kālāga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Avanti, i.e. Ujjain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Ananta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Sīndhu and Sāuvtra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Hārabaura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Madura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Kulinda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these countries are parts of India proper.

Most of the names of countries under which they appear in this context are not those by which they are now generally known. Utpala, a native of Kashmir, says in his commentary on the book Sāṁhitā regarding this subject: "The names of countries change, and particularly in the yugas. So Mūltān was originally called Kāṣyapapura, then Hāmsapura, then Bagapura, then Sāmbhapura, and then Mūlasthāna, i.e. the original place, for mūla means root, origin, and tdna means place."

A yuga is a long space of time, but names change rapidly, when, for instance, a foreign nation with a different language occupies a country. Their tongues frequently mangle the words, and thus transfer them into their own language, as is, e.g. the custom of the Greeks. Either they keep the original meaning of the names, and try a sort of translation, but then they undergo certain changes. So the city of Shāsh, which has its name from the Turkish language, where it is called Tāsh-kand, i.e. stone-city, is called stone-tower in the book yeowryafta. In this way new names spring up as translations of older ones. Or, secondly, the barbarians adopt and keep the local names, but with such sounds and in such forms as are adapted to their tongues, as the Arabs do in Arabising foreign names, which become disfigured in
their mouth: e.g. Bushang they call in their books Pāsanj, and Sakilkand they call in their revenue-books Pārśava (sic). However, what is more curious and strange is this, that sometimes one and the same language changes in the mouth of the same people who speak it, in consequence of which strange and uncouth forms of words spring up, not intelligible save to him who discards every rule of the language. And such changes are brought about in a few years, without there being any stringent cause or necessity for it. Of course, in all of this the Hindus are actuated by the desire to have as many names as possible, and to practise on them the rules and arts of their etymology, and they glory in the enormous copiousness of their language which they obtain by such means.

The following names of countries, which we have taken from the Vāyu-Purāṇa, are arranged according to the four directions, whilst the names taken from the Samhitā are arranged according to the eight directions. All these names are of that kind which we have here described (i.e. they are not the names now in general use). We exhibit them in the following tables:

**The single countries of the middle realm, according to the Vāyu-Purāṇa.**


The people in the east:

Andhra, Vāka, Mudrakaraka (?), Prātragira (?), Vahirgira, Prathanga (?), Vāngeya, Mālava (!), Mālavartika, Prāgjyotisha, Mūnda, Ābika (?), Tāmrāliptika, Māla, Magadha, Govinda (Gonanda ?).

The people in the south:

Pāṇḍya, Kerala, Cauya, Kulya, Setuka, Mūshika, Rumana (?), Vanavāsika, Mahārāṣṭra, Māhīṣa, Ka-
The people in the west:

Malada (?), Karûsha, Mekala, Utkala, Uttamarna, Baśârṇa (?), Bhoja, Kishkinda, Kosala, Traipura, Vaidika, Tharpura (?), Tumbura, Shattumâna (?), Padha, Karṇapâvana (?), Hûna, Darva, Hûhaka (?), Trigartta, Mâlava, Kîrâta, Tâmara.

The people in the north:

Vâhlika (?), Vâdhva, Vâna (?), Âbhîra, Kalatoyaka, Aparânta (?), Pahlava, Carmakhaṇḍîka, Gandhûra, Yavana, Sindhu, Sauvâra, i.e. Multân and Jarâwâr, Madhra (?), Śaka, Drihâla (?), Lîtta (Kulinda), Malla (?), Kodara (?), Âtreyâ, Bharadvâ, Jâṅgala, Daseruka (?), Lâmpâka, Tâlakûna (?), Sûlîka, Jâgara.

The names of the countries for the tortoise-figure, as taken from the Sanskrit of Varâhamihira.

I. The names of the countries in the centre of the realm:

Bhadra, Ari, Meda, Mândavya, Sâlvani, Pojjihâna, Maru, Vatsa, Ghosha, the valley of the Yamunâ, Sûrâsvata, Matsya, Mâthura, Kopa, Jyotisha, Dharmâranya, Sûrasena, Gauragriva, Uddehika near Bazâna, Pându, Guḍâ = Tâneshar, Aśvattha, Pañcâla, Sûketa, Kanka, Kuru = Tâneshar, Kâlkoṭi, Kukura, Pariyâtra, Audumbara, Kapishṭhala, Gaja.

II. The names of the countries in the east:

Añjana, Vrîshabadhvaja, Padma-Tulya (sic), Vyâghramukha, i.e. people with tiger-faces, Suhma, Karvaṭa, Candrapura, Sûrpakarṇa, i.e. people with ears like
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sieves, Khasha, Mågadha, Mount Śibira, Mithilâ, Samatâta, Odra, Aśvavadana, i.e. people with horse-faces, Dantura, i.e. people with long teeth, Prâgijyotisba, Lohitya, Krîtra-samudra (sic), i.e. the milk-sea, Purushâda, Udayagiri, i.e. the mountain of sunrise, Bhadra, Gauraka, Paṇḍra, Utkala, Kâsi, Mekala, Ambasñtha, Ekapada, i.e. the one-footed people, Tâmaliptikâ, Kauśalaka, Vardhamâna.

III. The names of the countries of the south-east (Agneya) :

Kosala, Kalinga, Vaṅga, Upavanga, Jâthara, Ânga, Saulika, Vidarbha, Vatsa, Andhra, Colika (?), Ùrdhvakarna, i.e. people whose ears are directed upwards, Vrisha, Nâlikera, Carmadvipa, the mountain Vindhya, Tripuri, Ñmaśrudhara, Hemakûtya, Vyâlagriva, i.e. people whose bosoms are snakes, Mahâgriva, i.e. people who have wide bosoms, Kishkindha, the country of the monkeys, Kândakasthala, Nishâda, Râshtra, Dâsârâ, Purika, Nagnaparâ, Śavara.

IV. The names of the countries in the south :

Lânkâ, i.e. the cupola of the earth, Kâlûjina, Sairikirña (?), Tâlikâta, Girnagara, Malaya, Dardura, Mahendra, Mâlindya, Bharukaccha, Kankaṭa, Tânkâna, Vanavâsi on the coast, Śibika, Phanikâra, Koûkâna near the sea, Âbhira, Âkara, Vena a river, Avanti, i.e. the city of Ujain, Daśapura, Gonarda, Keralaka, Karṇûta, Mahâtavi, Citrakûta, Nâsikya, Kollagiri, Cola, Krauñcadvipa, Jaṭâdhara, Kauverya, Rishyamûka, Vaidûrya, Šânkha, Mukta, Atri, Vâricara, Jarmapattana (sic), Dvipa, Gañarâjya, Krîshnavaidûrya, Śibika, Śûryûdri, Kuśumanaga, Tumbavana, Kûrmañeyaka, Yâmyodadhi, Tâpasâsrama, Rishika, Kâñct, Marucipattana, Divârâ (!), Siñhala, Rishabha, Baladevapatâna, Daṇḍakâvana, Timingilâsana (?), Bhadra, Kaccha, Kuñjaradari, Tâmraparâṇa.

V. The names of the countries in the south-west (Nairûra) :—
Kâmboja, Sindhu, Saunvira, i.e. Multan and Jahâvâr, Vaḍavâmukha, Áravâmbashṭha, Kapila, Pârasâva, i.e. the Persians, Sûdra, Barbara, Kirâta, Khanda, Kravya, Ábhîra, Cańcîka, Hemagiri, Sindhu, Kâlaka, Raivatâka, Surâshtrâ, Bâdara, Dranîda, Mahârnava, Nârîâmukha, i.e. men with women’s faces, i.e. the Turks, Ánarta, Phêngâgirî, Yavana, i.e. the Greeks, Mâyaka, Karṇâparâvaraṇa.

VI. The names of the countries in the west:—
Mañîmâ, Meghavan, Vañaugha, Astagîrî, i.e. the country of sunset, Aparântaka, Sântika, Haihaya, Praśastâdri, Vokkâna, Pañcanâda, i.e. the union of the five rivers, Mathâra, Pârata, Târakruthi (?), Yînga, Vaîîya, Kanaka, Šaka, Mleccha, i.e. the Arabs.

VII. The names of the countries in the north-west (Vdyâva):—
Mândavâya, Tukhâra, Tâlahala, Madra, Âsîka, Kûllatalahâda, Strîrâjya, i.e. women amongst whom no man dwells longer than half a year, Nrisimhâvana, i.e. people with lion-faces, Khastha, i.e. people who are born from the trees, hanging on them by the navel-strings, Venumatî (?), i.e. Tirmîdh, Phalgu, Guruhâ, Marukucca, Carmaranâga, i.e. people with coloured skins, Ekavilcana, i.e. the one-eyed men, Sûlika, Dîrghagrîva, i.e. people with long faces, which means with long necks, Dîrghamukha, i.e. people with long faces, Dîrghâkesâ, i.e. people with long hair.

VIII. The names of the countries in the north:—
Kailâsa, Himavant, Vasaunânt, Giri, Dhanushman (!), i.e. the people with bows, Kraunca, Meru, Kurava; Uttarâkurava, Kshudramîna, Kaikaya, Vasâti, Yâmuna, i.e. a kind of Greeks, Bhogapratsha, Ârjunâyana, Agnîtya, Ádarśa, Antardvipa, Trigata, Turagânâna, i.e. people with horse-faces, Śvamukha, i.e. people with dog-faces, Keśadhara, Capîtanâsîka, i.e. flat-noses, Dâsîra, Kavâtadhâna, Śaradhâna, Takshaśîla, i.e. Mârikala, Pushkalâvatî, i.e. Pûkala, Kailâvata, Kaṇṭhâdhâna,
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Ambara, Madraka, Málava, Paurava, Kacchára, Daṇḍa, Píngalaka, Mánahala, Húna, Kohala, Sátaka, MÁṇḍayya, Bhútapura, Gándhára, Yaśovati, Hématála, Rájanyá, Khajara, Yaudheya, Dásameya, Šyáma, Káshemadhúrtsa (?).

IX. The names of the countries in the north-east (Aśdána):—

Meru, Kánashharájya, Pasúpála, Kíra, Kašmíra, Abhi, Sárráda, Taṅgána, Kulúta, Sairíndha, Ráshtra, Brahmapura, Dárva, Dámara, Vanarájya, Kiráta, Cína, Kaúninda, Bhálla, Palóla, Játásura, Kunaítha, Khasha, Góshíha, Kúcika, Ekacarína, i.e. the one-footed people, Anuviśva, Suvarnabhúmi, i.e. the gold land, Árvasudhana (sic), Nándavíshtha, Paurava, Círanivasana, Trínetra, i.e. people with three eyes, Puñjádri, Gandharva.

Hindu astronomers determine the longitude of the inhabitable world by Laṅká, which lies in its centre on the equator, whilst Yamakoṭí lies on its east, Romaka on its west, and Siddhápurá on that part of the equator which is diametrically opposed to Laṅká. Their remarks on the rising and setting of the heavenly bodies show that Yamakoṭí and Rúm are distant from each other by half a circle. It seems that they assign the countries of the West (i.e. North Africa) to Rúm or the Roman Empire, because the Rúm or Byzantine Greeks occupy the opposite shores of the same sea (the Mediterranean); for the Roman Empire has much northern latitude and penetrates high into the north. No part of it stretches far southward, and, of course, nowhere does it reach the equator, as the Hindus say with regard to Romaka.

We shall here speak no more of Laṅká (as we are going to treat of it in a separate chapter). Yamakoṭí is, according to Yaḵúb and Alfażári, the country where is the city Tára within a sea. I have not found the slightest trace of this name in Indian literature. As koṭí means castle and Yama is the angel of death, the
word reminds me of Kangdiz, which, according to the Persians, had been built by Kaikā'ūs or Jam in the most remote east, behind the sea. Kaikhusrau traversed the sea to Kangdiz when following the traces of Afrasiāb the Turk, and there he went at the time of his anchorite life and expatriation. For ḏiz means in Persian castle, as koṭi in the Indian language. Abū-Ma'shar of Balkh has based his geographical canon on Kangdiz as the 0° of longitude or first meridian.

How the Hindus came to suppose the existence of Siddhapura I do not know, for they believe, like ourselves, that behind the inhabited half-circle there is nothing but unnavigable seas.

In what way the Hindus determine the latitude of a place has not come to our knowledge. That the longitude of the inhabitable world is a half-circle is a far-spread theory among their astronomers; they differ (from Western astronomers) only as to the point which is to be its beginning. If we explain the theory of the Hindus as far as we understand it, their beginning of longitude is Ujain, which they consider as the eastern limit of one quarter (of the ḍikovūra), whilst the limit of the second quarter lies in the west at some distance from the end of civilisation, as we shall hereafter explain in the chapter about the difference of the longitudes of two places.

The theory of the Western astronomers on this point is a double one. Some adopt as the beginning of longitude the shore of the (Atlantic) ocean, and they extend the first quarter thence as far as the environs of Balkh. Now, according to this theory, things have been united which have no connection with each other. So Shapūrkān and Ujain are placed on the same meridian. A theory which so little corresponds to reality is quite valueless. Others adopt the Islands of the Happy Ones as the beginning of longitude, and the quarter of the ḍikovūra they extend thence as far as the neighbour-
hood of Jurjân and Nishâpûr. Both these theories are totally different from that of the Hindus. This subject, however, shall be more accurately investigated in a subsequent chapter (p. 311).

If I, by the grace of God, shall live long enough, I shall devote a special treatise to the longitude of Nishâpûr, where this subject shall be thoroughly inquired into.
CHAPTER XXX.

ON LAÑKÁ, OR THE CUPOLA OF THE EARTH.

The midst of the inhabitable world, of its longitudinal extension from east to west on the equator, is by the astronomers (of the Muslims) called the *cupola of the earth*, and the *great* circle which passes through the pole and this point of the equator is called the *meridian of the cupola*. We must, however, observe that whatever may be the natural form of the earth, there is no place on it which to the exclusion of others deserves the name of a *cupola*; that this term is only a metaphorical one to denote a point from which the two ends of the inhabitable world in east and west are equidistant, comparable to the top of a cupola or a tent, as all things hanging down from this top (tent-ropes or walls) have the same length, and their lower ends the same distances therefrom. But the Hindus never call this point by a term that in our language must be interpreted by *cupola*; they only say that Laṅká is between the two ends of the inhabitable world and without latitude. There Rāvana, the demon, fortified himself when he had carried off the wife of Rāma, the son of Daśaratha. His labyrinthine fortress is called *Laṅkā-tor* (?), whilst in our (Muslim) countries it is called *Yadana-kośi*, which has frequently been explained as Rome.
The following is the plan of the labyrinthine fortress:

Rāma attacked Rāvana after having crossed the ocean on a dyke of the length of 100 yojana, which he had constructed from a mountain in a place called Setubandha, i.e. bridge of the ocean, east of Ceylon. He fought with him and killed him, and Rāma's brother killed the brother of Rāvana, as is described in the story of Rāma and Rāmāyana. Thereupon he broke the dyke in ten different places by arrow-shots.

According to the Hindus, Lāṅkā is the castle of the demons. It is 30 yojana above the earth, i.e. 30 far-sak. Its length from east to west is 100 yojana; its breadth from north to south is the same as the height (i.e. thirty).

It is on account of Lāṅkā and the island of Vaḍavāmukha that the Hindus consider the south as foreboding evil. In no work of piety do they direct themselves...
southward or walk southward. The south occurs only in connection with impious actions.

The line on which the astronomical calculations are based (as ° of longitude), which passes in a straight line from Lānkā to Meru, passes—

(1.) Through the city of Ujain (Ujjayinī) in Mālava (Mālavā).

(2.) Through the neighbourhood of the fortress Rohitaka in the district of Multān, which is now deserted.

(3.) Through Kurukshetra, i.e. the plain of Tāneshar (Sthānēśvara), in the centre of their country.

(4.) Through the river Yamunā, on which the city of Mathurā is situated.

(5.) Through the mountains of the Himavant, which are covered with everlasting snow, and where the rivers of their country rise. Behind them lies Mount Meru.

The city of Ujain, which in the tables of the longitudes of places is mentioned as Uzain, and as situated on the sea, is in reality 100 yojana distant from the sea. Some undiscriminating Muslim astronomer has uttered the opinion that Ujain lies on the meridian of Al-shabūrkān in Al-jūzajān; but such is not the case, for it lies by many degrees of the equator more to the east than Al-shabūrkān. There is some confusion about the longitude of Ujain, particularly among such (Muslim) astronomers as mix up with each other the different opinions about the first degree of longitude both in east and west, and are unable to distinguish them properly.

No sailor who has traversed the ocean round the place which is ascribed to Lānkā, and has travelled in that direction, has ever given such an account of it as tallies with the traditions of the Hindus or resembles them. In fact, there is no tradition which makes the thing appear to us more possible (than it is according to the reports of the Hindus). The name Lānkā, however, makes me think of something entirely different,
viz. that the clove is called lavang, because it is imported from a country called Langa. According to the uniform report of all sailors, the ships which are sent to this country land their cargo in boats, viz. ancient Western denars and various kinds of merchandise, striped Indian cloth, salt, and other usual articles of trade. These wares are deposited on the shore on leather sheets, each of which is marked with the name of its owner. Thereupon the merchants retire to their ships. On the following day they find the sheets covered with doves by way of payment, little or much, as the natives happen to own.

The people with whom this trade is carried on are demons according to some, savage men according to others.

The Hindus who are the neighbours of those regions (of Lanka) believe that the small-pox is a wind blowing from the island of Lanka towards the continent to carry off souls. According to one report, some men warn people beforehand of the blowing of this wind, and can exactly tell at what times it will reach the different parts of the country. After the small-pox has broken out, they recognise from certain signs whether it is virulent or not. Against the virulent small-pox they use a method of treatment by which they destroy only one single limb of the body, but do not kill. They use as medicine cloves, which they give to the patient to drink, together with gold-dust; and, besides, the males tie the cloves, which are similar to date-kernels, to their necks. If these precautions are taken, perhaps nine people out of ten will be proof against this malady.

All this makes me think that the Lanka which the Hindus mention is identical with the clove-country Langa, though their descriptions do not tally. However, there is no communication kept up with the latter, for people say that when perchance a merchant is left
behind on this island, there is no more trace found of him. And this my conjecture is strengthened by the fact that, according to the book of Râma and Râmâyana, behind the well-known country of Sindh there are cannibals. And, on the other hand, it is well known among all seamen that cannibalism is the cause of the savagery and bestiality of the inhabitants of the island of Langabâlûs.
CHAPTER XXXI.

ON THAT DIFFERENCE OF VARIOUS PLACES WHICH WE CALL THE DIFFERENCE OF LONGITUDE.

He who aims at accuracy in this subject must try to determine the distance between the spheres of the meridians of the two places in question. Muslim astronomers reckon by equatorial times corresponding to the distance between the two meridians, and begin to count from one (the western one) of the two places. The sum of equatorial minutes which they find is called the difference between the two longitudes; for they consider as the longitude of each place the distance of its meridian from the great circle passing through the pole of the equator, which has been chosen as the limit of the oikouμένη, and for this first meridian they have chosen the western (not the eastern) limit of the oikouμένη. It is all the same whether these equatorial times, whatsoever their number for each meridian may be, are reckoned as 360th parts of a circle, or as its 60th parts, so as to correspond to the day-minutes, or as farsakh or yojana.

The Hindus employ in this subject methods which do not rest on the same principle as ours. They are totally different; and howsoever different they are, it is perfectly clear that none of them hits the right mark. As we (Muslims) note for each place its longitude, the Hindus note the number of yojanas of its distance from the meridian of Ujain. And the more to the west the position of a place is, the greater is the number of
On the circumference of the earth.

...yojanas; the more to the east it is, the smaller is this number. They call it deśāntara, i.e. the difference between the places. Further, they multiply the deśāntara by the mean daily motion of the planet (the sun), and divide the product by 4800. Then the quotient represents that amount of the motion of the star which corresponds to the number of yojana in question, i.e. that which must be added to the mean place of the sun, as it has been found for moon or midnight of Ujjain, if you want to find the longitude of the place in question.

The number which they use as divisor (4800) is the number of the yojanas of the circumference of the earth, for the difference between the spheres of the meridians of the two places stands in the same relation to the whole circumference of the earth as the mean motion of the planet (sun) from one place to the other to its whole daily rotation round the earth.

If the circumference of the earth is 4800 yojanas, the diameter is nearly 1527; but Pulisa reckons it as 1600, Brahmagupta as 1581 yojanas, each of which is equal to eight miles. The same value is given in the astronomical handbook Al-arkand as 1050. This number, however, is, according to Ibn Târik, the radius, whilst the diameter is 2100 yojanas, each yojana being reckoned as equal to four miles, and the circumference is stated as 6596 1/4 yojanas.

Brahmagupta uses 4800 as the number of yojanas of the earth's circumference in his canon Khaṇḍa-khaḍyaka, but in the amended edition he uses, instead of this, the corrected circumference, agreeing with Pulisa. The correction he propounds is this, that he multiplies the yojanas of the earth's circumference by the sines of the complement of the latitude of the place, and divides the product by the sinus totus; then the quotient is the corrected circumference of the earth, or the number of yojanas of the parallel circle of the place in question. Sometimes this number is called the collar of the meri-
Hereby people are frequently misled to think that the 4800 yojanas are the corrected circumference for the city of Ujain. If we calculate it (according to Brahmagupta's correction), we find the latitude of Ujain to be 16° degrees, whilst in reality it is 24 degrees.

The author of the canon Karana-tilaka makes this correction in the following way. He multiplies the diameter of the earth by 12 and divides the product by the equinoctial shadow of the place. The gnomon stands in the same relation to this shadow as the radius of the parallel circle of the place to the sine of the latitude of the place, not to the sinus totus. Evidently the author of this method thinks that we have here the same kind of equation as that which the Hindus call vyastatrairdsika, i.e. the places with the retrograde motion.

An example of it is the following.

If the price of a harlot of 15 years be, e.g. 10 denars, how much will it be when she is 40 years old?

The method is this, that you multiply the first number by the second (15 x 10 = 150), and divide the product by the third number (150 : 40 = 3½). Then the quotient or fourth number is her price when she has become old, viz. 3½ denars.

Now the author of the Karana-tilaka, after having found that the straight shadow increases with the latitude, whilst the diameter of the circle decreases, thought, according to the analogy of the just mentioned calculation, that between this increase and decrease there is a certain ratio. Therefore he maintains that the diameter of the circle decreases, i.e. becomes gradually smaller than the diameter of the earth, at the same rate as the straight shadow increases. Thereupon he calculates the corrected circumference from the corrected diameter.

After having thus found the longitudinal difference between two places, he observes a lunar eclipse, and fixes in day-minutes the difference between the time of its appearance in the two places. Pulisa multiplies
these day-minutes by the circumference of the earth, and divides the product by 60, viz. the minutes (or 60th parts) of the daily revolution. The quotient, then, is the number of the *yojanas* of the distance between the two places.

This calculation is correct. The result refers to the *great circle* on which Lanka lies.

Brahmagupta calculates in the same manner, save that he multiplies by 4800. The other details have already been mentioned.

As far as this, one clearly recognises what the Hindu astronomers aim at, be their method correct or faulty. However, we cannot say the same of their calculation of the *deśāntara* from the latitudes of two different places, which is reported by Alfazārī in his canon in the following manner:

"Add together the squares of the sines of the latitudes of the two places, and take the root of the sum. This root is the *portio*.

"Further, square the difference of these two sines and add it to the *portio*. Multiply the sum by 8 and divide the product by 377. The quotient, then, is the distance between the two places, that is to say, according to a rough calculation.

"Further, multiply the difference between the two latitudes by the *yojanas* of the circumference of the earth and divide the product by 360."

Evidently this latter calculation is nothing but the transferring of the difference between the two latitudes from the measure of degrees and minutes to the measure of *yojanas*. Then he proceeds:

"Now the square of the quotient is subtracted from the square of the roughly calculated *distance*, and of the remainder you take the root, which represents the *straight yojanas*.

Evidently the latter number represents the distance between the spheres of the *meridians* of the two places.
on the circle of latitude, whilst the *roughly calculated* number is the distance between the two places in longitude.

This method of calculation is found in the astronomical handbooks of the Hindus in conformity with the account of Alfasârî, save in one particular. The here-mentioned *portio* is the root of the difference between the squares of the sines of the two latitudes, not the sum of the squares of the sines of the two latitudes.

But whatever this method may be, it does not hit the right mark. We have fully explained it in several of our publications specially devoted to this subject, and there we have shown that it is impossible to determine the distance between two places and the difference of longitude between them by means of their latitudes alone, and that only in case one of these two things is known (the distance between two places or the difference between the longitudes of them), by this and by means of the two latitudes, the third value can be found.

Based on the same principle, the following calculation has been found, there being no indication by whom it was invented:

"Multiply the *yojanas* of the distance between two places by 9, and divide the product by (*lacuna*); the root of the difference between its square and the square of the difference of the two latitudes. Divide this number by 6. Then you get as quotient the number of day-minutes of the difference of the two longitudes."

It is clear that the author of this calculation first takes the distance (between the two places), then he reduces it to the measure of the circumference of the circle. However, if we invert the calculation and reduce the parts (or degrees) of the great circle to *yojanas* according to his method, we get the number 3200, i.e. 100 *yojanas* less than we have given on the authority of
Al-arkand (v. p. 312). The double of it, 6400, comes near the number mentioned by Ibn Ṭārik (i.e. 6596½, v. p. 312), being only about 200 yojanas smaller.

We shall now give the latitudes of some places, as we hold them to be correct.

All canons of the Hindus agree in this that the line connecting Laṅkā with Meru divides the oikouµèn lengthways in two halves, and that it passes through the city of Ujain, the fortress of Rohitaka, the river Yamunā, the plain of Tāneshar, and the Cold Mountains. The longitudes of the places are measured by their distance from this line. On this head I know of no difference between them except the following passage in the book of Āryabhaṭa of Kusumapura:—

"People say that Kurukshetra, i.e. the plain of Tāneshar, lies on the line which connects Laṅkā with Meru and passes through Ujain. So they report on the authority of Pulisa. But he was much too intelligent not to have known the subject better. The times of the eclipses prove that statement to be erroneous, and Prithusvāmin maintains that the difference between the longitudes of Kurukshetra and Ujain is 120 yojanas."

These are the words of Āryabhaṭa.

Yaʾkūb Ibn Ṭārik says in his book entitled The Composition of the Spheres, that the latitude of Ujain is 4½ degrees, but he does not say whether it lies in the north or the south. Besides, he states it, on the authority of the book Al-Arkand, to be 4½ degrees. We, however, have found a totally different latitude of Ujain in the same book in a calculation relating to the distance between Ujain and Almanṣūra, which the author calls Brahmanavāṭa, i.e. Bamhanwāṭ, viz. latitude of Ujain, 22° 29′; latitude of Almanṣūra, 24° 1′.

According to the same book, the straight shadow in Lohāniyye, i.e. Lohārānt, is 5½ digits.
On the other hand, however, all the canons of the Hindus agree in this, that the latitude of Ujain is 24 degrees, and that the sun culminates over it at the time of the summer solstice.

Balabhadra, the commentator, gives as the latitude of Kanoj 26° 35'; as that of Tâneshar, 30° 12'.

The learned Abû-Âhmad, the son of Catlaghtagîn, calculated the latitude of the city of Karlî (?); and found it to be 28° o', that of Tâneshar 27°, and both places to be distant from each other by three days' marches. What the cause of this difference is I do not know.

According to the book Karaâna-sâra, the latitude of Kashmir is 34° 9', and the straight shadow there 8½ digits.

I myself have found the latitude of the fortress Lauhûr to be 34° 10'. The distance from Lauhûr to the capital of Kashmir is 56 miles, half the way being rugged country, the other half plain. What other latitudes I have been able to observe myself, I shall enumerate in this place:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ghazna</th>
<th>33° 35'</th>
<th>Lamghân</th>
<th>34° 43'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kábul</td>
<td>33° 47'</td>
<td>Purshâvar</td>
<td>34° 44'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandi, the guard-station of the prince</td>
<td>33° 55'</td>
<td>Jailam</td>
<td>34° 30'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunpûr</td>
<td>34° 20'</td>
<td>The fortress Nandna</td>
<td>32° 0'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distance between the latter place and Multân is nearly 200 miles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sâlkot</th>
<th>32° 58'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandakkakor</td>
<td>31° 50'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multân</td>
<td>29° 40'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the latitudes of places are known, and the distances between them have been measured, the difference between their longitudes also may be found according to the methods explained in the books to which we have referred the reader.
We ourselves have (in our travels) in their country not passed beyond the places which we have mentioned, nor have we learned any more longitudes and latitudes (of places in India) from their literature. It is God alone who helps us to reach our objects!
CHAPTER XXXII.

ON THE NOTIONS OF DURATION AND TIME IN GENERAL, AND ON THE CREATION OF THE WORLD AND ITS DESTRUCTION.

According to the relation of Muhammad Ibn Zakariyya Alrazi, the most ancient philosophers of the Greeks thought that the following five things existed from all eternity, the creator, the universal soul, the first ṣūra, space in the abstract, and time in the abstract. On these things Alrazi has founded that theory of his, which is at the bottom of his whole philosophy. Further, he distinguishes between time and duration in so far as number applies to the former, not to the latter; for a thing which can be numbered is finite, whilst duration is infinite. Similarly, philosophers have explained time as duration with a beginning and an end, and eternity as duration without beginning and end.

According to Alrazi, those five things are necessary postulates of the actually existing world. For that which the senses perceive in it is the ṣūra acquiring shape by means of combination. Besides, the ṣūra occupies some place, and therefore we must admit the existence of space. The changes apparent in the world of sense compel us to assume the existence of time, for some of them are earlier, others later, and the before and the afterwards, the earlier and the later, and the simultaneous can only be perceived by means of the
notion of time, which is a necessary postulate of the existing world.

Further, there are living beings in the existing world. Therefore we must assume the existence of the soul. Among these living beings there are intelligent ones, capable of carrying the arts to the highest perfection; and this compels us to assume the existence of a Creator, who is wise and intelligent, who establishes and arranges everything in the best possible manner, and inspires people with the force of intelligence for the purpose of liberation.

On the other hand, some sophists consider eternity and time as one and the same thing, and declare the motion which serves to measure time alone to be finite.

Another one declares eternity to be the circular motion. No doubt this motion is indissolubly connected with that being which moves by it, and which is of the most sublime nature, since it lasts for ever. Thereupon he rises in his argumentation from the moving being to its mover, and from the moving mover to the first mover who is motionless.

This kind of research is very subtle and obscure. But for this, the opinions would not differ to such an extent that some people declare that there is no time at all, while others declare that time is an independent substance. According to Alexander of Aphrodisias, Aristotle gives in his book φυσικά διερευνά the following argumentation: "Everything moving is moved by a mover;" and Galenus says on the same subject that he could not understand the notion of time, much less prove it.

The theory of the Hindus on this subject is rather poor in thought and very little developed. Varāhamihira says in the opening of his book Sāmkhīta, when speaking of that which existed from all eternity: "It has been said in the ancient books that the first primeval thing was darkness, which is not identical
with the black colour, but a kind of non-existence like
the state of a sleeping person. Then God created this
world for Brahman as a cupola for him. He made it
to consist of two parts, a higher and a lower one, and
placed the sun and moon in it.” Kapila declares:
“God has always existed, and with him the world, with
all its substances and bodies. He, however, is a cause
to the world, and rises by the subtlety of his nature
above the gross nature of the world.” Kumbhaka
says: “The primeval one is Mahābhāta, i.e. the com-
pound of the five elements. Some declare that the
primeval thing is time, others nature, and still others
maintain that the director is karmāṇ, i.e. action.”

In the book Viṣṇu-Dharma, Vajra speaks to Mār-
kaṇḍeya: “Explain to me the times;” whereupon the
latter answers: “Duration is atmapurusha,” i.e. a
breath, and purusha, which means the lord of the uni-
verse. Thereupon, he commenced explaining to him
the divisions of time and their dominants, just as we
have propounded these things in detail in the proper
chapters (chap. xxxiii. et seq.).

The Hindus have divided duration into two periods,
a period of motion, which has been determined as time,
and a period of rest, which can be determined only in
an imaginary way according to the analogy of that
which has first been determined, the period of motion.
The Hindus hold the eternity of the Creator to be
determinable, not measurable, since it is infinite. We,
however, cannot refrain from remarking that it is
extremely difficult to imagine a thing which is deter-
minal but not measurable, and that the whole idea
is very far-fetched. We shall here communicate so
much as will suffice for the reader of the opinions of
the Hindus on this subject, as far as we know them.

The common notion of the Hindus regarding creation
is a popular one, for, as we have already mentioned,
they believe matter to be eternal. Therefore, they do
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not, by the word creation, understand a formation of something out of nothing. They mean by creation only the working with a piece of clay, working out various combinations and figures in it, and making such arrangements with it as will lead to certain ends and aims which are potentially in it. For this reason they attribute the creation to angels and demons, nay, even to human beings, who create either because they carry out some legal obligation which afterwards proves beneficial for the creation, or because they intend to allay their passions after having become envious and ambitious. So, for instance, they relate that Visvamitra, the Rishi, created the buffaloes for this purpose, that mankind should enjoy all the good and useful things which they afford. All this reminds one of the words of Plato in the book Timæus: "The θεόi, i.e. the gods, who, according to an order of their father, carried out the creation of man, took an immortal soul and made it the beginning; thereupon they fashioned like a turner a mortal body upon it."

Here in this context we meet with a duration of time which Muslim authors, following the example of the Hindus, call the years of the world. People think that at their beginnings and endings creation and destruction take place as kinds of new formations. This, however, is not the belief of the people at large. According to them, this duration is a day of Brahman and a consecutive night of Brahman; for Brahman is intrusted with creating. Further, the coming into existence is a motion in that which grows out of something different from itself, and the most apparent of the causes of this motion are the meteoric motors, i.e. the stars. These, however, will never exercise regular influences on the world below them unless they move and change their shapes in every direction (= their aspects). Therefore the coming into existence is limited to the day of Brahman, because in it only, as the
Hindus believe, the stars are moving and their spheres revolving according to their pre-established order, and in consequence the process of coming into existence is developed on the surface of the earth without any interruption.

On the contrary, during the night of Brahman the spheres rest from their motions, and all the stars, as well as their apsides and nodes, stand still in one particular place.

In consequence all the affairs of the earth are in one and the same unchanging condition, therefore the coming into existence has ceased, because he who makes things come into existence rests. So both the processes of acting and of being acted upon are suspended; the elements rest from entering into new metamorphoses and combinations, as they rest now in (lacuna; perhaps: the night), and they prepare themselves to belong to new beings, which will come into existence on the following day of Brahman.

In this way existence circulates during the life of Brahman, a subject which we shall propound in its proper place.

According to these notions of the Hindus, creation and destruction only refer to the surface of the earth. By such a creation, not one piece of clay comes into existence which did not exist before, and by such a destruction not one piece of clay which exists ceases to exist. It is quite impossible that the Hindus should have the notion of a creation as long as they believe that matter existed from all eternity.

The Hindus represent to their common people the two durations here mentioned, the day of Brahman and the night of Brahman, as his waking and sleeping; and we do not disapprove of these terms, as they denote something which has a beginning and end. Further, the whole of the life of Brahman, consisting of a suc-
cession of motion and rest in the world during such a period, is considered as applying only to existence, not to non-existence, since during it the piece of clay exists and; besides, also its shape. The life of Brahman is only a day for that being who is above him, i.e. Purusha (cf. chap. xxxv.). When he dies all compounds are dissolved during his night, and in consequence of the annihilation of the compounds, that also is suspended which kept him (Brahman) within the laws of nature. This, then, is the rest of Purusha, and of all that is under his control (lit. and of his vehicles).

When common people describe these things, they make the night of Brahman follow after the night of Purusha; and as Purusha is the name for a man, they attribute to him sleeping and waking. They derive destruction from his snoring, in consequence of which all things that hang together break asunder, and everything standing is drowned in the sweat of his forehead. And more of the like they produce, things which the mind declines to accept and the ear refuses to hear.

Therefore the educated Hindus do not share these opinions (regarding the waking and sleeping of Brahman), for they know the real nature of sleep. They know that the body, a compound of antipathetic humores, requires sleep for the purpose of resting, and for this purpose that all which nature requires, after being wasted, should be duly replaced. So, in consequence of the constant dissolution, the body requires food in order to replace that which had been lost by emaciation. Further, it requires cohabitation for the purpose of perpetuating the species by the body, as without cohabitation the species would die out. Besides, the body requires other things, evil ones, but necessary, while simple substances can dispense with them, as also He can who is above them, like to whom there is nothing.
Further, the Hindus maintain that the world will perish in consequence of the conjunction of the twelve suns, which appear one after the other in the different months, ruining the earth by burning and calcining it, and by withering and drying up all moist substances. Further, the world perishes in consequence of the union of the four rains which now come down in the different seasons of the year; that which has been calcined attracts the water and is thereby dissolved. Lastly, the world perishes by the cessation of light and by the prevalence of darkness and non-existence. By all this the world will be dissolved into atoms and be scattered.

The Matsya-Purāṇa says that the fire which burns the world has come out of the water; that until then it dwelt on Mount Mahisha in the Kusa-Dvīpa, and was called by the name of this mountain.

The Vishnu-Purāṇa says that "Mabarloka lies above the pole, and that the duration of the stay there is one kalpa. When the three worlds burn, the fire and smoke injure the inhabitants, and then they rise and emigrate to Janaloka, the dwelling-place of the sons of Brahman, who preceded creation, viz. Sanaka, Sananda, Sanandaśāda (?), Asuras, Kapila, Vodhu, and Pañcaśikha."

The context of these passages makes it clear that this destruction of the world takes place at the end of a kalpa, and hence is derived the theory of Abū-Ma'shar that a deluge takes place at the conjunction of the planets, because, in fact, they stand in conjunction at the end of each caturyuga and at the beginning of each kaliyuga. If this conjunction is not a complete one, the deluge, too, will evidently not attain the highest degree of its destructive power. The farther we advance in the investigation of these subjects, the more light will be shed on all ideas of this kind, and the better the reader will understand all words and terms occurring in this context.
Alârânsahârî records a tradition, as representing the belief of the Buddhists, which much resembles the silly tales just mentioned. On the sides of Mount Meru there are four worlds, which are alternately civilised or desert. A world becomes desert when it is overpowered by the fire, in consequence of the rising of seven suns, one after the other, over it, when the water of the fountains dries up, and the burning fire becomes so strong as to penetrate into the world. A world becomes civilised when the fire leaves it and migrates to another world; after it has left, a strong wind rises in the world, drives the clouds, and makes them rain, so that the world becomes like an ocean. Out of its foam shells are produced, with which the souls are connected, and out of these human beings originate when the water has sunk into the ground. Some Buddhists think that a man comes by accident from the perishing world to the growing world. Since he feels unhappy on account of his being alone, out of his thought there arises a spouse, and from this couple generation commences.
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ON THE VARIOUS KINDS OF THE DAY OR NYCHTHEMERON,
AND ON DAY AND NIGHT IN PARTICULAR.

According to the general usage of Muslims, Hindus, and others, a day or nycthemeron means the duration of one revolution of the sun in a rotation of the universe, in which he starts from the one half of a great circle and returns to the same. Apparently it is divided into two halves: the day (i.e. the time of the sun's being visible to the inhabitants of a certain place on earth), and the night (i.e. the time of his being invisible to them). His being visible and being invisible are relative facts, which differ as the horizons differ. It is well known that the horizon of the equator, which the Hindus call the country without latitude, cuts the circles parallel to the meridian in two halves. In consequence, day and night are always equal there. However, the horizons which cut the parallel circles without passing through their pole divide them into two unequal halves, the more so the smaller the parallel circles are. In consequence, there day and night are unequal, except at the times of the two equinoxes, when on the whole earth, except Meîû and Vaḍavâmukha, day and night are equal. Then all the places north and south of the line share in this peculiarity of the line, but only at this time, not at any other.

The beginning of the day is the sun's rising above the horizon, the beginning of the night his disappearing below it. The Hindus consider the day as the first, the
night as the second, part of the nychthemeron. Therefore they call the former Sāvana, i.e. a day depending on the rising of the sun. Besides, they call it Manushyāhorātra, i.e. a human day, because, in fact, the great mass of their people do not know any other kind of day but this. Now, assuming the Sāvana to be known to the reader, we shall in the following use it as a standard and gauge, in order thereby to determine all the other kinds of days.

After the human day follows Pitṛnām ahorātra, i.e. the nychthemeron of the forefathers, whose spirits, according to the belief of the Hindus, dwell in the sphere of the moon. Its day and night depend upon light and darkness, not upon the rising and setting in relation to a certain horizon. When the moon stands in the highest parts of the sphere with reference to them, this is a day to them; and when it stands in the lowest parts, it is night to them. Evidently their moon is the time of conjunction or full moon, and their midnight is opposition or new moon. Therefore the nychthemeron of the forefathers is a complete lunar month, the day beginning at the time of half-moon, when the light on the moon's body begins to increase, and the night beginning at the time of half-moon, when her light begins to wane. This follows of necessity from the just-mentioned determination of the nooh and midnight of the nychthemeron of the forefathers. Besides, it may be brought near to the reader by a comparison, as the bright half of the light on the moon's body may be compared to the rising of half of the globe of the sun over the horizon, and the other half's setting below the horizon. The day of this nychthemeron extends from the last quarter of a month to the first quarter of the succeeding month; the night from the first to the second quarter of one identical month. The totality of these two halves is the nychthemeron of the forefathers.
Thus the subject is explained by the author of Vishnu-Dharma both at large and in detail, but afterwards he treats it a second time with very little understanding, and identifies the day of the forefathers with the black half of the month from opposition to conjunction, and their night with its white half, whilst the correct statement is that which we have just mentioned. This view is also confirmed by their custom of offering gifts of food to the forefathers on the day of conjunction, for they explain noon to be the time of taking food. For this reason they offer food to the forefathers at the same time when they themselves take it.

Next follows the Divyathoratra, i.e. the nychthemeron of the angels. It is known that the horizon of the greatest latitude, i.e. that of 90 degrees, where the pole stands in the zenith, is the equator, not exactly, but approximately, because it is a little below the visible horizon for that place on earth which is occupied by Mount Meru; for its top and slopes the horizon in question and the equator may be absolutely identical, although the visible horizon lies a little below it (i.e. farther south). Further, it is evident that the zodiac is divided into two halves by being intersected by the equator, the one half lying above the equator (i.e. north of it), the second half below it. As long as the sun marches in the signs of northern declination it revolves like a mill, since the diurnal arcs which he describes are parallel to the horizon, as in the case of the sundials. For those who live under the north pole the sun appears above the horizon, therefore they have day, whilst for those living under the south pole the sun is concealed below the horizon, and therefore they have night. When, then, the sun migrates to the southern signs, he revolves like a mill below the horizon (i.e. south of the equator); hence it is night to the people living under the north pole and day to those living under the south pole.
The dwellings of the *Devaka*, i.e. the spiritual beings, are under the two poles; therefore this kind of day is called by their name, i.e. the nycthemeron of the *Deva*.

Āryabhāṭa of Kusumapura says that the Deva see one half of the solar year, the Dānava the other; that the Pitāras see one half of the lunar month, human beings the other. So one revolution of the sun in the zodiac affords day and night both to the Deva and Dānava, and their totality is a nycthemeron.

In consequence our year is identical with the nycthemeron of the Deva. In it, however, day and night are not equal (as in the nycthemeron of the forefathers), because the sun moves slowly in the half of the northern declination about its apogee, by which the day becomes a little longer. However, this difference is not equal to the difference between the visible horizon and the real one, for this cannot be observed on the globe of the sun. Besides, according to Hindu notions, the inhabitants of those places are raised above the surface of the earth, dwelling on Mount Meru. Whoever holds this view holds regarding the height of Meru the same opinions as those we have described in the proper place (in chap. xxiii.). In consequence of this height of Mount Meru, its horizon must fall a little lower (i.e. more southward than the equator), and in consequence the rate of the day's being longer than the night is lessened (as then the sun does not entirely reach his northern apogee, where he makes the longest days). If this were anything else but simply a religious tradition of the Hindus, besides being one regarding which even they do not agree among themselves, we should try to find, by astronomical calculation, the amount of this depression of the horizon of Mount Meru below the equator, but as there is no use in this subject (Mount Meru being simply an invention), we drop it.
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Some uneducated Hindu heard people speak of the day of such a nychthemeron in the north, and of its night in the south. In connection with these elements he determined the two parts of the year by the two halves of the zodiac, the one which ascends from the winter solstice, called the northern, and the one which descends from the summer solstice, called the southern. Then he identified the day of this nychthemeron with the ascending half, and its night with the descending half. All of which he has eternised in his books.

Not much better is what the author of the Vishnu-Dharma says:—“The half beginning with Capricornus is the day of the Asura, i.e. the Dānavas, and their night begins with the sign of Cancer.” Previously he had said: “The half beginning with Aries is the day of the Deva.” This author acted without any understanding of the subject, for he simply confounds the two poles with each other (for according to this theory the half of the sun’s revolution, beginning with Capricornus or the winter solstice, would be the day of the beings under the north pole or the Devas, not that of the beings under the south pole or Asuras, and the revolution of the sun beginning with Cancer or the summer solstice would be the day of the Asuras, not their night). If this author had really understood the sentence, and had known astronomy, he would have come to other conclusions.

Next follows the Brahmādharma, i.e. the nychthemeron of Brahman. It is not derived from light and darkness (as that of the forefathers), nor from the appearing or disappearing of a heavenly body (like that of the Devas), but from the physical nature of created things, in consequence of which they move in the day and rest in the night. The length of the nychthemeron of Brahman is 8,640,000,000 of our years. During one half of it, i.e. during the day, the æther, with all that is in it, is moving, the earth is producing, and the
changes of existence and destruction are constantly going on upon the surface of the earth. During the other half, i.e. the night, there occurs the opposite of everything which occurs in the day; the earth is not changing, because those things which produce the changes are resting and all motions are stopped, as nature rests in the night and in the winter, and concentrates itself, preparing for a new existence in the day and in the summer.

Each day of Brahman is a kalpa, as also each night, and a kalpa is that space of time which Muslim authors call the year of the Sindhind.

Lastly follows the Purushahoratra, i.e. the nychthemeron of the All-soul, which is also called Mahakalpa, i.e. the greatest kalpa. The Hindus only use it for the purpose of determining duration in general by something like a notion of time, but do not specify it as day and night. I almost feel inclined to think that the day of this nychthemeron means the duration of the soul’s being connected with the Ṛg, whilst the night means the duration of their being separated from each other, and of the resting of the souls (from the fatigue of being mixed up with the Ṛg), and that that condition which necessitates the soul’s being connected with the Ṛg or its being separated from the Ṛg reaches its periodical end at the end of this nychthemeron. The Vishnu-Dharma says: “The life of Brahman is the day of Purusha, and the night of Purusha has the same length.”

The Hindus agree in assigning to the life of Brahman a hundred of his years. The number of our years which corresponds to one of his years betrays itself to be a multiplication of 360 with the number of our years, which correspond to one nychthemeron of his. We have already mentioned (p. 331) the length of the nychthemeron of Brāhman. Now the length of a year of Brāhman is 3,110,400,000,000 of our years (i.e.
A hundred years of the same kind, reckoned in our years, are represented by the same number increased by two ciphers, so that you get in the whole ten ciphers, viz. 311,040,000,000,000. This space of time is a day of Purusha; therefore his nychthemeron is double of it, viz. 622,080,000,000,000 of our years.

According to the Pulisa-Siddhánta, the life of Brahman is a day of Purusha. However, it has also been mentioned that a day of Purusha is a parārdhakalpa. Other Hindus say that parārdhakalpa is the day of kha, i.e. the point, by which they mean the first cause, on which all existence depends. The kalpa occupies the eighteenth place in the scale of the degrees of the numbers (see p. 175). It is called parārdha, which means the half of heaven. Now, the double of this would be the whole of heaven and the whole nychthemeron. Therefore kha is represented by the number 864, followed by twenty-four ciphers, this number representing our years (cf. p. 331).

These terms must, on the whole, be rather considered as a philosophical means of conveying an abstract notion of time than as mathematical values composed of the various kinds of numbers, for they are derived from the processes of combination and dissolution, of procreation and destruction.
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ON THE DIVISION OF THE NYCHTHEMERON INTO MINOR PARTICLES OF TIME.

The Hindus are foolishly painstaking in inventing the most minute particles of time, but their efforts have not resulted in a universally adopted and uniform system. On the contrary, you hardly ever meet with two books or two men representing the subject identically. In the first instance, the nychthemeron is divided into sixty minutes or ghaṭṭ. We read in the book Srādhava by Utpala the Kashmirian: “If you bore in a piece of wood a cylindrical hole of twelve fingers' diameter and six fingers' height, it contains three mand water. If you bore in the bottom of this hole another hole as large as six plaited hairs of the hair of a young woman, not of an old one nor of a child, the three mand of water will flow out through this hole in one ghaṭṭ.”

Each minute is divided into sixty seconds, called cashaka or cakhaka, and also vighaṭṭikā.

Each second is divided into six parts or prāṇa, i.e. breath. The above-mentioned book, Srādhava, explains the prāṇa in the following manner: “It is the breath of a sleeping person who sleeps a normal sleep, and not like a man who is ill, who suffers from retention of the urine, who is hungry, or has eaten too much, whose mind is occupied with some sorrow or pain; for the breath of a sleeping person varies according to the
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conditions of his soul, which originate either from desire or fear, according to the conditions of his body, depending upon the emptiness or fulness of his stomach, and according to various accidents disturbing the kind of humor which is considered the most desirable."

It is all the same whether we determine the prāṇa according to this rule (one nychthemeron = 21,600 prāṇa), or if we divide each ġhaṭī into 360 parts (60 × 360 = 21,600), or each degree of the sphere into sixty parts (360 × 60 = 21,600).

As far as this all Hindus agree with each other in the matter, though they use different terms. So, for instance, Brahmagupta calls the cashaka or seconds vinoṭ, likewise Āryabhaṭa of Kuṣumapura. Besides the latter calls the minutes nāṭ. Both, however, did not use particles of time smaller than the prāṇa, which correspond to the minutes of the sphere (60 × 360). For Pulisa says: "The minutes of the sphere, which are 21,600, resemble the normal breaths of man at the time of the equinoxes, and when man is in perfect health. During one breathing of man the sphere revolves as far as one minute."

Other people insert between minute and second a third measure, called kṣaṇa, which is equal to one-fourth of a minute (or fifteen seconds). Each kṣaṇa is divided into fifteen kāla, each of which is equal to one-sixtieth of a minute, and this is the cashaka, only called by another name.

Among the lower orders of these fractions of time there occur three names which are always mentioned in the same sequence. The largest is the nimesha, i.e. the time during which the eye, in the normal state of things, is open between two consecutive looks. The lava is the mean, and the truṭi the smallest part of time, the latter word meaning the cracking of the forefinger against the inside of the thumb, which is with them a gesture expressive of astonishment or admira-
tion. The relation between these three measures varies very much. According to many of the Hindus—

\[
\begin{align*}
2 \text{ truti} &= 1 \text{ lava.} \\
2 \text{ lava} &= 1 \text{ nimesha.}
\end{align*}
\]

Further, they differ as to the relation between the \textit{nimesha} and the next higher order of fractions of time, for according to some the latter (\textit{kāṣṭha}) contains fifteen, according to others thirty \textit{nimesha}. Others, again, divide each of these three measures into eighths, so that—

\[
\begin{align*}
8 \text{ truti} &= 1 \text{ lava.} \\
8 \text{ lava} &= 1 \text{ nimesha.} \\
8 \text{ nimesha} &= 1 \text{ kāṣṭha.}
\end{align*}
\]

The latter system is used in the book \textit{Srīdhava}, and has also been adopted by \textit{Ś M Y (?)}, one of their learned astronomers. He makes this division still more subtle by adding a further measure, smaller than the \textit{truti}, which is called \textit{anu}, and eight of which are one \textit{truti}.

The next higher orders, parts of time larger than the \textit{nimesha}, are \textit{kāṣṭha} and \textit{kald}. We have said already (p. 335) that with some Hindus \textit{kald} is only another name for \textit{cakṣaka}, and is considered as equal to thirty \textit{kāṣṭha}. Further—

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \text{ kāṣṭha} &= 15 \text{ nimesha.} \\
1 \text{ nimesha} &= 2 \text{ lava.} \\
1 \text{ lava} &= 2 \text{ truti.}
\end{align*}
\]

Others reckon thus—

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \text{ kald} &= \frac{1}{60} \text{th minute of the nycthemeron} = 30 \text{ kāṣṭha.} \\
1 \text{ kāṣṭha} &= 30 \text{ nimesha.}
\end{align*}
\]

And the further fractions such as those just mentioned.

Lastly, others reckon thus—

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \text{ cakṣaka} &= 6 \text{ nimesha.} \\
1 \text{ nimesha} &= 3 \text{ lava.}
\end{align*}
\]

Here ends the tradition of Utpala.
According to the Vāyu-Purāṇa—

1 mukhāra = 30 kāla.
1 kāla = 30 kāśṭhā.
1 kāśṭhā = 15 nimesha.

The smaller fractions are disregarded by the Vāyu-Purāṇa.

We have no means of settling the question as to which of these systems is the most authentic one. Therefore it is the best for us to adhere to the theory of Utpala and ŚM Y (?), i.e. to divide all measures of time smaller than a prāṇa by eight—

1 prāṇa = 8 nimesha.
1 lava = 8 truṣṭi.
1 nimesha = 8 lava.
1 truṣṭi = 8 anus.

The whole system is represented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The names of the measures of time.</th>
<th>How many times the smaller one is contained in the larger one.</th>
<th>How many of it are contained in one day.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghaṭṭ, Nāḍī</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kshaṇa</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casyaka, Vināḍī</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalā</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prāṇa</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>172,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimesha</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,382,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11,059,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truṣṭi</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>88,473,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anu</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hindus have also a popular kind of division of the nycthemeron into eight prahara, i.e. changes of the watch, and in some parts of their country they have clepsydræ regulated according to the ghaṭṭ, by which the times of the eight watches are determined. After a watch which lasts seven and a half ghaṭṭ has elapsed, they beat the drum and blow a winding shell
called santhia, in Persian septa-muhra. I have seen this in the town of Purushur. Pious people have bequeathed for these clepaydrea, and for their administration, legacies and fixed incomes.

Further, the day is divided into thirty muhurta, but this division is not free from a certain obscurity; for sometimes you think that the muhurtas have always the same length, since they compare them either with the ghaft, and say that two ghaft are one muhurta, or with the watches, and say that one watch is three and three-quarters muhurta. Here the muhurtas are treated as if they were horas equeinoctiales (i.e. so and so many equal parts of the nychthemeron). However, the number of such hours of a day or of a night differs on every degree of latitude, and this makes us think that the length of a muhurta during the day is different from its length during the night (for if four watches or fifteen muhurtas represent a day or a night, the muhurtas cannot be of the same length in the day and in the night, except at the times of the equinoxes).

On the other hand, the way in which the Hindus count the dominants of the muhurtas makes us more inclined to the opposite opinion, that, in fact, the muhurtas are of different length, for in the case of day and night they simply attribute to each of them fifteen dominants. Here the muhurtas are treated like the horas oblique temporales (i.e. twelve equal parts of the day and twelve equal parts of the night, which differ as day and night differ).

The latter opinion is confirmed by a calculation of the Hindus which enables them to find the number of the muhurtas (which have elapsed of the day) by means of the digits which the shadow of a person at the time measures. From the latter number you subtract the digits of the shadow of the person at noon, and the remaining number you look out in the
middle column of the following diagram, which we have taken from some of their metrical compositions. The corresponding field of the upper or lower columns shows the number of muhārtas which you wanted to find.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The muhārtas which have elapsed before noon.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many digits the shadow in question is larger than the noon-shadow</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The muhārtas which have elapsed after noon</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The commentator of the Siddhānta, Pulisa, comments on the latter opinion, and blames those who in general declare one muhātta to be equal to two ghaṭa, saying that the number of the ghaṭa of the nyāthemerōn varies in the different parts of the year, whilst the number of its muhārtas does not vary. But in another place he contradicts himself, where he reasons about the measure of the muhātta. He fixes one muhātta as equal to 720 prāṇa or breaths, one breath being composed of two things: the apaṇa or the inhaling, and the prāṇa or the exhaling of breath. Two other terms of the same meaning are niḥṭvadā and avaḥṭvadā. However, if one thing is mentioned, the other is tacitly included and understood; as, for instance, if you speak of days, you include the nights, meaning to express days and nights. Accordingly a muhātta is 360 apaṇa and 360 prāṇa.

In the same manner, when speaking of the measure
of a *ghaft*, he only mentions the one species of breath, connoting the other, for he explains it in general as equal to 360 breaths (instead of 180 *apána* and 180 *prána*).

If now the *muhúrta* is measured by *breaths*, it is dependent upon the *ghaft* and the *horæ æquinociales* as the gauges of its measure. But this is exactly the contrary of what Pulisa intends, for he argues against his opponents who maintain that a day has fifteen *muhúrta* only, if he who counts them dwells on the equator or somewhere else, but at the time of the equinoxes. Pulisa observes that the *abhijit* coincides with noon and the beginning of the second half of the day; that, therefore, if the number of the *muhúrta* of the day varied, the number of the *muhúrta* called *abhijit* and denoting noon would vary too (i.e. it would not always be called the eighth *muhúrta* of the day).

Vyāsa says that the birth of Yudhishthira took place *in the white half*, *at noon*, at the eighth *muhúrta*. If an opponent means to infer from this that it was the day of an equinox, we answer by referring him to the statement of Mārkaṇḍeya, viz. that the birth took place at full moon in the month Jyaishthā, a time of the year which is far distant from an equinox.

Further, Vyāsa says that the birth of Yudhishthira took place *at the abhijit*, *when the youth of the night was gone*, *at midnight*, *at the eighth (muhúrta) of the black half*, in the month of Bhādrapada. This date, too, is far distant from an equinox.

Vasishtha relates that Vāsudeva killed Śiśupāla, the son of the daughter of Kamsa, at the *abhijit*. The Hindus tell the following story of Śiśupāla. He had been born with four hands, and one day his mother heard a voice from above saying, “When that person who will kill him touches him, his two superfluous
hands will fall off. Thereupon they put the child to the bosom of each of those who were present, and when it came to be touched by Vāsudeva, the two hands fell off, as had been prophesied. Now the aunt spoke to him, “Assuredly you will one day kill my child;” whereupon Vāsudeva, who was still a child, answered, “I shall not do that except he deserve it for some crime committed intentionally, and I shall not call him to account until his misdeeds exceed ten.”

Some time afterwards Yudhishṭhīra was occupied with preparing a sacrifice to the fire in the presence of the most famous personages. He consulted Vyāsa as to the rank of the guests present and the honours due to the president of such an assembly, consisting in the presentation of water and roses in a cup, and Vyāsa advised him to make Vāsudeva the president. In this assembly also Śīṣupāla, his cousin, was present, and now he began to rage, maintaining that he had a better claim to such an honour than Vāsudeva. He boasted much and went even so far as to abuse the parent of Vāsudeva. The latter called the present company to witness as to his bad behaviour, and let him do as he liked. However, when the affair lasted too long, and passed beyond the number of ten (muhūrtas), Vāsudeva took the cup and threw it at him, as people throw with the cakra, and cut off his head. This is the story of Śīṣupāla.

He who wants to prove the above-mentioned theory (like Pulisa, viz. that the muhūrtas are thirty equal parts of the nychthemeron), will not succeed unless he prove that the abhijit falls together with noon and with the middle of the eighth muhūrta (so that the day consists of twice seven and a half equal muhūrtas, and likewise the night). As long as he does not prove this, the muhūrtas differ in length as days and nights, though just in India only very little, and it is possible
that in times distant from the equinoxes noon falls either at the beginning or at the end of the eighth muhūrtas, or within it.

How little exact is the learning of the author (Pulisa) who meant to prove this, is evident from the fact that among his arguments he produces a tradition from Garga to this effect, that at the abhijit of the equator there is no shadow; for, in the first instance, it is not true save at the two days of the equinoxes; and, secondly, if it were true, it would not have anything to do with the subject he tries to prove (as the question of the different length of day and night and their divisions does not refer to the equator, where day and night always equal each other, but only to southern or northern latitudes of the earth).

We represent the dominants of the single muhūrtas in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of the Muhūrtas</th>
<th>The dominants of the Muḥūrtas in the day.</th>
<th>The dominants of the Muḥūrtas in the night.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Śiva, i.e. Mahādeva.</td>
<td>Rudra, i.e. Mahādeva.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Bhuṣjaga, i.e. the snake.</td>
<td>Aja, i.e. the lord of all cloven-footed animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Pitṛī.</td>
<td>Pūshan, the lord of Revati.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Vasu.</td>
<td>Dasra, the lord of Āśvins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Ṛpas, i.e. the water.</td>
<td>Antaka, i.e. the angel of death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Viśva.</td>
<td>Agni, i.e. the fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Vīriṇḍas, i.e. Brahman.</td>
<td>Daśātri, i.e. Brahma the preserver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Keśvara (†), i.e. Mahādeva.</td>
<td>Soma, the lord of Mrigaśāraha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Indra, the prince.</td>
<td>Hari, i.e. Nārāyanas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Nīśākara, i.e. the moon.</td>
<td>Ravi, i.e. the sun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Varuna, i.e. the lord of the clouds.</td>
<td>Yama, the angel of death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Bhāgeya (†).</td>
<td>Anila, i.e. the wind.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER XXXIV.

Nobody in India uses the hours except the astrologers, for they speak of the dominants of the hours, and, in consequence, also of dominants of the nycthemera. The dominant of the nycthemeron is at the same time the dominant of the night, for they do not separately establish a dominant for the day, and the night is, in this connection, never mentioned. They arrange the order of the dominants according to the horas temporales.

They call the hour hord, and this name seems to indicate that in reality they use the horas oblique temporales; for the Hindus call the media signorum (the centres of the signs of the zodiac) hord, which we Muslims call nimbahr (cf. chap. lxxx.). The reason is this, that in each day and each night always six signs rise above the horizon. If, therefore, the hour is called by the name of the centre of a sign, each day and each night has twelve hours, and in consequence the hours used in the theory of the dominants of the hours are horas oblique temporales, as they are used in our country and are inscribed on the astrolabes on account of these dominants.

This opinion is confirmed by the following sentence of Vijayanandin in the Karana-tilaka, i.e. the first of the canons. After having explained the rule how to find the dominant of the year and of the month, he says: "To find the hordhipati, add the signs which have risen since the morning to the degree of the horoscope, the whole being reckoned in minutes, and divide the sum by 900. The quotient you get count off from the dominant of the nycthemeron, counting the planetary spheres from above to below. The dominant of a day you arrive at, is at the same time the dominant of the hour." He ought to have said, "To the quotient you get add one, and count off the sum from the dominant of the nycthemeron." If he had said, "Reckon the
equatorial degrees which have risen," &c., the calculation would have resulted in *horæ æquinoctiales*.

The Hindus give certain names to the *horæ oblique*, which we have united in the following table. We think they are taken from the book Śrādhava.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of the Horās in the night</th>
<th>Their names in the day</th>
<th>Whether favourable or unlucky.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Vega.</td>
<td>Lucky.</td>
<td>Gāthanīya (†).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Mrityusāra.</td>
<td>Unlucky.</td>
<td>Damarīya (†).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Kṛīttikā.</td>
<td>Lucky.</td>
<td>Dāhariya (†).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The book *Vishnu-Dharma* mentions, among the *rdgas* or serpents, a serpent called *Nāga Kulika*. Certain portions of the hours of the planets stand under its influence. They are unlucky, and everything which is eaten during them hurts and is of no use for anything. Sick people who treat themselves with poisonous medicines do not recover, but die and perish. During these times no incantation is of any avail against the bite of a snake, for the incantation consists in the mention of the Garuḍa, and in those inauspicious times the stork himself cannot help in any way, much less the mention of his name.

These times are represented in the following table...
where the planetary hour is reckoned as consisting of 150 parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of the 150 parts of the hour before the beginning of the time of Kulika</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of the parts during which the influence of Kulika lasts</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2;\frac{1}{2}</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER XXXV.

ON THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF MONTHS AND YEARS.

**Definition of the lunar month.** The natural month is the period of the moon's synodical revolution. We call it physical because it develops in the same way as all natural phenomena, rising out of a certain beginning like non-existence, increasing by degrees, and growing, standing still when the climax is attained, then descending, waning away and decreasing, till at last they return to the non-existence whence they came. In the same manner the light develops on the body of the moon, since she appears after the moonless nights as a crescent, then as a young moon (after the third night), and as full moon, and thereafter returns through the same stages to the last night, which is like non-existence, at all events with reference to human senses. It is well known to everybody why the moon continues for some length of time in the moonless nights, but it is not equally known, not even to educated people, why she continues some time as full moon. They must learn how small the body of the moon is in comparison with that of the sun, that in consequence the enlightened portion by far exceeds the dark one, and that this is one of the causes why the moon must necessarily appear as full moon for some length of time.

That the moon has certain effects on moist substances, that they are apparently subject to her influences, that, for instance, increase and decrease in ebb and flow
develop periodically and parallel with the moon's phases, all this is well known to the inhabitants of seashores and seafaring people. Likewise physicians are well aware that she affects the humores of sick people, and that the fever-days revolve parallel with the moon's course. Physical scholars know that the life of animals and plants depends upon the moon, and experimentalists know that she influences marrow and brain, eggs and the sediments of wine in casks and jugs, that she excites the minds of people who sleep in full moonlight, and that she affects (?) linen clothes which are exposed to it. Peasants know how the moon acts upon fields of cucumbers, melons, cotton, &c., and even make the times for the various kinds of sowing, planting, and grafting, and for the covering of the cattle depend upon the course of the moon. Lastly, astronomers know that meteorologic occurrences depend upon the various phases through which the moon passes in her revolutions.

This is the month, and twelve of them are in technical language called a lunar year.

The natural year is the period of a revolution of the sun in the ecliptic. We call it the natural, because it comprehends all the stages in the process of generation which revolve through the four seasons of the year. In the course of it, the rays of the sun as passing through a window-glass and the shadows of the sundials reassume the same size, position, and direction in which, or from which, they commenced. This is the year, and is called the solar one, in antithesis to the lunar year. As the lunar month is the twelfth part of the lunar year, the twelfth part of the solar year is a solar month in theory, the calculation being based on the mean rotation of the sun. If, however, the calculation is based on his varying rotation, a solar month is the period of his staying in one sign of the zodiac.

These are the well-known two kinds of months and years.
The Hindus call the conjunction *aṁbāsaṅga*, the opposition *pūrnīṇaḥ*, and the two quarters *AVHV* (?). Some of them use the lunar year with lunar months and days, whilst others use the lunar year but solar months, beginning with 0 degree of each zodiacal sign. The sun's entering a sign is called *saukrānti*. This luni-solar calculation is, however, only an approximate one. If they constantly used it, they would soon feel induced to adopt the solar year itself and solar months. In using this mixed system they had only this advantage, that they could dispense with intercalation.

Those who use lunar months begin the month with conjunction or new moon, and this method is the *canonical* one, whilst the others begin it with the opposition or full moon. I have heard people say that Varāhamihira does the latter, but I have not yet been able to ascertain this from his books. The latter method is forbidden. Still it seems as if it were rather old, because the *Veda* says: "Men say the moon has become complete, and by her becoming complete also the month has become complete. Thus they speak because they do not know me nor the interpretation of me, for the Creator of the world commenced creating with the white half, not with the black half." But possibly these words are only a saying of men (not really a sentence taken from the *Veda*).

The numeration of the days of the month begins with the new moon and the first lunar day is called *BRBA*, and again enumeration begins with full moon (i.e. they count twice fifteen days, beginning with new moon and full moon). Each two days which are equidistant from new moon or full moon have the same name (or number). In them, light and darkness on the body of the moon are in corresponding phases of increasing and waning, and the hours of the rising of the moon in one day correspond to the hours of her setting in the other.
For the purpose of finding these times, they use the following calculation:

Multiply the elapsed lunar days of the month, if they are less than 15, or, in case they are more, the difference between them and 15, by the number of the ghais of the night in question. Add 2 to the product, and divide the sum by 15. Then the quotient represents the number of ghais and minor fractions of time between the first night, and either the setting of the moon in the night in question, one of the nights of the white half, or the rising of the moon in the night in question, one of the nights of the black half.

This calculation is based on the fact that the space of time between the first night and the rising or setting of the moon in some following night of the same lunation varies by two minutes (ghais), and that the nights vary, lasting either a little longer or a little shorter than thirty minutes. If, therefore, you count thirty minutes for each nycthemeron, and you divide the product by half the number of the minutes, you get two minutes for each nycthemeron. As these two minutes, however, agree with the difference of the nights, they multiplied the number of nycthemera by the measure of the night, i.e. the number of its ghais (see above, ll. 6, 7), whilst it would have been more accurate to multiply by the half of the sum of the ghais of the night in question and of the first night of the lunation. It is useless to add the two minutes, for they represent the moment when the crescent of the moon first becomes visible, but if this moment were adopted as the beginning of the month, the two minutes would be transferred to the conjunction.

As months are composed of days, there are as many kinds of months as there are kinds of days. Each month has thirty days. We shall here use the civil day (Savana, v. chap. xxxiii.) as a standard.

In agreement with the Hindu calculation of the re-
volutions of sun and moon in a kalpa, a lunar month = 29\frac{1}{12} nychthemera. You find this number by dividing the sum of the days of the kalpa by the number of its lunar months. The number of the lunar months of a kalpa represents the difference between the revolutions of sun and moon in it, viz. 53,433,300,000.

A month has 30 lunar days, for this number is canonical, as the number of 360 is canonical for the number of days of a year. The solar month has 30 solar days and 30 1/12 civil days.

The month of the fathers is equal to 30 of our months, and has 885\frac{1}{3} civil days.

The month of the angels is equal to 30 years, and has 10,957\frac{1}{3} civil days.

The month of Brahman is equal to 60 kalpas, and has 94,674,987,000,000 civil days.

The month of Purusha is equal to 2,160,000 kalpas, and has 3,408,299,532,000,000,000 civil days.

The month of Kha has 9,497,498,700,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 civil days.

By multiplying each of these months by twelve, we get the number of days of the corresponding year.

The lunar year has 354\frac{1}{7} civil days.

The solar year has 365\frac{1}{12} civil days.

The year of the fathers has 360 lunar months, or 10,631\frac{1}{12} civil days.

The year of the angels has 360 of our years, or 131,493\frac{1}{3} civil days.

The year of Brahman has 720 kalpas, or 1,136,099,844,000,000 civil days.

The year of Purusha has 25,920,000 kalpas, or 40,899,594,384,000,000,000,000 civil days.

The year of Kha has 113,609,984,400,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 civil days.

The latter number is mentioned by the Hindus, although it is written in their books that there is no combination of numbers beyond the day of Purusha, for
it is the first and the last, and is without a beginning in the past and without an end in the future. The other kinds of days, of which months and years (those of the fathers, the angels, and Brahman) are composed, refer to beings who stand under Purusha in the order of beings, and whose duration is defined by certain limits of time. The day of Purusha is simply an abstraction of the Hindu mind to denote that which is above the soul (ātman), for they make no distinction between purusha and ātman except in the order or sequence in which they enumerate them. They speak of Purusha in terms resembling those of the Śūfis, viz. the he is not the first, and is not something else. It is quite possible in imagination to extend the idea of duration from the existing present moment towards both sides, i.e. towards the past which no longer exists, and towards the future which possibly will exist, and to measure duration; and if some part of it admits of being determined by days, imagination also admits reduplications of it in the guise of months and years. In all this it is the intention of the Hindus that we should refer the years invented by them to certain periods of life, beginning with the coming into existence, and ending with destruction and death. However, God the Creator is sublime beyond either, and also the simple substances (air, fire, earth, water) do not know coming into existence nor destruction (in periodical returns). Therefore we stop with the day of Purusha, and do not think it necessary to use still larger periods of time.

Things which do not rest on intrinsic necessity offer a wide field for difference of opinion and arbitrary systematising, so as easily to become the source of numerous theories. Some of them may be developed according to a certain order and rule, whilst others are devoid of such. In the latter class I reckon the following theory, but unfortunately I have forgotten from what source it has come to me: "33,000 human
years are one year of the Great Bear; 36,000 human years are one year of Brahman, and 99,000 human years are one year of the pole." However, as regards the year of Brahman, we remember that Vāsudeva speaks to Arjuna on the battlefield between the two ranks: "The day of Brahman is two kalpas;" and in the Brahmasiddhānta there is a tradition from Vyāsa, the son of Parāśara, and from the book Smṛiti, that kalpa is a day of Devaka, i.e. Brahman, and also a night of his. In consequence the there-mentioned theory is evidently wrong (one year of Brahman being infinitely longer than 36,000 years). Further, 36,000 years are the period of one revolution of the fixed stars in the ecliptic, since they pass one degree in 100 years, and the Great Bear belongs to them. However, in their traditional literature the Hindus separate the Great Bear from the fixed stars, and attribute to it a distance from the earth which differs from the real distance, and therefore they describe it by qualities and conditions which in reality do not belong to it. If the author of that theory meant by the year of the Great Bear one revolution of it, we do not see why it should revolve so much more rapidly than the other fixed stars (for, in that case, the diameter of its course would be much larger than that of the others), nor why it should form an exception to the laws of nature (according to which all fixed stars revolve at the same distance from the earth and in the same time); and the pole has no revolution which might be considered as a year of it. From all this I conclude that the author of the theory was a man entirely devoid of scientific education, and one of the foremost in the series of fools who simply invented those years for the benefit of people who worship the Great Bear and the pole. He had to invent a vast number of years, for the more outrageous it was, the more impression it would make.
CHAPTER XXXVI.

ON THE FOUR MEASURES OF TIME CALLED MĀNA.

Māna and pramāna mean measure. The four kinds of measures are mentioned by Ya'kūb Ibn Tāriḵ in his book Compositio Sphærarum, but he did not know them thoroughly, and, besides, the names are misspelled, if this is not the fault of the copyists.

They are—

Saura-māna, i.e. the solar measure.
Śavana-māna, i.e. the measure depending upon the rising (civil measure).
Candra-māna, i.e. the lunar measure.
Nakṣatra-māna, i.e. the lunar-station measure (sidereal measure).

There are days of all four kinds of measure, days of an individual nature, which, when compared with other days, show a certain difference of measure. However, the number 360 is common to all of them (360 days of each class being a year). The civil days are used as a gauge to determine thereby the other days.

As regards the saura-māna, it is known that the solar year has \(365\frac{1}{4}\) civil days. Dividing this sum by 360, or multiplying it by 10 seconds (= \(\frac{1}{3600}\) day), you get as the measure of the solar day \(1\frac{41}{3600}\) civil day.

According to the Vishnu-Dharma, this is the time of the sun’s passing his bhukti.

The civil day, based on the śavana-māna, is here used as the unit of a day, for the purpose of measuring thereby the other kinds of days.
The lunar day, based on the _candra-māna_, is called _tīrhi_. Dividing the lunar year by 360 or the lunar month by 30, you get as the measure of the lunar day `10;48;34;34 civil days (wrong: read `10;48;34;34 civil day).

According to the _Vishnū-Dharma_, this is the time during which the moon is visible when she is far distant from the sun.

_Nakṣatra-māna_ is the period of the moon's passing through her twenty-seven stations, viz. `27\⅓;34\⅔ days. This number is the quotient which you get by dividing the days of a _kalpa_ by the number of the revolutions of the moon in a _kalpa_. Dividing it by 27, you get as the time of the moon's passing one station `1\⅗;4\⅔ civil days. Multiplying the same number by 12, as we have done with the lunar month, we get `327\⅔;9\⅔ civil days as the time of the moon's passing twelve times through all her stations. Dividing the first number by 30, we get as the measure of the sidereal day `1\⅓;5\⅔ civil days.

According to the _Vishnū-Dharma_, the sidereal month has only twenty-seven days, whilst the months of the other measures have thirty days; and if a year is composed of these days, it has `327\⅔;9\⅔ days (see above). Evidently there is a fault in the text of _Vishnū-Dharma_, as the month is reckoned too short.

The _saura-māna_ is used in the computation of the years which compose the _kalpa_ and the four _yugas_ in the _catuṛyugās_, of the years of the nativities, of the equinoxes and solstices, of the sixth parts of the year or the seasons, and of the difference between day and night in the _nyohthemeron_. All these things are computed in solar years, months, and days.

The _candra-māna_ is used in the computation of the eleven _karana_ (v. chap. lxxviii.), in the determination of the leap month, in the computation of the sum of days of the _nandira_ (v. chap. li.), and of new moon and full moon for lunar and solar eclipses (v. chap. lix.).
In all these things the Hindus use lunar years, months, and days, which are called *tithi*.

The *svvana-mdna* is used in the calculation of the *vdra*, *i.e.* the days of the week, of the *ahargana*, *i.e.* the sum of the days of an era (v. chap. li.); in determining the days of marriage and fasting (v. chap. lxxv.); the *sattaka*, *i.e.* the days of childbirth (v. chap. lxix.); the days of the uncleanness of the houses and the vessels of the dead (v. chap. lxxii.); the *cikitsa*, *i.e.* certain months and years in which Hindu medical science prescribes the taking certain medicines; further in determining the *prayaścittta*, *i.e.* the days of the expiations which the Brahmans make obligatory for those who have committed some sin, times during which they are obliged to fast and to besmear themselves with butter and dung (v. chap. lxxi.). All these things are determined according to *svvana-mdna*.

On the contrary, they do not determine anything by the *nakshatra-mdna*, since it is comprehended in the *candra-mdna*.

Every measure of time which any class of people may choose by general consent to call a day, may be considered as a *mdna*. Some such days have already been mentioned in a preceding chapter (v. chap. xxxiii.). However, the four *mdnas par excellence* are those to the explanation of which we have limited the present chapter.
As the year is one revolution of the sun in the ecliptic, it is divided in the same way as the ecliptic. The latter is divided into two halves, depending upon the two solstitial points. Correspondingly the year is divided into two halves, each of which is called ayana.

When the sun leaves the point of the winter solstice, he begins to move towards the north pole. Therefore this part of the year, which is nearly one half, is referred to the north and called uttardyana, i.e. the period of the sun's marching through six zodiacal signs beginning with Caper. In consequence, this half of the ecliptic is called makarddi, i.e. having Caper as beginning.

When the sun leaves the point of the summer solstice, he begins to move towards the south pole; therefore this second half is referred to the south and called dakshindyana, i.e. the period of the sun's marching through six zodiacal signs beginning with Cancer. In consequence, this half of the ecliptic is called karkadi, i.e. having Cancer as beginning.

Uneducated people use only these two divisions or year-halves, because the matter of the two solstices is clear to them from the observation of their senses.

Further, the ecliptic is divided into two halves, according to its declination from the equator, and this division is a more scientific one, less known to the people at large than the former, because it rests on calculation and speculation. Each half is called kula.
That which has northern declination is called *uttarakāla* or *meshādi*, i.e. having Aries as beginning; that which has southern declination is called *dakshakāla* or *tulādi*, i.e. having Libra as beginning.

Further, the ecliptic is by both these divisions divided into four parts, and the periods during which the sun traverses them are called the *seasons of the year*—spring, summer, autumn, and winter. Accordingly, the zodiacal signs are distributed over the seasons. However, the Hindus do not divide the year into four, but into six parts, and call these six parts *ritu*. Each *ritu* comprehends two solar months, i.e. the period of the sun's marching through two consecutive zodiacal signs. Their names and dominants are represented, according to the most widespread theory, in the following diagram.

I have been told that in the region of Somanāth people divide the year into three parts, each consisting of four months, the first being *varshakāla*, beginning with the month Āshādha; the second, *śtakaša*, i.e. the winter; and the third, *ushnakāla*, i.e. the summer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Their name.</td>
<td>Sisira.</td>
<td>Vasanta or Kusumakara.</td>
<td>Grishma or Nidāgha.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs of the Ritu.</th>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs of the Ritu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio and Sagittarius.</td>
<td>Virgo and Libra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemanta.</td>
<td>Sarad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaishnava.</td>
<td>Prajāpati.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The seasons.
I am inclined to think that the Hindus divide the ecliptic by such an opening of the circle which divides the circumference of a circle into six parts, a measure which is equal to the radius, beginning with the two solstitial points, and that therefore they use sixth parts of the ecliptic. If this is really the case, we must not forget that we, too, sometimes divide the ecliptic, beginning with the two solstitial points, at other times beginning with the equinoctial points, and that we use the division of the ecliptic in twelfth parts side by side with that in fourth parts.

The months are divided into halves from new moon to full moon, and from full moon to new moon. The Vishnu-Dharma mentions the dominants of the halves of the months, as we give them in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Names of the months</th>
<th>The dominants of the Bright half of each month</th>
<th>The dominants of the Black half of each month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CaiTRA</td>
<td>TwasHtri</td>
<td>YamaYa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valśākha</td>
<td>Indraṇī</td>
<td>Agneya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jyalaiṣṭha</td>
<td>Śukra</td>
<td>Raudra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashādha</td>
<td>Viśvedavāḥ</td>
<td>Sārpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śrāvaṇa</td>
<td>Viśṇu</td>
<td>PitrYa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhādrapada</td>
<td>Ājā</td>
<td>Sānta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āśvayuja</td>
<td>Aśana (?)</td>
<td>Maitra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṛtāṅkika</td>
<td>Āgni</td>
<td>Śakra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mārgasṛṣṭiha</td>
<td>Saumya</td>
<td>Nrīpīt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paṇaṣa</td>
<td>Jīva</td>
<td>Viśṇu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māgha</td>
<td>PitrYa</td>
<td>Varuṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phāḷguna</td>
<td>Bhaga</td>
<td>Pāśān</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER XXXVIII.

ON THE VARIOUS MEASURES OF TIME COMPOSED OF DAYS, THE LIFE OF BRAHMAN INCLUDED.

The day is called dimas (dimasu), in classical language divasa, the night rātri, and the nycthemeron ahordira. The month is called māsa and its half paksha. The first or white half is called suklapaksha, because the first parts of its nights have moonlight at times when people do not yet sleep, when the light on the moon's body increases and the dark portion decreases. The other or black half is called krishnapaksha, because the first parts of its nights are moonless, whilst other parts have moonlight, but only then when people sleep. They are the nights when the light on the body of the moon wanes, whilst the dark part increases.

The sum of two months is a rītu, but this is only an approximative definition, for the month which has two paksha is a lunar month, whilst that one the double of which is a rītu is a solar month.

Six rītu are a year of mankind, a solar year, which is called bārh or bārkh or barsh, the three sounds b, kh, and sh being much confounded in the mouth of the Hindus (Skr. varsha).

Three hundred and sixty years of mankind are one year of the angels, called dibba-bārh (divya-varsha), and 12,000 years of the angels are unanimously reckoned as one caturyuga. There is a difference of opinion only regarding the four parts of the caturyuga and regarding the multiplications of it which form a manvantara and
a kalpa. This subject will be fully explained in the proper place (v. chaps. xli. and xliv.).

Two kalpas are a day of Brahman. It is the same if we say two kalpas or 28 manvantaras, for 360 days of Brahman are a year of Brahman, i.e. 720 kalpas or 10,080 manvantaras.

Further, they say that the life of Brahman is 100 of his years, i.e. 72,000 kalpas or 1,008,000 manvantaras.

In the present book we do not go beyond this limit. The book Vishnu-Dharma has a tradition from Márkaṇḍeya, who answers a question of Vajra in these words: "Kalpa is the day of Brahman, and the same is a night of his. Therefore 720 kalpas are a year of his, and his life has 100 such years. These 100 years are one day of Purusha, and the same is a night of his. How many Brahmas, however, have already preceded Purusha, none knows but he who can count the sand of the Ganges or the drops of the rain."
CHAPTER XXXIX.

ON MEASURES OF TIME WHICH ARE LARGER THAN THE LIFE OF BRAHMAN.

All that is devoid of order or contradicts the rules laid down in the preceding parts of this book is repulsive to our nature and disagreeable to our ear. But the Hindus are people who mention a number of names, all—as they maintain—referring to the One, the First, or to some one behind him who is only hinted at. When they come to a chapter like this, they repeat the same names as denoting a multitude of beings, measuring out lives for them and inventing huge numbers. The latter is all they want; they indulge in it most freely, and numbers are patient, standing as you place them. Besides, there is not a single subject on which the Hindus themselves agree among each other, and this prevents us on our part adopting the use of it. On the contrary, they disagree on these imaginary measures of time to the same extent as on the divisions of the day which are less than a prāna (v. chap. xxxiv.).

The book Srādhava by Utpala says that "a manvantara is the life of Indra the ruler, and 28 manvantaras are one day of Pitāmaha, i.e. Brahman. His life is 100 years, or one day of Kesāva. The life of the latter is 100 years, or one day of Mahādeva. The life of the latter is 100 years, or one day of Ísvara, who is near to the Supreme Being. His life is 100 years, or one day of Sadāsīva. The life of the latter is 100 years, or one day of Virañcana, the Eternal, who will
last for ever, even when the preceding five beings perish."

We have already mentioned that the life of Brahman is as long as 72,000 *kalpas*. All numbers which we shall here mention are *kalpas*.

If the life of Brahman is a day of Keśava, his year, consisting of three hundred and sixty days, has 25,920,000 *kalpas*; and his life, 2,592,000,000 *kalpas*. The latter is 1 day of Mahâdeva; his life, therefore, 93,312,000,000,000 *kalpas*. The latter is 1 day of Śīvara; therefore his life 3,359,232,000,000,000,000 *kalpas*. The latter is 1 day of Sadāśiva; therefore his life 120,932,352,000,000,000,000,000 *kalpas*. The latter is one day of Virañcana, of which the *parārādha-kalpa* is only relatively a very small part (v. p. 175).

Whatever may be the nature of these calculations, apparently the day and the *centennium* are the elements out of which the whole from beginning to end has been constructed. Others, however, build their system on the small particles of the day which we have previously mentioned (in chap. xxxiv.). In consequence, these people differ among themselves regarding that which they compose, as they differ regarding the particles out of which they compose. We shall here give one system of this kind as invented by those who use the following metrologic system:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \text{ghaft} &= 16 \text{kald}. \\
1 \text{kald} &= 30 \text{kâshthd}. \\
1 \text{kâshthd} &= 30 \text{nimesha}. \\
1 \text{nimesha} &= 2 \text{lava}. \\
1 \text{lava} &= 2 \text{trufi}.
\end{align*}
\]

The reason of this division is, as they maintain, the fact that the day of Śīva is composed out of similar particles; for the life of Brahman is one *ghaft* of Hari, i.e. Vāsudeva. The life of the latter is 100 years, or one *kald* of Rudra, i.e. Mahādeva; the life of the latter is 100 years, or one *kâshthd* of Śīvara; the life of the
latter is 100 years, or one nimesha of Sadāśiva; the
life of the latter is 100 years, or one lava of Śakti; the
life of the latter is 100 years, or one trufi of Śiva.

If, now, the life of Brahman is
72,000 kalpas,
the life of Nārāyaṇa is
155,520,000,000 kalpas;
the life of Rudra,
5,374,771,200,000,000,000 kalpas;
the life of Īśvara,
5,572,562,780,160,000,000,000,000 kalpas;
the life of Śaṅkara,
5,728,714,096,640,000,000,000,000,000 kalpas;
the life of Śakti,
10,782,449,978,758,523,781,120,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 kalpas. The latter number represents one trufi.

If you compose a day out of it according to the above-
mentioned system, it has 37,264,147,126,589,458,187,
550,720,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 kal-
pas. The latter number is one day of Śiva, whom they
describe as the eternal one, who is exempt from being pro-
created and from procreating, free from all qualities and
attributes which may be applied to created things. The
last-mentioned number represents fifty-six orders of
number (i.e. units, tens, hundreds, thousands, &c. &c.);
but if those dreamers had more assiduously studied arith-
metric, they would not have invented such outrageous
numbers. God takes care that their trees do not grow
into heaven.
CHAPTER XL.

ON THE SAûDHI, THE INTERVAL BETWEEN TWO PERIODS OF TIME, FORMING THE CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN THEM.

The original saûdhi is the interval between day and night, i.e. morning-dawn, called saûdhi udaya, i.e. the saûdhi of the rising, and evening dawn, called saûdhi astamana, i.e. the saûdhi of the setting. The Hindus require them for a religious reason, for the Brahmans wash themselves during them, and also at noon in the midst between them for dinner, whence an uninitiated person might infer that there is still a third saûdhi. However, none who knows the subject properly will count more than two saûdhis.

The Purânas relate the following story of King Hirañyakaśipu, of the class of the Daitya:—

By practising devotion for a long period, he had earned the claim that any prayer of his should be granted. He asked for eternal life, but only long life was granted to him, for eternity is a quality of the Creator alone. Not having obtained the realisation of this wish, he desired that his death should not be effected by the hand of a human being, angel, or demon, and that it should not take place on earth nor in heaven, neither in the night nor in the day. By such clauses he meant to avoid death, which is unavoidable by man. His wish was granted to him.

This wish reminds one of the wish of the devil that he should be allowed to live till the day of resurrection,
because on that day all beings would rise from death. However, he did not attain his object, as it was only conceded to him to live till the day of the well-known time, of which it has been said that it is the last of the days of trouble.

The king had a son called Prahlāda, whom he intrusted to a teacher when he grew up. One day the king ordered him into his presence to learn what he was studying. Now the boy recited to him a poem, the meaning of which was that only Vishnu exists, whilst everything else is illusion. This went much against the opinions of his father, who hated Vishnu, and therefore he ordered the boy to be intrusted to another master, and that he should learn to distinguish a friend from an enemy. Thereupon he waited a certain time, and then examined him again, when the boy answered, “I have learned what you have ordered, but I do not want it, for I am in friendship alike with everything, not in enmity with anything.” Now his father became angry and ordered him to be poisoned. The boy took the poison in the name of God and thought of Vishnu, and lo! it did not hurt him. His father said, “Do you know witchcraft and incantations?” The boy answered, “No, but the God who has created me and given me to thee watches over me.” Now the wrath of the king increased, and he gave orders to throw him into the deep sea. But the sea threw him out again, and he returned to his place. Then he was thrown before the king into a huge blazing fire, but it did not hurt him. Standing in the flame, he began to converse with his father on God and his power. When the boy by chance said that Vishnu is in every place, his father said, “Is he also in this column of the portico?” The boy said, “Yes.” Then his father jumped against the column and beat it, whereupon Narasimha came forth from it, a human figure with a lion’s head, therefore neither a human being, nor an angel, nor a
demon. Now the king and his people began to fight with Narasimha, who let them do so, for it was daytime. But when it was towards evening and they were in the *varidhi* or twilight, therefore neither in the day nor in the night, then Narasimha caught the king, raised him into the air, and killed him there; therefore not on earth nor in heaven. The prince was taken out of the fire and ruled in his place.

Hindu astrologers require the two *varidhi*, because then some of the zodiacal signs exercise the most powerful influence, as we shall explain hereafter in the proper place. They make use of them in a rather superficial way, simply reckoning the time of each *varidhi* as one *muhurtta* = two *ghatik* = 48 minutes. However, Varahamihira, excellent astronomer as he is, always only used day and night, and did not allow himself to follow the opinion of the crowd regarding the *varidhi*. He explained the *varidhi* as that which it really is, viz. as the moment when the centre of the body of the sun stands exactly over the horizontal circle, and this moment he establishes to be the time of the greatest power of certain zodiacal signs.

Besides the two *varidhi* of the natural day, astronomers and other people assume still other *varidhias*, which do not rest on a law of nature nor on observation, but simply on some hypothesis. So they attribute a *varidhi* to each *ayana*, i.e. to each of the year-halves in which the sun ascends and descends (v. chap. xxxvii.), a *varidhi* of seven days before its real beginning. On this subject I have an idea which is certainly possible, and even rather likely, viz. that this theory is of recent origin, not of ancient date, and that it has been brought forward about 1300 of Alexander (= A.D. 989), when the Hindus found out that the real solstice preceded the solstice of their calculation. For Pujjala, the author of the *Smlll Munna*, says that in the year 854 of the Sakakila the real solstice preceded his
calculation by 6° 50', and that this difference will increase in future by one minute every year.

These are the words of a man who either was himself a most careful practical observer, or who examined the observations of former astronomers which he had at his disposal, and thereby found out the amount of the annual difference. No doubt, also, other people have perceived the same or a similar difference by means of the calculation of the noon-shadows. Therefore (as this observation was already much known) Utpala of Kashmir has taken this theory from Puṇjaśa. This conjecture of mine is confirmed by the fact that the Hindus prefix the saṃdhis of the solstices to each of the six seasons of the year, in consequence of which they begin already with the twenty-third degree of the next preceding signs.

The Hindus assume a saṃdhi, too, between the different yugas and between the manvantaras; but as the bases of this theory are hypothetical, so everything else derived from them is hypothetical. We shall give a sufficient explanation of these things in the proper place.
CHAPTER XLI.

DEFINITION OF THE TERMS "KALPA" AND "CATURYUGA," AND AN EXPLICATION OF THE ONE BY THE OTHER.

Twelve thousand Divya-years, the length of which has already been explained (v. chap. xxxv.), are one caturyuga, and 1000 caturyugas are one kalpa, a period at the beginning and end of which there is a conjunction of the seven planets and their apsides and nodes in ° of Aries. The days of the kalpa are called the kalpa-ahargaṇa, for dh means day, and argana means the sum. Since they are civil days derived from the rising of the sun, they are also called days of the earth, for rising presupposes an horizon, and an horizon is one of the necessary attributes of the earth.

By the same name, kalpa-ahargaṇa, people also call the sum of days of any era up to a certain date.

Our Muslim authors call the days of the kalpa the days of the Sind-hind or the days of the world, counting them as 1,577,916,450,000 days (sāvana or civil days), or 4,320,000,000 solar years, or 4,452,775,000 lunar years. The same sum of days converted into years of 360 civil days is equal to 4,383,101,250 of them, and to 12,000,000 divya-years.

The Āditya-Purāṇa says: "Kalpana is composed of kal, which means the existence of the species in the world, and pana, which means their destruction and disappearance. The sum of this existing and perishing is a kalpa."

Brahmagupta says: "Since the planets and mankind
in the world came into existence at the beginning of the day of Brahman, and since they both perish at the end of it, we must adopt this day of their existence as a *kalpa*, not another period."

In another place he says: "A thousand *caturyuga* are one day of *Devaka*, i.e. Brahman, and a night of his is of the same length. Therefore his day is equal to 2000 *caturyuga*.

In the same way Vyása the son of Parásara says: "He who believes that 1000 *caturyuga* are a day and 1000 *caturyuga* a night, knows Brahman."

Within the space of a *kalpa* 71 *caturyuga* are equal to 1 *manu*, i.e. *manvantara*, or Manu-period, and 14 *manus* are equal to 1 *kalpa*. Multiplying 71 by 14, you get 994 *caturyuga* as the period of 14 *manvantaras*, and a remainder of 6 *caturyuga* till the end of the *kalpa*.

If we, however, divide these 6 *caturyuga* by 15, in order to find the *samādhī* both at the beginning and end of each of the 14 *manvantaras*, the number of the *samādhī* being by 1 larger than that of the *manvantaras*, the quotient is $\frac{1}{6}$. If we now insert $\frac{1}{6}$ *caturyuga* between each two consecutive *manvantaras*, and add the same amount both at the beginning of the first and the end of the last *manvantaras*, the fraction of $\frac{1}{6}$ disappears at the end of 15 *manvantaras* ($\frac{1}{6} \times 15 = 6$). The fractions at the beginning and end of the *kalpa* represent the *samādhī*, i.e. a common link. A *kalpa*, including its *samādhī*, has 1000 *caturyuga*, as we have said in the first part of this chapter.

The single parts of a *kalpa* stand in a constant relation to each other, one bearing witness regarding the other. For it commences with the vernal equinox, a Sunday, the conjunction of the planets, their apsides and nodes, which takes place there where there is neither Revati nor Aśvini, i.e. between them, at the beginning of the month Caitra, and in the moment of the sun's
rising over Lanka. When there occurs an irregularity with one of these conditions, all the others become confused and are no longer valid.

We have already mentioned the number of the days and the years of a kalpa. Accordingly a caturyuga, as 12th of a kalpa, has 1,577,916,450 days and 4,320,000 years. The numbers show the relation between a kalpa and a caturyuga, and show further how to determine the one by the other.

All we have said in this chapter rests on the theory of Brahmagupta and on the arguments by which he supports it.

\[\text{Aryabha\text{\textata} the elder and Pulisa compose the manvantara from 72 caturyugas, and the kalpa from 14 manvantaras, without inserting anywhere a sanidhi. Therefore, according to them, a kalpa has 1008 caturyugas; further, 12,096,000 divya years, or 4,354,560,000 human years.}\]

According to Pulisa, a caturyuga has 1,577,917,800 civil days. According to him, therefore, the sum of the days of a kalpa would be 1,590,541,142,400. These are the numbers which he uses in his book.

I have not been able to find anything of the books of Aryabha\text{\textata}. All I know of him I know through the quotations from him given by Brahmagupta. The latter says in a treatise called Critical Research on the Basis of the Canons, that according to \text{\textatAryabha\text{\textata}} the sum of the days of a caturyuga is 1,577,917,500, i.e. 300 days less than according to Pulisa. Therefore \text{\textatAryabha\text{\textata}} would give to a kalpa 1,590,540,840,000 days.

According to \text{\textatAryabha\text{\textata}} and Pulisa, the kalpa and caturyuga begin with midnight which follows after the day the beginning of which is the beginning of the kalpa, according to Brahmagupta.

\text{\textatAryabha\text{\textata} of Kusumapura, who belongs to the school of the elder \text{\textatAryabha\text{\textata}}, says in a small book of his on Al-nif (?)}, that "1008 caturyugas are one day of Brah-
man. The first half of 504 caluryugas is called utsar-pint, during which the sun is ascending, and the second half is called utsar-pint, during which the sun is descending. The midst of this period is called suma, i.e. equality, for it is the midst of the day, and the two ends are called durlama (?)"

This is so far correct, as the comparison between day and kalpa goes, but the remark about the sun's ascending and descending is not correct. If he meant the sun who makes our day, it was his duty to explain of what kind that ascending and descending of the sun is; but if he meant a sun who specially belongs to the day of Brahman, it was his duty to show or to describe him to us. I almost think that the author meant by these two expressions the progressive, increasing development of things during the first half of this period, and the retrograde, decreasing development in the second half.
CHAPTER XLII.

ON THE DIVISION OF THE CATURYUGA INTO YUGAS, AND THE DIFFERENT OPINIONS REGARDING THE LATTER.

The author of the Vishnu-Dharma says: "Twelve hundred divya years are one yuga, called tishya. The double of it is a dvaidpara, the triple a tretā, the quadruple a krita, and all four yugas together are one caturyuga, i.e. the four yugas or sums.

"Seventy-one caturyugas are one manvantara, and 14 manvantaras, together with a samdhi of the duration of one kritayuga between each two of them, are one kalpa. Two kalpas are a nychthemeron of Brahman, and his life is a hundred years, or one day of Purusha, the first man, of whom neither beginning nor end is known."

This is what Varuṇa, the lord of the water, communicated to Rāma, the son of Daśaratha, in primeval times, since he knew these things thoroughly. The same information has also been given by Bhārgava, i.e. Markaṇḍeya, who had such a perfect knowledge of time that he easily mastered every number. He is to the Hindus like the angel of death, who kills them with his seat, being aprati-dhrishya (irresistible).

Brahmagupta says: "The book Smriti mentions that 4000 devaka years are one kritayuga, but together with a samdhi of 400 years and a samdhyaṁśa of 400 years, a kritayuga has 4800 devaka years.

"Three thousand years are one tretāyuga, but together
with a saṁdhi and a saṁdhyanṣa, each of 300 years, a tretāyuga has 3600 years.

"Two thousand years are a dvāpara, but together with a saṁdhi and a saṁdhyanṣa, each of 200 years, a dvāpara has 2400 years.

"A thousand years are one kali, but together with a saṁdhi and a saṁdhyanṣa, each of 100 years, a kali-yuga has 1200 years."

This is what Brahmagupta quotes from the book Smṛiti.

"Divya years are changed into human years by being multiplied by 360. Accordingly the four yugas have the following sums of human years:—

A krita-yuga has 1,440,000 years,
besides 144,000 „ saṁdhi,
and 144,000 „ saṁdhyanṣa.
Sum total 1,728,000 years = one krita-yuga.

A tretā-yuga has 1,080,000 years,
besides 108,000 „ saṁdhi,
and 108,000 „ saṁdhyanṣa.
Sum total 1,296,000 years = one tretā-yuga.

A dvāpara has 720,000 years,
besides 72,000 „ saṁdhi,
and 72,000 „ saṁdhyanṣa.
Sum total 864,000 years = one dvāpara.

A kali has 360,000 years,
besides 36,000 „ saṁdhi,
and 36,000 „ saṁdhyanṣa.
Sum total 432,000 years = one kali-yuga.

"The sum of the krita and tretā is 3,024,000 years, and the sum of the krita, tretā, and dvāpara is 3,888,000 years."

Further, Brahmagupta says that "Āryabhaṭa considers the four yugas as the four equal parts of a catur-yuga. Thus he differs from the doctrine of the book Smṛiti, just mentioned, and he who differs from us is an
opponent.” On the other hand, Brahmagupta praises Paulisa for what he does, since he does not differ from the book Smriti; for he subtracts 1200 from the 4800 years of the krityugyu, and diminishes the remainder still more and more, so as to get yugas which correspond with those of the Smriti, but yugas without surindhi and surindhyaditra. As regards the Greeks, we may notice that they have nothing like the tradition of the Smriti, for they do not measure time by yugas, munvantaras, or kalpas.

So far the quotation from Brahmagupta.

As is well known, there is no difference of opinion on the sum of the years of a complete caturyugya. Therefore, according to Aryabhatā, the kalyugyu has 3000 divya years or 1,080,000 human years. Each two yugas has 6000 divya years or 2,160,000 human years. Each three yugas has 9000 divya years or 3,240,000 human years.

There is a tradition that Paulisa in his Siddhānta specifies various new rules for the computation of these numbers, some of which may be accepted, whilst others are to be rejected. So in the rule for the computation of the yugas he puts 48 as the basis and subtracts one-fourth of it, so as to get 36. Then he again subtracts 12, for this number is his basis of subtraction, so as to get 24, and subtracting the same number a third time, he gets 12. These 12 he multiplies by 100, and the product represents the number of divya years of the yugas.

If he had made the number 60 the basis, for most things may be determined by it, and had made one-fifth of it the basis of subtraction, or if he had subtracted from 60 consecutive fractions of the remaining number, first $\frac{1}{5} = 12$, from the remainder $\frac{1}{5} = 12$, from the remainder $\frac{1}{5} = 12$, and from the remainder $\frac{1}{5} = 12$, he would have obtained the same result which he has found by his method ($60 - \frac{1}{5} = 48, - \frac{1}{5} = 36, - \frac{1}{5} = 24, - \frac{1}{5} = 12$).
It is possible that Pulisa simply mentions this method as one among others, and that it is not that one in particular which he himself adopted. A translation of his whole work into Arabic has not hitherto yet been undertaken, because in his mathematical problems there is an evident religious and theological tendency.

Pulisa deviates from the rule which he himself gives when he wants to compute how many of our years have elapsed of the life of Brahman before the present kalpa. Up to the time of his writing, eight years five months and four days of a new kalpa had elapsed. He counts 6068 kalpas. As, according to him, a kalpa has 1008 caturyugas, he multiplies this number by 1008 and gets 6,116,544 caturyugas. These he changes into yugas by multiplying them by 4, and he gets 24,466,176 yugas. As a yuga, according to him, has 1308,000 years, he multiplies the number of yugas by 1,080,000, and gets as the product 26,423,470,000, i.e. the number of years which have elapsed of the life of Brahman before the present kalpa.

Perhaps it will seem strange to the followers of Brahmagupta that he (Pulisa) has not changed the caturyugas into exact yugas, but simply changed them into fourth parts (by dividing them by 4), and multiplied these fourth parts by the number of years of a single fourth part.

Now, we do not ask him what is the use of representing the caturyugas as fourth parts, inasmuch as they have no fraction which, in this manner, must be reduced to wholes. The multiplication of the whole caturyugas by the years of one complete caturyuga, i.e. 4,320,000, would have been sufficiently lengthy. We, however, say that he would be correct in doing so if he had not been influenced by the wish of bringing the elapsed years of the present kalpa into relation with the last-mentioned number, and multiplied the complete elapsed manvantaras by 72 in agreement with his
theory; further, if he had not multiplied the product by the years of a *caturyuga*, which gives the product of 1,866,240,000 years, and, moreover, had not multiplied the number of the complete *caturyugas* which have elapsed of the current *manvantara* by the years of a single *caturyaga*, which gives the product of 116,640,000 years. Of the current *caturyaga* there have elapsed three *yugas*, *i.e.* according to him, 3,240,000 years. The latter number represents three-fourths of the years of a *caturyaga*. He uses the same number when computing the week-day of a date by means of the number of the days of the here-mentioned number of years. If he believed in the above-mentioned rule, he would use it where it is required, and he would reckon the three *yugas* as nine-tenths of a *caturyaga*.

Now, it is evident that that which *Brahmagupta* relates on his authority, and with which he himself agrees, is entirely unfounded; but he is blind to this from sheer hatred of *Āryabhaṭa*, whom he abuses excessively. And in this respect *Āryabhaṭa* and Pulīṣa are the same to him. I take for witness the passage of *Brahmagupta* where he says that *Āryabhaṭa* has subtracted something from the cycles of the *Caput Draconis* and of the *apsis* of the moon, and thereby rendered confused the computation of the eclipse. He is rude enough to compare *Āryabhaṭa* to a worm which, eating the wood, by chance describes certain characters in it, without understanding them and without intending to draw them. "He, however, who knows these things thoroughly stands opposite to *Āryabhaṭa*, Śrīśeṇa, and Vīṣṇucandra like the lion against gazelles. They are not capable of letting him see their faces." In such offensive terms he attacks *Āryabhaṭa* and maltreats him.

We have already mentioned (v. chap. xli.) how many civil days (*sāvana*) a *caturyaga* has according to the three scholars. Pulīṣa gives it 1,350 days more than *Brahmagupta*, but the number of years of a *caturyaga*
is the same according to both. Therefore, evidently Pulisa gives the solar year more days than Brahmagupta. To judge from the report of Brahmagupta, Āryabhaṭa gives a caturyug a 300 days less than Pulisa, and 1050 more than Brahmagupta. Accordingly, Āryabhaṭa must reckon the solar year longer than Brahmagupta and shorter than Pulisa.
CHAPTER XLIII.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE FOUR YUGAS, AND OF ALL THAT IS EXPECTED TO TAKE PLACE AT THE END OF THE FOURTH YUGA.

The ancient Greeks held regarding the earth various opinions, of which we shall relate one for the sake of an example.

The disasters which from time to time befal the earth, both from above and from below, differ in quality and quantity. Frequently it has experienced one so incommensurable in quality or in quantity, or in both together, that there was no remedy against it, and that no flight or caution was of any avail. The catastrophe comes on like a deluge or an earthquake, bringing destruction either by the breaking in of the surface, or by drowning with water which breaks forth, or by burning with hot stones and ashes that are thrown out, by thunderstorms, by landslips, and typhoons; further, by contagious and other diseases, by pestilence, and more of the like. Thereby a large region is stripped of its inhabitants; but when after a while, after the disaster and its consequences have passed away, the country begins to recover and to show new signs of life, then different people flock there together like wild animals, who formerly were dwelling in hiding-holes and on the tops of the mountains. They become civilised by assisting each other against common foes, wild beasts or men, and furthering each other in the hope for a life in safety and joy. Thus they increase
to great numbers; but then ambition, circling round them with the wings of wrath and envy, begins to disturb the serene bliss of their life.

Sometimes a nation of such a kind derives its pedigree from a person who first settled in the place or distinguished himself by something or other, so that he alone continues to live in the recollection of the succeeding generations, whilst all others beside him are forgotten. Plato mentions in the *Book of Laws* Zeus, i.e. Jupiter, as the forefather of the Greeks, and to Zeus is traced back the pedigree of Hippocrates, which is mentioned in the last chapters added at the end of the book. We must, however, observe that the pedigree contains only very few generations, not more than fourteen. It is the following:—Hippokrates—Gnosidikos—Nebros—Sostratos—Theodoros—Kleomyttades—Krisamis—Dardanas—Sostratos—Postratos—Theodoros—Krisamis—Dardanas—Sostratos—Hippolochos—Podaleirios—Machacon—Asclepios—Apollo—Zeus—Kronos, i.e. Saturn.

The Hindus have similar traditions regarding the Caturyuga, for according to them, at the beginning of it, i.e. at the beginning of Kritayuga, there was happiness and safety, fertility and abundance, health and force, ample knowledge and a great number of Brahmans. The good is complete in this age, like four-fourths of a whole, and life lasted 4000 years alike for all beings during this whole space of time.

Thereupon things began to decrease and to be mixed with opposite elements to such a degree, that at the beginning of Tretayuga the good was thrice as much as the invading bad, and that bliss was three-quarters of the whole. There were a greater number of Kshatriyas than of Brahmans, and life had the same length as in the preceding age. So it is represented by the *Vishnu-Dharma*, whilst analogy requires that it should be shorter by the same amount than bliss is smaller, i.e. by one-fourth. In this age, when offering to the fire,
they begin to kill animals and to tear off plants, practices which before were unknown.

Thus the evil increases till, at the beginning of Dvāpara, evil and good exist in equal proportions, and likewise bliss and misfortune. The climates begin to differ, there is much killing going on, and the religions become different. Life becomes shorter, and lasts only 400 years, according to the Vishnu-Dharma. At the beginning of Tishya, i.e. Kaliyuga, evil is thrice as much as the remaining good.

The Hindus have several well-known traditions of events which are said to have occurred in the Tretā and Dvāpara yugas, e.g. the story of Rāma, who killed Ravana; that of Parasurāma the Brahman, who killed every Kshatriya he laid hold upon, revenging on them the death of his father. They think that he lives in heaven, that he has already twenty-one times appeared on earth, and that he will again appear. Further, the story of the war of the children of Pāṇḍu with those of Kuru.

In the Kaliyuga evil increases, till at last it results in the destruction of all good. At that time the inhabitants of the earth perish, and a new race rises out of those who are scattered through the mountains and hide themselves in caves, uniting for the purpose of worshipping and flying from the horrid, demoniac human race. Therefore this age is called Kṛtayugā, which means "Being ready for going away after having finished the work."

In the story of Śannaka which Venus received from Brahmān, God speaks to him in the following words: "When the Kaliyuga comes, I send Buddhodana, the son of Suddhodana the pious, to spread the good in the creation. But then the Muḥammadra, i.e. the red-wear-}

Description of the Kaliyuga.

"When the Kaliyuga comes, I send Buddhodana, the son of Suddhodana the pious, to spread the good in the creation. But then the Muḥammadra, i.e. the red-wear-
a Śūdra and Cāṇḍāla will share with them the presents and offerings. Men will entirely be occupied with gathering wealth by crimes, with hoarding up, not refraining from committing horrid and sinful crimes. All this will result in a rebellion of the small ones against the great ones, of the children against their parents, of the servants against their masters. The castes will be in uproar against each other, the genealogies will become confused, the four castes will be abolished, and there will be many religions and sects. Many books will be composed, and the communities which formerly were united will on account of them be dissolved into single individuals. The temples will be destroyed and the schools will lie waste. Justice will be gone, and the kings will not know anything but oppression and spoliation, robbing and destroying, as if they wanted to devour the people, foolishly indulging in far-reaching hopes, and not considering how short life is in comparison with the sins (for which they have to atone). The more the mind of people is depraved, the more will pestilential diseases be prevalent. Lastly, people maintain that most of the astrological rules obtained in that age are void and false.

These ideas have been adopted by Māṇi, for he says: "Know ye that the affairs of the world have been changed and altered; also priesthood has been changed since the σφαίραι of heaven, i.e. the spheres, have been changed, and the priest can no longer acquire such a knowledge of the stars in the circle of a sphere as their fathers were able to acquire. They lead mankind astray by fraud. What they prophesy may by chance happen, but frequently it does not happen."

The description of these things in the Viṣṇu-Dharma is much more copious than we have given it. People will be ignorant of what is reward and punishment; they will deny that the angels have absolute knowledge. Their lives will be of different length, and none
of them will know how long it is. The one will die as an embryo, the other as a baby or child. The pious will be torn away and will not have a long life, but he who does evil and denies religion will live longer. Śūdras will be kings, and will be like rapacious wolves, robbing the others of all that pleases them. The doings of the Brahmans will be of the same kind, but the majority will be Śūdras and brigands. The laws of the Brahmans will be abolished. People will point with their fingers at those who worry themselves with the practice of frugality and poverty as a curiosity, will despise them, and will wonder at a man worshipping Vishnū; for all of them have become of the same (wicked) character. Therefore any wish will soon be granted, little merit receive great reward, and honour and dignity be obtained by little worship and service.

But finally, at the end of the yuga, when the evil will have reached its highest pitch, there will come forward Garga, the son of J-Ś-V (?) the Brahman, i.e. Kali, after whom this yuga is called, gifted with an irresistible force, and more skilled in the use of any weapon than any other. Then he draws his sword to make good all that has become bad; he cleans the surface of the earth of the impurity of people and clears the earth of them. He collects the pure and pious ones for the purpose of procreation. Then the Kṛtayuga lies far behind them, and the time and the world return to purity, and to absolute good and to bliss.

This is the nature of the yugas as they circle round through the Caturyuga.

The book Caraka, as quoted by ŠAli Ibn Zain of Tabaristan, says: "In primeval times the earth was always fertile and healthy, and the elements or maha-bhūta were equally mixed. Men lived with each other in harmony and love, without any lust and ambition, hatred and envy, without anything that makes soul and body ill. But then came envy, and lust followed.
Driven by lust, they strove to hoard up, which was difficult to some, easy to others. All kinds of thoughts, labours, and cares followed, and resulted in war, deceit, and lying. The hearts of men were hardened, the natures were altered and became exposed to diseases, which seized hold of men and made them neglect the worship of God and the furtherance of science. Ignorance became deeply rooted, and the calamity became great. Then the pious met before their anchorite Krisa (?) the son of Atreya, and deliberated; whereupon the sage ascended the mountain and threw himself on the earth. Thereafter God taught him the science of medicine."

All this much resembles the traditions of the Greeks, which we have related (in another place). For Aratus says in his Φασφομενα, and in his intimations referring to the seventh zodiacal sign: "Look under the feet of the Herdsman, i.e. Al'awwod, among the northern figures, and you see the Virgin coming with a blooming ear of corn in her hand, i.e. Alsimak Al'a'zal. She belongs either to the star-race, which are said to be the forefathers of the ancient stars, or she was procreated by another race which we do not know. People say that in primeval times she lived among mankind, but only among women, not visible to men, being called Justice. She used to unite the aged men and those who stood in the market-places and in the streets, and exhorted them with a loud voice to adhere to the truth. She presented mankind with innumerable wealth and bestowed rights upon them. At that time the earth was called golden. None of its inhabitants knew pernicious hypocrisy in deed or word, and there was no objectionable schism among them. They lived a quiet life, and did not yet navigate the sea in ships. The cows afforded the necessary sustenance.

"Afterwards, when the golden race had expired and the silver race come on, Virgo mixed with them, but
without being happy, and concealed herself in the mountains, having no longer intercourse with the women as formerly. Then she went to the large towns, warned their inhabitants, scolded them for their evil doings, and blamed them for ruining the race which the golden fathers had left behind. She foretold them that there would come a race still worse than they, and that wars, bloodshed, and other great disasters would follow.

"After having finished, she disappeared into the mountains till the silver race expired and a bronze race came up. People invented the sword, the doer of evil; they tasted of the meat of cows, the first who did it. By all this their neighbourhood became odious to Justice, and she flew away to the sphere."

The commentator of the book of Aratus says: "This Virgin is the daughter of Zeus. She spoke to the people on the public places and streets, and at that time they were obedient to their rulers, not knowing the bad nor discord. Without any altercation or envy they lived from agriculture, and did not travel on sea for the sake of commerce nor for the lust of plunder. Their nature was as pure as gold.

"But when they gave up these manners and no longer adhered to truth, Justice no longer had intercourse with them, but she observed them, dwelling in the mountains. When, however, she came to their meetings, though unwillingly, she threatened them, for they listened in silence to her words, and therefore she no longer appeared to those who called her, as she had formerly done.

"When, then, after the silver race, the bronze race came up, when wars followed each other and the evil spread in the world, she started off, for she wanted on no account to stay with them, and hated them, and went towards the sphere.

"There are many traditions regarding this Justice.
According to some, she is Demeter, because she has the ear of corn; according to others, she is Τύχη."

This is what Aratus says.

The following occurs in the third book of the Laws of Plato:—

"The Athenian said: 'There have been deluges, diseases, disasters on earth, from which none has been saved but herdsmen and mountaineers, as the remnants of a race not practised in deceit and in the love of power.'

"The Knossian said: 'At the beginning men loved each other sincerely, feeling lonely in the desert of the world, and because the world had sufficient room for all of them, and did not compel them to any exertion. There was no poverty among them, no possession, no contract. There was no greed among them, and neither silver nor gold. There were no rich people among them and no poor. If we found any of their books, they would afford us numerous proofs for all this.'"
CHAPTER XLIV.

ON THE MANVANTARAS.

As 72,000 *kalpas* are reckoned as the life of Brahman, the *manvantara*, i.e. period of Manu, is reckoned as the life of Indra, whose rule ends with the end of the period. His post is occupied by another Indra, who then rules the world in the new *manvantara*. Brahmagupta says: "If a man maintains that there is no *samādhi* between two *manvantaras*, and reckons each *manvantara* as 71 *caturyugas*, he will find that the *kalpa* is too short by six *caturyugas*, and the *minus* below 1000 (i.e. in 994) is not better than the *plus* above 1000 (i.e. in 1008, according to Āryabhaṭa). Both numbers, however, differ from the book *Smṛiti*.

Further he says: "Āryabhaṭa mentions in two books of his, the one of which is called *Dasagīttikā*, the other *Āryādītabāta*, that each *manvantara* is equal to 72 *caturyugas*. Accordingly he reckons a *kalpa* at 1008 *caturyugas* (14 × 72)."

In the book *Vishnu-Dharma* Mārkaṇḍeya gives to Vajra the following answer: "Purusha is the lord of the universe; the lord of the *kalpa* is Brahman, the lord of the world; but the lord of the *manvantara* is Manu. There are fourteen Manus, from whom the kings of the earth, ruling at the beginning of each *manvantara*, descended."

We have united their names in the following table:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Number of the Manvantaras according to the Vishnu-Purāṇa.</th>
<th>The Names of the Manvantaras according to the Vishnu-Dharma.</th>
<th>Their Names taken from other Sources.</th>
<th>The Names of Indra according to the Vishnu-Purāṇa.</th>
<th>The Names of the children of Manu, the kings of the earth who ruled at the beginning of each period, according to the Vishnu-Purāṇa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Svāyambhuva</td>
<td>Svāyambhuva</td>
<td>Svāyambhuva</td>
<td>Manu, as the ruler of the first manvantara, is Indra, who has nothing in common with any other being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Svārociya</td>
<td>Svārociya</td>
<td>Svārociya</td>
<td>Vipāścit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Austami</td>
<td>Austami</td>
<td>Austami</td>
<td>Sūñānti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Utāmasa (?)</td>
<td>Utāmasa (?)</td>
<td>Utāmasa (?)</td>
<td>Śīkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Raivata</td>
<td>Raivata</td>
<td>Raivata</td>
<td>Antata (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cākahusha</td>
<td>Cākahusha</td>
<td>Cākahusha</td>
<td>Manojava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Vaivasvata</td>
<td>Vaivasvata</td>
<td>Vaivasvata</td>
<td>Purandara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sāvarni</td>
<td>Sāvarni</td>
<td>Sāvarni</td>
<td>Bali, the imprisoned king Mahāvīrya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Daksha</td>
<td>Vishnu-Dharma</td>
<td>Brahmaputra</td>
<td>Dhrītaketa, Nīrāmaya, Pañcāhasta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Brahmasāvarni</td>
<td>Dhrmaputra</td>
<td>Vishnu-patra</td>
<td>Śānti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dharmsāvarni</td>
<td>Rudraputra</td>
<td>Rudraputra</td>
<td>Vṛishsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rudraputra</td>
<td>Dakshaputra</td>
<td>Dakshaputra</td>
<td>Ritadhāman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Raucya</td>
<td>Raibhya (?)</td>
<td>Raibhya (?)</td>
<td>Dīvapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bhauntya</td>
<td>Bhauntya</td>
<td>Bhami (?)</td>
<td>Śuci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uru, Gañhira, Budhnya-ādyā (?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The difference which the reader perceives in the enumeration of the future *manvantaras* beyond the seventh one, arises, as I think, from the same cause whence the difference in the names of the *Dvīpas* is derived (v. pp. 235, 236), viz. from the fact that the people care more for the *names* than for the *order* in which they are handed down to posterity. We may here rely on the tradition of the *Vishnu-Purāṇa*, for in this book their number, their names and descriptions, are given in such a way that renders it necessary to us to consider also the *order* in which it gives them as trustworthy. But we have refrained from communicating these things in this place, since they offer only very little use.

The same book relates that King Maitreya, a Kṣaṇṭriya, askedParāśara, the father of Vyāsa, about the past and the future *manvantaras*. Thereupon the latter mentions the name by which each Manu is known, the same names which our table exhibits. According to the same book, the children of each Manu will rule the earth, and it mentions the first of them, the names of whom we have given in the table. According to the same source, the Manus of the second, third, fourth, and fifth *manvantaras* will be of the race of Priyavrata, an anchorite, who stood in such favour with Vishnu, that he honoured his children by raising them to this distinction.
CHAPTER XLV.

ON THE CONSTELLATION OF THE GREAT BEAR.

The Great Bear is in the Indian language called Saptarshayyas, i.e. the Seven Rishis. They are said to have been anchorites who nourished themselves only with what it is allowable to eat, and with them there was a pious woman, Al-suha (Ursa Major, star 8o by 5). They plucked off the stalks of the lotus from the ponds to eat of them. Meanwhile came The Law (Dharma) and concealed her from them. Every one of them felt ashamed of the other, and they swore oaths which were approved of by Dharma. In order to honour them, Dharma raised them to that place where they are now seen (sic).

We have already mentioned that the books of the Hindus are composed in metres, and therefore the authors indulge in comparisons and epitheta ornantia, such as are admired by their countrymen. Of the same kind is a description of the Great Bear in the Samhita of Varāhamihira, where it occurs before the astrological prognostics derived from this constellation. We give the passage according to our translation: ¹—

"The northern region is adorned with these stars, as a beautiful woman is adorned with a collar of pearls strung together, and a necklace of white lotus flowers, a handsomely arranged one. Thus adorned, they are like maidens who dance and revolve round the pole as the pole orders them. And I say, on the authority of

¹ Samhita, chap. xiii. v. 1-6.
Garga, the ancient, the primeval one, that the Great Bear stood in Maghâ, the tenth lunar station, when Yudhishṭhīra ruled the earth, and the Šakakâla was 2526 years after this. The Great Bear remains in each lunar station 600 years, and it rises in the north-east. He (of the Seven Rishis) who then rules the east is Marici; west of him is Vāsisṭha, then Āṅgiras, Atri, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, and near Vāsisṭha there is a chaste woman called Arundhati."

As these names are sometimes confounded with each other, we shall try to identify them with the corresponding stars in the Great Bear:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marici</td>
<td>27th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāsisṭha</td>
<td>26th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āṅgiras</td>
<td>25th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atri</td>
<td>18th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kratu</td>
<td>16th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulaha</td>
<td>17th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulastya</td>
<td>19th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These stars occupy in our time, i.e. in the 952nd year of the Šakakâla, the space between $1\frac{3}{4}$° of Leo and $13\frac{1}{2}$° of Spica (Virgo). According to the peculiar motion of the fixed stars, as we know it, the same stars occupied at the time of Yudhishṭhīra the space between $8\frac{3}{4}$° Gemini and $20\frac{3}{4}$° of Cancer.

According to the motion of the fixed stars, as adopted by the ancient astronomers and Ptolemy, these stars occupied at that time the space between $26\frac{1}{2}$° of Gemini and $8\frac{3}{4}$° of Leo, and the here-mentioned lunar station (Maghâ) occupied the space between 0-800 minutes in Leo.

Therefore it would be much more suitable in the present time to represent the Seven Rishis as standing in Maghâ than in the time of Yudhishṭhīra. And if the Hindus identify Maghâ with the Heart of the Lion, we can only say that this constellation at that time stood in the first degrees of Cancer.
CHAPTER XLV.

391

The words of Garga are without any foundation; they only show how little he knew of that which every one must know who wants to fix the places of the stars, either by eyesight or by means of astronomical observation on certain degrees of the signs of the zodiac.

I have read in the almanacs for the year 951 of the Śakakāla which came from Kashmir the statement that the Seven Rishis stand since seventy-seven years in the lunar station Anurādhā. This station occupies the space between $3\frac{1}{2}^\circ$ and the end of $16\frac{2}{3}^\circ$ of Scorpio. However, the Seven Rishis precede this place by about a whole zodiacal sign and 20 degrees, i.e. by $1\frac{2}{3}$ signs (v. p. 390). But what man would be able to learn all the different theories of the Hindus, if he does not dwell among them!

Let us now first suppose that Garga is right, that he has not stated the precise place in Maghā which the Seven Rishis occupy, and let us suppose that this place was $0^\circ$ of Maghā, which would correspond to $0^\circ$ of Leo for our time. Further, between the time of Yudhishṭhira and the present year, i.e. the year 1340 of Alexander, there is an interval of 3479 years. And lastly, let us suppose that Varāhamihira is right in saying that the Seven Rishis dwell 600 years in each lunar station. Accordingly, they ought in the present year to stand in $17^\circ 18'$ of Libra, which is identical with $10^\circ 38'$ of Svāti. However, if we suppose that they stood in the midst of Maghā (not in the beginning), they ought at present to stand in $3^\circ 58'$ of Viśākhā. And if we suppose that they stood in the end of Maghā, they ought at present to stand in $10^\circ 38'$ of Viśākhā.

Hence it is evident that the statement of the Kashmirian calendar does not agree with the statement in the Samhitā. Likewise, if we adopt the rule of the said calendar regarding the precession of the equinoxes, and reckon with this measure backward, we do by no means
arrive at Maghâ as the lunar station in which the Seven Rishis stood in the time of Yudhishtîra.

Hitherto we used to think that in our time the revolution of the fixed stars is more rapid than in former times, and we tried to account for this by peculiarities of the shape of the celestial sphere. According to us, they move one degree in 66 solar years. Therefore Varâhamihira highly astonishes us, for, according to him, the rate of this motion would be one degree in forty-five years, i.e. much more rapid than at present, whilst his time precedes ours only by 525 years.

The author of the canon Karanadstra gives the following rule for the computation of the motion of the Great Bear, and of the place which, at any given time, it occupies:

"Subtract 821 from the Šakakâla. The remainder is the basis, i.e. the number of years above 4000 which have elapsed since the beginning of the Kaliyuga.

"Multiply the basis by 47, and add 68,000 to the product. Divide the sum by 10,000. The quotient represents the zodiacal signs and fractions of them, i.e. the position of the Great Bear which was sought."

The addition of 68,000, prescribed in this rule, must be the original position of the Great Bear at the beginning of the basis, multiplied by 10,000. If we divide 68,000 by 10,000, we get the quotient 6\frac{1}{4}, i.e. six zodiacal signs and twenty-four degrees of a seventh sign.

It is evident that if we divide the 10,000 by 47, the Great Bear has wandered through one zodiacal sign in 212 years, 9 months, and 6 days, according to solar time. Accordingly it wanders through one degree of a sign in 7 years, 1 month, and 3 days, and through one lunar station in 94 years, 6 months, and 20 days.

Now there is a great difference between the values of Varâhamihira and those of Vîteśvara, if there is not a fault in the tradition. If we, by way of an example,
make such a computation for the present year (1030 A.D.), we get $9^\circ 17'$ in the lunar station Anurâdhâ as the position of the Great Bear.

The people of Kashmir believed that the Great Bear wanders through a lunar station in 100 years. Therefore the above-mentioned calendar says that of the present centennium of the motion of the Great Bear there is still a remainder of twenty-three years.

Mistakes and confusion such as we have here laid open arise, in the first place, from the want of the necessary skill in astronomical researches, and secondly, from the way of the Hindus of mixing up scientific questions with religious traditions. For the theologians believe that the Seven Rishis stand higher than the fixed stars, and they maintain that in each manvantara there will appear a new Manu, whose children will destroy the earth; but the rule will be renewed by Indra, as also the different classes of the angels and the Seven Rishis. The angels are necessary, for mankind must offer sacrifices to them and must bring to the fire the shares for them; and the Seven Rishis are necessary, because they must renew the Veda, for it perishes at the end of each manvantara.

Our information on this subject we take from the Vishnu-Purâna. From the same source we have taken the names of the Seven Rishis in each manvantara, as exhibited by the following table:—
The Seven Ṛishis, i.e. the Banáš-Naresh, or the Stars of the Great Bear in the Manvantaras.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers of the Manvantaras</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 In this Manvantara there was neither Indra nor the Seven Ṛishis, but only Manu.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ūrjastambha</td>
<td>Prāṇa</td>
<td>Datta</td>
<td>Niṣṭhabha</td>
<td>Niśvara</td>
<td>Ścorvart (?)</td>
<td>Vāmśaca (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Jyoti</td>
<td>Dhāman</td>
<td>Prithu</td>
<td>Kāvyā</td>
<td>Cātra and Agni</td>
<td>Varaka</td>
<td>Pivara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Hiranyaroman</td>
<td>Vedaśri</td>
<td>Rārdhwa-bāhu (!)</td>
<td>Apara (!)</td>
<td>Vedabhāhu</td>
<td>Subāhu</td>
<td>Parjanya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sumedhas</td>
<td>Virajas</td>
<td>Havishmat</td>
<td>Madhu</td>
<td>Atināman</td>
<td>Sahishṇu</td>
<td>Carshayaḥ (!)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Vasishṭha</td>
<td>Kaśyapa</td>
<td>Atri</td>
<td>Jamadagni</td>
<td>Gautama</td>
<td>Visvāmitra</td>
<td>Bharadvāja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dīptimati</td>
<td>Gālava</td>
<td>Kṛīpa</td>
<td>Aśvatthāman the son of Droṇa</td>
<td>Parāśara</td>
<td>Vyāsa the son of Parāśara</td>
<td>Ṛishyaśringa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Savana</td>
<td>Dyutimati</td>
<td>Havya</td>
<td>Vasu</td>
<td>Medhādhṛiti</td>
<td>Jyotishmat</td>
<td>Satya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Havishmat</td>
<td>Sukṛiti</td>
<td>Satya</td>
<td>Āpāśmṛti</td>
<td>Nābhāga</td>
<td>Apratimājas</td>
<td>Sukṣhetra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Niścara</td>
<td>Agnidhra</td>
<td>Vapuṣhmat</td>
<td>Viṣṇu</td>
<td>Āruṇi</td>
<td>Havishmant</td>
<td>Nagha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Tapasvin</td>
<td>Sutaya</td>
<td>Tapomārti</td>
<td>Tapatirtha</td>
<td>Tapodhṛiti</td>
<td>Dyuti</td>
<td>Iścānyah (!)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Nirmoba</td>
<td>Tattvadarśa</td>
<td>Nishprakampa</td>
<td>Nirutsuka</td>
<td>Dhrītimant</td>
<td>Vyāya</td>
<td>Sutapās</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Agnīva</td>
<td>Śuci</td>
<td>Śukra or Venus</td>
<td>Māgadha</td>
<td>Agnidhra</td>
<td>Yuktasta</td>
<td>Jīta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER XLVI.

ON NÂRÂYÂṆA, HIS APPEARANCE AT DIFFERENT TIMES, AND HIS NAMES.

Nârâyâna is according to the Hindus a supernatural power, which does not on principle try to bring about the good by the good, nor the bad by the bad, but to prevent the evil and destruction by whatever means happen to be available. For this force the good exists prior to the bad, but if the good does not properly develop nor is available, it uses the bad, this being unavoidable. In so doing, it may be compared to a rider who has got into the midst of a cornfield. When he then comes back to his senses, and wants to avoid evil-doing and to get out of the mischief he has committed, he has no other means but that of turning his horse back and riding out on the same road on which he has entered the field, though in going out he will do as much mischief as he has done in entering, and even more. But there is no other possibility of making amends save this.

The Hindus do not distinguish between this force and the First Cause of their philosophy. Its dwelling in the world is of such a nature that people compare it to a material existence, an appearance in body and colour, since they cannot conceive any other kind of appearance.

Besides other times, Nârâyâna has appeared at the end of the first manvantara, to take away the rule of the worlds from Vâlakhilya (?), who had given it the
name; and wanted to take it into his own hands. Nārāyana came and handed it over to Śatakratu, the performer of a hundred sacrifices, and made him Indra.

Another time he appeared at the end of the sixth manvantara, when he killed the King Bali, the son of Virocaṇa, who ruled the whole world and had Venus as his vazīr. On having heard from his mother that the time of his father had been much better than his time, since it was nearer the kṛtyayuga, when people enjoyed more profound bliss and did not know any fatigue, he became ambitious and desirous of vying with his father. Therefore he commenced doing works of piety, giving presents, distributing money, and performing sacrifices, which earn the rule of paradise and earth for him who finishes a hundred of them. When he was near this term, or had nearly finished the ninety-ninth sacrifice, the angels began to feel uneasy and to fear for their dignity, knowing that the tribute which men bring them would cease if they stood no longer in need of them. Now they united and went to Nārāyana, asking him to help them. He granted their wish, and descended to the earth in the shape of Vāmana, i.e. a man whose hands and feet are too short in comparison with his body, and in consequence his figure is thought to be hideous.

Nārāyana came to the King Bali whilst he was offering, his Brahmans standing round the fires, and Venus, his vazīr, standing before him. The treasure-houses had been opened and the precious stones had been thrown out in heaps, to be given as presents and alms. Now Vāmana commenced to recite the Veda like the Brahmans from that part which is now called Śatamaveda, in a melancholy, impressive kind of melody, persuading the king to grant him liberally what he would wish and demand. Upon this Venus spoke stealthily to him: "This is Nārāyana. He has come to rob thee of thy
But the king was so excited that he did not mind the words of Venus, and asked Vāmana what was his desire. Thereupon Vāmana said, "As much as four paces of thy realm, that I may live there." The king answered, "Choose what you wish, and how you wish it;" and according to Hindu custom, he ordered water to be brought to pour it over his hands as a sign of the confirmation of the order he had given. Now Venus, because of her love to the king, brought in the jug, but had corked the spout, so that no water should flow out of it, whilst she closed the hole in the cork with the kuśa grass of her ring-finger. But Venus had only one eye; she missed the hole, and now the water flowed out. In consequence, Vāmana made a pace towards east, another towards west, and a third towards above as far as Svarloka. As for the fourth pace, there was no more space in the world; he made, by the fourth pace, the king a slave, putting his foot between his shoulders as a sign of making him a slave. He made him sink down into the earth as far as Pātāla, the lowest of the low. He took the worlds away from him, and handed the rule over to Puramādra.

The following occurs in the Vishnu-Purāṇa:

"The King Maitreya asked Parashara about the yugas. So the latter answered: 'They exist for the purpose that Vishnu should occupy himself with something in them. In the Kṛitayuga he comes in the shape of Kapila alone, for the purpose of spreading wisdom; in Tretāyuga, in the shape of Rāma alone, for the purpose of spreading fortitude, to conquer the bad, and to preserve the three worlds by force and the prevalence of virtuous action; in Dwāpara, in the shape of Vyāsa, to divide the Veda into four parts, and to derive many branches from it. In the end of Dwāpara he appears in the shape of Vāsudeva to destroy the giants; in the Kaliyuga, in the shape of Kali, the son of Jśh-v (?) the Brahman, to kill all, and to make the
cycle of the yugas commence anew. That is his (Vishnu’s) occupation.”

In another passage of the same book we read: “Vishnu, i.e. another name for Nārāyaṇa, comes at the end of each dvāpara to divide the Veda into four parts, because men are feeble and unable to observe the whole of it. In his face he resembles Vyāsa.”

We exhibit his names in the following table, though they vary in different sources, enumerating the Vyāsas who have appeared in the caturyugas of the present or seventh manvantara which have elapsed:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Svayambhūta</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Dhananājaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prajāpati</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Kṛtāśvāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Uśanas</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Rīsajyesṭha (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bhṛhaspati</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bhradvaḍha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Savitṛi</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Gautama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mrītyu</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Uttama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Indra</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Haryātman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Vasiṣṭha</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Veda-Vyāsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sārasvata</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Vājaśravaśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tridhāman</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Somaśvama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Trivṛisha</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Bhargava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bhradvaḍha</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Vālmiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Antarkrṣa</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Krishna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Vapa (?)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Āsvatthāman the son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Trayyāraṇa</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Drona</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Krishṇa Dvaipāyana is Vyāsa the son of Parāśara. The twenty-ninth Vyāsa has not yet come, but will appear in future.

The book Vishnu-Dharma says: “The names of Hari, i.e. Nārāyaṇa, differ in the yugas. They are the following: Vāsudeva, Saṃkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha.”

I suppose that the author has not here preserved the proper sequence, for Vāsudeva belongs to the end of the four yugas.

The same book says: “Also his colours differ in the yugas. In the Kṛtayuga he is white, in the Treta-yuga red, in the Dvāpara yellow, the latter is the first
phase of his being embodied in human shape, and in
the Kaliyuga he is black."

These colours are something like the three primary
forces of their philosophy, for they maintain that Satya
is transparent white, Rajas red, and Tamas black. We shall in a later part of this book give a description of
his last appearance in the world.
CHAPTER XLVII.

ON VĀSUDEVA AND THE WARS OF THE BHĀRATA.

The life of the world depends upon sowing and procreating. Both processes increase in the course of time, and this increase is unlimited, whilst the world is limited.

When a class of plants or animals does not increase any more in its structure, and its peculiar kind is established as a species of its own, when each individual of it does not simply come into existence once and perish, but besides procreates a being like itself or several together, and not only once but several times, then this will as a single species of plants or animals occupy the earth and spread itself and its kind over as much territory as it can find.

The agriculturist selects his corn, letting grow as much as he requires, and tearing out the remainder. The forester leaves those branches which he perceives to be excellent, whilst he cuts away all others. The bees kill those of their kind who only eat, but do not work in their beehive.

Nature proceeds in a similar way; however, it does not distinguish, for its action is under all circumstances one and the same. It allows the leaves and fruit of the trees to perish, thus preventing them from realising that result which they are intended to produce in the economy of nature. It removes them so as to make room for others.

If thus the earth is ruined, or is near to be ruined,
by having too many inhabitants, its ruler—for it has a
ruler, and his all-embracing care is apparent in every
single particle of it—sends it a messenger for the pur-
pose of reducing the too great number and of cutting
away all that is evil.

A messenger of this kind is, according to the belief
of the Hindus, Vāsudeva, who was sent the last time in
human shape, being called Vāsudeva. It was a time
when the giants were numerous on earth and the earth
was full of their oppression; it tottered, being hardly
able to bear the whole number of them, and it trembled
from the vehemence of their treading. Then there was
born a child in the city of Mathurā to Vāsudeva by the
sister of Kamsā, at that time ruler of the town. They
were a Jatt family, cattle-owners, low Śudra people.
Kamsā had learned, by a voice which he heard at the
wedding of his sister, that he would perish at the hands
of her child; therefore he appointed people who were
to bring him every child of hers as soon as she gave
birth to it, and he killed all her children, both male and
female. Finally, she gave birth to Balabhadra, and
Yaśodā, the wife of the herdsman Nanda, took the
child to herself, and managed to keep it concealed from
the spies of Kamsā. Thereupon she became pregnant
an eighth time, and gave birth to Vāsudeva in a rainy
night of the eighth day of the black half of the month
Bhādrapada, whilst the moon was ascending in the
station Rohini. As the guards had fallen into deep
sleep and neglected the watch, the father stole the
child and brought it to Nandakula, i.e. the stable of the
cows of Nanda, the husband of Yaśodā, near Mathurā,
but separated from this place by the river Yamunā.
Vāsudeva exchanged the child for a daughter of Nanda,
which happened to be born at the moment when Vās-
udeva arrived with the boy. He brought this female
child to the guards instead of his son. Kamsā, the
ruler, wanted to kill the child, but she flew up into the air and disappeared.

Vasudeva grew up under the care of his fostermother Yasodâ without her knowing that he had been exchanged for her daughter, but Kamsa got some inkling of the matter. Now he tried to get the child into his power by cunning plans, but all of them turned out against him. Lastly, Kamsa demanded from his parents that they should send him (Vasudeva) to wrestle in his (Kamsa's) presence. Now Vasudeva began to behave overbearingly towards everybody. On the road he had already roused the wrath of his aunt by hurting a serpent which had been appointed to watch over the lotus flowers of a pond, for he had drawn a cord through its nostrils like a bridle. Further, he had killed his fuller, because the latter had refused to lend him clothes for the wrestling. He had robbed the girl who accompanied him of the sandal-wood with which she was ordered to anoint the wrestlers. Lastly, he had killed the rutting elephant which was provided for the purpose of killing him before the door of Kamsa. All this heightened the wrath of Kamsa to such a degree, that his bile burst, and he died on the spot. Then Vasudeva, his sister's son, ruled in his stead.

Vasudeva has a special name in each month. His followers begin the months with Mârgasîrsha, and each month they begin with the eleventh day, because on this day Vasudeva appeared.

The following table contains the names of Vasudeva in the months:
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Now the brother-in-law of the deceased Kamsa became angry, went rapidly to Mathura, took possession of the realm of V&senda, and banished him to the ocean. Then there appeared near the coast a golden castle called Barodā, and V&senda made it his residence.

The children of Kaurava (i.e. Dh&tar&shtra) had the charge of their cousins (the children of P&ndu). Dh&tar&shtra received them and played dice with them, the last stake being their whole property. They lost more and more, until he laid upon them the obligation of expatriation for more than ten years, and of concealment in the remotest part of the country, where nobody knew them. If they did not keep this engagement they would be bound to return into banishment for a like number of years. This engagement was carried out, but finally came the time of their coming forward for battle. Now each party began to assemble their whole number and to sue for allies, till at last nearly innumerable hosts had gathered in the plain of Thaneshar. There were eighteen akshauhin&. Each party tried to gain V&senda as ally, whereupon he offered either himself or his brother Balabhadra together with an army. But the children of P&ndu preferred him. They were five men—Yudhishthira, their leader, Arjuna, the bravest of them, Sahadeva, Bhima&ena, and Nakula. They had seven akshauhin&. whilst their enemies were
much stronger. But for the cunning devices of Vâsudeva and his teaching them whereby they might gain victory, they would have been in a less favourable situation than their enemies. But now they conquered; all those hosts were destroyed, and none remained except the five brothers. Thereafter Vâsudeva returned to his residence and died, together with his family, who were called Yâdava. Also the five brothers died before the year had reached its end, at the end of those wars.

Vâsudeva had concerted with Arjuna the arrangement that they would consider the quivering of the left arm or left eye as a mysterious intimation that there was something happening to him. At that time there lived a pious Rishi called Durvâsas. Now the brothers and relations of Vâsudeva were a rather malicious, incon siderate set of people. One of them hid under his coat a new frying-pan, went to the anchorite, and asked him what would be the result of his pregnancy, jeering at the pious man. The latter said, "In thy belly there is something which will be the cause of thy death and that of thy whole clan." When Vâsudeva heard this he became sorry, because he knew that these words would be fulfilled. He gave orders that the pan should be filed away and be thrown into the water. This was done. There was only a small part of it left, which the artisan who had done the filing considered as insignificant. Therefore he threw it, as it was, into the water. A fish devoured it; the fish was caught, and the fisherman found it in its belly. He thought it would be a good tip for his arrow.

When the predestined time came, Vâsudeva rested on the coast under the shadow of a tree, one of his feet being crossed over the other; the fisherman took him for a gazelle, shot at him, and hit his right foot. This wound became the cause of the death of Vâsudeva. At the same time the left side of Arjuna began to quiver,
and then his arm. Now his brother Sahadeva gave orders that he should never any more embrace anybody, that he might not be bereft of his strength (?). Arjuna went to Vâsudeva, but could not embrace him on account of the state in which he was. Vâsudeva ordered his bow to be brought, and handed it over to Arjuna, who tried his strength at it. Vâsudeva ordered him to burn his body and the bodies of his relations when they had died, and to bring away his wives from the castle, and then he died.

Out of the filings or bits of iron which had fallen off when the pan was filed a bardî bush had grown. To this there came the Yâdavas, who tied together some bundles of its twigs to sit upon. Whilst they were drinking there arose a quarrel between them; they beat each other with the bardî bundles, and killed each other. All this happened near the mouth of the river Sarsatî, where it flows into the sea, near the situation of Somanâth.

Arjuna had done all he had been ordered by Vâsudeva. When he brought away the women, they were suddenly attacked by robbers. When, now, Arjuna was no longer able to bend his bow, he felt that his strength was going. He whirled the bow in a circle above his head, and all who stood under the bow were saved, while the others were seized by the robbers. Now Arjuna and his brothers saw that life was no more of any use to them, therefore they emigrated to the north and entered the mountains, the snow of which never melts. The cold killed them one after the other, till at last only Yudhishthîra remained. He obtained the distinction of being admitted to paradise, but before that he was to pass through hell in consequence of the sole lie which he had spoken in his life, at the request of his brothers and of Vâsudeva. These were the words which he had spoken within hearing of the Brahman Dronâ: "Âsvatthâman the elephant, has died." He
had made a pause between Aśvatthāman and the elephant, by which he had led Drona to believe that he meant his son. Yudhishṭhīra spoke to the angels: “If this must be, may my intercession be accepted on behalf of the people in hell; may they be freed from it.” After this desire of his had been granted, he went into paradise.
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE MEASURE OF AN AKSHAUHÌNÌ.

Each akshauhìni has 10 antkint.

```
  antkint  3 camā.  
  camā  3 pritand.  
  pritand  3 vdhint.  
  vdhint  3 gāna.  
  gāna  3 gulma.  
  gulma  3 sendmukha.  
  sendmukha  3 patti.  
  patti  1 ratha. 
```

In chess, the latter is called rukh, whilst the Greeks call it chariot of war. It was invented by Mankalus (Myrtlos?) in Athens, and the Athenians maintain that they were the first who rode on chariots of war. However, before that time they had already been invented by Aphrodisios (sic) the Hindu, when he ruled over Egypt, about 900 years after the deluge. They were drawn by two horses.

The following is a tale of the Greeks: Hephaestos loved Athene and desired to possess her, but she refused him, preferring to remain a virgin. Now he concealed himself in the country of Athens, and intended to seize her by force, but she pierced him with a spear and then he let her go. From a drop of his blood, which had dropped to the earth, there grew Erichthonios. He arrived on a chariot like the tower of the sun, the holder of the reins riding together with him. Similar to this are the customs of the hippodrome, as they exist in our time, the running and driving with carriages in the race.
A ratha comprehends besides, one elephant, three riders, and five footmen.

All these orders and divisions are necessary for the preparation for battle, for pitching camp and breaking up camp.

An akshauhini has 21,870 chariots, 21,870 elephants, 65,610 riders, 109,350 footmen.

To each chariot there belong four horses and their conductor, the master of the chariot, armed with arrows, his two companions armed with spears, a guard who protects the master from behind, and a cartwright.

On each elephant there sits its conductor, and behind him the vice-conductor, a man who has to goad the elephant behind the chair, the master, armed with arrows, in the chair, and together with him his two spear-throwing companions and his jester, hauhava (?), who on other occasions runs before him.

Accordingly the number of people who ride on chariots and elephants is 284,323 (sic). The number of those who ride on horses is 87,480. The number of elephants in an akshauhini is 21,870; the number of chariots, too, is 21,870; the number of horses is 153,090; the number of men, 459,283.

The sum-total of the living beings of one akshauhini, elephants, horses, and men, is 634,243; the same number for eighteen akshauhini is 11,416,374, viz. 393,660 elephants, 2,755,620 horses, 8,267,094 men.

This is an explanation of the akshauhini, and of its single parts.
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THE ERAS serve to fix certain moments of time which are mentioned in some historical or astronomical connection. The Hindus do not consider it wearisome to reckon with huge numbers, but rather enjoy it. Still, in practical use, they are compelled to replace them by smaller (more handy) ones.

Of their eras we mention—

1. The beginning of the existence of Brahman.
2. The beginning of the day of the present nychthemeron of Brahman, i.e. the beginning of the kalpa.
3. The beginning of the seventh manvantara, in which we are now.
4. The beginning of the twenty-eighth caturyuga, in which we are now.
5. The beginning of the fourth yuga of the present caturyuga, called kalikāla, i.e. the time of Kali. The whole yuga is called after him, though, accurately speaking, his time falls only in the last part of the yuga. Notwithstanding, the Hindus mean by kalikāla the beginning of the kaliyuga.
6. Pāṇḍava-kāla, i.e. the time of the life and the wars of Bhārata.

All these eras vie with each other in antiquity, the
one going back to a still more remote beginning than the other, and the sums of years which they afford go beyond hundreds, thousands, and higher orders of numbers. Therefore not only astronomers, but also other people, think it wearisome and unpractical to use them.

In order to give an idea of these eras, we shall use as a first gauge or point of comparison that Hindu year the great bulk of which coincides with the year 400 of Yazdajird. This number consists only of hundreds, not of units and tens, and by this peculiarity it is distinguished from all other years that might possibly be chosen. Besides, it is a memorable time; for the breaking of the strongest pillar of the religion, the decease of the pattern of a prince, Mahmud, the lion of the world, the wonder of his time—may God have mercy upon him!—took place only a short time, less than a year, before it. The Hindu year precedes the Nauroz or new year's day of this year only by twelve days, and the death of the prince occurred precisely ten complete Persian months before it.

Now, presupposing this our gauge as known, we shall compute the years for this point of junction, which is the beginning of the corresponding Hindu year, for the end of all years which come into question coincides with it, and the Nauroz of the year 400 of Yazdajird falls only a little later (viz. twelve days).

The book Vishnu-Dharma says: "Vajra asked Markandeya how much of the life of Brahman had elapsed; whereupon the sage answered: 'That which has elapsed is 8 years, 5 months, 4 days, 6 manvantaras, 7 samdhi, 27 caturyugas, and 3 yugas of the twenty-eighth caturyuga, and 10 divya-years up to the time of the asvamedha which thou hast offered.' He who knows the details of this statement and comprehends them duly is a sage man, and the sage is he who serves the only Lord and strives to reach the neighbourhood of his place, which is called Paramapada."
Presupposing this statement to be known, and referring the reader to our explanation of the various measures of time which we have given in former chapters, we offer the following analysis.

Of the life of Brahman there have elapsed before our gauge 26,215,73,2948,132 of our years. Of the nycthemeron of Brahman, i.e. of the kalpa of the day, there have elapsed 1,972,948,132, and of the seventh manvantara 120,532,132.

The latter is also the date of the imprisoning of the King Bali, for it happened in the first caturyuga of the seventh manvantara.

In all chronological dates which we have mentioned already and shall still mention, we only reckon with complete years, for the Hindus are in the habit of disregarding fractions of a year.

Further, the Vishnu-Dharma says: "Märkaṇḍeya says, in answer to a question of Vajra: 'I have already lived as long as 6 kalpas and 6 manvantaras of the seventh kalpa, 23 tretāyugas of the seventh manvantara. In the twenty-fourth tretāyuga Rāma killed Rāvana, and Lakshmana, the brother of Rāma, killed Kumbhakarna, the brother of Rāvana. The two subjugated all the Rākshasas. At that time Vālmiki, the Rishi, composed the story of Rāma and Rāmāyaṇa and eternalised it in his books. It was I who told it to Yudhishtīra, the son of Pāṇḍu, in the forest of Kāmyakavana.'"

The author of the Vishnu-Dharma reckons here with tretāyugas, first, because the events which he mentions occurred in a certain tretāyuga, and secondly, because it is more convenient to reckon with a simple unit than with such a unit as requires to be explained by reference to its single quarters. Besides, the latter part of the tretāyuga is a more suitable time for the events mentioned than its beginning, because it is so much nearer to the age of evil-doing (v. i. pp. 379, 380). No doubt, the date of Rāma and Rāmāyaṇa is known among the
Hindus, but I for my part have not been able to ascertain it.

Twenty-three caturyugas are 99,360,000 years, and, together with the time from the beginning of a caturyuga till the end of the tretayuga, 102,384,000 years.

If we subtract this number of years from the number of years of the seventh manvantara that have elapsed before our gauge-year, viz. 120,532,132 (v. p. 3), we get the remainder of 18,148,132 years, i.e. so many years before our gauge-year at the conjectural date of Rāma; and this may suffice, as long as it is not supported by a trustworthy tradition. The here-mentioned year corresponds to the 3,892,132d year of the 28th caturyuga.

All these computations rest on the measures adopted by Brahmagupta. He and Pulisa agree in this, that the number of kalpas which have elapsed of the life of Brahman before the present kalpa is 6068 (equal to 8 years, 5 months, 4 days of Brahman). But they differ from each other in converting this number into caturyugas. According to Pulisa, it is equal to 6,116,544; according to Brahmagupta, only to 6,068,000 caturyugas. Therefore, if we adopt the system of Pulisa, reckoning 1 manvantara as 72 caturyugas without saṁdhī, 1 kalpa as 1008 caturyugas, and each yuga as the fourth part of a caturyuga, that which has elapsed of the life of Brahman before our gauge-year is the sum of 26,425,456,204,132 (!) years, and of the kalpa there have elapsed 1,986,124,132 years, of the manvantara 119,884,132 years, and of the caturyuga 3,244,132 years.

Regarding the time which has elapsed since the beginning of the kaliyuga, there exists no difference amounting to whole years. According to both Brahmagupta and Pulisa, of the kaliyuga there have elapsed before our gauge-year 4132 years, and between the
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wars of Bhārata and our gauge-year there have elapsed 3479 years. The year 4132 before the gauge-year is the epoch of the kalikāla, and the year 3479 before the gauge-year is the epoch of the Pāṇḍavakāla.

The Hindus have an era called Kālayavana, regarding which I have not been able to obtain full information. They place its epoch in the end of the last dva-parayuga. The here-mentioned Yavana (JMN) severely oppressed both their country and their religion.

To date by the here-mentioned eras requires in any case vast numbers, since their epochs go back to a most remote antiquity. For this reason people have given up using them, and have adopted instead the eras of—

(1.) Śrī Harsha.
(2.) Vikramāditya.
(3.) Śuka.
(4.) Valabha, and
(5.) Gupta.

The Hindus believe regarding Śrī Harsha that he used to examine the soil in order to see what of hidden treasures was in its interior, as far down as the seventh earth; that, in fact, he found such treasures; and that, in consequence, he could dispense with oppressing his subjects (by taxes, &c.). His era is used in Mathurā and the country of Kanoj. Between Śrī Harsha and Vikramāditya there is an interval of 400 years, as I have been told by some of the inhabitants of that region. However in the Kashmirian calendar I have read that Śrī Harsha was 664 years later than Vikramāditya. In face of this discrepancy I am in perfect uncertainty, which to the present moment has not yet been cleared up by any trustworthy information.

Those who use the era of Vikramāditya live in the southern and western parts of India. It is used in the following way: 342 are multiplied by 3, which gives
the product 1026. To this number you add the years which have elapsed of the current shashtyabda or sexagesimal samvatsara, and the sum is the corresponding year of the era of Vikramâditya. In the book Śrūḍhava by Mahâdeva I find as his name Candrabhīja.

As regards this method of calculation, we must first say that it is rather awkward and unnatural, for if they began with 1026 as the basis of the calculation, as they begin—without any apparent necessity—with 342, this would serve the same purpose. And, secondly, admitting that the method is correct as long as there is only one shashtyabda in the date, how are we to reckon if there is a number of shashtyabdas?

The epoch of the era of Śaka or Śakakâla falls 135 years later than that of Vikramâditya. The here-mentioned Śaka tyrannised over their country between the river Sindh and the ocean, after he had made Āryavarta in the midst of this realm his dwelling-place. He interdicted the Hindus from considering and representing themselves as anything but Śakas. Some maintain that he was a Śūdra from the city of Almansâra; others maintain that he was not a Hindu at all, and that he had come to India from the west. The Hindus had much to suffer from him, till at last they received help from the east, when Vikramâditya marched against him, put him to flight and killed him in the region of Karûr, between Multân and the castle of LÔni. Now this date became famous, as people rejoiced in the news of the death of the tyrant, and was used as the epoch of an era, especially by the astronomers. They honour the conqueror by adding Śrî to his name, so as to say Śrî Vikramâditya. Since there is a long interval between the era which is called the era of Vikramâditya (v. p. 5) and the killing of Śaka, we think that that Vikramâditya from whom the era has got its name is not identical with that one who killed Śaka, but only a namesake of his.
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The era of Valabha is called so from Valabha, the ruler of the town Valabhi, nearly 30 yojanas south of Anhilvāra. The epoch of this era falls 241 years later than the epoch of the Śaka era. People use it in this way. They first put down the year of the Śakakāla, and then subtract from it the cube of 6 and the square of 5 (\(216 + 25 = 241\)). The remainder is the year of the Valabha era. The history of Valabha is given in its proper place (cf. chap. xvii.).

As regards the Guptakāla, people say that the Guptas were wicked powerful people, and that when they ceased to exist this date was used as the epoch of an era. It seems that Valabha was the last of them, because the epoch of the era of the Guptas falls, like that of the Valabha era, 241 years later than the Śakakāla.

The era of the astronomers begins 587 years later than the Śakakāla. On this era is based the canon \(Khandakāhādyaka\) by Brahmagupta, which among Muhammadans is known as \(Al\)-arka.

Now, the year 400 of Yezdajird, which we have chosen as a gauge, corresponds to the following years of the Indian eras:

(1) To the year 1488 of the era of Śrī Harsha,
(2) To the year 1088 of the era of Vikramāditya,
(3) To the year 953 of the Śakakāla,
(4) To the year 712 of the Valabha era, which is identical with the Guptakāla,
(5) To the year 366 of the era of the canon \(Khandakāhādyaka\),
(6) To the year 526 of the era of the canon \(Pañca-siddhāntika\) by Varāhamihira,
(7) To the year 132 of the era of the canon \(Karanāsātra\); and
(8) To the year 65 of the era of the canon \(Karanātilaka\).
The eras of the here-mentioned canones are such as the authors of them considered the most suitable to be used as cardinal points in astronomical and other calculations, whence calculation may conveniently extend forward or backward. Perhaps the epochs of these eras fall within the time when the authors in question themselves lived, but it is also possible that they fall within a time anterior to their lifetime.

Common people in India date by the years of a centennium, which they call samvatsara. If a centennium is finished, they drop it, and simply begin to date by a new one. This era is called lokakála, i.e. the era of the nation at large. But of this era people give such totally different accounts, that I have no means of making out the truth. In a similar manner they also differ among themselves regarding the beginning of the year. On the latter subject I shall communicate what I have heard myself, hoping meanwhile that one day we shall be able to discover a rule in this apparent confusion.

Those who use the Śaka era, the astronomers, begin the year with the month Caitra, whilst the inhabitants of Kanitr, which is conterminous with Kashmir, begin it with the month Bhádrapada. The same people count our gauge-year (400 Yazdajird) as the eighty-fourth year of an era of theirs.

All the people who inhabit the country between Bardari and Mårīgala begin the year with the month Kârttika, and they count the gauge-year as the 110th year of an era of theirs. The author of the Kashmirian calendar maintains that the latter year corresponds to the sixth year of a new centennium, and this, indeed, is the usage of the people of Kashmir.

The people living in the country Nīrahara, behind Mårigala, as far as the utmost frontiers of Tākeshar and Lohāvar, begin the year with the month Margastrha, and reckon our gauge-year as the 108th year of their
era. The people of Lamghân, i.e. Lamghân, follow their example. I have been told by people of Multân that this system is peculiar to the people of Sindh and Kanoj, and that they used to begin the year with the new moon of Mârgasîrsha, but that the people of Multân only a few years ago had given up this system, and had adopted the system of the people of Kashmir, and followed their example in beginning the year with the new moon of Caitra.

I have already before excused myself on account of the imperfection of the information given in this chapter. For we cannot offer a strictly scientific account of the eras to which it is devoted, simply because in them we have to reckon with periods of time far exceeding a centennium, (and because all tradition of events farther back than a hundred years is confused (v. p. 3)). So I have myself seen the roundabout way in which they compute the year of the destruction of Somanâth in the year of the Hijra 416, or 947 Šakâkâla. First, they write down the number 242, then under it 606, then under this 99. The sum of these numbers is 947, or the year of the Šakâkâla.

Now I am inclined to think that the 242 years have elapsed before the beginning of their centennial system, and that they have adopted the latter together with the Guptâkâla; further, that the number 606 represents complete samvatsaras or centennials, each of which they must reckon as 101 years; lastly, that the 99 years represent that time which has elapsed of the current centennium.

That this, indeed, is the nature of the calculation is confirmed by a leaf of a canon composed by Durâlabha of Multân, which I have found by chance. Here the author says: “First write 848 and add to it the laukika-kâla, i.e. the era of the people, and the sum is the Šakâkâla.”

If we write the first year of the Šakâkâla correspond-
ing to our gauge-year, viz. 953, and subtract 848 from it, the remainder, 105, is the year of the laukika-kāla, whilst the destruction of Somanāth falls in the ninety-eighth year of the centennium or laukika-kāla.

Durabha says, besides, that the year begins with the month Mārgasirāha, but that the astronomers of Multān begin it with Caitra.

The Hindus had kings residing in Kābul, Turks who were said to be of Tibetan origin. The first of them, Barhatakān, came into the country and entered a cave in Kābul, which none could enter except by creeping on hands and knees. The cave had water, and besides he deposited their victuals for a certain number of days. It is still known in our time, and is called Var. People who consider the name of Barhatakān as a good omen enter the cave and bring out some of its water with great trouble.

Certain troops of peasants were working before the door of the cave. Tricks of this kind can only be carried out and become notorious, if their author has made a secret arrangement with somebody else—in fact, with confederates. Now these had induced persons to work there continually day and night in turns, so that the place was never empty of people.

Some days after he had entered the cave, he began to creep out of it in the presence of the people, who looked on him as a new-born baby. He wore Turkish dress, a short tunic open in front, a high hat, boots and arms. Now people honoured him as a being of miraculous origin, who had been destined to be king, and in fact he brought those countries under his sway and ruled them under the title of a shāhiya of Kābul. The rule remained among his descendants for generations, the number of which is said to be about sixty.

Unfortunately the Hindus do not pay much attention to the historical order of things, they are very careless
in relating the chronological succession of their kings, and when they are pressed for information and are at a loss, not knowing what to say, they invariably take to tale-telling. But for this, we should communicate to the reader the traditions which we have received from some people among them. I have been told that the pedigree of this royal family, written on silk, exists in the fortress Nagalkot, and I much desired to make myself acquainted with it, but the thing was impossible for various reasons.

One of this series of kings was Kanik, the same who is said to have built the vihara (Buddhistic monastery) of Purushâvar. It is called, after him, Kanik-caitya. People relate that the king of Kanoj had presented to him, among other gifts, a gorgeous and most singular piece of cloth. Now Kanik wanted to have dresses made out of it for himself, but his tailor had not the courage to make them, for he said, "There is (in the embroidery) the figure of a human foot, and whatever trouble I may take, the foot will always lie between the shoulders." And that means the same as we have already mentioned in the story of Bali, the son of Virocana (i.e. a sign of subjugation, cf. i. p. 397). Now Kanik felt convinced that the ruler of Kanoj had thereby intended to vilify and disgrace him, and in hot haste he set out with his troops marching against him.

When the râd heard this, he was greatly perplexed, for he had no power to resist Kanik. Therefore he consulted his Vazir, and the latter said: "You have roused a man who was quiet before, and have done unhbecoming things. Now cut off my nose and lips, let me be mutilated, that I may find a cunning device; for there is no possibility of an open resistance." The râd did with him as he had proposed, and then he went off to the frontiers of the realm.
There he was found by the hostile army, was recognised and brought before Kanik, who asked what was the matter with him. The Vazir said: "I tried to dissuade him from opposing you, and sincerely advised him to be obedient to you. He, however, conceived a suspicion against me and ordered me to be mutilated. Since then he has gone, of his own accord, to a place which a man can only reach by a very long journey when he marches on the high road, but which he may easily reach by undergoing the trouble of crossing an intervening desert, supposing that he can carry with himself water for so and so many days." Thereupon Kanik answered: "The latter is easily done." He ordered water to be carried along, and engaged the Vazir to show him the road. The Vazir marched before the king and led him into a boundless desert. After the number of days had elapsed and the road did not come to an end, the king asked the Vazir what was now to be done. Then the Vazir said: "No blame attaches to me that I tried to save my master and to destroy his enemy. The nearest road leading out of this desert is that on which you have come. Now do with me as you like, for none will leave this desert alive."

Then Kanik got on his horse and rode round a depression in the soil. In the centre of it he thrust his spear into the earth, and lo! water poured from it in sufficient quantity for the army to drink from and to draw from for the march back. Upon this the Vazir said: "I had not directed my cunning scheme against powerful angels, but against feeble men. As things stand thus, accept my intercession for the prince, my benefactor, and pardon him." Kanik answered: "I march back from this place. Thy wish is granted to thee. Thy master has already received what is due to him." Kanik returned out of the desert, and the Vazir went back to his master, the vâd of Kanoj. There he
found that on the same day when Kanik had thrust his spear into the earth, both the hands and feet had fallen off the body of the rāi.

The last king of this race was Lagatūrmān, and his Vazīr was Kallar, a Brahman. The latter had been fortunate, in so far as he had found by accident hidden treasures, which gave him much influence and power. In consequence, the last king of this Tibetan house, after it had held the royal power for so long a period, let it by degrees slip from his hands. Besides, Lagatūrmān had bad manners and a worse behaviour, on account of which people complained of him greatly to the Vazīr. Now the Vazīr put him in chains and imprisoned him for correction, but then he himself found ruling sweet, his riches enabled him to carry out his plans, and so he occupied the royal throne. After him ruled the Brahman kings Sāmand (Sāmanta), Kamalū, Bhīm (Bhīma), Jaipāl (Jayapāla), Ānandapāla, Tarojanapāla (Trilocanapāla). The latter was killed A.H. 412 (A.D. 1021), and his son Bhīmapāla five years later (A.D. 1026).

This Hindu Shāhiya dynasty is now extinct, and of the whole house there is no longer the slightest remnant in existence. We must say that, in all their grandeur, they never slackened in the ardent desire of doing that which is good and right, that they were men of noble sentiment and noble bearing. I admire the following passage in a letter of Ānandapāla, which he wrote to the prince Māhmūd, when the relations between them were already strained to the utmost: “I have learned that the Turks have rebelled against you and are spreading in Khurāsān. If you wish, I shall come to you with 5000 horsemen, 10,000 foot-soldiers, and 100 elephants, or, if you wish, I shall send you my son with double the number. In acting thus, I do not speculate on the impression which this will make on you. I have been conquered by you, and
therefore I do not wish that another man should conquer you."

The same prince cherished the bitterest hatred against the Muhammadans from the time when his son was made a prisoner, whilst his son Tarojanalpa (Trilocanapala) was the very opposite of his father.
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HOW MANY STAR-CYCLES THERE ARE BOTH IN A "KALPA".

AND IN A "CATURVYUGA."

It is one of the conditions of a kalpa that in it the planets, with their apsides and nodes, must unite in 0° of Aries, i.e. in the point of the vernal equinox. Therefore each planet makes within a kalpa a certain number of complete revolutions or cycles.

These star-cycles as known through the canon of Alfazārī and Ya’kūb Ibn Ṭārīq, were derived from a Hindu who came to Bagdad as a member of the political mission which Sindh sent to the Khalif Almansūr, A.H. 154 (= A.D. 771). If we compare these secondary statements with the primary statements of the Hindus, we discover discrepancies, the cause of which is not known to me. Is their origin due to the translation of Alfazārī and Ya’kūb? or to the dictation of that Hindu? or to the fact that afterwards these computations have been corrected by Brahmagupta, or some one else? For, certainly, any scholar who becomes aware of mistakes in astronomical computations and takes an interest in the subject, will endeavour to correct them, as, e.g. Muḥammad Ibn Ishāk of Sarakhs has done. For he had discovered in the computation of Saturn a falling back behind real time (i.e., that Saturn, according to this computation, revolved slower than it did in reality). Now he assiduously studied the subject, till at last he was convinced that his fault did not originate
from the equation (i.e. from the correction of the places of the stars, the computation of their mean places). Then he added to the cycles of Saturn one cycle more, and compared his calculation with the actual motion of the planet, till at last he found the calculation of the cycles completely to agree with astronomical observation. In accordance with this correction he states the star-cycles in his canon.

Brahmagupta relates a different theory regarding the cycles of the apsides and nodes of the moon, on the authority of Āryabhaṭa. We quote this from Brahmagupta, for we could not read it in the original work of Āryabhaṭa, but only in a quotation in the work of Brahmagupta.

The following table contains all these traditions, which will facilitate the study of them, if God will!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The planets</th>
<th>Number of their revolutions in a Kalpa</th>
<th>Number of the revolutions of their apsides</th>
<th>Number of the revolutions of their nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>4,320,000,000</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Has no node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>577,533,300,000</td>
<td>488,105,858,88</td>
<td>232,311,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>488,219,000</td>
<td>232,312,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57,265,194,142</td>
<td>232,316,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>2,296,828,522</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>17,936,998,984</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>364,226,455</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>7,022,389,492</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>146,567,298</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fixed stars</td>
<td>120,000 according to the translation of Alfazār.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The translation of Alfazār.
The computation of these cycles rests on the mean motion of the planets. As a caturyuga is, according to Brahmagupta, the one-thousandth part of a kalpa, we have only to divide these cycles by 1000, and the quotient is the number of the star-cycles in one caturyuga.

Likewise, if we divide the cycles of the table by 10,000, the quotient is the number of the star-cycles in a kaliyuga, for this is one-tenth of a caturyuga. The fractions which may occur in those quotients are raised to wholes, to caturyugas or kaliyugas, by being multiplied by a number equal to the denominator of the fraction.

The following table represents the star-cycles specially in a caturyuga and kaliyuga, not those in a manvantara. Although the manvantaras are nothing but multiplications of whole caturyugas, still it is difficult to reckon with them on account of the samdhi which is attached both to the beginning and to the end of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The names of the planets.</th>
<th>Their revolutions in a Caturyuga.</th>
<th>Their revolutions in a Kaliyuga.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>4,320,000</td>
<td>432,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His apsis</td>
<td>488,105,400</td>
<td>48,810,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>57,753,300</td>
<td>5,775,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her apsis (Brahmagupta)</td>
<td>488,219</td>
<td>48,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her apsis (Aryabhata)</td>
<td>57,265,194,500</td>
<td>5,726,519,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her node (Brahmagupta)</td>
<td>232,311,555</td>
<td>23,231,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her node (Aryabhata)</td>
<td>232,316</td>
<td>23,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>2,296,828,000</td>
<td>229,682,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His apsis</td>
<td>232,312,580</td>
<td>23,231,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His node</td>
<td>232,316</td>
<td>23,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>17,936,998,000</td>
<td>1,793,699,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His apsis</td>
<td>23,231,580</td>
<td>23,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His node</td>
<td>232,316</td>
<td>23,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>364,226,000</td>
<td>36,422,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His apsis</td>
<td>232,316</td>
<td>23,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His node</td>
<td>232,316</td>
<td>23,231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The names of the planets. | Their revolutions in a Caturyuga | Their revolutions in a Kaliyuga |
---|---|---|
Venus | 7,022,380 | 702,238 |
Her apsis | 0 | 0 |
Her node | 0 | 0 |
Saturn | 146,569 | 14,656 |
His apsis | 0 | 0 |
His node | 0 | 0 |
The translation of Alfazari | 146,569 | 14,656 |
The correction of Alsatarkab | 146,569 | 14,656 |

After we have stated how many of the star-cycles of a kalpa fall in a caturyuga and in a kaliyuga, according to Brahmagupta, we shall now derive from the number of star-cycles of a caturyuga according to Pulisa the number of star-cycles of a kalpa, first reckoning a kalpa = 1000 caturyugas, and, secondly, reckoning it as 1008 caturyugas. These numbers are contained in the following table:

The Yugas according to Pulisa.

| The names of the planets. | Number of their revolutions in a Caturyuga. | Number of their revolutions in a Kalpa of 1000 Caturyugas. | Number of their revolutions in a Kalpa of 1008 Caturyugas. |
---|---|---|---|
Sun | 4,320,000 | 4,320,000,000 | 4,354,560,000 |
Moon | 57,753,336 | 57,753,336,000 | 58,215,362,688 |
Her apsis | 488,219 | 488,219,000 | 492,124,752 |
Her node | 232,226 | 232,226,000 | 234,083,808 |
Mars | 2,296,824 | 2,296,824,000 | 2,315,198,592 |
Mercury | 17,937,000 | 17,937,000,000 | 18,060,496,000 |
Jupiter | 364,220 | 364,220,000 | 367,133,760 |
Venus | 7,022,388 | 7,022,388,000 | 7,078,567,104 |
Saturn | 146,564 | 146,564,000 | 147,736,512 |

We meet in this context with a curious circumstance. Evidently Alfazari and Ya'kib sometimes heard from their Hindu master expressions to this effect, that his calculation of the star-cycles was that of the great Sihhanta, whilst Aryabhaṭa reckoned with one-thousandth
part of it. They apparently did not understand him properly, and imagined that ḍryabhata (Arab. ḍṛjaḥḥad) meant a thousandth part. The Hindus pronounce the ḍ of this word something between a d and an r. So the consonant became changed to an r, and people wrote ḍṛjabhār. Afterwards it was still more mutilated, the first r being changed to a z, and so people wrote ḍζjabhār. If the word in this garb wanders back to the Hindus, they will not recognise it.

Further, Abū-alḥasan of Al'ahwāz mentions the revolutions of the planets in the years of al-arjhabhar, i.e. in caturyugas. I shall represent them in the table such as I have found them, for I guess that they are directly derived from the dictation of that Hindu. Possibly, therefore, they give us the theory of Āryabhaṭa. Some of these numbers agree with the star-cycles in a catur-yuga, which we have mentioned on the authority of Brahmagupta; others differ from them, and agree with the theory of Pulisa; and a third class of numbers differs from those of both Brahmagupta and Pulisa, as the examination of the whole table will show.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The names of the planets</th>
<th>Their Yugas as parts of a Caturyaga according to Abū-alḥasan Al’ahwāz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>4,320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>57,753,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her apsis</td>
<td>488,219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her node</td>
<td>232,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>2,296,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>17,937,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>364,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>7,022,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>146,564</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The months of the Hindus are lunar, their years solar; therefore their new year's day must in each solar year fall by so much earlier as the lunar year is shorter than the solar (roughly speaking, by eleven days). If this precession makes up one complete month, they act in the same way as the Jews, who make the year a leap year of thirteen months by reckoning the month Adar twice, and in a similar way to the heathen Arabs, who in a so-called annus procrastinationis postponed the new year's day, thereby extending the preceding year to the duration of thirteen months.

The Hindus call the year in which a month is repeated in the common language malamâsa. Mala means the dirt that clings to the hand. As such dirt is thrown away, thus the leap month is thrown away out of the calculation, and the number of the months of a year remains twelve. However, in the literature the leap month is called adhimâsa.

That month is repeated within which (it being considered as a solar month) two lunar months finish. If the end of the lunar month coincides with the beginning of the solar month, if, in fact, the former ends before any part of the latter has elapsed, this month is repeated, because the end of the lunar month, although
it has not yet run into the new solar month, still does no longer form part of the preceding month.

If a month is repeated, the first time it has its ordinary name, whilst the second time they add before the name the word *durāt* to distinguish between them. If, e.g. the month Āshādha is repeated, the first is called Āshādha, the second *Durāshādha*. The first month is that which is disregarded in the calculation. The Hindus consider it as unlucky, and do not celebrate any of the festivals in it which they celebrate in the other months. The most unlucky time in this month is that day on which the lunation reaches its end.

The author of the *Vishnu-Dharma* says: "*Candra* (māna) is smaller than *sāvana*, i.e. the lunar year is smaller than the civil year, by six days, i.e. *ānartītra*. *Ūna* means *decrease, deficiency*. *Saura* is greater than *candra* by eleven days, which gives in two years and seven months the supernumerary *adhimāsa* month. This whole month is unlucky, and nothing must be done in it."

This is a rough description of the matter. We shall now describe it accurately.

The lunar year has 360 lunar days, the solar year has $371\frac{1}{2}$ lunar days. This difference sums up to the thirty days of an *adhimāsa* in the course of 976$\frac{4}{7}$ lunar days, i.e. in 32 months, or in 2 years, 8 months, 16 days, plus the fraction: $\frac{4}{7}$ lunar day, which is nearly $= 5$ minutes, $15$ seconds.

As the religious reason of this theory of intercalation the Hindus mention a passage of the *Veda*, which they have read to us, to the following tenor: "If the day of conjunction, i.e. the first lunar day of the month, passes without the sun's marching from one zodiacal sign to the other, and if this takes place on the following day, the preceding month falls out of the calculation."

The meaning of this passage is not correct, and the fault must have risen with the man who recited and
translated the passage to me. For a month has thirty lunar days, and a twelfth part of the solar year has $30\frac{1}{12}$ lunar days. This fraction, reckoned in day-minutes, is equal to $55^1 19^m 22^s 30^"$. If we now, for example, suppose a conjunction or new moon to take place at $0^\circ$ of a zodiacal sign, we add this fraction to the time of the conjunction, and thereby we find the times of the sun’s entering the signs successively. As now the difference between a lunar and a solar month is only a fraction of a day, the sun’s entering a new sign may naturally take place on any of the days of the month. It may even happen that the sun enters two consecutive signs on the same month-day (e.g. on the second or third of two consecutive months). This is the case if in one month the sun enters a sign before $4^1 40^m 37^m 30^"$ have elapsed of it; for the next following entering a sign falls later by $55^1 19^m 23^m 30^"$, and both these fractions (i.e. less than $4^1 40^m 37^m 30^"$ plus the last-mentioned fraction) added together are not sufficient to make up one complete day. Therefore the quotation from the *Veda* is not correct.

I suppose, however, that it may have the following correct meaning:—If a month elapses in which the sun does not march from one sign to another, this month is disregarded in the calculation. For if the sun enters a sign on the 29th of a month, when at least $4^1 40^m 37^m 30^"$ have elapsed of it, this entering takes place before the beginning of the succeeding month, and therefore the latter month is without an entering of the sun into a new sign, because the next following entering falls on the first of the next but one or third month. If you compute the consecutive enterings, beginning with a conjunction taking place in $0^\circ$ of a certain sign, you find that in the thirty-third month the sun enters a new sign at $30^1 20^m$ of the twenty-ninth day, and that he enters the next following sign at $25^1 39^m 22^m 30^"$ of the first day of the thirty-fifth month.
Hence also becomes evident why this month, which is disregarded in the calculation, is considered as unlucky. The reason is that the month misses just that moment which is particularly adapted to earn in it a heavenly reward, viz. the moment of the sun’s entering a new sign.

As regards adhimaṣa, the word means the first month, for AD means beginning (i.e. ādī). In the books of Ya’kūb Ibn Ṭāriq and of Al-Fazārī this name is written padāmāṣa. Pada (in the orig. P-Dh) means end, and it is possible that the Hindus call the leap month by both names; but the reader must be aware that these two authors frequently misspell or disfigure the Indian words, and that there is no reliance on their tradition. I only mention this because Pulisa explains the latter of the two months, which are called by the same name, as the supernumerary one.

The month, as the time from one conjunction to the following, is one revolution of the moon, which revolves through the ecliptic, but in a course distant from that of the sun. This is the difference between the motions of the two heavenly luminaries, whilst the direction in which they move is the same. If we subtract the revolutions of the sun, i.e. the solar cycles of a kalpa, from its lunar cycles, the remainder shows how many more lunar months a kalpa has than solar months. All months or days which we reckon as parts of whole kalpas we call here universal, and all months or days which we reckon as parts of a part of a kalpa, e.g. of a caturyuga, we call partial, for the purpose of simplifying the terminology.

The year has twelve solar months, and likewise twelve lunar months. The lunar year is complete with twelve months, whilst the solar year, in consequence of the difference of the two year kinds, has, with the addition of the adhimaṣa, thirteen months. Now evidently the difference between the universal solar and
lunar months is represented by these supernumerary months, by which a single year is extended to thirteen months. These, therefore, are the universal adhimāsa months.

The universal solar months of a kalpa are 51,840,000,000; the universal lunar months of a kalpa are 53,433,300,000. The difference between them or the adhimāsa months is 1,593,300,000.

Multiplying each of these numbers by 30, we get days, viz. solar days of a kalpa, 1,555,200,000,000; lunar days, 1,602,999,000,000; the days of the adhimāsa months, 47,799,000,000.

In order to reduce these numbers to smaller ones we divide them by a common divisor, viz. 9,000,000. Thus we get as the sum of the days of the solar months 172,800; as the sum of the days of the lunar months, 178,111; and as the sum of the days of the adhimāsa months, 5311.

If we further divide the universal solar, civil, and lunar days of a kalpa, each kind of them separately, by the universal adhimāsa months, the quotient represents the number of days within which a whole adhimāsa month sums up, viz. in 976,464 solar days, in 1006,464 lunar days, and in 990,464 civil days.

This whole computation rests on the measures which Brahmagupta adopts regarding a kalpa and the star-cycles in a kalpa.

According to the theory of Pulisa regarding the caturyuga, a caturyuga has 51,840,000 solar months, 53,433,336 lunar months, 1,593,336 adhimāsa months.

Accordingly a caturyuga has 1,555,200,000 solar days, 1,603,000,080 lunar days, 47,800,080 days of adhimāsa months.

If we reduce the numbers of the months by the common divisor of 24, we get 2,160,000 solar months, 2,226,389 lunar months, 66,389 adhimāsa months. If we divide the numbers of the day by the common...
divisor of 720, we get 2,160,000 solar days, 2,226,389 lunar days, 66,389 days of the adhimāsa months. If we, lastly, divide the universal solar, lunar, and civil days of a caturyuga, each kind separately, by the universal adhimāsa months of a caturyuga, the quotient represents the numbers of days within which a whole adhimāsa month sums up, viz. in 976\(\text{a}^{23\frac{3}{4}}\) solar days, in 1006\(\text{a}^{23\frac{3}{4}}\) lunar days, and in 990\(\text{a}^{23\frac{3}{4}}\) civil days.

These are the elements of the computation of the adhimāsa, which we have worked out for the benefit of the following investigations.

Regarding the cause which necessitates the ānarātra, lit. the days of the decrease, we have to consider the following.

If we have one year or a certain number of years, and reckon for each of them twelve months, we get the corresponding number of solar months, and by multiplying the latter by 30, the corresponding number of solar days. It is evident that the number of the lunar months or days of the same period is the same, plus an increase which forms one or several adhimāsa months. If we reduce this increase to adhimāsa months due to the period of time in question, according to the relation between the universal solar months and the universal adhimāsa months, and add this to the months or days of the years in question, the sum represents the partial lunar days, i.e. those which correspond to the given number of years.

This, however, is not what is wanted. What we want is the number of civil days of the given number of years which are less than the lunar days; for one civil day is greater than one lunar day. Therefore, in order to find that which is sought, we must subtract something from the number of lunar days, and this element which must be subtracted is called ānarātra.

The ānarātra of the partial lunar days stands in the same relation to the universal lunar days as the universal
civil days are less than the universal lunar days. The universal lunar days of a kalpa are 1,602,999,000,000. This number is larger than the number of universal civil days by 25,082,550,000, which represents the universal ānārdtra.

Both these numbers may be diminished by the common divisor of 450,000. Thus we get 3,562,220 universal lunar days, and 55,739 universal ānārdtra days.

According to Pulisa, a caturyuga has 1,603,000,080 lunar days, and 25,082,280 ānārdtra days. The common divisor by which both numbers may be reduced is 360. Thus we get 4,452,778 lunar days and 69,673 ānārdtra days.

These are the rules for the computation of the ānārdtra, which we shall hereafter want for the computation of the ahargana. The word means sum of days; for dh means day, and argana, sum.

Yaʿkūb Ibn Ṭārik has made a mistake in the computation of the solar days; for he maintains that you get them by subtracting the solar cycles of a kalpa from the civil days of a kalpa, i.e. the universal civil days. But this is not the case. We get the solar days by multiplying the solar cycles of a kalpa by 12, in order to reduce them to months, and the product by 30, in order to reduce them to days, or by multiplying the number of cycles by 360.

In the computation of the lunar days he has first taken the right course, multiplying the lunar months of a kalpa by 30, but afterwards he again falls into a mistake in the computation of the days of the ānārdtra. For he maintains that you get them by subtracting the solar days from the lunar days, whilst the correct thing is to subtract the civil days from the lunar days.
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ON THE CALCULATION OF “AHARGANA” IN GENERAL, THAT IS, THE RESOLUTION OF YEARS AND MONTHS INTO DAYS, AND, VICE VERSÁ, THE COMPOSITION OF YEARS AND MONTHS OUT OF DAYS.

The general method of resolution is as follows:—The complete years are multiplied by 12; to the product are added the months which have elapsed of the current year, [and this sum is multiplied by 30;] to this product are added the days which have elapsed of the current month. The sum represents the saurdhargāṇa, i.e. the sum of the partial solar days.

You write down the number in two places. In the one place you multiply it by 5311, i.e. the number which represents the universal adhimāsa months. The product you divide by 172,800, i.e. the number which represents the universal solar months. The quotient you get, as far as it contains complete days, is added to the number in the second place, and the sum represents the candrāḥargāṇa, i.e. the sum of the partial lunar days.

The latter number is again written down in two different places. In the one place you multiply it by 55,739, i.e. the number which represents the universal anarātra days, and divide the product by 3,562,220, i.e. the number which represents the universal lunar days. The quotient you get, as far as it represents complete days, is subtracted from the number written in the second place, and the remainder is the śvandhargāṇa, i.e. the sum of civil days which we wanted to find.
However, the reader must know that this computation applies to dates in which there are only complete *adhimāsa* and *ānarātra* days, without any fraction. If, therefore, a given number of years commences with the beginning of a *kalpa*, or a *caturyuga*, or a *kaliyuga*, this computation is correct. But if the given years begin with some other time, it may by chance happen that this computation is correct, but possibly, too, it may result in proving the existence of *adhimāsa* time, and in that case the computation would not be correct. Also the reverse of these two eventualities may take place. However, if it is known with what particular moment in the *kalpa*, *caturyuga*, or *kaliyuga* a given number of years commences, we use a special method of computation, which we shall hereafter illustrate by some examples.

We shall carry out this method for the beginning of the Indian year Sakākāla 953, the same year which we use as the gauge-year in all these computations.

First we compute the time from the beginning of the life of Brahman, according to the rules of Brahmaga Gupta. We have already mentioned that 6068 *kalpas* have elapsed before the present one. Multiplying this by the well-known number of the days of a *kalpa* (1,577,916,450,000 civil days, *vide* i. p. 368), we get 9,574,797,018,600,000 as the sum of the days of 6068 *kalpas*.

Dividing this number by 7, we get 5 as a remainder, and reckoning five days backwards from the Saturday which is the last day of the preceding *kalpa*, we get Tuesday as the first day of the life of Brahman.

We have already mentioned the sum of the days of a *caturyuga* (1,577,916,450 days, *v. i. p. 370), and have explained that a *kritayuga* is equal to four-tenths of it, i.e. 631,166,580 days. A *manvantara* has seventy-one times as much, i.e. 112,032,067,950 days. The days of
six manvantaras and their saṃdhī, consisting of seven kṛta-yuga, are 676,610,573,760. If we divide this number by 7, we get a remainder of 2. Therefore the six manvantaras end with a Monday, and the seventh begins with a Tuesday.

Of the seventh manvantara there have already elapsed twenty-seven caturyugas, i.e. 42,603,744,150 days. If we divide this number by 7, we get a remainder of 2. Therefore the twenty-eighth caturyuga begins with a Thursday.

The days of the yugas which have elapsed of the present caturyuga are 1,420,124,805. The division by 7 gives the remainder 1. Therefore the kaliyuga begins with a Friday.

Now, returning to our gauge-year, we remark that the years which have elapsed of the kalpa up to that year are 1,972,948,132. Multiplying them by 12, we get as the number of their months 23,675,377,584. In the date which we have adopted as gauge-year there is no month, but only complete years; therefore we have nothing to add to this number.

By multiplying this number by 30 we get days, viz. 710,261,327,520. As there are no days in the normal date, we have no days to add to this number. If, therefore, we had multiplied the number of years by 360, we should have got the same result, viz. the partial solar days.

Multiply this number by 5311 and divide the product by 172,800. The quotient is the number of the adhimāsa days, viz. 21,829,849,018. If, in multiplying and dividing, we had used the months, we should have found the adhimāsa months, and, multiplied by 30, they would be equal to the here-mentioned number of adhimāsa days.

If we further add the adhimāsa days to the partial solar days, we get the sum of 732,091,176,538, i.e. the partial lunar days. Multiplying them by 55,739, and
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dividing the product by 3,562,220, we get the partial unardra days, viz., 11,455,224.5751; 745,544.

This sum of days, without the fraction is subtracted from the partial lunar days, and the remainder, 720,635,951,963, represents the number of the civil days of our gauge-date.

Dividing it by 7, we get as remainder 4, which means that the last of these days is a Wednesday. Therefore the Indian year commences with a Thursday.

If we further want to find the adhina days, we divide the adhina days by 30, and the quotient is the number of the adhina days which have elapsed, viz. 727,661,633, plus a remainder of 28 days, 51 minutes, 30 seconds, for the current year. This is the time which has already elapsed of the adhina month of the current year. To become a complete month, it only wants 1 day, 8 minutes, 30 seconds more.

We have here used the solar and lunar days, the adhina and unardra days, to find a certain past portion of a kalpa. We shall now do the same to find the past portion of a caturyuga, and we may use the same elements for the computation of a caturyuga which we have used for that of a kalpa, for both methods lead to the same result, as long as we adhere to one and the same theory (e.g. that of Brahmagupta), and do not mix up different chronological systems, and as long as each gunakdra and its bhagabhara, which we here mention together, correspond to each other in the two computations.

The former term means a multiplicator in all kinds of calculations. In our (Arabic) astronomical handbooks, as well as those of the Persians, the word occurs in the form gunadr. The second term means each divisor. It occurs in the astronomical handbooks in the form bahadr.

It would be useless if we were to exemplify this computation on a caturyuga according to the theory of Brah-
mangupta, as according to him a caturyuga is simply one-
thousandth of a kalpa. We should only have to shorten
the above-mentioned numbers by three ciphers, and in
every other respect get the same results. Therefore we
shall now give this computation according to the theory
of Pulisa, which, though applying to the caturyuga, is
similar to the method of computation used for a kalpa.

According to Pulisa, in the moment of the beginning
of the gauge-year, there have elapsed of the years of the
caturyuga 3,244,132, which are equal to 1,167,887,520
solar days. If we multiply the number of months
which corresponds to this number of days with the
number of the adhimagasa months of a caturyuga or a
corresponding multiplicator, and divide the product by
the number of the solar months of a caturyuga, we get as the number of adhi-
imasa months 1,196,525,484.

Further, the past 3,244,132 years of the caturyuga
are 1,203,783,270 lunar days. Multiplying them by
the number of the anardtra days of a caturyuga, and
dividing the product by the lunar days of a caturyuga, we
get as the number of anardtira days 18,835,700,348,888.
Accordingly, the civil days which have elapsed since
the beginning of the caturyuga are 1,184,947,570, and
this it was which we wanted to find.

We shall here communicate a passage from the
Pulisa-siddhânta, describing a similar method of com-
putation, for the purpose of rendering the whole subject
clearer to the mind of the reader, and fixing it there
more thoroughly. Pulisa says: "We first mark the
kalpas which have elapsed of the life of Brahman
before the present kalpa, i.e. 6068. We multiply this
number by the number of the caturyugas of a kalpa,
i.e. 1008. Thus we get the product 6,116,544. This
number we multiply by the number of the yugas of a
caturyuga, i.e. 4, and get the product 24,466,176. This
number we multiply by the number of years of a yuga,
i.e. 1,080,000, and get the product 26,423,470,080,000. These are the years which have elapsed before the present kalpa.

We further multiply the latter number by 12, so as to get months, viz. 317,081,640,960,000. We write down this number in two different places.

In the one place, we multiply it by the number of the adhimaasa months of a caturyuga, i.e. 1,593,336, or a corresponding number which has been mentioned in the preceding, and we divide the product by the number of the solar months of a caturyuga, i.e. 51,840,000. The quotient is the number of adhimaasa months, viz. 9,745,709,750,784.

This number we add to the number written in the second place, and get the sum of 326,827,350,710,784. Multiplying this number by 30, we get the product 9,804,820,521,323,520, viz. lunar days.

This number is again written down in two different places. In the one place we multiply it by the anardtra of a caturyuga, i.e. the difference between civil and lunar days, and divide the product by the lunar days of a caturyuga. Thus we get as quotient 153,416,869,340,320, i.e. anardtra days.

We subtract this number from that one written in the second place, and we get as remainder 9,651,403,652,083,200, i.e. the days which have elapsed of the life of Brahman before the present kalpa, or the days of 6068 kalpas, each kalpa having 1,590,541,142,400 days. Dividing this sum of days by 7, we get no remainder. This period of time ends with a Saturday, and the present kalpa commences with a Sunday. This shows that the beginning of the life of Brahman too was a Sunday.

Of the current kalpa there have elapsed six manvantaras, each of 72 caturyugas, and each caturyuga of 4,320,000 years. Therefore six manvantaras have 1,866,240,000 years. This number we compute in the
same way as we have done in the preceding example. Thereby we find as the number of days of six complete manvantaras, 681,660,489,600. Dividing this number by 7, we get as remainder 6. Therefore the elapsed manvantaras end with a Friday, and the seventh manvantara begins with a Saturday.

Of the current manvantara there have elapsed 27 caturyugas, which, according to the preceding method of computation, represent the number of 42,603,780,600 days. The twenty-seventh caturyuga ends with a Monday, and the twenty-eighth begins with a Tuesday.

Of the current caturyuga there have elapsed three yugas, or 3,240,000 years. These represent, according to the preceding method of computation, the number of 1,183,438,350 days. Therefore these three yugas end with a Thursday, and kaliyuga commences with a Friday.

Accordingly, the sum of days which have elapsed of the kalpa is 725,447,708,550, and the sum of days which have elapsed between the beginning of the life of Brahman and the beginning of the present kaliyuga is 9,652,129,099,791,750.

To judge from the quotations from Āryabhaṭa, as we have not seen a book of his, he seems to reckon in the following manner:—

The sum of days of a caturyuga is 1,577,917,500. The time between the beginning of the kalpa and the beginning of the kaliyuga is 725,447,570,625 days. The time between the beginning of the kalpa and our gauge-date is 725,449,079,845. The number of days which have elapsed of the life of Brahman before the present kalpa is 9,651,401,817,120,000.

This is the correct method for the resolution of years into days, and all other measures of time are to be treated in accordance with this.

We have already pointed out (on p. 26) a mistake
of Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭārīk in the calculation of the universal solar and śunardīra days. As he translated from the Indian language a calculation the reasons of which he did not understand, it would have been his duty to examine it, and to check the various numbers of it one by the other. He mentions in his book also the method of arāgyana, i.e. the resolution of years, but his description is not correct; for he says:

"Multiply the months of the given number of years by the number of the adhimāsa months which have elapsed up to the time in question, according to the well-known rules of adhimāsa. Divide the product by the solar months. The quotient is the number of complete adhimāsa months plus its fractions which have elapsed up to the date in question."

The mistake is here so evident that even a copyist would notice it; how much more a mathematician who makes a computation according to this method; for he multiplies by the partial adhimāsa instead of the universal.

Besides, Ya'kūb mentions in his book another and perfectly correct method of resolution, which is this:

"When you have found the number of months of the years, multiply them by the number of the lunar months, and divide the product by the solar months. The quotient is the number of adhimāsa months together with the number of the months of the years in question.

"This number you multiply by 30, and you add to the product the days which have elapsed of the current month. The sum represents the lunar days.

"If, instead of this, the first number of months were multiplied by 30, and the past portion of the month were added to the product, the sum would represent the partial solar days; and if this number were further computed according to the preceding method, we should get the adhimāsa days together with the solar days."
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The rationale of this calculation is the following:—If we multiply, as we have done, by the number of the universal adhimśa months, and divide the product by the universal solar months, the quotient represents the portion of adhimśa time by which we have multiplied. As, now, the lunar months are the sum of solar and adhimśa months, we multiply by them (the lunar months) and the division remains the same. The quotient is the sum of that number which is multiplied and that one which is sought for, i.e. the lunar days.

We have already mentioned in the preceding part that by multiplying the lunar days by the universal ṛṇardītra days, and by dividing the product by the universal lunar days, we get the portion of ṛṇardītra days which belongs to the number of lunar days in question. However, the civil days in a kalpa are less than the lunar days by the amount of the ṛṇardītra days. Now the lunar days we have stand in the same relation to the lunar days minus their due portion of ṛṇardītra days as the whole number of lunar days (of a kalpa) to the whole number of lunar days (of a kalpa) minus the complete number of ṛṇardītra days (of a kalpa); and the latter number are the universal civil days. If we, therefore, multiply the number of lunar days we have by the universal civil days, and divide the product by the universal lunar days, we get as quotient the number of civil days of the date in question, and that it was which we wanted to find. Instead of multiplying by the whole sum of civil days (of a kalpa), we multiply by 3,506,481, and instead of dividing by the whole number of lunar days (of a kalpa), we divide by 3,562,220.

The Hindus have still another method of calculation. It is the following:—"They multiply the elapsed years of the kalpa by 12, and add to the product the complete months which have elapsed of the current year. The sum they write down above the number 69,120,
and the number they get is subtracted from the number written down in the middle place. The double of the remainder they divide by 65. Then the quotient represents the partial adhimāsa months. This number they add to that one which is written down in the uppermost place. They multiply the sum by 30, and add to the product the days which have elapsed of the current month. The sum represents the partial solar days. This number is written down in two different places, one under the other. They multiply the lower number by 11, and write the product under it. Then they divide it by 403,963, and add the quotient to the middle number. They divide the sum by 703, and the quotient represents the partial unārdita days. This number they subtract from the number written in the uppermost place, and the remainder is the number of civil days which we want to find.”

The rationale of this computation is the following:—

If we divide the universal solar months by the universal adhimāsa months, we get as the measure of one adhimāsa month $32\frac{5}{32}$ solar months. The double of this is $65\frac{1}{8}$ solar months. If we divide by this number the double of the months of the given years, the quotient is the number of the partial adhimāsas. However, if we divide by wholes plus a fraction, and want to subtract from the number which is divided a certain portion, the remainder being divided by the wholes only, and the two subtracted portions being equal portions of the wholes to which they belong, the whole divisor stands in the same relation to its fraction as the divided number to the subtracted portion.

If we make this computation for our gauge-year, we get the fraction of $\frac{11}{15}$, and dividing both numbers by 15, we get $\frac{11}{15}$.

It would also be possible here to reckon by single adhimāsas instead of double ones, and in that case it
would not be necessary to double the remainder. But the inventor of this method seems to have preferred the reduplication in order to get smaller numbers; for if we reckon with single adhimsas, we get the fraction of \(\frac{1}{96}\), which may be reduced by 96 as a common divisor. Thereby we get 89 as the multiplicator, and 5400 as the divisor. In this the inventor of the method has shown his sagacity, for the reason for his computation is the intention of getting partial lunar days and smaller multiplicators.

His method (i.e. Brahmagupta's) for the computation of the \(\text{\textit{anar\dhata}}\) days is the following:

If we divide the universal lunar days by the universal \(\text{\textit{anar\dhata}}\) days, we get as quotient 63 and a fraction, which may be reduced by the common divisor 450,000. Thus we get \(63\frac{\frac{1}{7}}{7}\) lunar days as the period of time within which one \(\text{\textit{anar\dhata}}\) day sums up. If we change this fraction into eleventh parts, we get \(\frac{1}{11}\) and a remainder of \(\frac{\frac{1}{11}}{11}\), which, if expressed in minutes, is equal to 0° 59' 54".

Since this fraction is very near to one whole, people have neglected it, and use, in a rough way, \(\frac{1}{11}\) instead. Therefore, according to the Hindus, one \(\text{\textit{anar\dhata}}\) day sums up in \(63\frac{\frac{1}{11}}{11}\) or \(\frac{1}{11}\) lunar days.

If we now multiply the number of \(\text{\textit{anar\dhata}}\) days, which corresponds to the number of lunar days by \(63\frac{\frac{1}{11}}{11}\), the product is less than that which we get by multiplying by \(63\frac{1}{11}\). If we, therefore, want to divide the lunar days by \(\frac{1}{11}\), on the supposition that the quotient is equal to the first number, a certain portion must be added to the lunar days, and this portion he (the author of Pulisa-Siddh\da{nta}) had not computed accurately, but only approximatively. For if we multiply the universal \(\text{\textit{anar\dhata}}\) days by 703, we get the product 17,633,032,650,000, which is more than eleven times the universal lunar days. And if we multiply the universal lunar days by 11, we get the product 17,632,989,000,000.
The difference between the two numbers is 43,650,000. If we divide by this number the product of eleven times the universal lunar days, we get as quotient 403,963.

This is the number used by the inventor of the method. If there were not a small remainder beyond the last-mentioned quotient (403,963 + a fraction), his method would be perfectly correct. However, there remains a fraction of \( \frac{1463}{4900} \) or \( \frac{73}{2450} \), and this is the amount which is neglected. If he uses this divisor without the fraction, and divides by it the product of eleven times the partial lunar days, the quotient would be by so much larger as the dividend has increased. The other details of the calculation do not require comment.

Because the majority of the Hindus, in reckoning their years, require the adhindasa, they give the preference to this method, and are particularly painstaking in describing the methods for the computation of the adhindasa, disregarding the methods for the computation of the anaratra days and the sum of the days (ahargana). One of their methods of finding the adhindasa for the years of a kalpa or caturyuga or kaliyuga is this:

They write down the years in three different places. They multiply the upper number by 10, the middle by 2481, and the lower by 7739. Then they divide the middle and lower numbers by 9600, and the quotients are days for the middle number and avama for the lower number.

The sum of these two quotients is added to the number in the upper place. The sum represents the number of the complete adhindasa days which have elapsed, and the sum of that which remains in the other two places is the fraction of the current adhindasa. Dividing the days by 30, they get months.

Ya'kúb Ibn Ṭarik states this method quite correctly. We shall, as an example, carry out this computation for our gauge-year. The years of the kalpa which have elapsed
till the moment of the gauge-date are 1,972,948,132.
We write down this number in three different places.
The upper number we multiply by ten, by which it
gets a cipher more at the right side. The middle
number we multiply by 2481 and get the product
4,894,884,315,492. The lower number we multiply by
7739, and get the product 15,268,645,593,548. The
latter two numbers we divide by 9600; thereby we get
for the middle number as quotient 509,883,782 and a
remainder of 8292, and for the lower number a quo-
tient of 1,590,483,915 and a remainder of 9548. The
sum of these two remainders is 17,840. This fraction
(i.e. $\frac{17,840}{9600}$) is reckoned as one whole. Thereby the
sum of the numbers in all three places is raised to
21,829,849,018, i.e. adhimāsa days, plus $\frac{17,840}{9600}$ day of the
current adhimāsa day (i.e. which is now in course of
summing up).

Reducing these days to months, we get 727,661,633
months and a remainder of twenty-eight days, which
is called Sh-D-D. This is the interval between the
beginning of the month Caitra, which is not omitted
in the series of months, and the moment of the vernal
equinox.

Further, adding the quotient which we have got for
the middle number to the years of the kalpa, we get
the sum of 2,482,831,914. Dividing this number by 7,
we get the remainder 3. Therefore the sun has, in the
year in question, entered Aries on a Tuesday.

The two numbers which are used as multiplicators
for the numbers in the middle and lower places are to
be explained in the following manner:

Dividing the civil days of a kalpa by the solar cycles
of a kalpa, we get as quotient the number of days which
compose a year, i.e. 365$\frac{1}{4}$. Reducing this
fraction by the common divisor of 450,000, we get
365$\frac{1}{4}$. The fraction may be further reduced by
being divided by 3, but people leave it as it is, in order
that this fraction and the other fractions which occur in the further course of this computation should have the same denominator.

Dividing the universal anaratra days by the solar years of a kalpa, the quotient is the number of anaratra days which belong to a solar year, viz. $5\frac{1}{4}$ days. Reducing this fraction by the common divisor of 450,000, we get $5\frac{3}{4}$ days. The fraction may further be reduced by being divided by 3.

The measures of solar and lunar years are about 360 days, as are also the civil years of sun and moon, the one being a little larger, the other a little shorter. The one of these measures, the lunar year, is used in this computation, whilst the other measure, the solar year, is sought for. The sum of the two quotients (of the middle and lower number) is the difference between the two kinds of years. The upper number is multiplied by the sum of the complete days, and the middle and lower numbers are multiplied by each of the two fractions.

If we want to abbreviate the computation, and do not, like the Hindus, wish to find the mean motions of sun and moon, we add the two multiplicators of the middle and lower numbers together. This gives the sum of 10,220.

To this sum we add, for the upper place, the product of the divisor $\times 10 = 96,000$, and we get $1\frac{3}{4}$ days. Reducing this fraction by the half, we get $\frac{3}{4}$.

In this chapter (p. 27) we have already explained that by multiplying the days by 5311, and dividing the product by 172,800, we get the number of the adhindasas. If we now multiply the number of years instead of the days, the product is $\frac{1}{4}$ of the product which we should get when multiplying by the number of days. If we, therefore, want to have the same quotient which we get by the first division, we must divide by $\frac{1}{4}$ of the divisor by which we divided in the first case, viz. 480 (for $360 \times 480 = 172,800$).
CHAPTER LII.

Similar to this method is that one prescribed by Pulisa: "Write down the number of the partial months in two different places. In the one place multiply it by 1111, and divide the product by 67,500. Subtract the quotient from the number in the other place, and divide the remainder by 32. The quotient is the number of the adhimasa months, and the fraction in the quotient, if there is one, represents that part of an adhimasa month which is in course of formation. Multiplying this amount by 30, and dividing the product by 32, the quotient represents the days and day-fractions of the current adhimasa month."

The rationale of this method is the following:—

If you divide the solar months of a caturyuga by the adhimasa months of a caturyuga, in accordance with the theory of Pulisa, you get as quotient 32 1/3, 1/3. If you divide the months by this number, you get the complete adhimasa months of the past portion of the caturyuga or kalpa. Pulisa, however, wanted to divide by wholes alone, without any fractions. Therefore he had to subtract something from the dividend, as has already been explained in a similar case (p. 36). We have found, in applying the computation to our gauge-year, as the fraction of the divisor, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, which may be reduced by being divided by 32. Thereby we get 1/3.

Pulisa has, in this calculation, reckoned by the solar days into which a date is resolved, instead of by months. For he says: "You write this number of days in two different places. In the one place you multiply it by 271 and divide the product by 4,050,000. The quotient you subtract from the number in the other place and divide the remainder by 976. The quotient is the number of adhimasa months, days, and day-fractions."

Further he says: "The reason of this is, that by dividing the days of a caturyuga by the adhimasa
months, you get as quotient 976 days and a remainder of 104,064. The common divisor for this number and for the divisor is 384. Reducing the fraction thereby, we get $\frac{976}{384} = \frac{24}{8}$ days.

Here, however, I suspect either the copyist or the translator, for Pulisa was too good a scholar to commit similar blunders. The matter is this:

Those days which are divided by the adhimâsa months are of necessity solar days. The quotient contains wholes and fractions, as has been stated. Both denominator and numerator have as common divisor the number 24. Reducing the fraction thereby, we get $\frac{47,800}{3,562,220}$.

If we apply this rule to the months, and reduce the number of adhimâsa months to fractions, we get 47,800,000 as denominator. A divisor common to both this denominator and its numerator is 16. Reducing the fraction thereby, we get $\frac{47,800}{1,562,220}$.

If we now multiply the number which Pulisa adopts as divisor by the just-mentioned common divisor, i.e. 384, we get the product 1,555,200,000, viz. solar days in a caturyuga. But it is quite impossible that this number should, in this part of the calculation, be used as a divisor. If we want to base this method on the rules of Brahmagupta, dividing the universal solar months by the adhimâsa months, the result will be, according to the method employed by him, double the amount of the adhimâsa.

Further, a similar method may be used for the computation of the ñârâtra days.

Write down the partial lunar days in two different places. In the one place, multiply the number by 50,663, and divide the product by 3,562,220. Subtract the quotient from the number in the other place, and divide the remainder by 63 without any fraction.

In the further very lengthy speculations of the
Hindus there is no use at all, especially as they require the *avama*, i.e. the remainder of the partial *ānarātra*, for the remainders which we get by the two divisions have two different denominators.

He who is perfectly acquainted with the preceding rules of resolution will also be able to carry out the opposite function, the composition, if a certain amount of past days of a *kalpa* or *caturyuga* be given. To make sure, however, we shall now repeat the necessary rules.

If we want to find the years, the days being given, the latter must necessarily be *civil* days, i.e. the difference between the lunar days and the *ānarātra* days. This difference (i.e. the *civil* days) stands in the same relation to their *ānarātra* as the difference between the universal lunar days and the universal *ānarātra* days, viz. 1,577,916,450,000, to the universal *ānarātra* days. The latter number (i.e. 1,577,916,450,000) is represented by 3,506,481. If we multiply the given days by 55,739, and divide the product by 3,506,481, the quotient represents the partial *ānarātra* days. Adding hereto the civil days, we get the number of lunar days, viz. the sum of the partial solar and the partial *adhimāsa* days. These lunar days stand in the same relation to the *adhimāsa* days which belong to them as the sum of the universal solar and *adhimāsa* days, viz. 160,299,900,000, to the universal *adhimāsa* days, which number (i.e. 160,299,900,000) is represented by the number 178,111.

If you, further, multiply the partial lunar days by 5311, and divide the product by 178,111, the quotient is the number of the partial *adhimāsa* days. Subtracting them from the lunar days, the remainder is the number of solar days. Thereupon you reduce the days to months by dividing them by 30, and the months to years by dividing them by 12. This is what we want to find.

E.g. the partial civil days which have elapsed up to
our gauge-year are \(720,635,951,963\). This number is given, and what we want to find is, how many Indian years and months are equal to this sum of days.

First, we multiply the number by \(55,739\), and divide the product by \(3,506,481\). The quotient is \(11,455,224,575\) \(\text{\textit{ùnârditra}}\) days.

We add this number to the civil days. The sum is \(732,091,176,538\) lunar days. We multiply them by \(5311\), and divide the product by \(178,111\). The quotient is the number of \(\text{\textit{adhimâsa}}\) days, viz. \(21,829,849,018\).

We subtract them from the lunar days and get the remainder of \(710,261,327,520\), \(i.e.\) partial solar days. We divide these by 30 and get the quotient of \(23,675,377,584\), \(i.e.\) solar months. Dividing them by 12, we get Indian years, viz. \(1,972,948,132\), the same number of years of which our gauge-date consists, as we have already mentioned in a previous passage.

Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭârik has a note to the same effect: 

"Multiply the given civil days by the universal lunar days and divide the product by the universal civil days. Write down the quotient in two different places. In the one place multiply the number by the universal \(\text{\textit{adhimâsa}}\) days and divide the product by the universal lunar days. The quotient gives the \(\text{\textit{adhimâsa}}\) months. Multiply them by 30 and subtract the product from the number in the other place. The remainder is the number of partial solar days. You further reduce them to months and years."

The rationale of this calculation is the following:—

We have already mentioned that the given number of days are the difference between the lunar days and their \(\text{\textit{ùnârditra}}\), as the universal civil days are the difference between the universal lunar days and their universal \(\text{\textit{ùnârditra}}\). These two measures stand in a constant relation to each other. Therefore we get the partial lunar days which are marked in two different places. Now, these are equal to the sum of the solar
and adhimdasa days, as the general lunar days are equal to the sum of universal solar days and universal adhimdasa days. Therefore the partial and the universal adhimdasa days stand in the same relation to each other as the two numbers written in two different places, there being no difference, whether they both mean months or days.

The following rule of Ya'kūb for the computation of the partial ąnardtra days by means of the partial adhimdasa months is found in all the manuscripts of his book:—

"The past adhimdasa, together with the fractions of the current adhimdasa, are multiplied by the universal ąnardtra days, and the product is divided by the universal solar months. The quotient is added to the adhimdasa. The sum is the number of the past ąnardtras."

This rule does not, as I think, show that its author knew the subject thoroughly, nor that he had much confidence either in analogy or experiment. For the adhimdasa months which have passed of the caturyuga up to our gauge-date are, according to the theory of Pulisa, 1,196,52541884. Multiplying this number by the ąnardtra of the caturyuga, we get the product 30,011,600,068,42641884. Dividing this number by the solar months, we get the quotient 578,927. Adding this to the adhimdasa, we get the sum 1,775,452. And this is not what we wanted to find. On the contrary, the number of ąnardtra days is 18,835,700. Nor is the product of the multiplication of this number by 30 that which we wanted to find. On the contrary, it is 53,263,560. Both numbers are far away from the truth.
CHAPTER LIII.

ON THE AHARGANA, OR THE RESOLUTION OF YEARS INTO MONTHS, ACCORDING TO SPECIAL RULES WHICH ARE ADOPTED IN THE CALENDARS FOR CERTAIN DATES OR MOMENTS OF TIME.

Not all the eras which in the calendars are resolved into days have epochs falling at such moments of time when just an adhimāsa or ąnarātra happens to be complete. Therefore the authors of the calendars require for the calculation of adhimāsa and ąnarātra certain numbers which either must be added or subtracted if the calculation is to proceed in good order. We shall communicate to the reader whatever of these rules we happened to learn by the study of their calendars or astronomical handbooks.

First, we mention the rule of the Khandakāhādyaka, because this calendar is the best known of all, and preferred by the astronomers to all others.

Brahmagupta says: “Take the year of the Śakakāla, subtract therefrom 587, multiply the remainder by 12, and add to the product the complete months which have elapsed of the year in question. Multiply the sum by 30, and add to the product the days which have elapsed of the current month. The sum represents the partial solar days.

“Write down this number in three different places. Add 5 both to the middle and lower numbers, and divide the lowest one by 14,945. Subtract the quotient
from the middle number, and disregard the remainder which you have got by the division. Divide the middle number by 976. The quotient is the number of complete adhimdsa months, and the remainder is that which has elapsed of the current adhimdsa month.

"Multiply these months by 30, and add the product to the upper number. The sum is the number of the partial lunar days. Let them stand in the upper place, and write the same number in the middle place. Multiply it by 11, and add thereto 497. Write this sum in the lower place. Then divide the sum by 111,573. Subtract the quotient from the middle number, and disregard the remainder (which you get by the division). Further, divide the middle number by 703, and the quotient represents the ānarātra days, the remainder the avamas. Subtract the ānarātra days from the upper number. The remainder is the number of civil days."

This is the ahargana of the Khaṇḍakādyaka. Dividing the number by 7, the remainder indicates the weekday on which the date in question falls.

We exemplify this rule in the case of our gauge-year. The corresponding year of the Śukalāla is 953. We subtract therefrom 587, and get the remainder 366. We multiply it by the product of 12 × 30, since the date is without months and days. The product is 131,760, i.e., solar days.

We write down this number in three different places. We add 5 to the middle and lower numbers, whereby we get 131,765 in both places. We divide the lower number by 14,945. The quotient is 8, which we subtract from the middle number, and here we get the remainder 131,757. Then we disregard the remainder in which the division has resulted.

Further, we divide the middle number by 976. The quotient 134 represents the number of months. There is besides a remainder of \( \frac{44}{8} \). Multiplying the months by 30, we get the product 4020, which we add to the
solar days. Thereby we get lunar days, viz. 135,780. We write down this number below the three numbers, multiply it by 11, and add 497 to the product. Thus we get the sum 1,494,077. We write this number below the four numbers, and divide it by 111,573. The quotient is 13, and the remainder, i.e. 43,628, is disregarded. We subtract the quotient from the middle number. Thus we get the remainder, 1,494,064. We divide it by 703. The quotient is 2125, and the remainder, i.e. amma, is disregarded. We subtract the quotient from the lunar days, and get the remainder 133,655. These are the civil days which we want to find. Dividing them by 7, we get 4 as remainder. Therefore the 1st of the month Caitra of the gauge-year falls on a Wednesday.

The epoch of the era of Yazdajird precedes the epoch of this era (v. era nr. 5, p. 7) by 11,968 days. Therefore the sum of the days of the era of Yazdajird up to our gauge-date is 145,623 days. Dividing them by the Persian year and months, we get as the corresponding Persian date the year of Yazdajird 399, the 18th Isfandârmadh. Before the adhimâsa month becomes complete with 30 days, there must still elapse five ghaft, i.e. two hours. In consequence, the year is a leap year, and Caitra is the month which is reckoned twice in it.

The following is the method of the canon or calendar Al-arkand, according to a bad translation: "If you want to know the Arkand, i.e. ahargana, take 90, multiply it by 6, add to the product 8, and the years of the realm of Sindh, i.e. the time till the month Șafar, A.H. 117, which corresponds to the Caitra of the year 109. Subtract therefrom 587, and the remainder represents the years of the Shakh.

An easier method is the following: "Take the complete years of the Aera Yazdagirdi, and subtract therefrom 33. The remainder represents the years of the Shakh. Or you may also begin with the original ninety
years of the Arkand. Multiply them by 6, and add 14 to the product. Add to the sum the years of the Aera Yazdajirdi, and subtract therefrom 587. The remainder represents the years of the Shakh."

I believe that the here-mentioned Shakh is identical with Saka. However, the result of this calculation does not lead us to the Saka era, but to the Gupta era, which here is resolved into days. If the author of the Arkand began with 90, multiplied them by 6, added thereto 8, which would give 548, and did not change this number by an increase of years, the matter would come to the same result, and would be more easy and simple.

The first of the month Safar, which the author of the latter method mentions, coincides with the eighth Daimâh of the year 103 of Yazdajird. Therefore he makes the month Caitra depend upon the new moon of Daimâh. However, the Persian months have since that time been in advance of real time, because the day-quarters (after the 365 complete days) have no longer been intercalated. According to the author, the era of the realm of Sindh which he mentions must precede the era of Yazdajird by six years. Accordingly, the years of this era for our gauge-year would be 405. These together with the years of the Arkand, with which the author begins, viz. 548, represent the sum of 953 years as the year of the Sakakâla. By the subtraction of that amount which the author has mentioned, it is changed into the corresponding year of the Gupta-kâla.

The other details of this method of resolution or ahargana are identical with those of the method of the Khandakhâdyaka, as we have described it. Sometimes you find in a manuscript such a reading as prescribes the division by 1000 instead of by 976, but this is simply a mistake of the manuscripts, as such a method is without any foundation.

Next follows the method of Vijayanandin in his VOL. II.
canon called Karanatilaka: “Take the years of the Sakakâla, subtract therefrom 888, multiply the remainder by 12, and add to the product the complete months of the current year which have elapsed. Write down the sum in two different places. Multiply the one number by 900, add 661 to the product, and divide the sum by 29,282. The quotient represents adhimâsa months. Add it to the number in the second place, multiply the sum by 30, and add to the product the days which have elapsed of the current month. The sum represents the lunar days. Write down this number in two different places. Multiply the one number by 3300, add to the product 64106, divide the sum by 210,902. The quotient represents the ānārdtra days, and the remainder the avamasas. Subtract the ānārdtra days from the lunar days. The remainder is the aharagana, being reckoned from midnight as the beginning.”

We exemplify this method in the use of our gauge-year. We subtract from the corresponding year of the Sakakâla (953) 888, and there remains 65. This number of years is equal to 780 months. We write down this number in two different places. In the one place we multiply it by 900, add thereto 661, and divide the sum by 29,282. The quotient gives $23\frac{5}{8}$ adhimâsa months.

The multiplicator is 30. By being multiplied by it, the months are changed into days. The product, however, is again multiplied by 30. The divisor is the product of the multiplication of 976 plus the following fraction by 30, the effect of which is that both numbers belong to the same kind (i.e. that both represent days). Further, we add the resulting number of months to those months which we have previously found. By multiplying the sum by 30, we get the product of 24,060 (read 24,090), i.e. lunar days.

We write them down in two different places. The one number we multiply by 3300 and get the product
79,398,000 (read 79,497,000). Adding thereto 64,106 (read 69,601), we get the sum 79,462,104 (read 79,566,601). By dividing it by 210,902, we get the quotient 376 (read 307), i.e. the avamas. We subtract the avamas days from the lunar days, written in the second place, and the remainder is the civil ahargana, i.e. the sum of the civil days, viz. 23,684 (read 23,713).

The method of the Pañca-Siddhántikā of Varāhamihira is the following: "Take the years of the Śakakāla, subtract therefrom 427. Change the remainder into months by multiplying it by 12. Write down that number in two different places. Multiply the one number by 7 and divide the product by 228. The quotient is the number of adhimāsa months. Add them to the number written down in the second place, multiply the sum by 30, and add to the product the days which have elapsed of the current month. Write down the sum in two different places. Multiply the lower number by 11, add to the product 514, and divide the sum by 703. Subtract the quotient from the number written in the upper place. The remainder you get is the number of the civil days."

This, Varāhamihira says, is the method of the Siddhānta of the Greeks.

We exemplify this method in one of our gauge-years. From the years of the Śakakāla we subtract 427. The remainder, i.e. 526 years, is equal to 6312 months. The corresponding number of adhimāsa months is 193 and a remainder of 44. The sum of these months together with the other months is 6505, which are equal to 195,150 lunar days.

The additions which occur in this method are required on account of the fractions of time which adhere to the epoch of the era in question. The multiplication by 7 is for the purpose of reducing the number to seventh parts.
The divisor is the number of sevenths of the time of one adhimûsa, which he reckons as 32 months, 17 days, 8 ghaṭi, and about 34 cashaka.

Further, we write down the lunar days in two different places. The lower number we multiply by 11, and add to the product 514. The sum is 2,147,164. Dividing it by 703, we get the quotient 3054, i.e. the anarâtra days, and a remainder of 192,096. We subtract the days from the number in the second place, and get the remainder 192,096, i.e. the civil days of the date on which we base the chronological computations of this book.

The theory of Varāhamihira comes very near that of Brahmagupta; for here the fraction at the end of the number of the adhimûsa days of the gauge-date is 1\(\frac{3}{4}\), whilst in the calculations which we have made, starting from the beginning of the kalpa, we found it to be 1\(\frac{2}{3}\), which is nearly equal to 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) (cf. p. 29).

In a Muhammadan canon or calendar called the canon Al-harkan we find the same method of calculation, but applied to and starting from another era, the epoch of which must fall 40,081 (days) after that of the era of Yazdajird. According to this book, the beginning of the Indian year falls on Sunday the 21st of Daimâh of the year 110 of Yazdajird. The method may be tested in the following manner:

"Take seventy-two years, change them into months by multiplying them by 12, which gives the product 864. Add thereto the months which have elapsed between the 1st of Sha'bân of the year 197, and the 1st of the month in which you happen to be. Write down the sum in two different places. Multiply the lower number by 7 and divide the product by 228. Add the quotient to the upper number and multiply the sum by 30. Add to the product the number of days which have elapsed of the month in which you are. Write down this number in two different places."
Add 38 to the lower number and multiply the sum by 11. Divide the product by 703, and subtract the quotient from the upper number. The remainder in the upper place is the number of the civil days, and the remainder in the lower place is the number of the avamas. Add 1 to the number of days and divide the sum by 7. The remainder shows the day of the week on which the date in question falls."

This method would be correct if the months of the seventy-two years with which the calculation begins were lunar. However, they are solar months, in which nearly twenty-seven months must be intercalated, so that these seventy-two years are more than 864 months.

We shall again exemplify this method in the case of our gauge-date, i.e. the beginning of Rabi’ I., A.H. 422. Between the above-mentioned 1st of Sha'bân and the latter date there have elapsed 2695 months. Adding these to the number of months adopted by the author of the method (864), you get the sum of 3559 months. Write down this number in two places. Multiply the one by 7, and divide the product by 228. The quotient represents the adhimasa months, viz. 109. Add them to the number in the other place, and you get the sum 3668. Multiply it by 30, and you get the product 110,040. Write down this number in two different places. Add to the lower number 38, and you get 110,078. Multiply it by 11 and divide the product by 703. The quotient is 1722 and a remainder of 292, i.e. the avamas. Subtract the quotient from the upper number, and the remainder, 108,318, represents the civil days.

This method is to be amended in the following way:
You must know that between the epoch of the era here used and the first of Sha'bân, here adopted as a date, there have elapsed 25,958 days, i.e. 876 Arabic months, or seventy-three years and two months. If we further
add to this number the months which have elapsed between that 1st Sha'bân and the 1st Rabi' I. of the
gauge-year, we get the sum of 3571, and, together with the adhimâsa months, 3680 months, i.e. 110,400 days.
The corresponding number of ānarttra days is 1727, and a remainder of 319 avamas. Subtracting these
days, we get the remainder 108,673. If we now subtract 1 and divide the remainder by 7, the computation
is correct, for the remainder is 4, i.e. the day of the
gauge-date is a Wednesday, as has above (p. 48) been stated.

The method of Durlabha, a native of Multân, is the
following:—He takes 848 years and adds thereto the
Laukika-kâla. The sum is the Šakakâla. He subtracts
therefrom 854, and changes the remainder of years into
months. He writes them down together with the past
months of the current year in three different places.
The lower number he multiplies by 77, and divides
the product by 69,120. The quotient he subtracts
from the middle number, doubles the remainder, and
adds thereto 29. The sum he divides by 65, so as to
get adhimâsa months. He adds them to the upper
number and multiplies the sum by 30. He writes
down the product together with the past days of the
current month in two different places. He multiplies
the lower number by 11 and adds to the product 686.
The sum he writes underneath. He divides it by
403,963, and adds the quotient to the middle number.
He divides the sum by 703. The quotient represents
the ānarttra days. He subtracts them from the upper
number. The remainder is the civil ahargana, i.e. the
sum of the civil days of the date in question.

We have already in a former place mentioned the
outlines of this method. After the author, Durlabha,
had adopted it for a particular date, he made some
additions, whilst the bulk of it is unchanged. How-
ever, the Kârânsâra forbids introducing any innovations
which in the method of *ahargana* deviate to some other process. Unfortunately that which we possess of the book is badly translated. What we are able to quote from it is the following:—

He subtracts 821 from the years of the *Śakakāla*. The remainder is the *basis*. This would be the year 132 for our gauge-year. He writes down this number in three different places. He multiplies the first number by 132 degrees. The product gives the number 17,424 for our gauge-date. He multiplies the second number by 46 minutes, and gets the product 6072. He multiplies the third number by 34, and gets the product 4488. He divides it by 50, and the quotient represents minutes, seconds, &c., viz. 89° 46″. Then he adds to the sum of degrees in the upper place 112, changing the seconds to minutes, the minutes to degrees, the degrees to circles. Thus he gets 48 circles 358° 41′ 46″. This is the mean place of the moon when the sun enters Aries.

Further, he divides the degrees of the mean place of the moon by 12. The quotient represents days. The remainder of the division he multiplies by 60, and adds thereto the minutes of the mean place of the moon. He divides the sum by 12, and the quotient represents *ghaṭas* and minor portions of time. Thus we get 27° 23′ 29″, i.e. *adhimāsa* days. No doubt this number represents the past portion of the *adhimāsa* month, which is at present in the course of formation.

The author, in regard to the manner in which the measure of the *adhimāsa* month is found, makes the following remark:—

He divides the lunar number which we have mentioned, viz. 132° 46′ 34″, by 12. Thereby he gets as the *portio anni* 11° 3′ 52′ 50″, and as the *portio mensis* 0° 55′ 19′ 24″ 10″. By means of the latter *portio* he computes the duration of the time in which 30 days sum up as 2 years, 8 months, 16 days, 4 *ghaṭa*, 45
cashaka. Then he multiplies the basis by 29 and gets the product 3828. He adds thereto 20, and divides the sum by 36. The quotient represents the anaratra days, viz. 106¾.

However, as I have not been able to find the proper explanation of this method, I simply give it as I find it, but I must remark that the amount of anaratra days which corresponds to a single adhimasa month is 151688.
CHAPTER LIV.

ON THE COMPUTATION OF THE MEAN PLACES OF THE PLANETS.

If we know the number of cycles of the planets in a kalpa or caturyuga, and further know how many cycles have elapsed at a certain moment of time, we also know that the sum-total of the days of the kalpa or caturyuga stands in the same relation to the sum-total of the cycles as the past days of the kalpa or caturyuga to the corresponding amount of planetary cycles. The most generally used method is this:—

The past days of the kalpa or caturyuga are multiplied by the cycles of the planet, or of its apsis, or of its node which it describes in a kalpa or caturyuga. The product is divided by the sum-total of the days of the kalpa or caturyuga accordingly as you reckon by the one or the other. The quotient represents complete cycles. These, however, because not wanted, are disregarded.

The remainder which you get by the division is multiplied by 12, and the product is divided by the sum-total of the days of either kalpa or caturyuga by which we have already once divided. The quotient represents signs of the ecliptic. The remainder of this division is multiplied by 30, and the product divided by the same divisor. The quotient represents degrees. The remainder of this division is multiplied by 60, and is divided by the same divisor. The quotient represents minutes.
This kind of computation may be continued if we want to have seconds and minor values. The quotient represents the place of that planet according to its mean motion, or the place of that apsis or that node which we wanted to find.

The same is also mentioned by Pulisa, but his method differs, as follows:—"After having found the complete cycles which have elapsed at a certain moment of time, he divides the remainder by 131,493,150. The quotient represents the mean signs of the ecliptic.

"The remainder is divided by 4,383,105. The quotient represents degrees. The fourfold of the remainder is divided by 292,207. The quotient represents minutes. The remainder is multiplied by 60 and the product divided by the last-mentioned divisor. The quotient represents seconds.

"This calculation may be continued, so as to give third parts, fourth parts, and minor values. The quotient thus found is the mean place of the planet which we want to find."

The fact is that Pulisa was obliged to multiply the remainder of the cycles by 12, and to divide the product by the days of a caturyuga, because his whole computation is based on the caturyuga. But instead of doing this, he divided by the quotient which you get if you divide the number of days of a caturyuga by 12. This quotient is the first number he mentions, viz. 131,493,150.

Further, he was obliged to multiply the remainder of the signs of the ecliptic by 30, and to divide the product by the first divisor; but instead of doing this, he divided by the quotient which you get if you divide the first number by 30. This quotient is the second number, viz. 4,383,105.

According to the same analogy, he wanted to divide the remainder of the degrees by the quotient which
you get if you divide the second number by 60. However, making this division, he got as quotient 73,051 and a remainder of \( \frac{1}{4} \). Therefore he multiplied the whole by 4, in order that the fractions should be raised to wholes. For the same reason he also multiplies the following remainder by 4; but when he did not get wholes, as has been indicated, he returned to multiplying by 60.

If we apply this method to a kalpa according to the theory of Brahmagupta, the first number, by which the remainder of the cycles is divided, is 131,493,037,500. The second number, by which the remainder of the signs of the ecliptic is divided, is 4,383,101,250. The third number, by which the remainder of the degrees is divided, is 73,051,687. In the remainder which we get by this division there is the fraction of \( \frac{1}{4} \). Therefore we take the double of the number, viz. 146,103,375, and we divide by it the double of the remainder of minutes.

Brahmagupta, however, does not reckon by the kalpa and caturyuga, on account of the enormous sums of their days, but prefers to them the kaliyuga, in order to facilitate the calculation. Applying the preceding method of ahargana to the precise date of the kaliyuga, we multiply its sum of days by the star-cycles of a kalpa. To the product we add the basis, i.e. the remaining cycles which the planet had at the beginning of the kaliyuga. We divide the sum by the civil days of the kaliyuga, viz. 157,791,645. The quotient represents the complete cycles of the planet, which are disregarded.

The remainder we compute in the above-described manner, and thereby we find the mean place of the planet.

The here-mentioned bases are the following for the single planets:
For Mars, 4,308,768,000.
For Mercury, 4,288,896,000.
For Jupiter, 4,313,520,000.
For Venus, 4,304,448,000.
For Saturn, 4,305,312,000.
For the Sun's apsis, 933,120,000.
For the Moon's apsis, 1,505,952,000.
For the ascending node, 1,838,592,000 (v. the notes).

At the same moment, i.e. at the beginning of the kali-yuga, sun and moon stood according to their mean motion in 0° of Aries, and there was neither a plus nor a minus consisting of an adhimāsa month or of ʿunarrāḍa days.

In the above-mentioned canones or calendars we find the following method:—"The ahargana, i.e. the sum of the days of the date, is, for each planet respectively, multiplied by a certain number, and the product is divided by another number. The quotient represents complete cycles and fractions of cycles, according to mean motion. Sometimes the computation becomes perfect simply by this multiplication and division. Sometimes, in order to get a perfect result, you are compelled once more to divide by a certain number the days of the date, either such as they are, or multiplied by some number. The quotient must then be combined with the result obtained in the first place.

Sometimes, too, certain numbers are adopted, as e.g. the basis, which must either be added or subtracted for this purpose, in order that the mean motion at the beginning of the era should be computed as beginning with 0° of Aries. This is the method of the books Khaṇḍa-khādyaka and Karaṇatilaka. However, the author of the Karaṇasāra computes the mean places of the planets for the vernal equinox, and reckons the ahargana from this moment. But these methods are very subtle, and are so numerous, that none of them has
obtained any particular authority. Therefore we refrain from reproducing them, as this would detain us too long and be of no use.

The other methods of the computation of the mean places of the planets and similar calculations have nothing to do with the subject of the present book.
CHAPTER LV.

ON THE ORDER OF THE PLANETS, THEIR DISTANCES AND SIZES.

When speaking of the lokas, we have already given a quotation from the Vishnu-Purana and from the commentary of Patanjali, according to which the place of the sun is in the order of the planets below that of the moon. This is the traditional view of the Hindus. Compare in particular the following passage of the Matsya-Purana:

"The distance of heaven from the earth is equal to the radius of the earth. The sun is the lowest of all planets. Above him there is the moon, and above the moon are the lunar stations and their stars. Above them is Mercury, then follow Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, the Great Bear, and above it the pole. The pole is connected with the heaven. The stars cannot be counted by man. Those who impugn this view maintain that the moon at conjunction becomes hidden by the sun, as the light of the lamp becomes invisible in the light of the sun, and she becomes more visible the more she moves away from the sun."

We shall now give some quotations from the books of this school relating to the sun, the moon, and the stars, and we shall combine herewith the views of the astronomers, although of the latter we have only a very slender knowledge.

The Vdyu-Purana says: "The sun has globular shape, fiery nature, and 1000 rays, by which he attracts
the water; 400 of these are for the rain, 300 for the snow, and 300 for the air."

In another passage it says: "Some of them (i.e. the rays) are for this purpose, that the devas should live in bliss; others for the purpose that men should live in comfort, whilst others are destined for the fathers."

In another passage the author of the Vāyu-Purāṇa divides the rays of the sun over the six seasons of the year, saying: "The sun illuminates the earth in that third of the year which commences with 0° of Pisces by 300 rays; he causes rain in the following third by 400 rays, and he causes cold and snow in the remaining third by 300 rays."

Another passage of the same book runs as follows: "The rays of the sun and the wind raise the water from the sea to the sun. Now, if the water dropped down from the sun, it would be hot. Therefore the sun hands the water over to the moon, that it should drop down from the moon cold, and thus refresh the world."

Another passage: "The heat of the sun and his light are one-fourth of the heat and the light of the fire. In the north, the sun falls into the water during the night; therefore he becomes red."

Another passage: "In the beginning there were the earth, water, wind, and heaven. Then Brahma perceived sparks under the earth. He brought them forth and divided them into three parts. One third of them is the common fire, which requires wood and is extinguished by water. Another third is the sun, and the last third is the lightning. In the animals, too, there is fire, which cannot be extinguished by water. The sun attracts the water, the lightning shines through the rain, but the fire in the animals is distributed over the moist substances by which they nourish themselves."

The Hindus seem to believe that the heavenly bodies nourish themselves by the vapours, which also Aristotle mentions as the theory of certain people. Thus
the author of the Vishnu-Dharma explains that "the sun nourishes the moon and the stars. If the sun did not exist, there would not be a star, nor angel, nor man."

The Hindus believe regarding the bodies of all the stars that they have a globular shape, a watery essence, and that they do not shine, whilst the sun aloft is of fiery essence, self-shining, and per accidens illuminates other stars when they stand opposite to him. They reckon, according to eyesight, among the stars also such luminous bodies as in reality are not stars, but the lights into which those men have been metamorphosed who have received eternal reward from God, and reside in the height of heaven on thrones of crystal. The Vishnu-Dharma says: "The stars are watery, and the rays of the sun illuminate them in the night. Those who by their pious deeds have obtained a place in the height sit there on their thrones, and, when shining, they are reckoned among the stars."

All the stars are called tāra, which word is derived from tārana, i.e. the passage. The idea is that those saints have passed through the wicked world and have reached bliss, and that the stars pass through heaven in a circular motion. The word nakshatra is limited to the stars of the lunar stations. As, however, all of these are called fixed stars, the word nakshatra also applies to all the fixed stars; for it means not increasing and not decreasing. I for my part am inclined to think that this increasing and decreasing refers to their number and to the distances of the one from the other, but the author of the last-mentioned book (Vishnu-Dharma) combines it with their light. For he adds, "as the moon increases and decreases."

Further, there is a passage in the same book where Mārkaṇḍeya says: "The stars which do not perish before the end of the kalpa are equal to a nikhārva, i.e. 100,000,000,000. The number of those which fall down before the end of a kalpa is unknown. Only he can know it who dwells in the height during a kalpa."
Vajra spoke: "O Markandeya, thou hast lived during six kalpas. This is thy seventh kalpa. Therefore why dost thou not know them?"

He answered: "If they always remained in the same condition, not changing as long as they exist, I should not be ignorant of them. However, they perpetually raise some pious man and bring another down to the earth. Therefore I do not keep them in my memory."

Regarding the diameters of sun and moon and their shadows the Matsya-Purana says: "The diameter of the body of the sun is 9000 yojanas; the diameter of the moon is the double of it, and the apsis is as much as the two together."

The same occurs in the Vâyuv-Purana, except that it says with regard to the apsis that it is equal to the sun when it is with the sun, and that it is equal to the moon when it is with the moon.

Another author says: "The apsis is 50,000 yojanas."

Regarding the diameters of the planets the Matsya-Purana says: "The circumference of Venus is one-sixteenth of the circumference of the moon, that of Jupiter three-fourths of the circumference of Venus, that of Saturn or Mars three-fourths of that of Jupiter, that of Mercury three-fourths of that of Mars."

The same statement is also found in the Vâyuv-Purana. The same two books fix the circumference of the great fixed stars as equal to that of Mercury. The next smaller class have a circumference of 500 yojanas, the following classes 400, 300, and 200. But there are no fixed stars with a smaller circumference than 150 yojanas.

Thus the Vâyuv-Purana. But the Matsya-Purana says: "The next following classes have a circumference of 400, 300, 200, and 100 yojanas. But there is no fixed star with less circumference than a half yojana."

The latter statement, however, looks suspicious to me, and is perhaps a fault in the manuscript.

The author of Vishnu-Dharma says, relating the
words of Mārkaṇḍeya: "Abhijit, the Falling Eagle; Ārdṛt, the Sirius Yemenicus; Rohini, or Aldabaran; Panarvasu, i.e. the Two Heads of the Twins; Pushya, Revati, Agastya or Canopus, the Great Bear, the master of Vāyu, the master of Ahirbudhnya, and the master of Vasishṭha; each of these stars has a circumference of five yojanas. All the other stars have each only a circumference of four yojanas. I do not know those stars, the distance of which is not measurable. They have a circumference between four yojanas and two kuroh, i.e. two miles. Those which have less circumference than two kuroh are not seen by men, but only by the devas."

The Hindus have the following theory regarding the magnitude of the stars, which is not traced back to any known authority: "The diameters of the sun and moon are each 67 yojanas; that of the apsis is 100; that of Venus 10, of Jupiter 9, of Saturn 8, of Mars 7, of Mercury 7."

This is all we have been able to learn of the confused notions of the Hindus regarding these subjects. We shall now pass on to the views of the Hindu astronomers with whom we agree regarding the order of the planets and other topics, viz. that the sun is the middle of the planets, Saturn and the moon their two ends, and that the fixed stars are above the planets. Some of these things have already been mentioned in the preceding chapters.

Varāhamihira says in the book Samhitā: "The moon is always below the sun, who throws his rays upon her, and lits up the one half of her body, whilst the other half remains dark and shadowy like a pot which you place in the sunshine. The one half which faces the sun is lit up, whilst the other half which does not face it remains dark. The moon is watery in her essence, therefore the rays which fall on her are reflected, as they are reflected from the water and the mirror towards
the wall. If the moon is in conjunction with the sun, the white part of her turns towards the sun, the black part towards us. Then the white part sinks downward towards us slowly, as the sun marches away from the moon."

Every educated man among the Hindu theologians, and much more so among their astronomers, believes indeed that the moon is below the sun, and even below all the planets.

The only Hindu traditions we have regarding the distances of the stars are those mentioned by Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭāriḵ in his book, The Composition of the Spheres, and he had drawn his information from the well-known Hindu scholar who, A.H. 161, accompanied an embassy to Bagdād. First, he gives a metrological statement: "A finger is equal to six barleycorns which are put one by the side of the other. An arm (yard) is equal to twenty-four fingers. A farsakh is equal to 16,000 yards."

Here, however, we must observe that the Hindus do not know the farsakh, that it is, as we have already explained, equal to one half a yojana.

Further, Ya'kūb says: "The diameter of the earth is 2100 farsakh, its circumference 6596\(\frac{1}{4}\) farsakh."

On this basis he has computed the distances of the planets as we exhibit them in the following table.

However, this statement regarding the size of the earth is by no means generally agreed to by all the Hindus. So, e.g. Pulisa reckons its diameter as 1600 yojanas, and its circumference as 5026\(\frac{1}{4}\) yojanas, whilst Brahmagupta reckons the former as 1581 yojanas, and the latter as 5000 yojanas.

If we double these numbers, they ought to be equal to the numbers of Ya'kūb; but this is not the case. Now the yard and the mile are respectively identical according to the measurement both of us and of the Hindus. According to our computation the radius of the earth is 3184 miles. Reckoning, according to the custom of our
country, 1 *farsakh* = 3 miles, we get 6728 *farsakh*; and reckoning 1 *farsakh* = 16,000 yards, as is mentioned by Ya'kūb, we get 5046 *farsakh*. Reckoning 1 *yojana* = 32,000 yards, we get 2523 *yojanas*.

The following table is borrowed from the book of Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭārik:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The planets</th>
<th>Their distances from the centre of the earth, and their diameters.</th>
<th>The conventional measures of the distances, differing according to time and place, reckoned in <em>farsakh</em>, 1 <em>farsakh</em> = 16,000 yards.</th>
<th>Their constant measures, based on the radius of the earth = 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moon.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of the moon</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest distance</td>
<td>37,500</td>
<td>35½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The middle distance</td>
<td>48,500</td>
<td>46½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greatest distance</td>
<td>59,000</td>
<td>56½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of the moon</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mercury.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest distance</td>
<td>64,000</td>
<td>60½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The middle distance</td>
<td>164,000</td>
<td>156½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greatest distance</td>
<td>264,000</td>
<td>251½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Mercury</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Venus.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest distance</td>
<td>269,000</td>
<td>256½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The middle distance</td>
<td>709,500</td>
<td>675½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greatest distance</td>
<td>1,150,000</td>
<td>1,095½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Venus</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>19½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sun.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest distance</td>
<td>1,170,000</td>
<td>1,114½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The middle distance</td>
<td>1,590,000</td>
<td>1,609½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greatest distance</td>
<td>2,210,000</td>
<td>2,104½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of the Sun</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>19½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mars.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest distance</td>
<td>2,230,000</td>
<td>2,123½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The middle distance</td>
<td>5,315,000</td>
<td>5,061½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greatest distance</td>
<td>8,400,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Mars</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>19½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jupiter.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest distance</td>
<td>8,420,000</td>
<td>8,019½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The middle distance</td>
<td>11,410,000</td>
<td>10,866½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greatest distance</td>
<td>14,400,000</td>
<td>13,714½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Jupiter</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>19½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturn.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest distance</td>
<td>14,420,000</td>
<td>13,733½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The middle distance</td>
<td>16,220,000</td>
<td>15,447½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greatest distance</td>
<td>18,020,000</td>
<td>17,161½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Saturn</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>19½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zodiac.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The radius of the outside</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>19,047½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The radius of the inside</td>
<td>19,962,000</td>
<td>1,866½</td>
<td>(sic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Its circumference from the outside</td>
<td>125,664,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This theory differs from that on which Ptolemy has based his computation of the distances of the planets in the Kitab-al-manshurrt, and in which he has been followed both by the ancient and the modern astronomers. It is their principle that the greatest distance of a planet is equal to its smallest distance from the next higher planet, and that between the two globes there is not a space void of action.

According to this theory, there is between the two globes a space not occupied by either of them, in which there is something like an axis around which the rotation takes place. It seems that they attributed to the æther a certain gravity, in consequence of which they felt the necessity of adopting something which keeps or holds the inner globe (the planet) in the midst of the outer globe (the æther).

It is well known among all astronomers that there is no possibility of distinguishing between the higher and the lower one of two planets except by means of the occultation or the increase of the parallax. However, the occultation occurs only very seldom, and only the parallax of a single planet, viz. the moon, can be observed. Now the Hindus believe that the motions are equal, but the distances different. The reason why the higher planet moves more slowly than the lower is the greater extension of its sphere (or orbit); and the reason why the lower planet moves more rapidly is that its sphere or orbit is less extended. Thus, e.g. one minute in the sphere of Saturn is equal to 262 minutes in the sphere of the moon. Therefore the times in which Saturn and the moon traverse the same space are different, whilst their motions are equal.

I have never found a Hindu treatise on this subject, but only numbers relating thereto scattered in various books—numbers which are corrupt. Somebody objected to Pulisa that he reckoned the circumference of the sphere of each planet as 21,600, and its radius as 3438,
whilst Varāhamihira reckoned the sun's distance from the earth as 2,598,900, and the distance of the fixed stars as 321,362,683. Thereupon Pulisa replied that the former numbers were minutes, the latter yojanas; whilst in another passage he says that the distance of the fixed stars from the earth is sixty times larger than the distance of the sun. Accordingly he ought to have reckoned the distance of the fixed stars as 155,934,000.

The Hindu method of the computation of the distances of the planets which we have above mentioned is based on a principle which is unknown to me in the present stage of my knowledge, and as long as I have no facility in translating the books of the Hindus. The principle is this, that the extension of a minute in the orbit of the moon is equal to fifteen yojanas. The nature of this principle is not cleared up by the commentaries of Balabhadra, whatsoever trouble he takes. For he says: "People have tried to fix by observation the time of the moon's passing through the horizon, i.e. the time between the shining of the first part of her body and the rising of the whole, or the time between the beginning of her setting and the completion of the act of setting. People have found this process to last thirty-two minutes of the circumference of the sphere." However, if it is difficult to fix by observation the degrees, it is much more so to fix the minutes.

Further, the Hindus have tried to determine by observation the yojanas of the diameter of the moon, and have found them to be 480. If you divide them by the minutes of her body, the quotient is 15 yojanas, as corresponding to one minute. If you multiply it by the minutes of the circumference, you get the product 324,000. This is the measure of the sphere of the moon which she traverses in each rotation. If you multiply this number by the cycles of the moon in a kalpa or caturyuga, the product is the distance which
the moon traverses in either of them. According to Brahmagupta, this is in a *kalpa* 18,712,069,200,000,000 *yojana*. Brahmagupta calls this number the *yojana* of the ecliptic.

Evidently if you divide this number by the cycles of each planet in a *kalpa*, the quotient represents the *yojana* of one rotation. However, the motion of the planets is, according to the Hindus, as we have already mentioned, in every distance one and the same. Therefore the quotient represents the measure of the path of the sphere of the planet in question.

As further, according to Brahmagupta, the relation of the diameter to the circumference is nearly equal to that of 12,959 : 40,980, you multiply the measure of the path of the sphere of the planet by 12,959, and divide the product by 81,960. The quotient is the radius, or the distance of the planet from the centre of the earth.

We have made this computation for all the planets according to the theory of Brahmagupta, and present the results to the reader in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The planets</th>
<th>The circumference of the sphere of each planet, reckoned in <em>yojana</em>.</th>
<th>Their radii, which are identical with their distances from the earth's centre, reckoned in <em>yojana</em>.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>324,000</td>
<td>51,229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>1,043,210</td>
<td>164,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>2,664,629</td>
<td>421,315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>4,331,497</td>
<td>684,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>8,148,916</td>
<td>1,288,139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>51,374,821</td>
<td>8,123,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>127,668,789</td>
<td>20,186,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fixed Stars, their distance from the earth's centre being sixty times the distance of the sun from the same</td>
<td>259,889,850</td>
<td>41,092,140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As Pulisa reckons by caturyugas, not by kalpas, he multiplies the distance of the path of the sphere of the moon by the lunar cycles of a caturyuga, and gets the product 18,712,080,864,000 yojanas, which he calls the yojanas of heaven. It is the distance which the moon traverses in each caturyuga.

Pulisa reckons the relation of the diameter to the circumference as 1250 : 3927. Now, if you multiply the circumference of each planetary sphere by 625 and divide the product by 3927, the quotient is the distance of the planet from the earth’s centre. We have made the same computation as the last one according to the view of Pulisa, and present the results in the following table. In computing the radii we have disregarded the fractions smaller than $\frac{1}{4}$, and have reduced larger fractions to wholes. We have, however, not taken the same liberty in the calculation of the circumferences, but have calculated with the utmost accuracy, because they are required in the computations of the revolutions. For if you divide the yojanas of heaven in a kalpa or caturyuga by the civil days of the one or the other, you get the quotient 11,858 plus a remainder, which is $\frac{3}{3;}\frac{1}{4};\frac{4}{6}$ according to Brahmagupta, and $\frac{3}{3};\frac{4}{4};\frac{4}{4}$ according to Pulisa. This is the distance which the moon every day traverses, and as the motion of all planets is the same, it is the distance which every planet in a day traverses. It stands in the same relation to the yojanas of the circumference of its sphere as its motion, which we want to find, to the circumference, the latter being divided into 360 equal parts. If you therefore multiply the path common to all the planets by 360 and divide the product by the yojanas of the circumference of the planet in question, the quotient represents its mean daily motion.
### CHAPTER LV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The planets</th>
<th>The circumferences of the spheres of the planets, reckoned in yojanas.</th>
<th>The distances of the planets from the earth's centre, reckoned in yojanas.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>324,000</td>
<td>51,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>1,043,211</td>
<td>166,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>2,664,632</td>
<td>424,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>4,331,500</td>
<td>690,295 (sic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>8,146,937</td>
<td>1,296,624 (l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>51,735,764</td>
<td>8,176,689 (l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>127,671,739</td>
<td>20,319,542 (l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fixed Stars, the sun's distance from the earth's centre being 1/4th of theirs</td>
<td>259,890,012</td>
<td>41,417,700 (sic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As, now, the minutes of the diameter of the moon stand in the same relation to the minutes of her circumference, i.e. 21,600, as the number of yojanas of the diameter, i.e. 480, to the yojanas of the circumference of the whole sphere, exactly the same method of calculation has been applied to the minutes of the diameter of the sun, which we have found to be equal to 6522 yojanas according to Brahmagupta, and equal to 6480 according to Pulisa. Since Pulisa reckons the minutes of the body of the moon as 32, i.e. a power of 2, he divides this number in order to get the minutes of the bodies of the planets by 2, till he at last gets 1. Thus he attributes to the body of Venus 1/4 of 32 minutes, i.e. 16; to that of Jupiter 1/4 of 32 minutes, i.e. 8; to that of Mercury 1/4 of 32 minutes, i.e. 4; to that of Saturn 1/4 of 32 minutes, i.e. 2; to that of Mars 1/4 of 32 minutes, i.e. 1.

This precise order seems to have taken his fancy, or he would not have overlooked the fact that the diameter of Venus is, according to observation, not equal to the radius of the moon, nor Mars equal to 1/4th of Venus.

The following is the method of the computation of the bodies of sun and moon at every time, based on their distances from the earth, i.e. the true diameter.
of its orbit, which is found in the computations of the corrections of sun and moon. AB is the diameter of the body of the sun, CD is the diameter of the earth, CDH is the cone of the shadow, HL is its elevation. Further, draw CR parallel to DB. Then is AR the difference between AB and CD, and the normal line CT is the middle distance of the sun, i.e. the radius of its orbit derived from the yojanas of heaven (v. p. 72). From this the true distance of the sun always differs, sometimes being larger, sometimes smaller. We draw CK, which is of course determined by the parts of the sine. It stands in the same relation to CT, this being the sinus totus (=radius), as the yojanas of CK to the yojanas of CT. Hereby the measure of the diameter is reduced to yojanas.

The yojanas of AB stand in the same relation to the yojanas of TC as the minutes of AB to the minutes of TC, the latter being the sinus totus. Thereby AB becomes known and determined by the minutes of the sphere, because the sinus totus is determined by the measure of the circumference. For this reason Pulissa says: "Multiply the yojanas of the radius of the sphere of the sun or the moon by the true distance, and divide the product by the sinus totus. By the quotient you get for the sun, divide 22,278,240, and by the quotient you get for the moon, divide 1,650,240. The quotient then represents the minutes of the diameter of the body of either sun or moon."

The last-mentioned two numbers are products of the multiplication of the yojanas of the diameters of sun and moon by 3438, which is the number of the minutes of the sinus totus.

Likewise Brahmagupta says: "Multiply the yojanas of sun or moon by 3416, i.e. the minutes of the sinus totus, and divide the product by the yojanas of the radius of the sphere of sun or moon." But the latter rule of division is not correct, because, according to it,
the measure of the body would not vary (v. p. 74). Therefore the commentator Balabhada holds the same opinion as Pulisa, viz. that the divisor in this division should be the true-distance reduced (to the measure of yojanas).

Brahmagupta gives the following rule for the computation of the diameter of the shadow, which in our canones is called the measure of the sphere of the dragon's head and tail: "Subtract the yojanas of the diameter of the earth, i.e. 1581, from the yojanas of the diameter of the sun, i.e. 6522. There remains 4941, which is kept in memory to be used as divisor. It is represented in the figure by AR. Further multiply the diameter of the earth, which is the double sinus totus, by the yojanas of the true distance of the sun, which is found by the correction of the sun. Divide the product by the divisor kept in memory. The quotient is the true distance of the shadow's end.

"Evidently the two triangles ARC and CDH are similar to each other. However, the normal line CT does not vary in size, whilst in consequence of the true distance the appearance of AB varies, though its size is constantly the same. Now let this distance be CK. Draw the lines AJ and RV parallel to each other, and JKV parallel to AB. Then the latter is equal to the divisor kept in memory.

"Draw the line JCM. Then M is the head of the cone of the shadow for that time. The relation of JV, the divisor kept in memory, to KC, the true distance, is the same as that of CD, the diameter of the earth, to ML, which he (Brahmagupta) calls a true distance (of the shadow's end), and it is determined by the minutes of the sine (the earth's radius being the sinus totus). For KC——"

Now, however, I suspect that in the following something has fallen out in the manuscript, for the author continues: "Then multiply it (i.e. the quotient of CK,
by the divisor kept in memory) by the diameter of the earth. The product is the distance between the earth's centre and the end of the shadow. Subtract therefrom the true distance of the moon and multiply the remainder by the diameter of the earth. Divide the product by the true distance of the shadow's end. The quotient is the diameter of the shadow in the sphere of the moon. Further, we suppose the true distance of the moon to be LS, and FN is a part of the lunar sphere, the radius of which is LS. Since we have found LM as determined by the minutes of the sine, it stands in the same relation to CD, this being the double sinus totus, as MS, measured in minutes of the sine, to XZ, measured in minutes of the sine."

Here I suppose Brahmagupta wished to reduce LM, the true distance of the shadow's end, to yojanas, which is done by multiplying it by the yojanas of the diameter of the earth, and by dividing the product by the double sinus totus. The mentioning of this division has fallen out in the manuscript; for without it the multiplication of the corrected distance of the shadow's end by the diameter of the earth is perfectly superfluous, and in no way required by the computation.

Further: "If the number of yojanas of LM is known, LS; which is the true distance, must also be reduced to yojanas, for the purpose that MS should be determined by the same measure. The measure of the diameter of the shadow which is thus found represents yojanas.

Further, Brahmagupta says: "Then multiply the shadow which has been found by the sinus totus, and divide the product by the true distance of the moon. The quotient represents the minutes of the shadow which we wanted to find."

However, if the shadow which he has found were determined by yojanas, he ought to have multiplied it by the double sinus totus, and to have divided the product by the yojanas of the diameter of the earth, in
order to find the minutes of the shadow. But as he has not done so, this shows that, in his computation, he limited himself to determining the true diameter in minutes, without reducing it to *yojanas*.

The author uses the true (*aphuta*) diameter without its having been reduced to *yojanas*. Thus he finds that the shadow in the circle, the radius of which is LS, is the true diameter, and this is required for the computation of the circle, the radius of which is the *sinus totus*. The relation of ZS, which he has already found, to SL, the true distance, is the same as the relation of ZS in the measure which is sought to SL, this being the *sinus totus*. On the basis of this equation the reduction (to *yojanas*) must be made.

In another passage Brahmagupta says: "The diameter of the earth is 1581, the diameter of the moon 480, the diameter of the sun 6522, the diameter of the shadow 1581. Subtract the *yojanas* of the earth from the *yojanas* of the sun, there remains 4941. Multiply this remainder by the *yojanas* of the true distance of the moon, and divide the product by the *yojanas* of the true distance of the sun. Subtract the quotient you get from 1581, and the remainder is the measure of the shadow in the sphere of the moon. Multiply it by 3416, and divide the product by the *yojanas* of the middle radius of the sphere of the moon. The quotient represents the minutes of the diameter of the shadow.

"Evidently if the *yojanas* of the diameter of the earth are subtracted from the *yojanas* of the diameter of the sun, the remainder is AR, i.e. JV. Draw the line VCF and let fall the normal line KC on O. Then the relation of the surplus JV to KC, the true distance of the sun, is the same as the relation of ZF to OC, the true distance of the moon. It is indifferent whether these two mean diameters are reduced (to *yojanas*) or not, for ZF is, in this case, found as determined by the measure of *yojanas*.

"Draw XN as equal to OF. Then ON is necessarily
equal to the diameter of CD, and its sought-for part is ZX. The number which is thus found must be subtracted from the diameter of the earth, and the remainder will beZX."

For such mistakes as occur in this computation, the author, Brahmagupta, is not to be held responsible, but we rather suspect that the fault lies with the manuscript. We, however, cannot go beyond the text we have at our disposal, as we do not know how it may be in a correct copy.

The measure of the shadow adopted by Brahmagupta, from which he orders the reader to subtract, cannot be a mean one, for a mean measure stands in the midst, between too little and too much. Further, we cannot imagine that this measure should be the greatest of the measures of the shadow, including the plus(?); for ZF, which is the minus, is the base of a triangle, of which the one side, FC, cuts SL in the direction of the sun, not in the direction of the end of the shadow. Therefore ZF has nothing whatsoever to do with the shadow (conjectural rendering).
Lastly, there is the possibility that the \textit{minus} belongs to the diameter of the moon. In that case the relation of $ZX$, which has been determined in \textit{yojanas}, to SL, the \textit{yojanas} of the true distance of the moon is the same as the relation of $ZX$ reckoned in minutes to SL, this being the \textit{sinus totus} (conjectural rendering).

By this method is found what Brahmagupta wants to find, quite correctly, without the division by the mean radius of the sphere of the moon, which is derived from the \textit{yojanas} of the sphere of heaven (v. p. 72). (For the last three passages \textit{vide} Notes.)

The methods of the computation of the diameters of sun and moon, as given by the Hindu canones, such as the \textit{Khanda-khadyaka} and \textit{Karanasara}, are the same as are found in the canon of Alkhwârizmi. Also the computation of the diameter of the shadow in the \textit{Khanda-khadyaka} is similar to that one given by Alkhwârizmi, whilst the \textit{Karanasara} has the following method:—

"Multiply the \textit{bhukti} of the moon by 4 and the \textit{bhukti} of the sun by 13. Divide the difference between the two products by 30, and the quotient is the diameter of the shadow."

The \textit{Karanatilaka} gives the following method for the computation of the diameter of the sun:—"Divide the \textit{bhukti} of the sun by 2, and write down the half in two different places. In the one place divide it by 10, and add the quotient to the number in the second place. The sum is the number of minutes of the diameter of the sun."

In the computation of the diameter of the moon, he first takes the \textit{bhukti} of the moon, adds thereto $\frac{1}{50}$th of it, and divides the number by 25. The quotient is the number of the minutes of the moon's diameter.

In the computation of the diameter of the shadow, he multiplies the \textit{bhukti} of the sun by 3, and from the product he subtracts $\frac{1}{4}$th of it. The remainder he subtracts from the \textit{bhukti} of the moon, and the double of
the remainder he divides by 15. The quotient is the number of the minutes of the dragon's head and tail.

If we would indulge in further quotations from the *canones* of the Hindus, we should entirely get away from the subject of the present book. Therefore we restrict ourselves to quote from them only subjects more or less connected with the special subject of this book, which either are noteworthy for their strangeness, or which are unknown among our people (the Muslims) and in our (the Muslim) countries.
CHAPTER LVI.

ON THE STATIONS OF THE MOON.

The Hindus use the lunar stations exactly in the same way as the zodiacal signs. As the ecliptic is, by the zodiacal signs, divided into twelve equal parts, so, by the lunar stations, it is divided into twenty-seven equal parts. Each station occupies $13\frac{1}{2}$ degrees, or 800 minutes of the ecliptic. The planets enter into them and leave them again, and wander to and fro through their northern and southern latitudes. The astrologers attribute to each station a special nature, the quality of foreboding events, and other particular characteristic traits, in the same way as they attribute them to the zodiacal signs.

The number 27 rests on the fact that the moon passes through the whole ecliptic in $27\frac{1}{2}$ days, in which number the fraction of $\frac{1}{2}$ may be disregarded. In a similar way, the Arabs determine their lunar stations as beginning with the moon's first becoming visible in the west till her ceasing to be visible in the east. Herein they use the following method:

Add to the circumference the amount of the revolution of the sun in a lunar month. Subtract from the sum the march of the moon for the two days called *almiḥāk* (i.e. the 28th and 29th days of a lunation). Divide the remainder by the march of the moon for one day. The quotient is 27 and a little more than $\frac{3}{4}$, which fraction must be counted as a whole day.

However, the Arabs are illiterate people, who can neither write nor reckon. They only rely upon numbers and eyesight. They have no other medium of research than eyesight, and are not able to determine the lunar stations without the fixed stars in them. If the Hindus...
want to describe the single stations, they agree with the Arabs regarding certain stars, whilst regarding others they differ from them. On the whole, the Arabs keep near to the moon's path, and use, in describing the stations, only those fixed stars with which the moon either stands in conjunction at certain times, or through the immediate neighbourhood of which she passes.

The Hindus do not strictly follow the same line, but also take into account the various positions of one star with reference to the other, e.g. one star's standing in opposition or in the zenith of another. Besides, they reckon also the Falling Eagle among the stations, so as to get 28.

It is this which has led our astronomers and the authors of 'anvar books astray; for they say that the Hindus have twenty-eight lunar stations, but that they leave out one which is always covered by the rays of the sun. Perhaps they may have heard that the Hindus call that station in which the moon is, the burning one; that station which it has just left, the left one after the embrace; and that station in which she will enter next, the smoking one. Some of our Muslim authors have maintained that the Hindus leave out the station Al-zuband, and account for it by declaring that the moon's path is burning in the end of Libra and the beginning of Scorpio.

All this is derived from one and the same source, viz. their opinion that the Hindus have twenty-eight stations, and that under certain circumstances they drop one. Whilst just the very opposite is the case; they have twenty-seven stations, and under certain circumstances add one.

Brahmagupta says that in the book of the Veda there is a tradition, derived from the inhabitants of Mount Meru, to this effect, that they see two suns, two moons, and fifty-four lunar stations, and that they have double the amount of days of ours. Then he tries to refute this theory by the argument that we do not see the fish (sic) of the pole revolve twice in a day, but only once. I for
my part have no means of arraying this erroneous sentence in a reasonable shape.

The proper method for the computation of the place of a star or of a certain degree of a lunar station is this:—

Take its distance from $0^\circ$ Aries in minutes, and divide them by 800. The quotient represents whole stations preceding that station in which the star in question stands.

Then remains to be found the particular place within the station in question. Now, either star or degree is simply determined according to the 800 parts of the station, and reduced by a common denominator, or the degrees are reduced to minutes, or they are multiplied by 60 and the product is divided by 800, in which case the quotient represents that part of the station which the moon has in that moment already traversed, if the station is reckoned as $\frac{1}{800}$.

These methods of computation suit as well the moon as the planets and other stars. The following, however, applies exclusively to the moon:—The product of the multiplication of the remainder (i.e. the portion of the incomplete lunar station) by 60 is divided by the bhukti of the moon. The quotient shows how much of the lunar nakshatra day has elapsed.

The Hindus are very little informed regarding the fixed stars. I never came across any one of them who knew the single stars of the lunar stations from eyesight, and was able to point them out to me with his fingers. I have taken the greatest pains to investigate this subject, and to settle most of it by all sorts of comparisons, and have recorded the results of my research in a treatise on the determination of the lunar stations. Of their theories on this subject I shall mention as much as I think suitable in the present context. But before that I shall give the positions of the stations in longitude and latitude and their numbers, according to the canon Khaḍākhaḍāyaka, facilitating the study of the subject by comprehending all details in the following table:—
Notes on the stars of which the lunar stations consist.

| Name of the head of Taurus | Northern Southern Northern Southern Northern Southern Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any Without any | Latitude | Longitude |
|----------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|
|                           | Northern               | Southern               | Northern               | Southern               | Northern               | Southern               | Northern               | Southern               | Northern               | Southern               | Northern               | Southern               | Northern               | Southern               | Northern               | Southern               |
| Alsharatin.               | 10º 00'                 | 28º 32'                 | 11º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 6º 00'                 | 6º 00'                 | 12º 00'                 | 13º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 11º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 10º 00'                 | 12º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 |
| Albutain.                 | 2º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 |
| Althiirajd.               | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 |
| Aldabaran.                | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 |
| Alsharatin.               | 10º 00'                 | 28º 32'                 | 11º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 6º 00'                 | 6º 00'                 | 12º 00'                 | 13º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 11º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 10º 00'                 | 12º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 | 5º 00'                 |
| Albutain.                 | 2º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 | 3º 00'                 |
| Althiirajd.               | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 | 2º 00'                 | 1º 00'                 |
| Aldabaran.                | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00'                 | 0º 00' |
| 13 | Hasta  | 5  | 5  | 20 | 0  | 11 | 0  | Southern |
| 14 | Citrâ  | 1  | 6  | 3  | 0  | 2  | 0  | Southern |
| 15 | Svâti  | 1  | 6  | 19 | 0  | 37 | 0  | Northern |
| 16 | Viśākhâ | 2  | 7  | 2  | 5  | 1  | 30 | Southern |
| 17 | Anurâdhâ | 4  | 7  | 14 | 5  | 3  | 0  | Southern |
| 18 | Jyeshtâ | 3  | 7  | 19 | 5  | 4  | 0  | Southern |
| 19 | Mûla   | 2  | 8  | 1  | 0  | 9  | 0  | Southern |
| 20 | Pûrvâshadhâ | 4  | 8  | 14 | 0  | 5  | 20 | Southern |
| 21 | Uttarâshadhâ | 4  | 8  | 20 | 0  | 5  | 0  | Southern |
| 22 | Abhijit | 3  | 8  | 25 | 0  | 62 | 0  | Northern |
| 23 | Śravaṇa | 3  | 9  | 8  | 0  | 30 | 0  | Northern |
| 24 | Dhanîshthâ | 5  | 9  | 20 | 0  | 36 | 0  | Northern |
| 25 | Śatabhishaj | 1  | 10 | 20 | 0  | 0  | 18 | Southern |
| 26 | Pûrvabhâdrâpadâ | 2  | 10 | 26 | 0  | 24 | 0  | Northern |
| 27 | Uttarabhâdrâpadâ | 2  | 11 | 6  | 0  | 26 | 0  | Northern |
| 28 | Revati | 1  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | 0  | Without any latitude |

Consists of the stars of the Crow. Consists of the stars of Al'sâ'zâl. Consists of the stars of Al'sâ'mi. Unknown. The Crown, together with another star. The heart of Scorpio, together with the pericardium. Alshaula. Alnâ'am Alwârid. Alnâ'am Alwâdîr. Alnasr Alwâkî'. Unknown. Most likely it is the Dolphin. Unknown. Most likely identical with the upper part of the hip-joint of Aquarius. Unknown. Most likely identical with the stars of Al'îrs Al'a'zam. Unknown. Most likely identical with some of the stars of the Cotton Thread between the Two Fishes.
The notions of the Hindus regarding the stars are not free from confusion. They are only little skilled in practical observation and calculation, and have no understanding of the motions of the fixed stars. So Varāhamihira says in his book Samhitā: "In six stations, beginning with Revatt and ending with Mrigasiras, observation precedes calculation, so that the moon enters each one of them earlier according to eyesight than according to calculation."

"In twelve stations, beginning with Ārdrā and ending with Anurādhā, the precession is equal to half a station, so that the moon is in the midst of a station according to observation, whilst she is in its first part according to calculation.

"In the nine stations, beginning with Jyeshṭhā and ending with Uttarabhādrapadā, observation falls back behind calculation, so that the moon enters each of them according to observation, when, according to calculation, she leaves it in order to enter the following."

My remark relating to the confused notions of the Hindus regarding the stars is confirmed, though this is perhaps not apparent to the Hindus themselves, e.g. by the note of Varāhamihira regarding Alsharatân = Aśvini, one of the first-mentioned six stations; for he says that in it observation precedes calculation. Now the two stars of Aśvinit stand, in our time, in two-thirds of Aries (i.e. between 10°–20° Aries), and the time of Varāhamihira precedes our time by about 526 years. Therefore by whatever theory you may compute the motion of the fixed stars (or precession of the equinoxes), the Aśvinit did, in his time, certainly not stand in less than one-third of Aries (i.e. they had not come in the precession of the equinoxes farther than to 1°–10° Aries).

Supposing that, in his time, Aśvinit really stood in this part of Aries or near it, as is mentioned in the Khandakāhyaka, which gives the computation of sun
and moon in a perfectly correct form, we must state that at that time there was not yet known what is now known, viz. the retrograde motion of the star by the distance of eight degrees. How, therefore, could, in his time, observation precede calculation, since the moon, when standing in conjunction with the two stars, had already traversed nearly two-thirds of the first station? According to the same analogy, also, the other statements of Varāhamihira may be examined.

The stations occupy a smaller or larger space according to their figures, i.e. their constellations, not they themselves, for all stations occupy the same space on the ecliptic. This fact does not seem to be known to the Hindus, although we have already related similar notions of theirs regarding the Great Bear. For Brahmagupta says in the Uttarakaṇḍakhaḍyaka, i.e. the emendation of the Khanda-kaḍyaka:—

"The measure of some stations exceeds the measure of the mean daily motion of the moon by one half. Accordingly their measure is 19° 45′ 52″ 18″. There are six stations, viz. Rohini, Pūnarvasu, Uttaraphalgunt, Visākhā, Uttarāshādhā, Uttarabhādrapāda. These together occupy the space of 118° 35′ 13″ 48″. Further six stations are short ones, each of them occupying less than the mean daily motion of the moon by one half. Accordingly their measure is 6° 35′ 17″ 26″. These are Bharaṇī, Ārdrā, Āśleṣhā, Svātī, Jyeshṭhā, Śatābhisaj. They together occupy the space of 39° 31′ 44″ 36″. Of the remaining fifteen stations, each occupies as much as the mean daily motion. Accordingly it occupies the space of 13° 10′ 34″ 52″. They together occupy the space of 197° 38′ 43″. These three groups of stations together occupy the space of 355° 45′ 41″ 24″, the remainder of the complete circle 4° 14′ 18″ 36″, and this is the space of Abhijit, i.e. the Falling Eagle, which is left out. I have tried to make the investigation of this subject acceptable to the
student in my above-mentioned special treatise on the lunar stations (v. p. 83).

The scantiness of the knowledge of the Hindus regarding the motion of the fixed stars is sufficiently illustrated by the following passage from the *Samhitā* of Varāhamihira:—"It has been mentioned in the books of the ancients that the summer solstice took place in the midst of Āśleṣaḥ, and the winter solstice in Dhanisṭhā. And this is correct for that time. Nowadays the summer solstice takes place in the beginning of Cancer, and the winter solstice in the beginning of Capricornus. If any one doubts this, and maintains that it is as the ancients have said and not as we say, let him go out to some level country when he thinks that the summer solstice is near. Let him there draw a circle, and place in its centre some body which stands perpendicular on the plain. Let him mark the end of its shadow by some sign, and continue the line till it reaches the circumference of the circle either in east or west. Let him repeat the same at the same moment of the following day, and make the same observation. When he then finds that the end of the shadow deviates from the first sign towards the south, he must know that the sun has moved towards the north and has not yet reached its solstice. But if he finds that the end of the shadow deviates towards the north, he knows that the sun has already commenced to move southward and has already passed its solstice. If a man continues this kind of observations, and thereby finds the day of the solstice, he will find that our words are true."

This passage shows that Varāhamihira had no knowledge of the motion of the fixed stars towards the east. He considers them, in agreement with the name, as *fixed*, immovable stars, and represents the solstice as moving towards the west. In consequence of this fancy, he has, in the matter of the lunar stations, confounded
two things, between which we shall now properly distinguish, in order to remove doubt and to give the matter in a critically emended form.

In the order of the zodiacal signs we begin with that twelfth part of the ecliptic which lies north of the point of intersection of the equator and the ecliptic according to the second motion, i.e. the precession of the equinoxes. In that case, the summer solstice always occurs at the beginning of the fourth sign, the winter solstice at the beginning of the tenth sign.

In the order of the lunar stations we begin with that twenty-seventh part of the ecliptic which belongs to the first of the first zodiacal sign. In that case the summer solstice falls always on three-fourths of the seventh station (i.e. on 600' of the station), and the winter solstice on one-fourth of the twenty-first station (i.e. on 200' of the station). This order of things will remain the same as long as the world lasts.

If, now, the lunar stations are marked by certain constellations, and are called by names peculiar to these constellations, the stations wander round together with the constellations. The stars of the zodiacal signs and of the stations have, in bygone times, occupied earlier (i.e. more western) parts of the ecliptic. From them they have wandered into those which they occupy at present, and in future they will wander into other still more eastern parts of the ecliptic, so that in the course of time they will wander through the whole ecliptic.

According to the Hindus, the stars of the station Âślesha stand in 18° of Cancer. Therefore, according to the rate of the precession of the equinoxes adopted by the ancient astronomers, they stood 1800 years before our time in the 0° of the fourth sign, whilst the constellation of Cancer stood in the third sign, in which there was also the solstice. The solstice has kept its place, but the constellations have migrated, just the very opposite of what Varāhamihira has fancied.
CHAPTER LVII.

ON THE HELIACAL RISINGS OF THE STARS, AND ON THE CEREMONIES AND RITES WHICH THE HINDUS PRACTISE AT SUCH A MOMENT.

The Hindu method for the computation of the heliacal risings of the stars and the young moon is, as we think, the same as is explained in the canones called Sindhind. They call the degrees of a star's distance from the sun which are thought necessary for its heliacal rising kâlâmāka. They are, according to the author of the Ghurrat-al-zijātī, the following:—13° for Suhail, Alyamāniya, Alwāki’, Al’assyūk, Alsimākān, Kalb-al’akrab; 20° for Albutain, Alhak’a, Alnathra, Āsleshā, Šatabhishaj, Revatī; 14° for the others.

Evidently the stars have, in this respect, been divided into three groups, the first of which seems to comprise the stars reckoned by the Greeks as stars of the first and second magnitude, the second the stars of the third and fourth magnitude, and the third the stars of the fifth and sixth magnitude.

Brahmagupta ought to have given this classification in his emendation of the Khandaḥādyaka, but he has not done so. He expresses himself in general phrases, and simply mentions 14° distance from the sun as necessary for the heliacal risings of all lunar stations.

Vījayanandin says: "Some stars are not covered by the rays nor impaired in their shining by the sun, viz. Al'assyūk, Alsimāk, Alrāmiḥ, the two Eagles, Dhanishṭhā, and Uttarabhādrapadā, because they have so much
northern latitude, and because also the country (of the observer) has so much latitude. For in the more northern regions they are seen both at the beginning and end of one and the same night, and never disappear.

They have particular methods for the computation of the heliacal rising of Agastya, i.e. Suhail or Canopus. They observe it first when the sun enters the station Hasta, and they lose it out of sight when he enters the station Rohini. Pulisa says: "Take double the apsis of the sun. If it is equalled by the corrected place of the sun, this is the time of the heliacal setting of Agastya."

The apsis of the sun is, according to Pulisa, 2$\frac{3}{4}$ zodiacal signs. The double of it falls in 10° of Spica, which is the beginning of the station Hasta. Half the apsis falls on 10° of Taurus, which is the beginning of the station Rohini.

Brahmagupta maintains the following in the emendation of the Khandakhadyaka:—

"The position of Suhail is 27° Orion, its southern latitude 71 parts. The degrees of its distance from the sun necessary for its heliacal rising are 12."

"The position of Mrigavyadh, i.e. Sirius Yemenicus, is 26° Orion, its southern latitude 40 parts. The degrees of its distance from the sun necessary for its heliacal rising are 13. If you want to find the time of their risings, imagine the sun to be in the place of the star. That amount of the day which has already elapsed is the number of degrees of its distance from the sun necessary for its heliacal rising. Fix the ascendens on this particular place. When, then, the sun reaches the degree of this ascendens, the star first becomes visible.

"In order to find the time of the heliacal setting of a star, add to the degree of the star six complete zodiacal signs. Subtract from the sum the degrees of its distance from the sun necessary for its heliacal rising, and
On the ceremonies practised at the heliacal rising of certain stars.

Quotation from Varahamihira's Samhitā, ch. xii. preface, and vv. 1-18, on Canopus. Agastya and the sacrifice to him.

Page 248.

The book Samhitā mentions certain sacrifices and ceremonies which are practised at the heliacal risings of various stars. We shall now record them, translating also that which is rather chaff than wheat, since we have made it obligatory on ourselves to give the quotations from the books of the Hindus complete and exactly as they are.

Varahamihira says: "When in the beginning the sun had risen, and in his revolution had come to stand in the zenith of the towering mountain Vindhya, the latter would not recognise his exalted position, and, actuated by haughtiness, moved towards him to hinder his march and to prevent his chariot from passing above it. The Vindhya rose even to the neighbourhood of Paradise and the dwellings of the Vidyādharas, the spiritual beings. Now the latter hastened to it because it was pleasant and its gardens and meadows were lovely, and dwelt there in joy; their wives going to and fro, and their children playing with each other. When the wind blew against the white garments of their daughters, they flew like waving banners.

In its ravines the wild animals and the lions appear as dark black, in consequence of the multitude of the animals called bhramara, which cling to them, liking the dirt of their bodies when they rub each other with the soiled claws. When they attack the rutting elephants, the latter become raving. The monkeys and bears are seen climbing up to the horns of Vindhya and to its lofty peaks; as if by instinct, they took the direction towards heaven. The anchorites are seen at its water-places, satisfied with nourishing themselves by its fruits. The further glorious things of the Vindhya are innumerable.

When, now, Agastya, the son of Varuna (i.e. Suhail,
the son of the water), had observed all these proceedings of the Vindhya, he offered to be his companion in his aspirations, and asked him to remain in his place until he (Agastya) should return and should have freed him (Vindhya) from the darkness which was on him.

V. 1.—Then Agastya turned towards the ocean, devouring its water, so that it disappeared. There appeared the lower parts of the mountain Vindhya, whilst the makara and the water animals were clinging to it. They scratched the mountain till they pierced it and dug mines in it, in which there remained gems and pearls.

V. 2.—The ocean became adorned by them, further by trees which grew up, though it (the water) was feeble, and by serpents rushing to and fro in windings on its surface.

V. 3.—The mountain has, in exchange for the wrong done to it by Suhail, received the ornament which it has acquired, whence the angels got tiaras and crowns made for themselves.

V. 4.—Likewise the ocean has, in exchange for the sinking down of its water into the depth, received the sparkling of the fishes when they move about in it, the appearance of jewels at its bottom, and the rushing to and fro of the serpents and snakes in the remainder of its water. When the fishes rise over it, and the conch-shells and pearl-oysters, you would take the ocean for ponds, the surface of their water being covered with the white lotus in the season of sarad and the season of autumn.

V. 5.—You could scarcely distinguish between this water and heaven, because the ocean is adorned with jewels as the heaven is adorned with stars; with many-headed serpents, resembling threads of rays which come from the sun; with crystal in it, resembling the body of the moon, and with a white mist, above which rise the clouds of heaven.

V. 6.—How should I not praise him who did this
great deed, who pointed out to the angels the beauty of the crowns, and made the ocean and the mountain Vindhyâ a treasure-house for them!

V. 7.—That is Suhail, by whom the water becomes clean from earthly defilement, with which the purity of the heart of the pious man is commingled, clean, I say from that which overpowers him in the intercourse with the wicked.

V. 8.—Whenever Agastya rises and the water increases in the rivers and valleys during his time, you see the rivers offering to the moon all that is on the surface of their water, the various kinds of white and red lotus and the papyrus; all that swims in them, the ducks and the geese (pelicans?), as a sacrifice unto him, even as a young girl offers roses and presents when she enters them (the rivers).

V. 9.—We compare the standing of the pairs of red geese on the two shores, and the swimming to and fro of the white ducks in the midst while they sing, to the two lips of a beautiful woman, showing her teeth when she laughs for joy.

V. 10.—Nay, we compare the black lotus, standing between white lotus, and the dashing of the bees against it from desire of the fragrancy of its smell, with the black of her pupil within the white of the ring, moving coquettishly and amorously, being surrounded by the hair of the eyebrows.

V. 11.—When you then see the ponds, when the light of the moon has risen over them, when the moon illuminates their dim waters, and when the white lotus opens which was shut over the bees, you would think them the face of a beautiful woman, who looks with a black eye from a white eyeball.

V. 12.—When a stream of the torrents of Varshakâla has flown to them with serpents, poison, and the impurities, the rising of Suhail above them cleans them from defilement and saves them from injury.
V. 13.—As one moment's thinking of Suhail before the door of a man blots out his sins deserving of punishment, how much more effective will be the fluency of the tongue praising him, when the task is to do away with sin and to acquire heavenly reward! The former Rishis have mentioned what sacrifice is necessary when Suhail rises. I shall make a present to the kings by relating it, and shall make this relation a sacrifice unto Him. So I say:

V. 14.—His rising takes place at the moment when some of the light of the sun appears from the east, and the darkness of night is gathered in the west. The beginning of his appearance is difficult to perceive, and not every one who looks at him understands it. Therefore ask the astronomer at that moment about the direction whence it rises.

V. 15, 16.—Towards this direction offer the sacrifice called argha, and spread on the earth what you happen to have, roses and fragrant flowers as they grow in the country. Put on them what you think fit, gold, garments, jewels of the sea, and offer incense, saffron, and sandalwood, musk and camphor, together with an ox and a cow, and many dishes and sweetmeats.

V. 17.—Know that he who does this during seven consecutive years with pious intention, strong belief, and confidence, possesses at the end of them the whole earth and the ocean which surrounds it on the four sides, if he is a Kshatriya.

V. 18.—If he is a Brahman, he obtains his wishes, learns the Veda, obtains a beautiful wife, and gets noble children from her. If he is a Vaisya, he obtains much landed property and acquires a glorious lordship. If he is a Sudra, he will obtain wealth. All of them obtain health and safety, the cessation of injuries, and the realisation of reward.”

This is Varahamihira's statement regarding the
offering to Suhail. In the same book he gives also the rules regarding Rohini:

"Garga, Vasishtha, Kasyapa, and Parasara told their pupils that Mount Meru is built of planks of gold. Out of them there have risen trees with numerous sweet-smelling flowers and blossoms. The bees already surround them with a humming pleasant to hear, and the nymphs of the Devas wander there to and fro with exhilarating melodies, with pleasant instruments and everlasting joy. This mountain lies in the plain Nandanavana, the park of paradise. So they say. Jupiter was there at a time, and then Narada the Rishi asked him regarding the prognostics of Rohini, upon which Jupiter explained them to him. I shall here relate them as far as necessary.

V. 4.—Let a man in the black days of the month Ashadha observe if the moon reaches Rohini. Let him seek to the north or east of the town a high spot. To this spot the Brahman must go who has the charge of the houses of the kings. He is to light there a fire and to draw a diagram of the various planets and lunar stations round it. He is to recite what is necessary for each one of them, and to give each its share of the roses, barley, and oil, and to make each planet propitious by throwing these things into the fire. Round the fire on all four sides there must be as much as possible of jewels and jugs filled with the sweetest water, and whatever else there happens to be at hand at the moment, fruits, drugs, branches of trees, and roots of plants. Further, he is to spread there grass which is cut with a sickle for his night-quarters. Then he is to take the different kinds of seeds and corns, to wash them with water, to put gold in the midst of them, and to deposit them in a jug. He is to place it towards a certain direction, and to prepare Homa, i.e. throwing barley and oil into the fire, at the same time reciting certain passages from the Veda, which refer to
different directions, viz. Varuṇa-mantra, Vāyava-mantra, and Soma-mantra.

He raises a danda, i.e. a long and high spear, from the top of which hang down two straps, the one as long as the spear, the other thrice as long. He must do all this before the moon reaches Rohini, for this purpose, that when she reaches it, he should be ready to determine the times of the blowing of the wind as well as its directions. He learns this by means of the straps of the spear.

V. 10.—If the wind on that day blows from the centres of the four directions, it is considered propitious; if it blows from the directions between them, it is considered unlucky. If the wind remains steady in the same direction, powerful and without changing, this too is considered propitious. The time of its blowing is measured by the eight parts of the day, and each eighth part is considered as corresponding to the half of a month.

V. 11.—When the moon leaves the station Rohini, you look at the seeds placed in a certain direction. That of them which sprouts will grow plentifully in that year.

V. 12.—When the moon comes near Rohini, you must be on the look-out. If the sky is clear, not affected by any disturbance; if the wind is pure and does not cause a destructive commotion; if the melodies of the animals and birds are pleasant, this is considered propitious. We shall now consider the clouds.

V. 13, 14.—If they float like the branches of the valley (? batn ?), and out of them the flashes of lightning appear to the eye; if they open as opens the white lotus; if the lightning encircles the cloud like the rays of the sun; if the cloud has the colour of stibium, or of bees, or of saffron;

V. 15-19.—If the sky is covered with clouds, and out of them flashes the lightning like gold, if the rain-
bow shows its round form coloured with something like the red of evening twilight, and with colours like those of the garments of a bride; if the thunder roars like the screaming peacock, or the bird which cannot drink water except from falling rain, which then screams for joy, as the frogs enjoy the full water-places, so as to croak vehemently; if you see the sky raging like the raging of elephants and buffaloes in the thicket, in the various parts of which the fire is blazing; if the clouds move like the limbs of the elephants, if they shine like the shining of pearls, conch-shells, snow, and even as the moonbeams, as though the moon had lent the clouds her lustre and splendour;

V. 20.—All this indicates much rain and blessing by a rich growth.

V. 25.—At the time when the Brahman sits amidst the water-jugs, the falling of stars, the flashing of the lightning, thunderbolts, red glow in the sky, tornado, earthquake, the falling of hail, and the screaming of the wild animals, all these things are considered as unlucky.

V. 26.—If the water decreases in a jug on the north side, either by itself, or by a hole, or by dripping away, there will be no rain in the month Śrāvaṇa. If it decreases in a jug on the east side, there will be no rain in Bhāḍrapada. If it decreases in a jug on the south side, there will be no rain in Āsvayuja; and if it decreases in a jug on the west side, there will be no rain in Kārttika. If there is no decrease of water in the jugs, the summer rain will be perfect.

V. 27.—From the jugs they also derive prognostics as to the different castes. The northern jug refers to the Brahman, the eastern to the Kshatriya, the southern to the Vaiśya, and the western to the Śūdra. If the names of people and certain circumstances are inscribed upon the jugs, all that happens to them if, e.g. they break or the water in them decreases, is considered as
prognosticating something which concerns those persons or circumstances."

"The rules relating to the stations Svātī and Śrāvaṇa are similar to those relating to Rohini. When you are in the white days of the month Ashāḍha, when the moon stands in either of the two stations Ashāḍhâ, i.e. Pūrva-ashāḍhâ or Uttara-ashāḍhâ, select a spot as you have selected it for Rohini, and take a balance of gold. That is the best. If it is of silver, it is middling. If it is not of silver, make it of wood called khayar, which seems to be the khadira tree (i.e. Acacia catechu), or of the head of an arrow with which already a man has been killed. The smallest measure for the length of its beam is a span. The longer it is, the better; the shorter it is, the less favourable.

V. 6.—A scale has four strings, each 10 digits long. Its two scales are of linen cloth of the size of 6 digits. Its two weights are of gold.

V. 7, 8.—Weigh by it equal quantities of each matter, water of the wells, of the ponds, and of the rivers, elephants' teeth, the hair of horses, pieces of gold with the names of kings written on them, and pieces of other metal over which the names of other people, or the names of animals, years, days, directions, or countries have been pronounced.

V. 1.—In weighing, turn towards the east; put the weight in the right scale, and the things which are to be weighed in the left. Recite over them and speak to the balance:

V. 2.—'Thou art correct; thou art Deva, and the wife of a Deva. Thou art Sarasvatī, the daughter of Brahman. Thou revealest the right and the truth. Thou art more correct than the soul of correctness.

V. 3.—Thou art like the sun and the planets in their wandering from east to west on one and the same road.

V. 4.—Through thee stands upright the order of the
world, and in thee is united the truth and the correctness of all the angels and Brahmas.

V. 5.—Thou art the daughter of Brahman, and a man of thy house is Kaśyapa.'

V. 1.—This weighing must take place in the evening. Then put the things aside, and repeat their weighing the next morning. That which has increased in weight will flourish and thrive in that year; that which has decreased will be bad and go back.

This weighing, however, is not only to be done in Ashādha, but also in Rohini and Svāti.

V. 11.—If the year is a leap-year, and the weighing happens to take place in the repeated month, the weighing is in that year twice done.

V. 12.—If the prognostics are identical, what they forebode will happen. If they were not identical, observe the prognostics of Rohini, for it is predominant."
CHAPTER LVIII.

HOW EBB AND FLOW FOLLOW EACH OTHER IN THE OCEAN.

With regard to the cause why the water of the ocean always remains as it is, we quote the following passage from the Matysa-Purâna:—"At the beginning there were sixteen mountains, which had wings and could fly and rise up into the air. However, the rays of Indra, the ruler, burned their wings, so that they fell down, deprived of them, somewhere about the ocean, four of them in each point of the compass—in the east, Rishabhya, Balâhaka, Cakra, Mainâka; in the north, Candra, Kanka, Dro[a], Suhma; in the west, Vakra, Vadhra, Narada, Parvata; in the south, Jimûta, Dravîna, Mainâka; Mahâsaila (?). Between the third and the fourth of the eastern mountains there is the fire Sânvârtaka, which drinks the water of the ocean. But for this the ocean would fill up, since the rivers perpetually flow to it.

"This fire was the fire of one of their kings, called Aûrva. He had inherited the realm from his father, who was killed while he was still an embryo. When he was born and grew up, and heard the history of his father, he became angry against the angels, and drew his sword to kill them, since they had neglected the guardianship of the world, notwithstanding mankind's worshipping them and notwithstanding their being in close contact with the world. Thereupon the angels humiliated themselves before him and tried to con-
Thereupon he spoke to them: 'But what am I to do with the fire of my wrath?' and they advised him to throw it into the ocean. It is this fire which absorbs the waters of the ocean. Others say: 'The water of the streams does not increase the ocean, because Indra, the ruler, takes up the ocean in the shape of the cloud, and sends it down as rains.'”

Again the Matsya-Purāṇa says: “The black part in the moon which is called Śākalaksha, i.e. the hare's figure, is the image of the figures of the above-mentioned sixteen mountains reflected by the light of the moon on her body.”

The Vishnu-Dharma says: “The moon is called Śākalaksha, for the globe of her body is watery, reflecting the figure of the earth as a mirror reflects. On the earth there are mountains and trees of different shapes, which are reflected in the moon as a hare's figure. It is also called Mrigalātīcana, i.e. the figure of a gazelle, for certain people compare the black part on the moon's face to the figure of a gazelle.”

The lunar stations they declare to be the daughters of Prajāpati, to whom the moon is married. He was especially attached to Rohini, and preferred her to the others. Now her sisters, urged by jealousy, complained of him to their father Prajāpati. The latter strove to keep peace among them, and admonished him, but without any success. Then he cursed the moon (Lunus), in consequence of which his face became leprous. Now the moon repented of his doing, and came penitent to Prajāpati, who spoke to him: "My word is one, and cannot be cancelled; however, I shall cover thy shame for the half of each month.” Thereupon the moon spoke to Prajāpati: "But how shall the trace of the sin of the past be wiped off from me?" Prajāpati answered: "By erecting the shape of the linga of Mahādeva as an object of thy worship.” This he did. The linga he
raised was the stone of Somanâth, for *soma* means the moon and *nâtha* means master, so that the whole word means master of the moon. The image was destroyed by the Prince Maḥmûd—may God be merciful to him!—A.H. 416. He ordered the upper part to be broken and the remainder to be transported to his residence, Ghaznin, with all its coverings and trappings of gold, jewels, and embroidered garments. Part of it has been thrown into the hippodrome of the town, together with the *Cakravâda*, an idol of bronze, that had been brought from Tâneshar. Another part of the idol from Somanâth lies before the door of the mosque of Ghaznin, on which people rub their feet to clean them from dirt and wet.

The *linga* is an image of the penis of Mahâdeva. I have heard the following story regarding it:—"A Rishi, on seeing Mahâdeva with his wife, became suspicious of him, and cursed him that he should lose his penis. At once his penis dropped, and was as if wiped off. But afterwards the Rishi was in a position to establish the signs of his innocence and to confirm them by the necessary proofs. The suspicion which had troubled his mind was removed, and he spoke to him: 'Verily, I shall recompense thee by making the image of the limb which thou hast lost the object of worship for men, who thereby will find the road to God, and come near him.'"

Varâhamihira says about the construction of the *linga*: "After having chosen a faultless stone for it, take it as long as the image is intended to be. Divide it into three parts. The lowest part of it is quadrangular, as if it were a cube or quadrangular column. The middle part is octagonal, its surface being divided by four pilasters. The upper third is round, rounded off so as to resemble the gland of a penis.

V. 54.—In erecting the figure, place the quadrangular third within the earth, and for the octagonal third
make a cover, which is called pinda, quadrangular from without, but so as to fit also on the quadrangular third in the earth. The octagonal form of the inner side is to fit on to the middle third, which projects out of the earth. The round third alone remains without cover."

Further he says:—

V. 55.—"If you make the round part too small or too thin, it will hurt the country and bring about evil among the inhabitants of the regions who have constructed it. If it does not go deep enough down into the earth, or if it projects too little out of the earth, this causes people to fall ill. When it is in the course of construction, and is struck by a peg, the ruler and his family will perish. If on the transport it is hit, and the blow leaves a trace on it, the artist will perish, and destruction and diseases will spread in that country."

In the south-west of the Sindh country this idol is frequently met with in the houses destined for the worship of the Hindus, but Somanâth was the most famous of these places. Every day they brought there a jug of Ganges water and a basket of flowers from Kashmir. They believed that the linga of Somanâth would cure persons of every inveterate illness and heal every desperate and incurable disease.

The reason why in particular Somanâth has become so famous is that it was a harbour for seafaring people, and a station for those who went to and fro between Sufâla in the country of the Zanj and China.

Now as regards ebb and flow in the Indian Ocean, of which the former is called bharna (?), the latter vihara (?), we state that, according to the notions of the common Hindus, there is a fire called Vadavâna in the ocean, which is always blazing. The flow is caused by the fire's drawing breath and its being blown up by the wind, and the ebb is caused by the fire's exhaling
the breath and the cessation of its being blown up by the wind.

Mâni has come to a belief like this, after he had heard from the Hindus that there is a demon in the sea whose drawing breath and exhaling breath causes the flow and the ebb.

The educated Hindus determine the daily phases of the tides by the rising and setting of the moon, the monthly phases by the increase and waning of the moon; but the physical cause of both phenomena is not understood by them.

It is flow and ebb to which Somanâth owes its name (i.e. master of the moon); for the stone (or liṅga) of Somanâth was originally erected on the coast, a little less than three miles west of the mouth of the river Sarsût, east of the golden fortress Bârôi, which had appeared as a dwelling-place for Vâsudeva, not far from the place where he and his family were killed, and where they were burned. Each time when the moon rises and sets, the water of the ocean rises in the flood so as to cover the place in question. When, then, the moon reaches the meridian of noon and midnight, the water recedes in the ebb, and the place becomes again visible. Thus the moon was perpetually occupied in serving the idol and bathing it. Therefore the place was considered as sacred to the moon. The fortress which contained the idol and its treasures was not ancient, but was built only about a hundred years ago.

The Vishnu-Purâna says: “The greatest height of the water of the flow is 1500 digits.” This statement seems rather exaggerated; for if the waves and the mean height of the ocean rose to between sixty to seventy yards, the shores and the bays would be more overflowed than has ever been witnessed. Still this is not entirely improbable, as it is not in itself impossible on account of some law of nature.

The fact that the just-mentioned fortress is said to
have appeared out of the ocean is not astonishing for that particular part of the ocean; for the Dībajāt islands (Maledives and Laccadives) originate in a similar manner, rising out of the ocean as sand-downs. They increase, and rise, and extend themselves, and remain in this condition for a certain time. Then they become decrepit as if from old age; the single parts become dissolved, no longer keep together, and disappear in the water as if melting away. The inhabitants of the islands quit that one which apparently dies away, and migrate to a young and fresh one which is about to rise above the ocean. They take their cocoanut palms along with them, colonise the new island, and dwell on it.

That the fortress in question is called golden may only be a conventional epithet. Possibly, however, this object is to be taken literally, for the islands of the Zābaj are called the Gold Country (Suvarṇadvīpa), because you obtain much gold as deposit if you wash only a little of the earth of that country.
CHAPTER LX.

ON THE SOLAR AND LUNAR ECLIPSES.

It is perfectly known to the Hindu astronomers that the moon is eclipsed by the shadow of the earth, and the sun is eclipsed by the moon. Hereon they have based their computations in the astronomical handbooks and other works.

Varāhamihira says in the Samhitā:

V. i.—"Some scholars maintain that the Head belonged to the Daityas, and that his mother was Simhikā. After the angels had fetched the amrīta out of the ocean, they asked Viṣṇu to distribute it among them. When he did so, the Head also came, resembling the angels in shape, and associated himself with them. When Viṣṇu handed him a portion of the amrīta, he took and drank it. But then Viṣṇu perceived who it was, hit him with his round cakra, and cut off his head. However, the head remained alive on account of the amrīta in its mouth, whilst the body died, since it had not yet partaken of the amrīta, and the force of the latter had not yet spread through it. Then the Head, humbling itself, spoke: 'For what sin has this been done?' Thereupon he was recompensed by being raised to heaven and by being made one of its inhabitants.

V. 2.—Others say that the Head has a body like sun and moon, but that it is black and dark, and cannot therefore be seen in heaven. Brahman, the first father,
ordered that he should never appear in heaven except at the time of an eclipse.

V. 3.—Others say that he has a head like that of a serpent, and a tail like that of a serpent, whilst others say that he has no other body besides the black colour which is seen."

After having finished the relation of these absurdities, Varāhamihira continues:—

V. 4.—"If the Head had a body, it would act by immediate contact, whilst we find that he eclipses from a distance, when between him and the moon there is an interval of six zodiacal signs. Besides, his motion does not increase nor decrease, so that we cannot imagine an eclipse to be caused by his body reaching the spot of the lunar eclipse.

V. 5.—And if a man commits himself to such a view, let him tell us for what purpose the cycles of the Head's rotation have been calculated, and what is the use of their being correct in consequence of the fact that his rotation is a regular one. If the Head is imagined to be a serpent with head and tail, why does it not eclipse from a distance less or more than six zodiacal signs?

V. 6.—His body is there present between head and tail; both hang together by means of the body. Still it does not eclipse sun nor moon nor the fixed stars of the lunar stations, there being an eclipse only if there are two heads opposed to each other.

V. 7.—If the latter were the case, and the moon rose, being eclipsed by one of the two, the sun would necessarily set, being eclipsed by the other. Likewise, if the moon should set eclipsed, the sun would rise eclipsed. And nothing of the kind ever occurs.

V. 8.—As has been mentioned by scholars who enjoy the help of God, an eclipse of the moon is her entering the shadow of the earth, and an eclipse of the sun consists in this that the moon covers and hides the sun
from us. Therefore the lunar eclipse will never revolve from the west nor the solar eclipse from the east.

V. 9.—A long shadow stretches away from the earth, in like manner as the shadow of a tree.

V. 10.—When the moon has only little latitude, standing in the seventh sign of its distance from the sun, and if it does not stand too far north or south, in that case the moon enters the shadow of the earth and is eclipsed thereby. The first contact takes place on the side of the east.

V. 11.—When the sun is reached by the moon from the west, the moon covers the sun, as if a portion of a cloud covered him. The amount of the covering differs in different regions.

V. 12.—Because that which covers the moon is large, her light wanes when one-half of it is eclipsed; and because that which covers the sun is not large, the rays are powerful notwithstanding the eclipse.

V. 13.—The nature of the Head has nothing whatever to do with the lunar and solar eclipses. On this subject the scholars in their books agree.”

After having described the nature of the two eclipses, as he understands them, he complains of those who do not know this, and says: “However, common people are always very loud in proclaiming the Head to be the cause of an eclipse, and they say, ‘If the Head did not appear and did not bring about the eclipse, the Brahmans would not at that moment undergo an obligatory washing.’”

Varāhamihira says:—

V. 14.—“The reason of this is that the head humiliated itself after it had been cut off, and received from Brahman a portion of the offering which the Brahmans offer to the fire at the moment of an eclipse.

V. 15.—Therefore he is near the spot of the eclipse, searching for his portion. Therefore at that time people mention him frequently, and consider him as the cause
of the eclipse, although he has nothing whatsoever to do with it; for the eclipse depends entirely upon the uniformity and the declination of the orbit of the moon."

The latter words of Varāhamihira, who, in passages quoted previously, has already revealed himself to us as a man who accurately knows the shape of the world, are odd and surprising. However, he seems sometimes to side with the Brahmans, to whom he belonged, and from whom he could not separate himself. Still he does not deserve to be blamed, as, on the whole, his foot stands firmly on the basis of the truth, and he clearly speaks out the truth. Compare, e.g. his statement regarding the Śanāthi, which we have mentioned above (v. i. 366).

Would to God that all distinguished men followed his example! But look, for instance, at Brahmagupta, who is certainly the most distinguished of their astronomers. For as he was one of the Brahmans who read in their Purāṇas that the sun is lower than the moon, and who therefore require a head biting the sun in order that he should be eclipsed, he shirks the truth and lends his support to imposture, if he did not—and this we think by no means impossible—from intense disgust at them, speak as he spoke simply in order to mock them, or under the compulsion of some mental derangement, like a man whom death is about to rob of his consciousness. The words in question are found in the first chapter of his Brahmasiddhānta:—

"Some people think that the eclipse is not caused by the Head. This, however, is a foolish idea, for it is he in fact who eclipses, and the generality of the inhabitants of the world say that it is the Head who eclipses. The Veda, which is the word of God from the mouth of Brahman, says that the Head eclipses, likewise the book Smṛiti, composed by Manu, and the Śāṁhitā, composed by Garga the son of Brahman. On the contrary, Varā-
hamihira, Śrīhēṇa, Āryabhāta, and Vishnucandra maintain that the eclipse is not caused by the Head, but by the moon and the shadow of the earth, in direct opposition to all (to the generality of men), and from enmity against the just-mentioned dogma. For if the Head does not cause the eclipse, all the usages of the Brahmans which they practise at the moment of an eclipse, viz. their rubbing themselves with warm oil, and other works of prescribed worship, would be illusory and not be rewarded by heavenly bliss. If a man declares these things to be illusory, he stands outside of the generally acknowledged dogma, and that is not allowed. Manu says in the Smrīti: ‘When the Head keeps the sun or moon in eclipse, all waters on earth become pure, and in purity like the water of the Ganges.’ The Veda says: ‘The Head is the son of a woman of the daughters of the Daityas, called Sainākā’ (? Simhikā ?). Therefore people practise the well-known works of piety, and therefore those authors must cease to oppose the generality, for everything which is in the Veda, Smrīti, and Samhitā is true.’

If Brahmagupta, in this respect, is one of those of whom God says (Koran, Sūra xxvii. 14), “They have denied our signs, although their hearts knew them clearly, from wickedness and haughtiness,” we shall not argue with him, but only whisper into his ear: If people must under circumstances give up opposing the religious codes (as seems to be your case), why then do you order people to be pious if you forget to be so yourself? Why do you, after having spoken such words, then begin to calculate the diameter of the moon in order to explain her eclipsing the sun, and the diameter of the shadow of the earth in order to explain its eclipsing the moon? Why do you compute both eclipses in agreement with the theory of those heretics, and not according to the views of those with whom you think it proper to agree? If the Brahmans are ordered to
practise some act of worship or something else at the occurrence of an eclipse, the eclipse is only the date of these things, not their cause. Thus we Muslims are bound to say certain prayers, and prohibited from saying others, at certain times of the revolution of the sun and his light. These things are simply chronological dates for those acts, nothing more, for the sun has nothing whatever to do with our (Muslim) worship.

Brahmagupta says (ii. 110), “The generality thinks thus.” If he thereby means the totality of the inhabitants of the inhabitable world, we can only say that he would be very little able to investigate their opinions either by exact research or by means of historical tradition. For India itself is, in comparison to the whole inhabitable world, only a small matter, and the number of those who differ from the Hindus, both in religion and law, is larger than the number of those who agree with them.

Or if Brahmagupta means the generality of the Hindus, we agree that the uneducated among them are much more numerous than the educated; but we also point out that in all our religious codes of divine revelation the uneducated crowd is blamed as being ignorant, always doubting, and ungrateful.

I, for my part, am inclined to the belief that that which made Brahmagupta speak the above-mentioned words (which involve a sin against conscience) was something of a calamitous fate, like that of Socrates, which had befallen him, notwithstanding the abundance of his knowledge and the sharpness of his intellect, and notwithstanding his extreme youth at the time. For he wrote the Brahasidhdnta when he was only thirty years of age. If this indeed is his excuse, we accept it, and herewith drop the matter.

As for the above-mentioned people (the Hindu theologians), from whom you must take care not to differ, how should they be able to understand the astronomical
theory regarding the moon's eclipsing the sun, as they, in their Purāṇas, place the moon above the sun, and that which is higher cannot cover that which is lower in the sight of those who stand lower than both. Therefore they required some being which devours moon and sun, as the fish devours the bait, and causes them to appear in those shapes in which the eclipsed parts of them in reality appear. However, in each nation there are ignorant people, and leaders still more ignorant than they themselves, who (as the Koran, Sura xxix. 12, says) "bear their own burdens and other burdens besides them," and who think they can increase the light of their minds; the fact being that the masters are as ignorant as the pupils.

Very odd is that which Varāhamihira relates of certain ancient writers, to whom we must pay no attention if we do not want to oppose them, viz. that they tried to prognosticate the occurrence of an eclipse by pouring a small amount of water together with the same amount of oil into a large vase with a flat bottom on the eighth of the lunar days. Then they examined the spots where the oil was united and dispersed. The united portion they considered as a prognostication for the beginning of the eclipse, the dispersed portion as a prognostication for its end.

Further, Varāhamihira says that somebody used to think that the conjunction of the planets is the cause of the eclipse (V. 16), whilst others tried to prognosticate an eclipse from unlucky phenomena, as, e.g. the falling of stars, comets, halo, darkness, hurricane, landslip, and earthquake. "These things," so he says, "are not always contemporary with an eclipse, nor are they its cause; the nature of an unlucky event is the only thing which these occurrences have in common with an eclipse. A reasonable explanation is totally different from such absurdities."

The same man, knowing only too well the character
of his countrymen, who like to mix up pease with wolf’s beans, pearls with dung, says, without quoting any authority for his words (V. 63): “If at the time of an eclipse a violent wind blows, the next eclipse will be six months later. If a star falls down, the next eclipse will be twelve months later. If the air is dusty, it will be eighteen months later. If there is an earthquake, it will be twenty-four months later. If the air is dark, it will be thirty months later. If hail falls, it will be thirty-six months later.”

To such things silence is the only proper answer.

I shall not omit to mention that the different kinds of eclipses described in the 'canon of Alkhwârizmi, though correctly represented, do not agree with the results of actual observation. More correct is a similar view of the Hindus, viz. that the eclipse has the colour of smoke if it covers less than half the body of the moon; that it is coal-black if it completely covers one half of her; that it has a colour between black and red if the eclipse covers more than half of her body; and, lastly, that it is yellow-brown if it covers the whole body of the moon.
CHAPTER LX.

ON THE PARVAN.

The intervals between which an eclipse may happen and the number of their lunations are sufficiently demonstrated in the sixth chapter of Almagest. The Hindus call a period of time at the beginning and end of which there occur lunar eclipses, parvan. The following information on the subject is taken from the Samhita. Its author, Varāhamihira, says: "Each six months form a parvan, in which an eclipse may happen. These eclipses form a cycle of seven, each of which has a particular dominant and prognostics, as exhibited in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of the Parvans.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dominants of the Parvans.</td>
<td>Brahman.</td>
<td>Śālin, i.e. the Moon.</td>
<td>Indra, the Ruler.</td>
<td>Kubera, the Protector of the North.</td>
<td>Varuna, the Protector of the Water.</td>
<td>Agni, the Fire, also called Mitra-khyas.</td>
<td>Yama, the Angel of Death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their prognostics.</td>
<td>Favourable to the Brahmans: the cattle is thriving, the crops are flourishing, and there is general well-being and safety.</td>
<td>The same as in the first Parvan, but rain is scarce in it, and scholars are ill.</td>
<td>The kings become estranged from each other, safety declines, and the annual crops are ruined.</td>
<td>There is abundance and wealth: rich people ruin their property.</td>
<td>Not favourable to kings, but favourable to others: the crops are flourishing.</td>
<td>There is much water, the crops germinate and mortality are declining.</td>
<td>Rain is scarce, the crops perish, and this leads to famine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The computation of the parvan in which you happen to be is the following, according to the *Khāṇḍakādaṇḍyaka*:

"Write down the *ahargana*, as computed according to this canon, in two places. Multiply the one by 50, and divide the product by 1296, reckoning a fraction, if it is not less than one-half, as a whole. Add to the quotient 1063. Add the sum to the number written in the second place, and divide the sum by 180. The quotient, as consisting of wholes, means the number of complete parvans. Divide it by 7, and the remainder under 7 which you get means the distance of the particular parvan from the first one, i.e. from that of Brahman. However, the remainder under 180 which you get by the division is the elapsed part of the parvan in which you are. You subtract it from 180. If the remainder is less than 15, a lunar eclipse is possible or necessary; if the remainder is larger, it is impossible. Therefore you must always by a similar method compute that time which has elapsed before the particular parvan in which you happen to be."

In another passage of the book we find the following rule: "Take the *kalpa-ahargana*, i.e. the past portion of the days of a *kalpa*. Subtract therefrom 96,031, and write down the remainder in two different places. Subtract from the lower number 84, and divide the sum by 561. Subtract the quotient from the upper number and divide the remainder by 173. The quotient you disregard, but the remainder you divide by 7. The quotient gives parvans, beginning with *Brahmādi*" (sic).

These two methods do not agree with each other. We are under the impression that in the second passage something has either fallen out or been changed by the copyists.

What Varāhamihira says of the astrological portents of the parvans does not well suit his deep learning. He says: "If in a certain parvan there is no eclipse, but there is one in the other cycle, there are no rains,
and there will be much hunger and killing." If in this passage the translator has not made a blunder, we can only say that this description applies to each parvan preceding such a one in which there occurs an eclipse.

Stranger still is the following remark of his (V. 24): "If an eclipse occurs earlier than has been calculated, there is little rain and the sword is drawn. If it occurs later than has been calculated, there will be pestilence, and death, and destruction in the corn, the fruit, and flowers. (V. 25.) This is part of what I have found in the books of the ancients and transferred to this place. If a man properly knows how to calculate, it will not happen to him in his calculations that an eclipse falls too early or too late. If the sun is eclipsed and darkened outside a parvan, you must know that an angel called Tvashtri has eclipsed him."

Similar to this is what he says in another passage: "If the turning to the north takes place before the sun enters the sign Capricornus, the south and the west will be ruined. If the turning to the south takes place before the sun enters Cancer, the east and the north will be ruined. If the turning coincides with the sun's entering the first degrees of these two signs, or takes place after it, happiness will be common to all four sides, and bliss in them will increase."

Such sentences, understood as they seem intended to be understood, sound like the ravings of a madman, but perhaps there is an esoteric meaning concealed behind them which we do not know.

After this we must continue to speak of the domini temporum, for these two are of a cyclical nature, adding such materials as are related to them.
CHAPTER LXI.

ON THE DOMINANTS OF THE DIFFERENT MEASURES OF TIME IN BOTH RELIGIOUS AND ASTRONOMICAL RELATIONS, AND ON CONNECTED SUBJECTS.

Duration, or time in general, only applies to the Creator as being his age, and not determinable by a beginning and an end. In fact, it is his eternity. They frequently call it the soul, i.e. purusha. But as regards common time, which is determinable by motion, the single parts of it apply to beings beside the Creator, and to natural phenomena beside the soul. Thus kalpa is always used in relation to Brahman, for it is his day and night, and his life is determined by it.

Each manvantara has a special dominant called Manu, who is described by special qualities, already mentioned in a former chapter. On the other hand, I have never heard anything of dominants of the catur-yugas or yugas.

Varāhamihira says in the Great Book of Nativities: "Abda, i.e. the year, belongs to Saturn; Ayana, half a year, to the sun; Ritus, the sixth part of a year, to Mercury; the month, to Jupiter; Paksha, half a month, to Venus; Vāsara, the day, to Mars; Muhūrta, to the moon."

In the same book he defines the sixth parts of the year in the following manner: "The first, beginning with the winter solstice, belongs to Saturn; the second, to Venus; the third, to Mars; the fourth, to the Moon; the fifth, to Mercury; the sixth, to Jupiter."
We have already, in former chapters, described the dominants of the hours, of the *muhārtas*, of the halves of the lunar days, of the single days in the white and black halves of the month, of the *parvans* of the eclipses, and of the single *manvantaras*. What there is more of the same kind we shall give in this place.

In computing the *dominant of the year*, the Hindus use another method than the Western nations, who compute it, according to certain well-known rules, from the *ascendens* or horoscope of a year. The dominant of the year as well as the dominant of the month are the rulers of certain periodically recurring parts of time, and are by a certain calculation derived from the dominants of the hours and the dominants of the days.

If you want to find the dominant of the year, compute the sum of days of the date in question according to the rules of the canon *Khaṇḍakāṭiyaka*, which is the most universally used among them. Subtract therefrom 2201, and divide the remainder by 360. Multiply the quotient by 3, and add to the product always 3. Divide the sum by 7. The remainder, a number under 7, you count off on the week-days, beginning with Sunday. The dominant of that day you come to is at the same time the dominant of the year. The remainders you get by the division are the days of his rule which have already elapsed. These, together with the days of his rule which have not yet elapsed, give the sum of 360.

It is the same whether we reckon as we have just explained, or add to the here-mentioned sum of days 319, instead of subtracting from it.

If you want to find the *dominant of the month*, subtract 71 from the sum of days of the date in question, and divide the remainder by 30. Double the quotient and add 1. The sum divide by 7, and the remainder count off on the week-days, beginning with Sunday. The dominant of the day you come to is at the same
time the dominant of the month. The remainder you get by the division is that part of his rule which has already elapsed. This, together with that part of his rule which has not yet elapsed, gives the sum of 30 days.

It is the same whether you reckon as we have just explained, or add 19 to the days of the date, instead of subtracting from them, and then add 2 instead of 1 to the double of the sum.

It is useless here to speak of the dominant of the day, for you find it by dividing the sum of the days of a date by 7; or to speak of the dominant of the hour, for you find it by dividing the revolving sphere by 15. Those, however, who use the របស កាូំការ divide by 15 the distance between the degree of the sun and the degree of the ascendens, it being measured by equal degrees.

The book Srûdhava of Mahâdeva says: “Each of the thirds of the day and night has a dominant. The dominant of the first third of day and night is Brahman, that of the second Vishnu, and that of the third Rudra.” This division is based on the order of the three primeval forces (satva, rajas, tanas).

The Hindus have still another custom, viz. that of mentioning together with the dominant of the year one of the Nâgas or serpents, which have certain names as they are used in connection with one or other of the planets. We have united them in the following table:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The dominant of the year</th>
<th>The names of the serpents which accompany the Dominus Annis, given in two different forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun.</td>
<td>Suka (? Vâsuki), Nanda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon.</td>
<td>Pushkara, Citrâgada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars.</td>
<td>Pîndâraka, Bharma (?), Takshaka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury.</td>
<td>Cabrahasta (?), Karkota.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter.</td>
<td>Eîapatra, Padma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venua.</td>
<td>Karkotaka, Mahâpadma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn.</td>
<td>Cakshabhadra (?), Saûkha.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Hindus combine the planets with the sun because they depend upon the sun, and the fixed stars with the moon because the stars of her stations belong to them. It is known among Hindu as well as Muslim astrologers that the planets exercise the rule over the zodiacal signs. Therefore they assume certain angelic beings as the dominants of the planets, who are exhibited in the following table, taken from the Vishnu-dharma:

**Table of the dominants of the planets.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The planets and the two nodes</th>
<th>Their dominants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun.</td>
<td>Agni.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon.</td>
<td>Vyāna (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars.</td>
<td>Kalmāša (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury.</td>
<td>Vishnu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter.</td>
<td>Sukra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus.</td>
<td>Gauri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn.</td>
<td>Prajāpati.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Head.</td>
<td>Gaṉapatī (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tail.</td>
<td>Viśvakarman.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same book attributes also to the lunar stations as to the planets certain dominants, who are contained in the following table:

**The Lunar Stations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Lunar Stations</th>
<th>Their dominants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krittikā.</td>
<td>Agni.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohini.</td>
<td>Keśvara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrigāśīrṣa.</td>
<td>Indu, <em>i.e.</em> the moon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ārdrā.</td>
<td>Rudra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punarvasu.</td>
<td>Aditi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āśleṣhā.</td>
<td>Sarpās.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maghā.</td>
<td>Bhaga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pūrvaphalguni.</td>
<td>Aryaman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasta.</td>
<td>Tvashtri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrā.</td>
<td>Vāyu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svātī.</td>
<td>Indragn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### The Lunar Stations.

| Anurādhā.  | Mitra. |
| Jyeshtā.  | Śakra. |
| Mūla.    | Nirṛiti. |
| Pūrvāshādha. | Āpas. |
| Uttarāshādha. | Viśvē[devās]. |
| Abhijit.  | Brahman. |
| Śravana. | Viśṇu. |
| Dhanishtā. | Vasāvas. |
| Satabhishaj. | Varuṇa. |
| Pūrvabhādrapadā. | [Aja ēkapād]. |
| Uttarabhādrapadā. | Ahir budhnya. |
| Revati.  | Pāshan. |
| Aśvini.  | Aśvin (?). |
| Bharadvā. | Yama. |
CHAPTER LXII.

ON THE SIXTY YEARS-SAMVATSARA, ALSO CALLED "SHASHTYABDA."

The word samvatsara, which means the years, is a technical term for cycles of years constructed on the basis of the revolutions of Jupiter and the sun, the heliacal rising of the former being reckoned as the beginning. It revolves in sixty years, and is therefore called shashtyabda, i.e. sixty years.

We have already mentioned that the names of the lunar stations are, by the names of the months, divided into groups, each month having a namesake in the corresponding group of stations. We have represented these things in a table, in order to facilitate the subject (v. i. 218). Knowing the station in which the heliacal rising of Jupiter occurs, and looking up this station in the just-mentioned table, you find at the left of it the name of the month which rules over the year in question. You bring the year in connection with the month, and say, e.g. the year of Caitra, the year of Vaiśākha, &c. For each of these years there exist astrological rules which are well known in their literature.

For the computation of the lunar station in which the heliacal rising of Jupiter occurs, Varāhamihira gives the following rule in his Samhitā:

"Take the Šakakāla, multiply it by 11, and multiply the product by 4. You may do this, or you may also multiply the Šakakāla by 44. Add 8589 to the product..."
and divide the sum by 3750. The quotient represents years, months, days, &c.

"Add them to the Šakakāla, and divide the sum by 60. The quotient represents great sexagenarian yugas, i.e. complete shashtyābdas, which, as not being necessary, are disregarded. Divide the remainder by 5, and the quotient represents small, complete five-year yugas. That which remains being less than one yuga, is called samvatsara, i.e. the year.

"V. 22.—Write down the latter number in two different places. Multiply the one by 9, and add to the product \(\frac{1}{9}\) of the number in the other place. Take of the sum the fourth part, and this number represents complete lunar stations, its fractions representing part of the next following current station. Count off this number of the stations, beginning with Dhanishṭhā. The station you arrive at is that one in which the heliacal rising of Jupiter takes place." Thereby you know the month of the years, as has above been explained.

The great yugas begin with the heliacal rising of Jupiter in the beginning of the station Dhanishṭhā and the beginning of the month Māgha. The small yugas have within the great ones a certain order, being divided into groups which comprehend certain numbers of years, and each of which has a special dominant. This division is represented by the following table.

If you know what number in the great yuga the year in question occupies, and you look up this number among the numbers of the years in the upper part of the table, you find under it, in the corresponding columns, both the name of the year and the name of its dominant.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers with the unit 1.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 2.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 3.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 4.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 5.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 6.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 7.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 8.</th>
<th>Numbers with the unit 9.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The names which each dozen of years has in common.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samvatsara.</th>
<th>Parivatsara.</th>
<th>Anuvatsara.</th>
<th>Udavatsara.</th>
<th>Salamantaka, i.e. the husband of the daughter of the mountain, viz. Mahadeva.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artha, i.e. the sun.</th>
<th>Artha, i.e. the sun.</th>
<th>Artha, i.e. the sun.</th>
<th>Artha, i.e. the sun.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agni, i.e. the fire.</th>
<th>Agni, i.e. the fire.</th>
<th>Agni, i.e. the fire.</th>
<th>Agni, i.e. the fire.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Their dominants.</th>
<th>Their dominants.</th>
<th>Their dominants.</th>
<th>Their dominants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The number of sixty-years each year of the cycle.
Further, every single one of the sixty years has a name of its own, and the yugas, too, have names which are the names of their dominants. All these names are exhibited in the following table.

This table is to be used in the same way as the preceding one, as you find the name of each year of the whole cycle (of sixty years) under the corresponding number. It would be a lengthy affair if we were to explain the meanings of the single names and their prognostics. All this is found in the book Samhitā.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Its lord is</td>
<td>Its lord is</td>
<td>Its lord is</td>
<td>Its lord is</td>
<td>Its lord is</td>
<td>Its lord is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manu, i.e. Nāra-</td>
<td>Surejya, i.e.</td>
<td>Balabhit, i.e.</td>
<td>Hutāsa, i.e.</td>
<td>Tvasṣṭri, the</td>
<td>Proshṭhapada,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yana.</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Indra.</td>
<td>the fire</td>
<td>lord of the</td>
<td>lord of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lunar station</td>
<td>lunar station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Citrā</td>
<td>Uttarabhā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sarvaṇa.</td>
<td>drapāda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subhānu.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parthiva (?).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tārana.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vyaya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>4.</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Śrīmukha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bhāva.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yuvan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dhātrī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Vṛishabhā?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>19.</td>
<td>20.</td>
<td>21.</td>
<td>22.</td>
<td>23.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vikṛita.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Khara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>25.</td>
<td>26.</td>
<td>27.</td>
<td>28.</td>
<td>29.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent. Its lord Pitāras, i.e. the fathers.</td>
<td>Indifferent. Its lord is Śiva, i.e. the creatures.</td>
<td>Unlucky. Its lord Soma, i.e. the moon.</td>
<td>Unlucky. Its lord Śakrāna, i.e. Indra and the fire together.</td>
<td>Unlucky. Its lord Āśvin, the lord of the lunar station Āśvini</td>
<td>Unlucky. Its lord Bhaga, the lord of the lunar station Pūrvaphalguni.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This is the method for the determination of the years of the *shashtyabda*, as recorded in their books. However, I have seen Hindus who subtract 3 from the era of Vikramaditya, and divide the remainder by 60. The remainder they count off from the beginning of the great *yuga*. This method is not worth anything. By-the-bye, it is the same whether you reckon in the manner mentioned, or add 12 to the Śakakāla.

I have come across some people from the country of Kanoj who told me that, with them, the cycle of *samvatsaras* has 1248 years, each single one of the twelve *samvatsaras* having 104 years. According to this statement we must subtract 554 from the Śakakāla, and with the remainder compare the following diagram. In the corresponding column you see in which *samvatsara* the year in question lies, and how many years of the *samvatsara* have already elapsed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The years</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>105.</th>
<th>209.</th>
<th>313.</th>
<th>417.</th>
<th>521.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The years</td>
<td>625.</td>
<td>729.</td>
<td>833.</td>
<td>937.</td>
<td>1041.</td>
<td>1145.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When I heard, among these pretended names of *samvatsaras*, names of nations, trees, and mountains, I conceived a suspicion of my reporters, more particularly as their chief business was indeed to practise hocus-pocus and deception (as jugglers?); and a dyed beard proves its bearer to be a liar. I used great care in examining every single one of them, in repeating the same questions at different times, in a different order and context. But lo! what different answers did I get! God is all-wise!
CHAPTER LXIII.

ON THAT WHICH ESPECIALLY CONCerns THE BRAHMANS, AND WHAT THEY ARE OBLIGED TO DO DURING THEIR WHOLE LIFE.

The life of the Brahman, after seven years of it have passed, is divided into four parts. The first part begins with the eighth year, when the Brahmans come to him to instruct him, to teach him his duties, and to enjoin him to adhere to them and to embrace them as long as he lives. Then they bind a girdle round his waist and invest him with a pair of yajnopavitas, i.e. one strong cord consisting of nine single cords which are twisted together, and with a third yajnopavita, a single one made from cloth. This girdle runs from the left shoulder to the right hip. Further, he is presented with a stick which he has to wear, and with a seal-ring of a certain grass, called darbha, which he wears on the ring-finger of the right hand. This seal-ring is also called pavitra. The object of his wearing the ring on the ring-finger of his right hand is this, that it should be a good omen and a blessing for all those who receive gifts from that hand. The obligation of wearing the ring is not quite so stringent as that of wearing the yajnopavita, for from the latter he is not to separate himself under any circumstances whatever. If he takes it off while eating or fulfilling some want of nature, he thereby commits a sin which cannot be wiped off save by some work of expiation, fasting, or almsgiving.
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This first period of the Brahman's life extends till the twenty-fifth year of his age, or, according to the Vishnu-Purāṇa, till his forty-eighth year. His duty is to practise abstinence, to make the earth his bed, to begin with the learning of the Veda and of its explanation, of the science of theology and law, all this being taught to him by a master whom he serves day and night. He washes himself thrice a day, and performs a sacrifice to the fire both at the beginning and end of the day. After the sacrifice he worships his master. He fasts a day and he breaks fast a day, but he is never allowed to eat meat. He dwells in the house of the master, which he only leaves in order to ask for a gift and to beg in not more than five houses once a day, either at noon or in the evening. Whatever alms he receives he places before his master to choose from it what he likes. Then the master allows him to take the remainder. Thus the pupil nourishes himself from the remains of the dishes of his master. Further, he fetches the wood for the fire, wood of two kinds of trees, palāśa (Butea frondosa) and darbha, in order to perform the sacrifice; for the Hindus highly venerate the fire, and offer flowers to it. It is the same case with all other nations. They always thought that the sacrifice was accepted by the deity if the fire came down upon it, and no other worship has been able to draw them away from it, neither the worship of idols nor that of stars, cows, asses, or images. Therefore Bashshār Ibn Burd says: "Since there is fire, it is worshipped."

The second period of their life extends from the twenty-fifth year till the fiftieth, or, according to the Vishnu-Purāṇa, till the seventieth. The master allows him to marry. He marries, establishes a household, and intends to have descendants, but he cohabits with his wife only once in a month after she has become clean of the menstruation. He is not allowed to marry a woman above twelve years of age. He gains his sustenance either by the fee he
obtains for teaching Brahmans and Kshatriyas, not as a payment, but as a present, or by presents which he receives from some one because he performs for him the sacrifices to the fire, or by asking a gift from the kings and nobles, there being no importunate pressing on his part, and no unwillingness on the part of the giver. There is always a Brahman in the houses of those people, who there administers the affairs of religion and the works of piety. He is called purohita. Lastly, the Brahman lives from what he gathers on the earth or from the trees. He may try his fortune in the trade of clothes and betel-nuts, but it is preferable that he should not trade himself, and that a Vaiśya should do the business for him, because originally trade is forbidden on account of the deceiving and lying which are mixed up with it. Trading is permitted to him only in case of dire necessity, when he has no other means of sustenance. The Brahmans are not, like the other castes, bound to pay taxes and to perform services to the kings. Further, he is not allowed continually to busy himself with horses and cows, with the care for the cattle, nor with gaining by usury. The blue colour is impure for him, so that if it touches his body, he is obliged to wash himself. Lastly, he must always beat the drum before the fire, and recite for it the prescribed holy texts.

The third period of the life of the Brahman extends from the fiftieth year to the seventy-fifth, or, according to the Viṣṇu-Purāṇa, till the ninetieth. He practises abstinence, leaves his household, and hands it as well as his wife over to his children, if the latter does not prefer to accompany him into the life in the wilderness. He dwells outside civilisation, and leads the same life again which he led in the first period. He does not take shelter under a roof, nor wear any other dress but some bark of a tree, simply sufficient to cover his loins. He sleeps on the earth without any bed, and only
nourishes himself by fruit, vegetables, and roots. He lets the hair grow long, and does not anoint himself with oil.

The fourth period extends till the end of life. He wears a red garment and holds a stick in his hand. He is always given to meditation; he strips the mind of friendship and enmity, and roots out desire, and lust, and wrath. He does not converse with anybody at all. When walking to a place of a particular merit, in order to gain a heavenly reward, he does not stop on the road in a village longer than a day, nor in a city longer than five days. If any one gives him something, he does not leave a remainder of it for the following day. He has no other business but that of caring for the path which leads to salvation, and for reaching moksha, whence there is no return to this world.

The universal duties of the Brahman throughout his whole life are works of piety, giving alms and receiving them. For that which the Brahmans give reverts to the pitaras (is in reality a benefit to the Fathers). He must continually read, perform the sacrifices, take care of the fire which he lights, offer before it, worship it, and preserve it from being extinguished, that he may be burned by it after his death. It is called homa.

Every day he must wash himself thrice: at the savdhi of rising, i.e. morning dawn, at the savdhi of setting, i.e. evening twilight, and between them in the middle of the day. The first washing is on account of sleep, because the openings of the body have become lax during it. Washing is a cleansing from accidental impurity and a preparation for prayer.

Their prayer consists of praise, glorification, and prostration according to their peculiar manner, viz. prostrating themselves on the two thumbs, whilst the two palms of the hands are joined, and they turn their faces towards the sun. For the sun is their kibla, wherever he may be, except when in the south. For they do not
perform any work of piety with the face turned southward; only when occupied with something evil and unlucky they turn themselves towards the south.

The time when the sun declines from the meridian (the afternoon) is well suited for acquiring in it a heavenly reward. Therefore at this time the Brahman must be clean.

The evening is the time of supper and of prayer. The Brahman may take his supper and pray without having previously washed himself. Therefore, evidently, the rule as to the third washing is not as stringent as that relating to the first and second washings.

A nightly washing is obligatory for the Brahman only at the times of eclipses, that he should be prepared to perform the rules and sacrifices prescribed for that occasion.

The Brahman, as long as he lives, eats only twice a day, at noon and at nightfall; and when he wants to take his meal, he begins by putting aside as much as is sufficient for one or two men as alms, especially for strange Brahmans who happen to come at evening-time asking for something. To neglect their maintenance would be a great sin. Further, he puts something aside for the cattle, the birds, and the fire. Over the remainder he says prayers and eats it. The remainder of his dish he places outside his house, and does not any more come near it, as it is no longer allowable for him, being destined for the chance passer-by who wants it, be he a man, bird, dog, or something else.

The Brahman must have a water-vessel for himself. If another one uses it, it is broken. The same remark applies to his eating-instruments. I have seen Brahmans who allowed their relatives to eat with them from the same plate, but most of them disapprove of this.

He is obliged to dwell between the river Sindh in the north and the river Carmen vatt in the south. He is not allowed to cross either of these frontiers so as
to enter the country of the Turks or of the Karnâṭa. Further, he must live between the ocean in the east and west. People say that he is not allowed to stay in a country in which the grass which he wears on the ring-finger does not grow, nor the black-haired gazelles graze. This is a description for the whole country within the just-mentioned boundaries. If he passes beyond them he commits a sin.

In a country where not the whole spot in the house which is prepared for people to eat upon it is plastered with clay, where they, on the contrary, prepare a separate tablecloth for each person eating by pouring water over a spot and plastering it with the dung of cows, the shape of the Brahman’s tablecloth must be square. Those who have the custom of preparing such tablecloths give the following as the cause of this custom: —The spot of eating is soiled by the eating. If the eating is finished, the spot is washed and plastered to become clean again. If, now, the soiled spot is not distinguished by a separate mark, you would suppose also the other spots to be soiled, since they are similar to and cannot be distinguished from each other.

Five vegetables are forbidden to them by the religious code: —Onions, garlic, a kind of gourd, the root of a plant like the carrots called krncn (?), and another vegetable which grows round their tanks called nālt.
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ON THE RITES AND CUSTOMS WHICH THE OTHER CASTES, BESIDES THE BRAHMANS, PRACTISE DURING THEIR LIFETIME.

The Kshatriya reads the Veda and learns it, but does not teach it. He offers to the fire and acts according to the rules of the Purânas. In places where, as we have mentioned (v. p. 135), a tablecloth is prepared for eating, he makes it angular. He rules the people and defends them, for he is created for this task. He girds himself with a single cord of the threefold yajnopavîta, and a single other cord of cotton. This takes place after he has finished the twelfth year of his life.

It is the duty of the Vaiśya to practise agriculture and to cultivate the land, to tend the cattle and to remove the needs of the Brahmans. He is only allowed to gird himself with a single yajnopavîta, which is made of two cords.

The Śûdra is like a servant to the Brahman, taking care of his affairs and serving him. If, though being poor in the extreme, he still desires not to be without a yajnopavîta, he girds himself only with the linen one. Every action which is considered as the privilege of a Brahman, such as saying prayers, the recitation of the Veda, and offering sacrifices to the fire, is forbidden to him, to such a degree that when, e.g. a Śûdra or a Vaiśya is proved to have recited the Veda, he is accused by the Brahmans before the ruler, and the latter will order his tongue to be cut off. However, the meditation on God,
works of piety, and almsgiving are not forbidden to him.

Every man who takes to some occupation which is not allowed to his caste, as, e.g. a Brahman to trade, a Śûdra to agriculture, commits a sin or crime, which they consider only a little less than the crime of theft.

The following is one of the traditions of the Hindus:

—in the days of King Râma human life was very long, always of a well-defined and well-known length. Thus a child never died before its father. Then, however, it happened that the son of a Brahman died while the father was still alive. Now the Brahman brought his child to the door of the king and spoke to him: “This innovation has sprung up in thy days for no other reason but this, that there is something rotten in the state of the country, and because a certain Vazir commits in thy realm what he commits.” Then Râma began to inquire into the cause of this, and finally they pointed out to him a Caṇḍâla who took the greatest pains in performing worship and in self-torment. The king rode to him and found him on the banks of the Ganges, hanging on something with his head downward. The king bent his bow, shot at him, and pierced his bowels. Then he spoke: “That is it! I kill thee on account of a good action which thou art not allowed to do.” When he returned home, he found the son of the Brahman, who had been deposited before his door, alive.

All other men except the Caṇḍâla, as far as they are not Hindus, are called mleccha, i.e. unclean, all those who kill men and slaughter animals and eat the flesh of cows.

All these things originate in the difference of the classes or castes, one set of people treating the others as fools. This apart, all men are equal to each other, as Vâsudeva says regarding him who seeks salvation: “In the judgment of the intelligent man, the Brahman
and the Caṇḍāla are equal, the friend and the foe, the faithful and the deceitful, nay, even the serpent and the weasel. If to the eyes of intelligence all things are equal, to ignorance they appear as separated and different.”

Vāsudeva speaks to Arjuna: “If the civilisation of the world is that which is intended, and if the direction of it cannot proceed without our fighting for the purpose of suppressing evil, it is the duty of us who are the intelligent to act and to fight, not in order to bring to an end that which is deficient within us, but because it is necessary for the purpose of healing what is ill and banishing destructive elements. Then the ignorant imitate us in acting, as the children imitate their elders, without their knowing the real aim and purport of actions. For their nature has an aversion to intellectual methods, and they use force only in order to act in accordance with the influences of lust and passion on their senses. In all this, the intelligent and educated man is directly the contrary of them.”
CHAPTER LXV.

ON THE SACRIFICES.

Most of the Veda treats of the sacrifices to the fire, and describes each one of them. They are different in extent, so that certain of them can only be performed by the greatest of their kings. So, e.g. the āśvamedha. A mare is let freely to wander about in the country grazing, without anybody's hindering her. Soldiers follow her, drive her, and cry out before her: "She is the king of the world. He who does not agree, let him come forward." The Brahmins walk behind her and perform sacrifices to the fire where she casts dung. When she thus has wandered about through all parts of the world, she becomes food for the Brahmins and for him whose property she is.

Further, the sacrifices differ in duration, so that only he could perform certain of them who lives a very long life; and such long lives do no longer occur in this our age. Therefore most of them have been abolished, and only few of them remain and are practised nowadays.

According to the Hindus, the fire eats everything. Therefore it becomes defiled, if anything unclean is mixed up with it, as, e.g. water. Accordingly they are very punctilious regarding fire and water if they are in the hands of non-Hindus, because they are defiled by being touched by them.

That which the fire eats for its share, reverts to the Devas, because the fire comes out of their mouths.
What the Brahmans present to the fire to eat is oil and different cereals—wheat, barley, and rice—which they throw into the fire. Further, they recite the prescribed texts of the Veda in case they offer on their own behalf. However, if they offer in the name of somebody else, they do not recite anything.

The Vishnu-Dharma mentions the following tradition:—Once upon a time there was a man of the class of the Daityas, powerful and brave, the ruler of a wide realm called Hiranyaksha. He had a daughter of the name of Dkth (?), who was always bent upon worship and trying herself by fasting and abstinence. Thereby she had earned as reward a place in heaven. She was married to Mahâdeva. When he, then, was alone with her and did with her according to the custom of the Devas, i.e. cohabiting very long and transferring the semen very slowly, the fire became aware of it and became jealous, fearing lest the two might procreate a fire similar to themselves. Therefore it determined to defile and to ruin them.

When Mahâdeva saw the fire, his forehead became covered with sweat from the violence of his wrath, so that some of it dropped down to the earth. The earth drank it, and became in consequence pregnant with Mars, i.e. Skanda, the commander of the army of the Devas.

Rudra, the destroyer, seized a drop of the semen of Mahâdeva and threw it away. It was scattered in the interior of the earth, and represents all atom-like substances (?).

The fire, however, became leprous, and felt so much ashamed and confounded that it plunged down into pâtâla, i.e. the lowest earth. As, now, the Devas missed the fire, they went out to search for it.

First, the frogs pointed it out to them. The fire, on seeing the Devas, left its place and concealed itself in the tree avattha, laying a curse on the frogs, that they
should have a horrid croaking and be odious to all others.

Next, the parrots betrayed to the Devas the hiding-place of the fire. Thereupon the fire cursed them, that their tongues should be turned topsy-turvy, that their root should be where its tip ought to be. But the Devas spoke to them: "If your tongue is turned topsy-turvy, you shall speak in human dwellings and eat delicate things."

The fire fled from the *āsvattha* tree to the tree *śambi*. Thereupon the elephant gave a hint to the Devas regarding its hiding-place. Now it cursed the elephant that his tongue should be turned topsy-turvy. But then the Devas spoke to him: "If your tongue is turned topsy-turvy, you shall participate with man in his victuals and understand his speech."

At last they hit upon the fire, but the fire refused to stay with them because it was leprous. Now the Devas restored it to health, and freed it from the leprosy. The Devas brought back to them the fire with all honour and made it a mediator between themselves and mankind, receiving from the latter the shares which they offer to the Devas, and making these shares reach them.
CHAPTER LXVI.

ON PILGRIMAGE AND THE VISITING OF SACRED PLACES.

Pilgrimages are not obligatory to the Hindus, but facultative and meritorious. A man sets off to wander to some holy region, to some much venerated idol or to some of the holy rivers. He worships in them, worships the idol, makes presents to it, recites many hymns and prayers, fasts, and gives alms to the Brahmans, the priests, and others. He shaves the hair of his head and beard, and returns home.

The holy much venerated ponds are in the cold mountains round Meru. The following information regarding them is found in both the Vāyu and the Matsya Purāṇas:

"At the foot of Meru there is Arhata (?), a very great pond, described as shining like the moon. In it originates the river Zanba (? Jambu), which is very pure, flowing over the purest gold.

"Near the mountain Śveta there is the pond Uttaramānas, and around it twelve other ponds, each of them like a lake. Thence come the two rivers Sāndit (?) and Maddhyandā (?), which flow to Kīmputrūsha.

"Near the mountain Nila there is the pond pypd (pitanda ?) adorned with lotuses.

"Near the mountain Nishadha there is the pond Vishnupada, whence comes the river Sarasvati, i.e. Sarsuti. Besides, the river Gandharvī comes from there.

"In the mountain Kailāsa there is the pond Manda, as large as a sea, whence comes the river Mandākint.
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"North-east of Kailâsa there is the mountain Cândraparvata, and at its foot the pond Ácûd (?), whence comes the river Ácûd.

"South-east of Kailâsa there is the mountain Lohita, and at its foot a pond called Lohita. Thence comes the river Lohitanadî.

"South of Kailâsa there is the mountain Sarayusâti (?), and at its foot the pond Mânasa. Thence comes the river Sarayû.

"West of Kailâsa there is the mountain Arûna, always covered with snow, which cannot be ascended. At its foot is the pond Śailodâ, whence comes the river Śailodâ.

"North of Kailâsa there is the mountain Gaura (?), and at its foot the pond C-n-d-sara (?), i.e. having golden sand. Near this pond the King Bhagîratha led his anchorite life.

"His story is as follows:—A king of the Hindus called Sagara had 60,000 sons, all of them bad, mean fellows. Once they happened to lose a horse. They at once searched for it, and in searching they continually ran about so violently that in consequence the surface of the earth broke in. They found the horse in the interior of the earth standing before a man who was looking down with deep-sunken eyes. When they came near him he smote them with his look, in consequence of which they were burned on the spot and went to hell on account of their wicked actions.

"The collapsed part of the earth became a sea, the great ocean. A king of the descendants of that king, called Bhagîratha, on hearing the history of his ancestors, was much affected thereby. He went to the above-mentioned pond, the bottom of which was polished gold, and stayed there, fasting all day and worshipping during the nights. Finally, Mahâdeva asked him what he wanted; upon which he answered,
'I want the river Ganges which flows in Paradise,' knowing that to any one over whom its water flows all his sins are pardoned. Mahâdeva granted him his desire. However, the Milky Way was the bed of the Ganges, and the Ganges was very haughty, for nobody had ever been able to stand against it. Now Mahâdeva took the Ganges and put it on his head. When the Ganges could not move away, he became very angry and made a great uproar. However, Mahâdeva held him firmly, so that it was not possible for anybody to plunge into it. Then he took part of the Ganges and gave it to Bhagiratha, and this king made the middle one of its seven branches flow over the bones of his ancestors, whereby they became liberated from punishment. Therefore the Hindus throw the burned bones of their dead into the Ganges. The Ganges was also called by the name of that king who brought him to earth, i.e. Bhagiratha."

We have already quoted Hindu traditions to the effect that in the Dvipas there are rivers as holy as the Ganges. In every place to which some particular holiness is ascribed, the Hindus construct ponds intended for the ablutions. In this they have attained to a very high degree of art, so that our people (the Muslims), when they see them, wonder at them, and are unable to describe them, much less to construct anything like them. They build them of great stones of an enormous bulk, joined to each other by sharp and strong cramp-irons, in the form of steps (or terraces) like so many ledges; and these terraces run all around the pond, reaching to a height of more than a man's stature. On the surface of the stones between two terraces they construct staircases rising like pinnacles. Thus the first steps or terraces are like roads (leading round the pond), and the pinnacles are steps (leading up and down). If ever so many people descend to the pond whilst others ascend, they do not meet each other, and
the road is never blocked up, because there are so many terraces, and the ascending person can always turn aside to another terrace than that on which the descending people go. By this arrangement all troublesome thronging is avoided.

In Multân there is a pond in which the Hindus worship by bathing themselves, if they are not prevented.

The Samhitâ of Varâhamihira relates that in Tâneshar there is a pond which the Hindus visit from afar to bathe in its water. Regarding the cause of this custom they relate the following:—The waters of all the other holy ponds visit this particular pond at the time of an eclipse. Therefore, if a man washes in it, it is as if he had washed in every single one of all of them. Then Varâhamihira continues: “People say, if it were not the head (apsis) which causes the eclipse of sun and moon, the other ponds would not visit this pond.”

The ponds become particularly famous for holiness either because some important event has happened at them, or because there is some passage in the holy text or tradition which refers to them. We have already quoted words spoken by Śaunaka. Venus had related them to him on the authority of Brahman, to whom they had originally been addressed. In this text King Bali also is mentioned, and what he would do till the time when Nârâyâna would plunge him down to the lowest earth. In the same text occurs the following passage:—“I do that to him only for this purpose that the equality between men, which he desires to realise, shall be done away with, that men shall be different in their conditions of life, and that on this difference the order of the world is to be based; further, that people shall turn away from his worship and worship me and believe in me. The mutual assistance of civilised people presupposes a certain difference
among them, in consequence of which the one requires the other. According to the same principle, God has created the world as containing many differences in itself. So the single countries differ from each other, one being cold, the other warm; one having good soil, water, and air, the other having bitter salt soil, dirty and bad smelling water, and unhealthy air. There are still more differences of this kind; in some cases advantages of all kinds being numerous, in others few. In some parts there are periodically returning physical disasters; in others they are entirely unknown. All these things induce civilised people carefully to select the places where they want to build towns.

That which makes people do these things is usage and custom. However, religious commands are much more powerful, and influence much more the nature of man than usages and customs. The bases of the latter are investigated, explored, and accordingly either kept or abandoned, whilst the bases of the religious commands are left as they are, not inquired into, adhered to by the majority simply on trust. They do not argue over them, as the inhabitants of some sterile region do not argue over it, since they are born in it and do not know anything else, for they love the country as their fatherland, and find it difficult to leave it. If, now, besides physical differences, the countries differ from each other also in law and religion, there is so much attachment to it in the hearts of those who live in them that it can never be rooted out.”

The Hindus have some places which are venerated for reasons connected with their law and religion, *e.g.* Benares (Bārānāsī). For their anchorites wander to it and stay there for ever, as the dwellers of the Ka'ba stay for ever in Mekka. They want to live there to the end of their lives, that their reward after death should be the better for it. They say that a murderer
is held responsible for his crime and punished with a punishment due to his guilt, except in case he enters the city of Benares, where he obtains pardon. Regarding the cause of the holiness of this asylum they relate the following story:—

"Brahman was in shape four-headed. Now there happened some quarrel between him and Šãmkara, i.e. Mahâdeva, and the succeeding fight had this result, that one of the heads of Brahman was torn off. At that time it was the custom that the victor took the head of the slain adversary in his hand and let it hang down from his hand as an act of ignominy to the dead and as a sign of his own bravery. Further, a bridle was put into the mouth (?). Thus the head of Brahman was dishonoured by the hand of Mahâdeva, who took it always with him wherever he went and whatever he did. He never once separated himself from it when he entered the towns, till at last he came to Benares. After he had entered Benares the head dropped from his hand and disappeared."

A similar place is Pûkara, the story of which is this: Brahman once was occupied in offering there to the fire, when a pig came out of the fire. Therefore they represent his image there as that of a pig. Outside the town, in three places, they have constructed ponds which stand in high veneration, and are places of worship.

Another place of the kind is Tâneshar, also called Kurukshetra, i.e. the land of Kuru, who was a peasant, a pious, holy man, who worked miracles by divine power. Therefore the country was called after him, and venerated for his sake. Besides, Tâneshar is the theatre of the exploits of Vâsudeva in the wars of Bhârata and of the destruction of the evil-doers. It is for this reason that people visit the place.

Mâhûra, too, is a holy place, crowded with Brahmans.
It is venerated because Vásudeva was there born and brought up, in a place in the neighbourhood called Nandagola.

Nowadays the Hindus also visit Kashmir. Lastly, they used to visit Mîltân before its idol-temple was destroyed.
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ON ALMS, AND HOW A MAN MUST SPEND WHAT HE EARNs.

It is obligatory with them every day to give alms as much as possible. They do not let money become a year or even a month old, for this would be a draft on an unknown future, of which a man does not know whether he reaches it or not.

With regard to that which he earns by the crops or from the cattle, he is bound first to pay to the ruler of the country the tax which attaches to the soil or the pasture-ground. Further, he pays him one-sixth of the income in recognition of the protection which he affords to the subjects, their property, and their families. The same obligation rests also on the common people, but they will always lie and cheat in the declarations about their property. Further, trading businesses, too, pay a tribute for the same reason. Only the Brahmans are exempt from all these taxes.

As to the way in which the remainder of the income, after the taxes have been deducted, is to be employed, there are different opinions. Some destine one-ninth of it for alms. For they divide it into three parts. One of them is kept in reserve to guarantee the heart against anxiety. The second is spent on trade to bring profit, and one-third of the third portion (i.e. one-ninth of the whole) is spent on alms, whilst the two other thirds are spent according to the same rule.

Others divide this income into four portions. One-
fourth is destined for common expenses, the second for liberal works of a noble mind, the third for alms, and the fourth for being kept in reserve, i.e. not more of it than the common expenses for three years. If the quarter which is to be reserved exceeds this amount, only this amount is reserved, whilst the remainder is spent as alms.

Usury or taking percentages is forbidden. The sin which a man commits thereby corresponds to the amount by which the percentages have increased the capital stock. Only to the Śūdra is it allowed to take percentages, as long as his profit is not more than one-fiftieth of the capital (i.e. he is not to take more than two per cent.).
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ON WHAT IS ALLOWED AND FORBIDDEN IN EATING AND DRINKING.

Originally killing in general was forbidden to them, as it is to the Christians and Manichæans. People, however, have the desire for meat, and will always fling aside every order to the contrary. Therefore the here-mentioned law applies in particular only to the Brahmans, because they are the guardians of the religion, and because it forbids them to give way to their lusts. The same rule applies to those members of the Christian clergy who are in rank above the bishops, viz. the metropolitan, the catholici, and the patriarchs, not to the lower grades, such as presbyter and deacon, except in the case that a man who holds one of these degrees is at the same time a monk.

As matters stand thus, it is allowed to kill animals by means of strangulation, but only certain animals, others being excluded. The meat of such animals, the killing of which is allowed, is forbidden in case they die a sudden death. Animals the killing of which is allowed are sheep, goats, gazelles, hares, rhinoceroses (gandha), the buffaloes, fish, water and land birds, as sparrows, ring-doves, francolins, doves, peacocks, and other animals which are not loathsome to man nor noxious.

That which is forbidden are cows, horses, mules, asses, camels, elephants, tame poultry, crows, parrots, nightingales, all kinds of eggs and wine. The latter is...
allowed to the Śādra. He may drink it, but dare not
sell it, as he is not allowed to sell meat.

Some Hindus say that in the time before Bhârata it
was allowed to eat the meat of cows, and that there
then existed sacrifices part of which was the killing of
cows. After that time, however, it had been forbidden
on account of the weakness of men, who were too weak
to fulfil their duties, as also the Veda, which originally
was only one, was afterwards divided into four parts,
simply for the purpose of facilitating the study of it to
ten. This theory, however, is very little substantiated,
as the prohibition of the meat of cows is not an allevi-
ating and less strict measure, but, on the contrary,
one which is more severe and more restrictive than the
former law.

Other Hindus told me that the Brahmans used to
suffer from the eating of cows' meat. For their country
is hot, the inner parts of the bodies are cold, the natural
warmth becomes feeble in them, and the power of
digestion is so weak that they must strengthen it by
eating the leaves of betel after dinner, and by chewing
the betel-nut. The hot betel inflames the heat of the
body, the chalk on the betel-leaves dries up everything
wet, and the betel-nut acts as an astringent on the
teeth, the gums, and the stomach. As this is the case,
they forbade eating cows' meat, because it is essentially
thick and cold.

I, for my part, am uncertain, and hesitate in the
question of the origin of this custom between two
different views.

(Lacuna in the manuscript.)

As for the economical reason, we must keep in mind
that the cow is the animal which serves man in travel-
ling by carrying his loads, in agriculture in the works
of ploughing and sowing, in the household by the milk
and the product made thereof. Further, man makes
use of its dung, and in winter-time even of its breath.
Therefore it was forbidden to eat cows' meat; as also Allājāj forbade it, when people complained to him that Babylonia became more and more desert.

I have been told the following passage is from an Indian book: "All things are one, and whether allowed or forbidden, equal. They differ only in weakness and power. The wolf has the power to tear the sheep; therefore the sheep is the wolf's food, for the former cannot oppose the latter, and is his prey." I have found in Hindu books passages to the same effect. However, such views come to the intelligent man only by knowledge, when in it he has attained to such a degree that a Brahman and a Caṇḍāla are equal to him. If he is in this state, all other things also are equal to him, in so far as he abstains from them. It is the same if they are all allowed to him, for he can dispense with them, or if they are forbidden to him, for he does not desire them. As to those, however, who require these things, being in the yoke of ignorance, something is allowed to them, something forbidden, and thereby a wall is erected between the two kinds of things.
CHAPTER LXIX.

ON MATRIMONY, THE MENSTRUAL COURSES, EMBRYOS, AND CHILDBED.

No nation can exist without a regular married life, for it prevents the uproar of passions abhorred by the cultivated mind, and it removes all those causes which excite the animal to a fury always leading to harm. Considering the life of the animals by pairs, how the one member of the pair helps the other, and how the lust of other animals of the same species is kept aloof from them, you cannot help declaring matrimony to be a necessary institution; whilst disorderly cohabitation or harlotry on the part of man is a shameful proceeding, that does not even attain to the standing of the development of animals, which in every other respect stand far below him.

Every nation has particular customs of marriage, and especially those who claim to have a religion and law of divine origin. The Hindus marry at a very young age; therefore the parents arrange the marriage for their sons. On that occasion the Brahmans perform the rites of the sacrifices, and they as well as others receive alms. The implements of the wedding rejoicings are brought forward. No gift is settled between them. The man gives only a present to the wife, as he thinks fit, and a marriage gift in advance, which he has no right to claim back, but the wife may give it back to him of her own will. Husband and wife can only be separated by death, as they have no divorce.
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A man may marry one to four wives. He is not allowed to take more than four; but if one of his wives die, he may take another one to complete the legitimate number. However, he must not go beyond it.

If a wife loses her husband by death, she cannot marry another man. She has only to choose between two things—either to remain a widow as long as she lives or to burn herself; and the latter eventuality is considered the preferable, because as a widow she is ill-treated as long as she lives. As regards the wives of the kings, they are in the habit of burning them, whether they wish it or not, by which they desire to prevent any of them by chance committing something unworthy of the illustrious husband. They make an exception only for women of advanced years and for those who have children; for the son is the responsible protector of his mother.

According to their marriage law it is better to marry a stranger than a relative. The more distant the relationship of a woman with regard to her husband the better. It is absolutely forbidden to marry related women both of the direct descending line, viz. a granddaughter or great-granddaughter, and of the direct ascending line, viz. a mother, grandmother, or great-grandmother. It is also forbidden to marry collateral relations, viz. a sister, a niece, a maternal or paternal aunt and their daughters, except in case the couple of relations who want to marry each other be removed from each other by five consecutive generations. In that case the prohibition is waived, but, notwithstanding, such a marriage is an object of dislike to them.

Some Hindus think that the number of the wives depends upon the caste; that, accordingly, a Brahman may take four, a Kshatriya three, a Vaiśya two wives, and a Śūdra one. Every man of a caste may marry a woman of his own caste or one of the castes or caste
below his; but nobody is allowed to marry a woman of a caste superior to his own.

The child belongs to the caste of the mother, not to that of the father. Thus, e.g. if the wife of a Brahman is a Brahman, her child also is a Brahman; if she is a Śūdra, her child is a Śūdra. In our time, however, the Brahmans, although it is allowed to them, never marry any woman except one of their own caste.

The longest duration of the menstrual courses which has been observed is sixteen days, but in reality they last only during the first four days, and then the husband is not allowed to cohabit with his wife, nor even to come near her in the house, because during this time she is impure. After the four days have elapsed and she has washed, she is pure again, and the husband may cohabit with her, even if the blood has not yet entirely disappeared; for this blood is not considered as that of the menstrual courses, but as the same substance-matter of which the embryos consist.

It is the duty (of the Brahman), if he wants to cohabit with a wife to get a child, to perform a sacrifice to the fire called garbhādhāna; but he does not perform it, because it requires the presence of the woman, and therefore he feels ashamed to do so. In consequence he postpones the sacrifice and unites it with the next following one, which is due in the fourth month of the pregnancy, called śrīmaṅtottanayam. After the wife has given birth to the child, a third sacrifice is performed between the birth and the moment when the mother begins to nourish the child. It is called jātakarman.

The child receives a name after the days of the childbed have elapsed. The sacrifice for the occasion of the name-giving is called nāmakarman.

As long as the woman is in childbed, she does not touch any vessel, and nothing is eaten in her house, nor does the Brahman light there a fire. These days are
eight for the Brahman, twelve for the Kshatriya, fifteen for the Vaiṣya, and thirty for the Śûdra. For the low-caste people which are not reckoned among any caste, no term is fixed.

The longest duration of the suckling of the child is three years, but there is no obligation in this matter. The sacrifice on the occasion of the first cutting of the child's hair is offered in the third, the perforation of the ear takes place in the seventh and eighth years.

People think with regard to harlotry that it is allowed with them. Thus, when Kâbul was conquered by the Muslims and the Ispahbad of Kâbul adopted Islâm, he stipulated that he should not be bound to eat cows' meat nor to commit sodomy (which proves that he abhorred the one as much as the other). In reality, the matter is not as people think, but it is rather this, that the Hindus are not very severe in punishing whoredom. The fault, however, in this lies with the kings, not with the nation. But for this, no Brahman or priest would suffer in their idol-temples the women who sing, dance, and play. The kings make them an attraction for their cities, a bait of pleasure for their subjects, for no other but financial reasons. By the revenues which they derive from the business both as fines and taxes, they want to recover the expenses which their treasury has to spend on the army.

In a similar way the Buyide prince 'Abud-al-daula acted, who besides also had a second aim in view, viz. that of protecting his subjects against the passions of his unmarried soldiers.
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ON LAWSUITS.

The judge demands from the suitor a document written against the accused person in a well-known writing which is thought suitable for writs of the kind, and in the document the well-established proof of the justice of his suit. In case there is no written document, the contest is settled by means of witnesses without a written document.

The witnesses must not be less than four, but there may be more. Only in case the justice of the deposition of a witness is perfectly established and certain before the judge, he may admit it, and decide the question alone on the basis of the deposition of this sole witness. However, he does not admit prying about in secret, deriving arguments from mere signs or indications in public, concluding by analogy from one thing which seems established about another, and using all sorts of tricks to elicit the truth, as 'Iyâs Ibn Mu'âwiya used to do.

If the suitor is not able to prove his claim, the defendant must swear, but he may also tender the oath to the suitor by saying, “Swear thou that thy claim is true and I will give thee what thou claimest.”

There are many kinds of the oath, in accordance with the value of the object of the claim. If the object is of no great importance, and the suitor agrees that the accused person shall swear, the latter simply swears before five learned Brahmans in the following words:
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"If I lie, he shall have as recompense as much of my goods as is equal to the eightfold of the amount of his claim."

A higher sort of oath is this: The accused person is invited to drink the bish (visha ?) called brahmaṇa (?). It is one of the worst kinds; but if he speaks the truth, the drink does not do him any harm.

A still higher sort of ordeal is this: They bring the man to a deep and rapidly flowing river, or to a deep well with much water. Then he speaks to the water: "Since thou belongest to the pure angels, and knowest both what is secret and public, kill me if I lie, and preserve me if I speak the truth." Then five men take him between them and throw him into the water. If he has spoken the truth, he will not drown and die.

A still higher sort is the following: The judge sends both claimant and defendant to the temple of the most venerated idol of the town or realm. There the defendant has to fast during that day. On the following day he dresses in new garments, and posts himself together with the claimant in that temple. Then the priests pour water over the idol and give it him to drink. If he, then, has not spoken the truth, he at once vomits blood.

A still higher sort is the following: The defendant is placed on the scale of a balance, and is weighed; whereupon he is taken off the scale, and the scale is left as it is. Then he invokes as witnesses for the truth of his deposition the spiritual beings, the angels, the heavenly beings, one after the other, and all which he speaks he writes down on a piece of paper, and fastens it to his head. He is a second time placed in the scale of the balance. In case he has spoken the truth, he now weighs more than the first time.

There is also a still higher sort. It is the following: They take butter and sesame-oil in equal quantities, and
boil them in a kettle. Then they throw a leaf into it, which by getting flaccid and burned is to them a sign of the boiling of the mixture. When the boiling is at its height, they throw a piece of gold into the kettle and order the defendant to fetch it out with his hand. If he has spoken the truth, he fetches it out.

The highest kind of ordeal is the following: They make a piece of iron so hot that it is near melting, and put it with a pair of tongs on the hand of the defendant, there being nothing between his hand and the iron save a broad leaf of some plant, and under it some few and scattered corns of rice in the husks. They order him to carry it seven paces, and then he may throw it to the ground.
CHAPTER LXXI.

ON PUNISHMENTS AND EXPIATIONS.

In this regard the manners and customs of the Hindus resemble those of the Christians, for they are, like those of the latter, based on the principles of virtue and abstinence from wickedness, such as never to kill under any circumstance whatsoever, to give to him who has stripped you of your coat also your shirt, to offer to him who has beaten your cheek the other cheek also, to bless your enemy and to pray for him. Upon my life, this is a noble philosophy; but the people of this world are not all philosophers. Most of them are ignorant and erring, who cannot be kept on the straight road save by the sword and the whip. And, indeed, ever since Constantine the Victorious became a Christian, both sword and whip have ever been employed, for without them it would be impossible to rule.

India has developed in a similar way. For the Hindus relate that originally the affairs of government and war were in the hands of the Brahmans, but the country became disorganised, since they ruled according to the philosophic principles of their religious codes, which proved impossible when opposed to the mischievous and perverse elements of the populace. They were even near losing also the administration of their religious affairs. Therefore they humiliated themselves before the lord of their religion. Whereupon Brahman intrusted them exclusively with the functions which they now have, whilst he intrusted the Kshatriyas with the...
duties of ruling and fighting. Ever since the Brahmins live by asking and begging, and the penal code is exercised under the control of the kings, not under that of the scholars.

The law about murder is this: If the murderer is a Brahman, and the murdered person a member of another caste, he is only bound to do expiation consisting of fasting, prayers, and almsgiving.

If the murdered person is a Brahman, the Brahman murderer has to answer for it in a future life; for he is not allowed to do expiation, because expiation wipes off the sin from the sinner, whilst nothing can wipe off any of the mortal crimes from a Brahman, of which the greatest are: the murder of a Brahman, called vajrabrahmabhatya; further, the killing of a cow, the drinking of wine, whoredom, especially with the wife of one's own father and teacher. However, the kings do not for any of these crimes kill a Brahman or Kshatriya, but they confiscate his property and banish him from their country.

If a man of a caste under those of the Brahman and Kshatriya kills a man of the same caste, he has to do expiation, but besides the kings inflict upon him a punishment in order to establish an example.

The law of theft directs that the punishment of the thief should be in accordance with the value of the stolen object. Accordingly, sometimes a punishment of extreme or of middling severity is necessary, sometimes a course of correction and imposing a payment, sometimes only exposing to public shame and ridicule. If the object is very great, the kings blind a Brahman and mutilate him, cutting off his left hand and right foot, or the right hand and left foot, whilst they mutilate a Kshatriya without blinding him, and kill thieves of the other castes.

An adulteress is driven out of the house of the husband and banished.

I have repeatedly been told that when Hindu slaves
(in Muslim countries) escape and return to their country and religion, the Hindus order that they should fast by way of expiation, then they bury them in the dung, stale, and milk of cows for a certain number of days, till they get into a state of fermentation. Then they drag them out of the dirt and give them similar dirt to eat, and more of the like.

I have asked the Brahmans if this is true, but they deny it, and maintain that there is no expiation possible for such an individual, and that he is never allowed to return into those conditions of life in which he was before he was carried off as a prisoner. And how should that be possible? If a Brahman eats in the house of a Śūdra for sundry days, he is expelled from his caste and can never regain it.
CHAPTER LXXII.

ON INHERITANCE, AND WHAT CLAIM THE DECEASED PERSON HAS ON IT.

The chief rule of their law of inheritance is this, that the women do not inherit, except the daughter. She gets the fourth part of the share of a son, according to a passage in the book Manu. If she is not married, the money is spent on her till the time of her marriage, and her dowry is bought by means of her share. Afterwards she has no more income from the house of her father.

If a widow does not burn herself, but prefers to remain alive, the heir of her deceased husband has to provide her with nourishment and clothing as long as she lives.

The debts of the deceased must be paid by his heir, either out of his share or of the stock of his own property, no regard being had whether the deceased has left any property or not. Likewise he must bear the just-mentioned expenses for the widow in any case whatsoever.

As regards the rule about the male heirs, evidently the descendants, i.e. the son and grandson, have a nearer claim to the inheritance than the ascendants, i.e. the father and grandfather. Further, as regards the single relatives among the descendants as well as the ascendants, the nearer a man is related, the more claim he has on inheriting: Thus a son has a nearer claim than a grandson, a father than a grandfather.

The collateral relations, as, e.g., the brothers, have less
claim, and inherit only in case there is nobody who has a better claim. Hence it is evident that the son of a daughter has more claim than the son of a sister, and that the son of a brother has more claim than either of them.

If there are several claimants of the same degree of relationship, as, e.g., sons or brothers, they all get equal shares. A hermaphrodite is reckoned as a male being.

If the deceased leaves no heir, the inheritance falls to the treasury of the king, except in the case that the deceased person was a Brahman. In that case the king has no right to meddle with the inheritance, but it is exclusively spent on almsgiving.

The duty of the heir towards the deceased in the first year consists in giving sixteen banquets, where every guest in addition to his food receives alms also, viz. on the fifteenth and sixteenth days after death; further, once a month during the whole year. The banquet in the sixth month must be more rich and more liberal than the others. Further, on the last but one day of the year, which banquet is devoted to the deceased and his ancestors; and finally, on the last day of the year. With the end of the year the duties towards the deceased have been fulfilled.

If the heir is a son, he must during the whole year wear mourning dress; he must mourn and have no intercourse with women, if he is a legitimate child and of a good stock. Besides, you must know that nourishment is forbidden to the heirs for one single day in the first part of the mourning-year.

Besides the almsgiving at the just-mentioned sixteen banquets, the heirs must make, above the door of the house, something like a shelf projecting from the wall in the open air, on which they have every day to place a dish of something cooked and a vessel of water, till the end of ten days after the death. For possibly the spirit of the deceased has not yet found its rest, but
moves still to and fro around the house, hungry and thirsty.

A similar view is indicated by Plato in *Phaedo*, where he speaks of the soul circling round the graves, because possibly it still retains some vestiges of the love for the body. Further he says: "People have said regarding the soul that it is its habit to combine something coherent out of the single limbs of the body, which is its dwelling in this as well as in the future world, when it leaves the body, and is by the death of the body separated from it."

On the tenth of the last-mentioned days, the heir spends, in the name of the deceased, much food and cold water. After the eleventh day, the heir sends every day sufficient food for a single person and a *dirham* to the house of the Brahman, and continues doing this during all the days of the mourning-year without any interruption until its end.
CHAPTER LXXIII.

ABOUT WHAT IS DUE TO THE BODIES OF THE DEAD AND OF THE LIVING (i.e. ABOUT BURYING AND SUICIDE).

In the most ancient times the bodies of the dead were exposed to the air by being thrown on the fields without any covering; also sick people were exposed on the fields and in the mountains, and were left there. If they died there, they had the fate just mentioned; but if they recovered, they returned to their dwellings.

Thereupon there appeared a legislator who ordered people to expose their dead to the wind. In consequence they constructed roofed buildings with walls of rails, through which the wind blew, passing over the dead, as something similar is the case in the grave-towers of the Zoroastrians.

After they had practised this custom for a long time, Nārāyana prescribed to them to hand the dead over to the fire, and ever since they are in the habit of burning them, so that nothing remains of them, and every defilement, dirt, and smell is annihilated at once, so as scarcely to leave any trace behind.

Nowadays the Slavonians, too, burn their dead, whilst the ancient Greeks seem to have had both customs, that of burning and that of burying. Socrates speaks in the book *Phaedo*, after Crito had asked him in what manner he wanted to be buried: “As you wish, when you make arrangements for me. I shall not flee from you.” Then he spoke to those around him: “Give to Crito regarding myself the opposite guarantee of that
which he has given to the judges regarding myself; for he guaranteed to them that I should stay, whilst you now must guarantee that I shall not stay after death. I shall go away, that the look of my body may be tolerable to Crito when it is burned or buried, that he may not be in agony, and not say: 'Socrates is carried away, or is burned or buried.' Thou, O Crito, be at ease about the burial of my body. Do as thou likest, and especially in accordance with the laws.

Galenus says in his commentary to the apothegms of Hippocrates: "It is generally known that Asclepius was raised to the angels in a column of fire, the like of which is also related with regard to Dionysos, Heracles, and others, who laboured for the benefit of mankind. People say that God did thus with them in order to destroy the mortal and earthly part of them by the fire, and afterwards to attract to himself the immortal part of them, and to raise their souls to heaven."

In these words, too, there is a reference to the burning as a Greek custom, but it seems to have been in use only for the great men among them.

In a similar way the Hindus express themselves. There is a point in man by which he is what he is. This point becomes free when the mixed elements of the body are dissolved and scattered by combustion.

Regarding this return (of the immortal soul to God), the Hindus think that partly it is effected by the rays of the sun, the soul attaching itself to them and ascending with them, partly by the flame of the fire, which raises it (to God). Some Hindu used to pray that God would make his road to himself as a straight line, because this is the nearest road, and that there is no other road upwards save the fire or the ray.

Similar to this is the practice of the Ghuzz Turks with reference to a drowned person; for they place the body on a bier in the river, and make a cord hang down
from his foot, throwing the end of the cord into the water. By means of this cord the spirit of the deceased is to raise himself for resurrection.

The belief of the Hindus on this head was confirmed by the words of Vásudeva, which he spoke regarding the sign of him who is liberated from the fetters (of bodily existence). “His death takes place during uttarāyana (i.e. the northern revolution of the sun from the winter solstice to the summer solstice), during the white half of the month, between lighted lamps, i.e. between conjunction and opposition (new moon and full moon), in the seasons of winter and spring.”

A similar view is recognised in the following words of Māñi: “The other religious bodies blame us because we worship sun and moon, and represent them as an image. But they do not know their real natures; they do not know that sun and moon are our path, the door whence we march forth into the world of our existence (into heaven), as this has been declared by Jesus.” So he maintains.

People relate that Buddha had ordered the bodies of the dead to be thrown into flowing water. Therefore his followers, the Shamanians, throw their dead into the rivers.

According to the Hindus, the body of the dead has the claim upon his heirs that they are to wash, embalm, wrap it in a shroud, and then to burn it with as much sandal and other wood as they can get. Part of his burned bones are brought to the Ganges and thrown into it, that the Ganges should flow over them, as it has flowed over the burned bones of the children of Sagara, thereby forcing them from hell and bringing them into paradise. The remainder of the ashes is thrown into some brook of running water. On the spot where the body has been burned they raise a monument similar to a milestone, plastered with gypsum.
The bodies of children under three years are not burned.

Those who fulfil these duties towards the dead afterwards wash themselves as well as their dresses during two days, because they have become unclean by touching the dead.

Those who cannot afford to burn their dead will either throw them somewhere on the open field or into running water.

Now as regards the right of the body of the living, the Hindus would not think of burning it save in the case of a widow who chooses to follow her husband, or in the case of those who are tired of their life, who are distressed over some incurable disease of their body, some irremovable bodily defect, or old age and infirmity. This, however, no man of distinction does, but only Vaiśyas and Śūdras, especially at those times which are prized as the most suitable for a man to acquire in them, for a future repetition of life, a better form and condition than that in which he happens to have been born and to live. Burning oneself is forbidden to Brahmins and Kshatriyas by a special law. Therefore these, if they want to kill themselves, do so at the time of an eclipse in some other manner, or they hire somebody to drown them in the Ganges, keeping them under water till they are dead.

At the junction of the two rivers, Yamunā and Ganges, there is a great tree called Prayāga, a tree of the species called vata. It is peculiar to this kind of tree that its branches send forth two species of twigs, some directed upward, as is the case with all other trees, and others directed downward like roots, but without leaves. If such a twig enters into the soil, it is like a supporting column to the branch whence it has grown. Nature has arranged this on purpose, since the branches of this tree are of an enormous extent (and require to be supported). Here the Brahmins and Kshatriyas are in
the habit of committing suicide by climbing up the tree
and throwing themselves into the Ganges.

Johannes Grammaticus relates that certain people in ancient Greek heathendom, "whom I call the wor-
shippers of the devil"—so he says—used to beat their limbs with swords, and to throw themselves into the fire, without feeling any pain therefrom.

As we have related this as a view of the Hindus not to commit suicide, so also Socrates speaks: "Likewise it does not become a man to kill himself before the gods give him a cause in the shape of some compulsion or dire necessity, like that in which we now are."

Further he says: "We human beings are, as it were, in a prison. It does not behove us to flee nor to free ourselves from it, because the gods take notice of us, since we, the human beings, are servants to them."
CHAPETER LXXIV.

ON FASTING, AND THE VARIOUS KINDS OF IT.

Fasting is with the Hindus voluntary and supererogatory. Fasting is abstaining from food for a certain length of time, which may be different in duration and in the manner in which it is carried out.

The ordinary middle process, by which all the conditions of fasting are realised, is this: A man determines the day on which he will fast, and keeps in mind the name of that being whose benevolence he wishes to gain thereby and for whose sake he will fast, be it a god, or an angel, or some other being. Then he proceeds, prepares (and takes) his food on the day before the fast-day at noon, cleans his teeth by rubbing, and fixes his thoughts on the fasting of the following day. From that moment he abstains from food. On the morning of the fast-day he again rubs his teeth, washes himself, and performs the duties of the day. He takes water in his hand, and sprinkles it into all four directions, he pronounces with his tongue the name of the deity for whom he fasts, and remains in this condition till the day after the fast-day. After the sun has risen, he is at liberty to break the fast at that moment if he likes, or, if he prefers, he may postpone it till noon.

This kind is called upavāsa, i.e. the fasting; for the not-eating from one noon to the following is called ekanakta, not fasting.

Another kind, called kricchra, is this: A man takes his food on some day at noon, and on the following day
in the evening. On the third day he eats nothing except what by chance is given him without his asking for it. On the fourth day he fasts.

Another kind, called _pardka_, is this: A man takes his food at noon on three consecutive days. Then he transfers his eating-hour to the evening during three further consecutive days. Then he fasts uninterruptedly during three consecutive days without breaking fast.

Another kind, called _candrayana_, is this: A man fasts on the day of full moon; on the following day he takes only a mouthful, on the third day he takes double this amount, on the fourth day the threefold of it, &c. &c., going on thus till the day of new moon. On that day he fasts; on the following days he again diminishes his food by one mouthful a day, till he again fasts on the day of full moon.

Another kind, called _masavasa_ (_masopavasa_), is this: A man uninterruptedly fasts all the days of a month without ever breaking fast.

The Hindus explain accurately what reward the latter fasting in every single month will bring to a man for a new life of his after he has died. They say:

If a man fasts all the days of Caitra, he obtains wealth and joy over the nobility of his children.
If he fasts Vaisakha, he will be a lord over his tribe and great in his army.
If he fasts Jyaishtha, he will be a favourite of the women.
If he fasts Ashadha, he will obtain wealth.
If he fasts Sravana, he obtains wisdom.
If he fasts Bhadrapada, he obtains health and valour, riches and cattle.
If he fasts Avayuja, he will always be victorious over his enemies.
If he fasts Karttika, he will be grand in the eyes of people and will obtain his wishes.
If he fasts Mārgastraṇa, he will be born in the most beautiful and fertile country.

If he fasts Pausha; he obtains a high reputation.

If he fasts Māgha, he obtains innumerable wealth.

If he fasts Phālguna, he will be beloved.

He, however, who fasts during all the months of the year, only twelve times breaking the fast, will reside in paradise 10,000 years, and will thence return to life as the member of a noble, high, and respected family.

The book Vishnu-Dharma relates that Maitreyī, the wife of Yājnavalkya, asked her husband what man is to do in order to save his children from calamities and bodily defects, upon which he answered: “If a man begins on the day Duva, in the month Pausha, i.e. the second day of each of the two halves of the month, and fasts four consecutive days, washing himself on the first with water, on the second with sesame oil, on the third with galangale, and on the fourth with a mixture of various balms; if he further on each day gives alms and recites praises over the names of the angels; if he continue to do all this during each month till the end of the year, his children will in the following life be free from calamities and defects, and he will obtain what he wishes; for also Dilipa, Dushyanta, and Yayati obtained their wishes for having acted thus.”
CHAPTER LXXV.

ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE FAST-DAYS.

The reader must know in general that the eighth and eleventh days of the white half of every month are fast-days, except in the case of the leap month, for it is disregarded, being considered unlucky.

The eleventh is specially holy to Vásudeva, because on having taken possession of Māhūra, the inhabitants of which formerly used to worship Indra one day in each month, he induced them to transfer this worship to the eleventh, that it should be performed in his name. As the people did so, Indra became angry and poured rains over them like deluges, in order to destroy both them and their cattle. Vásudeva, however, raised a mountain by his hand and protected them thereby. The water collected round them, but not above them, and the image of Indra fled. The people commemorated this event by a monument on a mountain in the neighbourhood of Māhūra. Therefore they fast on this day in the state of the most punctilious cleanness, and they stay awake all the night, considering this as an obligatory performance, though in reality it is not obligatory.

The book Vishnu-Dharma says: "When the moon is in Rohini, the fourth of her stations, on the eighth day of the black half, it is a fast-day called Jayanti. Giving alms on this day is an expiation for all sins."

Evidently this condition of the fast-day does not in general apply to all months, but in particular only to Bhādrapada, since Vásudeva was born in this month.
and on this day, whilst the moon stood in the station Rohini. The two conditions, viz. the moon's standing in Rohini and that the day is the eighth of the black half, can happen only once in so and so many years, for various reasons, e.g. the intercalation of the year, and because the civil years do not keep pace with lunar time, either getting in advance of it or falling behind.

The same book says: "When the moon stands in Punarvasu, the seventh of her stations, on the eleventh day of the white half of the month, this is a fast-day, called At (Atataja). If a man does works of piety on this day, he will be enabled to obtain whatever he wishes, as has been the case with Sagara, Kakutshha, and Dandahamdr (?), who obtained royalty because they had done so.

The sixth day of Caitra is a fast-day holly to the sun.

In the month Ashadha, when the moon stands in Anuradha, the seventeenth of her signs, there is a fast-day holy to Vasudeva called Devastini (?), i.e. Deva is sleeping, because it is the beginning of the four months during which Vasudeva slept. Others add this condition, that the day must be the eleventh of the month.

It is evident that such a day does not occur in every year. The followers of Vasudeva abstain on this day from meat, fish, sweetmeats, and cohabitation with the women, and take food only once a day. They make the earth their bed without any covering, and do not use a bedstead raised above the earth.

People say that these four months are the night of the angels, to which must be added a month at the beginning as evening twilight, and a month at the end as morning dawn. However, the sun stands then near 0° of Cancer, which is noon in the day of the angels, and I do not see in what way this moon is connected with the two Samhdis.

The day of full moon in the month Sravana is a fast-day holy to Somanatha.
When in the month Āsvayuja the moon stands in Alsharatān (the lunar station) and the sun is in Virgo, it is a fast-day.

The eighth of the same month is a fast-day holy to Bhagavati. Fasting is broken when the moon rises.

The fifth day of Bhādrapada is a fast-day holy to the sun, called shat. They anoint the solar rays, and in particular those rays which enter through the windows, with various kinds of balsamic ointments, and place upon them odoriferous plants and flowers.

When in this month the moon stands in Rohini, it is a fast-day for the birth of Vāsudeva. Others add, besides, the condition that the day must be the eighth of the black half. We have already pointed out that such a day does not occur in every year, but only in certain ones of a larger number of years.

When in the month Kārttika the moon stands in Revatī, the last of her stations, it is a fast-day in commemoration of the waking up of Vāsudeva. It is called deoththint, i.e. the rising of the Deva. Others add, besides, the condition that it must be the eleventh of the white half. On that day they soil themselves with the dung of cows, and break fasting by feeding upon a mixture of cow’s milk, urine, and dung. This day is the first of the five days which are called Bhishma pañconardtri. They fast during them in honour of Vāsudeva. On the second of them the Brahmans break fasting, after them the others.

On the sixth day of Pausha is a fasting in honour of the sun.

On the third day of Māgha there is a fasting for the women, not for the men. It is called Gaur-t-r (gaurt-trityad?), and lasts the whole day and night. On the following morning they make presents to the nearest relatives of their husbands.
CHAPTER LXXVI.

ON THE FESTIVALS AND FESTIVE DAYS.

YATRA means travelling under auspicious circumstances. Therefore a feast is called yatra. Most of the Hindu festivals are celebrated by women and children only.

The 2nd of the month Caitra is a festival to the people of Kashmir, called Agdas (?), and celebrated on account of a victory gained by their king, Muttai, over the Turks. According to their account he ruled over the whole world. But this is exactly what they say of most of their kings. However, they are incautious enough to assign him to a time not much anterior to our time, which leads to their lie being found out. It is, of course, not impossible that a Hindu should rule (over a huge empire), as Greeks, Romans, Babylonians, and Persians have done, but all the times not much anterior to our own are well known. (If, therefore, such had been the case, we should know it.) Perhaps the here mentioned king ruled over the whole of India, and they know of no other country but India and of no other nations but themselves.

On the 11th there is a festival called Hindoli-caitra, when they meet in the devagriha, or temple of Vasudeva, and swing his image to and fro, as had been done with him when he was an infant in the cradle. They perform the same in their houses during the whole day and make merry.

On the full moon's day of Caitra there is a feast called Bahand (vasanta?), a festival for the women,
when they put on their ornaments and demand presents from their husbands.

The 22nd is a festival called caitra-causha, a day of merriment holy to Bhagavati, when people use to wash and to give alms.

The 3rd Vaisăkha is a festival for the women called Gaur-t-r (gaur-t-tritya (?) i), holy to Gaurī, the daughter of the mountain Himavant, the wife of Mahādeva. They wash and dress gaily, they worship the image of Gaurī and light lamps before it, they offer perfumes, abstain from eating, and play with swings. On the following day they give alms and eat.

On the 10th Vaisăkha all the Brahmans whom the kings have invited proceed forth to the open fields, and there they light great fires for the sacrifices during five days till full moon. They make the fires in sixteen different spots and in four different groups. In each group a Brahman performs the sacrifice, so that there are four performing priests as there are four Vedas. On the 16th they return home.

In this month occurs the vernal equinox, called vasantā. They determine the day by calculation and make it a festival, when people invite the Brahmans.

On the 1st Jyaishtha, or new moon's day, they celebrate a festival and throw the first-fruits of all seeds into the water in order to gain thereby a favourable prognostic.

The full moon's day of this month is a festival to the women, called rūpa-panca (?). All the days of the month Ashāḍha are devoted to ashāḍha alms-giving. It is also called ahārt. During this time the household is provided with new vessels.

On the full moon's day of Srāvana they give banquets to the Brahmans.

On the 8th Asvayuja, when the moon stands in the nineteenth station, Mūla, begins the sucking of the sugar cane. It is a festival holy to Mahānavami, the
sister of Mahâdeva, when they offer the first-fruits of sugar and all other things to her image which is called Bhagavati. They give much alms before it and kill kids. He who does not possess anything to offer, stands upright by the side of the idol, without ever sitting down, and will sometimes pounce upon whosoever he meets and kill him.

On the 15th, when the moon stands in the last of her stations, Revatî, there is the festival Puñâpatî (?), when they wrangle with each other and play with the animals. It is holy to Vâsudeva, because his uncle Kamsa had ordered him into his presence for the purpose of wrangling.

On the 16th there is a festival, when they give alms to the Brahmans.

On the 23rd is the festival Âsoka, also called Âholû, when the moon stands in the seventh station, Punarvasu. It is a day of merriment and of wrangling.

In the month Bhâdrapadâ, when the moon stands in the tenth station, Maghâ, they celebrate a festival which they call pitripaksha, i.e. the half of the month of the Fathers, because the moon's entering this station falls near the time of new moon. They distribute alms during fifteen days in the name of the Fathers.

On the 3rd Bhâdrapadâ is the festival Harbāṭi (?), for the women. It is their custom that a number of days before they sow all kinds of seeds in baskets, and they bring the baskets forward on this day after they have commenced growing. They throw roses and perfumes on them and play with each other during the whole night. On the following morning they bring them to the ponds, wash them, wash themselves, and give alms.

On the 6th of this month, which is called Gâihat (?), when people give food to those who are in prison.

On the 8th, when the moonlight has reached half of its development, they have a festival called dhruva-
griha (?); they wash themselves and eat well growing grain-fruit that their children should be healthy. The women celebrate this festival when they are pregnant and desire to have children.

The 11th Bhâdrapadâ is called Parvati (?). This is the name of a thread which the priest makes from materials presented to him for the purpose. One part of it he dyes with crocus, the other he leaves as it is. He gives the thread the same length as the statue of Vâsudeva is high. Then he throws it over his neck, so that it hangs down to his feet. It is a much venerated festival.

The 16th, the first day of the black half, is the first of seven days which are called karâra (?), when they adorn the children nicely and give a treat to them. They play with various animals. On the seventh day the men adorn themselves and celebrate a festival. And during the rest of the month they always adorn the children towards the end of the day, give alms to the Brahmans, and do works of piety.

When the moon stands in her fourth station, Rohini, they call this time Gânâlahâd (?), celebrating a festival during three days and making merry by playing with each other, from joy over the birth of Vâsudeva.

Jîvaśarman relates that the people of Kashmir celebrate a festival on the 26th and 27th of this month, on account of certain pieces of wood called gana (?), which the water of the river Vitastâ (Jailam) carries, in those two days, through the capital, Adhisishâna. People maintain that it is Mahâdeva who sends them. It is peculiar to these pieces of wood, so they say, that nobody is able to seize them, however much he may desire it, that they always evade his grasp and move away.

However, the people of Kashmir, with whom I have conversed on the subject, give a different statement as to the place and the time, and maintain that the thing occurs in a pond called Kîldaishahr (?), to the left of the
source of the just-mentioned river (Vitastâ-Jailam), in the middle of the month Vaishākha. The latter version is the more likely, as about this time the waters begin to increase. The matter reminds one of the wood in the river of Jurjân, which appears at the time when the water swells in its source.

The same Jivaśarman relates that in the country of Svât, opposite the district of Kûr (?), there is a valley in which fifty-three streams unite. It is called Tranjâ (cf. Sindhi travanjâha). In those two days the water of this valley becomes white, in consequence of Mahâ-deva's washing in it, as people believe.

The 1st Kârttika, or new moon's day, when the sun marches in Libra, is called Dibâlt. Then people bathe, dress festively, make presents to each other of betel-leaves and areca-nuts; they ride to the temples to give alms and play merrily with each other till noon. In the night they light a great number of lamps in every place so that the air is perfectly clear. The cause of this festival is that Lakshmi, the wife of Vâsudeva, once a year on this day liberates Bali, the son of Virocana, who is a prisoner in the seventh earth, and allows him to go out into the world. Therefore the festival is called Balirâjya, i.e., the principality of Bali. The Hindus maintain that this time was a time of luck in the Kritayuga, and they are happy because the feast-day in question resembles that time in the Kritayuga.

In the same month, when full moon is perfect, they give banquets and adorn their women during all the days of the black half.

The 3rd Mûrgaśîrsha, called Guvâna-bâtrâj (—— tri-tlyâ!), is a feast of the women, sacred to Gauri. They meet in the houses of the rich among them; they put several silver statues of the goddess on a throne, and perfume it and play with each other the whole day. On the following morning they give alms.
On full moon’s day of the same month there is another festival of the women.

On most of the days of the month Pausha they prepare great quantities of *pudhaval (?),* i.e. a sweet dish which they eat.

On the eighth day of the white half of Pausha, which is called *Ashitaka,* they make gatherings of the Brahmans, present them with dishes prepared from the plant *Atriplex hortensis,* i.e. *sarmak* in Arabic (*= orache*), and show attentions to them.

On the eighth day of the black half, which is called *Sakartam,* they eat turnips.

The 3rd Magha, called *Mahaartj* (*Magha-tritya ?*), is a festival for the women, and sacred to Gauri. They meet in the houses of the most prominent among them before the image of Gauri, place before it various sorts of costly dresses, pleasant perfumes, and nice dishes. In each meeting-place they put 108 jugs full of water, and after the water has become cool, they wash with it four times at the four quarters of that night. On the following day they give alms, they give banquets and receive guests. The women’s washing with cold water is common to all the days of this month.

On the last day of this month, *i.e.* the 29th, when there is only a remainder of 3 day-minutes, *i.e.* 1½ hour, all the Hindus enter the water and duck under in it seven times.

On the full moon’s day of this month, called *camdha,* they light lamps on all high places.

On the 23rd, which is called *mansartaku,* and also *mahatan,* they receive guests and feed them on meat and large black peas.

On the 8th Phalguna, called *purartaku,* they prepare for the Brahmans various dishes from flour and butter.

The full moon’s day of Phalguna is a feast to the women, called *Odda (?),* or also *dhola* (*i.e.* *dola*), when
they make fire on places lower than those on which they make it on the festival cāmāha, and they throw the fire out of the village.

On the following night, i.e. that of the 16th, called Śivarātri, they worship Mahādeva during the whole night; they remain awake, and do not lie down to sleep, and offer to him perfumes and flowers.

On the 23rd, which is called pūjayatāṇ (?), they eat rice with butter and sugar.

The Hindus of Mūltān have a festival which is called Sāmbapurayāṭrā; they celebrate it in honour of the sun, and worship him. It is determined in this way: They first take the abharyana, according to the rules of Khaṇḍakhādyaka, and subtract 98,040 therefrom. They divide the remainder by 365, and disregard the quotient. If the division does not give a remainder, the quotient is the date of the festival in question. If there is a remainder, it represents the days which have elapsed since the festival, and by subtracting these days from 365 you find the date of the same festival in the next following year.
CHAPTER LXXVII.

ON DAYS WHICH ARE HELD IN SPECIAL VENERATION, ON LUCKY AND UNLUCKY TIMES, AND ON SUCH TIMES AS ARE PARTICULARLY FAVOURABLE FOR ACQUIRING IN THEM BLISS IN HEAVEN.

The single days enjoy different degrees of veneration according to certain qualities which they attribute to them. They distinguish, e.g., the Sunday, because it is the day of the sun and the beginning of the week, as the Friday is distinguished in Islam.

To the distinguished days further belong amārasyā and pāruimā, i.e. the days of conjunction (new moon) and opposition (full moon), because they are the limits of the wane and the increase of the moonlight. In accordance with the belief of the Hindus regarding this increase and wane, the Brahmans sacrifice continually to the fire in order to earn heavenly reward. They let the portions of the angels accumulate, which are the offerings thrown into the fire at moonlight during the whole time from new moon to full moon. Then they begin distributing these portions over the angels in the time from full moon to new moon, till at the time of new moon nothing any more remains of them. We have already mentioned that new moon and full moon are noon and midnight of the nychthemeron of the Fathers. Therefore the uninterrupted almsgiving on these two days is always done in honour of the Fathers.
Four other days are held in special veneration, because, according to the Hindus, with them the single yugas of the present caturyuga have commenced, viz.:

The 3rd Vaisākha, called kahairta (?), on which the Krita-yuga is believed to have commenced.

The 9th Kārttika, the beginning of the Tretā-yuga.

The 15th Māgha, the beginning of the Dvāpara-yuga.

The 13th ofĀsvayuja, the beginning of the Kali-yuga.

According to my opinion, these days are festivals, sacred to the yugas, instituted for the purpose of almsgiving or for the performance of some rites and ceremonies, as, e.g., the commemoration-days in the year of the Christians. However, we must deny that the four yugas could really have commenced on the days here mentioned.

With regard to the Krita-yuga, the matter is perfectly clear, because its beginning is the beginning of the solar and lunar cycles, there being no fraction in the date, since it is, at the same time, the beginning of the caturyuga. It is the first of the month Caitra, at the same time the date of the vernal equinox, and on the same day also the other yugas commence. For, according to Brahmagupta, a caturyuga contains:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Civil days</th>
<th>1,577,916,450</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar months</td>
<td>51,840,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leap months</td>
<td>1,593,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar days</td>
<td>1,602,999,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uparāja days</td>
<td>25,082,550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are the elements on which the resolution of chronological dates into days, or the composition of them out of days, is based. All these numbers may be divided by 10, and the divisors are wholes without any fraction. Now the beginnings of the single yugas depend upon the beginning of the caturyuga.
According to Pulisa the *caturyuga* contains:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil days</td>
<td>1,577,917,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar months</td>
<td>51,840,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leap months</td>
<td>1,593,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar days</td>
<td>1,603,000,010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaditona days</td>
<td>25,082,280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these numbers may be divided by 4, and the divisors are wholly without any fraction. According to this computation, also, the beginnings of the single *yugas* are the same as the beginning of the *caturyuga*, i.e. the first of the month Caitra and the day of the vernal equinox. However, this day falls on different week-days.

Hence it is evident that their theory about the above-mentioned four days being the beginnings of the four *yugas*, is without any foundation at all; that they could never arrive at such a result unless by resorting to very artificial ways of interpretation.

The times which are specially favourable to earn a heavenly reward in them are called *punyakśa*.* Bhadbhara says in his commentary to the *Khandakhādyaka*:—“If the *yogin*, i.e. the ascetic who understands the creator, who chooses the good and eschews the bad, continued his manner of life during one thousand years, his reward would not be equal to that of a man who gives alms on *punyakśa* and fulfils the duties of the day, i.e. washing and anointing himself, saying prayers and praises.”

No doubt, most of the feast-days enumerated in the preceding belong to this kind of days, for they are devoted to almsgiving and banqueting. If people did not expect to gain thereby a reward in heaven, they would not approve of the rejoicings and merriments which are characteristic of these days.

Notwithstanding the nature of the *punyakśa* is such as here explained, some of them are considered as lucky, others as unlucky days.
Those days are lucky when the planets migrate from one sign into the other, especially the sun. These times are called *samkranti*. The most propitious of them are the days of the equinoxes and solstices, and of these the most propitious is the day of the vernal equinox. It is called *bikha* or *shibh* (*vishuva*), as the two sounds *sh* and *kh* may be exchanged for each other, and may also, by a *metathesis*, change their place.

As, however, a planet’s entering a new sign does not require more than a moment of time, and, during it, people must offer to the fire the offering *stuta* (?) with oil and corn, the Hindus have given a greater extent to these times, making them begin with the moment when the eastern edge of the body of the sun touches the first part of the sign; reckoning as their *middle* the moment when the sun’s centre reaches the first part of the sign, which is in astronomy considered as the time of the migration (of the planet from one sign to the other), and reckoning as the *end* that moment when the western edge of the sun’s body touches the first part of the sign. This process lasts, in the case of the sun, nearly two hours.

For the purpose of finding the times in the week when the sun migrates from one sign to another, they have several methods, one of which was dictated to me by Samaya (?). It is this:

Subtract from the *Sakaha* 847, multiply the remainder by 180, and divide the product by 143. The quotient you get represents days, minutes, and seconds. This number is the basis.

If you want to know at what time in the year in question the sun enters any one of the twelve signs, you look out the sign in the following table. Take the number which you find side by side with the sign in question, and add it to the basis, days to days, minutes to minutes, seconds to seconds. If the wholes amount to 7 or more, disregard them, and with the remainder
count off the week-days, beginning with the beginning of Sunday. That time you arrive at is the moment of samkrānti.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs</th>
<th>What must be added to the Bahu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariesenens</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capricornus</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphora</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisces</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The beginning of consecutive solar years in the week differs by 1 day and the fraction at the end of the year. This amount, reduced to fractions of one kind, is the multiplicator (180), used in the preceding computation in order to find the surplus of each year (i.e. the amount by which its beginning wanders onward through the week).

The divisor (143) is the denominator of the fraction (which is accordingly $\frac{143}{143}$).

Accordingly the fraction at the end of the solar year is, in this computation, reckoned as $\frac{143}{143}$, which implies as the length of the solar year, 365 days 15' 31" 28'" 6".

To raise this fraction of a day to one whole day, $\frac{143}{143}$ of a day are required. I do not know whose theory this is.

If we divide the days of a caturyuga by the number of its solar years, according to the theory of Brahmagupta, we get as the length of the solar year, 365 days 30' 22" 30'" 0". In this case the multiplicator or guṇakāra is 4027, and the divisor or bhāgakāra is 3200 (i.e. 1 day 30' 22" 30'" 0" are equal to $\frac{143}{143}$).
Reckoning according to the theory of Pulisa, we find as the length of the solar year 365 days 15' 31'' 30'' o'. Accordingly, the gunakdara would be 1007, the bhadagahara 800 (i.e. 1 day 15' 31'' 30'' o' are equal to \(\frac{1007}{800}\)).

According to Aryabhata, the length of the solar year is 365 days 15' 31'' 31''. In that case the gunakdara is 725 and the bhadagahara is 572 (i.e. 1 day 15' 31'' 31'' are equal to \(\frac{725}{572}\)).

Another method for finding the moment of samkranti has been dictated to me by Auliatta (?), the son of Sahwut (?), and is based on the system of Pulisa. It is this:

Subtract from the Sakakāla 918, multiply the remainder by 1007, add to the product 79, and divide the sum by 800. Divide the quotient by 7. The remainder you get is the basis. What now must for each sign be added to the basis, as has already been mentioned (ii. 188), is indicated by the following table opposite to each sign:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs</th>
<th>What must be added to the Basis</th>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs</th>
<th>What must be added to the Basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aries.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Libra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Scorpio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Arcitenens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Capricornus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Amphora.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pisces.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Varāhamihira maintains in the Pañcasiddhāntikā that the shaḍastimukha is in the same degree propitious as the time of samkranti for acquiring in it infinite heavenly reward. This is the moment of the sun's entering:—The 18th degree of Gemini; the 14th degree of Virgo; the 26th degree of Arcitenens; and the 28th degree of Pisces.

The moment of the sun's entering the fixed signs
is four times as propitious as the moment of his entering the other signs. For each of these times they compute the beginning and the end by means of the radius of the sun in the same way as they compute the minutes of the sun's or moon's entering and leaving the shadow at an eclipse. This method is well known in their canones. We, however, communicate here only those of their methods of calculation which we think remarkable, or which, as far as we know, have not yet been explained before Muslim ears, as Muslims know of the methods of the Hindus only those which are found in the Sind-hind.

Most propitious times are, further, the times of solar and lunar eclipses. At that time, according to their belief, all the waters of the earth become as pure as that of the Ganges. They exaggerate the veneration of these times to such a degree that many of them commit suicide, wishing to die at such a time as promises them heavenly bliss. However, this is only done by Vaiṣyās and Śādras, whilst it is forbidden to Brahmans and Kshatriyas, who in consequence do not commit suicide (vide, however, ii. 170).

Further, the times of Parvan are propitious, i.e. those times in which an eclipse may take place. And even if there is no eclipse at such a time, it is considered quite as propitious as the time of an eclipse itself.

The times of the yogas are as propitious as those of the eclipses. We have devoted a special chapter to them (chap. lxxix.).

If it happens within the course of one civil day that the moon revolves in the latter part of some station, then enters the following station, proceeds through the whole of it and enters a third station, so that in one single day she stands in three consecutive stations, such a day is called trihaspaka (?), and also triharkasha (?). It is an unlucky day, being evil, and it is counted among the punyakdla. (See ii. 187.)
The same applies to that civil day which comprehends a complete lunar day, whose beginning, besides, falls in the latter part of the preceding lunar day, and whose end falls in the beginning of the following lunar day. Such a day is called *trañugattata* (?). It is unlucky, but favourable to earn in it a heavenly reward.

When the days of *śmarattra*, i.e. the *days of the decrease* (see ii. 25), sum up so as to form one complete day, it is unlucky and reckoned among the *punyakāla*. This takes place according to Brahmagupta in $62\frac{4}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ civil days, $62\frac{1}{2},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ solar days, $63\frac{4}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ lunar days.

According to Pulisa, it takes place in $62\frac{3}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ civil days, $63\frac{4}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ lunar days, $62\frac{4}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ solar days.

The moment when a complete leap-month without any fraction is summed up, is unlucky, and is not reckoned among the *punyakāla*. According to Brahmagupta, this takes place in $990\frac{3}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ civil days, $976\frac{4}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ solar days, $1006\frac{4}{6},\frac{4}{6},\frac{3}{6}$ lunar days.

Times which are considered as unlucky, to which no merit whatsoever is attributed, are, e.g., the times of earthquakes. Then the Hindus beat with the pots of their households against the earth and break them, in order to get a good omen and to banish the mishap. As times of a similar ill nature, the book *Samhitā* further enumerates the moments of landslips, the falling of stars, red glow in the sky, the combustion of the earth by lightning, the appearance of comets, the occurrence of events contrary both to nature and custom, the entering of the wild beasts into the villages, rainfall when it is not the season for it, the trees putting forth leaves when it is not the season for it, when the nature of one season of the year seems transferred to another, and more of the like.

The book *Sraddhara*, attributed to Mahādeva, says the following:
"The burning days, i.e. the unlucky ones—for thus they call them—are:

The second days of the white and black halves of the months Caitra and Pausha;

The fourth days of the two halves of the months Jyaishtha and Phalgunas;

The sixth days of the two halves of the months Sravana and Vaisakha;

The eighth days of the two halves of the months Ashadha and Asvayuja;

The tenth days of the two halves of the months Margasirsha and Bhadrapada;

The twelfth days of the two halves of the month Karttika."
CHAPTER LXXVIII.

ON THE KARANAS.

We have already spoken of the lunar days called tithi, and have explained that each lunar day is shorter than a civil day, because the lunar month has thirty lunar days, but only a little more than twenty-nine and a half civil days.

As the Hindus call these tithis nycthemera, they also call the former half of a tithi day, the latter half night. Each of these halves has a separate name, and they all of them (i.e. all the halves of the lunar days of the lunar month) are called karanas.

Some of the names of the karanas occur only once in a month and are not repeated, viz. four of them about the time of new moon, which are called the fixed ones, because they occur only once in the month, and because they always fall on the same day and night of the month.

Others of them revolve and occur eight times in a month. They are called the movable ones, because of their revolving, and because each one of them may as well fall on a day as on a night. They are seven in number, and the seventh or last of them is an unlucky day, by which they frighten their children, the simple mention of which makes the hairs on the head of their boys stand on end. We have given an exhaustive description of the karanas in another book of ours. They are mentioned in every Indian book on astronomy and mathematics.
If you want to know the karana, first determine the lunar days, and find out in what part of them the date in question falls, which is done in this way:

Subtract the corrected place of the sun from the corrected place of the moon. The remainder is the distance between them. If it is less than six zodiacal signs, the date falls in the white half of the month; if it is more, it falls in the black half.

Reduce this number to minutes, and divide the product by 720. The quotient represents tithis, i.e. complete lunar days. If you get by the division a remainder, multiply it by 60 and divide the product by the mean bhukti. The quotient represents ghaṭis and minor fractions, i.e. that portion of the current day which has already elapsed.

This is the method of the canones of the Hindus. The distance between the corrected places of sun and moon must be divided by the mean bhukti. This, however, is impossible for many of the days. Therefore they divide this distance by the difference between the daily revolutions of sun and moon, which they reckon for the moon as 13 degrees, for the sun as 1 degree.

It is a favourite method in rules of this kind, especially in Indian ones, to reckon by the mean motion of sun and moon. The mean motion of the sun is subtracted from the mean motion of the moon, and the remainder is divided by 732, which is the difference between their two middle bhuktis. The quotient then represents days and ghaṭis.

The word bhūt is of Indian origin. In the Indian language it is bhukti (=the daily motion of a planet). If the corrected motion is meant, it is called bhukti sphuṭa. If the mean motion is meant, it is called bhukti madhyama, and if the bhūt which renders equal is meant, it is called bhuktyantara, i.e. the difference between the two bhuktis.
The lunar days of the month have special names, which we exhibit in the following diagram. If you know the lunar day in which you are, you find, by the side of the number of the day, its name, and opposite it the karana in which you are. If that which has elapsed of the current day is less than half a day, the karana is a diurnal one; if that which has elapsed of it is more than half a day, it is a nocturnal one. This is the diagram:—
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The black half</th>
<th>The white half</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The kaves are common to both halves.</td>
<td>The kaves are common to both halves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their names.</td>
<td>Their names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the night.</td>
<td>In the night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naga.</td>
<td>Bara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasthughna.</td>
<td>Kanlava.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gara.</td>
<td>Vahiti.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their names.</td>
<td>Their names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In daytime.</td>
<td>In daytime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catabpada.</td>
<td>Bara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasthughna.</td>
<td>Kanlava.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gara.</td>
<td>Vahiti.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their names.</td>
<td>Their names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of the day.</td>
<td>The number of the day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Hindus attribute to some of the *karaṇas* dominants, as is their custom. Further they give rules showing what during each *karaṇa* must be done or not, rules which are similar to collections of astrological prognostics (as to lucky or unlucky days, &c.). If we give here a second diagram of the *karaṇas*, we thereby simply mean to confirm what we have said already, and to repeat a subject which is unknown among us. Thus it is rendered easy to learn the subject, because learning is the fruit of repetition.

**THE FOUR FIXED *KARAŅAS***.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In which half of the month they fall.</th>
<th>Their names.</th>
<th>Their dominants.</th>
<th>The prognostics of the <em>karaṇas</em>, and for what thing each of them is favourable.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the black half.</td>
<td>Savini.</td>
<td>Kali.</td>
<td>Favourable for the action of medicines, of drugs against the bite of serpents, of incantations, of learning, of council-holding, and of reciting holy texts before the idols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catuṣṭhpadā.</td>
<td>The zodiacal sign Taurus.</td>
<td>Favourable for placing a king on a throne, giving alms in the name of the Fathers, for making use of four-footed animals in agriculture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the white half.</td>
<td>Nāga.</td>
<td>The snake.</td>
<td>Favourable for weddings, laying a foundation-stone, examining the state of snake-bitten persons, for frightening people and seizing them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kinstughuṇa.</td>
<td>The wind.</td>
<td>Ruins all actions and is favourable only for things connected with marriage, for the construction of parasols, the piercing of the ears, and for works of piety.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### The Seven Movable Karanas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In which half of the month they fall.</th>
<th>Their names.</th>
<th>Their dominants.</th>
<th>The prognostics of the karanas, and for what thing each of them is favourable.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both in the white and the black halves.</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Bava.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Śukra.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Bala.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Brahman.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>When there is a samkrānti in this karana, it is sitting, and the fruits will, during it, suffer some mishap. It is favourable for travelling, for beginning with things which are intended to last long, for cleaning oneself, for compounding the drugs which make the women fat, and for the sacrifices which the Brahmanas offer to the fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both in the white and the black halves.</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Kanāla.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Mitra.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Taśāla.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Aryaman.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>When there is a samkrānti in it, it is sitting, not good for the fruits. It is favourable for the affairs of future life, and for acquiring a heavenly reward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both in the white and the black halves.</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Gariv.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Pavata.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Benji.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Śrī.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>When there is a samkrānti in it, it is sitting. All that is sown in it will prosper and drop with succulence. It is favourable for making friendships with people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both in the white and the black halves.</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Vāhī.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Marut.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Benji.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Śrī.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>When there is a samkrānti in it, it is stretched on the ground. It indicates that the prices will sink, and is favourable for the kneading of aromatic unguents and the compounding of perfumes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both in the white and the black halves.</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Gariv.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Pavata.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Benji.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Śrī.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>When there is a samkrānti in it, it is stretched on the ground. It indicates that the prices will be depressed, and is favourable for sowing and laying the foundation-stone of a building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both in the white and the black halves.</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Gariv.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Pavata.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Benji.&lt;/div&gt; &lt;div align=&quot;center&quot;&gt;Śrī.&lt;/div&gt;</td>
<td>When there is a samkrānti in it, it is stretched on the ground. It indicates that the prices will be insufficient. It is not favourable for anything save the crushing of the sugar-cane. It is considered as unlucky and is not good for travelling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If you want to find the karanas by computation, subtract the corrected place of the sun from that of the moon, reduce the remainder to minutes and divide the number of them by 360. The quotient represents complete karanas.

What remains after the division is multiplied by 60, and divided by the bhuktyantara. The quotient represents how much has elapsed of the current karaṇa. Every unit of the number is equal to half a ghaṭṭ.

We now return to the complete karanas. If they are two or less, you are in the second karaṇa. In that case you add one to the number and count the sum off, beginning with catushpada.

If the number of karanas is 59, you are in bahuni.

If it is less than 59 and more than two, add one to them and divide the sum by seven. The remainder, if it is not more than seven, count off, beginning with the beginning of the cycle of the movable karanas, i.e. with bahun. Thereby you will arrive at the name of the current karaṇa in which you happen to be.

Wishing to remind the reader of something relating to the karanas which he perhaps has forgotten, we must tell him that Alkindi and others like him have hit upon the system of the karanas, but one which was not sufficiently explained. They did not comprehend the method of those who use the karanas. At one time they trace them back to Indian, another time to Babylonian origin, declaring all the time that they are altered on purpose and corrupted by the inadvertence of the copyists. They have invented a calculation for them which proceeds in a better order than even the original method itself. But thereby the thing has become something totally different from what it originally was. Their method is this: they count half days, beginning with new moon. The first twelve hours they regard as belonging to the sun, as burning, i.e. unlucky, the next twelve hours as belonging to Venus, the
following twelve hours as belonging to Mercury, and so on according to the order of the planets. Whenever the order returns to the sun, they call his twelve hours the hours of Albist, i.e. vishṭī.

However, the Hindus do not measure the karaṇas by civil, but by lunar days, nor do they begin with those burning hours following upon new moon. According to the calculation of Alkindi, people begin, after new moon, with Jupiter; in that case the periods of the sun are not burning. On the other hand, if they begin, according to the method of the Hindus, after new moon with the sun, the hours of vishṭī belong to Mercury. Therefore, each method, that of the Hindus and that of Alkindi, must be treated separately.

Because vishṭī recurs eight times in a month, and because the points of the compass are eight, we shall exhibit in the eight fields of the following table their ἐστιολογοῦμενα regarding the karaṇas, observations the like of which are made by all astrologers regarding the shapes of the planets and regarding those stars which rise in the single third parts of the zodiacal signs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Their numbers</th>
<th>In what part of the month they fall</th>
<th>Names of the vishṭī</th>
<th>The directions in which they rise</th>
<th>Description of the single “vishṭī.”</th>
<th>Their name according to the book Śraddeva.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In the night of the 5th thithi.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>East.</td>
<td>It has three eyes. The hair on its head is like growing sugar-cane. In one hand it has an iron hook, in the other a black serpent. It is strong and violent like running water. It has a long tongue. Its day is only good for war, and those actions in which there is deception and falsification.</td>
<td>Vīśṭīvakāṭaka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their number.</td>
<td>In what part of the month they fall.</td>
<td>Names of the vestiges.</td>
<td>The directions in which they rise.</td>
<td>Description of the single &quot;Vihāra.&quot;</td>
<td>Their name as to the book of Vindhyā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>In the day of the 9th tithi.</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>Aiśāna.</td>
<td>It is green, and has a sword in its hand. Its place is in the lightning, thundering, stormy, and cold cloud. Its time is favourable for tearing out fattening herbs, for drinking medicine, for commerce, and for casting gold in a mould.</td>
<td>Brī (I).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>In the night of the 12th tithi.</td>
<td>Ghora.</td>
<td>North.</td>
<td>It has a black face, thick lips, bushy eyebrows, long hair of the head. It is long, and rides during its day. In the hand it has a sword, it is intent upon devouring men, it emits fire from its mouth, and says ba ba ba. Its time is only good for fighting, for killing miscreants, for curing ill people, and for fetching serpents out of their holes.</td>
<td>Ghora.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>In the day of the 16th tithi.</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>Vīyaza.</td>
<td>It has five faces and ten eyes. Its time is favourable for punishing rebels, for dividing the army into single corps. During it a man must not turn with his face towards the direction where it rises.</td>
<td>Kṛśā (I).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>In the night of the 19th tithi.</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>West.</td>
<td>It is like a smoky flame. It has three heads, in each three eyes turned upside down. Its hair is standing on end. It sits on the head of a human being, it screams like thunder. It is angry, devours men. It holds in one hand a knife, in the other an axe.</td>
<td>Jāvā (I).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII.</td>
<td>VII.</td>
<td>VI.</td>
<td>Their numbers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the day of the 30th titki.</td>
<td>In the night of the 26th titki.</td>
<td>In the day of the 23rd titki.</td>
<td>In what part of the month they fall.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Names of the rishis.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āgneya.</td>
<td>South.</td>
<td>Nairītīta.</td>
<td>The directions in which they rise.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is pistachio-coloured like a parrot. It looks like some thing globular, and has three eyes. In one hand it holds a mace with an iron hook, in the other a sharp discus. It sits on its throne, frightening people, and says its name. Its time is favourable for handing over the children to the schools, for concluding peace, giving alms, and works of piety.</td>
<td>It has the colour of crystal. In one hand it holds a threefold parasol, and in the other a rosary. It looks towards heaven, and says its name. Its time is favourable for doing service to relations and for house-work.</td>
<td>It is white, has three eyes, and rides on an elephant, which always remains the same. In the one hand it has a huge rook, in the other a vajra of iron, which it throws. It destroys the cattle over which it rears. He who makes war coming from the direction whence it rises will be victorious. A man must not turn with his face towards it when tearing out fattening herbs, nor spade or plough the land.</td>
<td>Their names according to the Śūdra.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>Kālarātrī.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Description of the Seats.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER LXXIX.

ON THE YOGAS.

There are times which the Hindus think to be most unlucky and during which they abstain from all action. They are numerous. We shall here mention them.

There are two yugas regarding which all Hindus agree, viz.:

1. The moment when sun and moon together stand on two circles, which are, as it were, seizing each other, i.e. each pair of circles, the declinations of which, on one and the same side (of either solstice), are equal. This yuga is called vyatipata.

2. The moment when sun and moon stand together on two equal circles, i.e. each pair of circles, the declinations of which, on different sides (of either solstice), are equal. This is called vaidhrita.

It is the signum of the former that in it the sum of the corrected places of sun and moon represents in any case the distance of six zodiacal signs from 0° of Aries, while it is the signum for the latter that the same sum represents the distance of twelve signs. If you compute the corrected places of sun and moon for a certain time and add them together, the sum is either of these signa, i.e. either of these two yugas.

If, however, the sum is less than the amount of the signum or larger, in that case the time of equality (i.e. the time when the sum is equal to either of the signa) is computed by means of the difference between this sum and the term in question, and by means of the
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sum of the two bhukti of sun and moon instead of the bhuktyantara, in the same manner as in the canones the time of full moon and opposition is computed.

If you know the distance of the moment from noon or midnight, whether you correct the places of sun and moon according to the one or the other, its time is called the middle one. For if the moon followed the ecliptic as accurately as the sun, this time would be that which we want to find. However, the moon deviates from the ecliptic. Therefore, she does not at that time stand on the circle of the sun or on the circle which, as far as observation goes, is equal to it. For this reason the places of sun and moon and the dragon's head and tail are computed for the middle time.

According to this time they compute the declinations of sun and moon. If they are equal, this is the time which is sought for. If not, you consider the declination of the moon.

If, in computing it, you have added her latitude to the declination of the degree which she occupies, you subtract the latitude of the moon from the declination of the sun. However, if, in computing it, you have subtracted her latitude from the degree which the moon occupies, you add her latitude to the declination of the sun. The result is reduced to arcs by the tables of the karadajdt of declination, and these arcs are kept in memory. They are the same which are used in the canon Kavañatilaka.

Further, you observe the moon at the middle time. If she stands in some of the odd quarters of the ecliptic, i.e. the vernal and autumnal ones, whilst her declination is less than the declination of the sun, in that case the time of the two declinations equalling each other—and that is what we want to find—falls after the middle, i.e. the future one; but if the declination of the moon is larger than that of the sun, it falls before the middle, i.e. the past one.
If the moon stands in the *even* quarters of the ecliptic (i.e. the summer and winter quarters), just the reverse takes place.

Pulisa adds together the declinations of sun and moon in *vyattpāta*, if they stand on different sides of the solstice, and in *raudhrīta*, if they stand on the same side of the solstice. Further, he takes the difference between the declinations of sun and moon in *vyattpāta*, if they stand on the same side, and in *raudhrīta*, if they stand on different sides. This is the first value which is kept in memory, i.e. the *middle* time.

Further, he reduces the minutes of the days to *māshas*, supposing that they are less than one-fourth of a day. Then he computes their motions by means of the *bhukti* of sun and moon and the dragon's head and tail, and he computes their places according to the amount of *middle* time, which they occupy, in the past and the future. This is the second value which is kept in memory.

By this method he manages to find out the condition of the past and the future, and compares it with the *middle* time. If the time of the two declinations equalling each other for both sun and moon is past or future, in that case the difference between the two values kept in memory is the *portio divisionis* (divisor); but if it is past for the one and future for the other, the sum of the two values kept in memory is the *portio divisionis*.

Further, he multiplies the minutes of the days, which have been found, by the first value kept in memory, and divides the product by the *portio divisionis*. The quotient represents the minutes of the distance from the *middle* time which minutes may either be past or future. Thus the time of the two declinations equalling each other becomes known.

The author of the canon *Karaṇatilaka* makes us return to the arc of the declination which has been
kept in memory. If the corrected place of the moon is less than three zodiacal signs, it is that which we want; if it is between three and six signs, he subtracts it from six signs, and if it is between six and nine signs, he adds six signs thereto; if it is more than nine signs, he subtracts it from twelve signs. Thereby he gets the second place of the moon, and this he compares with the moon's place at the time of the correction. If the second place of the moon is less than the first, the time of the two declinations equalling each other is future; if it is more than the first, the time of their equalling each other is past.

Further, he multiplies the difference between the two places of the moon by the bhukti of the sun, and divides the product by the bhukti of the moon. The quotient he adds to the place of the sun at the time of the correction, if the second place of the moon is larger than the first; but he subtracts it from the sun's place, if the second place of the moon is less than the first. Thereby he finds the place of the sun for the time when the two declinations are equal to each other.

For the purpose of finding it, he divides the difference between the two places of the moon by the bhukti of the moon. The quotient gives minutes of days, indicative of the distance. By means of them he computes the places of sun and moon, of the dragon's head and tail, and of the two declinations. If the latter are equal, it is that which we want to find. If they are not equal, the author repeats the calculation so long till they are equal and till the correct time has been found.

Thereupon he computes the measure of sun and moon. However, he disregards half of the sum of them, so that in the further calculation he uses only the one half of their measures. He multiplies it by 60 and divides the product by the bhuktyantara. The quotient represents the minutes of the falling (pāta?).
The correct time, which has been found, is marked in three different places. From the first number he subtracts the minutes of the falling, and to the last number he adds them. Then the first number is the time of the beginning of \textit{vyatipata} or \textit{vaidhrīta}, whichever of the two you want to compute. The second number is the time of its middle, and the third number the time of its end.

We have given a detailed account of the bases on which these methods rest in a special book of ours, called \textit{Khayāl-alkustufaini} (i.e. the image of the two eclipses), and have given an accurate description of them in the canon which we have composed for \textit{Syāvatbala (?)}, the Kashmirian, and to which we have given the title \textit{The Arabic Khandaḥaḍyaka}.

Bhaṭṭila (?) thinks the whole day of either of these two \textit{yogas} to be unlucky, whilst Varāhamihira thinks only that duration of them to be unlucky which is found by the computation. He compares the unlucky portion of the day to the wound of a gazelle shot with a poisoned arrow. The disease does not go beyond the environs of the poisoned shot; if it is cut out, the injury is removed.

According to what Pulisa mentions of Parāśara, the Hindus assume a number of \textit{vyatipatas} in the lunar stations, but all of them are computed by the same method which he has given. For the calculation does not increase in its kind; only the single specimens of it become more numerous.

The Brahman Bhaṭṭila (?) says in his canon:

"Here there are 8 times, which have certain gauge-measures. If the sum of the corrected places of sun and moon is equal to them, they are unlucky. They are:

1. \textit{Bak-shāṭa (?)}. Its gauge-measure is 4 zodiacal signs.

2. \textit{Ganḍānta}. Its gauge-measure is 4 signs and \(1\frac{1}{2}\) degrees."
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"3. Lāṭa (?), or the general vyātīpāṭa. Its gauge-measure is 6 signs.

"4. Cāsa (?). Its gauge-measure is 6 signs and 6°

"5. Bark (?), also called barhvyātīpāṭa. Its gauge-measure is 7 signs and 16°

"6. Kaladaṇḍa. Its gauge-measure is 8 signs and 13°

"7. Vyāśhāta (?). Its gauge-measure is 9 signs and 23°

"8. Vaidhrita. Its gauge-measure is 12 signs."

These yogas are well known, but they cannot all be traced back to a rule in the same way as the 3d and 8th ones. Therefore they have no certain duration determined by minutes of the falling, but only by general estimates. Thus the duration of vyāśhāta (?) and of bakshāta (?) is one mukārta, according to the statement of Varāhamihira, the duration of Gaṇḍānta and of Bark (?) two mukārtas.

The Hindus propound this subject at great length and with much detail, but to no purpose. We have given an account of it in the above-mentioned book. (See ii. 208.)

The canon Karanatilaka mentions twenty-seven yogas, which are computed in the following manner:

Add the corrected place of the sun to that of the moon, reduce the whole sum to minutes, and divide the number by 800. The quotient represents complete yogas. Multiply the remainder by 50, and divide the product by the sum of the biṅktis of sun and moon. The quotient represents the minutes of days and minor fractions, viz. that time which has elapsed of the current yoga.

We have copied the names and qualities of the yogas from Śripāla, and exhibit them in the following table:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number</th>
<th>Their names</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>Whether good or bad</th>
<th>Their names</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>Whether good or bad</th>
<th>Their names</th>
<th>The number</th>
<th>Whether good or bad</th>
<th>Their names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Vishambha.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Good.</td>
<td>Gaja.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bad.</td>
<td>Vakrta.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Good.</td>
<td>Drifti.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER LXXX.

ON THE INTRODUCTORY PRINCIPLES OF HINDU ASTROLOGY,
WITH A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THEIR METHODS OF
ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.

Our fellow-believers in these (Muslim) countries are not acquainted with the Hindu methods of astrology, and have never had an opportunity of studying an Indian book on the subject. In consequence, they imagine that Hindu astrology is the same as theirs and relate all sorts of things as being of Indian origin, of which we have not found a single trace with the Hindus themselves. As in the preceding part of this our book we have given something of everything, we shall also give as much of their astrological doctrine as will enable the reader to discuss questions of a similar nature with them. If we were to give an exhaustive representation of the subject, this task would detain us very long, even if we limited ourselves to delineate only the leading principles and avoided all details.

First, the reader must know that in most of their prognostics they simply rely on means like auguring from the flight of birds and physiognomy, that they do not—as they ought to do—draw conclusions, regarding the affairs of the sublunary world, from the seconds (sic) of the stars, which are the events of the celestial sphere.

Regarding the number seven as that of the planets, there is no difference between us and them. They call them graha. Some of them are throughout lucky, viz.
Jupiter, Venus and the Moon, which are called saum-
yagraha. Other three are throughout unlucky, viz. Saturn, Mars, and the Sun, which are called krūragraha. Among the latter, they also count the dragon’s head, though in reality it is not a star. The nature of one planet is variable and depends upon the nature of that planet with which it is combined, whether it be lucky or unlucky. This is Mercury. However, alone by itself, it is lucky.

The following table represents the natures of the seven planets and everything else concerning them:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of the planets</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Moon</th>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Mercury</th>
<th>Jupiter</th>
<th>Venus</th>
<th>Saturn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whether they are lucky or unlucky.</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky, but depending upon the planet near her. Middling in the first, lucky in the second, and unlucky in the last ten days of the month.</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky, when it is alone. Else depending upon the nature of the planet near it.</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What elements they indicate.</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>Heaven</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Wind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether they indicate male or female beings.</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Neither male nor female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Neither male nor female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether they indicate day or night.</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Day and night together</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What point of the compass they indicate.</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>North-west</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>North-east</td>
<td>Between east and west</td>
<td>West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What colour they indicate.</td>
<td>Bronze-colour</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Light red</td>
<td>Pistachio-green</td>
<td>Gold-colour</td>
<td>Many colours</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What time they indicate.</td>
<td>Ayana</td>
<td>Muhûrta</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>* Ritu, i.e. a sixth part of the year.</td>
<td>Month</td>
<td>Paksha, i.e. half a month</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names of the planets</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What taste they indicate.</td>
<td>Bitter.</td>
<td>Saltish.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A mixture of all tastes.</td>
<td>Sweet.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What angel they indicate.</td>
<td>Nema (?)</td>
<td>Ambu, the water.</td>
<td>Agni, the fire.</td>
<td>Brahman.</td>
<td>Mahádeva.</td>
<td>Indra.</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What caste they indicate.</td>
<td>Kshatriyas and commanders.</td>
<td>Váisyas and generals.</td>
<td>Kshatriyas and princes.</td>
<td>Śástras and princes.</td>
<td>Brahmanas and ministers.</td>
<td>Brahmanas and ministers.</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The months of pregnancy.</td>
<td>The fourth month, in which the bones become hard.</td>
<td>The fifth month, in which the skin appears.</td>
<td>The second month, in which the embryo attains consistency.</td>
<td>The seventh month, in which the child becomes complete, and receives the memory.</td>
<td>The third month, in which the limbs begin to branch off.</td>
<td>The first month, in which the semen and the menstrual blood become mixed.</td>
<td>The sixth month, when the hair grows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character as based on the three primary forces</td>
<td>Satya</td>
<td>Satya</td>
<td>Tamas</td>
<td>Rajas</td>
<td>Satya</td>
<td>Rajas</td>
<td>Tamas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The scale of their magnitude.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25 (!)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of skandya.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of assāryka.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The column of this table which indicates the order of the size and power of the planets, serves for the following purpose:—Sometimes two planets indicate exactly the same thing, exercise the same influence, and stand in the same relation to the event in question. In this case, the preference is given to that planet which, in the column in question, is described as the larger or the more powerful of the two.

The column relating to the months of pregnancy is to be completed by the remark that they consider the eighth month as standing under the influence of a horoscope which causes abortion. According to them, the embryo takes, in this month, the fine substances of the food. If it takes all of them and is then born, it will remain alive; but if it is born before that, it will die from some deficiency in its formation. The ninth month stands under the influence of the moon, the tenth under that of the sun. They do not speak of a longer duration of pregnancy, but if it happens to last longer, they believe that, during this time, some injury is brought about by the wind. At the time of the horoscope of abortion, which they determine by tradition, not by calculation, they observe the conditions and influences of the planets and give their decision accordingly as this or that planet happens to preside over the month in question.

The question as to the friendship and enmity of the planets among each other, as well as the influence of the dominus domini, is of great importance in their astrology. Sometimes it may happen that, at a particular moment of time, this dominium entirely loses its original character. Further on we shall give a rule as to the computation of the dominium and its single years.

There is no difference between us and the Hindus regarding the number twelve as the number of the signs of the ecliptic, nor regarding the manner in which the dominium of the planets is distributed over them.

The following table shows what qualities are peculiar to each zodiacal sign as a whole:—
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Zodiacal Signs</th>
<th>Aries</th>
<th>Taurus</th>
<th>Gemini</th>
<th>Cancer</th>
<th>Leo</th>
<th>Virgo</th>
<th>Libra</th>
<th>Scorpio</th>
<th>Arcetriens</th>
<th>Capricornus</th>
<th>Ampelae</th>
<th>Pisces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Their dominants</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitudes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominants of the medio-trips.</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Venus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether male or female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether lucky or unlucky</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Unlucky</td>
<td>Lucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The colours</td>
<td>Reddish</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Yellowish</td>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>Many coloured</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Golden</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Striped white and black</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Dust-coloured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The directions</td>
<td>Due east</td>
<td>S.S.E</td>
<td>W.S.W</td>
<td>N.N.W</td>
<td>E.N.E</td>
<td>Due south</td>
<td>Due west</td>
<td>Due north</td>
<td>E.S.E</td>
<td>S.S.W</td>
<td>W.N.W</td>
<td>N.N.E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In what manner they rise</td>
<td>Stretched on the ground</td>
<td>Stretched on the ground</td>
<td>Lying on the side</td>
<td>Stretched on the ground</td>
<td>Standing erect</td>
<td>Standing erect</td>
<td>Standing erect</td>
<td>Standing erect</td>
<td>Stretched on the ground</td>
<td>Standing erect</td>
<td>Standing erect</td>
<td>Standing erect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Celestial Signs</td>
<td>The Planet</td>
<td>Moving or Resting</td>
<td>The Time of Night or Day</td>
<td>The Part of the Body</td>
<td>Their Figures</td>
<td>A Kind of Animal or Thing which has Much of the Human Figure in its Shape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Moving and resting together</td>
<td>At night.</td>
<td>Head</td>
<td>A ram with a lyre and a club in his hand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Moving and resting together</td>
<td>At night.</td>
<td>Face, Shoulder, and Breast.</td>
<td>A woman, or a man with a rose, or a man with a club.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Moving and resting together</td>
<td>During day.</td>
<td>Hands</td>
<td>A man with a lyre and a club.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Resting.</td>
<td>During day.</td>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>A man with a lyre.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Resting.</td>
<td>During day.</td>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>A man, or a woman, with a large ear of corn in his hand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Moving and resting together</td>
<td>During night.</td>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>A woman, or a man with a rose, or a man with a club.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Moving and resting together</td>
<td>During day.</td>
<td>Belly</td>
<td>A man with a lyre, and a club.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Moving and resting together</td>
<td>During night.</td>
<td>Crotch</td>
<td>A horse, or a being with the head and face of a beast and the upper half of the body of a barge.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Moving and resting together</td>
<td>During day.</td>
<td>Ready</td>
<td>A kind of beast, or a large head.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Resting.</td>
<td>During day.</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>A man, or a woman, with a large ear of corn in his hand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Aquarius            | Mars       | Moving and resting together | At night. | Feet | Two tail.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What kinds of beings they are.</th>
<th>Quadruped.</th>
<th>Quadruped.</th>
<th>Human biped.</th>
<th>Amphibious.</th>
<th>Quadruped.</th>
<th>Biped.</th>
<th>Biped.</th>
<th>Amphibious.</th>
<th>The first half a biped, the other half watery.</th>
<th>The first half a biped, the other half watery, or the whole a human being.</th>
<th>Watery.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The times of their strongest influence according to the different kinds.</td>
<td>At night.</td>
<td>At night.</td>
<td>During the day.</td>
<td>During the saihdhi.</td>
<td>At night.</td>
<td>During the day.</td>
<td>During the saihdhi.</td>
<td>The human part during the day, the other at night.</td>
<td>During the saihdhi.</td>
<td>During the saihdhi.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The height or altitude of a planet is called, in the Indian language, uccastha, its particular degree paramoccastha. The depth or dejectio of a planet is called ncestha, its particular degree paramamnestha. Mthla-trikopa is a powerful influence, attributed to a planet, when it is in the gaudium in one of its two houses (cf. ii. 225).

They do not refer the aspectus trigoni to the elements and the elementary natures, as it is our custom to do, but refer them to the points of the compass in general, as has been specified in the table.

They call the turning zodiacal sign (τρωικόν) carardbi, i.e. moving, the fixed one (ορεσθ) sthirardbi, i.e. the resting one, and the double-bodied one (διομωμ) dvivabhava, i.e. both together.

As we have given a table of the zodiacal signs, we next give a table of the houses (domus), showing the qualities of each of them. The one half of them above the earth they call chatra, i.e. parasol, and the half under the earth they call nau, i.e. ship. Further, they call the half ascending to the midst of heaven and the other half descending to the cardo of the earth, dhanu, i.e. the bow. The cardines they call kendra (κιντρον), the next following houses panaaphara (παναραφορι), and the inclining houses apoklima (απόκλιμα):
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Houses</th>
<th>What they indicate</th>
<th>On the aspect, the ascendant being taken as basis</th>
<th>Which planets exercise the greatest influence in them</th>
<th>Which planets exercise the greatest influence in them</th>
<th>How much is to be subtracted from the unlucky years of the House</th>
<th>How much is to be subtracted from the lucky years of the House</th>
<th>How they are divided according to the horizon</th>
<th>Take what chance they are divided according to the shadow of moon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ascendant</td>
<td>Head and soul.</td>
<td>Basis for the calculation.</td>
<td>The human signs.</td>
<td>Mercury and Jupiter.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Ascending bow.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Face and property.</td>
<td>Two stand in aspect with the ascendent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>The two arms and brothers.</td>
<td>The ascendent looks towards it, but it does not look towards the ascendent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart, parents, friends, house, and joy.</td>
<td>Two stand in aspect with the ascendent.</td>
<td>The watery signs.</td>
<td>Venus and Moon.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Belly, child, and cleverness.</td>
<td>Two stand in aspect with the ascendent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The two sides, the enemy and riding animals.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Under the navel and women.</td>
<td>Two stand in aspect with the ascendent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Return and death.</td>
<td>The ascendent looks towards it, but it does not look towards the ascendent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The two loins, journey and debt.</td>
<td>Two stand in aspect with the ascendent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHARTER LXXX.**
The hitherto mentioned details are in reality the cardinal points of Hindu astrology; viz. the planets, zodiacal signs, and houses. He who knows how to find out what each of them means or portends deserves the title of a clever adept and of a master in this art.

Next follows the division of the zodiacal signs in minor portions, first that in nimbahras, which are called hora, i.e. hour, because half a sign rises in about an hour’s time. The first half of each male sign is unlucky as standing under the influence of the sun, because he produces male beings, whilst the second half is lucky as standing under the influence of the moon, because she produces female beings. On the contrary, in the female signs the first half is lucky, and the second unlucky.

Further, there are the triangles, called drekkana. There is no use in enlarging on them, as they are simply identical with the so-called dravijandat of our system.

Further, the nukbahrdd (Persian, “the nine parts”),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Houses</th>
<th>What they indicate</th>
<th>On the aspects, the ascends being taken as basis</th>
<th>Which zodiacal sign exercises the greatest influence in them</th>
<th>Which planets exercise the greatest influence in them</th>
<th>How much is to be subtracted from the unlucky years of the House</th>
<th>How they are divided according to the ascendent</th>
<th>Into what classes they are divided according to the shadow of moon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>The two knees and action.</td>
<td>Two stand in aspect with the ascends.</td>
<td>The quadrupeds.</td>
<td>Mars.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ascending bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>The two calves and income.</td>
<td>It looks towards the ascends, but the ascends does not look towards it.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>The whole.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII</td>
<td>The two feet and expenses.</td>
<td>Two do not stand in aspect with the ascends.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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called navāmbaka. As our books of introduction to the art of astrology mention two kinds of them, we shall here explain the Hindu theory regarding them, for the information of Indophiles. You reduce the distance between 0° of the sign and that minute, the nukbahr of which you want to find, to minutes, and divide the number by 200. The quotient represents complete nukbahrās or ninth-parts, beginning with the turning sign, which is in the triangle of the sign in question; you count the number off on the consecutive signs, so that one sign corresponds to one nukbahr. That sign which corresponds to the last of the ninth-parts which you have is the dominant of the nukbahr we want to find.

The first nukbahr of each turning sign, the fifth of each fixed sign, and the ninth of each double-bodied sign is called vargottama, i.e. the greatest portion.

Further, the twelfth-parts, called the twelve rulers. For a certain place within a sign they are found in the following manner:—Reduce the distance between 0° of the sign and the place in question to minutes, and divide the number by 150. The quotient represents complete twelfth-parts, which you count off on the following signs, beginning with the sign in question, so that one twelfth-part corresponds to one sign. The dominant of the sign, to which the last twelfth-part corresponds, is at the same time the dominant of the twelfth-part of the place in question.

Further, the degrees called trīṃdāmbaka, i.e. the thirty degrees, which correspond to our limits (or śpa). Their order is this: The first five degrees of each male sign belong to Mars, the next following five to Saturn, the next eight to Jupiter, the next seven to Mercury, and the last five to Venus. Just the reverse order takes place in the female signs, viz. the first five degrees belong to Venus, the next seven to Mercury, the next eight to Jupiter, the next five to Saturn, and the last five to Mercury.
These are the elements on which every astrological calculation is based.

The nature of the aspect of every sign depends upon the nature of the ascendant which at a given moment rises above the horizon. Regarding the aspects they have the following rule:—

A sign does not look at, i.e., does not stand in aspect with the two signs immediately before and after it. On the contrary, each pair of signs, the beginnings of which are distant from each other by one-fourth or one-third or one-half of the circle, stand in aspect with each other. If the distance between two signs is one-sixth of the circle, the signs forming this aspect are counted in their original order; but if the distance is five-twelfths of the circle, the signs forming the aspect are counted in the inverse order.

There are various degrees of aspects, viz.:—

The aspect between one sign and the fourth or eleventh following one is a fourth-part of an aspect;

The aspect between one sign and the fifth or ninth following one is half an aspect;

The aspect between a sign and the sixth or tenth following one is three-quarters of an aspect;

The aspect between a sign and the seventh following one is a whole aspect.

The Hindus do not speak of an aspect between two planets which stand in one and the same sign.

With reference to the change between the friendship and enmity of single planets with regard to each other, the Hindus have the following rule:—

If a planet comes to stand in signs which, in relation to its rising, are the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, first, second, third, and fourth signs, its nature undergoes a change for the better. If it is most inimical, it becomes moderated; if it is moderated, it becomes friendly; if it is friendly, it becomes most friendly. If the planet comes to stand in all the other signs, its nature undergoes a
change for the worse. If originally it is friendly, it becomes moderate; if it is moderate, it becomes inimical; if it is inimical, it becomes even worse. Under such circumstances, the nature of a planet is an accidental one for the time being, associating itself with its original nature.

After having explained these things, we now proceed to mention the four forces which are peculiar to each planet:

I. The habitual force, called sthānabala, which the planet exercises, when it stands in its altitudo, its house, or the house of its friend, or in the mubahr of its house, or its altitudo, or its mālatrikoṇa, i.e. its gaudium in the line of the lucky planets. This force is peculiar to sun and moon when they are in the lucky signs, as it is peculiar to the other planets when they are in the unlucky signs. Especially this force is peculiar to the moon in the first third of her lunation, when it helps every planet which stands in aspect with her to acquire the same force. Lastly, it is peculiar to the ascendens if it is a sign representing a biped.

II. The force called drishtibala, i.e. the lateral one, also called drigbala, which the planet exercises when standing in the cardo in which it is strong, and, according to some people, also when standing in the two houses immediately before and after the cardo. It is peculiar to the ascendens in the day, if it is a sign representing a biped, and in the night, if it is a four-footed sign, and in both the samādhis (periods of twilight at the beginning and end) of the other signs. This in particular refers to the astrology of nativities. In the other parts of astrology this force is peculiar, as they maintain, to the tenth sign if it represents a quadruped, to the seventh sign if it is Scorpio and Cancer, and to the fourth sign if it is Amphora and Cancer.

III. The conquering force, called ceshṭabala, which a planet exercises, when it is in retrograde motion,
when it emerges from concealment, marching as a visible star till the end of four signs, and when in the north it meets one of the planets except Venus. For to Venus the south is the same as the north is to the other planets. If the two (—— ? illegible) stand in it (the south), it is peculiar to them that they stand in the ascending half (of the sun's annual rotation), proceeding towards the summer solstice, and that the moon in particular stands near the other planets—except the sun—which afford her something of this force.

The force is, further, peculiar to the ascendant, if its dominant is in it, if the two stand in aspect with Jupiter and Mercury, if the ascendant is free from an aspect of the unlucky planets, and none of them—except the dominant—is in the ascendant. For if an unlucky planet is in it, this weakens the aspect of Jupiter and Mercury, so that their dwelling in this force loses its effect.

IV. The fourth force is called kālabala, i.e. the temporal one, which the daily planets exercise in the day, the nightly planets during the night. It is peculiar to Mercury in the sarandhi of its rotation, whilst others maintain that Mercury always has this force, because he stands in the same relation to both day and night.

Further, this force is peculiar to the lucky planets in the white half of the month, and to the unlucky stars in the black half. It is always peculiar to the ascendant.

Other astrologers also mention years, months, days, and hours among the conditions, under which the one or other of the four forces is peculiar to a planet.

These, now, are the forces which are calculated for the planets and for the ascendant.

If several planets own, each of them, several forces, that one is preponderant which has the most of them.

If two planets have the same number of balas or forces, that one has the preponderance the magnitude of which is the larger. This kind of magnitude is in the table of
ii. 215, called naisargikabala. This is the order of the planets in magnitude or force.

The middle years which are computed for the planets are of three different species, two of which are computed according to the distance from the altitudo. The measures of the first and second species we exhibit in the table (ii. 215).

The shaddya and naisargika are reckoned as the degree of altitudo. The first species is computed when the above-mentioned forces of the sun are preponderating over the forces of the moon and the ascendens separately.

The second species is computed if the forces of the moon are preponderating over those of the sun and those of the ascendens.

The third species is called amblya, and is computed if the forces of the ascendens are preponderating over those of sun and moon.

The computation of the years of the first species for each planet, if it does not stand in the degree of its altitudo, is the following:

You take the distance of the star from the degree of its altitudo if this distance is more than six signs, or the difference between this distance and twelve signs, in case it is less than six signs. This number is multiplied by the number of the years, indicated by the table on page 812. Thus the signs sum up to months, the degrees to days, the minutes to day-minutes, and these values are reduced, each sixty minutes to one day, each thirty days to one month, and each twelve months to one year.

The computation of these years for the ascendens is this:

Take the distance of the degree of the star from 0° of Aries, one year for each sign, one month for each 2½ degrees, one day for each five minutes, one day-minute for each five seconds.
The computation of the years of the second species for the planets is the following:—

Take the distance of the star from the degree of its *altitudo* according to the just-mentioned rule (ii. 227). This number is multiplied by the corresponding number of years which is indicated by the table, and the remainder of the computation proceeds in the same way as in the case of the first species.

The computation of this species of years for the *ascendens* is this:—

Take the distance of its degree from $0^\circ$ of Aries, a year for each *nubahr*; months and days, &c., in the same way as in the preceding computation. The number you get is divided by 12, and the remainder being less than 12, represents the number of years of the *ascendens*.

The computation of the years of the third species is the same for the planets as for the *ascendens*, and is similar to the computation of the years of the *ascendens* of the second species. It is this:—

Take the distance of the star from $0^\circ$ of Aries, one year for each *nubahr*, multiplying the whole distance by 108. Then the signs sum up to months, the degrees to days, the minutes to day-minutes, the smaller measure being reduced to the larger one. The years are divided by 12, and the remainder which you get by this division is the number of years which you want to find.

All the years of this kind are called by the common name *dyurdaya*. Before they undergo the equation they are called *madhyadaya*, and after they have passed it they are called *sphutaya*, i.e. the corrected ones.

The years of the *ascendens* in all three species are corrected ones, which do not require an equation by means of two kinds of subtraction, one according to the position of the *ascendens* in the æther, and a
second according to its position in relation to the horizon.

To the third kind of years is peculiar an equation by means of an addition, which always proceeds in the same manner. It is this:—

If a planet stands in its largest portion or in its house, the drekkána of its house or the drekkána of its altitudo, in the nuhbahr of its house or the nuhbahr of its altitudo, or, at the same time, in most of these positions together, its years will be the double of the middle number of years. But if the planet is in retrograde motion or in its altitudo, or in both together, its years are the threefold of the middle number of years.

Regarding the equation by means of the subtraction (vide ii. 228) according to the first method, we observe that the years of the planet, which is in its dejectio, are reduced to two-thirds of them if they are of the first or second species, and to one-half if they belong to the third species. The standing of a planet in the house of its opponent does not impair the number of its years.

The years of a planet which is concealed by the rays of the sun, and thus prevented from exercising an influence, are reduced to one-half in the case of all three species of years. Only Venus and Saturn are excepted, for the fact of their being concealed by the rays of the sun does not in any way decrease the numbers of their years.

As regards the equation by means of subtraction according to the second method, we have already stated in the table (ii. 221, 222) how much is subtracted from the unlucky and lucky stars, when they stand in the houses above the earth. If two or more planets come together in one house, you examine which of them is the larger and stronger one. The subtraction is added to the years of the stronger planet and the remainder is left as it is.

If to the years of a single planet, years of the third
species, two additions from different sides are to be made, only one addition, viz., the longer one, is taken into account. The same is the case when two subtractions are to be made. However, if an addition as well as a subtraction is to be made, you do the one first and then the other, because in this case the sequence is different.

By these methods the years become adjusted, and the sum of them is the duration of the life of that man who is born at the moment in question.

It now remains for us to explain the method of the Hindus regarding the periods (sic). Life is divided in the above-mentioned three species of years, and immediately after the birth, into years of sun and moon. That one is preponderating which has the most forces and balas (vide ii. 225); if they equal each other, that one is preponderating which has the greatest portio (sic) in its place, then the next one, &c. The companion of these years is either the ascendens or that planet which stands in the cardines with many forces and portiones. The several planets come together in the cardines, their influence and sequence are determined by their forces and shares. After them follow those planets which stand near the cardines, then those which stand in the inclined signs, their order being determined in the same way as in the preceding case. Thus becomes known in what part of the whole human life the years of every single planet fall.

However, the single parts of life are not computed exclusively in the years of the one planet, but according to the influences which companion-stars exercise upon it, i.e. the planets which stand in aspect with it. For they make it partake in their rule and make it share in their division of the years. A planet which stands in the same sign with the planet ruling over the part of life in question, shares with it one-half. That which stands in the fifth and ninth signs, shares with
it one-third. That which stands in the fourth and eighth signs, shares with it one-fourth. That which stands in the seventh sign, shares with it one-seventh. If, therefore, several planets come together in one position, all of them have in common that share which is necessitated by the position in question.

The method for the computation of the years of such a companionship (if the ruling planet stands in aspect with other planets) is the following:—

Take for the master of the years (i.e. that planet which rules over a certain part of the life of a man) one as numerator and one as denominator, i.e. \( \frac{1}{4} \), one whole, because it rules over the whole. Further, take for each companion (i.e. each planet which stands in aspect with the former) only the numerator of its denominator (not the entire fraction). You multiply each denominator by all the numerators and their sum, in which operation the original planet and its fraction are disregarded. Thereby all the fractions are reduced to one and the same denominator. The equal denominator is disregarded. Each numerator is multiplied by the sum of the year and the product divided by the sum of the numerators. The quotient represents the years \( k\text{\textacuted}l\text{\textcedt}am\text{\textcedt}b\text{\textcedt}\text{\textcedt}\text{\textcedt}k\text{\textcedt}a \) (\( k\text{\textcedt}l\text{\textcedt}a\text{\textcedt}bh\text{\textcedt}\text{\textcedt}\text{\textcedt}\text{\textcedt}\text{\textcedt}\text{\textcedt}a\text{\textcedt}g\text{\textcedt}a \)) of a planet.

As regards the order of the planets, after the question as to the preponderance of their influence has been decided (\textit{? text in disorder}), in so far as each of them exercises its individual influence. In the same way as has already been explained (\textit{vide} ii. 230), the preponderating planets are those standing in the \textit{cardines}, first the strongest, then the less strong, &c., then those standing near the \textit{cardines}, and lastly those standing in the \textit{inclined} signs.

From the description given in the preceding pages, the reader learns how the Hindus compute the duration of human life. He learns from the positions of the planets, which they occupy on the origin (i.e. at
the moment of birth) and at every given moment of life in what way the years of the different planets are distributed over it. To these things Hindu astrologers join certain methods of the astrology of nativities, which other nations do not take into account. They try, e.g., to find out if, at the birth of a human being, its father was present, and conclude that he was absent, if the moon does not stand in aspect with the *ascendens*, or if the sign in which the moon stands is enclosed between the signs of Venus and Mercury, or if Saturn is in the *ascendens*, or if Mars stands in the seventh sign.

Chap. iii. 4 (?).—Further, they try to find out if the child will attain full age by examining sun and moon. If sun and moon stand in the same sign, and with them an unlucky planet, or if the moon and Jupiter just quit the aspect with the *ascendens*, or if Jupiter just quits the aspect with the united sun and moon, the child will not live to full age.

Further, they examine the station in which the sun stands, in a certain connection with the circumstances of a lamp. If the sign is a *turning* one, the light of the lamp, when it is transferred from one place to the other, moves. If the sign is a *fixed* one, the light of the lamp is motionless; and if the sign is a *double-bodied* one, it moves one time and is motionless another.

Further, they examine in what relation the degrees of the *ascendens* stand to 30. Corresponding to it is the amount of the wick of the lamp which is consumed by burning. If the moon is full moon, the lamp is full of oil; at other times the decrease or increase of the oil corresponds to the wane and increase of the moonlight.

Chap. iv. 5.—From the strongest planet in the car-dines they draw a conclusion relating to the door of the house, for its direction is identical with the direction of this planet or with the direction of the sign of the *ascendens*, in case there is no planet in the cardines.

Chap. iv. 6.—Further, they consider which is the
light-giving body, the sun or moon. If it is the sun, the house will be destroyed. The moon is beneficent, Mars burning, Mercury bow-shaped, Jupiter constant, and Saturn old.

Chap. iv. 7.—If Jupiter stands in its *altitudo* in the tenth sign, the house will consist of two wings or three. If its *indicium* is strong in Arcitenens, the house will have three wings; if it is in the other double-bodied signs, the house will have two wings.

Chap. iv. 8.—In order to find prognostics for the throne and its feet they examine the third sign, its squares and its length from the twelfth till the third signs. If there are unlucky planets in it, either the foot or the side will perish in the way that the unlucky planet prognosticates. If it is Mars, it will be turned; if it is the sun, it will be broken; and if it is Saturn, it will be destroyed by old age.

Chap. iv. 10.—The number of women who will be present in a house corresponds to the number of stars which are in the signs of the *ascendens* and of the moon. Their qualities correspond to the images of these constellations.

Those stars of these constellations which stand above the earth refer to those women who go away from the house, and those which stand under the earth prognosticate the women who will come to the house and enter it.

Further, they inquire into the coming of the spirit of life in man from the dominant of the *drekkâna* of the stronger planet of either sun or moon. If Jupiter is the drekkâna, it comes from Devaloka; if it is Venus or the moon, the spirit comes from Pitrîloka; if it is Mars or the sun, the spirit comes from Vrîscikaloka; and if it is Saturn or Mercury, the spirit comes from Bhraguloka.

Likewise they inquire into the departing of the soul after the death of the body, when it departs to that planet which is stronger than the dominant of the
drekkâna of the sixth or eighth houses, according to a similar rule to that which has just been laid down. However, if Jupiter stands in its *altitudo*, in the sixth house, or in the eighth, or in one of the *cardines*, or if the *ascendens* is Pisces, and Jupiter is the strongest of the planets, and if the constellation of the moment of death is the same as that of the moment of birth, in that case the spirit (or soul) is liberated and no longer wanders about.

I mention these things in order to show the reader the difference between the astrological methods of our people and those of the Hindus. Their theories and methods regarding aerial and cosmic phenomena are very lengthy and very subtle at the same time. As we have limited ourselves to mentioning, in their astrology of nativities, only the theory of the determination of the length of life, we shall in this department of science limit ourselves to the species of the comets, according to the statements of those among them who are supposed to know the subject thoroughly. The analogy of the comets shall afterwards be extended to other more remote subjects.

The head of the Dragon is called *råhu*, the tail *ketu*. The Hindus seldom speak of the tail, they only use the head. In general, all comets which appear on heaven are also called *ketu*.

Varâhamihira says (chap. iii. 7-12):—

"The Head has thirty-three sons who are called *tamasaktlaka*. They are the different kinds of the comets, there being no difference whether the head extends away from them or not. Their prognostics correspond to their shapes, colours, sizes, and positions. V. 8.—The worst are those which have the shape of a crow or the shape of a beheaded man, those which have the shape of a sword, dagger, bow and arrow. V. 9, 10.—They are always in the neighbourhood of sun and moon, exciting the waters so that they become
thick, and exciting the air that it becomes glowing red. They bring the air into such an uproar that the tornadoes tear out the largest trees, that flying pebbles beat against the calves and knees of the people. They change the nature of the time, so that the seasons seem to have changed their places. When unlucky and calamitous events become numerous, such as earthquakes, landslips, burning heat, red glow of heaven, uninterrupted howling of the wild beasts and screaming of the birds, then know that all this comes from the children of the Head. V. i1.—And if these occurrences take place together with an eclipse or the effulgence of a comet, then recognise in this what thou hast predicted, and do not try to gain prognostics from other beings but the Sons of the Head. V. 12.—In the place of the calamity, point towards their (the comets) region, to all eight sides with relation to the body of the sun.”

Varāhamihira says in the Šaṁhitā (chap. xi. 1–7):—
“I have spoken of the comets not before having exhausted what is in the books of Garga, Parāśara, Asita and Devala, and in the other books, however numerous they may be.

“It is impossible to comprehend their computation, if the reader does not previously acquire the knowledge of their appearing and disappearing, because they are not of one kind, but of many kinds.

“Some are high and distant from the earth, appearing between the stars of the lunar stations. They are called divya.

“Others have a middle distance from the earth, appearing between heaven and earth. They are called dntarikshya.

“Others are near to the earth, falling down upon the earth, on the mountains, houses and trees.

“Sometimes you see a light falling down to the earth, which people think to be a fire. If it is not fire, it is keturdpa, i.e. having the shape of a comet.

“Those animals which, when flying in the air, look
like sparks or like fires which remain in the houses of the *piśācas*, the devils, and of the demons, efflorescent substances and others do not belong to the genus of the comets.

"Therefore, ere you can tell the prognostics of the comets, you must know their nature, for the prognostics are in agreement with it. That category of lights which is in the air, falling on the banners, weapons, houses, trees, on horses and elephants, and that category coming from a Lord which is observed among the stars of the lunar stations—if a phenomenon does not belong to either of these two categories nor to the above-mentioned phantoms, it is a telluric *ketu*.

V. 5.—"Scholars differ among each other regarding the number of the comets. According to some there are 101, according to others 1000. According to Nārada, the sage, they are only one, which appears in a multitude of different forms, always divesting itself of one form and arraying itself in another.

V. 7.—"Their influence lasts for as many months as their appearance lasts days. If the appearance of a comet lasts longer than one and a half month, subtract from it forty-five days. The remainder represents the months of its influence. If the appearance lasts longer than two months, in that case state the years of its influence to be equal to the number of the months of its appearance. The number of comets does not exceed the number 1000."

We give the contents of the following table in order to facilitate the study of the subject, although we have not been able to fill out all the single fields of the diagram, because the manuscript tradition of the single paragraphs of the book either in the original or in the copy which we have at our disposal is corrupt. The author intends by his explanations to confirm the theory of the ancient scholars regarding the two numbers of comets which he mentions on their authority, and he endeavours to complete the number 1000.
### Chapter LXXX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From what direction they appear</th>
<th>Their qualities</th>
<th>Their progeny (or)</th>
<th>Prognostics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only in east and west</td>
<td>Similar to pearls in rivulets of crystal or gold-coloured.</td>
<td>The children of Krita.</td>
<td>It bodes the fighting of the kings with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.E.</td>
<td>Green, or of the colour of fire or of lac, or of blood, or of the blossoms of the tree.</td>
<td>The children of the Fire (?)</td>
<td>It bodes pestilence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Round, radiant, of the colour of water or sesame oil, without tails.</td>
<td>The children of the Earth.</td>
<td>It bodes hunger and pestilence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.E.</td>
<td>Red, etc., of the colour of flowers, or of the colours of certain flowers, or of the cancer.</td>
<td>The children of the Moon.</td>
<td>It bodes fertility and wealth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>Having three colours and three tails.</td>
<td>Son of Brahma.</td>
<td>N. and N.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In all directions.</td>
<td>Radiant, as if they were horns.</td>
<td>The children of Venus.</td>
<td>In all directions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Brilliant, white, without any tails.</td>
<td>The children of Jupiter.</td>
<td>In all directions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **From what direction they appear:**
  - Only in east and west
  - S.E.
  - S.
  - N.E.
  - N.
  - In all directions.

- **Their qualities:**
  - Similar to pearls in rivulets of crystal or gold-coloured.
  - Green, or of the colour of fire or of lac, or of blood, or of the blossoms of the tree.
  - Round, radiant, of the colour of water or sesame oil, without tails.
  - Red, etc., of the colour of flowers, or of the colours of certain flowers, or of the cancer.
  - Having three colours and three tails.
  - Radiant, as if they were horns.
  - Brilliant, white, without any tails.

- **Their progeny (or):**
  - The children of Krita.
  - The children of the Fire (?).
  - The children of the Earth.
  - The children of the Moon.
  - Son of Brahma.
  - The children of Venus.
  - The children of Jupiter.

- **Prognostics:**
  - It bodes the fighting of the kings with each other.
  - It bodes pestilence.
  - It bodes hunger and pestilence.
  - It bodes fertility and wealth.
  - N. and N.E. | It bodes evil in consequence of which the world will be turned topsy-turvy.
  - In all directions. | It bodes wickedness and destruction.
  - In all directions. | It bodes misfortune and death.
  - S. | It bodes destruction and misfortune.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Their names</th>
<th>Their descent</th>
<th>How many stars each comet has</th>
<th>Their qualities</th>
<th>From what direction they appear</th>
<th>Their prognosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taskara, i.e. the thief.</td>
<td>The children of Mercury.</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>White, thin, long. The eye is dazzled by them.</td>
<td>In all directions.</td>
<td>It bodes misfortune.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kauākuma.</td>
<td>The children of Mars.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>It has three tails, and the colour of the flame.</td>
<td>N.</td>
<td>It bodes the extremity of evil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tāmasa-klaka.</td>
<td>The children of the Head.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Of different shapes.</td>
<td>About the sun and moon.</td>
<td>It bodes fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viśvarūpa.</td>
<td>The children of the Fire.</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Of a blazing light like the flame.</td>
<td></td>
<td>It bodes evil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aruāsa.</td>
<td>The children of the Wind.</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>They have no body, that you could see a star in them. Only their rays are united, so that these appear as rivulets. Their colour is reddish or greenish.</td>
<td></td>
<td>It bodes general destruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaṇaka.</td>
<td>The children of Prajāpati.</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Square comets, eight in appearance, and 304 in number.</td>
<td></td>
<td>It bodes much evil and destruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaṅka.</td>
<td>The children of the Water.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Its (?) are united, and it is shining like the moon.</td>
<td></td>
<td>It bodes much fear and evil in Pūdra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabandha.</td>
<td>The children of the Time.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Like the cut-off head of a man.</td>
<td></td>
<td>It bodes much destruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>One in appearance, nine in number. White, large.</td>
<td>In all directions.</td>
<td>It bodes pestilence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The author (Varāhamihira) had divided the comets into three classes: the high ones near the stars; the flowing ones near the earth; the middle ones in the air; and he mentions each one of the high and middle classes of them in our table separately.

He further says (chap. xi. 42):—

"If the light of the middle class of comets shines on the instruments of the kings, the banners, parasols, fans, and fly-flaps, this bodes destruction to the rulers. If it shines on a house, or tree, or mountain, this bodes destruction to the empire. If it shines on the furniture of the house, its inhabitants will perish. If it shines on the sweepings of the house, its owner will perish."

Further Varāhamihira says (chap. xi. 6):—

"If a shooting-star falls down opposite to the tail of a comet, health and wellbeing cease, the rains lose their beneficial effects, and likewise the trees which are holy to Mahādeva—there is no use in enumerating them, since their names and their essences are unknown among us Muslims—and the conditions in the realm of Cola, Sita, the Huns and Chinese are troubled."

Further he says (chap. xi. 62):—

"Examine the direction of the tail of the comet, it being indifferent whether the tail hangs down or stands erect or is inclined, and examine the lunar station, the edge of which is touched by it. In that case predict destruction to the place and that its inhabitants will be attacked by armies which will devour them as the peacock devours the snakes.

"From these comets you must except those which bode something good.

"As regards the other comets, you must investigate in what lunar stations they appear, or in what station their tails lie or to what station their tails reach. In that case you must predict destruction to the princes of those countries which are indicated by the lunar
stations in question, and other events which are indicated by those stations."

The Jews hold the same opinion regarding the comets as we hold regarding the stone of the Ka'ba (viz. that they all are stones which have fallen down from heaven). According to the same book of Varāhamihira, comets are such beings as have been on account of their merits raised to heaven, whose period of dwelling in heaven has elapsed and who are then redescending to the earth.

The following two tables embody the Hindu theories of the comets:—
### Table of Comets of the Greatest Height in the Sky

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>From the east in</th>
<th>With a sharp edge, surrounded by rays.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapilaketa.</td>
<td>Patr.</td>
<td>phalchit</td>
<td>In the south.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raudra.</td>
<td>vamalchitra.</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>From the south, it becomes as long as the Pole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calaketa.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>From the south, it disappears.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHAP TER LXXX.**

It is flashing and thick, and extends itself from the north. It is brighter than the first. Its tail extends till nearly the midst of heaven. It has a smoke-colour and appears on the day of new-moon. It occupies one-third of heaven. During the first time of its appearance it has a tail as long as a finger towards the north. Then it turns towards the south. It becomes as long as to the north, the Great Bear and the Pole. Then it rises higher and higher; it passes round the Pole and disappears.
<p>| Table of Comets of the Greatest Height in the Ether—Continued. |
|-----------------|-----------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| <strong>7.</strong>          | <strong>Śvetaketu.</strong>   | South. It appears at the beginning of night and is visible during seven days. Its tail extends over one-third of heaven. It is green and passes from the right side to the left. |
| <strong>8.</strong>          | <strong>Ka.</strong>         | West. It appears in the first half of night, its flame is like scattered peas, and remains visible during seven days. When these two comets shine and lighten, they bode health and wealth. If the time of their appearance exceeds seven days, two-thirds of the affairs of men and of their lives are ruined. The sword is drawn, revolutions prevail, and there will be misfortune during ten years. |
| <strong>9.</strong>          | <strong>Raśmiketu (?)</strong> | The Pleiades. It has the colour of smoke. It ruins all human affairs and creates numerous revolutions. |
| <strong>10.</strong>         | <strong>Dhruvaketu (?)</strong> | Appears between heaven and earth wherever it likes. It has a big body, it has many sides (?) and colours, and is bright flashing. It bodes health and peace. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Their number</th>
<th>Their names</th>
<th>From what direction they appear</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Their prognosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kumuda.</td>
<td>West.</td>
<td>Namesake of the lotus, which is compared with it. It remains one night, and its tail is directed towards the south.</td>
<td>It bodes lasting fertility and wealth for ten years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maiketu.</td>
<td>West.</td>
<td>It lasts only one quarter of a night. Its tail is straight, white, similar to the milk which sparts out of the breast when it is milked.</td>
<td>It bodes a great number of wild animals and perpetual fertility during four and a half months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jalaketu.</td>
<td>West.</td>
<td>Flashing. Its tail has a curve from the west side.</td>
<td>It bodes fertility and well-being of the subjects during nine months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bhavaketu.</td>
<td>East.</td>
<td>It has a tail like that of a lion towards the south.</td>
<td>It is visible only one night. It bodes perpetual fertility and well-being during as many months as its appearance lasts. If its colour becomes less bright, it bodes pestilence and death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table of comets of middle height in the sky—Continued.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Their names</strong></td>
<td><strong>From what direction they appear</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td><strong>The lunar station in which it appears</strong></td>
<td><strong>The appearance of its influence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padmakirti</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>It is as white as the white lotus. It lasts one night.</td>
<td>With a tail that is sharp, it possesses the colour of smoke or bronze. It appears after one-third of the month, and extends over one-third of the month.</td>
<td>The lunar station in which it appears becomes entirely, as we know, the moon, and the appearance of its influence lasts as many years as its appearance last.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áravata</td>
<td>West</td>
<td>It appears at midnight, bright shining and light grey. Its tail extends from the left to the right.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravata</td>
<td>West</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table continues with more entries, but the current section is focused on the description and appearance of the comets. The entry for Padmakirti, for example, describes it as appearing white and lasting one night, with a tail that resembles smoke or bronze, and its influence lasting as many years as its appearance.
This is the doctrine of the Hindus regarding the comets and their presages.

Only few Hindus occupy themselves in the same way as physical scholars among the ancient Greeks did, with exact scientific researches on the comets and on the nature of the other phenomena of heaven (τὰ μετέωρα), for also in these things they are not able to rid themselves of the doctrines of their theologians. Thus the Matsya-Purāṇa says:

"There are four rains and four mountains, and their basis is the water. The earth is placed on four elephants, standing in the four cardinal directions, which raise the water by their trunks to make the seeds grow. They sprinkle water in summer and snow in winter. The fog is the servant of the rain, raising itself up to it, and adorning the clouds with the black colour."

With regard to these four elephants the Book of the Medicine of Elephants says:

"Some male elephants excels man in cunning. Therefore it is considered a bad omen if they stand at the head of a herd of them. They are called manguniha (?). Some of them develop only one tooth, others three and four; those which belong to the race of the elephants bearing the earth. Men do not oppose them; and if they fall into a trap, they are left to their fate."

The Vāyu-Purāṇa says:

"The wind and the sun’s ray raise the water from the ocean to the sun. If the water were to drop down from the sun, rain would be hot. Therefore the sun hands the water over to the moon, that it should drop down from it as cold water and refresh the world."

As regards the phenomena of the sky, they say, for instance, that the thunder is the roaring of Airāvata, i.e., the riding-elephant of Indra the ruler, when it drinks from the pond Mānasa, rutting and roaring with a hoarse voice.
The rainbow (lit. bow of Ḫuzah) is the bow of Indra, as our common people consider it as the bow of Rustam.

We think now that what we have related in this book will be sufficient for any one who wants to converse with the Hindus, and to discuss with them questions of religion, science, or literature, on the very basis of their own civilisation. Therefore we shall finish this treatise, which has already, both by its length and breadth, wearied the reader. We ask God to pardon us for every statement of ours which is not true. We ask Him to help us that we may adhere to that which yields Him satisfaction. We ask Him to lead us to a proper insight into the nature of that which is false and idle, that we may sift it so as to distinguish the chaff from the wheat. All good comes from Him, and it is He who is clement towards His slaves. Praise be to God, the Lord of the worlds, and His blessings be upon the prophet Muḥammad and his whole family!
ANNOTATIONS.

VOL. I.
P. 1. Title.—The author proposes to investigate the reality (ḥaḥīka) of Hindu modes of thought in the entire extent of the subject. He describes the religious, literary, and scientific traditions of India, not the country and its inhabitants. However, in some chapters he gives more than the title promises; cf. his notes on the roads and on the courses of the rivers.

The contents of the eighty chapters of the book may be arranged under the following heads:

Chap. 2–11. On Religious, Philosophical, and cognate subjects.
Chap. 12–17. On Literature and Metrology, Strange Customs and Superstitions.
Chap. 18–31. On Geography, Descriptive, Mathematical, and Traditional, i.e. Pauranic.
Chap. 32–62. On Chronology and Astronomy, interspersed with chapters of Religious Tradition, e.g. on Nārāyaṇa, Vāsudeva, &c.

The word maḥdla, translated by category, is a technical term of Arabian philosophy. It was coined by the first Arabian translators of Aristotle for the purpose of rendering κατηγορία, and has since become current in the school language of Islam (cf. the Arabic title of Aristotelis Categoriarum Graecae cum versione Arabica, &c., edid. J. Th. Zenker, Lipsiae, 1846). The Syrian predecessors of those Arabian translators had simply transferred the Greek word just as
it is into their own language; *cf. e.g.* Jacob of Edessa in G. Hoffmann’s *De Hermeneutici sapud Syros Aristoteleis*, Lipsiae, 1869, p. 17.

That a Muslim author should investigate the ideas of idolaters, and not only such as Muslims may adopt, but also such as they must reject and condemn, that he quotes the Koran and the Gospel side by side (p. 4–5), is a proof of a broadness of view and liberality of mind more frequently met with in the ancient times of Islam, in the centuries before the establishment of Muhammadan orthodoxy by Alghazzālī (died A.D. 1111), than later. There was more field for utterances of mental individuality before the ideas of all the nations of Islam were moulded into a unity which makes it difficult to recognise the individual influences of every single nation on the general development of the Muhammadan mind, before all Islam had become one huge religious community, in which local and national differences seem to have lost most of their original importance for the spiritual life of man. The work of Alberuni is unique in Muslim literature, as an earnest attempt to study an idolatrous world of thought, not proceeding from the intention of attacking and refuting it, but uniformly showing the desire to be just and impartial, even when the opponent’s views are declared to be inadmissible. There can be hardly a doubt that under other circumstances, in other periods of Muslim history and other countries, the present work might have proved fatal to its author; and it shows that the religious policy of King Māhmūd, the great destroyer of Hindu temples and idols, under whom Alberuni wrote, must have been so liberal as to be rarely met with in the annals of Islam (*cf.* pp. 268, 269).

P. 5. The master ‘Abū-Sahl, &c.—Al-tiflīsī, i.e. a native of Tiflis in the Caucasus, is not known from other sources. I suppose he was one of the high civil functionaries of the realm or court of Māhmūd. The name Sahl occurs very frequently among men of Persian descent of those times, and the title Ustādī—master, is in the Ta’rifh-i-Baihakī always prefixed, if not precisely as an official title, at all events as a title expressive of profound respect on the part of the speaker, to the names of the ministers and
The highest civil officials of Mahmud and Mas'ud, such as Bū Sahl Zauzanī, Bū Sahl Ḥamdūnī, Bū Naṣr Mushkān, the minister of state, whose secretary Al-baihaḵī was, as well as to the name of Alberuni (\textsuperscript{16})", but never to the names of the great military men (cf. on titles in the Ghaznavī empire, A. de Biberstein Kazimirski, \textit{Menoutchehrî}, Paris, 1887, p. 308). Administrative skill was a legacy left by the organisation of the Sasanian empire to the Persians of later centuries, whilst military qualities seem entirely to have disappeared among the descendants of Rustam. For all the generals and officers of Mahmud and Mas'M were Turks, as Aḥmatshāh, Arslān Ḫādhib, Aḥyarok, Bagtāgin, Bilkātagin, Niyāltagin, Noshtagin, &c. The Ghazna princes spoke Persian with their civil functionaries, Turkish with their generals and soldiers (cf. Elliot, History of India, ii. 81, 102).

P. 5. The Mu'tazila sect.—The dogma, \textit{God has no knowledge}, is part of their doctrine on the qualities of God, maintained especially by Ma'amir Ibn Aḥbād Al-Sulami. (Cf. on this and related subjects the treatise of H. Steiner, \textit{Die Mutaxiliten oder die Freidenker im Islam}, Leipzig, 1865, pp. 50, 52, 59, and Al-Shahrastānī’s “Book of Religious and Philosophical Sects,” edited by Cureton, London, 1846, p. 30, li. 7–9). Proceeding from the study of Greek philosophy, the doctors of this school tried to save the free will of man against predestination. There was once in Arabic a large literature composed by them and by their opponents, most of which is unknown, at all events not yet brought to light. Most of these books were of a polemical nature, and it is against their polemical bias that the criticism of Alberuni is directed. With regard to his own work, he expressly declares (p. 7) that it is not a polemical one. The book which Abū-Sahl had before him, and which gave rise to the discussion between him and our author, was probably one like that of Abul-Ḥasan Al-‘Aš'ārī (died A.D. 935), the great predecessor of Alghazzālī, “On the Qualities of God,” in which he attacks the Mu'tazila doctrine of the negation of God's omniscience. (Cf. W. Spitta, \textit{Zur Geschichte Abulhusan Al-Ash'āri's}, Leipzig, 1876, p. 64.) The same author has also written an extensive work against the antagonists of
the orthodox faith, against Brahmins, Christians, Jews, and Magians (v. ib. p. 68).

Our information regarding the ancient literature on the history of religion and philosophy (the latter proceeding from a work of the Neoplatonist Porphyrius) is very scanty, and mostly limited to titles of books. The work of Shahristānī (died A.D. 1153) is a late compendium or مختصر (v. his pref., 1, 8). His editor, Cureton, intended to give "Observations respecting the sources from which this author has probably derived his information" (English pref., p. iv.), but, as far as I am aware, he has not carried out his intention. There is an excellent treatise on the history of religions in the Fihrist of Al-nadim (composed about A.D. 987) on p. 415. The same author mentions

(π. ivv) an older work on doctrines and religions by Alḥasan Ibn Mūsā Alnāsabahṭ (mentioned by Masūdī), who also wrote against metempsychosis. Parts of a similar work of Ibn Ḥazm, an Arab of Spain (died A.D. 1064), are extant in the libraries of Vienna and Leyden. Mr. C. Schefer has recently published in his Chrestomathie Persane, Paris, 1883, a useful little book in Persian called كتب بيان الإديان, composed by Abul-Ma'āli Muhammad Ibn 'Ukail, who wrote in Ghazna, under the king Masūd Ibn Ibrahim (A.D. 1089-1099), half a century after Alberuni, whose Indica he quotes in his book. He calls it آراء الهند, i.e. "The Doctrines of the Hindus" (p. 136). Two more treatises in Persian on the history of religions are mentioned by C. Schefer, Chrestomathie Persane, pp. 136, 137.

An author who seems to have written on subjects connected with the history of religions is one Abū-Ya'skūb of Sijistān, as Alberuni (i. 64-65) quotes his theory on the metempsychosis from a book of his, called Kūdh-kashf-almahjūb.

Pp. 6-7. Al ruinschahrt and Zurfān.—Our author has not made any use of the Muhammadan literature on the belief of the Hindus, as far as such existed before his time; evidently he did not give it the credit of a bona fide source of historical information. Throughout his book he derives his statements exclusively either from Indian books or from what he had heard himself. He makes an
exception of this rule only in favour of Alûrânshahr, the author of a general work on the history of religions. Alberuni seems to have known this book already (A.D. 1000) when he wrote his "Chronology," for there he gives two quotations, one an Eranian, and the other an Armenian tradition, on the authority of Alûrânshahr (v. "Chronology of Ancient Nations," &c., translated by Dr. C. Edward Sachau, London, 1879, pp. 208, 211).

The word Êrânshahr was known to the Arabs as the name of the whole Sasanian empire, from the Oxus to the Euphrates. So it is used, e.g. by Abû-'Alî 'Âhmâd Ibn 'Umar Ibn Dusta in his geographical work (British Museum, add. 23,378 on fol. 120b), where he describes the whole extent of it. If, however, Êrânshahr here means the place where the author Abû'Abbâs was born, we must take the word in the more restricted meaning, which is mentioned by Albarâdûrî. For it is also the name of a part of the Sasanian empire, viz. one of the four provinces of Khurâsân, the country between Nîshâpur, Tûs, and Herât. Accordingly, we suppose that Alûrânshahr means a native of this particular province. Cf. Almukaddast, p. ۸۹۳۱۷, Yâkût, i. ۸۹۱۷. According to another tradition, the name Êrânshahr also applied to Nîshâpur, i.e. the name of the province was used to denote its capital. Cf. Almu-

kaddast, p. ۸۹۱۷.  

Alûrânshahrî, a sort of freethinker according to Alberuni, is only once quoted (i. 326, a Buddhistic tradition on the destruction and renovation of the world). But as Alberuni praises his description of Judaism, Christianity, and Manichaism, we may suppose that the information of the Indica on these subjects, e.g. the quotation from the Gospel (p. 4–5), was taken from Êrânshahrî.  

Incorporated in the work of Êrânshahrî was a treatise on Buddhism by an author, Zurkân, who is entirely unknown. Although Alberuni speaks very slightingly of this author, and although he does not mention him anywhere save in the preface, he seems to have borrowed from him those notes on Buddhistic subjects which are scattered through his work (v. Index Rerum, a.v. Buddhists). This sort of information is not of a very high standard, but other sources on Buddhism, literary or oral, do not seem to have been at the command of Alberuni. The Hindus with whom he mixed were of the Brahminical
creed, not Buddhists. In the countries where he had lived, in Khwârizm, Jurjân, the country round Ghazna (Zâbulistân), and the Panjâb, there had been no opportunity for studying Buddhism; and also among the numerous soldiers, officers, artisans, and other Indians in the service of Mahmûd in Ghazna and other places, there do not seem to have been Buddhists, or else Alberuni would have used such occasions for filling out this blank in his knowledge.

In the Fihrist (ed. G. Flügel, Leipzig, 1871), on p. 78–79 there is an extensive report on India and China, which is derived from the following sources:—

1. The account of Abû-Dulaf of Yanbûlî, who had travelled to India and China about A.D. 941.
2. That of a Christian monk from Najrân, who by order of the Nestorian Katholikos had also travelled to India and China in the years A.D. 980–987.
3. From a book dated A.D. 863, of an unknown author, a book which had passed through the hands of the famous Alkindî. Was this perhaps the work of Alârânsahârî, and the note on Buddha on p. 220 by Zurkân?

The origin of the chapter on Indian subjects in Shahrastâni (ed. Cureton, London, 1846), on p. 145 seq. is not known. At all events, this author has not made use of Alberuni's work.

Pp. 7–8. Greeks, Sûfîs, Christians.—In order to illustrate the ideas of the Hindus, and to bring them nearer to the understanding of his Muslim readers, Alberuni quotes related ideas—

1. Of the Greeks (cf. i. 24).
2. The Christians.
3. The Jews.
4. The Manichæans; and
5. The Sûfîs.

Pantheism in Islam, the doctrine of the Sûfîs, is as near akin to the Neoplatonic and Neopythagorean schools of Greek philosophy, as to the Vedânta school of Hindu philosophers. It was in our author's time already represented by a very large literature. He quotes some Sûfî sentences, e.g. of Abû Bakr Al-shibli, and Abû Yazîd Albistâmî, who are known from other sources (i. 87, 88),
and a Súfí interpretation of a Koranic passage (i. 88). Cf. besides, the Index Rerum, s.v. Súfísm. He gives i. 33, 34, several etymologies of the word Súfí, which he himself identifies with Sófía.

The notes relating to Mánî and the Manichæans (v. Index Rerum), and the quotations from their books, are probably mostly taken from Alèrânsahhrî (v. p. 18). However, it must be kept in mind that, at the time of our author, the works of Mánî still existed, and he himself found the “Book of Mysteries” and others in his native country, though perhaps at a time subsequent to the date of the composition of the Indica. Cf. Chronologie Orientalisher Völker, herausgegeben von Ed. Sachau, Leipzig, 1878, Vorwort, pp. xi. and xxxvi. The following works of Mánî are quoted: “Book of Mysteries,” كتاب الإسرار; Thesaurus vivificationis, i. 39. Cf. Mani, seine Lehre und seine Schriften, by G. Flügel, Leipzig, 1862.

As regards the Jews, I am not informed to what degree Jewish colonies were in those times spread over Central Asia. Alberuni derived probably his knowledge of Judaism also from Alèrânsahhrî (p. 253). That in earlier years, during his stay in Jurjân, he was acquainted with a Jewish scholar is apparent from his chronological work ("Chronology of Ancient Nations," p. 269).

Alberuni’s knowledge of Christianity may have been communicated by various channels besides the book of his predecessor Alèrânsahhrî, as during his time it was far spread in Central Asia, and even at the court of Mahmûd in Ghazna (e.g. Abulkhair Alkhânmdr, p. 256), there lived Christians. It has not yet been investigated in detail how far Nestorian Christianity had been carried eastward across Central Asia towards and into China. Cf. Assemani’s Notitia Ecclesiarum Metropolitarum et Episcopaliun quas sunt Patriarchæ Nestorianœ Subjectœ (Bibliotheca Orientalis, vol. iv. p. 300 seq.). Barhebræus speaks of Uigûri monks (ib. ii. 256), and from the same time date some of the Syriac inscriptions on Christian tombstones recently found in Russian Central Asia and published in Petersburg, 1886. Alberuni mentions Christians in his native country Khwârizm (Khiva), and in Khùrâsân, and not only Nestorians, but also Mel-
kites, whilst he expressly states that he does not know the Jacobites. *Cf. "Chronology of Ancient Nations," pp. 283, 4; 292, 12; 295, 22; 312, 16.

Where Alberuni learned Greek philosophy, and who introduced him to the study of Plato's Dialogues and *Leges*, he does not state himself. The Arabic translations which he used, and which are tolerably correct, had passed through Syriac versions which are now no longer extant (e.g. those of Plato). Alberuni was personally acquainted and had literary connections with a man who was one of the first representatives of Greek learning in the Muslim world in that age, Abulkhair Alkhammar, and it was perhaps to him that Alberuni owed part of his classical education. Abulkhair was born a Christian in Bagdad, A.H. 942. He lived some time in Khwârizm, and migrated thence, together with Alberuni and others, to Ghazna, A.D. 1017, after Mahmûd had annexed that country to his empire. He died in Ghazna during Mahmûd's reign, i.e. before A.D. 1030, and is said to have become a Muslim towards the end of his life. He was a famous physician, and wrote on medical subjects and on Greek philosophy; besides he translated the works of Greek philosophers (e.g. Theophrast) from Syriac into Arabic. Of his writings we may mention a "Book of Comparison of the Theory of the (Greek) Philosophers and of the Christians," "Explanation of the Theory of the Ancients (i.e. Greek philosophers) regarding the Creator and regarding Laws," "The Life of the Philosopher," "On the ॐ�," "On Meteorology," &c. His pedigree points to a Persian descent. *Cf. Chronologie Orientalischer Völker, Einleitung, p. xxxii., Führset, p. 10, and the work of Shahrazûrث نزهة الراج ورضعة
(Manuscript of the Royal Library of Berlin, MSS. Orient. oct. 217, fol. 144b-146a); C. Schefer, Chrystalomathie Persane, p. 141.

It must be observed that Alberuni, in comparing Hindu doctrines with those of Plato, follows in the wake of Megasthenes, who says: Παραπληκόνυι δὲ καὶ μῦθον, ἄντερ καὶ Πλάτων, περὶ τι ἀφθαρσάς ψυχῆς καὶ τῶν καθὰ ἄθων κρόνων καὶ ἄλλα τοιαῦτα (Schwanbeck, Bonn, 1846, p. 138).

P. 8. Śūkhyā (or Śūkkhyā) and Pāṭaṇjala.—The
former word is here written सदुः. It may be
doubtful whether the second is to be read पताङ्जलि or
Patanjali. Alberuni generally says दक्षिणक य तिति, which
may be translated the book of (the author) Patanjali, or
the book (which is called) पताङ्जलि or पताङ्जलि. Only
in one place, i.e. 68 (६८, ५), he says साहिब दक्षिणक य तिति
means the title of the book, not the name of the author.
The long a in the Arabic writing would rather indicate the
pronunciation पताङ्जलि than पताङ्जलि, but in this respect
the transliteration is not always uniform, as sometimes
a short Indian a has been rendered by a long a in Arabic,
e.g. ताल, brahman, गान्धर्व, मातल, गान्धर्व, गंधर्व,
मध्यालोक, सुताल, विजयानंदनिन, para, पार, वास, vasi,
माहोर, माहोर, भाल, माहताल. Only in two places
the word evidently means the author, i.e. 70 (७०, २०),
and 87 (८७, ३). The name of the author seems to have
been current also as meaning his book. Therefore, and be-
because in Sanskrit generally the name पताङ्जलि is quoted, I
have given the preference to the latter form of the name.
Alberuni has transferred large portions of his transla-
tions of the books Sāmkhya and Patanjali, which he had
published at an earlier date, into the Indica.

Pp. 17–19.—In a similar way to Alberuni, the poet Mr
Khusrau discourses on classical and vernacular in his
Nuh-sipīhr. He mentions the word Sanskrit, whilst Albe-
runi only speaks of Hindi (v. Elliot, “History of India,”
iii. 562, 556; also v. 570, “On the Knowledge of Sanskrit
by Muhammadans”).

There were Hindu dragomans in the service of Mahmūd,
both in the civil administration and in the army, large
portions of which were Hindus under Hindu officers
(Elliot, ii. 109; some fought in Karmān, Khwārizm, and
before Merw for their Muslim master, ib. ii. 130, 131).
Part of these troops were Kannara, i.e. natives of Karnā-
tadesa (here i. 173).

A specimen of these interpreters is Tilak, the son of
Jai Sen (i.e. Tilaka the son of Jayasena). After having
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pursued his studies in Kashmir, he became interpreter first to Kâdî Shîrâzî Bulhâsân Šâh, a high civil official under Maḥmûd and Masʿūd (Elliot, ii. 117, 123), then to Ahmad Ibn Ḥasan of Maiman, who was grand vizir, A.D. 1007–1025, under Maḥmûd, and a second time, 1030–1033, under Masʿūd, and rose afterwards to be a commanding officer in the army (Elliot, ii. 125–127). This class of men spoke and wrote Hindî (of course with Arabic characters) and Persian (perhaps also Turkish, as this language prevailed in the army), and it is probably in these circles that we must look for the origin of Urdu or Hindustani. The first author who wrote in this language, the Dante of Muhammadan India, is one Masʿūd, who died a little more than a century after the death of King Maḥmûd (A.H. 525 = A.D. 1131). Cf. A. Sprenger, “Catalogue of the Arabic, Persian, and Hindustany Manuscripts of the Libraries of the King of Oudh,” Calcutta, 1854, pp. 407, 485. If we had any of the Hindî writings of those times, they would probably exhibit the same kind of Indian speech as that which is found in Alberuni’s book.

P. 18.—The bearing of the words تدبيدها بعراَب آموُل (9, 14, 15), which I have translated “and must pronounce the case-endings either,” &c., is doubtful. The word ʾiʿrāb means the process or mode of Arabizing a foreign word, and refers both to consonants and vowels. An ʾiʿrāb mashhûr would be a generally known Arabic mode of pronunciation of a word of Indian origin, an ʾiʿrāb māmūl such a pronunciation of an Indian word in Arabic as is not yet known, but invented for the purpose. E.g. the Sanskrit word dvipa appears in two different forms, as ḏīb, ديب, which must be classed under the first head, and as ḏītp, ديب, which belongs to the second class. If it is this the author means, we must observe that the former class, i.e. the class of words which had already general currency in Arabic before he wrote his Indica, is insignificantly small in comparison with the large number of words which by Alberuni were for the first time presented to a reader of Arabic (v. preface of the edition of the Arabic original, p. xxvii.).

Another meaning of the word ʾiʿrāb is the vowel-pronunciation at the end of the words, chiefly the nouns; in fact
the case-endings. Accordingly, 'i'radb maskhard may mean case-ending (in German, vocalischer Auslaut) as it is generally used in Hindi, e.g. किता gitta, रिजत revatt, and 'i'radb ma'mul, a case-ending added to a word purposely in order to make it amenable to the rules of Arabic declension (dip-toton and tripton), e.g. लनक = Skr. lañkh, गाद gauru = Skr. Gaurt, बिदु bindu = Skr. Vindhya. The vocalisation of these words is liable to lead us into an error. Is बन a diptoton, or is its final vocal the termination of the noun in Hindi? If the former were the case, we ought also to have बन in genitive and accusative, and we ought to read बन a caste (varna), अस्लिय an impure one (mecccha), लम an measure (mana), &c. But these forms do not occur in the manuscript, and therefore I hold the termination u to be the Indian nominative, developed out of the o of Prakrit, and still extant in Sindhi. (Cf. E. Trumpp, Die Stammbildung des Sindhi, "Journal of the German Oriental Society," xvi. p. 129; his "Grammar of the Sindhi Language," p. 32). The Arabic manuscript is not sufficiently accurate to enable us to form an opinion to what extent names in Alberuni's Hindi terminated in u, but we must certainly say that this is the case in the vast majority of nouns. If we are correct in this, the term 'i'radb ma'mul cannot mean an artificial case-ending or one invented or added for the purpose, because it existed already in the Indian dialect whence Alberuni took the word.

Of the words बन the former half refers to the writing of the consonants (and perhaps of the Lesezeichen). Accordingly the latter half ought to refer to the vowels; but 'i'rad does not mean vowels or vocalisation; it only means the vocalisation of the final consonant of the word. Therefore I am inclined to prefer the first of the two interpretations here proposed, and to translate for in order to fix the pronunciation we must change the points (i.e. the dia-critical points of the consonants, घर न्द्र. &c.) and the signs (perhaps he means the Hamza, which cannot be
applied to Indian sounds), and must secure its correct pronunciation by such a process of Arabising as is either already in general use or is carried out (or invented) for the purpose. This is an example (and there are hundreds more) of the concise style of the author, so sorely fraught with ambiguity. Every single word is perfectly clear and certain, and still the sentence may be understood in entirely different ways.

P. 19. 3. Which in our Persian grammatical system are considered as, &c.—Literally, “Which our companions call having,” &c. Speaking of his fellow-Muslims in opposition to the Hindus, the author always says our companions, our people, not meaning national differences, Arab, Persian, or Turk, but exclusively the difference of creed.

In Sanskrit a word (a syllable) may commence with one, two, or three consonants, e.g. dvī, jyā, strī, kśhvēda, which is impossible in Arabic, where each syllable begins and ends with one consonant only. Alberuni’s comparison cannot, therefore, refer to Arabic.

In Persian, the rules for the beginning and end of the syllable are different. Whilst in the ancient forms of Erānian speech a syllable could commence with two consonants, as, e.g. frātama, khsapa, Neo-Persian permits only one consonant at the beginning of a syllable, jārdum, shab. However, the end of a syllable may consist of two consecutive consonants, as in ydft, baksh, khushk, mard, &c. Alberuni seems to hint at these examples, and at a doctrine of certain grammarians, who are not known, to this effect, that the first of these two consonants is to be considered as having not a complete or clear vowel, but an indistinct hidden one, something like a schwa mobile of Hebrew grammar.

There is a small number of words (or syllables) in Neo-Persian which indeed commence with the two consonants خو، as, e.g. خواستی، خواهر، استخوان، خواب، خویش, but they were at the author’s time pronounced as a single one, if we may judge from the metrical system of the Shāhnāma of his contemporary Firdausī, who was only a little older than himself.’ (Cf. similar remarks of the author, i., 138, 139.)

us think that these events happened within the recollection of the author; but this is not necessarily the case. The former words may be interpreted, "I recollect the story of a Hindu who," &c., i.e. "I recollect having heard the story," &c.; and the words with which he winds up the story may mean, "I feel thankful to my fate that it was not I and my contemporaries whom he treated thus, but former generations."

P. 21. Shamaniyya.—The Buddhists are in Arabic called by this name, which is derived from a Prakritic form of Sanskrit śramaṇa (Strabo Ṣarṇāvai, Hieronymus Sāmanaei), and by the word المجموعة, i.e. the red robed-people (=raktapaṭa), which refers to the red-brown (=kaśāya) cloaks of the Buddhist monks. Cf. Kern, Der Buddhismus und seine Geschichte in Indien, übersetzt von H. Jacobi, Leipzig, 1882, ii. 45. See another note of our author's on Buddhism in his "Chronology of Ancient Nations," pp. 188, 189. It is extremely difficult, from the utter lack of historic tradition, to check the author's statements as to the western extension of Buddhism, which certainly never reached Mosul. Before all, it will be necessary to examine how far Alberuni, when speaking of the ancient history and institutions of Eran, was under the influence of the poets of his time, Dakikī, Asadī, and Firdausī, who versified Eranian folklore for the edification of the statesmen of the Samanian and Ghaznavī empires, all of them of Eranian descent. Hearing the songs of the heroic exploits of their ancestors consoled them to a certain degree for the only too palpable fact that their nation was no longer the ruling one, but subject to another; that Arabs and Turks had successively stepped into the heritage of their ancestors.

It must be observed that the negotiators of the cities of Sindh, whom they sent to the Muslim conquerors when first attacked by them, were invariably śramaṇas (v. Albalādhurī), which seems to indicate that Sindh in those times, i.e. about A.D. 710, was Buddhistic. Cf. H. Kern, Der Buddhismus und seine Geschichte in Indien, ii. 543.

P. 21. Muḥammad Ibn Alkāsim.—The brilliant career of the conqueror of Sindh falls into the years A.D. 707–714. By Albalādhurī (p. Ṣr̄īf), Ibn-Al‘athīr, and others
he is called Muḥ. Ibn Alkāsim Ibn Muhammad, not Ibn Almunabbih, as here and p. 116. When Alberuni wrote, Islam was known in Sindh already 350 years (since A.D. 680), and was established there 320 years (since about A.D. 710). On the history of the conquest of Sindh, cf. Albaladhuri’s Kitāb-alfidīh, p. 161, translated by Reinaud, “Fragments,” p. 182; Elliot, History of India, i. 113.

Instead of Bahmanvā read Bhamanvā = Brahmānavāta.

P. 23. The words of Varāhamihira are found in his Brihat-Samhitā, translated by Kern in the “Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,” 1870, p. 441 (ii. 15): “The Greeks, indeed, are foreigners, but with them this science is in a flourishing state. Hence they are honoured as though they were Rishis; how much more then a twice-born man, if he be versed in astrology."

P. 25. Think of Socrates, &c.—The author speaks of a Socratic fate or calamity, meaning a fate like that which befell Socrates. I do not know from what particular source Alberuni and his contemporaries derived their information about the history of Greek philosophy. There is a broad stream of literary tradition on this subject in Arabic literature, but it has not yet been investigated what was its origin, whether it proceeded from one source or from several. Those men, mostly Greek heathens from Harrān or Syrian Christians, who had enjoyed the Greek education of the time, not only translated Greek literature into Syriac and Arabic for the benefit of their Arab masters, but wrote also general works on the history of Greek learning and literature, probably translating and adopting for their purpose some one of the most current schoolbooks on this subject, used in the schools of Alexandria, Athens, Antioch, &c. Among authors who wrote such books, some being mere compilations of the famous sentences of Greek sages (doxographic), others having a more historic character, are Hunain Ibn 'Ishāk, his son 'Ishāk Ibn Hunain, and Kustā' Ibn Lūkā (i.e. Constans the son of Lucas). But what were the Greek works from which they took their information, and which they probably communicated to the ‘Arabs exactly as they were? I am inclined to think that they used works of Porphyrius and Ammonius, the Greek originals of which are no longer extant.
P. 25. *Jurare in verba,* &c.—The Hindus consider, e.g. the sciences of astronomy and astrology as founded upon tradition, and their authors produce in their books side by side their own perhaps more advanced ideas and some silly notions of any predecessors of theirs, although they are fully aware that both are totally irreconcilable with each other. *Cf.* the words of Varāhamihira to this effect in *Brihat Samhitā,* ix. 7, and the note of his commentator Utpala to v. 32. Alberuni pronounces most energetically against this kind of scientific composition when speaking of Brahmagupta in chapter ix. on eclipses.

P. 27. *Beyond all likeness and unlikeness,* an expression frequent in the description of the Deity. Literally translated: *things that are opposite to each other and things that are like each other.* Perhaps the rhyme ādd and nīdd, ‘āddād and ‘āndād, has contributed to the coining of this term. As for the idea, it may be compared with the term *adandvas* in Hindu philosophy = *pairs of opposites,* as pleasure and pain, health and sickness. Bhagavad-Gītā, ii. 45, vii. 27: “Yoga Aphorisms of Patañjali” (edited by Rajendralālā Mitra), ii. 48, p. 111.

P. 27. *Who is the worshipped one?* &c.—The greater part of this extract from Patañjali has been translated into Persian by Abulma‘ālī Muḥammad Ibn ʿUbaid-Allāh in his *Kitāb-baydān-al’adyān* ; v. C. Schefer, *Chrestomathie Persane,* i. 38, 45, vii. 27: “Yoga Aphorisms of Patañjali” (edited by Rajendralālā Mitra), ii. 48, p. 111.

P. 27. *Patañjali.*—The book of this name used and translated by the author had the form of a conversation between two persons, simply called “the asking one,” and “the answering one,” and its subject was *the search for liberation* and *for the union of the soul with the object of its meditation* (i. 132), *the emancipation of the soul from the fetters of the body* (i. 8). It was a popular book of theosophy, propounding in questions and answers the doctrine of the Yoga, a theistic philosophy developed by Patañjali out of the atheistic Sāṃkhya philosophy of Kapila. *Cf.* J. Davies, “*Hindu Philosophy,*” *Sāṅkhya Kārikā* of *Īsvara Krishna,* London, 1881, p. 116. The latter is called *nirūvara*—
not having a lord, the former se{vara = having a lord. It mostly treats of moksha (salvation) and metempsychosis. It contained not only theory, but also tales (i. 93), Haggadic elements by way of illustration.

Alberuni's Patañjali is totally different from "The Yoga Aphorisms of Patañjali" (with the commentary of Bhoja Râjâ, and an English translation by Rajendralâla Mitra, Calcutta, 1883), and, as far as I may judge, the philosophic system of the former differs in many points essentially from that of the Sûtras.

Moreover, the extracts given in the Indica stand in no relation with the commentary of Bhoja Râjâ, although the commentator here and there mentions ideas which in a like or similar form occur in Alberuni's work, both works being intended to explain the principles of the same school of philosophy.

Besides the text of Patañjali, a commentary also is mentioned and quoted (i. 232, 234, 236, 238, 248), مفسر باتنجل or كتّاب باتنجل. It is most remarkable that the extracts from this commentary are all of them not of a philosophic, but of a plainly Paurânic character, treating of cosmographic subjects, the lokas, Mount Meru, the different spheres, &c. The name of the commentator is not mentioned. If the quotations on i. 273 seq. may be considered as derived from this commentary, the author was Balabhadra. V. index i. s. v. Patañjali.

P. 29. Gîtâ.—The book Gîtâ is, according to Alberuni, a part of the book Bhârata (i.e. Mahabhârata, which term does not occur in the Indica 1), and a conversation between Vâsudeva and Arjuna (فلاس بوسد و ارجنه). It is largely quoted in chapters relating to religion and philosophy. We have now to examine in what relation Alberuni's Gîtâ stands to the well-known Bhagavad-Gîtâ as we have it in our time. Cf. "Hindu Philosophy," "The Bhagavad-Gîtâ, or the Sacred Lay," translated by J. Davies, London, 1882. The latter is described as a skilful union of the systems of Kapila and Patañjali with a large admixture of the prevailing Brähmanic doctrines. Although the opinions regarding its origin differ widely, it can scarcely be denied that it is not free from having been influenced to a certain degree by

1 Cf. Alberuni on the Mahabhârata, l. 132, 133.
Christianity, and that it could not have been composed before the third Christian century. Chapter xi. gives the impression of having been modelled after a Christian apocrypha.

The quotations from the Gttā (or Sūng) may be divided into three classes:—

(1.) Such as exhibit a close relationship with certain passages in the Bhagavad-Gttā. Parts of sentences are here and there almost identical, but nowhere whole sentences; v. i. 40, 52, 73, 74, 86, 87, 103, 104, 218 (v. note), 352; ii. 169.

(2.) Such as show a certain similarity, more in the ideas expressed than in the wording, with passages in the Bhagavad-Gttā; v. i. 29, 70, 71, 78, 79, 103, 104, 122.

(3.) Such as cannot be compared, either in idea or in wording, with any passage in the Bhagavad-Gttā; v. i. 52, 53, 54, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 80, 92, 122; ii. 137, 138.

The single texts will be discussed in the notes to the places in question.

The quotations given by Alberuni cannot have been translated from the Bhagavad-Gttā in its present form. Admitting even that the translator translated as little literally and accurately as possible (and the texts of Alberuni do not give this impression), there remains a great number of passages which on no account could be derived from the present Sanskrit text, simply because they do not exist there. Or has Alberuni translated a commentary of the Bhagavad-Gttā instead of the original? The text of the extracts, as given in the Indica, is remarkably short and precise, extremely well worded, without any repetition and verbosity, and these are qualities of style which hardly point to a commentary.

Alberuni seems to have used an edition of the Bhagavad-Gttā totally different from the one which we know, and which also in India seems to be the only one known. It must have been more ancient, because the notorious Yoga elements are not found in it, and these have been recognised by the modern interpreters as interpolations of a later time. Secondly, it must have been more complete, because it exhibits a number of sentences which are not found in the Bhagavad-Gttā.
Various generations of Hindu scholars have modelled and remodelled this book, one of the most precious gems of their literature, and it seems astonishing that an edition of it which existed as late as the time of Alberuni should not have reached the nineteenth century.

As regards the quotation on this page (29), it exhibits only in the substance a distant relationship with Bhagavad-Gītā, x. 3: "He who knows Me as unborn and without beginning, the mighty Lord of the world, he of mortals is free from delusion, he is free from all sin."

P. 30. Sāṁkhya.—The book Sāṁkhya, as used and translated by Alberuni, had the form of a conversation between an anchorite and a sage, and it contained a treatise on the origines and a description of all created beings (i. 8), a book on divine subjects (i. 132). It was composed by Kapila. The author quotes it largely on questions of religion and philosophy. The Sāṁkhya philosophy of Kapila is the most ancient system of thought among the Hindus, the source of the Yoga doctrine of Patañjali. Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 239–279; J. Davies, "Hindu Philosophy," &c., p. 101 seq.

The relation between Alberuni's Sāṁkhya and the so-called Sāṁkhya-pravacanam ("The Sāṁkhya Aphorisms of Kapila," translated by Ballantyne, London, 1885) is a very distant one, and is limited to this, that there occurs a small number of passages which show a similarity of matter, not of form. The latter book (the Sūtras) seems to be a late secondary production; v. A. Weber, Vorlesungen über Indische Literaturgeschichte, p. 254, note 250. Besides, the philosophic system propounded by Alberuni under the name of Sāṁkhya seems in various and essential points to differ from that of the Sūtras; it seems altogether to have had a totally different tendency. The Sūtras treat of the complete cessation of pain; the first one runs thus: "Well, the complete cessation of pain, (which is) of three kinds, is the complete end of man;" whilst the Sāṁkhya of Alberuni teaches moksha by means of knowledge.

Next we have to compare Alberuni's Sāṁkhya with the Sāṁkhya Kārikā of Íśvara Kríṣṇa (v. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 272; J. Davies, "Hindu Philosophy," London,
Both works teach moksha by means of knowledge, and contain here and there the same subject-matter. It must be observed that of those illustrative tales which Alberuni's Sāmkhya gives in full length, short indications are found in the Sāmkhya Kārikā. Its author, Īśvara Krishna, says at the end of his book that he has written his seventy Sūtras, excluding illustrative tales. This is not quite correct, as sometimes, though he has not told them, he has at all events indicated them. His words show that he has copied from a book like the Sāmkhya of Alberuni, in which the tales were not only indicated, but related at full length. Cf. A. Weber, Vorlesungen über Indische Literaturgeschichte, Berlin, 1876, p. 254, note 250. Hall considers the S. Pravacanam to be younger than the S. Kārikā.

If, in the third place, we examine the Bhāshya of Gauḍapāda, we find that it is not identical with Alberuni's Sāmkhya, but a near relative of it. Cf. the Sāmkhya Kārikā, &c., translated by Colebrooke, also the Bhāshya of Gauḍapāda, translated by H. H. Wilson, Oxford, 1837; Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 245. Most of the quotations given by Alberuni are found only slightly differing in Gauḍapāda, and some agree literally, as I shall point out in the notes to the single passages. Almost all the illustrative tales mentioned by Alberuni are found in Gauḍapāda, being, as a rule, more extensive in Alberuni than in Gauḍapāda. The latter seems to have taken his information from a work near akin to, or identical with, that Sāmkhya book which was used by Alberuni.

According to Colebrooke (in the preface of the work just mentioned, on p. xiii.), Gauḍapāda was the teacher of Śāmkara Ācārya, who is said to have lived in the eighth Christian century. Cf. also A. Weber, Vorlesungen, pp. 179, 254, and 260. Alberuni does not mention Gauḍapāda, as far as I can see. Or is he perhaps identical with Gauḍa the anchorite, whom Alberuni mentions even before Kapila? Cf. the passage, i. 131–132: "Besides the Hindus have books, &c., on the process of becoming God and seeking liberation from the world, as, e.g. the book composed by Gauḍa the anchorite, which goes by his name."

Kapila, the father of the Sāmkhya philosophy, is mentioned by Alberuni also as the author of a book called
Nyāya-bhāṣā, “on the Veda and its interpretation, also showing that it has been created, and distinguishing within the Veda between such injunctions as are obligatory only in certain cases and those which are obligatory in general” (i. 132). The subject of this book is evidently not related to the Nyāya philosophy, but to the tenets of the Mimāṃsā philosophy, i.e. the Pūrva-māṁsā, (Colebrooke, “Essays,” i. p. 319–349; J. Davies, “Hindu Philosophy,” p. 2; Thibaut, Arthasaṅgraha, Benares, 1882), a system of rules which are applied to the text of the Veda and its sacrificial prescriptions.

P. 31. The anthropomorphic doctrines, the teachings of the Jabriyya sect, &c.—The sect, called Jabriyya, Jabariyya, and Mujbara teaches that the actions of man proceed from God. They are the followers of Al-najjar. Cf. Fihrist, p. 179 seq.


I understand the passage ١٠٤، ١١، ١٢) as meaning the prohibition of the study (not discussion, as I have translated, which would be ) of a subject, i.e. a question of a religious bearing; but I am not aware what particular event the author hints at by these words. At the intolerant religious policy of the Khalif Alkādir? King Māḥmūd was a great Ketzerrichter. Probably a stout adherent of the theory of the harmony of throne and altar, which his contemporaries Al-Ṭubī (in his preface) and Alberuni (i. 99) call twins, he tried to cover the illegitimate, revolutionary origin of his dynasty, which was still fresh in the memory of the men of the time; he maintained the most loyal relations with the spiritual head of Islam, the Khalif of Bagdad, Alkādir (A.H. 381–422), who had clad the usurpation of his family with the mantle of legitimacy; and in order to please him, he hunted down the heretics in his realm in Khurasan as in Mūltān (cf. Reynolds, l. l., p. 438 seq.), impaling or stoning them. He tried to rid
the Khalif of the real or suspected votaries of his oppo-
nent, the Anti-Khalif in Egypt, the famous Ḥākīm, famous
by his madness and by being considered by the Druzes as
the originator of their creed. The religious policy of Māḥ-
mūd may be retraced to the following principles:

(1.) Perfect toleration for the Hindus at his court and in
his army.

(2.) Persecution of certain Muslim sectarians in the
interest of the Khalif, of the Karmatians and other sects
of Shiitic tendencies. (Cf. A. von Kremer, Geschichte der
herschenden Ideen des Islam, Leipzig, 1868, p. 127.)

(3.) Predilection for a Muslim sectarian from Sijistān
by the name of Abū-‘Abdillāh Ibn Alkirām, by whose
influence both Sunnites and Shiites had to suffer (cf.
Alshahrastānī, p. r'.). How long the influence of this man
had lasted, and how far his doctrines had been carried into
practice, does not appear from Alshahrastānī's account.

That, notwithstanding all this, there was a large margin
for liberty of religious thought under the rule of Māḥmūd
and his immediate successor, is sufficiently illustrated by
the tenor of Alberuni's work. Altogether, it must be
kept in mind that before Alghazzālī the Muslim Church
was not that concentrated organisation nor that all-over-
whelming force which it has been ever since and keeps up
in our days. To those who only know the centuries of
Muslim history after the establishment of the orthodox
Church, it sounds next to incredible that the military chief
of a Khalif should have been an infidel (a Zoroastrian?).
Cf. the story of Afshin, the general of the Khalif Almu-
taṣim, in Menoutchetri, Poète Persan, par A. de Biberstein. Kazimirski, p. 149.

P. 33. τὸ λανθάνειν.—The word κρύον, which I have
thus rendered, means to be hidden. Not knowing to what
school of Greek philosophers the author refers, I can only
give the note of Reiske, "اهل الكمون, Philosophi qui omnes
animas simul et semel creatas et reconditas in Adamo
putant" (Freytag, Lexicon Arabicum, s.h.v.).

P. 33. Pailāsopā, &c.—As Syrian scholars were the
author's teachers in Greek philosophy, he knows the Greek
word φιλόσοφος only in its Syrian garb ܐܠܐ ܒܪ. ܐܝܢ.
The *Ahl-aggufta* were certain persons, poor refugees and houseless men, who during the first years of Muhammad's stay in Medina passed the night in the *gufta* of the mosque of the Prophet in Medina, which was a covered place, an appurtenance of the mosque, roofed over with palm-sticks (Lae).

Abulfath Albustî was a famous poet of the time. A native of Bust in Northern Afghanistan, he was in the service of the governor, who held the place under the Sâmânt dynasty, and after the conquest of Bust by Sabuktâgin he entered the service of this prince and of his son Mahmad. Under Mahmad he lived still in Ghazna, for Baihakî mentions that he had fallen into disgrace and had to carry water for the royal stables. By the intervention of Baihakî, he was restored into the good graces of the prime minister, Ahmad Ibn Hasan of Maimand. Cf. Elliot, "History of India," ii. 82, 84, iv. 161; Ethê, Râdâqî's Vorläufer und Zeitgenossen, p. 55. According to Háji Khalîfa (iii. 257, iv. 533), he died A.H. 430 (A.D. 1039). For further information see Shahrazûrî, *Nuzhat-al'arwâk*, fol. 182b (MS. of the Royal Library, Berlin, MSS. Orient. octav. 217); Al-Baihakî, *Tatimmat-yuván-ahlîkma*, fol. 22b (MS. of the same library, Petermann, ii. 737); also Mirchondî Historia Gasnevidarum Persicæ, by F. Wilken, Berlin, 1832, p. 144. Towards the end of his life he is said to have travelled with an embassy of the Khâkân of Transoxiana to that country, and to have died there.

P. 34. Galenus.—The author quotes the following works of Galenus:—

(1.) λόγος προτερτικός.

(2.) A commentary to the aphorisms of Hippokrates, a book of which I do not know the Greek original (cf. i. 35, ii. 168).

(3.) كتاب الميام (صلي) = περὶ συνθε-σεως φαρμάκων τῶν κατὰ τῆς τούτουs.

(4.) كتاب الهران (from the Syriac صلاخ) = the book of the proof, of which I do not know the Greek original; cf. i. 97.

(5.) خلقي النفس = de indele animæ (περὶ ἑλθὼν), of which the Greek original likewise is not known to me; cf. i. 123, 124.
Besides, the author gives some quotations from Galen's works without mentioning from what particular book they were taken; cf. i. 222, 320. Cfr. on Galen's works in Arabic Dr. Klamroth, "Journal of the German Oriental Society," vol. xl. 189 seq.

The passage here given is found in Προτρεπτικὸς εἰς τοὺς τέχνες, ed. Abrah. Willet, Lugduni Bat., 1812, chap. ix. pp. 29, 30:—διός καὶ τῶν ἀνθρώπων τοὺς ἀρίστους θείας ἀξιώθηναι τιμής, οὐχ ὅτι καλῶς ἔδραμον ἐν τοῖς ἁγίοις ἢ διακόν ἔδραμαν ἢ διετάλαισαν ἀλλὰ διὰ τὴν ἄρχον τῶν τεχνῶν εὔφροσιν. 'Ασκητικὸς γε τού καὶ Διόνυσος εἰπ' ἀνθρωποὶ πρότερον ἤσσον εἰς ἀρχήθην, τιμῶν ἄξιοντας μεγίστων, ὁ μὲν διὰ τὴν ιατρικὴν, ὁ δὲ διὰ τὴν περὶ τοὺς ἀπελούς ἦλι τέχνην ἐδιδαξεν.

The two passages on p. 36 are probably taken from the Protrepticus too. With the former compare the words in chap. ix. (on p. 22 editio Kühn, vol. i.): Εἰ δὲ οὐκ ιδέεις ἐμοὶ πείθεσαι, τὸν γε θεὸν αἰδέσοντες τὸν Πύθιον.

Shortly afterwards follows the second quotation, verses quoted by Galen from Herodotus, i. 65:

"Ἡκεις, ὥς Λυκέργη, ἐμὸν ποτὶ πλονα νην. Δίξω ἦ ἐ τεθν μαντείσυμαι ἢ ἀνθρώπος, ἀλλ' ἐτὶ καὶ μᾶλλον θεὸν ἐλπομαι, ὥς Λυκέργη.

P. 35. Plato.—The author quotes the following works of Plato:—

(1.) Phaedo.
(2.) Timaeus (cf. also Proclus).
(3.) Leges.

Of the three quotations on this passage, the middle one is found in Timaeus, 41A:—'Ετεῖ δ᾽ οὖν πάντες κ. τ. λ., λέγει πρὸς αὐτούς ὅ τὸ τὸ τῶν γεννήσας τάδε· τοις θεοὶ θεῶν κ. τ. λ., ἀδάνατοι μὲν οὐκ ἀστεὶ οὐθ' ἄλυτοι τὸ τάματαν· οὔτε μὲν δὴ λυθήσετο γε οὐδὲ τεῦξες θανάτου μοῖρας, τῆς ἐμῆς βουλήσως μείνοντο ἐτὶ δεσμοὶ καὶ κυριωτέρου λαχώτες ἐκείνοις οἶς δὲ ἐνεγνώθη ἐξυνεβίδθη.

The first and third quotations are not found in the-Greek text, and Ed. Zeller, to whom I applied for help, thinks that both are taken from a commentary on Timaeus by some Christian author, as e.g. Johannes Philoponus, the former having being derived from 40D (περὶ δὲ τῶν ἄλλων
The index of the works of Johannes Philoponus or Scholasticus (Steinschneider, *Al-Fārābī*, p. 152 seq.) does not mention a commentary on *Timæus*, if it is not concealed under the title of one of his books, i.e. *on existing and perishing*. As he was a literary opponent of Nestorius, he seems to have been a strict Monophysite, which would be in keeping with the third quotation, “God is in the single number,” &c. *Cf.* the note to pp. 56, 57.

P. 36. *Johannes Grammaticus* (identical with J. Philoponus and Scholasticus) is five times quoted. There are three extracts from his *Refutatio Procli*, and two more, the origin of which is not mentioned, but probably taken from the same book. The passage here mentioned is found in *Joannis Grammatici Philoponi Alexandrini contra Proclum de Mundi eternitate*, libri xviii., Venetiis, 1551, Greek and Latin, in the 18th ὁς, chap. ix. (there is no pagination; *cf.* the Latin translation, p. 95):

"μή δὲ γὰρ εἰδέναι τῷ ἔκεινος ἄλλῳ τι θεῶν πλήν τῶν φαινομένων σωμάτων ἥλιον καὶ σελήνης καὶ τῶν λαμπρῶν, ὦστερ καὶ μέχρι νῦν τῶν βαρβάρων ἱπολαμβάνειν τοὺς πλείστους. ὦστερον δὲ φησιν εἰς εἴνοιαν καὶ τῶν ἄλλων θεῶν τῶν ἀσωμάτων ἐλληνας ἐλθόντας, τῷ αὐτῷ κύκλειν τροχαίον τροχεῖν ὑπομονᾶς.

I have not succeeded in identifying the other four quotations, i. 65, 226, 231, 284. *Cf.* on this author, *Fihristy*, p. 254, and Dr. Steinschneider, *Alfārābī*, pp. 152, 162.

P. 37. *Baal*. The form of the word *יבא* (Syriac יבא) shows that the Arabic Bible-text which Alberuni used had been translated from Syriac.


P. 40. *Citā*. — *Cf.* with these words the *Bhagavad-Gītā* (of J. Davies), xv. 14, 15:

"Entering into the earth, I sustain all things by my vital force, and becoming a savoury juice, I nourish all herbs (v. 14).

"I become fire, and enter into the bodies of all that breathe, &c. And I am seated in the hearts of all: from
Ma come memory, knowledge, and the power of reason,”
&c. (v. 15).

Davies supposes the whole of verse 15 to be an interpo-
lation, but this remark must, as it seems, be limited to the
final sentence of verse 15 only, i.e. to the words: “I form
the Vedânta, and I am one who knows the Vedas.”

P. 40. Apollonius.—A Greek book of Apollonius of
Tyana of this title is not known to me, but it exists in
Arabic كتاب في العلل (Liber de Causis), in the library of
Leyden, cf. Wenrich, De Auctorum Græcorum Versionibus
et Commentariis Syriacis, Arabicis, &c., p. 239.

Pp. 40–44.—The Sâmkhya doctrine of the twenty-five
tattvas is found in the commentary of Gaṇḍapâda to the
Sâmkhya Kârikâ of Íśvara Kârîna, where also the saying
of Vyâsa (here i. 44 and 104) is found. Cf. the translation
of H. H. Wilson, p. 79, i. 14.

P. 40. Buddha, dharma, sūrīgha.—This note on the
Buddhistic trinity probably rests on the authority of
Zurkân, as he was quoted in the book of Erânschahrî: cf.
note to pp. 6, 7. It shows that Alberuni had no original
information regarding Buddhism, and it justifies his harsh
judgment on the worth of the tradition of Zurkân, v. i. 7.

The name buddhosodana is nothing, and by mistake
derived from Suddhodana, the name of Buddha’s father.
Perhaps Zurkân had read not بودهو دن، which
would be Suddhodani, i.e. the son of Suddhodana or
Buddha.

P. 41. Vâyu Purâna.—Of the Purânas the author had
the Aditya, Matsya, and Vâyu Purânas, i.e. only portions
of them (i. 130), and probably the whole of Vishnu-
Purâna. Most of his Pauranic quotations are taken from
Vâyu, Vishnu, and Matsya Purânas. Cf. on the Purânas,

P. 42.—The five mothers are a blunder of the author’s
instead of the fire measures, i.e. pāñcamatrâni (pancatan-
mâtrâni).
The combination between the senses and the elements,
as it is given here and on p. 43, also occurs in the Vaiśe-
VOL. II.

P. 42.—The quotation from Homer is not found in the Greek text, nor do I know the Greek original of the second verse. Were they taken from some Neo-Pythagorean book?

P. 43. Porphyry.—This is the only quotation from Porphyry, from a book of his which is not extant in the Greek original. According to Wenrich, l.c. p. 287, there has once been in Syriac a translation of the fourth book of a Liber Historiarum Philosophorum, probably identical with the work here mentioned. The note on the Milky Way (i. 281) is perhaps taken from this same source.

P. 43. Lacuna.—In the Arabic text (r', 15) is missing the relation between the hearing and the air, the complement to the words hearing airy in l. 14.

P. 43. Plato.—As the author does not mention the source whence he took these words, I conjecture that they were derived from Timeæus, 77, a, b, or from some commentary on this passage: cf. note to p. 35.

P. 45. Matres simplices.—Cf. note to p. 42. On the Sâmkhya theory regarding the union of soul and matter, cf. Sâmkhya Kârikâ, vv. 20, 21, 42, and Gaudapâda's Bhâshya.

P. 47. Dancing-girl.—This example is likewise found in Gaudapâda, p. 170 (Bhâshya to v. 59 of the Sâmkhya Kârikâ); that of the blind and the lame on p. 76 (to v. 21).

P. 48. Mânt.—Vide note to pp. 7, 8.

P. 48. The book of Sâmkhya, &c.—The theory of predominance among the three primary forces (guna), v. in Gaudapâda, pp. 92, 93, to v. 25, p. 49 to v. 12; the com-
parison of the soul with a spectator on p. 72 to v. 19 (also Bhagavat-Gītā, xiv. 23); the story of the innocent among the robbers on p. 74 to v. 20.

P. 49. The soul is in matter, &c.—The soul compared to a charioteer, v. in Gaudapāda, p. 66 to v. 17.

Pp. 52–54. Vāsudeva speaks to Arjuna, &c.—Of these quotations from Gītā, compare the passage, “Eternity is common to both of us, &c., whilst they were concealed from you,” with Bhagavat-Gītā, iv. 5: “Many have been in past time the births of me, and of thee also, Arjuna. All these I know, but thou knowest them not, O slayer of foes!”

Of the other quotations on these two pages, I do not see how they could be compared with any passage in Bhagavat-Gītā, except for the general tenor of the ideas. With the phrase, “For he loves God and God loves him,” cf. Bhagavat-Gītā, xii. 14–20, “Who worships me is dear to me.”

P. 54. Vishnu-Dharma.—Alberuni gives large quotations from this book. He speaks of it i. 132, and translates the title as the religion of God.

I do not know the Sanskrit original of the book, for it is totally different from the Vishnu-Smṛiti, or Vishnu-Sūtra, or Vaishnava Dharmaśāstra, translated by J. Jolly (“The Institutes of Vishnu,” Oxford, 1880), a law-book in a hundred chapters, similar to those of Āpastamba, Yājñavalkya, Vasishṭha, the Grihyasūtras, &c. Our Vishnu-Dharma is a sort of Purāṇa, full of those legends and notions characteristic of the literature of Purāṇas; but the author does not assign it to them. Most of the extracts here given are conversations between the sage Mārkaṇḍeya and Vajra, others a conversation between the king Parikṣha and the sage Śatānaka. The extracts treat of mythological subjects (i. 54); the twelve sums (i. 216, 217); the pole (i. 241); the planets and fixed stars (i. 287, 288); star-legends (i. 291); the story of Hiranyākhsha (ii. 140); the names of the Manvantaras (i. 387); the dominants of the planets (ii. 121); in particular, of chronological and astronomical subjects. The author has taken several series of names from the Vishnu-Dharma. He
seems to quote it sometimes without mentioning its title. So, e.g. I am inclined to attribute the traditions of Saunaka (i. 113, 126) to this book. The quotation (ii. 398) on Vāsudeva, Saṅkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha, as the names of Hari in the four Yugas, is found likewise among the doctrines of the Vaishnava sect, the Pāṇcarātras, or Bhūgavatas: cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 439, 440. Viṣṇu is the chief god of those Hindus with whom Alberuni held relation. Were they Vaishnava sects, and was the Viṣṇu-Dharma a special code of theirs? On the heterodox sect of Viṣṇu or Viñādeva worshippers just mentioned, cf. Colebrooke, l.c. pp. 437-443.

Colebrooke mentions a book, Viṣṇu-Dharmottarapurāṇa, which is said to have comprehended the Brahma-siddhānta of Brahmagupta: cf. "Essays," ii. 348. This work is perhaps identical with the Viṣṇu-Dharma used by Alberuni. As he had a copy of the Brahma-siddhānta, he had it perhaps as a portion of this larger work.

P. 54. Lakṣmī, who produced the Amṛita.—For the legend of Lakṣmī v. Viṣṇu-Purāṇa, i. 9, where it is Dhanvantari who brings the Amṛita-cup, not Lakṣmī. Apparently this goddess is meant here, and not Lakṣmaṇa, as the manuscript has it, the brother of Rāma. When Alberuni wrote this, he seems to have mistaken Lakṣmī for a masculine being, or else we must write माः in the text माः, instead of माः.

The Arabic hanā’a (=aisance, félicité) is an attempt of Alberuni's to translate the Sanskrit amṛita=ambrosia, which scarcely any one of his readers will have understood. Cf. the Arabic text, i’r’1, 6 (here i. 253).

P. 54. Dakṣa, who was beaten by Mahādeva.—Cf. the story of the destruction of Dakṣa's sacrifice by order of Śiva, as communicated by Hall in his edition of Wilson's Viṣṇu-Purāṇa as appendix to i. viii. p. 120 seq. (Sacrifice of Dakṣa, from the Vāyu-Purāṇa).

P. 54. Varāhamihira.—Of this author Alberuni quotes the following works:—

(1.) Brihatvarṇihita.
(2.) Brihajjātakam, i. 158, 219, 220, ii. 118.
(3). *Laghujātakam*, i. 158.
(4.) *Pañcasiddhāntikā*, i. 153, ii. 7, 190.

Books of the same author, which Alberuni mentions without giving extracts from them, are *Shatpañcasikā* and *Laghujātakā* (?), both with astrological contents (i. 158). Perhaps the two books called *Yogayātṛā* and *Tikant (?)-yātṛā* (i. 158) are also to be attributed to Varāhamihira. Besides there are mentioned several commentaries, one of the *Brihat-Samhitā* by Utpala, from Kashmir (i. 298), and one of the *Brihajjātakam* by Balabhadra.

One of the sources whence Alberuni has drawn most copiously is the *Brihat-Samhitā*, or, as he calls it, the *Samhitā*: v. the edition of the Sanskrit original by Dr. Kern, Calcutta, 1865, and his translation in the "Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society" for the years 1870, 1871, 1873, 1875. Alberuni praises Varāhamihira as an honest man of science (i. 366), and maintains that he lived 526 years before his own time, which is A.D. 1030. Accordingly, the date of Varāhamihira would be A.D. 504. Cf. ii. 86.

In the preface to the edition, p. 61, Kern mentions the *Shatpañcasikā* and the *Yogayātṛā*. Both the *Brihat-Samhitā* and *Laghujātakam* had been translated into Arabic by Alberuni.

The passage here (p. 54) quoted is found in chap. iii. v. 13–15 ("Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," 1870, p. 446).

P. 54. *Mānī*.—*Vide* note to pp. 7, 8.

P. 55. *Patañjali*.—*Vide* note to p. 27.

Pp. 56, 57. *Phaślo*.—The two quotations from *Phaślo* are the following:—

700. ταλαιπὸς μὲν οὐν ἄστι λόγος, οὐδὲ μεμνήμεθα, οὐς εἰσίν ἐνθενδε ἀφικόμενα ἐκεί, καὶ πάλιν γε δεύρω ἀφικοῦσι καὶ γίγνονται ἐκ τῶν τεθνεῶτων, καὶ εἰ τοῦθ’ οὕτως ἔχει, πάλιν γέγονεν αὐτός ἐκ τῶν ἄποθανόντων τοῦς ζῶντας, ἄλλο τι ἢ εἰν ἃν αἱ ψυχαὶ ἡμῶν ἐκεῖ, κ.τ.λ.

ἀρ’ οὕτως γέγονεν πάντα, οὐκ ἀλλοθεν ἢ ἐκ τῶν ἐναντίων τὰ ἐναντία, κ.τ.λ.

The sentences which in the Arabic follow after these
words ("Our souls lead an existence of their own," &c.) cannot be combined with the Greek text, and I suppose they were taken from some commentary.

The second quotation is found

72E. ὅτι ἡ ἡμῶν ἡ μάθησις οὐκ ἄλλο τι ἡ ἀνάμνησις τῶν χρόνων οὖν, καὶ κατὰ τοῦτο άνάγκη τού ἡμῶς ἐν προτέρῳ τινὶ χρόνῳ μεμυθηκέναι ἃ νῦν ἀναμμηνησκόμηθα. τοῦτο δὲ ἁδύνατον, εἰ μὴ ἡ ἡμῶν ἡ ψυχή, πρὶν ἐν τῷ τίῳ τῶν ἀνθρωπίνων εἴδει εἶναι κ.τ.λ.

73D. οὐκοῦν οἴσθε ὅτι οἱ ἐρασταὶ, ὅταν ἐφοσὶ λύμον ἡ ἤματιν ἡ ἄλλο τι, οἷς τὰ παιδικὰ αὐτῶν εἰσὶν ἀνάθηθαι, πάρχουσι τοῦτο. ἐγνωσάν τε τὴν λύμον καὶ ἐν τῷ διιανοίᾳ ἔλαβον τὸ εἰδός τοῦ παιδός, οὗ ἡ ἡμῶν; τοῦτο δὲ ἐστὶν ἀνάμνησις.

In some sentences the Arabic and Greek texts agree literally; in others they differ to such an extent that this extract, too, does not seem to be taken from a simple translation of the text of Phædo, but rather from a work in which text and commentary were mixed together, and the original form of a dialogue was changed into that of a simple relation. Alberuni erroneously held this to be the original form of the book. We have arrived at a similar result in the case of Plato's Timæus.

Proclus has composed a commentary on the saying of Plato that the soul is immortal, in three sections: v. Wenrich, De Auctorum Graecorum Versionibus, &c., p. 288; and Zeller, Philosophie der Griechen, iii. 6, 780. 1. This was probably an Arabic edition of Phædo, and possibly that one which Alberuni used. Cf. note to p. 35.

The quotations from Phædo given farther on (pp. 65-67) agree more accurately with the Greek original, but in them, too, the dialogistic form has disappeared.

P. 57. Proclus is twice quoted, here and i. 86. Both extracts seem to be derived from some commentary on Timæus, which was different from that commentary known in our time and edited by Schneider, Breslau, 1887. The words here mentioned probably refer to Timæus, 44 A B C:—καὶ διὰ δὴ ταῦτα εἷναι τὰ παθήματα νῦν κατ’ ἄρχας τοὺς ἄνω ψυχῆς γίγνεται τῷ πρώτῳ, ὅταν εἰς σώμα ἐνδεχὴς θνητὸν κ.τ.λ. χωλήν τού βίου διαπορευθεὶς ζωῆς, ἄνελθε καὶ ἀνοητος εἰς "Αἰδον πάλιν ἐρχέται.

The commentary of Proclus referring to these words
(pp. 842, 843, ed. Schneider) is entirely different from the Arabic words.

The other quotation (i. 86) is derived from the same book, and refers to Timæus, 44D:—eἰς σφαιραείδες σῶμα ἐνέδραν, τὸντὸ δὲ νῦν κεφαλὴν ἐπονομάζομεν, δ θεώτατον τ' ἐστὶ καὶ τῶν ἐν ἡμῖν πάντων δεσποτῶν, κ.τ.λ.

The commentary of Proclus (ed. Schneider) breaks off a little before this passage, at the beginning of 44D.

I am inclined to believe that the work, simply introduced by “Proclus says,” is identical with that one which he calls Timæus (cf. note to page 35), a work which was—

(1.) Not a simple translation of the book, but a translation and a commentary together, the one running into the other; and which

(2.) Was different from the now extant commentary of Timæus by Proclus. Therefore Proclus must either have made two editions of Timæus, or he is not really the author of the book used by Alberuni. In the one place the name is written Προκλές, in the other Προκλές.

P. 57.—The seat (العرش) and the throne (الكرسي) of God. By these two words Muhammad calls the throne of God in the Koran. Allah’s sitting on his throne, as mentioned in the Koran, has been a subject of deep speculation among Muslim theologians. Cf. Zur Geschichte Abulhasan Al-As’ari’s, von W. Spitta, Leipzig, 1876, pp. 106, 107. and the note on p. 144.

P. 60. Vishnu-Purâna.—The passage is found in Book II. chap. vi. (Wilson-Hall, ii. p. 216). The order in which the hells are enumerated and their names differ to some extent:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alberuni.</th>
<th>Sanskrit original.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raurava.</td>
<td>Raurava.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodha.</td>
<td>Rodha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taptakumbha.</td>
<td>Taptakumbha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahâjvâla.</td>
<td>Mahâjvâla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savala.</td>
<td>Taptaloha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krimiśa.</td>
<td>Mahâjvâla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lalâbhaksha.</td>
<td>Lavana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viśasana.</td>
<td>Vimoha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhomukha.</td>
<td>10. Krimibhaksha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Rudhirândha.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
P. 62. Śāṅkhya.—I do not find anything corresponding in the Śāṅkhya Kārikā nor Gauḍapāda's commentary. As for the idea, cf. "Śāṅkhya Aphorisms," iv. 32.

P. 63. Ātivahika.—On the ātivahika—that which is swifter than the wind in passing from body to body, cf. Śāṅkhya Kārikā, ed. Colebrooke-Wilson, p. 133.

The Barzakh is mentioned in the Koran, 23, 102; 25, 55; 55, 20.

P. 63. Vishnu-Purāṇa.—This quotation is related in substance to Book II. chap. vi. pp. 221–224: cf. the uninterrupted thinking (samsārana) with the remembrance of Hari, the meditation on Vāsudeva. Are the words of Alberuni an extract from this passage?

P. 64. Śāṅkhya.—The S. Kārikā and Gauḍapāda do not seem to offer anything analogous to this passage.

P. 64. A theosoph, &c.—The passage relating to the four degrees of metempsychosis has been translated into Persian by Abulma‘āli Muḥammad Ibn ‘Ubayd-Allāh in his Bayān al'adīyān: t. C. Schefer, Chrestomathie Persane, i. n°, l. 3–8.

Abū‘Ya‘kūb and his work are not known to me from other sources.

P. 65. Johannes Grammaticus.—Vide note to p. 36.

Phædo.—The quotations on pp. 65–67 agree pretty accurately with the Greek text.
The body is earthy. &c., 81 C, D:—

ʾΕμβριθές δέ ὡς, ὦ φίλε, τούτῳ οἰκεῖσθαι ξρῆ εἶναι καὶ βαρὺ καὶ γεώδες καὶ ὀρατόν· ὥς ἡ καὶ ἔχουσα ἡ τοιοῦτη ψυχή βαρύνεται τε καὶ ἐλκεται πάλιν εἰς τὸν ὀρατὸν τότον φόβῳ τοῦ αέριος τε καὶ ὁλίγος, ὥσπερ λέγεται, περὶ τὰ μυήματα τε καὶ τοὺς τάφους κυλινδουμένη, περὶ ἂ δὴ καὶ ὧφθη ἀττα ψν. ἵνα σκιεσεθη φαντάσματα, οὐ παρέχονται αἱ τοιαῦται ψυχαί εἰδωλα ἢ μὴ καθαρῶς ἀπολυθεῖσαι, ἀλλὰ καὶ τοῦ ὀρατοῦ μετέχουσαι, διὸ καὶ ὁμονται.

It appears that these are not the souls, &c., 81D—82A:—

Εἰκὸς μέντοι, ὦ Κέβης· καὶ οὐ τι τί τοῖς τῶν ἁγάθων ταύτας εἶναι, ἀλλὰ τῶν τῶν φαύλων, αἱ περὶ τὰ τοιαῦτα ἀναγκάζονται πλανώθησαι δίκην· τίνους τὴς προτέρας τροφῆς κακῆς οὕτως· καὶ μέχρι γε τούτον πλανώνται, ἢς ἀν τῇ ξυνεπακολουθοῦντος τοῦ σωματοειδοῦς ἐπιφημίας πάλιν ἐνδεδοκινεῖ εἰς σῶμα.

Ἐνδοῦνται δὲ, ὥσπερ εἰκὸς, εἰς τοιαῦτα ἆθη ὅποι ἀττ' ἂν καὶ μεμελετηκινω τκοσιν εν τῷ βίῳ. Τὰ ποία δὴ ταύτα λέγεις, ὦ Σώκρατε; Ὑδίων τοῖς μὲν γαστρομαγίας τε καὶ ὑβρεῖς καὶ φιλοσοφίας μεμελετηκινω καὶ μὴ διενλαβήθησαν εἰς τὰ τῶν ὦν ὄντων γένη καὶ τῶν τοιούτων θηρίων εἰκὸς ἐνδοῦσθω· ἢ οὐκ οἶδα; πάνυ μὲν οὖν εἰκὸς λέγεις. Τοὺς δὲ γε ᾠδικιάς τε καὶ τυμπανίδας καὶ ἀρπιγιώς προτετιμηκινω τοῖς τῶν λύκων τε καὶ ἱεράκων καὶ ἱκτίων γένη.

If I did not think that I am going, &c., 63B:—

εἰ μὲν μὴ ώρην ἥξειν πρῶτον μὲν παρὰ θεοῖς ἀλλούς σοφοὺς τε καὶ ἁγαθούς· ἐπειτὶ καὶ παρ' ἄνθρωπος τετελευτηκότας ἀμειωτοὺς τῶν ἐνθάδε, ἢδίκουν ἂν οὐκ ἁγαθακτῶν τῇ θανάτῳ.

P. 66. When a man dies, a daimon, &c., 1071, 108c:—

λέγεται δὲ οὕτως, ὥς ἁρά τελευτηκότα ἐκαθαρος ὁ ἕκαστον δαίμων, ὥσπερ ἑσταὶ εἰλίχει, οὕτως ἀγεῖν ἐπιχειρεῖ εἰς δὴ τινα.
Those of the dead who led a middle sort of life, &c., and
Those who repented of their sins, &c., 113D–114C:—

καὶ οἱ μὲν ἀν δόξουσι τις μέσως βεβιωκέναι, πορευθέντες ἐπὶ τὸν Ἀχέροντα, ἀναβάντες ἄν εἰς τὴν Λίμνην, καὶ ἐκεῖ οἰκοδομεῖ καὶ καθαιρόμενοι τῶν τε ἀδικημάτων διδόντες δίκας ἀπολύονται, εἰ τὰς τις ἡδικίαις, τῶν τε ὀφειραγμένων τιμῶς φέρονται κατὰ τὴν ἁλίαν ἔκαστος. οἱ δ' ἂν δόξουσι ἀνιάτως ἐχειν διὰ τὰ μεγέθη τῶν ἀμαρτημάτων, ἱεροσυλίας πολλὰς καὶ μεγάλας ἡ φόνους ἀδίκους καὶ παρανόμους
P. 68. Ignorance, knowledge.—Cf. Sāṁkhya Kārikā, v. 44, “By knowledge is deliverance; by the reverse, bondage.”

P. 69. These eight things, &c.—Cf. the Commentary of Bhojarajî to “The Yoga Aphorisms of Patañjali,” &c., v. xlv., also Gañâtipâda’s Uṣṇîṣya to the Sāṁkhya Kārikā, v. xxiii. (pp. 83, 84), where he quotes the work of Patañjali (Patañjalî).

P. 69. Passing through several stages.—Cf. with these four stages of knowledge the “seven kinds of enlightenment” in “The Yoga Aphorisms,” ii. v. xxvii., and Commentary.
The fourth stage of Alberuni's Patañjali corresponds to the seventh kind of Bhojadeva.

P. 70. In the book Gitā.—There is no passage like this in the Bhagavad-Gitā. The words, "pleasures which in reality are pains" (p. 71, 6), may be compared with Bhagavad-Gitā, v. 22: "For the pleasures that are born of (these) contacts are the wombs of pain."

A similar sentence recurs in another quotation from Gitā here on p. 78, l. pen: "Pleasures of a kind which, in reality, are disguised pains."

P. 71. Socrates.—The following quotation is composed of the two passages, Phædo, 65 B–D and 67A:—

"ὅταν μὲν γὰρ μετὰ τοῦ σώματος ἐπιχείρη τι σκοπεῖν, δῆλον ὅτι τότε ἔξαπατᾶται ὑπὶ αὐτοῦ. Ἀληθῆ λέγεις. Ἀρ' οὖν οὐκ ἐν τῷ λογίζεσθαι, εἰπέρ που ἀλλοθι, κατάδηλον αὐτῇ γίγνεται τι τῶν ὄντων; Ναι. λογίζεται δὲ γέ που τότε κάλλιστα, ὅταν μηδὲν τούτων ἀυτῆν παραλυπῇ, μήτε ἀκοῇ μήτε ὄψιν μήτε ἀλγηδὸν μήτε τις ἥδον, ἀλλ' ὅ τι μάλιστα αὐτῇ καθ' αὐτὴν γίγνεται ἐστὶν κατὰ ὁμέα τὸ σῶμα, καὶ καθ' ὅσον δύναται μὴ κοινώνῃ. αὐτῇ μηθ' ἀπομένη δρέγνηται τοῦ ὄντος. Ἡστὶ τάτα. Οἱκοῦν καὶ ἐνταῦθα ἡ τοῦ φιλοσοφοῦ ψυχῆ μάλιστα ἀτμάδει τὸ σῶμα καὶ φεύγει ἀπ' αὐτοῦ, ἤμετε δὲ αὐτῇ καθ' αὐτὴν γίγνεσθαι.

67Α.—καὶ ἐν δὲ ἄν ᾗμεν, οὕτως, ὡς ἐοικεν, ἐγγυτάτω ἐσῶμεθα τοῦ εἰδέναι, ἐὰν ὃ το μάλιστα μηδὲν ὄμιλῶμεν τῷ σώματι μηδὲ κοινωνῶμεν, ἢ τι μὴ πᾶσα ἀνάγκη, μηδὲ ἀνατιμῆλομεθα τῆς τοῦτον φόβως, ἀλλὰ καθαρεύσομεν ἀπ' αὐτοῦ, ἐως ἃν οἱ θεὸς αὐτὸς ἀπολύῃ ἡμᾶς, καὶ οὕτως μὲν καθαροὶ ἀπαλλαττόμοιο τῆς τοῦ σώματος ἀφροσύνης, μετὰ τούτων τε ἐνομέθα καὶ γνωσόμεθα οὐ' ἡμῶν πᾶν τὸ εἰλικρίνεις, τοῦτο δ' ἐστὶν ἅπας τὸ ἄληθες.

The words خذعت حينذ من (f. 8) are barbaric Arabic = τότε ἔξαπατᾶται ὑπὶ αὐτοῦ. Probably the Syriac translation had a passive word with σκοπέω = ἐν αὐτοῦ, and this was literally rendered in Arabic by ʿān. The reading of the MS. ʿān cannot be accounted for in any way.
P. 71. From the book Gitā.—The text is not found in the Bhagavad-Gitā.

P. 72. Kapila, for he was born knowing.—Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 242.

P. 72. Cupidity, wrath, and ignorance,—"The Yoga Aphorisms," ii. 3 seq., mention five affictions: ignorance, egoism, desire, aversion, and ardent attachment to life. Perhaps we may also compare Sāṅkhya Kārikā, v. lxiii., where seven modes are enumerated by which nature binds herself: virtue, dispassionateness, power, vice, ignorance, passion, and weakness.

P. 73.—The three primary forces are rajas, tamas, sattva.

P. 73. To stop all motions, and even the breathing.—Cf. on the stoppage of motion and the expulsion and retention of breath, "Yoga Aphorisms of Patañjali," i. xxxiv., and the notes of Rājendralāl Mitra.

P. 73. In the book Gitā.—The two quotations as given here are not found in the Bhagavad-Gitā. Only the comparison with the lamp occurs in vi. 19: "As a lamp sheltered from the wind does not flicker;" this is the wonted simile of the Yogin who is subdued in thought," &c.

Also the comparison with the waters of the rivers not increasing the ocean is found ii. 70: "He attains to peace into whom all desires enter as rivers enter into the ocean, which is ever filled, and (yet) remains within its bounds," &c.

P. 74. The following nine rules.—Five of these commandments are mentioned in "The Yoga Aphorisms," ii. xxx., and the other four seem to be identical with the five obligations mentioned in ii. xxxii.

P. 75.—Pythagoras.—I do not know the Greek original of this saying. The idea of the body being a fetter to the soul is frequently met with in the book of the Neopythagorean philosophers, as Apollonius of Tyana and others;
cf. Zeller, Philosophie der Griechen, iii. 2, p. 156. For two more sentences of Pythagoras, v. i. p. 85, where Alberuni states that he has taken them from Ammonius, v. note to p. 85.

P. 75. The book: Sāṅkhya says.—It is difficult to say whether the Arabic manuscript has بَطَلَةً or بِضَنَعْ, and not knowing a Sanskrit parallel to this saying, I am thrown upon conjecture. Preferring the latter reading, I translate: "Everything which man opines (i.e. on which he forms an opinion) is a terminus to him, for he does not go beyond it," which may mean that as long as the thinking faculty of soul has not ceased, it is not liberated, has not attained moksha. Cf. Sāṅkhya Kārikā, v. lxviii.: "When separation of the informed soul from its corporeal frame at length takes place, and nature in respect of it ceases, then is absolute and final deliverance accomplished."

Pp. 75, 76. Gītā.—The three quotations from this book are not found in the Bhāgavat-Gītā.

P. 76. Socrates.—The quotations given here are found in Phædo, 84E-85B:—

καὶ, ὡς ἔσκεκτ, τῶν κύκνων δοκῶν φαινότεροσ ἤμεν εἶναι τὴν μαντικὴν, οἱ ἐπείδαι ἄκοψαμεν ὅτι δεῦ αὐτῶν ἀποθανέως, ἦδοντες καὶ ἐν τῷ πρόσθεν χρόνῳ, τότε δὴ πλεύστα καὶ μάλιστα ἤδονοι, γεγονότες ὅτι μέλλοντι παρὰ τὸν θεὸν ἀπέναι οὕτε ἐστὶν θεραποῦτες, κ.τ.λ. ἄλλ' ἄτε, οἴμαι, τοῦ Ἀπόλλωνος ὅτες μαντικοί τέ εἰσι καὶ προειδότες τά ἐν "Ἀδου ἀγαθά ἄδουσι καὶ τέρπονται ἐκείνην τὴν ἡμέραν διαφέροντως ἢ ἐν τῷ ὑμεροθεν χρόνῳ. ἐγὼ δὲ καὶ αὐτὸς ἡγούμαι ὁμόδουλος τε εἶναι τῶν κύκνων καὶ ἔρως τοῦ αὐτοῦ θεοῦ, καὶ οὗ χείρον ἐκείνων τὴν μαντικὴν ἔχειν παρὰ τοῦ δεισπότου, οὕτε δισθυμότερον αὐτῶν τοῦ βιοῦ ἀπαλλάττειν.

In the middle a passage has been left out by Alberuni, or by the author of that edition of Phædo which he used.

P. 76. In the book of Patañjali.—To the explanation of
the four parts of the path of liberation on pp. 76–80 I do not know a parallel from a Sanskrit source.

P. 77. In the book Vishnu-Dharma.—Cf. on this the note to p. 54. The Arabic text has not Parikshita, but Purānaksha, which name is mentioned by Hall in a note to Vishnu-Purāna, iv., chap. xx. p. 154.

Pp. 78, 79. The book Gitā.—These three extracts are not found in the Bhagavat-Gitā. The words, “He who mortifies his lust,” &c., compare with Bhagavad-Gitā, iv. 21, “Void of hope, self-restrained in thought, performing merely bodily work, he contracts no sin.” Regarding the passage, “Pleasures of a kind which, in reality, are disguised pains,” w. note to p. 70.

The expression, the nine doors of thy body (p. 79, 8), is also found in Bhagavat-Gitā, v. 13: “in the city of nine gates,” i.e. in the body. Cf. also Sānkhya Kārikā, v. xxxv.

Pp. 79, 80. The book Gitā.—These quotations cannot be compared with anything in the Bhagavat-Gitā.

P. 81. Patañjali.—There is a certain resemblance between these words and the last of “The Yoga Aphorisms” (iv. xxxviii.): “Isolation is the regression of the qualities devoid of the purpose of soul, or it is the abiding of the thinking power in its own nature.”

Pp. 81, 82. Sānkhya.—The comparison with the wheel of the potter (not the silk-weaver) is also found in Sānkhya Kārikā, v. lxvii.

P. 82. In the book of Patañjali.—I have not found these two passages anywhere else. As to the faculties of the perfect Yogi, cf. “Yoga Aphorisms,” iii. 42, 44, 45.

P. 83. The Sūfi explain the Koranic verse, &c.—Being asked about the story of Dhulkarnaini (Bicornutus, i.e. Alexander), Muhammad says, “We (i.e. Allah) have made room for him on earth;” or, as Sale translates, “We stablished for him on earth,” which means. We have given him
a position of well-established authority or power on earth, and this authority or power is interpreted by Śūfi commentators in accordance with their tenets, perfectly harmonising with those of the Yoga philosophy.

Pp. 83, 84. Śāṅkhya.—With the tale of the man travelling in the night with his pupils compare a similar one in Gaudapāda’s Bhāṣyā to Śāṅkhya Kārikā, v. xxx. (on p. 106).

P. 85.—Ammonius, a philosopher of the Neoplatonic school, v. Zeller, Philosophie der Griechen, iii.c. 829 seq. A Greek book of his which contains these extracts from Pythagoras and Empedocles is not known. He has been known to the Arabs as commentator of Aristotle: v. Wenrich, De Auctorum Graecorum Versionibus, p. 289; Fīhrist, p. 707. By Heracles in the passage, “Empedocles and his successors as far as Heracles,” is probably meant Heraclides Ponticus.

Pp. 85, 86. Socrates says.—The first extract is identical with Phaedo, 79d, the second is composed of 80B, 80A, 81 A B, the order of the Greek text having been abandoned.

Phaedo, 79d. Ὅταν δὲ γε αὐτῇ καθ’ αὐτήν σχοπῇ, ἐκεῖσε οἶχεται εἰς τὸ καθάρον τε καὶ ἄει δὲν καὶ ἀδάνατον καὶ ὑσταύτως ἔχον, καὶ δὲς συγγενής οὖνα αἰτοῦ ἄει μετ’ ἐκείνου τε γίγνεται, ὅτανπερ αὐτῇ καθ’ αὐτήν γέννηται καὶ ἐξῆ αὐτῇ, καὶ πέπωνται τε τοῦ πλάνου καὶ περὶ ἐκείνα ἄει κατὰ ταῦτα ὑσταύτως ἔχει ἀτε τοιούτων ἐφαπτομένης καὶ τούτῳ αὐτῆς τὸ παθημα φρόνησις κέκληται.

80B. Σκόπει δὴ, ἐφὶ, ὁ Κέβης, εἰ ἐκ πάντων τῶν εἰρημένων τάδε ἡμῖν ξυμβαίνει, τὸ μὲν θειὸ καὶ ἀθανάτῳ καὶ νοητῷ καὶ μονοειδεῖ καὶ ἀδικλητῷ καὶ ἄει ὑσταύτῳ καὶ κατὰ ταῦτα ἔχοντι ἐμντῷ ὁμοιότατον εἶναι ψυχῆν, τὸ δ’ ἄνθρωπῶν καὶ θνητῷ καὶ ἀνοητῷ καὶ πολυειδεῖ καὶ δικλητῷ καὶ μορφήτω κατὰ ταῦτα ἔχοντι ἐμντῷ ὁμοιότατον αὐτὶ εἶναι σῶμα.
80A. ἐπειδῶν ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ ζωὴ ψυχῆ καὶ σῶμα, τῷ μὲν δουλεύειν καὶ ἀρχεσθαι ἢ φύσις προστάτευ, τῇ δὲ ἀρχεῖν καὶ δεσπόζειν.

81 a and b. ὅτι οὐτὸς μὲν ἐχουσα εἰς τὸ ὄμοιον αὐτῇ, τῷ ἀμιτίς, ἀπέρχεται, τὸ θεόν τε καὶ ἀθάνατον καὶ φρόνιμον, οὗ ἀφικομένη ὑπάρχει αὐτῇ εἰσδαίμονι εἶναι, πλάνης καὶ ἀνοίας καὶ φόβου καὶ ἁγίων ἐρώτων καὶ τῶν ἀλλῶν κακῶν τῶν ἀνθρωπεῖων ἡ τηλαγμένη, ὥστε δὲ λέγεται κατὰ τῶν μεμνημένων, ὡς ἀληθῶς τὸν λοιπὸν χρόνον μετὰ τῶν θεών διάγονος; οὕτω φαίμεν, ἢ Κέβης, ἢ ἄλλος; οὕτω νη Δι', ἔφη ὁ Κέβης ἢ 'Εών δὲ γε, οἴμαι, μεμασμένη καὶ ἀκάθαρτος τοῦ σώματος ἀπαλλάττηται, ὅτε τῷ σώματι ἀεὶ ἡφαίστεια καὶ τοῦτο θεραπεύοντα καὶ ἐρώτησι καὶ γεγονετευμένη ὑπ' αὐτοῦ, ὡς τοῦτο ἐπιθυμοῦν καὶ ἡδονῶν, ὥστε μηδὲν ἀλλο δοκεῖν εἶναι ἀληθῆς ἄλλ᾽ ἢ τῷ σωματειδεῖς ὦ τις ἃν ἀψιτο, κ.τ.λ.

Pp. 86, 87. Arjuna says.—The comparison of Brahman with an asvatha tree is found in Bhagavad-Gītā, xv. 1–6, and x. 26.

The doctrine of Patanjali.—Ideas similar to these Śūfi sentences are found in Bhagavad-Gītā, vi. 28–31, describing the union of the soul with Brahman.

Pp. 87, 88.—On Abū-Bakr Ash-shiblí cf. Ibn Khallikân, translated by De Slane, i. 511–513; Abulmahâsin, Annales, ii. 313. He lived in Bagdad, was a pupil of Junaid, died A.H. 334 = A.D. 946, in Bagdad, and was buried there. On Abū-Yazid Albistâmí cf. Ibn Khallikân, nr. 311. He died A.H. 261 = A.D. 875. Jâmi has articles on these two mystics with many quotations from them in his Nafahât-al'uns (Lee’s “Persian Series,” the Nafahât-alsons, &c., or the Lives of the Sufis, by Jâmi, Calcutta, 1859, pp. 201 and 62).

P. 88. The Śūfi explain the Koranic passage (Sura 2, 68), &c.—“And when you had killed a person and were disputing among yourselves (the one throwing the blame on the other), whilst God was bringing to light what
you concealed, then we spoke: Beat him (the killed person) with part of her (the killed cow mentioned in the preceding”). In that case the killed person will again become alive and tell who murdered him. “Thus God brings to life the dead ones,” &c. Cf. A. Geiger, *Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen?* Bonn, 1833, p. 172. Muhammad has moulded this part of Sūra 2 from elements taken directly or indirectly from Numb. xix. 2 seq., and Deut. xxi. 2 seq.

The Sufies try to show by this sentence that the body must be mortified before the heart can become alive by mystic knowledge.


The reading of the MS सूमिन is certainly wrong. The author means सुमय = सूमिन, but it would have been better to write दातिन in accordance with दित = dātya. As all the other words of this enumeration stand in the singular, it is not allowable to read this word in a plural form, दातिन like र्द्वितीन, the *Rishis*, प्रितिन the *Pitris*.

P. 90. *In the book: Gita.*—The first quotation on the prevalence of one of the three gunas, sutra, rajas, tamas, is to be compared with Bhūgarad-Gītā, xvii. 3, 4, seq., and xiv. 6–8 seq.

The second extract, “Belief and virtue,” &c. I am inclined to combine with Bhūgarad-Gītā, xvi. 3, 4, seq.

P. 91. People say that Zoroaster, &c.—The author was aware of the identity of the Persian dēv (demon) with the Indian *deva* (god). It is in this way that he tries to account for the discrepancy of the meaning.


The second quotation, v. on p. 271:—

Δῖοι βάλλειν ἡν ψευδώνυμον εἰρήκε ρίζαν, ἐπειδὴ στάχνος ὄνομάζεται νάρδου· βούλεται δὴ αὐτὴν εἶναι Ἀρχιτῆς, ἐνθα φησίν, ἡν ἀνέθρεψε χῶρος ὁ τὸν Πίσσα Ζῆνα λοχεσάμενος, ἐπειδὴ τὸν Δία φασίν οἱ μυθολόγοι κατὰ τὸ Δικταίον ὅρος ἐν Κρήτῃ τραφήναι, κρυπτάμενον ὑπὸ τῆς μυτρὸς 'Ρ'ας, ὅπως μὴ καὶ αὐτὸς ὑπὸ τοῦ πατρὸς τοῦ Κρόνου καταπόθη.

P. 96. Europe, the daughter of Phoenix, &c.—In the source whence the author drew his information about Greek legends, Greek, Hebrew, and Persian traditions seem to have been mixed together. It was synchronistic like the Chronicon of Eusebius, with which it is nearly related (note to p. 105), comparing the dates of Greek history with those of the Biblical and Persian history. Julius Africanus and Eusebius are the fathers of this kind of literature, but I do not know by whom the book which Alberuni used had been composed. Cf. Eusebi chronicon canonum quae supersunt, ed. A. Schoene, ii. p. 13 (Zeus), 26 (Cecrops), 32, 34 (Asterius); also the Syriac Epitome, p. 204, 206.

P. 96. The story of Alexander is derived from the romance of Pseudo-Kallisthenes (ed. Didot), which Eastern scholars have mistaken for a historic record.

"Man cannot oppose the gods" (p. 97, 1) = πρὸς πάντας γὰρ δυνάμεθα οἱ βασιλεῖς, πρὸς δὲ τοὺς θεοὺς οὐ δυνάμεθα (ed. Didot, i. 9).

"When then he died," &c., "from a wound in the neck," &c. (p. 97, 4) = πεσὼν δὲ Νεκτανεβῶς λαμβάνει φοβερῶν τραυμά κατὰ τοῦ ἱσχίου αὐτοῦ (i. 14).
P. 97. Galenus.—Cf. note to p. 34.

P. 97. Aratus.—The author quotes the Phænomena and a commentary to them, which exhibits certain relations with the scholia edited by Immanuel Bekker, but is not identical with them. As I learn from my colleague, Professor C. Robert, this commentary is to be combined with the Catasterismi of Pseudo-Eratosthenes.

The first quotation from Aratus is v. 1 seq.

"'Ek Διὸς ἀρχώμεσθα, τὸν οἰς'ποτ' ἀνδρεὶς ἐδοκευ̂ν Ἀρρήτου· μεσταὶ δὲ Διὸς πᾶσαι μὲν ἄγνοιαί, Πᾶσαι δὲ ἀνθρώπων ἄγοραι, μεστὴ δὲ θάλασσα Και λιμένες· πάντη δὲ Διὸς κεκρήμεθα πάντες. Τοῦ γὰρ καὶ γένος εἰμέν· ὁ δὲ ηπ᾽ οσάνθρωπουν ἰδεῖα σημαίνει, λαοὺς δὲ εἰπὶ ἐφεύρεν ἐγείρει, Μυμνήσκων βιότοιο· λέγει δὲ οτὲ βῶλος ἀρίστῃ Βουσί τε καὶ μακέλησι· λέγει δὲ οτὲ δεξιὰ ὄροι καὶ φυτὰ γυρόσα, καὶ σπέρματα πάντα βαλέσθαι. Αὐτὸς γὰρ τάγε σήματ' ἐν οὐρανῷ ἐστὶν ἐστὶν ἐσπέριξεν, Λαστρα διακρίνας· ἐσκέψατο δὲ εἰς ἐνιαυτὸν ἐστέρας, οὐκ ἦν μάλιστα τετυγμένα σημαίνοιεν Ἀνθρώπων ὃραν, ὅφει ἐμπέθεα πάντα φύσεται. Τῷ μὲν δεῖ πρωτόν τε καὶ ὠστατον ἰλάσκοντα. Χαϊρε, πάτερ, μέγα θαῦμαι, μὴν ἀνθρώπουσιν ὅνειρα, Αὐτὸς καὶ προτέρη γενεύ, χαίροιτε δὲ Μοῦσαι Μειλίχαια μάλα τάσιν, κ.τ.λ.

P. 97. Commentary on the Phænomena of Aratus.—The following quotation from the Scholia Sangermanensis, p. 55, I owe to the kindness of Professor Robert: “Crates autem Jovem dictum coelum, invocatum vero merito aereum et ætherem, quod in his sint sidera, et Homerum Jovem dixisse in aliqua parte coelum.”

ὡς δ' ὅτι ταρφεῖα νεφέλαι Δίδου ἐκποιήνται,

—(Ilias, i. 3571).

The common tradition of this verse is—

ὡς δ' ὅτι ταρφεῖα νυφάδεις Δίδου ἐκποιήνται,
and thus it has been rendered by Alberuni. Cf. on the Scholia Sangermanenins, C. Robert, Eratosthenis Catasterismorum Reliquiae, Berlin, 1878, p. 21.

P. 99. These twins, state and religion.—Vide note to p. 79.


P. 101. The Vaiśya who were created from.—In the Arabic text, f 9, 4, there is a lacuna, where originally stood the words "from the thigh (âru) of Brahman. The Sûdra who were created from." Cf. Manu, Dharmásåstra, i. 87, mukha-bâhu-âru-paj-jândâm.

P. 101. Hâdî, Domâ, &c.—Of these classes of outcast people, the Badhatau are not known to me. The Candâla are well known, called Sandâlia by Ibn Khurdâdhbih (Elliot "History of India," i. 16). The Hâdis and Dom are mentioned by Colebrooke, "Essays," ii., "Enumeration of Indian Classes," p. 169, note 3. On the latter (cf. Rom, the name of the gipsies), v. "Memoirs on the History, Folk-lore, and Distribution of the Races," &c., by Elliot, edited by Beames, London, 1869, i. p. 84. Are the Badhatau identical with the Bediyâs, mentioned in the note of Colebrooke just quoted?

P. 103. Vâsudeva answered.—The first quotation from Gîtâ is identical with Bhagavad-Gîtâ, xviii. 41-45; the second is similar to ii. 31-38.

P. 104. The saying of Vyâsa.—Vide note to pp. 40-44.

P. 104. Vâsudeva.—This quotation from Gîtâ much resembles Bhagavad-Gîtâ, ix. 32, 33.

P. 105. Minos.—I cannot acquit the book on ancient history which Alberuni used of the blunder of having split the Minos of Greek traditions into two persons, a
Minos and a Mianos (sic). Cf. on this source note to p. 96.

At the time of Darius, &c.—Except the synchronism of Persian history, the whole passage relating to Numa Pompilius may be derived from Eusebius, Chronicon, ii. 82:

Novmâs métâ 'Rwµvûlon basîleúsas 'Rómhs prwîs nômous Rwmaïous eiôghagenv: [ô autôs to Kâpetôliôn ék themêlon fîkodômhsen] ô autôs tî ëniantrî duo mînhs prôstêthike, thn te 'Iánouvâriôn kai tev 'Pebôuvâriôn, dekamînâi'n toû ëniantrî prô toû'tou chrômâtîzontos: ô autôs kai kougnîríon êdwekèn, ùstâria ëzûlha kai skûtîna kai ùsttrâkîna.

P. 105. Plato.—These extracts from Plato's Lcgês are the remnant of an Arabic translation. We give the Greek text for the purpose of comparison:

I. 1. 'Althnâios. Òhês hy tis anthrôswn ëmîn, ò zênoi, eîlithfè thn aítian ths twîn nômôn thesthèsws; Kleviâs. Òhês, ò zênê, thèôs, òs yge to dikaiôtaton eipèvin, pura mèn ëmîn Zeûs, pura de Lakkediwônois, òthên òd' èstîn, òlmâi ðaðn toû'tos Òpôllôwv.

I. 6. 'Wspèr to te álîthês, oîmai, kai to dikaiôn ðpèr ge thèiaâ dialeugoménoûs légein, oux òs prôs ârêthiî tì mûrion kai tâutâ to ñauïlôtaton êtîthi blèptôn, allâ prôs pàsan ârêthiî, k.t.L.


II. 1. Òhôi de, oikêtîrantos te taw anthrôswv ètipônôv teînikôi génôs, ãnapaûlás te autôiî tâw pônôw ëtâxantî tâs tâw ëortôn ìmabîás, kai Mûwâs 'Àpôllôwv te mûsaçêthn kai Diôunôsoun ëxuneistorâstos èdossan.

II. 1. òmîn ðe ouîs èiptomen thèous ëxugchôretâs dedôsthai, toû'tous èiôna kai toûs deîwokôtâs thn ènvrûbhôn te kai ènarmônion aîsththôn meb' ãdônê, ò dî kînêv th èmâs kai xorghgein òmîn toû'ou, òûdeis te kai òrkhíselov allhîlouz ëxuneîrûntos, xorôus te òvomâkênavi te pârà ths xarâs èmûfutôn ònoma.

Vyāsa.—His mother is Satyavati; v. Vishnu-Purāṇa, i. c. The birth of Vyāsa is mentioned in Mahābhārata Ādiparvan, v. 3802.

P. 108. Panchāhir, better Panchir.—The author means the alpine countries of the Hindukush between Kashmir and a line from Faizabad to Kabul, i.e. the Hazâra country, Svât, Citrāl, and Kasīristān. It is well known that polyandry exists among the Tibetan tribes in the Alps between Kashmir and Tibet, but I am not aware whether it is also found among the inhabitants of the more western extension of the Himālaya which he mentions, e.g. among the Siyāhpōsh. On polyandry in the Panjab v. Kirkpatrick in "Indian Antiquary," 1878, 86.

The Panchir mentioned by the author is the tributary of the Kābul-Rād. Another Panchir (sic) is mentioned by the Arab geographer Yâkūt as a city in Bactriana with rich silver mines.

Among the heathen Arabs.—Cf. here i. 185.


P. 109. Barshawîr the Girṣhāḥ.—This seems to be a mistake, and I propose to read, as I have done in the edition of the Arabic text, ودشوارکرشاه, i.e. the Shâh of Padashvârgir or Prince of Tabaristān (as e.g. Gîlânshâh = the Shâh of Gîlân). Cf. P. de Lagarde, Beiträge zur Buktrischen Lexicographie, p. 50; Sachau, "Chronology of Ancient Nations," p. 47, 19, and note; Nöldeke, Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur Zeit der Sassaniden, p. 462.


P. 113. Ambariša.—The story of this king seems to have been taken from the Vishnu-Dharma, v. note to p. 54. Probably Ambariša, the son of Nabhâga, is meant,

P. 116. Nārada.—The story of this saint, a Moses in India, is not known to me from other sources.

P. 116. Jadum Ibn Shaibān.—The pronunciation of the former name is conjectural, the history of this Karmatian chief unknown. The expedition of King Mahmūd against Multān took place A.D. 1006, in the ninth year of his rule, the seventh year of his usurpation of sovereignty, in which he had left out the name of his Sāmānī liege-lord on the coins and in the public prayer, and had received the investiture, a robe and a title, from the source of all legitimacy in the Muslim world, the Khalif Alkādār, the great enemy and persecutor of the Karmatians. Cf. on this expedition Elliot, "History of India," ii. p. 441.

P. 116, l. 21.—There is an error in the calculation of the years. From the end of the Kritayuga up to the year 4132 of the Kaliyuga there have elapsed—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of the Tretāyuga</td>
<td>1,296,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of the Dwāparayuga</td>
<td>864,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of the Kaliyuga</td>
<td>4132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,164,132</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Alberuni gives but 216,432 years, it seems he has omitted by inadvertence the cipher 1 (Schram).

P. 117, l. 7.—The above supposition is confirmed by this passage; it ought to be the 132 years instead of the 432 years. One can consider 132 years as a kind of arbitrary equivalent for the sum of about 100 years, but 432 years cannot be an equivalent for about 100 years (Schram).

P. 117, l. 10.—It must be 2,164,000 instead of 216,000 (Schram).

P. 117. Varāhamihira says.—This extract is a translation of Brihat-Samhitā, chap. lviii. §§ 30–48, 56–57, on the fabrication of the idols (p. 117–120); chap. lviii. §§ 4952, on the consequences of faults in the construction of idols (p. 120); chap. lx. § 19, on the various classes of priests (p. 121); chap. lx. §§ 4, 5, on the effects of the
idols (p. 121). The order of the single verses is to some extent different from that of the Sanskrit text as exhibited in the edition of Kern. In the Arabic text, p. ١٥٥, ١, in the lacuna after اسمهم والأسيف والترس ("the sword and shield ").

P. 122. Gîtâ.—I do not know similar passages in Bha-gavad-Gîtâ. The first quotation distantly reminds one of Bhagavad-Gîtâ, iv. 25.

P. 123. Plato.—This quotation shows considerable confusion in the rendering of the Greek text. Cf. Leges, iv. 8.

The underlined words are the original of the Arabic quotation. The translator has rendered δαιμονία by (gods), ἡρωία by سكينات, by which elsewhere the word Μούσαι is translated, and ὀργαῖα by نصب بالسر (instead of نصب بالسر). He seems to have mistaken the meaning of the word ἐπακολουθεῖ, translating in this way: "they (the ἰδρύματα اسنام) follow in rank after the πάτρωοι θεοὶ, i.e. you shall not put the πάτρωοι θεοὶ in the first place, but worship them secundo loco.

P. 123. Galenus.—Vide note to p. 34.

P. 126.—The tradition of Śaunaka from Venus (so the Arabic text), i.e. Śukra, is perhaps taken from the Vishnu-Dharma: vide note to p. 54.

Vishnu-Purâṇa.—Compare this quotation with book iii. chap. ii. p. 29 (ed. Wilson-Hall). The Great Bear is called the Seven Rishis in Sanskrit.
P. 126. Vasuāra.—This reading does not quite accurately correspond to the Arabic signs, which must be read Vasuāra. I have preferred the former, because it is mentioned in the St. Petersburg Dictionary as the name of a man who occurs in the Veda as a poet of Vaidic hymns.

P. 127. Galenus.—The quotation from Galenus must be compared with the following passage in his περὶ συνθέσεως φαρμάκων κατὰ γένη (ed. Kühn, tom. xiii. p. 995):

ἡπέτη δὲ ὑπὸ Μενεκράτους, κ.τ.λ. ιατικὸν φάρμακον. ἐπιγέγραται δὲ τὸ βίβλιον, κ.τ.λ. αὐτοκράτωρ ὁλογράμματος· αὐτοκράτωρ μὲν, ἑπειδὴ τοῦτω προσπεφυνηται, ὁλογράμματος δὲ διότι χωρὶς χαρακτηρίων ὅλαις ταῖς συλλαβῶις γέγραπται β´ καὶ γ´ καὶ δ´ καὶ ε´ καὶ τῶν ἄλλων ἀριθμῶν ἐκατόστος, κ.τ.λ. τούτο δ` ἐπραξεν ὁ Μενεκράτης, ἑπειδὴ πολλάκις οὐ μόνον ἀκόντων ἀμαρτάνεσθαι συμβαίνει κατὰ τὰς γραφὰς ἀλλ` καὶ διὰ φθόνον ἐκόντων ἐνίων, κ.τ.λ.

εἰκότως οὖν ἡδοκίμησε τὰ Δαμοκράτους βίβλια τῶν φαρμάκων εἰς μέτρα γραφέντα [καὶ εἰπερ ἀπαντά τὸν τρόπον τούτον ἐγέγραπτο], κάλλιστον ἄν ἧν.

That which I have underlined forms the text as given by Alberuni.


P. 128. A peculiar kind of recitation.—This is a description of the four pāthas, padapātha, kramapātha, &c. Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 18.

P. 128. Kāndin.—The word evidently refers to the divisions of the Yajurveda called kāndika. The text of the Yajurveda is composed of Kāndi, and its name (the name of Yajurveda? what name of it?) is derived from it (from kāndi?), i.e. the collection (or totality) of kāndi." It does not appear which one of the names of Yajurveda is here meant by the author as having been derived from
Is there a name of Yajurveda like *kundika* or *kāndīn*, meaning consisting of *kundikas*?

In *kāndīt* = *kundikā* the cerebral *d* is rendered by an Arabic *r*, as in *kudara*, *vyādi*, *garudā*, *dravidā*, *naḍi*, *vinādi*, *vaidārya*, &c. The termination in long *i* seems to be characteristic of the vernacular form of Indian speech, and is probably a survival of the more ancient termination *ikā*, *ikā*. Cf. R. Hörnle, “Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages,” § 195, 203, 205.


P. 129. The well-known story.—It is told by Alberuni himself, i. p. 396.

P. 131. *Vishnupurāṇa.*—This index of the *Purāṇas* occurs in book iii. chap. vi. pp. 66, 67. In the Arabic text 𝑞, 12, read *gorm* instead of *garudā*.


Alberuni sometimes quotes the book *Smṛiti*. However, he had not the book himself, but transferred those quotations from the *Brahmasiddhānta* of Brahmagupta. In reality it is the latter author who quotes it. As, according to him, the book *smṛiti* was composed by Manu (v. here ii. 110, 111), he means the *Dharmasāstra* of Manu. This law code is only once clearly referred to by Alberuni (ii. 164), but in a manner which makes me think that it was not in his hands. On Manu, as the author of the great *Mānasa* (a work on astronomy and astrology ?), v. p. 157.


*Sāmkhya.*—Vide the same note.

*Patañjali.*—Vide note to p. 27.

*Nyāyabhāṣā.*—This transliteration of *nayāyabhasa* will perhaps seem doubtful, as the contents of the book have
no relation to the Nyāya philosophy or logical system of Gautama (cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 280), but are clearly identical with the Mīmāṃsā philosophy of Jaimini, who is here mentioned a few lines farther on. However, I do not know another mode of reading the word. That Kapila was the author of such a work does not seem to be known.

Mīmāṃsā.—Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 319. In opposition to Kapila, Jaimini teaches that the Veda is primeval and superhuman. This theory and the discussions through which it has passed are also found in the history of Islam applied to the Koran. According to Islam, the Koran too is primeval and superhuman.


Bṛhaspati is the founder of this school; his sūtra is quoted by Bhāskara-ācārya. The Bṛhaspatyasūtram is mentioned by A. Weber, Vorlesungen, p. 263.


Vishnu-Dharma.—Vide note to p. 54.

P. 132. Bṛdrata, i.e. Mahābhrata, which is repeatedly mentioned by Alberuni. Bhagavad-Gītā is a part of it (i. 132). The story of the birth of Vāsudeva and of his five brothers (i. 401–406) is taken from Mahābhārata.

I am not quite certain whether Alberuni had a copy of the work. When giving quotations from the book, he does not mention it, which he probably would have done if he had had it in hand.

P. 133.—With the index of the chapters of Mahābhārata cf. Monier Williams, "Indian Epic Poetry," p. 91 seq. The list of Alberuni exhibits some remarkable differences.

P. 135. Pāṇini.—The reading of the MS. is pāṇḍiti,
which I cannot explain. If pāṇini is the correct reading, we must remember that in the sound ā there is an admixture of the sound r. So Hörnle, "Comparative Grammar," p. 15, says: "The cerebral ā contains the sound of r, being somewhat like ṛṇ." In this way Alberuni has transliterated the n in the word ḥanīj, which he writes ḥarnī. Accordingly we should expect to find pāṇini, but the author seems to have written ḥanī.

P. 135.—The word  bishyayitī, has been deciphered by Professor Kielhorn, Göttingen.

P. 136. Sālavādhana.—Other forms of the name are Sālavādhana, Sālivādhana (Hemacandra, i. 211); but Alberuni clearly notes the pronunciation ḥanāvādhana, which is not known to me from other sources.

P. 136.—Instead of mudākām, read modakām = maudakām.

P. 136.—Abul'aswad, &c., is, according to the literary tradition, the originator of their grammatical science. Cf. G. Flügel, Grammatische Schulen der Araber, p. 19 seq.

P. 136. Chandas.—In translating the chapter on metrics, I have derived much help from Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. p. 57 (on Sanskrit and Prākrit poetry), and from Weber's edition of the Śūtras of Pīngala (Indische Studien, vol. viii.). Alberuni, however, seems to have used other sources and to have followed another system, which has greatly increased the task of the translator.

P. 137. Pīṅgala.—What are the Sanskrit forms of the names 'calitu, gaisitu, awiyan, auliyan?'

The chapter of Brahmagupta's Brahmasiddhānta, of which the author here (p. 147-150) communicates a few extracts, is chap. xxi., On the calculation of the measures of poetry and on metrics, v. i. 155.

P. 138.—Alkhalīf, also mentioned i. 147, is in Arabic literature the father of the science of metrics. Cf. G. Flügel, Grammatische Schulen der Araber, p. 37.

Subab.—Cf. Freytag, Arabische Verskunst, p. 64, 65.
P. 140. Madhya.—I do not know this term in Sanskrit, and the signs admit of different transliterations. Both the terms madhyd and madhu are used in metrical terminology, but with different meanings. Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 141 (madhu), and ii. 136, 141 (madhyd).

P. 141. Haribhatfa?—This name is not known to me as that of an author of a lexicographical work. The MS. clearly writes hariwwdu, which may represent various other forms of Sanskrit names.

P. 141.—The single letters m, y, r, &c., denoting the single feet, are mentioned by Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 63.

P. 142. Place the numeral 2, &c.—The rule, as explained in ll. 4, &c., differs from that one which is followed in the example (ll. 11-14), in so far as in the former place the subtraction of 1 ("and from the product (4) he subtracts 1") has been omitted. But even if we correct the text of the rule according to the exemplification, it cannot be correct, and we agree with Alberuni that something in the manuscript must have been wrong (also in the passage below, ll. 30-34). For it can be applied not to all eight feet, but only to two, viz., to

\[ || < (2 \times 2 = 4 - 1 = 3 \times 2 = 6 - 1 = 5) \]

and to

\[ |<| (2 \times 2 = 4 - 1 = 3 \times 2 = 6), \]

i.e. these two feet occupy respectively the fifth and sixth places in the arrangement on p. 141 (below).

P. 143. The Greeks, too, &c.—The comparison with Greek metrics is unintelligible, as something must have been dropped in the Arabic text.

P. 143. Consonant or syllable.—I suppose the author means syllable. The Arabic word حرف has the same inconvenience as Sanskrit akshara of meaning both syllable and sound (mostly consonant).

P. 143. Aryk.—This reading is a conjecture of mine, as the MS. has aml, which I cannot explain. The description given by the author seems to be applicable to the
Aryā metre, which could be known to him from his study of Brahmagupta's Brahmasiddhānta. Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 66.


Khaftf.—This Arabic metre, represented in European fashion, is the following:—

- - - | - - - | - - -

P. 145. Vṛtta.—On the metre of this name v. Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 145. However the signs 也就 (b-r-t) admit of various other ways of reading. The MS. has britā.

P. 147. Śloka.—On the rules relating to this metre v. Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 107.

P. 150. I have only seen a single leaf.—This translation is to be replaced by, "I have only studied a single leaf."

P. 151. Galenus.—The quotation is found in his περὶ ὁμοθέσεως φαρμάκων κατὰ γένη (ed. Kühn), tom. xiii. p. 996:—

ἀλλ᾽ ἢ γε διὰ τῶν χυλῶν ὑπὸ Μενεκράτους εἰρεθέωσα διὰ τῶν τριμέτρων στοιχείων ὑπὸ Δαμοκράτους γέγραπται.


Vardhamihira.—Vide note to p. 54.

Pp. 153, 154. Brahmagupta.—His work, the Brahmasiddhānta, has been very largely used by Alberuni. It exists in manuscript, but has not yet been completely edited or translated. Alberuni translated it into Arabic when he wrote the Indica (A.D. 1030). We do not know whether he ever finished it.

Brahmagupta was only thirty years of age when he
wrote this work. He is accused of the sin against conscience of having propagated futilities and lies in order to please the bigoted priests and the ignorant rabble of his nation, in order to avoid those dangers in which Socrates perished. Vide chap. lix. on eclipses, and specially ii. 111. Besides, Alberuni accuses him of undue animosity against Aryabhata (i. 376).

Brahmagupta holds a remarkable place in the history of Eastern civilisation. It was he who taught the Arabs astronomy before they became acquainted with Ptolemy; for the famous Sindhind of Arabian literature, frequently mentioned, but not yet brought to light, is a translation of his Brahmasiddhânta; and the only other book on Indian astronomy, called Alarikand, which they knew, was a translation of his Khaṇḍakhaḍḍyaka.

The latter work (here ii. 7) is also called Karanakhaṇḍakhaḍḍyaka (i. 156). It was explained in a special commentary by Balabhadra (ii. 187).


Notes from Varâhamihira's Pañcasiddhântikâ have been edited by G. Thibaut in the "Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," 1884, vol. liii. p. 259.

Sindhind is mentioned ii. 191, as the only source of the information of Muslims on Indian astronomy and astrology. According to ii. 90, the Indian computation of the heliacal risings of the stars and the moon is identical with that given in Sindhind. It is called the great sindhind (Siddhânta) ii. 18.

Alberuni has written a treatise on it. See preface to the Arabic edition, p. xx.

P. 154. Pulisa.—This name and Paulisa are written Pulisa and Paulisa in Utpala's commentary to the Samhitâ of Varâhamihira; but as Alberuni writes them constantly with a ٞ: not ش, I am inclined to believe that he and his Pandits pronounced Pulisa and Paulisa. Alberuni has
drawn from the *Pulisa-Siddhānta* almost as largely as from the *Brahma-siddhānta*, and was occupied with translating it (v. also i. 375).

The relation between Pulisa and Paulisa is this:—

Paulisa is the sage who communicates his wisdom in this *Siddhānta*. He was a native of Saintra, i.e. Alexandria.

Pulisa is the redactor or editor of the book. The one as well as the other is called *Greek* (not *Byzantine Greek*). “Pulisa says in his *Siddhānta* that Paulisa the Greek had mentioned somewhere,” &c., i. 266.

A commentator of this *Siddhānta* is mentioned i. 339 med., where I now prefer to translate: “The commentator of the *Siddhānta* of Pulisa,” &c.

Pulisa quotes Parāśara (ii. 208), and is himself quoted by Āryabhaṭa jun. (i. 316).

Paulisa is quoted by Brahmagupta, i. 374 (v. note).


P. 156.—Āryabhaṭa senior is clearly distinguished from Āryabhaṭa junior, who is mostly called “that one from Kusumapura,” i.e. Pātaliputra (Patna). Alberuni knows him only through the quotations in the works of Brahmagupta. He mentions two of his works, *Daśa-gītikā* and *Ārydhaśīkā*, which have been edited by Kern, *Ārya-bhaṭīyaṃ*, 1874. Cf. Dr. Bhāu Dājī, “Brief Notes on the Age and Authenticity of the Works of Āryabhaṭa,” &c., p. 392.

P. 156. Balabhadra.—Of his works are mentioned:—

(1.) A *tantra*.

(2.) A *Saṅhitā*.

(3.) A commentary of the *Bṛha-jātakam* of Varāhamihira (p. 158).

(4.) A commentary to the *Khanda-khādyaka* of Brahmagupta.

(5.) He is supposed to be the author of the book *Khanda-khādyaka-tīpita*.

Alberuni always calls him the *commentator*, and frequently quotes him without indicating from what particular book he quotes. He gives on his authority the latitude of Kanoj and Tāneshar, and passes harsh judgment on him i. 244, 275. Cf. also note to p. 27.
P. 156. Bhânurajas (also on p. 157).—The Arabic MS. writes Bahânarjus, which I cannot identify. A slight alteration (of वानरजस to वानुरजस) would give Bhânuyajas, which name was suggested to me by G. Bühler.

P. 156. Kūra-badayd.—As कुरा means rice, बबद, must mean mountain. Is it a vernacular form for parvata?

P. 156. Khandu-khâdyuka-tappâ.—The MS. has tappâ or tippâ (tuppâ), of which I do not know the Sanskrit form. तिप्ति changed to तिप्तिन would be = tippant or commentary.

Vijayanandin.—Alberuni quotes from him a method for the computation of the longitude of a place (i. 313), a note on the dominants of year, month, and hord (i. 343), on the circumpolar stars (ii. 90), an ahuarga rule (ii. 49, 50). An astronomer of this name is mentioned by Dr. Bhâu Dâji as anterior to Śrîśena, the author of Romakasiddhânta: v. “The Age and Authenticity of the Works of Āryabhata,” &c. (“Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,” 1864), p. 408.

P. 156. Bhaduâya (? Mihdatta).—The MS. reads महत. Bhadatta is mentioned by Kern in the preface to his Brhâh Sañhitâ, p. 29. Alberuni quotes from the work of Vitteśvara a note on the motion of the Great Bear (i. 392), on the mean places of the stars (ii. 60), on the diameters of sun and moon (ii. 79), the latitude of Kashmir (i. 317), the era used in the book (ii. 7). It must have been translated into Arabic before Alberuni wrote the Indica, because he complains that that part of the book which he had was badly translated (ii. 55).

P. 157. Utpala.—Besides these two Karânas, he has composed—

(1.) A commentary to the great Mânasa composed by Manu.

(2.) The Praśnacudâmarâ (p. 158).

(3.) A commentary to the Sañhitâ of Varahamihira (p. 298).

(4.) The book Srîdhara (?), whence Alberuni has taken metrological and chronological notes (p. 334, 336, 361). Cf. on Utpala Kern’s preface to his Brhâh Sañhitâ, p. 61.
The book-title rāhunrākarana, i.e. breaking of the Karanás, seems to be corrupt. One expects the word karana in the first place, and a word for breaking in the second.


P. 157. Puñcalu (?).—The author quotes from him a statement relating to the precession of the equinoxes; he speaks highly of him, and says that a theory of his was adopted by Utpala (i. pp. 366, 367). I do not know of such an Indian name. The nearest approach to it is Muñjála, that of an astronomer quoted by Colebrooke, “Essays,” ii. 330, 332.

P. 157. Bhāḍilu (?).—The MS. has bahattal, and I suppose that the correct reading is Bhattila. The name is perhaps a derivation (diminutive?) from bhāṭta, as kumbārila from kumāra, pushandhila from shundha. Alberuni quotes him, ii. 208, in the chapter on the yogus.


P. 158. Of Varāhamihira, &c.—This author has composed not only the Shatpaučāsikā and Hordpañcahotriya (?), but also the Yogayātrā, Tikantyātrā (?), and Vīvahapatala: v. Kern, Brhat Sañhitā, preface, pp. 25, 26; his translation of the Yogayātrā in Weber’s Indische Studien, x. 161.

The name of the author of the book on architecture is missing in the Arabic text. If it was not likewise a work of Varāhamihira’s, it may have been composed by Nagnajit or Viśvakarman: v. Kern, l. c. p. 51.

P. 158. Srūdhava.—I do not know the corresponding Sanskrit form. It seems to be some relative of śruti. If śrutayas had currency in the meaning of traditions, I should identify it with srūdhava. Is it = śrotavya?

The word is the title of two different books, one by Utpala from Kashmir (v. note to p. 157), and the one here mentioned, on omina and portenta, lucky and unlucky
days, &c. It probably contained the names of the twenty-four horse (i. 344); it mentioned the names of the third parts of the day (ii. 120), the names of the vishti (ii. 201), the unlucky days of the year (ii. 192), the name of Vikramaditya (ii. 6, vide note to the place).

The reading of the word بنگال as Bangal is probably not correct. Is it = punyakala?

P. 158. Guadhama (?), in the Arabic jurdman. — As the word is translated by unknown, one thinks of a derivation of the word guh = to conceal (v. gadh). The Arabic characters may also be read cddhami. If prašna jurdman (?) really meant what Alberuni says, one would expect gddhaprašna.

P. 158. Sangahila, Piruvana. — I do not know the Sanskrit equivalents of these two names. The former might be a word like śrīṇkhala or śringala (Syncellus?) Prithidaka is the author of a commentary on the Brahmasidhanta: v. Colebrooke, “Essays,” ii. 411.

P. 159. Caraka. — The ancient Arabic translation of his medical work is sometimes quoted by Alberuni, and to judge from these quotations the translation was not free from blunders nor the manuscript-tradition free from the effects of carelessness: v. a quotation on weights, i. 162, 163; one on the origin of medicine, i. 382. Cf. Weber, Vorlesungen, pp. 284, 289.


The weight of one dirham = one-seventh mithkāl, dates from the time of the Khalif Omar.

The weight of one dirham = seven dānak, is peculiar to India in the author's time, for in general one dirham = six dānak. Cf. Sauvaire, Matériaux pour servir à l'Histoire de la Numismatique et de la Métrologie Musulmanes, Paris, 1882, pp. 43, 81, 98; on the mithkāl, p. 35; on the fuls, p. 108. On the ancient denars of Sindh cf. Elliot, "History of India," i. 11 (Abû Zaid), 24 (Masûdi), 35 (Ibn Haukal).

P. 162. Varāhamihira.—This passage is Brihat Samhitā, chap. lviii. v. 1. The following quotation on yava, andh, mūsha, and suvarṇa, I do not find in his Samhitā.

P. 162, Caraka.—The Arabic translation of this book is not extant. The Indian words which occur in the extracts from this book are not so accurately written as those in Alberuni's own work, and offer more difficulties in the way of identification: v. note to p. 159.

P. 162. Jīvasarman.—The words "As I have been told (by him)," may better be translated "As I have heard it from him." Alberuni does not quote from a book of his, but only says "he has told, mentioned," "I have heard from him." Accordingly, he seems to have been a contemporary and personal acquaintance of Alberuni's, in the same way as Śrīpāla. Alberuni relates on his authority details regarding a festival in Kashmir and Svât, ii. 181, 182. Besides, a Jīvasarman is mentioned as the author of a Jātalakam, i. 157, who seems to have been a different person altogether, and lived before the time of Varāhamihira: v. Kern's Preface to Brihat Samhitā, p. 29.

P. 164. Varāhamihira.—This quotation seems to correspond to Brihat Samhitā, chap. xxiii. v. 2. At all events, it is the passage to which Śrīpāla refers.

Śrīpāla.—Alberuni quotes him a second time, i. 240, where he speaks of a star, śāla, as observed in Multān, which people considered as unlucky, and ii. 209, he copies
from him the names of the twenty-seven yogas. Perhaps Śripāla was a scholar living at Multān in the time of the author. Alberuni does not mention a book of his.

P. 165. Śīṣupāla.—The story of Krishna's killing Śīṣupāla (Śīṣupālabadha) is told in the Mahābhārata, Sabhā-Parvan, v. 1336 seq.

P. 165. Alfażārī is one of the fathers of Arabian literature, the first propagator of Indian astronomy among the Arabs. His works are, as far as I am aware, not extant. Probably this Muḥammad Ibn İbrāhīm Alfażārī was the son of İbrāhīm Ibn Ḫabīb Alfażārī, the first constructor of astrolabes among the Arabs, who as a surveyor partook in the foundation of Bagdad. Cf. Fihrist, p. 110. Gildemeister, in his Scriptorum Arabum de rebus Indicis loci, p. 101, gives the translation of an article of Alkifti on our Fazārī.

According to the quotations of Alberuni (v. index s. v. Alfażārī), this scholar used the word pala in the meaning of day-minute; he reckoned the circumference of the earth in یوژن, i.e. yojanas; he (together with Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭāriḵ) mentions a town, Tāra, in a sea in Yamakoṭi; he gives a method for the computation of the longitude of a place from two latitudes; his book contained the cycles of the planets as derived from Hindu scholars, the members of an embassy from some part of Sindh, who called on the Khalīf Almansūr, A.H. 154 (= A.D. 771). Alberuni charges him with having misunderstood the meaning of the word Āryabhata, which he is said to have used as meaning تدف of the measures of the great Siddhānta, i.e. the Brahmāsiddhānta of Brahmagupta. Lastly, Alfażārī (together with Ya'kūb) has used the word پداماسا (padamāsa?) in the sense of adhimāsa (leap-month). On the whole, Alberuni finds that the tradition of Indian astronomy by Alfażārī is not very trustworthy, and that in it the names or termini technici are often corrupt and badly written.

As Alfażārī and Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭāriḵ are sometimes mentioned in the same context, there must have been a close relation between these two authors, the nature of which I have no means for examining. Have both learned from the same Hindu scholar, and have they independently of each other committed their information to writing? Or
has the one made a new edition or a commentary of the work of the other? Vide note to p. 169 (Ya’kūb).

P. 165. Sībi.—The word occurs thrice, and is written سی (siy?) ; only in one place it seemed to be سي, but on repeated comparison of the MS. I find that originally here, too, was written سي. I do not know a measure of such a name. Perhaps it is the bist, of which 16 = 1 panti (p. 166, l. 2 in Somanath). Cf. Colebrooke, “Essays,” i. 536; sixteen bist = one panti.

P. 166. Khwārizmian.—The comparison of the measures of this country, the modern Khiva, will remind the reader that it was the native country of the author.

P. 166. Varāhamihira.—I have not succeeded in finding this quotation in his Samhitā.


P. 167. ’Ajvān.—Alberuni only mentions the plural form, not the singular, which would be jūn or jaun, jōn. I take the word to be the Arabized form of yojana. The change from yojana to jōn was perhaps facilitated by a Prakritic pronunciation on the part of the Hindu teachers of Alfazārī, according to which a j between two vowels may be dropped. Cf. gao = gaja, raadam, rajata (Vararuci, ii. 2).


P. 169.—Ya’kūb Ibn Tārik seems to have been the most prominent predecessor of Alberuni in the field of astronomy, chronology, and mathematical geography on an Indian basis. He is frequently quoted in the Indica, much more than Alfazārī.

Here he gives the measures of the circumference and the diameter of the zodiacal sphere in yojanas, in which Alberuni recognises the system of Pulisa. He speaks of a city, Tāra, within a sea in Yamakoṭī (i. 303). He gives the measures of the radius, diameter, and circumference of
the earth in yojanas (i. 312), a statement on the latitude of Ujain, and a quotation from the book Arkand on the same subject (i. 316). He mentions the four manas or measures of time, sauramdana, candramdana, &c. (i. 353). His work contained tables of the revolutions of the planets, borrowed from a Hindu who had come in an embassy from Sindh to the court of the Khalif Almansur, A.H. 154 (= A.D. 771), but Alberuni finds in these tables considerable deviations from those of the Hindus (ii. 15). He is accused of having misunderstood the word Aryabhatā, so as to take it not for the name of an author, but for a technical term meaning Ṛjesv of the measures employed in the great Siddhānta (that of Brahmagupta), on ii. 18, 19.

He called the leap-month padāmāsa (?) instead of adhimāsa (ii. 23). He gives an incorrect method for the computation of the solar days in the aharyana and for the reduction of years into days (by the side of a correct one) on ii. 26, 34, 38. He gives further details of the aharyana computation (ii. 44, 45), and a table indicating the distances of the planets from the earth, borrowed from a Hindu, A.H. 161 (= A.D. 777, 778), on ii. 67, 68.

Accordingly the work of Ya'kūb seems to have been a complete system of astronomy, chronology, and mathematical geography. It is called Compositio Sphærarum and also الزبي, i.e. Canon.

Alberuni sometimes criticises Ya’kūb, and maintains that he had committed errors, that he mis-spelled the Indian words, and that he simply borrowed the tables from his Hindu authority without examining them by calculation.

On his relation to Alfazārī, v. note to p. 165.

When Alberuni wrote his Chronology, he did not possess the work of Ya’kūb, for there he gives a note on the four manas and on the word padamāsa (?) on the authority of Ya’kūb, but taken from the work of another author. Vide my translation, p. 15.

As Ya’kūb studied in the years A.H. 154 and 161 (A.D. 771, 778), he must have lived in the second half of the eighth Christian century (probably in Babylonia). This is nearly all we know of him. Cf. Reinaud, Mémoire sur l’Inde, p. 313; Steinschneider, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, 24, 332, 354.
The Fihrist, p. 173, has a note on him in which there is some confusion. The work Compositio Sphaerarum is erroneously mentioned among the works of 'Ufārid ibn Muhammad, whilst it is apparently identical with the work here called Canon. It consisted of two parts, one on the sphere and one on the periods (the yugas?). According to Fihrist, he had written two more books, one on the division of the sine in kardajat, and another on what is derived from the arc of the meridian.

Regarding the embassy from Sindh, from which the Arabs are said to have got the first information on Indian astronomy, in fact, the two works of Brahmagupta, the Brahmasiddhānta (Sindhind) and the Khandakhādyaka (called Arkand), I cannot find any historical account in the Arabic annals. We do not learn anything from Ibn Wādiḥ or Tabari of the presence of a Sindhi embassy in Babylonia in the year 154 (A.D. 771), as Alberuni has it, nor in the year 156 (A.D. 773), as Alhusain Ibn Muhammad Ibn Alādāmi maintains (Gildemeister, Scriptorum Arabum de rebus Indicis loci, p. 101), nor of the presence of Hindu scholars in Babylonia in the year 161 (A.D. 777). This only is related by Ibn Wādiḥ, that when Abulabbás Ṣaffāḥ, the first Abbaside Khalif, was dying in Anbār, there arrived at his court an embassy from Sindh, A.H. 136 (A.D. 753). At all events, at the time of the Khalif Almansūr, Sindh obeyed this prince, and Islam had spread not only in Sindh, but far beyond it into the adjacent countries, both by war and by commerce. There must have been many occasions for petty Hindu princes in Sindh to send special missions to the political centre of the Muslim realm.

When Ya‘kūb wrote, the Arkand (Khandakhādyaka) had already been translated into Arabic. By whom? By Alfarzārī?

In the first fifty years of Abbaside rule there were two periods in which the Arabs learned from India, first under Mansūr (A.D. 753–774), chiefly astronomy, and secondly under Hārūn (786–808), by the special influence of the ministerial family Barmak, who till 803 ruled the Muslim world, specially medicine and astrology.

P. 170. Socrates.—I do not know the Greek form of this dictum. It must be observed that according to the common
tradition hides of animals were first prepared for vellum at Pergamum long after Socrates.


P. 172. As for the Greek alphabet, &c.—The source of this tradition on the origin of the Greek alphabet seems to be certain scholia to the Ars Grammatica of Dionysius Thrax: v. Immanuel Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, Berlin, 1816, vol. ii. p. 780 seq. The synchronistic notes point more to Joannes Malalas; perhaps these things were originally mentioned in the lacuna O 129.

Asidhas seems to be a mistake for Palamedes, Agenon for Agenor.


Bhaikshukt.—Alberuni writes Baikshuka, probably that of the bhikṣu or beggar-monks, i.e. the brāmṇa or Buddhist monks. Is the Audunpār mentioned by Alberuni, identical with the famous Buddhistic monastery Udānda-puri in Magadha (?). Cf. H. Kern, Der Buddhismus und seine Geschichte in Indien, German by H. Jacobi, Leipzig, 1882, vol. ii. p. 545.

What Malvashau is I do not know (Malla-vishaya?).


Pp. 178, 179.—This table has already been published by F. Wöpcke, Mémoire sur la Propagation des Chiffres Indiens, p. 103 seq.; A. C. Burnell, "Elements of South Indian Palaeography," ii. ed., p. 77. Compare also E. Jaquet, Mode d'Expression Symbolique des Nombres Em-

P. 181. Pushandhila.—The eunuch is called shandha. This seems to be a diminutive form compounded with the word puna (G. Bühler).

P. 182. They magnify the nouns of their language, &c.—This somewhat enigmatical sentence seems to have the following meaning:—An Arabic word, e.g. karsh (a sea-animal), is magnified, i.e. receives a larger form, by being changed into the diminutive form, i.e. kuraish (a small sea-animal, as a proper noun, the name of the tribe to which Muhammad belonged). The diminutive form serves the purpose of magnifying the form of the word: cf. Kashshâf to Koran, 106, 2 (شخبری). If the Hindus magnify their nouns by giving them the feminine gender, this must be referred to some of the pleonastic suffixes, e.g. ą, ę, which are added to Indian nouns without altering their meaning. In appearance they are the terminations of the feminine gender, in reality euphonic changes of the more ancient suffixes a< and i<, e.g. pata, board, by the side of pata. Cf. Hörnle, “Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages,” § 194 seq.

P. 183.—An explanation of the Indian chess has been published by A. Van der Linde, Geschichte und Litteratur des Schachspiels.


P. 189. Vyañj. —A lexicographer of this name is mentioned in a certain connection with Vikramāditya by Colebrooke, “Essays,” ii. 19.

P. 190.—Raktomala = rakta = red, and amala = emblica officinalis. I do not see how the word could be understood to mean oil and human blood.

P. 191. Bhojadeva.—Cf. on this king of Mālava, Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde, iii. p. 845 seq.

P. 196. For it is not navigable.—This passage agrees almost literally with Plato’s *Timæus*, 25 D:

διδ καὶ νῦν ἄπορον καὶ ἀδυρεύνητον γέγονε τὸ ἐκεῖ πέλαγος, πηλοῦ κάρτα βραχίον ἀμφοδῶν ὄντος οὖν ἡ νῆσος ξυμένη παρέσχετο.

P. 197. The various tribes of the Zanj.—The traditions of the Arabs regarding Eastern Africa have been collected by Marcel Devic in his *Le Pays des Zendjs*, Paris, 1883.

P. 197.—The configuration of the northern coast of the Indian Ocean seems to have been a favourite subject of Alberuni, for he mentions it again on p. 270.

P. 199.—Mahūra, so written by Alberuni, is written by Mahura, by his elder contemporary Al-utbl, more in keeping with the Sanskrit vowels (Mathurd).

Alberuni reckons the distances in farsakh, regarding the measure of which he unfortunately does not give accurate information. According to i. 167, 1 yojana = 32,000 yards = 8 miles; 1 mile = 4000 yards; and according to i. 200, 1 farsakh = 4 miles = 1 kuroh; 1 farsakh = 16,000 yards. Cf. also Aloys Sprenger, *Die Post- und Reiserouten des Orins*, Vorrede, p. xxvi., who proves that one Arabian mile = *propter propter* 2000 metres = 2186 yards, whilst the English geographical mile = 2025 yards. If we, therefore, want to compare Alberuni’s distances with English miles, we must reckon—

1 English mile = \(\frac{1}{16}\) Arabian mile.
1 Arabian mile = \(\frac{1}{4}\) English mile.
1 farsakh = 4 Arabian miles = \(\frac{1}{2}\) English miles.

P. 200.—Alberuni gives sixteen itineraries which seem to have been communicated to him by the military and civil officers of King Mahmūd (on some of these roads he
had marched with large armies, e.g. to Kanoj and to Somanâtha), from merchants and sailors, from Hindu and Muslim travellers. The starting-points of these itineraries are Kanoj, Mâhûra (now Muttra), Anhilvâra (now Pattan), Dhâr in Mâlavâ, and two less known places, Bârî, the temporary capital of the realm of Kanoj, after the old capital had been taken by the Muslims, and a place called Bazâna.

These itineraries are—1. From Kanoj to Allahabad, and thence towards the eastern coast of India as far as Kânci (Conjeeveram), and farther south. 2. From Kanoj (or Bârî) to Benares, and thence to the mouth of the Ganges. 3. From Kanoj eastward as far as Kamroop, and northward to Nepal and the Tibetan frontier. 4. From Kanoj southward as far as Banavasi on the southern coast. 5. From Kanoj to Bazâna or Nârâyan, the then capital of Guzarât. 6. From Muttra to Dhâr, the capital of Mâlavâ. 7. From Bazâna to Dhâr and Ujain. 8. From Dhâr in Mâlavâ towards the Godâvari. 9. From Dhâr to Tâna, on the coast of the Indian Ocean. 10. From Bazâna to Somanâtha, on the south coast of Kathiavar. 11. From Anhilvâra to Tâna, on the west coast, north of Bombay. 12. From Bazâna via Bâtîf to Lohârânî, at the mouth of the Sindh river. 13. From Kanoj to Kashmir. 14. From Kanoj to Pânipat, Attok, Kâbul, Ghazna. 15. From Babrahân to Addishtân, the capital of Kashmir. 16. From Tiz, in Makrân, along the coast as far as Setubandha, opposite Ceylon.

Cf. the following latitudes and longitudes, taken from the Canon Masudicus:

Tree of Prayâga, 25° o' lat., 106° 20' long.; Kuraha, 26° 1' lat., 106° 40' long.; Tlauri, 23° o' lat., 106° 30' long.; Kajrâra, 24° 4' lat., 106° 50' long.; Basâna (?) or Narâyân, 24° 35' lat., 106° 10' long.; the country Kannâkâra, 22° 20' lat., 107° o' long.; Sharvâr, 24° 15' lat., 107° 50' long.; Pâtâliputra, 22° 30' lat., 108° 20' long.; Mungrîl, 22° o' lat., 109° 10' long.; Dûgum, 22° 40' lat., 110° 50' long.; Bâtî, 26° 30' lat., 105° 50' long.; Dahdah, 25° 40' lat., 102° 10' long.; Dahmâla, 31° 10' lat., 100° 55' long.; Shîrshârâ, 38° 50' lat., 102° 10' long.; Bhilâmâla, 23° 50' lat., 87° 45' long.; Bambhanâ, 26° 40' lat., 88° 0' long.; Lohârânî, 24° 40' lat., 84° 23' long.; Daibal, 24° 10' lat., 82° 30' long.; Bâtîya, 28° 40' lat., 96° 0' long.; Ujain, 24° o' lat., 100° 50' long.; Tîs, 26° 15' lat., 83° o' long.; Kândî, 33° 40' lat., 95° 50' long.; Dûnpûr, 33° 45' lat., 96° 25' long.; Tanjore (?), 15° o' lat., 115° 0' long.; Rameshâr, 13° o' lat., 118° o' long.; Jahârâvar, 39° 50' lat., 96° 15' long.; Dünfîdî, 31° 1' lat., 95° 55' long. Longitude is reckoned from the coast of the Atlantic; that of Bagdad is 70°.
P. 200.—Barhamshil = Brāhmanabāila = Brahmin’s rock (?)

Tree of Prayāga = Allahabad, at the confluence of Ganges and Jumna.
In line 20 after 12 farsakh (in the Arabic only 12 without farsakh) there is apparently a lacuna.

Uwaryahdr.—One expects an indication of Orissa (Uṛtyādasa). The word might also be read Uṛtyahār. Is Uṛtyahār meant? Urdabtshau perhaps = urdhvan-vishaya.

Juw’s possessions, i.e. the Cola empire; v. also here, i. 209, and Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde, ii. 435, iv. 230 seq.

P. 200. Bārt.—Regarding the situation of this place the following statements must be taken into account:—It was situated ten farsakh or three to four days’ march distant from Kanoj towards the east, east of the Ganges, in the neighbourhood of the confluence of the rivers and...and Sarayu. It was twenty-five farsakh distant from Oudh. The name Bārt occurs also in Elliot-Beames, “Memoirs,” ii. 83, as that of a subdivision of the district Agra.

P. 201.—Kāmrū is apparently Kāmarūpa and Tilvat = Tirhoot. The latter is by mistake also written Tanvat. Are we to read Tīrūt? The word is perhaps composed of Tārū, the name of the nation who lived there, and a word like bhuki.

The empire of Shilahat.—Is this to be identified with Sylhet, the province of Assam?
Bhoteshar seems to be bhauṭṭa-śvāra, lord of the bhauṭṭas, or Tibetans.

P. 202.—Kajūdha is = kharjūra-bhāya.
Tīauri.—According to a well-known rule of Prakrit (Vararuci, ii. 2), the name Tīauri (Ptolemy, vii. i. 63) would become something like Tīauri. As there is a lacuna in the Arabic manuscript, the situation of this place cannot be accurately defined.

Kannakara.—This is probably identical with Kanikkar, the realm of the Balharā, according to Maṣūdi: v. Elliot, “History of India,” i. 25.


Jadūra.—This reading is uncertain. Perhaps all the signs of the Arabic text are the name of a place.

P. 202.—Bāmahūr is perhaps identical with Ptolemy’s Bαμυόγυρα (Pf. vii. i. § 63), as in some cases an ḥ represents an elder g; e.g. Candarāhā = Candrabhāḍā, devahar = devagriha, kulahara (Prakrit) = kulagriha.

P. 203. Namāvur, Alispur.—Are these names to be identified with ’Nimār and Ellichpur in Central India? Cf. G. Smith, "Geography of British India," pp. 339, 347.


P. 205.—Anhilvāra = Analavāta = modern Pattan in Northern Baroda: v. G. Smith, l. l. p. 297; Elliot, "History of India," i. 363.

Lārdesh = Λάρδές of Ptolemy, vii. i. 4.

Bihraj = Broach = Bapūyaṭa, G. Smith, p. 263.

Rihanjār is probably identical with ’Arγινάγαρα (Ptolemy, vii. i. § 63). Two consonants frequently undergo a metathesis, if one of them is a liquid. Agrinagara has become Arginagara, and the g is here represented by an ḥ, as in Candarāhā = Candrabhāḍā.

Lohārāndī seems to be identical with Λοιβεράτ of Ptolemy, vii. i. § 2. A metathesis of the middle consonants has taken place, and b has become ḥ. It is also called Lohāniyye (i. 316).

P. 20.—Jālandhar is the Κυλνδρύνη of Ptolemy, vii. i. § 42, G. Smith, p. 207.

P. 206. —Kavital = Kapisthala = Καυβίσθαλος (Megas-
thenes), now Kapoorthala, G. Smith, p. 208. Vide also
Kaital in Elliot’s “History of India,” ii. 337, 353.
Mandahâkâr.—Cf. Elliot, l. c. i. 530.

P. 206. Kusnart.—I am inclined to identify this river
with the Kunhar (G. Smith, p. 231). Is the Mahvi=
Kishen-Ganga?

P. 207.—Üshkârâ is explained by Cunningham, l. c. p. 99,
as Hushkapura, Huvishkapura and Barâmûla as Varâhu-
mûla.

P. 208.—Tâkeshar is perhaps to be explained as Tak-
ksworthara, like Bhoteshar = Bhautta-tîvara. Cf. on Tâka,
Cunningham, l. c. p. 749.
Râjavarâ seems to be identical with Rajaori (G. Smith,
p. 228).

P. 208. The coast of India begins with Tiz.—Cf. with
this route along the coast that one given by Ibn Khurdâdbih
in Elliot, “History of India,” i. 15, 16; A. Sprenger, Die
Post- und Reiseverlen des Orients, pp. 80-82.
Munha = Skr. mukha, Prakrit muan, Hindi mûn : v.
Daibal.—On the identification with Karâci v. Elliot,
“History of India,” i. 375. Daibal-Sindh is the Dinleindî
of Duarte Barbosa, translated by Stanley, p. 49 (Hakluyt
Society).

Pp. 208, 209.—Barôt = Baroda, Kanbâyat = Kambay,
Bihroj = Broach. Sûbârâ is identical with Skr. śûrab-
raka, Ptolemy’s Σωίταρα, and the Sûfâlâ of the Arabs.
Tâna = Skr. sthâna, and Sandân is perhaps = savindhâna.
of Sopara,” &c., “Journal” of the Bombay branch, 1881,

P. 209.—Panjayâvar seems to be a mistake for some
older form of the name Tanjore.
Râmshër = Râmeśvara?—On Râma and the monkeys of
the Kishkindâ mountains cf. the fourth book of the
Râmdvâna.
The theory of the rising and disappearing of the Diva islands seems to have been a favourite one of the author's, for he explains it in three different places; v. p. 233, and ii. 106.

P. 211.—Shauhāf is explained by Johnson as a tree whence bows are made, and mulamma means having different colours. What particular sort of wood this means I do not know.

Indravedī must be changed into Antarvedī, "the old name of the Lower Doab, extending from about Etawah to Allahabad." Elliot-Beames, "Memoirs," ii. 10; Elliot, "History of India," ii. 124.

Is Bhātal identical with Ptolemy's Παραληνή?

We have already mentioned, viz. on p. 17.

P. 214. ἀρχή καιρικαὶ, i.e. the ancient division of day and night, each in twelve equal parts, of whatsoever length day and night happened to be. These hours were different in the different seasons of the year. On the contrary, the ἡμιμερικαὶ, probably of scientific origin, are the twenty-fourth part of a nychthemeron, always equal throughout the course of the whole year. Cf. Ideler, Handbuch der Chronologie, i. 86.

Hord.—The Persian ṇimbahrā means half part, and in astrology one-half or fifteen degrees of a sign of the zodiac; v. ii. 222.

P. 214, l. 30.—The distance between the sun and the degree of the ascends divided by fifteen gives in hours the time which has passed since sunrise; the dominus of the day being at once the dominus of the first hour, the rule here given is evidently correct (Schram).


Instead of द्वांस्तिर read अण्तिम, avaney. The word dīvatā is probably some form of vivasvanta.

The reader will notice the Greek names heli ἥλιος, āra...
Vishnudharma.—Vide note to p. 54.

P. 217. Table.—I shall here give the names of the months as the author probably pronounced them, but cannot be held responsible for the details of the vowel-pronunciation: cetr, bēshāk, jert, āshār, shrāban, bhadro, āshūj, kārtik, manghir, posh, mad, pāgun. Perhaps most of these names terminated in short u, as manghiru. Cf. the Hindustani names in Dowson’s “Grammar of the Urdu,” 1887, p. 259.

The vernacular names of the suns are perhaps to be pronounced: rabi, bishnu, dhāta, bīdhāta, arjarnu, bhugu, sabitu, pūsha, trashta, arku, dibākaru, anshu.

The difference between vernacular and classical speech is repeatedly referred to. Vide i. 18 (v. note), 218.

P. 218. With the tradition of the Vishnudharma.—After these words must be added the following, which I have overlooked in translating: “And further he (i.e. Vāsun-deva) has spoken in the Gītā, ‘I am like the vasanta, i.e. the equinox, among the six parts of the year.’ This too proves that the tradition as given in the first table is correct.” Cf. Bhagavad-Gītā, x. 35.

P. 218.—Compare the table of the nakshatras with E. Burgess, Sūrya Siddhānta, p. 468.

P. 219.—Varāhamihira.—Vide note to p. 54.

P. 220.—The Greek names kriya κρίε, tāmbiru τὰύρος, jītuna διήνοι, pārtina παρθένος, &c., are declared to be not generally known. Cf. A. Weber, Indische Studien, ii. 259. Instead of jītu read cetthu.

P. 222. Galenus.—I have not been able to verify this quotation about Asclepius in the Greek works of Galenus.

P. 223. From the belief of the nations who lived in ancient times in and round Babel, &c.—That information
to which the author here refers was probably derived from the books of the Manichæans.

P. 223. *Plato.*—This quotation is not identical with *Timæus* 36 B–D, but apparently derived therefrom. It runs:

\[ \text{ταύτην οὖν τὴν ἔστασιν πᾶσαν διπλήν κατὰ μήκος σχίσας μέσην πρὸς μέσην, κ.τ.λ. τὴν δ’ ἐν τὸς σχίσας ἐξαχύ ἐπὶ κύκλους ἀνίσους, κ.τ.λ.} \]

*Cf.* note to p. 35.


P. 225. *Vasishtha, Áryabhaṭa.*—The author does not take the theories of these men from their own works; he only knew them by the quotations in the works of Brahmagupta. He himself states so expressly with regard to Áryabhaṭa, *Cf.* note to p. 156, and the author, i. 370.

P. 225, 227. *Balabhadra.*—*Vide* note to p. 156.


P. 226. *Ptolemy.*—*Cf.* the edition of Halma, Paris, 1813, tome i. p. 2:

\[ \text{τὸ μὲν τῆς τῶν ὀλων πρῶτης κινήσεως πρῶτον αἰτίου, εἰ τις κατὰ τὸ ἀπλοῦν ἐκλαμβάναι, θεῦν ἀόρατον καὶ ἀκίνητον ἃν ἡγήσατο, καὶ τὸ τούτου ξητητίων εἴδος θεολογικόν, ἀνω που περὶ τὰ μετεωρῶτα τοῦ κόσμου τῆς τοιαύτης ἐνέργειας νοηθείσης ἃν μόνον, καὶ καθάπαξ κεχωρισμένης τῶν αἰσθητῶν οὐσίων.} \]

P. 226. *Johannes Grammaticus.*—*Vide* note to p. 36. I have not been able to find this quotation in the Greek text.

Pp. 228, 229.—The author repeatedly complains of the great verbosity of the Sanskrit caused by the necessities of the authors, who will only write in metre, and require
a great number of synonyms, in order that one word may fit into the metre if others will not. Cf. i. 213, 217, 299.

P. 229. For those men who, &c.—This is the only passage in which Alberuni clearly speaks of his Pandits. Apparently he tried hard to learn Sanskrit, but could not succeed on account of the difficulties of which he himself complains, and he studied Indian literature in the same manner as the first English scholars in Bengal, by the help of native Pandits.

P. 230. Table.—Cf. Vishnu-Purâna, ii. 209, where the fifth and seventh earths are called mahâtala and patâla.
Also the Vāyu-Purâna (ed. Rajendralâla Mitra, Calcutta, 1880) offers somewhat different names, viz. atalam, sutalam, vitalam, gabhastalam, mahâtalam, srîtalam, patâlam, and krishna-bhaumam, pându, raktam, pîta, šurkara, śilâ-mayam, sauvarna (vol. i. p. 391, v. i 11–14).

P. 231. The spiritual beings, &c.—This list of names is literally taken from Vāyu-Purâna, vol. i. p. 391, v. 15–394, v. 43 (Adhyâya, 50).

P. 231. Johannes Grammaticus.—I have not been able to find this quotation in the Greek text, nor the verse of Homer. Vide note to p. 36.

P. 231. Plato.—Cf. Timæus, 41a :—

\[
\text{Theoì theiôn hûn égô démiougygos patír te 'érwv, à ði} \ \text{émuô}
\text{genómenva âlnta} \ \text{émuô} \ \gamma' \ \text{èthelontos, to mév oûn ði} \ \text{dethéven} \ \piûn
\text{lytov, to} \ \gammaè \ \muûn \ \kaiûs \ \ármosvæv \ \kai} \ \text{èxov} \ \vè \ \luèvûn \ \èthelèv õn}
\text{kakòv.}
\]


P. 232. The commentator of the book of Patañjali.—Cf. note to p. 27.

P. 233. Dībajāt.—This remark was already made on p. 210.
ANNOTATIONS.

P. 235. Vishnu-Purāṇa.—Vide the dvīpas and seas, Vishnu-Purāṇa, ii. 109.

P. 236.—Lokāloka, which means a not-gathering place. Apparently the author had not quite understood the nature of the compound loka-aloka, i.e. world and not-world.

P. 237. Vishnu-Purāṇa.—The first quotation seems to correspond to ii. 211-213, the second to ii. 204, and the third (on p. 238) to ii. 225-227. Śeshākhyā is apparently a mistake for Śesha-ākhya, i.e. having the name of Śesha.

P. 240.—The story of Viśvāmitra’s attempt at creating a second world is taken from Rāmāyana, i. chaps. lvii.-lx.; but here the king is called Trisānku.

P. 240.—On Śripāla, v. note to p. 164. The city of Multān is in various places mentioned by the author in such a remarkable manner as makes me think that he knew it, and that he had lived there for some time. When King Mahmūd, A.H. 408 (A.D. 1017), had returned from Khwārizm-Khiva after the conquest of the country, and had carried along with him the princes of the conquered house of Mā’mūn, many scholars (among them Alberuni), officers, and soldiers, did he send some of these (among them Alberuni) as state prisoners to Multān, which he had conquered years before? In this way, nineteen years later (A.H. 427), the princes of the family of Altuntash, who had ruled Khwārizm after the Ma’mūnīs, were treated by Mahmūd’s grandson, Majdūd, who sent them as state prisoners to Lahore. At all events, it is perfectly certain that Alberuni cannot have been in favour with King Mahmūd, or he would have dedicated one of his books to him. Cf. Sachau, Zur ältesten Geschichte und Chronologie von Khwārizm, i. pp. 16, 28.

P. 240.—Aljaihānt is one of the fathers of Muslim literature on geography and travels in the eastern part of the Khalifate, minister of one of the Sāmānī kings of Central Asia towards the end of the ninth Christian century. His work is most extensively quoted, but has not yet come to


P. 242. 1020 to 1030 stars.—This is the number of stars enumerated in the star-catalogue of 'Abdurrahmān Sūfī (cf. Schjellerup, *Description des Étoiles fixes par Alpāfī*, St. Petersburg, 1874), which Alberuni has transferred into his *Canon Masudicus*.

Should these men breathe and receive, &c.—I am not quite certain whether I have found out the right meaning of these words or not.

P. 243. The commentator Balabhadra, &c.—Vide note to p. 156.

P. 245, 1. 10.—The values here given correspond to the greatest declination of 24°. So $\alpha T = 1397'$ is the sine of 24°, $\beta T = 298'$ the versed sine of 24°, and TH the difference between this latter and the radius 3438' (Schram).

P. 245, 1. 12. Kardajāt.—The word kardaja seems to be derived from the Persian karda = cut, meaning a segment. The radius is equal to 3438 minutes of the periphery, which are called kardajāt. Cf. i. 275, and ii. 205.

P. 246, 1.—Read 24° instead of 23°.

P. 246. Áryabhaṭa of Kusumapura is repeatedly quoted by Alberuni. He mentions the orders of the numbers from ayutam to parapadma, i. 176. Here he speaks of the height of Mount Meru, on the longitude of Kuruksetra, i. 316 (where he quotes Pulisa and Prithusvāmin), on the day of the Devas and that of the Pitaras, i. 330. He calls the cashaka vindāt, i. 335. From a book of his it is quoted that 1008 caturyugas are one day of Brahman; half of it is utarpīnt, the other half avasarpīnt (Jaina terms), i. 371. Unfortunately I cannot read the title of this book; the signs may be منف, and it must remain uncertain whether it is an Arabic word with the article or an Indian one.
Alberuni warns the reader not to confound this Áryabhaṭa with the elder scholar of this name, to whose followers he belongs. In this place (i. 246) Alberuni does not seem to have used a work of Áryabhaṭa junior himself, but to have taken these words of his from a commentary of Balabhadra. We learn here that the book had been translated into Arabic, but do not learn which particular work of Balabhadra’s. Was it his commentary on the Khandakhādyaka of Brahmagupta? Vide note to p. 156. That Alberuni had made a new edition of the Arabic version of the Khandakhādyaka is known (v. edition of the Arabic original, pref. p. xx.); perhaps he had also procured himself an Arabic translation of Balabhadra’s commentary. Cf. on this younger Áryabhaṭa, Kern, Brhat Sañhitā, preface, pp. 59, 60, and Dr. Bhāu Dājit, “Brief Notes on the Age and Authenticity of the Works of Áryabhaṭa, Varāhamihira,” &c., p. 392. Alberuni always calls him Áryabhaṭa of Kusumapura (Patna), to distinguish him from his elder namesake.

P. 247. Śuktibāṁ.—This seems to be some vernacular form for Śuktimat. Vishnū-Purāṇa, ii. 127. Rikshabāṁ =Rikshavat (?)

P. 248. The Vishnū-Purāṇa says.—I do not find this quotation in the Vishnū-Purāṇa. Cf. V. P. ii. 117.

P. 248. The commentator of the book of Patañjali.—Vide note to p. 27.

P. 249. Alerdshahrt.—Vide note to pp. 6, 7.

P. 249. Ardiyd and Girmagar (?) are apparently the same mountains which the Avesta calls hara berezaiti and taera.

P. 254. Vishnū-Purāṇa.—The quotations from the V. P. given in this chapter are found in ii. p. 191 seq.

P. 254.—Jaynu, as here the river Yamunā is called, corresponds to the Prakrit form prescribed by Vararuci ii. 3; viz. Jaunā.

P. 257. Vāyu-Purāṇa.—The names of the rivers are
found in the 45th Adhyāya, vol. i. pp. 349–350. The order of enumeration of the mountains in the Sanskrit text is this: Pāriyātra, Riksha, Vindhya, Sahya, Malaya, Mahendra, Śukti.

V. 97.
vedasmrītir vedavatī vṛtradhnī sindhur eva ca varṇāsā candanā caiva satirā mahatī tathā.

V. 98.
parā carmaṇvatī caiva vidiśā vetravaty api śiprā hy avanti ca tathā pāriyātrāsrayāh smṛtāh.

V. 99.
śoṇo mahānadaś caiva narmmadā sumahādruṇā mandākini dasārṇā ca citrakūṭā tathaiva ca.

V. 100.
tamasā pipyalā śrōṇī karatoṇā pīśācikā nilotpālā vipāsā ca baṇjulā bāluvāhinī.

V. 101.
siterajā śuktimati makrunā tridivā kramāt rikṣhapādāt prasūtās tā nadyo maṇinibhadakāh.

V. 102.
tāpi payoshaṇī nirbbandhyā madrā ca nishadhā nadi venvā vaitaraṇī caiva sitivāhulu kumudvatī.

V. 103.
toyā caiva maḥāgaurī durga ca 'ntalśilā tathā vindhyāpadaprasūtās ca nadyaḥ puṇyajalāḥ śubhāḥ.

V. 104.
godāvari bhimarathī kṛishṇā vaiṇy atha vaṇjulā tungabhadrā suprayogā kāverī ca tathā, pagā dakshiṇāpathanadyas tu sahyāpadād viniḥśritāh.

V. 105.
kṛitamālā tāmravarnaḥ puspajāty utpalāvatī malayābhijātās tā nadyaḥ sarvāḥ śītajalāḥ śubhāḥ.
ANNOTATIONS.

V. 106.
trisāmā ṛitukūlya ca ikshulā tridivā ca ya
lāṅgālinī vamsadharā mahendratanayāh smṛitāh.

V. 107.
rishikā sukumārī ca mandagā mandavāhini
kūpā palāsīni caiva sūktimatprabhavāh smṛitāh.

P. 259.—Very similar to this enumeration of rivers is
that in the Vāyu-Purāṇa, adhyāya 45, vv. 94–108:—

V. 94.
piyante yair imā nadyo gangā sindhusarasvatī
satadruc candrabhāgā ca yamunā sarayūs tathā.

V. 95.
iravatī vitastā ca vipāṣā devikā kuhūḥ
gomati dhutapāpā ca bāhudā ca ṛṣhadvatī.

V. 96.
kausikī ca trītiyā tu nisīrā gaṇḍāki tathā
ikshu lohita ityetā himavatpādaniḥsṛitāḥ.

The following verse, already given in the note to p. 273,
mentions the rivers flowing from the Pāriyātra.

P. 259. Vedasini.—Write Viddasini.

P. 259. Kayabish.—The realm of Kayabish is here
identified with Kābul. The signs may be read Kayabish
or Kayabshi; only the consonants are certain. This
reminds one forcibly of the name of the Indo-Scythian king
Kadaphes. A dental sound between two vowels may in
later forms be represented by a y, as e.g. in Biyattu =
Vitastā. Or is the word to be combined with Panini’s
Kāpīshī (Capissene in Pliny)? Cf. Panini and the geo-
graphy of Afghanistan and the Panjāb in “Indian Anti-
quary,” 1872, p. 21.

P. 259. Ghrţak.—This pass (‘aḥaba in Arabic) is also
mentioned in Elliot, “History of India,” ii. 20, 449
(Ghûrak).
P. 259. **Below the town of Parvân.**—It is mentioned in the maps at about the distance of eight miles, as the crow flies, north of Tschârikar. The road from Anderâb to Parvân has been sketched by Sprenger, *Post- und Reisenrouten*, map nr. 5.


P. 260. **Bhâtul** seems to mean a sub-Himalayan country between the Beas and the Satlej. It occurs only here and p. 211 (together with Antarvedi). Masudi (Elliot, "History of India," i. 22) mentions it as the name of one of the five rivers of Panjab.

**The union of the seven rivers.**—This tradition apparently refers to the *hâpta hendu* of the Avâstâ, Vendidad i. 73.

P. 261. **Matsya-Pûrâṇa.**—Not having this book at hand, I give the corresponding passage from the *Vâyu-Pûrâṇa*, adhyâya 47, vv. 38–58:

---

V. 38.  
nadyâhi śrotas tu gaṅgâyâhi pratyapadyata saptadâhu nalinî hrâdînî caiva pávâni caiva prâggata.  

V. 39.  
sitâ cakshuṣ ca sindhuṣ ca pracitäm disâm āśritaḥ saptamī tv anugâ tâśâm dakshînena bhâgirathi, &c.  

V. 42.  
upagacchanti tâh sarvâ yato varshati vâsavaḥ sirindhrân kunalânâ caînân varvarân yavasân druhân.  

V. 43.  
rushânâms ca kuṇîndâmśca ângalokavârâms ca ye kritvâ dvidhâ sindhumarum sitâ 'gât paścimodadhim.  

V. 44.  
atha cînamarûmâ caiva naṅgânân sarvamûlikân sadhrâms tushârâms tâmpâkân pahlavân darâdân sakân etân janapadân cakshuḥ srâvanyakî gato 'dadhim.
V. 45.
daradâmë ca sakâsmîrâṇ gândhârâṇ varapâṇ hrâdân 
sivapaurâṇ indrabhâsân vadâtîmë ca visarjayân.

V. 46.
saindhavâṇ randhrakarakâṇ bhramarâbhîrarohekâṇ 
sonâmukhâms cordhvamanâtun siddhacârañasevitân.

V. 47.
gandharvâṇ kinnarân yakshaṇ rakshoivyâdharoragân 
kâlâpagrâmakâmë caiva pâradân siganân khasân.

V. 48.
kirâtâmë ca pulîndâmë ca kurûn sabharatân api 
pâncâlakâsimâtsyâmë ca magadhâṅgâms tathaiva ca.

V. 49.
brâhmottarâmë ca vaṅgâmsca tâmaliptâms tathaiva ca 
etân janapadân âryyân gaṅgâ bhâvayate subbân.

V. 50.
tataḥ pratihaftâ vindhye pravîśhtâ dakshinôdadhim 
tatâs ca 'hlâdini puṇyâ prâcînabhimukhi yayau.

V. 51.
plâvayanty upabhogâmë ca nishâdânân ca jâtayaḥ 
ghîvarân rîshakâmë caiva tathâ nîlamukhân api.

V. 52.
keralân ushṭrakarnâmë ca kirâtân api caiva hi 
kâlodarân vivarñâmë ca kumârân svarñabhûshîtan.

V. 53.
sâ maṇḍale samudrasya tirobhûtâ 'nupûrvataḥ 
tatas tu pâvanî caiva prâcim eva diśân gatâ.

V. 54.
apathân bhâvayantî 'ha indradyumnasaro pi ca 
tathâ kharapathâmë caiva indraśaṅkupathân api.
V. 55.
madhyen 'dyanamaskaran kuthaprawarahan yayau indradvipassamudre tu pravishṭā lavanodadhim.

V. 56.
tataś ca nalini cā 'gut prácimasām javena tu tomaran bhavayanti ha hamsamargān sahuhukān.

V. 57.
pūrvān desāḥa ca sevanti bhittvā sā bahudhā girin karnaprawaranāmē caiva prāpya cā 'śamukhān api.

V. 58.
sikataparvataramarūn gatvā vidyādharān yayau nemimaṇḍalakosṛthe tu pravishṭā sā mahodadhim.

P. 262. Vishnu-Purāṇa.—This quotation occurs V. P. ii. 192. Instead of Anutapata, Shikhi, and Karma, read Anutaptā, Sikhi, and Kramu.

P. 263. Created.—This word seems to prove that Alberuni already adhered to the dogma of orthodox Islam, that the Koran had been created by God from all eternity, and had been preserved on a table in heaven before God revealed it to mankind by the mouth of his prophet, Muhammad.

P. 264. Ibn Almukaffa (‘Abdallāh) and ‘Abdalkarīm are also mentioned in the author’s “Chronology of Ancient Nations,” pp. 80 and 108.

P. 265. For this the astronomers requisite them, &c.—When writing these criticisms, the author probably thought of Brahmagupta. Cf. the chapter on eclipses, ii. 110 seq.

P. 267. Yamakoṭi, Lakṣā, &c.—Cf. the same names in Sūrya-Siddhānta, xii. 38–40.

P. 268. Āryabhaṭa, Vasishṭha, Latā.—All the astronomers quoted in this context were not known to the author from their own works, but only through quotations in the works of Brahmagupta. Also the words of Varāhamihira
(here and p. 272) seem to be quotations of Brahmagupta (evidently p. 276), although they possibly might have been taken from Varāhamihira's Puñcasiddhāntika. Pulisa, of course, must be excepted, as his Siddhānta was in the hands of Alberuni, and in course of being translated by him.

P. 271. Amardvati, Vaivasvata, &c.—Cf. on these four cities Vishnu-Purāṇa, ii. 240.

P. 273. Apta-purāṇa-kārṇa.—I do not see how the Arabic signs must be read. The translation of the term means the true ones who follow the Purāṇa.

P. 274, l. 37.—Ta being the sine of $3\frac{3}{4}^\circ$ is equal to 225', its square to 50,625; TB the versed sine of $3\frac{3}{4}^\circ$ is 7', and $HT = \text{radius} - TB = 3438' - 7 = 3431$ (Schram).

P. 275, l. 3.—The following calculation seems to have been made very negligently, for there are several faults init. The radius $795^\circ 27' 16''$ is correctly determined, for employing the ratio $7 : 22$ between diameter and circumference, we are indeed led to this number. But already in the determination of BC there is a fault. Alberuni seems to have converted $0^\circ 7' 42''$ into yojanas, instead of converting $0^\circ 7' 45''$; for $360^\circ$ being equivalent to 5000 yojanas, we get for $1^\circ 13$ yojana, 7 krośa, 444$\frac{2}{3}$ yards, for $1' 1$ krośa, $3407\frac{1}{3}$ yards, and for $1'' 123\frac{2}{3}$ yards, and reckoning with those numbers we get $0^\circ 7' 42''$, and not $0^\circ 7' 45''$, which corresponds to 57,035 yards. Further, the rule he makes use of is completely erroneous; it is not true that the relation between the height of two observers is the same as the relation between the sines of their respective fields of vision. If this were the case, we should have $\sec a - 1 : \sin a = \sec \beta - 1 : \sin \beta$, or the quotient $\frac{\sec a - 1}{\sin a}$ would be a constant for every value of $a$, which, of course, is not the case. But even with his incorrect rule we cannot find the numbers he has found. This rule is 4 yards: sine of field of vision = 57,035 yards : 225', so one would have sine of field of vision $= \frac{4 \times 225'}{57035}$; but he finds
the sine of the field of vision equal to $0^\circ 0' 1'' 3'''$, which corresponds to $\frac{1000'}{57035}$, and not to $\frac{900'}{57035}$. Therefore Alberuni seems to have reckoned $4 \times 225 = 1000$ instead of 900. Also the length of each degree is not quite correct; it is not 13 yojana, 7 krośa, 333\frac{1}{3} yards, but, as above stated, 13 yojana, 7 krośa, 444\frac{1}{3} yards. Lastly, if we convert by means of this number $0^\circ 0' 1'' 3'''$ into yards, we find 129\frac{1}{3} yards, so that the 2913\frac{1}{3} yards he speaks of seem to have been arrived at by an erroneous metathesis of the original ciphers (Schrām).

P. 277.—Prāṇa.—Cf. on this measure of time here i. 334. 335.

P. 278.—The inhabitants of Mount Meru, &c., till as a westward motion, almost identical with Sūrya-Siddhānta, xii. 55.

P. 281. There is a story of an ancient Greek, &c.—Probably taken from Porphyry’s book on the opinions of the most prominent philosophers about the nature of the sphere. Vide note to p. 43.

P. 289. The Greeks determined, &c.—The author has given a description of the winds, according to the Arabian and Persian views, in his “Chronology of Ancient Nations,” pp. 340, 341.

P. 291. Atri, Daksha, &c.—The legends here referred to are found in Vishnu-Purāṇa, i. 153, ii. 21 seq.

P. 294.—The Rishi Bhuvana-kōśa (i.e. globe) is only mentioned in this place, and not known to me from other sources. His work, the title of which is not given, seems to have treated of geography.

P. 295. Samudrā (?)—Thus the manuscript seems to have it. The signs may also be read Samnād.

P. 297. Kūrmacakra.—Vide on this term a note of H. Kern, Brihād Samhitā, translation, to the title (kūrmavi-bhāga) of chap. xiv.

P. 298.—*Stone-tower, i.e. the Λίθων πύργος of Ptolemy, vi. 13, 2.*

P. 299.—Būshang, a place near Herat, to the west. Sakilkand, also Iskilkand, is identified with Alexandria by Elliot, "History of India," i. 336, note 1. Perhaps it is identical with Σιγάλ πόλις of Stephanus. *Cf.* Droysen, *Geschichte des Hellenismus*, iii. 2, 217.

P. 299.—This extract from *Vāyu-Purāṇa* is found in adhyāya 45, vol. i. pp. 350–353, vv. 109–136. Alberuni gives the directions in the following order: east, south, west, north; whilst the Sanskrit text has this order: north, east, south, west. In comparing the following text with Alberuni, the *varietas lectionis* given in the footnotes of the Calcutta edition can sometimes be used with advantage.

**V. 109.**

kurupāṇcalāh śālvāś caiva sajāṅgalāh

**V. 110.**

śūrasenā bhadrakārā bodhāh satapatheśvaraih
vatsālī kisashṭā kulyāś ca kuntalāh kāśikosālāh.

**V. 111.**

atha pārśvē tilangāś ca magadhāś ca vrikaiḥ saha.

**V. 115.—North.**

vāhlikā vādhadhānāś ca abhirāh kālatoyakāh
aparītās ca sūdrāś ca pahlavāś carmakhaṇḍikāh.

**V. 116.**

gāndhārā yavanāś caiva sindhusauvirabhadrakāh
śakā hradāh kulindāś ca paritā hārapūrikāh.

**V. 117.**

ramatā raddhakaṭakāh kekayā daśamāṇikāh
kshatriyopaniveśāś ca vaiśyasūdrakulāṇi ca.
ALBERUNI'S INDIA.

V. 118.
kâmbojā daradās caiva varvarāh priyalaukikāh pīnāś caiva tushārāś ca pahlavā vāhyatodarāh.

V. 119.
ātreyāś ca bharadvājāh prasthanās ca kaserukāh lampākā stanapāś caiva pīdikā juhudāih saha

V. 120.
apagāś ca 'limadrās ca kirātānān ca jātayaḥ tomārā hansiṣamārgāśca kāśmirās taṅganās tathā.

V. 121.
cūlikāś ca hukāś caiva pūrṇadarvāś tathaiva ca

V. 122.—East.
andhravākāh sujarakā antargiri vahirgirāh tathā pravaṅgavāngeyā mālādā mālavarttināḥ.

V. 123.
brahmottarāh pravijayā bhārgavā geyamarthakāh prājyotishāś ca mundaś ca videhās tāmaliptakāh mālā magadhagovindāḥ.

V. 124B.—South.
pāṇḍyāś ca keralās caiva caulyāh kulyāś tathaiva ca setukā mūshikāś caiva kumanā vanavāsikāh mahārāṣṭrā māhishakāh kalingāś ca.

V. 125.
abirāḥ saha cai 'shīkā 'ātavyāś ca varāś ca ye pulindrā vindhyamālikā vaidarbhā danḍakaiḥ saha.

V. 127.
pīnikā maunikāś caiva amakā bhogavarddhanāḥ nairṇikāḥ kuntingā andhrā udhhidā nalakālikāḥ.

V. 128.
dākshinātyāś ca vaideśā aparāṇā tān nibhodhata sūrpākārāḥ kolavanā durgāḥ kalitakaiḥ saha.
V. 129.

puleyāś ca surālāś ca rūpasūs tāpasaiḥ saha
tathā turasitāś caiva sarvē caiva paraksharāḥ.

V. 130.

nāsikyā 'dyāś ca ye cânaye ye caivā 'ntaranarmadāḥ
bhānukacchraḥ samāheyāḥ sahasā śāsvatair api.

V. 131.

kacchiyāś ca surāshṭrās, ca anarttās cā 'rvudaiḥ saha.

V. 132.—West.

mālavāś ca karuśhās ca mekalāśco 'tkalaiḥ saha
uttamarnā dasārṇās cā bhojiḥ kishkindhakaiḥ saha.

V. 133.

tosalāḥ kosalāś caiva traipurā vaidikās tathā
tumurās tumburās caiva shaṭsurā nishadhaiḥ saha.

V. 134.

anupās tuṇḍikerāś ca vitihotrā hy avantayah.

V. 135.

nigarharā hamsamārgāḥ kshupānās tāgaṇāh khasāh.

V. 136.

kusapravaraṇāś caiva hūnā darvāh sahūdakāh
trigartā mālavāś caiva kirātās tāmasaiḥ saha.

Pp. 300–303.—This extract from Varāhamihira's Samhitā is taken from chap. xiv. Cf. the text in Kern's edition, p. 87, the varietas lectionis, pp. 12–14, and his translation in "Journal of the Asiatic Society," 1870, p. 81–86. The number of discrepancies between these two traditions is very considerable. In many places Alberuni and his Pandit may not have read their manuscript with sufficient accuracy; in others, the Sanskrit manuscript-tradition may exhibit blunders arising from a not uncommon confusion of characters that are much like each other. The Arabic manuscript-tradition is on the whole correct but the
copyist of the Arabic text, too, may have contributed in some case to increase the number of errors. To some Indian names he has added explanatory glosses, e.g. Sauvitra, i.e. Maltan and Jaravår. It is a pity he has done this so sparingly.

P. 303. Ya'kub and Alfazâr.—Vide notes to pp. 169 and 165.

P. 304.—Abû-Ma' shar, author of many books, chiefly on astrology, died A.H. 272 = A.D. 885. He is known to the Middle Ages in Europe as Albumasra.

P. 306. Cupola of the earth.—If this expression has not been derived from the Indian, the question arises, Who introduced it among the Arabs? Was it Alfazâr?

P. 306. Ravana the demon.—The author refers to the fifth and sixth books of the Ramâyana, which he apparently did not know, or he would not have called it, as he constantly does, the story of Rama and Ramâyana; vide pp. 307, 310, and ii. 3. I have not succeeded in deciphering the name of the fortress; the Arabic signs cannot be combined with the name Trikûta.

P. 308.—A straight line from Lankâ to Meru is also mentioned on p. 316. The first degree of longitude, according to the Indian system, is also described in Sûrya-Siddhânta, i. 52. Instead of Kurukshetra the author seems to have pronounced Kurukketra. At all events, he did not write a sh. Therefore the compound kâ must have undergone the Prakritic change into kkh, as in pokkhara = pushkara (Vararuci, iii. 29).

P. 309. These wares are deposited, &c.—This kind of commerce with savage nations is the same as that carried on by Carthage with tribes on the west coast of Africa; vide Herodotus, iv. 196; C. Müller, Geographi Graeci Minores, i. p. xxvii., and Meltzer, Geschichte der Karthager, p. 232 and 506.

P. 310.—Lanjabâlás is identified with the Nicobar
Islands by A. Sprenger, Post- und Reiserouten des Orientes, p. 88.

P. 312. Dešāntara.— Vide the rule for its computation in Sārya-Siddhānta, i. 60, 61.

Alarkand, Ibn Ṣārīf.— Cf. note to p. 169.

P. 312.— Al-arkand is identified by Alberuni with the Khandakādyaka of Brahmagupta (ii. 7). In another place (ii. 48) the author identifies the word arkand with ahargana. Both of these identifications can hardly be justified phonetically, and therefore I prefer to suppose as the Sanskrit original of Arkand a word like Aryakhanda, whilst apparently the word harkan (title of an Arabic calendar, ii. 52) is identical with ahargana.

The author complains of the Arabic translation of Al-arkand being a bad one, and at some time of his life (probably after the composition of the Indica) he has published a new and amended edition of this translation. Cf. preface to the Arabic edition, p. xx. The Arabic Arkand has not yet been discovered in the libraries of Europe. The author has borrowed from this book the following notes:—(1) 1050 yojanas are the diameter of the earth (i. 312, 316). (2) The latitude of Ujain is 22° 29', and that of Almānsūra 24° 1' (i. 316). Here the author states that also Ya'kūb Ibn Ṣārīf had quoted the book, but erroneously. (3) The straight shadow in Loharānit is 5\frac{3}{4} digits (i. 316). (4) Alberuni quotes from Alarkand a method for the computation of the era Shakh, by which the Gupta era is meant (ii. 48, 49).

P. 312.— On the relation between yojana and mile, v. note to p. 199.

P. 312, 1. 22.— Using the ratio of 7 : 22 between diameter and circumference, we find 3300 yojanas as the circumference corresponding to a diameter of 1050 yojanas. So 3300 yojanas is the circumference of the earth given in the handbook Al-arkand. This agrees with the last lines of p. 315, where it is said that 3200 yojanas are 100 yojanas less than the value given by Al-arkand (Schram).
P. 313. The author of Kāraṇatilaka, i.e. Vijayanandin. Vide note to p. 156.

P. 313.—Vyastatrairāśika is a technical term for a certain algebraic calculation. Cf. Colebrooke, “Algebra,” p. 34, § 76.

P. 314.—Alfzārt in his canon, which was a translation of the Brahmasiddhānta of Brahmagupta; v. note to pp. 153, 165.

P. 314, l. 11.—The calculation of the āpackedāra is, as Alberuni remarks, quite erroneous, as the difference of longitude is not taken into account (Schram).

P. 315, l. 25.—The number in the lacuna must be 80, for Alberuni says at the bottom of the page, “If we invert the calculation and reduce the parts of the great circle to yojanas, according to this method we get the number 3200.” But to get 3200 we must multiply 32 by 80. The rule, “Multiply the yojanas of the distance between two places by 9 and divide the product by 80,” serves to convert this distance given in yojanas into degrees. This distance, then, is considered as the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle, one of the sides of which is the difference of the latitudes, the other the unknown difference of the longitudes; this latter is found by taking the root of the difference of the squares of hypothenuse and known side. This difference of longitude is then expressed in degrees; to get it expressed in day-minutes we must further divide by 6, as there are 360° in a circle, but only 60 day-minutes in a day (Schram).

P. 316.—The line connecting Lankā with Meru, already mentioned on p. 308.


P. 317. Ṣalāghtagīn.—Not knowing the etymology of this Turkish name, I am also ignorant of its pronunciation. The second part of the compound seems to be tagīn—
valorous, as in Toghrultagin, i.e. valorous like a falcon. As جيلگن, jelghan, means a large spear, one might think of reading Nighattagin, i.e. valorous with the spear, but this is very uncertain. Another name of a similar formation is kulughtagin, katalagh, but probably entirely different. Vide Biberstein-Kazimirski, Memoutschehri preface, p. 136; Elliot, "History of India," ii. 352, iii. 253.

P. 317.—Karunasara by Vittelvara; v. note to p. 156.

P. 317.—The fortress Lauhir, also mentioned p. 208 as Lahuir, must not be confounded with Lahavara or Lahore. Situation unknown. According to the author’s Canon Masudicus, it has latitude 33° 40', longitude 98° 20'. Comparing these latitudes with those given in Hunter’s Gazetteer, we do not find that they much differ:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ghazna</th>
<th>Hunter</th>
<th>Alberuni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33° 34'</td>
<td>33° 35'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabul</td>
<td>34° 30'</td>
<td>33° 47'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peshavar</td>
<td>34° 1' 45&quot;</td>
<td>34° 44'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jailam</td>
<td>32° 55' 26&quot;</td>
<td>33° 20'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sialkote</td>
<td>32° 31'</td>
<td>32° 58'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multan</td>
<td>30° 12'</td>
<td>29° 40'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Mandakkakor (the name is differently written) was the fortress of Lahore, according to the author’s statement in his Canon Masudicus.

Nandna is explained by Elliot (“History of India,” ii. 450; 451) as a fort on the mountain Bâlnâth, a conspicuous mountain overhanging the Jailam, and now generally called Tilla. Cf. also Elliot, l. c. ii. 346, note 347, 366.

The places Dunpûr (pronunciation perfectly uncertain) and Kandî (also read Kirt); the station of the Amîr, seem to have been on the road from Ghazna to Peshavar. Near the latter place was fought the decisive battle between King Mas’dūd and his blinded brother Muhammad, A.D. 1040, and there the former was murdered by the relatives of those who ten years earlier had thought to win his favour by betraying his brother, and were killed or maltreated in reward. Cf. Elliot, l. c. iv. 199, note 1, 138, ii. 150, 112 (Persian text, p. 274), 273, note 3.
I conjecture Dunpûr to have been identical with Jalalabad or some place near it. Latitude of Jalalabad, 34° 24'; that of Dunpûr, 34° 20'.

Kandi, more southern than Dunpûr and nearer to Kâbul, must have been a place like Gandamak or near it. If it is called the station (post-relai) of the Amir. We may understand by this Amir the father of King Malîmûd, the Amir Sabuktagin, who first constructed the roads leading to the Indian frontier, as Alberuni informs us on p. 22.

On the identification of Bamhanwâ or Almansûra in Sindh, v. Cunningham, l. l. p. 271 seq.

The statements of Alberuni regarding the Kabul valley and environs have been laid down in a sketch-map of Aloys Sprenger, Post- und Reiserouten des Orients, No. 12; the Punjâb and the approaches of Kashmir, ibid. No. 13.

P. 319.—Muhammad Ibn, &c., is the famous Razes of the Middle Ages, who died probably A.D. 932. The author has written a catalogue of his works which exists in Leyden; v. Chronologie Orientalischer Völker von Alberuni, Einleitung, p. xi.; Wüstenfeld, Geschichte der Arabischen Aerzte, No. 98.


P. 320. Varthamihira.—This quotation corresponds to Samhîta, i. v. 6, 7. Instead of Kumbhaka the Sanskrit text has Kañâda.

P. 322. Timæus.—This quotation seems to be derived from 42 D E:—

τὸ δὲ μετὰ τὸν στόρον τούς νέους παρέδωκε θεοῖς σώματα πλάττας θητῶ, κ.τ.λ. καὶ λαβόντες ἄθανατον ἀρχήν θνητοῦ δῶν, κ.τ.λ.
In the Arabic text, p. 145, 17, read مائة instead of مائة, and مائتا instead of مائتا.

P. 324. That being who is above him, i.e. a being of the next higher order.—The opposite of the term مين يعلم is لمن درنه (for the being of the next lower order) on p. 177, 20 (translation i. 351).

P. 325. Vishnu-Purāṇa.—The first words, Maharlokā lies, &c., there is one kalpa, are found in ii. chap. vii. p. 226. The sons of Brahman are mentioned in Vishnu-Purāṇa, ii. 200, note. The name Sauandanāda (Sanandanātha?) is perhaps a mistake for Sanātana. Cf. Sāmkhya Kārikā with the commentary of Gaudapāda by Colebrooke-Wilson, p. 1.

P. 325.—Abū-Ma'shar.—Vide note to p. 304.

P. 325. Alerānshahri.—Vide note to pp. 6, 7.

P. 327. The country without latitude, i.e. niraksāha in Sanskrit.—Vide p. 267, and Sūrya-Siddhānta, xii. 44, note.

P. 330. Āryabhaṭa of Kusumapura, i.e. junior.—Cf. note to p. 246.

P. 333.—The terms parārdha and kha have been explained, pp. 175, 178.

P. 334. The book Srūdhava by Utpala.—Vide notes to pp. 157, 158.

A system of the measures of time has also been given by Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 540 seq.

P. 336. Ś-M-Y.—This name is so written here and p. 337. The Arabic signs are to be read Shammi or Shamiyya. I do not know a Sanskrit name of this form. Is it Samaya?

The same name seems to occur a third time, ii. 188, but is there written S-M-Y. Alberuni says that S-M-Y had dictated a method for the computation of the samkrānti :
he therefore, perhaps, was a scholar of the time and a personal acquaintance (teacher?) of Alberuni's. The title of a book of his is not mentioned.

P. 338. — The spēd muhra or white shell, an Indian blowing instrument, is also mentioned by Elliot, "History of India," ii. 215, note.

Purushu (پرشور), as the manuscript has, is probably a mistake for پرشار, Purushāvar, i.e. Peshavar.

P. 338. Horæ æquinociales and temporales.— Vide note to p. 214.

P. 339. The commentator of the Siddhânta, Pulisa.— Read instead of this, "The commentator of the Siddhânta of Pulisa," and compare note to pp. 153, 154. Who this commentator was is not mentioned.

P. 340. — Abhijit means the 8th mukhārta of the day. The Arabic form إيجيتي corresponds perhaps to Sanskrit abhijiti.

P. 340. Vyāsa.— This statement points to Mahābhārata, the Adi-parvan, v. 4506; but the chronological detail is not found there.

P. 340. Śīṣupāla.— Vide note to p. 165.

P. 342. — The names of the dominants of the mukhārtas are also mentioned in the following four lines taken from Aufrecht's Catalogue of the Sanskrit manuscripts of the Bodleian Library, p. 332a:—

rudrāhimitrapitāro vasuvārivīśve vedhā vidhiḥ sātama-khāḥ puruhūtavahīnt.

naktamārcaḥ ca varṇāryamayonayaḥ ca proktā dinē āsā ca pameca tathā mukhārtaḥ

nīsāmukhārtaḥ girisājapādāhīrabhūdyapūrśāviyamāgamanayaḥ ca.
vidhâtricandradâti jivavishñutigmadyutivâshstrasamir raṇâs ca.

P. 343. Except the astrologers.—Cf. the meaning of hord in astrology, ii. 222.

P. 343. Vijayanandin.—Vide note to p. 156. The title of his book would be in Arabic غَرّة النَّجَابات (Ghurrat-al-xajât).

P. 344. Names of the hords.—I have not found these names in Sanskrit. Perhaps they are mentioned in some commentary to Sârya Siddhânta, xii. 79. On Srådhava, v. note to p. 158.

P. 347. Physical scholars know, &c.—There is a similar passage on the physical effects of moonlight in the author’s “Chronology of Ancient Nations,” p. 163. I am afraid I have not caught the sense of the sentence, “and that she affects (?) linen clothes,” &c.

P. 348. Atuh (?).—The MS. seems to read divahku. The word بُرѣ, BRBA, is perhaps a mistake for بَرَنْ, barkhu, which, according to the table, ii. 197 (cf. Trumpp, “Grammar of the Sindhi Language,” p. 158), is the name of the first day of a paksha.

P. 348. Veda.—The author gives six quotations from the Veda: one taken from Patañjali (i. 29), one from Sâmkhya (i. 31), two from the Brahmâsiddhânta of Brahmagupta (ii. 110, 111), and two quotations which were probably communicated to him by his Pandits, as he does not mention a particular source whence he took them (i. 348 and ii. 348).

P. 352. Vâsudeva.—The quotation corresponds to Bhagavad-Gîtâ, viii. 17.

The book Smrîti.—Vide note to p. 131. This quotation seems to have been taken from Manu, Dharmasâstra, i. 72.
P. 353.—The information on the four mānas (cf. Sūrya-Siddhānta, chap. xiv.), as given by Ya'kūb, was the only one at the disposal of Alberuni at the time when he wrote his "Chronology" (v. English edition, p. 15). It was communicated to him by the Kūtāb- al-ghurra of Abū Muhammad Alnā'ib Alāmuli. The four different kinds of spaces of time mentioned there are the four mānas, sāvāna, sāvāna, candra and nakshatra.

P. 353.—Bhūkti, in Arabic buht, is the daily motion of a planet; cf. Sūrya-Siddhānta, i. 27, note, and here ii. 195. The Arabic form does not seem to have passed through an intermediate stage of a Prakritic nature, for in Prakrit it would have been dhuttī (Vararuci, iii. 1).

P. 355. The sāvāna-māna is used, &c.—Cf. the similar rules in Sūrya-Siddhānta, xiv. 3, 13, 15, 18, 19.


P. 357. Ritu.—Vide the description of the six seasons in Sūrya-Siddhānta, xiv. 10, 16.

P. 358. Dominants of the halves of the months.—I do not know a Sanskrit list of these names. The Āsana (Āshunu) perhaps means Āśvin or Āśvint.

P. 359. Dimas (probably pronounced dimasu) = Sanskrit divasa, is the shibboleth of the Indian vernacular dialect spoken round Alberuni, and probably by himself. I do not know which dialect this was, nor whether there are any traces of it in our days. The change between v and m is also observed in the following examples:—

carmanmat = carmanvat (Chambal), himamant = himavant, jāgamalku = jānumalkya, mace = vatsya, sugrimu = sugrtva. Some examples of the change of v to m are also given by Hörnle, "Comparative Grammar," § 134.

P. 359. The three sounds h, kh, and sh, &c.—On the pro-
nunciation of sh as kh, cf. Hörnle, l. c. § 19, and on the further change of kh to h, ibid. § 19. Examples of the former change are numerous in the Indica; of examples of the latter, cf. munha = mukha, babrahán = vaprakhána (?), and also áhári, cf. áshídha, kikkind = kishkindha. In Prakrit muhám = mukha (Vararuci, ii. 27).


P. 362. 1 gháti = 16 kahí.—Cf. with these measures of time the statements on pp. 336, 337.

P. 364. Chapter XL.—It has also been translated by Reinaud, Fragments Arabes et Persans, pp. 155-160.

P. 364. Sámdhi udaya and sámdhi astamana.—One would expect sámdhyudaya and sámdhyustamana, but there is no trace of a y. The forms have a vernacular character, and must be explained according to the analogy of duti = dyuti, and antazu = antyaja.

Hiranyakásipu.—The story of this king and his son Prahláda is told by the Vishnu-Purána, ii. 34 seq.

P. 366. Sámdhi.—The way it is used in astrology is shown by the table, ii. 219.

P. 366. Puñjala.—Vide note to p. 157. The tradition here given is very similar to that mentioned by Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 332, 333.

P. 366, l. 35.—We find that the beginning of the Hindu solar year 854 Sakakala takes place A.D. 932, March 22, 6 gháti 40' 15", which corresponds to March 22, 7 h. 40 m. civil Greenwich time, whilst the real instant of the solstice is March 15, 12 h. 15 m. civil Greenwich time, so that the solstice precedes the calculation by 6 days and 19 hours, which agrees very well with the 6° 50' which Puñjala mentions (Schram).
P. 368. Ahāragaṇa = ahār + gaṇa.—The author’s erroneous explanation is repeated ii. 26.

Sind-hind = siddhānta.—It may be questioned whether the inorganic n has been introduced into the word by the Arabs, or whether it existed already in the pronunciation of the Hindus from whom they learned the word. I do not know of a rule to this effect in Prakrit or vernacular, but there are certain Indian words which apparently show a similar phonetic process. Cf. e.g. Prakrit uttō (Sanskrit, ushtra), which in Eastern Hindhi has become ūṭ or uṅṭ. Hörnle, “Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages,” § 149.

P. 370. Āryabhāta, sen.—Vide note to p. 156.
Āryabhāta of Kusumapura. Vide note to p. 246.

The word I cannot decipher may be read सुन, i.e. the article and three consonants with three dots above them, something like الس.


P. 372. The book Smrīṭi mentions.—This is Manu, Dharmaśāstra, i. 80.

P. 375. A translation of his whole work; &c.—Cf. note to pp. 153, 154. Alberuni was translating the Pulisa-Siddhānta, which until that time had not yet been translated into Arabic by Muslim scholars, because they did not like its theological tendency.


P. 378.—In writing the introductory sentences of chap. xlii., the author seems to have had in mind Plato’s Timaeus, 220: πολλάι καὶ κατὰ πολλά φθοραί γεγόνασιν ἀνθρώπων καὶ ἰονταί, κ.τ.λ.

i. p. 23. The name Ἀντώνιος seems to be a repetition of the name Hippolochos, Ἀντώνιος. If it is dropped from the list, we have the fourteen generations which the author counts between Hippocrates and Zeus.

The Arabic مَاخَاوِن seems to be a mistake for مَاخَاوِن, Muchaon.

P. 380. Paraskurama.—Vide this legend in Vishnu-Purāṇa, iv. 19 (here added from the Mahābhārata).

P. 380. Buddhodana.—Vide my conjecture as to the origin of this name in note to p. 40.

The Muḥammira.—This term has been explained in note to p. 21.

P. 382. Garga, the son of.—The name of his father is written Jāšū or Jāshō (here and p. 397). Could this be Yasodā?

P. 382.—'Alī Ibn Zain was a Christian physician in Merw; cf. Shahrazūrī, MS. of the Royal Library, Berlin, MS. Or., octav. 217, fol. 144b; the same in Baihāki, ibid. No. 737, fol. 6a. According to this tradition, his son was the author of the famous medical book Firdaus-ahikma. Cf. also Fihrist, p. 296 and notes; Wüstenfeld, Geschichte der Arabischen Aerzte, No. 55.

The book Caraka.—Vide note to p. 159.

P. 383. Kriṣṇa, the son of Ātreya.—If this is what the author means, the Arabic signs دُرْسُ must be altered to درس. Cf. A. Weber, Vorlesungen, p. 284, note 309.

P. 383.—The quotation from Aratus is Phaenomena, vv. 96–134. I give the text from Imm. Bekker, Aratus cum Scholiis, Berlin, 1828:—

'Αμφοτέρων δὲ ποσόν ὑποσκέπτειο βοῶτες
Παρθένον, ἢ ἐν χερσὶ φέρει Στάχυν αἰγλήντα,
εἰτ ὅπως Ἀπτραίον κείνη γένος, ὃν ἄτε φασίν
ἀστρῶν ἀρχαῖον πατέρ' ἐμμεναι, εἰτε τεῦ ἄλλου,
εὔκηλος φορέωτο· λόγος γε μὴν ἐντρέχει ἄλλος
अद्धत्त्वांस, द्वे दित्वेन योधोनीय पारोस धेन, एर्नेतो दे अद्रव्यपव करत्सन्तिः, उद्दे पट्स अन्द्राः उद्दे पट्स अर्खायाः त्निनातो फुला गुणाक्षवः, आल्ल आरामिः इकाध्योऽ काः आतान्त्य पेरे इवरसा।
कै ते रिक्न कल्सनकों · अतेरोमेन दे जेरोन्ताः
हे पου इव अगरैः हे एवरोध्रण्ये एन अगैगा,
धीमोतेमिः हीदेनै इप्पोपिर्च्छुता भेमस्तसः
उद्द लेयळेयो तोटे नेवीको ह्पूस्ताणोऽ,
उद्दे दिकर्मीन तेरिमेफ्ल्यौु उद्दे कुडूम्यः ·
उद्दु स द्वे इववनः चालेप्यः दे इप्पेकेआतो थालास्तः,
कै बिस उद्द वे स अप्ट्सऍरेन ह्य्गीनेनकोऽः
आल्ल बोस कै अरोट्रा कै अउँध पोन्तौ लाओः
मुरिया पांतू तुरेंचे रिक्न, द्वोतेङा दिकाल्यः।
तोर्प्रैः हन दैरप्रैः इत गैया गेऽवन चूस्तेवन एफेरःवेनः
आर्मुरैः दे एलिघ्न ते कै उन्तेती पांतपन एरोधः
उमिलेः, पोषेऊस् पालायण ने थेअ लायः।
आल्ल इमप्य इती केई नाः कैः आर्गृहेन गेऽवन धेवः
एर्नेतो दे द्वे एरोधः उपोदेयेलो हॅक्येन्तून\nमूङ्नाघः · उद्दे तेसः इप्पेमिय्येतो मेलिख्योइसन्
आल्ल धोपत्री अद्रव्यपव मेगालास पल्सातो कोल्याः,
पैटेलेल आह इप्पेआा काखातपोमेन ककोट्हत्सः
उद्द एती एफी इसोपदस एलेयेसथि कालेऊस्यः।
उद्द हॅक्सेयस पातेआ्य गेयेह एलपोटो
चैयोटेयनः · वे मी दे काकोट्रा तेफ्सेयेस्थे।
कै इह पुन तोलेम्यौ, कै इह कै अनार्सियौ एमा
इस्तेती अद्धत्त्वांस, काैकैः दे इप्पिकेइस्तेती एलगोः
उस इप्पोौः एरेवन इप्पेमाईेतो, तौंस दे अरा लाऊः
उस आैस्त इती पान्तस एलिम्पाने पाटकायन्ताः।
आल्ल इते इह काठेंयौ एटेद्वनासन, ओ दे एगेऊतो,
चूल्कीय गेयेह, प्रोटेरैन्द एलोव्येतो अंद्रीसः
ओ प्रोटो काकोर्यौ एखअक्येन्तो माखाराण
एनोदिनः, प्रोटो दे बोइः एपासाण्तः अरोघ्यः,
कै तोटे माश्यासा रिक्नी केईन्यः गेऽवन अद्रव्यः
एप्पाऔः उपोरण्यः।
commentary is not identical with the scholia edited by Bekker. *Cf.* Eratosthenis Cataristemonorum Reliquiae, rec. C. Robert, pp. 82–84.

P. 385. *Plato.*—This quotation is from *Leges,* iii. 677; but the phrases forming the conversation have been omitted.

ἈΘΗΝ. Τὸ πολλὰς ἀνθρώπων φθοράς γεγονέναι κατακλυσμοῖς τε καὶ νόσοις καὶ ἄλλοις πολλαῖς, ἐν οἷς βραχύ τι τὸ τῶν ἀνθρώπων λείπεσθαι γένος, κ.τ.λ. ὡς οἱ τότε περιφυγόντες τὴν φθοράν σχεδὸν ὅρεινοι τινες ἄν εἰν νομεῖς ἐν κορυφαῖς ποιν, σμικρὰ ὄπτυρα τοῦ τῶν ἀνθρώπων γένους διασεσωμένα, κ.τ.λ. καὶ ὅ τοις τοιούτοις γε ἀνάγκη ποιν τῶν ἄλλων ἀπείρους εἶναι τεχνῶν καὶ τῶν ἐν τοῖς ἄστεσι πρὸς ἄλληλους μηχανῶν εἰς τε πλεονεξίας καὶ φιλονεικίας καὶ ὅποτ' ἄλλα κακουργήματα πρὸς ἄλληλους ἐπινοοῦσιν.

P. 387.—*Cf.* with this table *Vishnu-Purāṇa,* book iii. chap. i. and ii., and the Bombay edition, 1886.

Śtāmasa seems to be a mistake for Tāmasa.

Caitraka instead of caitra seems to have been derived from an erroneous reading of the beginning of the Sanskrit caitrakīṇpurusādhyāṣa.

Sudīvya seems to have risen from a wrong division of the words Paraśu (other readings Parabhu, Parama) Divya. The Bombay edition reads praśaṇḍaramadivya-daśatasya.

Antata, the name of Indra in the fifth Manvantara, can hardly be combined with the Vībhū of Sanskrit tradition.

Śrīdhu Reva.—These words, whatever their proper pronunciation may be, are not found in the Sanskrit text.

Puru Muru is Sanskrit Uru Puru, but Pramukha is a gross mistake, for the text has urupuruṣatadyumnaṃpramukhaḥ, i.e. Uru, Puru, Satadyumna, and others.

Nabasa and Dhrishṭa are mistakes for Nabhaṇa and Dhrishtu.

Virajas, Aścarvar, Nirmmoḥu.—The Sanskrit text runs viracāsvaravānāṇānirmmoḥādyas, which Alberuni has divided into viraja-āścorvaravānānirmmoḥa. *Cf.* Scor-
vart Vāṁśa on p. 394. Wilson reads the second name Arvarivat.

Mahāvīrya, name of Indra in the ninth Manvantara, instead of Adbhuta, rests on a misinterpretation of these words: teshāṁ indrō mahāvīryō bhavishyatyaadbhutō dvija. Sudharmatman.—The Sanskrit text has Sarvadharma.

Devata-Vānupadevāśca, instead of Devavat and Upadeva, rests on a wrong division of the words devavānupadevāśca. Vicitra-adyā, a mistake for vicitrādyā, i.e. Vicitra and others.

Urur, Gabht (sic MS.), Budhnya-adyā, a mistake for ururgabhtrabudhnyādyā, i.e. Uru; Gabhira, Budhnya, and others.

P. 388.—The same book relates, viz., Vishnu-Purāṇa, iii. p. 20.


P. 391.—The almanac or calendar from Kashmir for the Śaka-year 951 (A.D. 1029) is quoted in two other places, ii. 5 and ii. 8.


P. 392. Only by 525 years.—Cf. on Varāhamihira note to p. 54.

P. 392. Karanāsāra by Vīttesvara.—Vide note to p. 156.

P. 394.—This table is taken from Vishnu-Purāṇa, book iii. chaps. i. and ii.

Niśvara.—Alberuni read Nirāvā.
Ścorvart Vāṁśa.—The author has wrongly divided the


Caitragni, as the author has, is a mistake for Caitrāgni.
Varaka.—Ed. Bombay, Vamaka; Wilson-Hall, Vanaka.

5. Manvantara: Burdhvabāhu has risen through the wrong division of the two words vedaśrūtrūdhrvabāhu.

Apara has by mistake been taken for a proper noun in the following words:—udhrvabāhustathāparaḥ.

Subāhu (Śvabāhu ?).—The Sanskrit text has svadhāman.

6. Manvantara: Atindman.—The Arabic text has atīmānu. Or are we to read اندام instead of اندام؟

Carshayah (= and the Rishis) by mistake derived from the following passage:—saptāsvaṭicarshayah.


Medhādhriti (Wilson-Hall), medhāmṛiti (ed. Bombay). Alberuni seems to have read Vedādhriti, if we are not to read میژهدادت instead of میژهدادت.

10. Manvantara: Satya (Wilson-Hall).—The Arabic has something like Sattayāb.

Sukshetra.—The Arabic has Sushera instead of Satyaketu. Perhaps the author has overlooked this word and copied the following one, viz., Sukshetra.


Agnitāḥra = Agnitejas. The Arabic has agnitru اگنیتر، which is perhaps to be changed to اگنیتر (agnitejas).

Nagha.—Wilson-Hall, Anagha.

12. Manvantara: Sutaya, in the Sanskrit text sutapāśca. Perhaps the author has read sutayāśca.

Dyuti and Ishényas have by mistake been derived from the following verse—

tapodhritirdyutīścānyāḥsaptamastrutapodhanah.

13. Manvantara: Tatvadarśica, mistake for Tatvadarśin, for the Sanskrit text has tatvadarśica.

Vyaya, mistake for Avyaya. The author seems to have read dhritimān vyayaśca instead of dhritimānaryayaśca.
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Yuktasa and Jita are taken from the following verse—


P. 395.—Vatalkhilyas are known as pigmy sages from the Vishnu-Purana, but I do not find there this story of them and Satakratu.

P. 396. Bali, the son of Virocana, and his Vazir Venus, i.e. Sakra.—Vide Vishnu-Purana, iii. p. 19, note. There is a Hindu festival called after him Balirdiya; v. ii. 182.

P. 397. Vishnu-Purana.—This quotation is found III. ii. p. 31.

P. 398.—The second quotation from Vishnu-Purana is III. iii. p. 33.

Kali, the son of Jashö (?).—Vide note to p. 382.

P. 398.—The names of the Vyāsas of the twenty-nine Dvāpara-yugas have been taken from Vishnu-Purana, III. iii. pp. 34-37. The author's tradition differs a little from the Sanskrit text, in so far as he does not always combine the same Vyāsa with the same Dvāpara, particularly towards the end of the list. The names agree in both traditions, except Trivrishan, for which the Arabic has something like Trivarta or Tivrittta. Besides, in the word Rina-jyeshtha (in Arabic Rinajertu) the author has made a mistake. The Sanskrit verse runs thus—

kriyajayah saptadaśe rina-jyoshṭādaśe smritah.

Alberuni has read rina-jyeshthsadāśe instead of rina-jyeshṭādaśe, and has wrongly divided these words into rina-jyeshṭa-ashṭādaśe instead of rina-jyeshṭa ashṭādaśe. Further, he has been guided by the analogy of jyanishtha (the name, of the month), which in vernacular was pronounced jertu, in changing rina-jyeshtha into rinajertu.

P. 398. Vishnu-Dharma.—In mentioning Vāsudeva, Sankarshana, &c., as the names of Vishnu in the yugas, this source agrees with the teaching of the sect of the
Bhāgavatas or Pāñcarātras.—Vide Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 439, 440.

P. 401.—The story of the birth of Vāsudeva, i.e. Kṛṣṇa, is related in the Viṣṇu-Puṇḍara, book v. chap. iii.

P. 403. The children of Kaurava, &c.—The following traditions are taken from the Mahābhārata: the dice-playing from book ii., or suhāparvan; the preparing for battle from book v., or udyogaparvan; the destruction of the five brothers by the curse of the Brahmin from book xvi., or mausalaparvan; their going to heaven from book xvii., or mahāprasthānikaparvan.

The introductory sentence of this relation, "The children of Kaurava were over their cousins," is odd, and perhaps not free from a lacuna. Pāṇdu had died, and his children grow up in Hastinapura, at the court of Kaurava, i.e. Dhṛtarāṣṭra, their uncle, the brother of Pāṇdu. One expects a sentence like "The children of Kaurava cherished enmity against their cousins," but as the Arabic words run, one could scarcely translate them otherwise than I have done. The children of Kaurava had "the charge of their cousins," &c.


Mankalus seems to be a mistake for Myrtillus. Cf. Eratosthenis Catasterismorum Reliquiae, rec. C. Robert, p. 104. The source of Alberuni seems to have been a book like the chronicle of Johannes Malalas.

The second tradition, taken from a commentary on Aratus' Phaenomena (vide note to p. 97), is found in the same book, Eratosthenis, &c., p. 100, 98. For this information I am indebted to my colleague, Professor C. Robert.

P. 408.—The number 284,323 of people who ride on chariots and elephants is a mistake for 284,310. I do not see what is the origin of this surplus of 13 men. However, the wrong number must be kept as it is, since the author reckons with it in the following computation.
P. I.—The famous chronological chapter xlix. consists of two parts of very different value. Part i., on p. 2–5, an explanation of the mythical eras of the Hindus, is taken from the *Vishnu-Dharma*, on which work cf. note to i. p. 54.

Part ii., on p. 5–14, containing information of a historical character, has not been drawn from a literary source. If the author had learned these things from any particular book or author, he would have said so. His information is partly what educated people among Hindus believed to be historic and had told him, partly what he had himself observed during his stay among Hindus and elsewhere. That their historic tradition does not deserve much credit is matter of complaint on the part of the author (on pp. 10, 11), and that altogether the description of historic chronology, as far as he was able to give it, is by no means in all points satisfactory, is frankly admitted by the author himself (on p. 9). Whatever blame or praise, therefore, attaches to this chapter must in the first instance be laid to the charge, not of Alberuni, but of his informants. What he tells us is to be considered as the *vulgata* among educated Hindus in the north-west of India in his time.

Although the tales which had been told Alberuni may not have been of a high standard, still it is much to be regretted that he has not chosen to incorporate them into his *Indica* (cf. p. 11, 1–6).

Whether his hope (expressed on p. 8), that he might some day learn something more of this subject, was realised
ALBERUNI'S INDIA.

or not, I cannot make out. However, the stray notes on Indian chronology scattered through his Canon Masudicus, which he wrote some years after the Indica, do not seem to betray that his Indian studies had made much progress.

In all researches on Indian chronology, Alberuni's statements play an eminent part, specially those relating to the epochs of the Saka and Gupta eras. Cf. among others the following publications:


M. Müller, "India, What can it teach us?" pp. 281, 286, 291.

P. 2.—As the author had to compare a number of different eras with each other, he stood in need of a common standard to which to reduce all of them, and for this purpose he chose the New-Year's Day or first Caitra of the year 953 of the Saka era, which corresponds to—

(1.) A.D. 1031, 25th February, a Thursday.
(2.) A. Hijræ 422, 28th Safar.
(3.) A. Persarum 399, 19th Ispandârmadh-Mâh.

The Nauroz or New-Year's Day of the Persian year 400 fell on 9th March 1031 A.D., which is the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period (Schram).

P. 2, l. 30.—This refers to the year of the kaliyuga 3600, as there have elapsed 10 divya years or 3600 years of the present yuga. On the next page Alberuni makes the calculation for the gauge-year, or the year 4132 of the kaliyuga. A kalpa being a day of Brahman, 8 years, 5 months, 4 days correspond to $8 \times 720 + 5 \times 60 + 4 \times 2$, or 6068 kalpas, or 26,213,760,000,000 years. Of the present kalpa there have elapsed six manvantaras or 1,840,320,000 years, seven samdhis or 12,096,000 years, twenty-seven caturyugas or 116,640,000 years, the kritayuga or 1,728,000 years, the tretayuga or 1,296,000 years, the dvaparyuga or 864,000 years, and of the kaliyuga 4132 years; so altogether of the seventh manvantara 120,532,132 years,
of the kalpa 1,972,948,132 years, and of Brahman's life 26,215,732,948,132 years, as stated p. 3, ll. 6–9 (Schram).

P. 3. It was I who told it to Yudhishthira, &c.—The author of Vishnu-Dharma refers in these words to the third parvan (vanaparvan) of the Mahābhārata.

P. 4, l. 29.—From the beginning of Brahman's life to that of the present kalpa there have elapsed 6068 kalpas or 6068 × 1008 × 4,320,000 or 26,423,470,080,000 years. Six manvantararas = 6 × 72 × 4,320,000 or 1,866,240,000 years; twenty-seven cataryugas = 27 × 4,320,000 or 116,640,000 years; three yugas + 4132 years = 3 × 1,080,000 + 4132 or 3,244,132 years. The latter number represents the years elapsed of the caturyuga; adding to it successively the other numbers of years, we find the numbers given ll. 29–31 of this page. The Arabic manuscript has 26,425,456,200,000 instead of 26,425,456,204,132 (Schram).

P. 6, l. 3.—In the book Srādhava, &c., cf. note to i. p. 158. Candrabhija.—I first took the reading of the manuscript to be گندزیر، but now I believe I can see a pale dot above the last consonant, so that we may read گندزیز.

On the shashyabda, or sixty-years cycle, cf. chap. lxii. p. 123.

P. 6. The epoch of the era of Śaka, &c.—Alberuni speaks of this era in his Canon Masudicus (composed during the reign of Mas'ūd) in the following terms:

الوقت بلغة الهند هو كلا راحير التواريع عنهم وخاصة عند منجميهم شكله لي وقت ستي وحسب من سنة هلاكه إلّا كان متطلبا عليه والرسب فيه وفي غيره أني تذكر سنة التامة دون الناقصة. (Beginning of the sixth chapter, book i., copied from the Codex Elliot, now in the British Museum.)

Translation: "Time is called Kāla in the language of the Hindus. The era most famous among them, and in particular among their astronomers, is the Ṣakakāla, i.e. the time of Śaka. This era is reckoned from the year of his destruction, because he was ruling (rather, tyrannising) over it (i.e. over that time). In this as well as in other
eras it is the custom to reckon only with complete, not with incomplete or current years."

Then the author goes on to give rules for the comparison of the Saka era with the Greek, Persian, and Muslim eras.

A later author, 'Abû-Sa'id 'Abd-al'hayy Ibn Alâdhâk Ibn Maḥmûd Gardêst (Gardez, a town east of Ghazna), has reproduced the information of Alberuni on the Saka era in Persian. Not having the original (MS. Ouseley 240, Bodleian Library, Oxford) at my disposal, I give a translation made years ago:

"The Hindu era is called kalyān (kâla) means time, and ṣâka (Ṣaka) is the name of a king whose death was made an era; he did the Hindus a great deal of harm, so they made the date of his death a festival" (Oxford manuscript, p. 352).

The place Karûr is also mentioned in the Chaehnâma. Vide Elliot, "History of India," i. 139, 143, 207.

P. 7. Al-arkand.—Cf. note to i. 312. The book does not seem to exist in the collections of Arabic manuscripts in Europe.

P. 8.—The pronunciation of the names Kanîr, Bardârî, Mârigala, and Nîrâhara (Nîra-grîha ?) is more or less conjectural.

Alberuni identifies Mârigala with Takshabîla (vol. ii. 302), i.e. the Taxila of the ancients. The name Mârigala seems to be preserved in that of a range of hills lying only two miles to the south of Shahdhesi (Cunningham, "Ancient Geography of India," p. 111). The place is also mentioned in the Thabatî-Nâzîrî. Vide Elliot, "History of India," ii. 271, 273.

P. 9.—Darlabha, a native of Multân, is only twice mentioned. Here the author quotes from him a method for the computation of the Saka era, and p. 54 a method for the computation of ahargana. According to him, the Indian year commenced with the month Mârgastra, but the astronomers of Multân commenced it with Caitra (p. 10).

P. 10. Barhatakîn.—The name occurs only in this one
place. If it were an Indian name, I should think of something like Vrihatkina (or Vrihatkelu ٨٩٠٠٣). If it is Turkish, it is a compound, the second part of which is tagin (as in Toghrultagin and similar names). As the author declares the dynasty to be of Tibetan origin, the question is whether the name may be explained as Tibetan.

P. 10. Var.—As the Arabic verb may be connected either with the preposition bi or with the accusative, we may read either būr or vr.

P. 10, l. 25. He began to creep out.—In the Arabic text, p. r. v, 8, read اجمهَر instead of اجمهَر.

P. 11. Kanik.—Only the three consonants KNK are certain. We may read them Kanik or Kanikkhu, which would be a Middle-Indian Kanikkhu for Sanskritic Kangishka. Thus the name Turk was pronounced by the Middle-Indian tongue as Turukku, and Sanscritisized as Turuskha.

This Zopyrus-story was reproduced by Muhammad 'Auft. Cf. Elliot, "History of India," ii. 170.

P. 13. Lagatürmān.—The uncouth formation of this name seems to point to a Non-Indian (Tibetan?) origin. I at first thought to combine it with the name of the Tibetan king, Langtarma, who abolished Buddhism, A.D. 899 (v. Prinsep, "Useful Tables," ii. 289), as our Lagatürmān was the last of a series of Buddhistic kings, and as the names resemble each other to some extent. However, this combination seems delusive.

The name Kallar is written Kallr ٨٩٠٣. Could this name be combined with Kulusha (Kālusaha?), which e.g. occurs as the name of the Brahmin minister of the Mahratta Rāja Sambaji?

P. 13, l. 17. The Brahman kings.—The word sāmanta means vassal.

Kamalā was a contemporary of the prince 'Amr Ibn Laith, who died A.D. 911. Cf. Elliot, "History of India," ii. 172. Is the name a hypokoristikon of one like Kamalavardhana?
Ānandapāla, Bhīmapāla, and Trilocaṇapāla mean hav-
ing Śiva as protector. If, therefore, these princes, like the
Indo-Scythian kings (cf. Drouin, Revue Numismatique,
1888, 48), were Śiva-worshippers, we must explain the
name Jaipāl perhaps as Jayāpāla, i.e. having Durgā (the
wife of Śiva) as protector. Cf. the Hindu kings of Kabul
in Elliot, "History of India," ii. 403 seq. (in many points
antiquated).

The name Trilocaṇapāla (here Turičanpāl) has been
much disfigured in the Arabic writing. Vide the Puru
Jaipal in Elliot, l.c., ii. 47, 463, 464.

P. 13, l. 14. The latter was killed.—The Arabic manu-
script has قتل (narratum est) or قتل (interfectus est). I have not been able to ascertain
whether the year in question was that of the enthronisa-
tion of Trilocaṇapāla, or that of his death. I prefer, how-
ever (with Reinaud), to read قتل, "he was killed," because
evidently the author stood so near to the events in ques-
tion that he could have ample and trustworthy informa-
tion, and that, in fact, an on dit (قتل) seems here entirely
out of place.

P. 13, l. 22. The slightest remnant, literally one blow-
ing fire, a well-known simile for nobody. Cf. e.g. Hasan
Nizāmī in Elliot's "History of India," ii. 235, l. 13.

P. 15.—For Alfaṣārī and Yaʿkūb Ibn Ṭarīk, cf. note
to i. 165, 169.

Muḥammad Ibn Ishāk of Sarakhs is mentioned only
here and in the tables on pp. 16 and 18, besides in
Alberuni's "Chronology" (English edition, p. 29).

P. 16, l. 6 of the table.—It is not clearly said in the
text that the anomalistic revolution is meant, but the
numbers which Alberuni quotes leave no doubt on the
subject. The days of a kalpa are 1,577,916,450,000, which
being divided by the number 57,265,194,142, give for one
revolution 27 days 13 h. 18 min. 33 sec., whilst the anomalistic revolution of the moon is
equivalent to 27 days 13 h. 18 min. 37 sec., an agreement
so very close, that every doubt that there could be meant
anything but the anomalistic revolution is completely excluded. Moreover, the number of the revolutions of the apsis, 488,105,858, being augmented by 57,265,194,142, is equal to 57,753,300,000, the number of sidereal revolutions; and, indeed, the revolutions of the apsis, plus the anomalistic revolutions, must be equal to the sidereal revolutions (Schram).

P. 16.—The note in the table "The anomalistic revolution of the moon is here treated," &c., is not quite clear, and probably materially incorrect. That the term خاصّة القمر means the anomaly (ἀνωμαλία in Greek, κέντρον (κέντρον) in Sanskrit), was first pointed out to me by my friend and colleague, Prof. Förster; but this note, which seems to be intended as a sort of explanation of the term, does not exactly render what astronomers understand by anomaly. Literally translated it runs thus: "The حضّت-الكمار stands in the place of the apsis, because the result is its (whose? the apsis?) share, since it (the حضّت-الكمار) is the difference between the two motions"

And خاصّة القمر (not خاصّة القمر) خاصّة القمر is خاصّة القمر. Accordingly, we must translate the term as "falling to the moon as her lot or share," viz., movement, in Arabic الحركة الخاصة القمر. Therefore, in the Arabic text, pp. 3. and 3.8 write خاصّة instead of خاصّة.

P. 19.—Abū-al-ḥasan of Ahwāz is mentioned only in this place. He seems to have been a contemporary of Alfasārī and Ya'kūb Ibn Tārik.


P. 21, l. 24.—A caturyuga or 4,320,000 solar years consists of 53,433,300 lunar months or 1,602,999,000 lunar days; so one solar year has $371 \frac{3}{4}$ lunar days, and the difference between the solar and lunar days of a year is $11 \frac{3}{8}$. The proportion 360 lunar days: $11 \frac{3}{8}$ days = $x$ lunar days: 30 days gives for $x$ the number of
976$\frac{4}{11}$, which is equivalent to 976$\frac{477}{60}$. Vide p. 24 l. 53 (Schram).

P. 22, l. 17.—Read 22$^{\text{iii}}$ instead of 23$^{\text{iii}}$ (Schram).

P. 23. Padamāṣa.—This seems to be an old mistake which has crept into the Arabic manuscripts of the works of Al'fazā'ri and Ya'kūb. Cf. the author’s “Chronology” (English edition), p. 15.

P. 27.—The rule given in the first fifteen lines of this page is completely erroneous, and consequently the example calculated after this rule is so too. The right method would be the following:—“The complete years are multiplied by 12; to the product are added the months which have elapsed of the current year. The sum represents the partial solar months. You write down the number in two places; in the one place you multiply it by 5311, i.e. the number which represents the universal adhimāṣa months. The product you divide by 172,800, i.e. the number which represents the universal solar months. The quotient you get, as far as it contains complete months, is added to the number in the second place, and the sum so obtained is multiplied by 30; to the product are added the days which have elapsed of the current month. The sum represents the candrāhargana, i.e. the sum of the partial lunar days.” These two proceedings would be identical, if we were not to omit fractions; but as an adhimāṣa month is only intercalated when it is complete, we must first determine the number of adhimāṣa months, and, omitting the fractions, change them to days; whilst when we multiply beforehand by 30, the fractions of the adhimāṣa months are also multiplied, which is not correct. This is at once seen in the example which he works out after this rule, and we wonder that Alberuni himself did not see it. He is calculating the ahar-ganas for the beginning of a year, consequently also for the beginning of a month, and, notwithstanding, he is not at all surprised to find (p. 30) 28 days and 51 minutes of the month already passed.

The adhimāṣa days are nothing else than adhimāṣa months converted into days. As the number of the adhi-
māsa months must be a whole, so the number of the adhimāsa days must be divisible by 30. Accordingly, the number quoted, p. 29, l. 30, not being divisible by 30, is at once recognised as erroneous, and it is astonishing when he says in the following lines, "If, in multiplying and dividing, we had used the months, we should have found the adhimāsa months and multiplied by 30, they would be equal to the here-mentioned number of adhimāsa days." In this case certainly the number ought to be divisible by 30. Perhaps he would have found the fault, if not, by a strange coincidence, the difference between the true value and the false one had been exactly 28 days or four complete weeks, so that though the number considered is an erroneous one, yet he finds, p. 30, l. 9, the right week-day.

Alberuni finds, p. 29, l. 2, as the sum of days from the beginning of the kalpa to the seventh manvantara 676,610,573,760. Further, he finds, l. 7, that from the beginning of the seventh manvantara till the beginning of the present caturyuga there have elapsed 42,603,744,150 days, and, l. 12, that till the beginning of the kaliyuga there have elapsed 1,420,124,805 days of the present caturyuga. Adding these numbers, we find that the sum of days elapsed from the beginning of the kalpa to that of the caturyuga is 720,634,442,715; but as he finds, p. 30, l. 5, that from the same epoch to the gauge-date there have elapsed 720,635,951,963 days, so the gauge-date would be 1,509,248 days after the beginning of the kaliyuga. Now we know that the gauge-date is 25th February 1031 (see p. 2, l. 17, and note), or the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, whilst the first day of the kaliyuga, as is generally known, coincides with the 18th February 3102 before Christ or with the day 588,466 of the Julian period, so that the difference of the two dates is 1,509,220, and not 1,509,248 days.

To this result we shall also come when working out Alberuni's example after the method stated in the beginning of this note. Instead of p. 29, l. 16, we should then have: the years which have elapsed of the kalpa up to that year are 1,972,948,132. Multiplying them by 12, we get as the number of their months 23,675,377,584. In the date which we have adopted as gauge-year there is
no month, but only complete years; therefore we have nothing to add to this number. It represents the partial solar months. We multiply it by 5311 and divide the product by 172,800; the quotient 727,661,633\(\frac{\text{I}}{4}\) represents the adhim\(\text{a}\)sa months. Omitting the fractions, we add 727,661,633 to the partial solar months 23,675,377,584, and get 24,403,039,217 as the partial lunar months. By multiplying this number by 30 we get days, viz., 732,091,176,510. As there are no days in the normal date, we have no days to add to this number. Multiplying it by 55,739 and dividing the product by 3,562,220, we get the partial unātra days, viz., 1,455,224,575\(\frac{\text{I}}{4}\). This sum of days without the fraction is subtracted from the partial lunar days, and the remainder, 720,635,951,935, represents the number of the civil days of our gauge-date. Dividing it by 7, we get as remainder 4, which means that the last of these days is a Wednesday. Therefore the Indian year commences with a Thursday. The difference between 720,635,951,935 and the beginning of the kaliyuga 720,634,442,715 is, as it ought to be, 1,509,220 days (Schram).

In the beginning of chap. liii., in the Arabic text, \(\text{I}^1\) \(\text{V}\) it seems necessary to write \(\text{I}^1\) \(\text{V}\) and \(\text{I}^1\) \(\text{V}\) instead of \(\text{I}^1\) \(\text{V}\) and \(\text{I}^1\) \(\text{V}\).

P. 29, l. 10. Thursday.—The Arabic manuscript has Tuesday.

P. 30, l. 10-17.—This ought to run as follows:—We have found above 727,661,633\(\frac{\text{I}}{4}\) for the adhim\(\text{a}\)sa months; the wholes represent the number of the adhim\(\text{a}\)sas which have elapsed, viz., 727,661,633, whilst the fraction is the time which has already elapsed of the current adhim\(\text{a}\)sa month. By multiplying this fraction by 30 we get it expressed in days, viz., \(\frac{\text{I}}{4}\) \(\text{I}\) \(\text{V}\) days, or 28 days 51 minutes 30 seconds, so that the current adhim\(\text{a}\)sa month wants only 1 day 8 minutes 30 seconds more to become a complete month (Schram).

P. 31, l. 19.—The number 1,203,783,270 is found by adding the \(30 \times 1,196,525\) or 35,895,750 adhim\(\text{a}\)sa days to the 1,167,887,520 solar days (Schram).
P. 31, l. 24.—The number of days from the beginning of the caturyuga to the gauge-date is here found by Pulisa's method to be 1,184,947,570, whilst p. 33, l. 16, the number of days from the beginning of the caturyuga to that of the kaliyuga is found to be 1,183,438,350. The difference between both numbers is (as it ought to be) 1,509,220 days (Schram).

P. 33, l. 24.—The method of Áryabhaṭa is the same as that given before, only the numbers by which we are to multiply and to divide, are different according to his system, which supposes a different number of revolutions in a kalpa. According to Áryabhaṭa the elder, a caturyuga has 1,577,917,500 days (see vol. i. p. 370, l. 28). As to the revolutions of sun and moon, they seem to be the same as given by Pulisa. The tables, pages 16 and 17, are not quite correct in this, as they give, for instance, for the revolutions of the moon's node and apsis the 1000th part of their revolutions in a kalpa, whilst in vol. i. p. 370, l. 16, it is said that, according to Pulisa and Áryabhaṭa, the kalpa has 1008 caturyugas. But p. 19, l. 15, the numbers 4,320,000 for the sun and 57,753,336 for the moon are given as possibly belonging to the theory of Áryabhaṭa. The same numbers are cited by Bentley in his "Historical View of the Hindu Astronomy," London, 1825, p. 179, as belonging to the system of the so-called spurious Árya Siddhanta. It is doubtless the same system, for if we compare the number of days between the beginning of the kalpa and that of the kaliyuga, which Bentley states in the above-cited book, p. 181, to be 725,447,570,625, with the same sum quoted by Alberuni, p. 33, l. 29, there can scarcely be a doubt as to the identity of both systems, especially as this number 725,447,570,625 is a curious one, giving Thursday for the first day of the kalpa, whilst the other systems give Sunday for this date. Of this book Bentley says, p. 183: "It would be needless to waste any more time in going over its contents; what has been shown must be perfectly sufficient to convince any man of common sense of its being a downright modern forgery;" and p. 190, "The spurious Brahma Siddhanta, together with the spurious Árya Siddhanta, are doubtless the productions of the last century at farthest." Perhaps
he would have chosen more reserved expressions, if he had known that this "production of the last century" was already cited by Alberuni.

When we adopt these numbers for a caturyuga, i.e. 1,577,917,500 civil days, 4,320,000 revolutions of the sun and 57,753,336 revolutions of the moon, and consequently 53,433,336 lunar months, we find the numbers belonging to a yuga by dividing the above numbers by four, as in this system the four yugas are of equal length. Thus we get for a yuga 394,479,375 civil days, 1,080,000 solar years, and consequently 12,960,000 solar months, and 388,800,000 solar days, 13,358,334 lunar months, 400,750,020 lunar days, 398,334 adhimâsa months, and 6,270,645 ñunarâtra days. To find the number 725,449,079,845 mentioned, p. 33, l. 31, as the sum of days between the beginning of the kalpa and the gauge-date, we are to proceed as follows:—From the beginning of the kaliyuga to our gauge-date there have elapsed 4132 years, which multiplied by 12 give 49,584 as the partial solar months. This number multiplied by the universal adhimâsa months 398,334, and divided by the universal solar months 12,960,000, gives 1523418877 as the number of adhimâsa months. This number, without the fraction added to the solar months 49,584, gives 51,107 as the number of the partial lunar months, which multiplied by 30 gives 1,533,210 as the number of the partial lunar days. This number multiplied by the universal ñunarâtra days 6,270,645 and divided by the universal lunar days 400,750,020 gives 23,990475778385 as the sum of the partial ñunarâtra days; and 23,990 subtracted from the partial lunar days 1,533,210 gives 1,509,220 as the civil days elapsed of the kaliyuga till the gauge-date, identical with the number found in note to p. 27. These 1,509,220 days added to the 725,447,570,625 days which separate the beginning of the kalpa and the kaliyuga, give the number of 725,449,079,845 days cited p. 33, l. 31. Finally, the number of days elapsed of Brahman's life before the present kalpa, is got by multiplying the number of days in a kalpa, i.e. 1,590,540,840,000 (see page 370, vol. i.) by 6068, the number of the kalpas elapsed before the present one (Schram).

P. 34, l. 32.—There is here the same fault as that which
led Alberuni to a false result, p. 27. The multiplication by 30 must be made after dropping the fraction of the adhimâsa months, not before (Schrâm).

P. 36, l. 1.—The lacuna must have contained a phrase like this:—“In three different places; they multiply the number in the lowest place by 77, and divide the product by 69,120.” This follows clearly from the explanation which he gives in the following page (Schrâm).

P. 36, l. 9.—Read lunar instead of solar, in the Arabic (", 7, last word), القمرية instead of الشمسية.

P. 36, l. 10.—The expression is a very concise one, so that it is not quite clear what is meant (l. 14) by the “middle number.”—It is to be understood in the following manner: “This number of the partial lunar days is written down in two different places, one under the other. The one of these is “in the uppermost place” (l. 17); they multiply the lower number by 11, and write the product under it. Then they divide it, i.e. the product, by 403,963, and add the quotient to the middle number, i.e. to the product of eleven times the partial lunar days (Schrâm).

P. 36, l. 26.—A certain number of months \(A\) is to be divided by \(\frac{65^{115523}}{100000}\). If we wish to get the same result by dividing only by 65, we must subtract from \(A\) a certain number \(X\) which is to be determined by the equation

\[
\frac{A}{65^{115523}} = \frac{A - X}{65}
\]

This equation gives for \(X\) the value

\[
X = A\left(\frac{115523}{65^{115523}}\right), \text{ or, reduced, } X = A\left(\frac{115523}{100000}\right), \text{ or at last }
X = A\left(\frac{77}{172}\right).
\]

The equation \(X = A\left(\frac{115523}{65^{115523}}\right)\) can also be written in the form \(65^{115523} : 115523 = A : X\), that is, as Alberuni states it (l. 30), “the whole divisor stands in the same relation to its fractions as the divided number to the subtracted portion” (Schrâm).

P. 36, l. 33.—Alberuni has not made the calculation given
above in a general way, but he has made it only for a special case, for the gauge-date. He finds the fraction \( \frac{7}{11} \), which he would find for every other date, as this fraction is independent of the number \( A \) (Schram).

P. 37, l. 26.—Here again a certain number of únarâtra days \( A \) is to be divided by \( \frac{63\frac{3}{4}}{11} \). If we wish to get the same result by dividing only by \( 63\frac{3}{4} \), or, which is the same, by \( 11 \), we must add to \( A \) a certain number \( X \), which is determined by the equation

\[
\frac{A + X}{7739} = \frac{A}{63\frac{3}{4}} \quad \text{or} \quad A + X = A \left( \frac{703}{11 \times 63\frac{3}{4}} \right) \quad \text{or} \quad X = A \left( \frac{703 - 11 \times 63\frac{3}{4}}{11 \times 63\frac{3}{4}} \right)
\]

\[
= A \left( \frac{703 - 702\frac{3}{4}}{702\frac{3}{4}} \right) \quad \text{or} \quad X = A \left( \frac{\frac{39184420}{8\times 75}}{39184420} \right) = A \left( \frac{97}{39184420} \right)
\]

or at last, dividing numerator and denominator by 97, we find \( X = \frac{A}{403963} \). The \( \frac{97}{39184420} \) are neglected (see p. 38, l. 9) (Schram).

P. 38, l. 25.—The Arabic manuscript has 77,139, instead of 7739, as Dr. Schram demands; v. p. 39, l. 7, and p. 40, l. 8.

P. 39, l. 20.—Here he grants that the 28 days which we get over 727,661,633 months are to be reckoned after the beginning of the month Caitra, so that the result found, p. 29, l. 30, agrees with the 28th, not with the first Caitra (Schram).

P. 39, l. 24.—The middle number was multiplied by \( \frac{3+\frac{3}{4}}{11} \); a solar year has \( 365\frac{1}{4} \) days (l. 36), or 52 weeks and \( \frac{1}{4} \) of a day. By adding the product of the number of years multiplied by \( \frac{3+\frac{3}{4}}{11} \) to this number itself, we get the sum of days by which these years exceed whole weeks. The rest of the calculation is sufficiently explained by Alberuni himself (Schram).

P. 41, l. 19.—This is the same case as p. 36, only the numbers are a little different. If \( A \) is the number of months to be divided by \( 32\frac{3}{4} \), and we wish to subtract a number from \( A \) so as to get the same result by
dividing the difference by 32 only, we have the equation
\[
\frac{A}{32} = \frac{A - X}{32}
\]
which gives for \( X \) the value
\[
A \left( \frac{35552}{1600000} \right) \text{ or } X = A \left( \frac{367500}{675000} \right).
\]
Alberuni has again made the calculation for a special case, the gauge-date, and found the same fraction (\textit{Schram}).

P. 41, l. 20.—"This number of days," viz., the number of solar days corresponding to the given date (\textit{Schram}).

P. 41, l. 33.—The MS. has 974 instead of 976.

P. 42, l. 3.—The number of solar days, 1,555,222,000, is here taken as divisor instead of the number of adhim\(\text{a} \)sa months, 1,593,336. The fraction ought to be \( 976_{1593336} = 976\frac{4359}{4336} \), the common divisor 24 (\textit{Schram}).

P. 42, l. 6.—Alberuni does not seem to have understood Pulisa's calculation which is correct, although there seems to be a lacuna in its explanation. According to Pulisa's theory, there are in a caturyuga 1,555,200,000 solar days and 1,593,336 adhim\(\text{a} \)sa months. Dividing the first number by the second, we get as the time within which an adhim\(\text{a} \)sa month sums up 976\(_{1593335} \) days. So one would get the number of adhim\(\text{a} \)sa months by dividing the given number of solar days by the number 976\(_{1593335} \); but Pulisa prefers not to reckon with the fraction, so he diminishes the number of given days by a certain amount and divides only by 976. The number which is to be subtracted from the given days is easily found by the following equation:—

Let \( D \) be the number of given solar days; we then have
\[
\frac{D}{976_{1593335}} = \frac{D - X}{976} \quad \text{or} \quad X = D \left( \frac{104064 \_ \_ \_ }{1665555} \right) \quad \text{or} \quad X = D \left( \frac{104064 \_ \_ \_ }{1665555} \right)
\]
\[
\text{or } X = D \left( \frac{104064 \_ \_ \_ }{1665555} \right)
\]
Now 384 is a common divisor to 104,064 and the divisor 1,555,200,000. So we get \( X = D \frac{384}{384} \), just as Pulisa finds it (\textit{Schram}).
P. 42, l. 22.—Not only is it not “quite impossible that this number should, in this part of the calculation, be used as a divisor,” but it needs must be used as a divisor. This we see at once when, instead of working out the calculation with special numbers, we make it algebraically. Let $S$ be the number of solar days in a caturyuga, and $A$ the number of adhimāsa months in a caturyuga. Then the number of days within which one adhimāsa month sums up, will be found by dividing $S$ by $A$. By this division we shall get wholes and a fraction; let the wholes be represented by $Q$ and the numerator of the fraction by $R$. We then have \[ \frac{S}{A} = Q + \frac{R}{A} \] or \[ S = AQ + R. \] Now if, the given number of solar days being $D$, we have to divide $D$ by $Q + \frac{R}{A}$ to get the number of adhimāsa months, but as we wish to divide by $Q$ alone, we must subtract from $D$ a number $X$, which will be found by the equation

$$ \frac{D}{Q} + \frac{R}{A} = \frac{D - X}{Q} \quad \text{or} \quad X = D \left( \frac{R}{AQ + R} \right) $$

As $AQ + R$ is equal to $S$, we have $X = D \frac{R}{S}$, where $S$ is the number of solar days in a caturyuga, which must necessarily be a divisor in this part of the calculation (Schram).

P. 42, l. 31.—As one ûnarâtra day sums up in \(63\frac{4}{5}\frac{5}{3}\) lunar days (see p. 37, l. 17), we have again the equation

$$ \frac{L}{63\frac{4}{5}\frac{5}{3}} = L - \frac{X}{63} \quad \text{or} \quad X = L \left( \frac{\frac{5}{3}}{63\frac{4}{5}\frac{5}{3}} \right) \quad \text{or} \quad X = L \left( \frac{5}{3} \frac{4}{5} \frac{5}{3} \right) $$

where $L$ represents the number of the given lunar days.

P. 44, l. 1.—The number \(720,635,951,963\) is not correct, as we have seen in note to p. 27. It is too great by 28 days. But the number of adhimāsa days, \(21,829,849,018\) (l. 10), is also 28 days too great. So the difference is again correct. There is the same fault as at p. 27. The calculation ought to run as follows:—The partial civil days which have elapsed up to our gauge-date are \(720,635,951,935\). This number is given, and what we
want to find is how many Indian years and months are equal to this sum of days. First we multiply the number by 55,739 and divide the product by 3,506,481; the quotient is $11,455,224,575 \frac{127,489}{1,014}$ ñunarâtra days. We add $11,455,224,575$ to the civil days; the sum is $732,091,176,510$ lunar days. Dividing this number by 30, we get as quotient $24,403,039,217$ lunar months (and no fraction; so we see that the date in question consists of a number of months only, or, what is the same, that the date corresponds to the beginning of a month). Multiplying the lunar months by $531,1$ and dividing the product by $178,111$, we get $727,661,633 \frac{10,71}{14}$ adhimása months; $727,661,633$ adhimása months subtracted from the $24,403,039,217$ lunar months give $23,675,377,584$ solar months, which divided by 12 give $1,972,948,132$ years and no fraction. So we find the given date corresponding not only to the beginning of a month, but also to that of a year. We find the same number of years of which the gauge-date consists (see p. 29, l. 17) (Schram).

P. 45, l. 12.—This rule must indeed be based on some complete misunderstanding, for it is absolutely erroneous. as Alberuni rightly remarks (Schram).

P. 46, l. 1.—If we calculate from the beginning of the kalpa or the caturyuga, there are in the epoch neither fractions of the adhimása months nor of ñunarâtra days; but as the great number of days embraced by such long periods makes the calculation wearisome, the methods set forth in this chapter start neither from the beginning of the kalpa nor from that of the caturyuga, but from dates chosen arbitrarily and nearer to the time for which they are to be employed. As such epochs are not free from fractions of the adhimása months and ñunarâtra days, these fractions must be taken into account (Schram).

P. 46, l. 27.—The numbers employed here do not belong to Brahmagupta's, but to Pulisa's system. The year taken as epoch is the year 587 Šakakâla. As we have seen, p. 31, ll. 8–10, that in the moment of the beginning of our gauge-date or of the year Šakakâla 953, there have elapsed $3,244,132$ years of the caturyuga, there must have elapsed
3,243,766 years of the caturyuga till the beginning of the year 587 Śakakāla. We must now first calculate the adhimāsa months and Ṽunarātra days for this epoch. After Pulisa's method (p. 41, l. 29), we have: 3,243,766 years are equal to 38,925,192 solar months or 1,167,755,760 solar days. This number multiplied by 271 and divided by 4,050,000 gives 78,138|\frac{4}{9}|\frac{1}{3}. As here the nearest number is to be taken, we get 78,139, which, subtracted from 1,167,755,760, gives 1,167,677,621. This latter number divided by 976 gives as the number of adhimāsa months 1,196,391. Now 1,196,391 adhimāsa months are equal to 35,891,730 adhimāsa days, which, added to 1,167,755,760 solar days, give 1,203,647,490 lunar days. According to Pulisa's theory (see p. 26, l. 9), there are in a caturyuga 1,603,000,080 lunar and 25,082,280 Ṽunarātra days; so one Ṽunarātra day sums up in $63\frac{3}{8}\frac{3}{9}$ lunar days. Therefore we should have to divide the given number of lunar days $L$ by $63\frac{3}{8}\frac{3}{9}$, but we prefer to subtract from $L$ a certain number $X$, and to divide the rest by $63\frac{1}{11}$ or $\frac{703}{11}$. The number $X$ will be given by the equation $\frac{L}{63\frac{3}{8}\frac{3}{9}} = \frac{L - X}{\frac{703}{11}}$. This equation gives for $X$ the value $X = \frac{573}{111573}$ or nearly $X = \frac{11L}{111573}$.

Now $L$ being equal to 1,203,647,490 lunar days, $11L$ will be equal to 13,240,122,390 lunar days; this number divided by 1,115,733 gives 11,866,671\|\frac{10}{11}. Taking the nearest number, we subtract 11,866,668 from 13,240,122,390 and get 13,240,003,722, which divided by 703 gives 18,833,575\|\frac{17}{18} as the number of Ṽunarātra days. This added to the 1,203,647,490 lunar days gives for the date of our epoch the number of civil days 1,184,813,915.

This number divided by 7 gives 5 as remainder. Now the last day before the present caturyuga was a Monday (see p. 33, l. 1), therefore the last day before our epoch is a Saturday, and any number of days elapsed since that epoch if divided by 7 will indicate by the remainder, the week-day counted from Sunday as 1, as it is said, p. 47. l. 19. Now the whole method is easily recognised
as thoroughly correct. Instead of multiplying the partial solar days by \(\frac{37}{400}\), we multiply them by \(\frac{1}{1404}\), which is sufficiently correct, as \(\frac{37}{400}\) is equal to \(\frac{1}{14944}\). As besides the whole adhimāsa months there is yet a fraction of \(\frac{5}{18}\) adhimāsa months in our epoch, we add 5 before dividing by 976. The calculation of the ūnarātra days has already been explained; but as in our epoch besides the whole ūnarātra days there is still a fraction of \(\frac{5}{18}\) ūnarātra days, we must add 497 before dividing by 703. The whole proceeding is thus explained (Schram).

P. 48, l. 11.—The calculation has been made for the complete years elapsed before our gauge-date. So we get the week-day of the last day before the first Caitra of the gauge-date, and if this is a Wednesday, the first Caitra itself is a Thursday; cf. p. 30, l. 9.

The first day of this epoch corresponds to the day 1,964,031 of the Julian period. Adding 133,655 to 1,964,031, we have for the first Caitra 953 the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, as it ought to be (Schrani).

P. 48, l. 21.—The 18th Isfandârmadh of Yazdajird 399 corresponds in fact to Wednesday, 24th February 1031, the day before the first Caitra 953 Ṣakakûla (see note to p. 2, l. 17) (Schram).

P. 49, l. 22. By six years.—The Arabic manuscript has seven instead of six.

P. 50, l. 1.—The method here employed is based on Pulisa's theory. According to this theory, the solar days must be divided by 976 to get the adhimāsa months. Now 976 with sufficient accuracy is equal to 976.890 or 2.9282.

If \(S\) represents the number of solar months, the solar days or 30 \(S\) are to be divided by 2.9282, or, what is the same, 900 \(S\) must be divided by 29282.

To get the ūnarātra days, the lunar days must be divided by 63 (see note to p. 46, l. 27). Now 63 with sufficient accuracy is equal to \(\frac{703}{11}\), or with sufficient accuracy \(\frac{703}{11}\).
or at least equal to $\frac{210,000}{6,389}$. So the multiplications and divisions of this method are explained.

The constant numbers which are to be added, are inherent to the epoch. The year 888 Şakakâla corresponds to the year 3,244,067 of the caturyuga; 3,244,067 years are equal to 38,928,804 solar months, or 1,167,864,120 solar days. These solar months multiplied by 66,389 and divided by 2,160,000 give $1,196,502^{55^8}$ adhimâsa months, or 35,895,060 adhimâsa days. This added to the 1,167,864,120 solar days gives 1,203,759,180 lunar days. Eleven times this number is equal to 13,241,350,980; this latter number divided by 111,573 gives $118,679$ or the nearest number $118,679$. Subtracting this from 13,241,350,980, the remainder is 13,241,232,301, which being divided by 703, gives 18,835,323$\frac{155}{15}$ ûnarâtra days; these days subtracted from the lunar days give for the number of civil days 1,184,923,857. Dividing this last number by 7, we get the remainder 5; and as the last day before the present caturyuga was a Monday (see p. 33, l. 11), the last day before the epoch here adopted is a Saturday, so that any number of days elapsed since that epoch, if divided by 7, will indicate by the remainder the week-day counted from Sunday as 1. The first day of this epoch corresponds to the day 2,073,973 of the Julian period. We have found in our epoch the fraction of adhimâsa month $\frac{4033}{18000}$, which is equal to $\frac{661\frac{1}{18000}}{29282}$ or very nearly $\frac{411}{581}$ adhimâsa month, so we must add 661 before dividing by 29282.

The fraction of ûnarâtra days $\frac{2}{3}$ is equal to $\frac{69,601}{210,902}$ or nearly to $\frac{210,902}{2}$. Therefore we must add 96,601 before dividing by 210,902. Alberuni has, instead of this number 69,601, the number 64,106, 4 instead of 9, and the last three numbers reversed (Schram).

P. 50, l. 35.—We had 780 months; adding thereto the 23 adhimâsa months, we have 803 months, which being multiplied by 30 give 24090, and not 24060 days. All the following faults are the consequences of this one (Schram).

P. 51, l. 2.—It ought to be “adding thereto 69,601, we
get the sum 79,566,601. By dividing it by 210,902, we get the quotient 377, i.e. ānarātra days, and a remainder of \( \frac{56}{210,902} \), i.e. the avamas.” (In the Arabic text, p. 17, the reading of the MS. ought not to have been altered.) The correct result is 23,713 civil days. If we divide this number by 7, we find the remainder 4, which shows again that the last day before our gauge-date is a Wednesday. By adding 23,713 to 2,073,973, we get for the first Caitra 953 the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, as it ought to be (Schram).

P. 51, l. 4.—Read 377, instead of 307.

P. 51, l. 9.—This method works with numbers much less accurate than the preceding ones. It is assumed that one adhimāsa month sums up in 32 solar months. So the solar months are divided by 32 or by \( \frac{1}{32} \), or, what is the same, they are multiplied by \( \frac{1}{32} \). For the time within which an ānarātra day sums up, there is simply taken 63\( \frac{1}{2} \), and the lunar days are divided by 63\( \frac{1}{2} \) or \( \frac{1}{2} \), or, what is the same, multiplied by \( \frac{1}{2} \). The epoch corresponds to the year 427 Śakakāla, or the year 3,243,606 of the caturyuga. This number of years is equal to 38,923,272 solar months, which, multiplied by 66,389 and divided by 2,160,000, give 1,196,332 adhimāsa months. The author has taken 1,196,332 adhimāsa months and neglected the little fraction \( \frac{1}{0,007} \), so that he has no fractions of adhimāsa months. These 1,196,332 adhimāsa months added to the 38,923,272 solar months give 40,119,604 lunar months or 1,203,588,120 lunar days. Multiplying by 11, we have 13,239,469,320, which divided by 11,573 gives 118,661 \( \frac{1}{11} \) or 118,662. Subtracting this from 13,239,469,320, we have 13,239,350,658, which divided by 703 gives 18,832,646 \( \frac{6}{703} \) for the number of ānarātra days. So the fraction of ānarātra days is \( \frac{6}{703} \), very near to that adopted by the author of the method, viz., \( \frac{6}{703} \). By subtracting the ānarātra days from the lunar days we get as the number of civil days 1,184,755,474, which is divisible by 7. So, as the last day before the caturyuga was Monday, the last day before this epoch is also Monday, and the number of days elapsed since this epoch if divided by 7, will give a remainder which indicates the week-day.
counting Tuesday as 1. The first day of this epoch corresponds to the day 1,905,590 of the Julian period (Schram).

P. 51, l. 24.—It is easily understood why this method is called that of the Siddhânta of the Greeks. It is assumed that an adhimâsa month sums up in $32\frac{1}{2}$ or $2\frac{1}{2}$ solar months. Now $2\frac{1}{2}$ solar months are equal to $\frac{1}{12}$ solar years. Therefore this method is apparently an application of the cycle of nineteen years of the Greeks (Schram).

P. 52, l. 2.—32 months 17 days 8 ghati and 34 cashaka are only another expression for $32\frac{1}{2}$ months (Schram).

P. 52, l. 10.—The number of civil days is 192096; dividing by 7, we have as remainder 2. As in this method (see note to p. 51, l. 9) Tuesday is to be reckoned as 1, this gives for the last day before our gauge-date Wednesday. Adding 192,096 to 1,905,590, we get as the first Caitra 953 the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, as it ought to be (Schram).

P. 52, l. 20. Al-harkan.—This book is mentioned only in this passage. The author calls it a canon, Κάνον, i.e. a collection of astronomical, chronological, and astrological tables and calculations. Whether it was an original composition in Arabic or translated from Sanskrit, and from what original, we do not learn from him. The word seems to be an Arabic rendering of ahârânga. Alberuni quotes from this book the computation of an era the epoch of which falls 40,081 days later than that of the Persian era, and compares it with the gauge-date (p. 53).

P. 52, l. 22.—If the epoch should fall 40,081 days after that of the era Yazdajird, it would fall on the first Caitra of the year 664 Šakâkâla; but this is not the case. The first of Sha'bân of the year 197 coincides with the beginning of Vaisâkha 735. As there are 72 years to be subtracted, we should come to Vaisâkha 663, and to begin with the beginning of a year, the epoch must be postponed to Caitra 664. But this is of no importance, as we shall see that Alberuni altogether misunderstood the method here given (Schram).
P. 52, l. 24.—These two dates do not agree to a day. The first Ferwerdinmâh Yazdajird coincides with 16th June 632; 40,081 days later was Monday, 12th March 742, whilst the 21st Daimâh of the year 110 of Yazdajird corresponds to Sunday, 11th March 742. But as the date itself is erroneous, this is of no importance (Schram).

P. 52, l. 27.—As the numbers which form multiplications and divisions in this method are identical with those of the Pañca Siddhântikâ (p. 51), we can reckon the constants by the directions there given. The epoch of the method of Al-harkan is the beginning of Sha'bân of the year 197. But this date corresponds to the beginning of Vaisakha 735 Śakakâla. So we should have for this date the following calculation:—Subtracting 427 from 735 years and 1 month, we get 308 years 1 month, or 3697 months; 3697 multiplied by 7 and divided by 228 gives for the number of adhimâsa months \(113^{3/2}_{\frac{1}{6}}\); the 113 adhimâsa months added to the 3697 solar months give 3810 lunar months or 114,300 lunar days. This number multiplied by 11 is 1,257,300; we add 514, which gives us 1,257,814; this divided by 703 gives for the number of ūnarâtra days \(1789^{4/5}_{\frac{2}{3}}\). So we should have all the numbers wanted for our epoch if, in fact, this epoch were the true epoch. But we have to add 864 months to the interval. Therefore these 864 months, which must always be added, must first be subtracted from the epoch, so that this latter is thrown back by 72 years. Now 72 years or 864 solar months multiplied by 7 and divided by 228 give the number of 26\(\frac{1}{2}\) adhimâsa months. These together with the 864 solar months are 890 lunar months or 26,700 lunar days, which multiplied by 11 and divided by 703 give \(417^{4/3}_{\frac{2}{3}}\) ūnarâtra days. So we have to subtract from the numbers first found \(26^{\frac{1}{2}}_{\frac{2}{3}}\) adhimâsa months and \(417^{4/3}_{\frac{2}{3}}\) ūnarâtra days. The number of adhimâsa months inherent to our true epoch will then be \(113^{3/2}_{\frac{1}{6}} - 26\frac{1}{2} = 86^{\frac{1}{2}}_{\frac{5}{6}}\), or with sufficient accuracy 87 without a fraction, and the number of ūnarâtra days \(1789^{4/5}_{\frac{2}{3}} - 417^{4/3}_{\frac{2}{3}} = 137^{1/5}_{\frac{2}{3}}\). Therefore no fraction is to be added to the adhimâsa months, whilst to the ūnarâtra days there must be added \(\frac{4}{3}\), or nearly \(1\frac{4}{5}\). Therefore we must add 28 (not 38) before multiplying by \(\frac{2}{3}\). The 114,300 lunar
days of the first epoch diminished by the 26,700 lunar
days of the 72 years, give 87,600 lunar days. Subtract-
ing therefrom 1371 lunarītra days, we have 86,229 civil
days, which being divided by 7 give as remainder 3. So
the last day before this epoch is Thursday, and the number
of days elapsed since the epoch of this method, if divided
by 7, will give a remainder indicating the week-day, count-
ing Friday as 1. The first day of this epoch corresponds
to the day 1,991,819 of the Julian period (Schram).

P. 53, l. 1.—It must be 28, not 38 (see preceding note)
(Schram).

P. 53, l. 6.—We must add 1, if we wish to have the week-
day of the date itself, not that of the last day before it.

P. 53, l. 8.—Here Friday is considered as the first day
of the week, not, as in the Indian books, Sunday. This
ought to have been remarked (Schram).

P. 53, l. 9.—Alberuni's notes to this method of Al-
harkan are perhaps the weakest part of his work. His
very first remark shows a complete misunderstanding of
the whole calculation. The method is correct, for the
months of the seventy-two years with which it begins are
solar. If, as Alberuni would have them, they were lunar,
and the rest of the months, as he understands it, were lunar
too, then the calculation would simply be nonsense; for
finding adhimāsa months is nothing else than finding the
number which we must add to convert solar months into
lunar ones. But when the months are already lunar, how
can one add anything to them to make them once more
lunar? (Schram).

P. 53, l. 15.—The example he works out is as erroneous
as the remarks on the method itself. It must be clear to
anybody who examines the method given on p. 52, that by
the words (l. 29), "Add thereto the months which have
elapsed between the first of Sha'bān of the year 197 and
the first of the month in which you happen to be," there
can only be meant solar months. The author fixed the
initial epoch in his calendar by saying "1 Sha'bān 197,"
instead of fixing it in the Indian calendar by saying
"first Vaiśakha 735." This accidental circumstance, which is of no consequence, induced Alberuni to think that he was to take the interval in lunar months, as the Arabic calendar has only lunar months, and he did not notice that lunar months in this part of the calculation would be absolutely impossible. He takes, in fact, in the example, the interval in lunar months, for there are 2695 lunar months between the first Sha'ban 197 and first Rabi' I. 422, and to these 2695 lunar months he adds the 864 months which he knows to be solar. Then he changes all these mingled months, of which the greatest part are already lunar, to lunar ones, as if they all were solar, and at last he wonders that the result is nonsense, and tries to amend the method. The only fault in the matter is that he did not understand the method.

If we wish to exemplify the method of the canon Al-harḵuṇ in the case of our gauge-date, i.e. the first Caitra 953 Śakakāla, we must proceed as follows:—Subtracting from 953 years 735 years 1 month, we get as interval 217 years 11 months or 2615 solar months; adding thereto 864 solar months, we have 3479 solar months. This multiplied by 7 and divided by 228 gives for the number of adhimāsa months 1061.04.5; adding the 106 adhimāsa months to the 3479 solar months, we get 3585 lunar months, or 107,550 lunar days. We add 28, and multiplying 107,578 by 11, we have 1,183,358, which number divided by 703 gives the number 16832.98 for the ṣunarātra days. Subtracting the 1683 ṣunarātra days from the 107,550 lunar days, we have 105,867 civil days. We add 1 in order to get the week-day of the first Caitra 953, and dividing by 7, we get as remainder 7. And as here Friday is considered as 1, so 7 corresponds to Thursday, and the first Caitra 953 is found to be Thursday. By adding 105,867 to 1,991,819 we have for the first Caitra of the year 953 the day 2,097,686 of the Julian period, as it ought to be (Schirm).

P. 53, l. 33.—The emendation is as erroneous as the example was. The 25,958 days are counted from the epoch falling 40,081 days after that of Yazdajird to the first Sha'ban 197. But 25,958 days are equal to 879 Arabic months, or 73 years and 3 months. Further, he
takes again the interval in lunar months, so that now in
the amended method he has nothing but lunar months,
which he changes to lunar months as if they were solar.
So he gets a number which is, of course, absolutely erro-
rious, but he thinks it to be correct, for in the last instance
he commits a new fault by subtracting 1 instead of adding
it. And so by an accidental combination of different faults
he finds by chance a week-day which agrees with that of
the day before our gauge-date (Schram.)

P. 54, l. 12.—As the multiplications and divisions of
this method have already been explained in the note to
pp. 36 and 37, we have here to account for the constant
numbers only which are inherent to the epoch. The
epoch is 854 Šakakâla, which corresponds to the year
1,972,948,033 of the kalpa. Multiplying 1,972,948,033
by 12, we find 23,675,376,396 solar months, which mul-
tiplied by 1,593,300,000, the adhimâsa months of a kalpa,
and divided by 51,840,000,000, the solar months of a kalpa,
give the quotient 727,661,597 6 4 6 3 8 3 as the number of
adhimâsa months. Adding the 727,661,597 adhimâsa
months to the 23,675,376,396 solar months, we have
24,403,037,993 lunar months or 732,091,397,920 lunar
days. This latter number multiplied by 25,082,550,000, the
ânarâtra days of a kalpa, and divided by 1,602,999,000,000,
the lunardays of a kalpa, gives for thenumber ofânarâtra days
11,455,224,000 3 1 4 2 3 1 . Subtracting the 11,455,224,000
ânarâtra days from the 732,091,139,790 lunar days, we
find as the number of civil days elapsed from the begin-
ning of the kalpa to this epoch 720,635,915,790, a number
which divided by 7 gives as remainder 0. So, as the last
day preceding the kalpa was a Saturday (see p. 28, l. 31),
the last day before this epoch is also a Saturday, and
any number of days elapsed since this epoch, if divided
by 7, shows by its remainder the week-day counted from
Sunday as 1. The fraction of the adhimâsa months in-
herent to the epoch has been found to be 6 4 6 8 3 8 . Now
1 4 6 3 8 0 is equal to 29 4 6 5 8 6 5 , or very nearly 3 8 ; so we add 29
before dividing by 65. The fraction of the ânarâtra days
is 3 4 7 4 6 1 3 . Now again 3 4 7 4 6 1 3 is equal to 685 3 8 9 7 1 8 7 , or
nearly 9 8 8 1 3 ; so we add 686 before dividing by 703.
The first day of this epoch coincides with the day 2,061,541 of the Julian period (Schram).

P. 55, l. 5.—This method consists in finding first the difference of the mean longitude of sun and moon. The numbers are Pulisa's. There are in a caturyuga 4,320,000 revolutions of the sun, and 57,753,336 revolutions of the moon. The difference, 53,433,336, is the number of lunar months. In every lunar month the moon gains one revolution or 360 degrees over the sun. Dividing 53,433,336 by the solar years 4,320,000, we find as the number of lunar months belonging to one solar year 12.12345678. So in every solar year the moon gains over the sun 12.12345678 revolutions.

Omitting the whole revolutions which have no interest, the moon gains over the sun $\frac{1}{3}$ revolutions, or, what is the same, $132^\frac{77}{100}$ degrees. Now $\frac{77}{100}$ degrees are equal to $46^\frac{34}{60}$ or to $46^\frac{3}{5}$ minutes. So the moon gains over the sun in every solar year 132 degrees $46^\frac{3}{5}$ minutes. By multiplying the number of years by 132 degrees $46^\frac{3}{5}$ minutes, we find the number of degrees which the moon has gained in the given interval over the sun. Now if in the beginning of this epoch sun and moon had been together, this would be the difference of the mean longitude of sun and moon. But as this was only in the beginning of the caturyuga, but not at the moment of our epoch, there is an initial difference between the longitudes of sun and moon which must be added. Our epoch, or the year 821 Šakakâla, corresponds to the year 3,244,000 of the caturyuga. Multiplying 3,244,000 by the number of lunar months 53,433,336, and dividing by the number of solar years 4,320,000, we find that in these 3,244,000 years the moon gained over the sun 40,124,477.12345678 revolutions. Dropping again the whole revolutions, we see that the moon was in advance of the sun at the moment of our epoch by $1\frac{3}{4}$ revolutions, or 112 degrees. Therefore these 112 degrees must be added, and all the numbers of this method find in this their explanation. The result for our gauge-date, $35^\circ 41' 46''$, is the number of degrees, minutes, and seconds by which the moon is in advance of the sun at the moment of the beginning of the solar year 821, that
is, in the moment when the sun enters Aries. As in the beginning of the luni-solar year sun and moon must have been in conjunction, the beginning of the luni-solar year has preceded that of the solar year by an interval which was just sufficient for the moon to make $358^\circ 41' 46''$ in advance of the sun. Now as the moon gains 360 degrees in a lunar month or 30 lunar days, so she gains $12^\circ$ in every lunar day. Therefore dividing $358^\circ 41' 46''$ by 12, we get the number of lunar days and fractions by which the luni-solar year's beginning preceded that of the solar year. The fractions of the lunar days are changed to ghati's and cashakas. Thereby we get 29 days 53 ghati's 29 cashakas as the time by which the beginning of the luni-solar year preceded the sun's entering Aries, in agreement with the fraction of the adhimasa month found on p. 31, l. 17. For $\frac{1483}{36}$ adhimasa months are also equal to 29 days 53 ghati's 29 cashakas. The number 27 days 23 ghati's 29 cashakas which he gives, p. 55, l. 25, is obtained by dividing $328^\circ 41' 46''$, and not $358^\circ 41' 46''$, by 12 (Schram).

P. 55, l. 17.—The Arabic manuscript has 328 instead of 358.

P. 55, l. 33.—The number is $132^\circ 46\frac{34}{36}$, and not $132^\circ 46' 34''$ (as the Arabic manuscript has). Therefore the portio anni is not $11^\circ 3' 52'' 50^{\text{ii}}$, but 11 days 3 ghati's 53 cashakas $24''$; and the portio mensis not $0^\circ 55' 19'' 24^{\text{iii}} 10^{\text{iv}}$, but 0 days 55 ghati's 19 cashakas $27^{\text{iii}}$.

The reason of this calculation is the following:—In a year or 12 solar months the moon gains over the sun $132^\circ 46\frac{34}{36}$. As she gains 12 degrees in every lunar day, the twelfth part of these degrees will represent the sum of lunar days and their fractions which the solar year contains over 360, that is to say, the sum of adhimasa days and their fractions. One solar month containing 0 adhimasa days 55 ghati's 19 cashakas $27^{\text{iii}}$, the number of solar months within which one adhimasa month or 30 lunar days sum up, will be found by dividing 30 days by 0 days 55 ghati's 19 cashakas $27''$. This gives 2 years 8 months 16 days 3 ghati 55 cashaka.

P. 56, l. 1.—There must be a great lacuna, for the first
lines of this page are absolutely without meaning. I am inclined to attribute this lacuna to the source whence the author drew this information, i.e. the Arabic translation of Karaṇasāra.

P. 59, l. 23.—The calculation should be made in the following manner:—The sum of days of the kaliyuga is multiplied by the star-cycles of a kalpa and divided by the civil days of a kalpa, viz., 1,577,916,450,000. So we get the revolutions and part of a revolution which the planet has made during the time elapsed since the beginning of the kaliyuga. But in the beginning of the kaliyuga all planets have not been in conjuction; this was only the case in the beginning of the kalpa. Therefore to the fractions of revolutions which the planet made since the beginning of the kaliyuga, we must add its place at this beginning itself, i.e. the fraction of a revolution which every planet had at the beginning of the kaliyuga, the whole revolutions being of no interest. But Brahmagupta adds these numbers before dividing by the civil days of the kalpa, and this is quite natural, both fractions having by this proceeding the same divisor. Therefore what he calls the basis, ought to be the fraction of every planet at the beginning of the kaliyuga multiplied by the civil days of the kalpa; but he has made a great mistake. Instead of multiplying the fractions by the civil days of a kalpa, viz., 1,577,916,450,000, he has multiplied them by the years of a kalpa, viz., 4,320,000,000. Therefore all numbers given on p. 60 as the bases are entirely erroneous. To find the fractions for each planet and the bases we have the following calculation: From the beginning of the kalpa to that of the kaliyuga there have elapsed 1,972,944,000 years; so to get the places of the planets at the beginning of the kaliyuga we ought to multiply the revolutions of each planet by 1,972,944,000, and to divide them by the years of a kalpa, 4,320,000,000. As these two numbers have the common divisor 432,000, we multiply the revolutions of each planet by 4567 and divide them by 10,000. This will give us the place of the planet at the beginning of the kaliyuga. We have thus for the single planets:

For Mars, 2,296,828,522 revolutions multiplied by 4567
and divided by 10,000 give $1,048,961,585_{10869}$ revolutions; so the place of Mars at the beginning of the kali-yuga is $\frac{1}{10000}$ of a revolution.

For Mercury, 17,936,998,984 revolutions multiplied by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give $8,191,827,435_{10869}$ revolutions; so the place of Mercury is $\frac{1}{10000}$ revolutions.

For Jupiter, 364,226,455 revolutions multiplied by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give $166,342,227_{10869}$ revolutions; so his place is $\frac{1}{10000}$ revolutions.

For Venus, 7,022,389,492 revolutions multiplied by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give $3,207,125,280_{10869}$ revolutions; so her place is $\frac{1}{10000}$ revolutions.

For Saturn, 146,567,298 revolutions multiplied by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give $66,937,284_{10869}$ revolutions; and his place is $\frac{1}{10000}$ revolutions.

For the sun’s apsis, 480 revolutions multiplied by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give $219,860_{10869}$ revolutions; and its place is $\frac{1}{10000}$ revolutions.

For the moon’s apsis, 488,105,858 revolutions multiplied by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give $222,917,945_{10869}$ revolutions; and its place is $\frac{1}{10000}$ revolutions.

For the moon’s node, 232,311,168 revolutions multiplied by 4567 and divided by 10,000 give $106,096,510_{10869}$ revolutions; and its place is $\frac{1}{10000}$ revolutions.

Multiplying now the place of every planet by 1,577,916,450,000, we get the following bases for the single planets:—

For Mars, 1,573,813,867,230.
" Mercury, 1,566,555,451,560.
" Jupiter, 1,575,549,575,325.
" Venus, 1,572,235,950,780.
" Saturn, 1,572,551,534,070.
" the sun’s apsis, 340,829,953,200.
" the moon’s apsis, 550,061,674,470.
" the ascending node, 671,561,241,120 (Sekaram).

P. 67, l. 14. A.H. 161.—According to p. 15, the year was A.H. 154. Cf. note to i. 169.

P. 71.—With the orbits of the planets cf. Sbrya-Sid- dhānta, xii. 90, note.

Pp. 74 seq.—As for the Arabic terminology of these pages, it deserves to be noticed that—
P. 234.—The notes on comets and other meteorological subjects, with which the author concludes his book, have been taken from the *Brihat-Samhita* of Varāhamihira.


The children of the fire are called *hutdbasutdh* in Sanskrit, in Arabic اولاد البلاث، which I cannot explain.

Pp. 241–244.—This table of comets is taken from *Brihat-Samhita*, chap. xi. 29–51.

The reading بذماكت instead of *padmaketu*, seems to be a mistake of the copyist for بذماكت.

P. 208.—On the Brahmin Bhāṭilā, cf. note to i. 157. The names of the yogas which he mentions are not known to me from other sources. The names gandānta, kāladaṇḍa, and vaidhrita are certain, and barh is probably varsha.

P. 209.—On Śripāla, cf. note to i. 164.

P. 210.—With the names of this table cf. Sūrya-Siddhānta, ii. 65, note (also p. 432). The names of the Arabic seems to be a mistake for vishkambha; No. 15, a mistake for ganda.

Instead of ayushmanta (name of the third yoga), the Arabic has rajakama?; instead of vyatipāta it has ganatin.

P. 211.—The contents of this astrological chapter are principally taken from the Laghuvidāka (i.e. the smaller book of nativity) by Varāhamihira, of which the chapters i. ii. have been translated by A. Weber (Indische Studien, 2, 277 seq.), whilst the remainder has been translated by H. Jacobi (De Astrologiae Indicae horā appellantes originibus. Accedunt Laghuvidākai capita inedita iii.—xii., Bonn, 1872). Alberuni does not always adhere to the order of the paragraphs which we have in the Sanskrit text, and for certain parts he seems to have drawn from some commentary.

The exact meaning of the term seconds of the stars (the same page, ll. 23, 24), is not known to me.

Pp. 213–215.—The table of planets is taken from chapters ii. iii. iv. of the Laghuvidāka.

For the reading of the terms naisargika, vimisā, and shaddāya (p. 215), I am indebted to Prof. H. Jacobi, Kiel.

The number 25, in the column with the heading The scale of their magnitude, seems to be a mistake for 3, 3.

Pp. 217–219.—This table of the zodiacal signs has been taken from Laghuvidāka, chap. i.

Pp. 221, 222.—This table of the Houses has been taken from Laghuvidāka, chap. i. 15.
G. Flügel, Alkindi, genannt der Philosoph der Araber, Leipzig, 1857 (in vol. i. of the Abhandlungen für die Kunde des Morgenlandes).

P. 201.—The names of the vishtis, as taken from the Sriddhava (of Mahâdeva?—cf. note to ii. 120), are not known to me from a Sanskrit source. However, vadavā- mukha, ghora, and kalârâtri seem to be certain. The words बल् and जपाल might be plava and jvāla, but क्रान? The other series of names of the vishtis, according to Alkindi, which by a mistake have been omitted in the Arabic text, may be transliterated in this way:

(1.) Shâlpi (śâlapad ?).
(2.) Jamâdûd (yâmyodadhi ?).
(3.) Ghora.
(4.) Nastarinish.
(5.) Dârûni (dhârînt ?).
(6.) Kayâlî.
(7.) Bahayâmani.
(8.) Bikata (vyakta ?).

P. 204. On the yogas.—The contents of this chapter are near akin to those of chap. xi. of the Sārya-Siddhânta. Compare also in the same book ii. 65, 66. The technical term pâta, which literally means fall (for its astrological meaning, cf. l. c. xi. 5, note), has in Arabic been rendered by the word سقوط, i.e. falling (page 11, 24), here ii. 207, 208, 209. In the Arabic text on p. 201, 207, 208, 209, read نذل instead of بدلتٍ, and to the word بيدرعت, l. 16, it must be added that the manuscript has بيدرلًا.

P. 205.—On the Karanatilaka of Vijayanandin, cf. note to i. 156.

P. 207.—The bhuktyantara has been explained, ii. 195.

P. 208.—Sydvabala (?) seems to have been a Hindu from Kashmir who had become a Muslim, and wanted, by means of an Arabic book, to be informed on certain chapters of Hindu astrology. The pronunciation Sydvabala is not certain. The Arabic manuscript has sydwpal.
A. the son of S. has dictated of the same (subject), is based on the theory of Pulisa." This author seems to have been contemporaneous with Alberuni, as also Sama (ii. 188).

P. 190. Varðhamihira.—Cf. note to i. 54.
The term shaḍaśītimukha is explained in Sūrya-Siddhānta, xiv. 6, note.

P. 191.—On the Parvan, cf. chap. ix.


P. 192.—On the book Srudhava, cf. note to i. 157 and ii. 120. Is the word = sarvadhara?

P. 194.—With the theory of the karaṇas, cf. Sūrya-Siddhānta, ii. 67–69.

P. 195.—For an explanation of the term bhukti, cf. Sūrya-Siddhānta, i. 27, note.

P. 197.—The names of the common karaṇas are found in Sūrya-Siddhānta, ii. 69, note.
The other names are Indian numerals of a vernacular stamp. The corresponding Sindhi forms are barkhu (?), bid, frid, cothō, paniō, chahō, satō, athō, nāō, dahō, yārzhō, bārhō, tērhō, cōdzhō. Cf. Trumpp, "Sindhi Grammar," pp. 158, 174. The form pāncahī (= the 15th) has, as far as I can see, no analogy in the vernacular dialects.

P. 199.—Sanikrānti means the sun's entrance into a sign of the zodiac. Cf. Sūrya-Siddhānta, xiv. 10, note.

P. 200. Alkindi.—The way in which this scholar has transformed the Hindu theory of the karaṇas is instructive, as showing how Indian subjects were handled by the Arabs before Alberuni, even by the most learned and enlightened among them. The first knowledge of these things was probably communicated to the Arabs by the translation of the Brāhma-Siddhānta (Sindhi) and Khāṇ-pakhādyaka (Arkan) of Brahmagupta. On Alkindi, cf.

P. 183. — Cāmāhā seems to be = caturdāśī māgha, mānsartagu = mānsākṣaṭaka, pārārtakula = pārākṣaṭaka, and māhātana = māghākṣaṭam. Cf. Wilson, "Essays," ii. 183, 184, 181.

P. 183. — The festival dhōla seems to be identical with holi, holika or dol-jātā. Cf. Wilson, p. 147, 210. Instead of dhōla the Persian translation of Gardēzī has هوئی, hōlī.


P. 184. — Pāyattanu is perhaps = pāpākṣaṭa. Cf. pāpākṣaṭaka.

P. 186. — On the 15th Māgha, as the beginning of kāliyuga, cf. Wilson, "Essays and Lectures," ii. p. 208. Alberuni seems to have taken his information regarding the yugādya or beginning of a yuga from Vishnu-Purāṇa, III. chap. xiv. p. 168.

P. 187, l. 5. — The number of lunar days, 1,603,000,010 (sic MS.), must, according to Dr. Schram, be altered to 1,603,000,080.

P. 188. Vishyua. — On the use of this term in astronomy, cf. Sārya-Siddhānta, iii. 6, note.

P. 188. — On Samaya (?), cf. note to i. 336.

P. 189, l. 17, after the table. — The solar year is 365 days \(1^1\) 30\(\text{ii}\) 22\(\text{iii}\) 30\(\text{iv}\), not 365 days 30\(\text{i}\) 22\(\text{ii}\) 30\(\text{iii}\) 30\(\text{iv}\). Accordingly the last line must run thus: "(i.e. 1 day \(1^1\) 30\(\text{ii}\) 22\(\text{iii}\) 30\(\text{iv}\) are equal to \(\frac{1}{4}\))" (Schram).

P. 190, l. 7. — The bhāgahāra is not 572, as the manuscript has, but 576, and the fraction \(\frac{3}{4}\) (Schram).

P. 190. — Auliatta (?). The name is written اولت بن مسایی. A more literal rendering is this: "And that which

This chapter has been translated into Persian by Abū-Sa'id Gardēzf (manuscript of the Bodleian Library in Oxford, Ouseley 240). Cf. note to ii. 6.

P. 178. Agdūs.—The Arabic has only آگوس, which might be something like ajya-divasa.

Muttār.—This pronunciation is given by the manuscript. The name, not to be confounded with the Arabic name Mattā (Matthæus), is perhaps identical with the name of a prince of Siwistan mentioned by Elliot, “History of India,” i. 145–153.

Hindolī-caitra.—Cf. Dola-yātrā or Holi of Wilson, p. 223.

Bahand.—Vide Wilson, l. c., and vasanta, here ii. 179.

P. 179. Gaṅāt-r.—Cf. note to ii. 177.

P. 180. Gaṅkar (?), &c.—In the Arabic text the word لا must be added before بطل.

In the following line there is a lacuna, which in my translation I have filled up by the help of the Persian translation of Gardēzf which runs thus:  
کاهنهت رود (sic) رواين روز ششم بود که اندی این روز زندانیان را طعام دهن.

In another place Gardēzf writes کاهنهت.  

P. 181.—On Avaśarman, cf. note to i. 164.

P. 182. Ktrt (?).—This is perhaps only a misspelling of the Arabic copyist for کندی, Kandī (Gandī Ribāt-ala'mtr). Cf. note to i. 317, and Elliot, “History of India,” ii. 112, 150; iv. 138; Baihaqt, ed. Morley, p. 274. It is the place where King Maṣūd was murdered.

taýtis lýin óus' ãpôdidrásk ein, k.t.l. òd theois éinai ἡμῶν
tous épimeleumónous kai ἡμᾶς toûs ánthropous òn tâv kthmátov
toûs theois éinai.

P. 174.—For the Vishnu-Purâna, vide note to i. 54. The reading Duve is not certain, as the Arabic text has only دعو.
The names Dilîpa, Dushyanta, and Yayâti have been verified by means of the index to Vishnu-Purâna.


P. 176, l. 11.—The Arabic manuscript has ISOString, i.e. âtay. For the word âtâtâja, cf. H. H. Wilson, “Essays and Lectures,” ii. 232.

P. 176, l. 19. Devâstînî.—The latter half of this word is apparently a derivation from the root swap = to sleep. In Prakrit sleep = svînî (Sanskrit svapna). Vide Vararuci, i. 3.

P. 177, l. 20.—Deotthînî, also called deotthân and diîthan. Cf. H. H. Wilson, “Glossary of Technical Terms,” pp. 133, 134, 143, and “Memoirs on the History, Folklore, and Distribution of the Races of the North-Western Provinces of India,” by H. Elliot, edited by J. Beames, i. 245.

P. 177.—The here-mentioned bhîshma-paśca-râtri seems to be identical with the bhîshma-paścakam mentioned by Wilson, “Essays and Lectures,” ii. 203.

P. 177.—The name Gauri-rî, कौरी, occurs also ii. 179, and is apparently a vernacular form for gauri-trîtyâ. Cf. Wilson, l. l. p. 185.

P. 178.—With this calendar of festivals are to be compared the treatise of H. H. Wilson, “The Religious Festivals of the Hindus,” in his “Essays and Lectures,” ii. p. 151 seg., and Garcin de Tassy, Notice sur les fêtes popu-
P. 166.—For the first quotation from *Phaedo*, 81d, cf. note to i. p. 65. The second quotation can hardly be identified with any passage in *Phaedo*. Perhaps it is derived from a commentary on the following words, 81c:—

δ'αλλ' δειλημμένην γε, οὐμαι, ὑπὸ τοῦ σωματοειδοῦς, ὃ αὐτῇ ἢ ὀμιλία τε καὶ συνονίσια τοῦ σώματος διὰ τὸ ἀεὶ ἐςαίναι καὶ διὰ τὴν πολλῇ μελέτῃ ἑνεποίησε ξύμφωνον.

P. 167.—The quotation from *Phaedo* is found 115c–116a:—

Θάπτωμεν δὲ σε τίνα τρόπον; ὅπως ἂν, ἐφη, βουλήσοιε, ἕαντερ γε λάβητε με καὶ μὴ ἐκφύγων ὑμᾶς, κ.τ.λ.

ἐγγυνόθασθε οὖν με πρὸς Κρίτωνα, ἐφη, τὴν ἑναντίαν ἐγγύνην ἢ ἢν ὀφθαλμός πρὸς δικαστὰς ἤγγυνάτο, ὀφθαλμὸν μὲν γὰρ ἢ μὴν παραμενεῖν. ὅμεις δὲ ἢ μὴν μὴ παραμενεῖν ἐγγυνόθασθε, ἐτεῖθαν ἀποθάνω, ἀλλὰ οἰκήσασθαι απιόντα, ἵνα Κρίτων ῥᾴνον φέρῃ, καὶ μὴ ὀρῶν μον τὸ σῶμα ἢ καὶ ὑπὸμεν ἢ κατορμυτόμενον ἀγανάκτη ὑπὲρ ἴμοι ὡς δεινά πάσχοντος μηδὲ—λέγῃ ἐν τῇ ταφῇ, ὡς ἡ προτιθεται Σωκράτη ἢ ἐκφέρει ἢ κατορμυτεί, κ.τ.λ.

ἀλλ' θαρρεῖν τε κρή καὶ φάναι τοῦ πον σῶμα θάπτειν καὶ θάπτειν οὖσας, ὅπως ἂν σοι φίλον ἢ καὶ μάλιστα ἡγγῇ νόμιμον εἶναι.

P. 168. *Galenus*, &c.—I do not know the Greek original of this quotation. Cf. note to i. p. 35.

P. 169.—The words of Vāsudeva are a quotation from *Bhagavad-Gītā*, viii. 24.

P. 171. *Johannes Grammaticus*.—Cf. note to i. 36.

P. 171. The two quotations from *Phaedo* are found in 62c:—

κοινὸν τοῦν αὐτήν ὃν ἄλογον μὴ πρότερον αὐτῶν ἀποκτηνώναι δεῖν, πρὶν ἀνάγκην τινὰ θέσα ἐπιτέμψῃ, ὡσπερ καὶ τὴν νῦν ἡμῖν παροῦσαν.

And 62b:—

ὅτι ἐν τοῖς φρουρὶς ἐσμεν οἱ ἀνθρωποὶ καὶ οὐ δεῖ δὴ δαυτυν ἐκ
the Hindu Shâh. The same double rule existed in Khwârizm.

About A.D. 950–975 the city of Kâbul was already Muslim, whilst the suburb was inhabited by the Hindus (and by Jews). Kâbul was the coronation-city for the Pâla dynasty, as Königsberg in Prussia for the Hohenzollerns. Even when they ceased to reside in Kâbul, they had to be crowned there.

By the Ispahbad, mentioned by Alberuni, I understand the Hindu governor who ruled over the city for the Pâla king. Our author applies a title of the Sasanian empire to the official of a Hindu empire.

In what year the negotiation referred to by Alberuni took place is not known. Perhaps under Ma‘mûn, when the city was definitely ceded to the Muslim conquerors.

It seems to have been the public opinion among Muslims that Hindus considered fornication as lawful, as Ibn Khur:dâdhbih expresses it (Elliot, "History of India," i. 13), whilst, according to Alberuni, they considered it indeed as unlawful, but were lax in punishing it.

P. 157.—The Buyide prince ‘Aḍud-aldaula, who held Persia under his sway, died A.H. 372 = A.D. 982. Not long before Alberuni wrote, the last of their dominions had been annexed to the empire of Mahmûd of Ghazna.

P. 158.—Iyâs Ibn Mu‘âwiya was judge in Basra under the Omayya Khalif Omar Ibn `Abdallâh, and died there, A.H. 122 = A.D. 740.


P. 147.—The story of the head of Brahman is part of the legend of Śiva’s fight with the Asura Jalandhara. Cf. Kennedy’s “Researches,” p. 456.

P. 149.—This and the following chapters treat of subjects which are discussed more or less in every Indian law-book, as in those of Manu, Āpastamba, Gautama, and others. Alberuni, however, does not seem to have drawn directly from any of these books, but rather from his own experience, from what his Pandits had told him, and what he himself had observed during his stay in India.

P. 153.—Allājījāj was governor of Babylonia during twenty years under the Omayyade Kalif ‘Abdulmalik (684–704) and his son Alwalid (704–714).

P. 153. That a Brahmin and a Cāndāla are equal to him.—Cf. the saying of Vyāsa, the son of Parāśara, here vol. i. p. 44.

P. 155.—On the forbidden degrees of marriage, cf. Manu, iii. 5.

P. 156.—On garbādhāna, sīmavatnayānam, &c., cf. the Dharmaśāstra of Gautama, viii. 14; also the Grihyasthātras of Asvalāyana, i. 13, 14.

P. 157. Thus, when Kâbul was conquered, &c.—The sentence added in brackets to indicate the meaning of the author’s words, as I understand them, ought to run thus: “(which proves that he abhorred the eating of cows’ meat and sodomy, but that he did not consider harlotry as anything baneful or unlawful).”

The detail in the history of Kâbul here alluded to is not known from other sources, e.g. Balâdhurī. During the Omayya Kaliphate of Damascus, both Kâbul and Sijistan bravely fought against the Muslims. During certain years they were subdued and had to pay tribute, but Kâbul always remained under the sway of its Hindu (Brahmin) kings of the Pâla dynasty. It was incorporated into the Kalif’s empire under the Abbaside Ma’mûn; it had to receive a Muslim governor, but retained at his side

P. 135.—On the vegetables which must not be eaten, cf. Manu, v. 5, and Vâsishtha, xiv. 33. Nâlī seems to be =Sanskrit nālikā.

P. 136.—The contents of this chapter are nearly related to Vishnu-Purāṇa, book III. chap. viii.

P. 137.—The story of King Râma, the Brahmin, and the Cauḍâla, taken from the Râmâyana, vide in Wilkins’ "Hindu Mythology" (Calcutta, 1882), p. 319.

Pp. 137, 138.—The two quotations of Alberuni from the Bhagavadgītā can hardly be compared with any passage in the book in its present form. Cf. note to i. 29.

P. 139.—On the abvamedha or horse-sacrifice, cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," i. 55, 56.

Pp. 140, 141.—This legend, as given on the authority of the Vishnu-Dharma, is not known to me from a Sanskrit source.

P. 142.—As the original of this quotation from the Purâṇas is not known to me, the pronunciation of some of the proper nouns remains uncertain.


P. 145.—I do not know the original of this quotation from Varāhamihira's Samhitā.

Pp. 145, 146.—The words here attributed to Śaunaka are probably taken from the Vishnu-Dharma. Cf. note to i. 54.
No. 30. The name of the thirtieth year is *dur-mukha*. Perhaps the reading *ज्ञर* has risen from a wrong division of these words (viii. 38)—

\[ \text{manmatho 'eya parataśca durmukhah,} \]

so as to represent the elements -ca dur-.

No. 34. سرب (sarva), seems to be a mistake for sarvari or sarvarin.

No. 40. *parávasu* is the reading of some manuscripts for *parabháva*. Cf. Kern, various readings to viii. 41.

No. 48. This year is called *ananda* by Kern, but the reading of Alberuni, *vikrama*, occurs also in Sanskrit manuscripts. Cf. various readings to viii. 45.

No. 56. The ندبه of the text seems to be a blunder of the copyist for *dundubhi* (viii. 50).

No. 57. *āmgaśra* or *āmgaśri*, the reading of certain manuscripts instead of *udgāri* (viii. 50).

No. 58 and 60. The words *रक्ताक्षर* (instead of *रक्ताकर* and *क्षया*, seem to be examples of a phonetic change between *ś* and *ṛ*.

The same list of names is given in *Sūrya-Siddhánta*, i. 55, note.

P. 130.—With this chapter on the four parts of the life of a Brahman cf. *Vishnu-Purāṇa*, book III. chap. ix.

P. 131.—The complete verse of Bashahār is this—

"The earth is dark, but the fire is bright,
And the fire is worshipped, since there is fire."

This is the saying of a man whose parents had come as prisoners of war from Tukhāristán on the Upper Oxus, but he was born in Başra, and lived in Bagdad under the Khalif Almahdi. As he stood under the accusation of being a heretic (Zoroastrian or Manichæan), or, according to another version, because he had composed satirical verses on the Khalif, he was, notwithstanding his great age, sentenced to be beaten, and died in consequence, A.H. 167 = A.D. 784. Cf. Ibn Khallikān, *Vita*, No. 112.

P. 134, l. i.—The south, as the direction foreboding evil, has already once been mentioned in connection with the islands Laṅkā and Vadavāmukha, *vide* i. 307, 308.
Instead of Mitra, the deity presiding over Anurâdhâ, it would perhaps be better to write Maitra, and in the Arabic میتر (Vishnu-Purâna, ii. p. 277).

The latter part of this list in the Arabic text is not free from confusion.

The regent of Uttarabhâdrapadâ is placed side by side with Pûrvabhâdrapadâ, whilst the latter station is left without its regent, which is aja ekapat (Sûrya-Siddhânta, p. 343). A part of this word seems to be extant in the square for aśvinta, which has اشو كبار. Perhaps this is to be read aśvina ajākapāḍ, اشو اجیکباد, in which case the Arabic copyist has made two blunders, dropping part of the word ajākapāḍ and placing it in the wrong square.

P. 123.—On the sixty-years cycle cf. Sûrya-Siddhânta, i. 55, and xiv. 17; Varâhamihira, Brihat-Samhitâ, viii. 20–53.


Pp. 127, 128.—The dominants of the single lustra are given in Brihat-Samhitâ, chap. viii. 23.

The names of the single years exhibit some differences from the Sanskrit text (Brihat-Samhitâ, viii. 27–52).

No. 8, پابوس instead of bhâva, has risen from a wrong division of the words of the text—

\[\text{srîmukha-bhâva-sāhvau}\]

i.e. srîmukha-bhâva-sāhvau.

No. 9, جی instead of جو = yuvan, is perhaps a mistake of the copyist of the Arabic text.

No. 15, پیش, visha (in Kern’s edition vrisha), is not a mistake, but a different reading. The word in brackets (Vrishabhâ) is to be cancelled.

No. 18, نت, natu, cannot be combined with pârthiva.

It corresponds to natam. Cf. Kern’s various readings to chap. viii. 35.
P. 106.—The author's theory of the origin of the Dībajāt has already been mentioned, vol. i. 233.

P. 110.—As to the strictures of the author on the sincerity of Brahmagupta, cf. note to p. 25 (here ii. p. 263). The passages which excited the indignation of Alberuni do not express the view of Brahmagupta, but were simply taken by him from older books—in fact, written pūrvāśstraṇusārena. Cf. Kern, translation of Brihat-Samhīta, note to chap. iii. v. 4 (p. 445).


P. 116.—On the Khaṇḍakhādyaka, the Sanskrit original of the Arabic Sindhind, cf. note to i. 153, 154.

P. 118.—On the Brihajjātakam of Varāhamihira, cf. note to i. 219.

P. 119.—Rules for finding the dominants or regents of the day, month, and year are given in the Śūrya-Siddhānta, i. 51, 52; xii. 78, 79.

P. 120.—On the srūdhava (?) of Mahādeva, not to be confounded with the book of the same title by Utpala, cf. note to i. 157.

P. 120. Table of the serpents.—The names of this table must be compared with the names in Vishnu-Purāṇa, ii. 74, 285. The words Śuku and Cakrabhasta seem to be mistakes of the Arabic copyist for Vāsuki and Cakrabhasta.

P. 121.—The names of the dominants of the planets are not known to me from a Sanskrit source. Therefore the pronunciation of some of them remains uncertain.

Pp. 121, 122.—The names of the dominants of the Nakshatras are given by A. Weber, Ueber den Vedakalender Namens Jyotisham, p. 94. Cf. also Śūrya-Siddhānta,
P. 89, l. 32.—In the Arabic text, p. 21, 15, read "الْبَـ" instead of "الْبَـ". The number of years is 1800, not 2800.

P. 90. Kālāmāsaka.—This term (also kālāmā) is explained in Sūrya-Siddhānta, note to ix. 5.

The work Ghurrat-alzijdīt, only once mentioned, is perhaps identical with the Kitāb-alghurra, which Alberuni quotes in his “Chronology” (my translation, p. 15 et passim). Its author was Abū-Muhammad Alnā'ib Alāmul, who has used the work of Ya'kūb Ibn Ṭāriḵ. Cf. note to i. 169.

P. 90, l. 21.—Emendation of the khandakhādyaka (also on p. 91), i.e. Uttarakhandakhādyaka.

On Vijayanandin (l. 26), the author of Karaṇatilaka, cf. note to i. p. 156.

P. 101.—The enumeration of mountains, here taken from the Matsya-Purāṇa, may be checked by the help of Vishnu-Purāṇa, ii. 141, note 2, and ii. 191 seq. The last name is written bahāštir in the Arabic, which I cannot identify with an Indian name. Perhaps it is a blunder for mahāštir, which might represent mahāsvāla. Vide Vishnu-Purāṇa, II. iv. p. 197.


P. 102.—The story of Soma, the husband of the daughters of Prajāpati (the lunar stations), occurs in its elements already in the Vedic period. Cf. H. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, pp. 355, 375.

P. 104.—On the Hindu theory of ebb and flow, cf. Vishnu-Purāṇa, ii. 203, 204. The two names, of which I have not found the Indian equivalents, are written baharn and vuhar in the Arabic.

P. 105. The Vishnu-Purāṇa says.—The author seems to refer to Vishnu-Purāṇa, II. iv. p. 204: “The rise and fall of the waters of the different seas is five hundred and ten (not 1500) inches” (or finger-breadths).
(1.) ighting the true distance = Sanskrit mandakarna.
(2.)  That means the true distance of the shadow's end; and
(3.)  Sinus totus, جيب الكل = Sanskrit trijot or trijya, means the sinus of three zodiacal signs or 90 degrees, i.e. the radius.

P. 74, ll. 17, 18.—Instead of TC= the Arabic manuscript has KC= which has been corrected by Dr. Schram.

P. 75, l. 34.—The lacuna must be something like the following:—"For KC must be divided by the divisor kept in memory" (Schram).

P. 78, l. 27.—The and the two following passages are not clear. Alberuni does not seem to have understood the subject, for the shadow is neither the greatest nor the mean, but the true shadow; and the shadow from which one is to subtract, i.e. 1581, is nothing else than the earth's diameter, which also is neither the mean nor the greatest, but always the same (Schram).


P. 82. Two suns, two moons, &c.—This theory, as well as the expression fish (a name for the polar star?), seem to be of Jainia origin. Cf. Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 201.

P. 84.—Cf. with this table of the Nakshatras a paper of Thibaut, "The Number of the Stars constituting the several Nakshatras according to Brahmagupta, &c.," the "Indian Antiquary," 1885, p. 43; also Colebrooke, "Essays," ii. 284, and ग्रह-सूर्य, p. 321.
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Agdūs (f), ii. 178
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Agniṣṭha, i. 302
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ahan, i. 368; ii. 26
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Ahirbudhnya, i. 342; ii. 66, 122
Ahot, ii. 180
ahorātra, i. 359
Aindrā, i. 135
Airāvata, ii. 245
Aisāya, i. 290, 297; ii. 202
Aitareya, i. 178
Aja, i. 342, 358
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Ajaśa (Ayodhya), i. 200
Ākara, i. 301
Akalā, i. 173
aksarā, i. 172
aksahubhūt, i. 179, 403, 407, 408
akshi, i. 178
Alika, i. 300
Alapūrī, i. 203
Amarāvati, i. 271
Amarāvatipura, i. 271
Amaśvāsa, i. 348; ii. 185, 197
Ambara, i. 178, 303
Ambaratāla, i. 230
Ambarāsha, i. 113
Ambashtha, i. 301
Amṛīta, i. 54, 253, 262, 344; ii. 107
Amśaka, i. 140, 144
Amśaye, ii. 227
Amśu, i. 217, 230
Amśumant, i. 217
Anala, ii. 123
Ānandapāla, i. 135; ii. 13
Ananta, i. 237, 247, 298
Anar, i. 205
Anarttika, i. 300, 302
Andhra, i. 299, 300, 301
Andhradeva, i. 173
Auddr, i. 173
ant, i. 161, 162, 163
anga, i. 176, 301
angara, i. 128
Angiras, i. 181, 215, 291, 390; ii. 127
angula, i. 166
Anhilvira, i. 153, 205; ii. 6, 7
antkint, i. 407
Anila, i. 342
Anila, i. 248
Aniruddha, i. 398
Anjana, i. 300
aka, i. 174
anta, i. 230
Antaka, i. 342
antar, i. 178; ii. 195
antaridalpa, i. 302
antariksha, i. 398
antarikshya, ii. 235
antarvedi, i. 211 (notes).
Antahsila, i. 257
antya, i. 175
antyaja, i. 101
anu, i. 387
Anubhada, i. 231
anuradha, i. 218, 391, 393; iii. 85, 86, 122, 176
Antu, i. 253
Antupta, i. 262
anuvatsara, ii. 125
Anuvisha, i. 303
apaddharma, i. 133
Apamimitri, i. 394
apana, i. 389
Apara (I), i. 394
Aparahta (I), i. 300
Aparantaka, i. 302
Apas, i. 342; ii. 122
Apastamba, i. 131
apradhlyasya, i. 372
apasa, i. 247, 248
Apar, i. 202
Apta-purana-kara, i. 237
ara, i. 215
aranya, i. 183
Aravambhasatha, i. 302
arbuda, i. 176
arbudham, i. 177
artha, i. 179
Arrda, i. 218; ii. 66, 84, 86, 121
artha, ii. 95
Arhanta, i. 119, 121
Arhata (?), ii. 142
Ari, i. 300
Arjuna, i. 29, 52, 352, 403; ii. 188
Arjunayana, i. 302
arka, i. 179, 216, 217; ii. 125
arki, i. 215
Arkuurththa, i. 200
Aru, i. 205, 260
artha, i. 178
Arthayashava (?), i. 299
Aruna, i. 259
Aruna, i. 255; ii. 143, 238
Arundhati, i. 390
Aruni, i. 394
Arva-sudhana (?), i. 303
Arya, i. 143
Aryabhata, i. 156, 166, 225, 227, 244, 246, 260, 266, 267, 268, 275, 277, 280, 370, 373, 376, 377, 386; ii. 16, 17, 18, 19, 33, 111, 190
Aryabhata (of Kusumapura), i. 176, 246, 316, 330, 385, 370
Aryaka, i. 254
Aryaman, i. 217, 242, 342; ii. 121, 199
Aryasatasa, i. 157, 386
Aryavarte, i. 173; ii. 6
Asa, i. 179
Asala (?), i. 230
Asana (?), i. 358
Asavil, i. 209
Asbatii (?), i. 215
Ascarvari, i. 387
Ashadh, i. 211, 217, 218, 357, 358, 403; iii. 86, 99, 100, 173, 176, 179, 193
Ashta, i. 178
Ashtaka, ii. 183
Ashti, i. 179
As; i. 202
Asipatavana, i. 61
Asita, i. 215; ii. 235
Aslesha, i. 218, 291; ii. 84, 121
Asmaka, i. 300, 302
Asphujit, i. 215
Asramavasa, i. 133
Asoka, ii. 180
Astagiri, i. 302
Ashtii, ii. 241
Asura, i. 90, 247, 325, 381
Asvamedha, i. 133; ii. 2, 139
A Sharek o, i. 301
Aśvamukha, i. 262
INDEX.

Balabhadra, i. 156, 157, 158, 225, 227, 236, 238, 248 (?), 241, 243, 244, 246, 273, 274, 275, 279, 281, 282, 317, 401, 403; ii. 70, 75, 187

Balabhid, ii. 127

Baladeva, i. 118

Baladevapattana, i. 301

bálágra, i. 162

Baláhaka, ii. 101

bálava, ii. 197, 199

Bali, i. 117, 129, 231 387, 396; ii. 8, 11, 145, 182

Balirájya, ii. 182

Ballávar, i. 205

Bálúka (1), i. 257

Báluváhin, i. 257

Bámahir, i. 202

Bamhánvá (not Bahmánvá), i. 21, 173, 205, 316

Benáras (Benares), i. 200

Banaváta, i. 202

Bángála, i. 158

banij, ii. 197, 199

Bájñála, i. 257

bára, i. 213

Baramutías, i. 207

Barbara, i. 261 302; ii. 129

Bardari, ii. 8

bardí (1), i. 405

barh, i. 359

Barhamál, i. 200

Bárd, i. 200, 201, 261

barkhu, i. 359, 348 (?); ii. 197

Barodá, i. 403

Barót, i. 208; ii. 105

barb, i. 259

Barahávar (Peshavar), i. 211

Bárvancat, i. 261

Bázárna (1), i. 300

báva, ii. 197, 199

Bávárij, i. 208

Bázána (?), i. 202, 205, 300

Benares, i. 22, 156, 173; ii. 146, 147

Bhádatta (?), i. 156

Bhadilá (?), i. 157

Bhadrákárán, (1), i. 299

Bhadra, i. 300, 301

bhádrapada, i. 217, 218, 340, 358, 403; ii. 8, 98, 173, 175, 177, 180, 193

Bhadrájva, i. 219

Bhaga, i. 217, 358; ii. 121, 128

bhágahára, ii. 30, 189, 190

Bhágavat, i. 265

Bhágavata, i. 121, 131
ALBERUNI'S INDIA.

Bhagavati, i. 118, 120; ii. 177, 179, 180
Bhágeya (?), i. 342
Bhágiratha, ii. 143, 144
Bháilán, i. 202
Bhaikshukt, i. 173
Bhalla, i. 303
Bhánurajas (?), i. 156
bhánû, i. 176, 215, 217
Bhánuyásas (?), (cf. Bhánurajas), i. 157
Bhánukacchra (?), i. 300
bhára, i. 165
bhar, i. 130
Bharadvája, i. 394, 398
bharanî, i. 218; ii. 84, 122
Bhírrata, i. 262, 294
Bhárrata, i. 29, 117, 132, 134; ii. 1, 147, 152
Bhárrastavara, i. 249, 294, 295, 296, 297
Bhágavata, i. 132, 215, 372, 398
Bhárra (?), ii. 120
bhárra (?), ii. 104
Bhárukaçcha, i. 301
Bháta, i. 211
Bháti, i. 205
Bhátiya, i. 173
Bhátîlî, ii. 206
Bhátul, i. 260
bhaumya, i. 215
bhaútya, i. 387
bháva, i. 127
bhavaketu, ii. 243
Bhávin (?), i. 254
Bhávishya, i. 131
bhavishya-puráña, i. 130
Bhilamála, i. 153, 267
Bhma, ii. 13
Bhtapála, ii. 13
Bhtámarat, i. 257
Bhtmasena, i. 403
Bhtsheña, i. 132
bhtshapánacarátî, ii. 177.
Bhogaprastha, i. 302
Bhogavarðhana, i. 300
Bhoja, i. 300
Bhtoteshar, i. 201, 206
bhramas, i. 92
Bhrigú, i. 77, 215, 291
Bhríguputra, i. 215
Bhriguloka, ii. 223
Bhujása, i. 342
bhukti, i. 353; ii. 80, 83, 195, 200, 205, 206, 207
bhuktyantara, ii. 195
bhûmi (?), i. 387
Bhúmihara, i. 203
bhûpa, i. 179
bhûri, i. 175
Bhúrishena, i. 387
bhúrja, i. 171
bhúrloka, i. 45, 232, 233, 238
bhúta, i. 90, 92, 93, 178
Bhítapura, i. 303
Bhuvánakośa, i. 294
bhuvarloka, i. 45, 232, 238
bibatá (?), i. 215
Bihat, i. 201
Bihrój, i. 209
bši (?), i. 165, 166
Bitra, i. 262
Bttár, i. 259
biya, ii. 197
Biyáha, i. 259, 260
Biyattá, i. 206, 259, 260
Blv (pl. plava), ii. 202
Bodha, i. 299
bodhana, i. 215
Brahmadanda, ii. 237
bhramádi (?), i. 116
Brahmagupta, i. 147, 150, 153, 154, 156, 158, 223, 224, 241, 243, 267, 272, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, 283, 312, 314, 335, 368, 369, 370, 372, 373, 374, 376, 377, 386; ii. 4, 7, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24, 28, 31, 46, 59, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 82, 90, 110, 111, 112, 186, 189, 192
brahmáhorátra, i. 331
bhrma, i. 233
brahmáloka, i. 233
brahman, i. 28, 54, 72, 77, 89, 92, 94, 100, 116, 118, 125, 129; his sons, i. 131, 134, 153, 155, 157, 159, 176, 241, 256, 266, 321, 322, seq., 331, 332, 342, 350, 352, 360, 361, 363, 369, 380, 386; ii. 2; life of, ii. 28, 63, 99, 115, 116, 118, 120, 145, 147, 199, 237
Brahman, era of, ii. 1
brahmana, 100, 102, 104, 121
brahmana (?), ii. 163
brahmánanda, i. 131, 221 seq., 237
brahmánanda-puráña, i. 130
Brahmáni, i. 119
Brahmapurá, i. 303
brahma-puráña, i. 130
Brahmaputra, i. 387
brahmashri, i. 93, 247
Brahmarupa, i. 256
Brahmasavarâni, i. 387
brAhmasiddbftiita, i. 138, 153; tablu
of couteiit8, i. 154, 223, 224, 267,
276, 352 ; ii. 110, 112

Brahmavaivarta,

95, 96, 98, 100, 109.
110, 111, 130 9fq., 149, 151, 153,
179, 180, 181, 183, 185, 191

Brahmin,

ii.

262
Biibaapati, i. 132, 398
brihaapativAra, i. 213
budha, i. 215
budhavAra, i. 213
Buddha, i. 40, 119, 121, 158, 243;
ii. 169
Buddhodana, i. 40, 380
Budhnya, i. 387
Brahmottara,

i.

L204

burlil(?),

i.

ii.

cAntima
Caraka,

131

i.

i.

Cabraliasta

(9), ii.

cadur

120

127

(1), ii.

i. 212, 217, 218, 358, 369,
394, 403 ; ii. 8, 10, 39, 48, 123,
173, 176; festivals, ii. 178. 186,
187, 193
caitra-casbati (t), ii. 179

caitra,

Caiiraka
cakhaka,
cakra,

i.

(?),
i.

i.

387

334

114, 117, 118, 341

;

ii.

101,

107
cakrasvAmiii,

i.

117

Gaksbabhadra (?),
Caksbu, i. 261
cAkshukba, i. 387

;

ii.

103

ii.

120

OaksbuB, i. 261
cAksbusba, i. 387
calaketu, ii. 241
Calitu (?), i. 137
cAm&lia, ii. 183, 184

140
G&muiidti, i. 120
camO, i. 407
cana (?), i. 163
CahcOka, i, 302
c&mara,

i.

candAla, i. 101, 239, 344, 381
137, 138, 153
CaudaiiA, i. 259

CandarAhn,

i.

;

ii.

(?), i.

159, 162,

i.

i.

ii.

ii.

134

52, 56,

325, 354, 359, 3C8 seq.,
386, 398 ; ii. 1, 2, 17, 18,
28, 57 seq., 186, 189
catusbpada, iL 197, 198, 200

caturyuga,

372

i.

Btq.,

Caulya, i. 299
caudabl, ii. 197
ii.

1

97.

cesh^bala, ii. 225
chaudas, i. 136
cbidra,L 178
cikitsA, i. 355
Ctn.n, L 261, 303 ;

ii. 239
302
i. 303
citrA, L 218, 312 ; ii. 85, 121, 127
citrabliAnii, ii. 127
Citrakil^i. 301
CitrAngada, ii. 120
Oitrapala, i. 257
CitraktitA, i. 257
Oitra4Ald, i. 255
Citrasena, L 387
C-ii-d-sara (?), ii. 143
Cola, i. 301 ; ii. 239
Colika(?), i. 301
Cyavaiia, i. 231

CipitanAsika,
Clranivasana,

i.

DADHI, i. 178, 235
dadhimaiida, i. 235
dadbisAgara, i. 156, 235
DabAla, i. 202
dabana, i. 178
dAbariya (?), i. 344
dahtn, ii. 197

DabmAbi,
Daibal,

Daihak,

260

382

301
(Jurmakliandila, i. 300
Oarmanvatf, i. 257, 259 ;
Carmaranga, L 802
Oarsbayab (!), i. 394
casbaka, L 334 seq.t 337 ;
189

Carmadvipa,

caut,

215

Osscandra,

300
173
344

Caiidrapura,

caudrAya^a,

i.

i.

i.

205

208
180

CaiidrabbAgA, i. 259
Candrablja (?), ii. 6

91, 231, 237, 247, 248,
267, 272, 279, 280, 364 ; ii. 140
daityAntara, i. 266
Daksha, i. 54, 131, 291, 387

i. 206, 259
caiidrAbargana, ii. 27
candramAna, i. 353, 354
candrsparvata, ii. 143

dakshakula, i. 357
daksbaputra, i. 387
dakshina, i. 290
PAksbinAtya, i, 300

candra^

i.

cAiidra,

i.

CaudrAba,

178, 215, 216
135, 215

;

iL 21,

101

daitya,

i.


dakshināyana, i. 356, 357
Dāmara, i. 303
damartya (?), i. 344
Damin, i. 254
Dāmodara, i. 403
dānadhārma, i. 133
Dānśk, i. 203
dānava, i. 91, 231, 237, 248, 256, 272, 330, 331
dānaviguru, i. 215
Danda, i. 303; ii. 97
Dandahāmay (?)?, ii. 176
Dandakāvana, i. 301
dantin, i. 178
Dantnra, i. 301
darada, i. 261
darśura, i. 200
darbha, ii. 130, 131
Dardura, i. 301.
Dārva, i. 303
Darvad, i. 209
dasagātikā, i. 157, 386
dasalakṣha, i. 176
dāśam, i. 175
Dāsāmeya, i. 303
Darva, i. 300
Dāsāpura, i. 301
Dāsāratha, i. 117, 306, 372
Dāsārṇa, i. 301
Dāśārṇa, i. 257
dasāshasra, i. 176
Dāśera (?), i. 302
Dāseruka (?)!, i. 300
dāsa, i. 178, 342
dasta, i. 166
Datta, i. 394
detothin, i. 177
dēsāntara, i. 312, 314, 315
dēva, i. 90, 91, 92, 95, 159, 176, 247, 248, 252, 256, 266, 272, 330, 331; ii. 63, 66, 96, 99, 139, 140, 141, 177, 279, 280, 357
devaliṣṭha, ii. 178
devaka, i. 350, 352, 369, 372
Devakṛti, i. 168
Devala, i. 132; ii. 235
devalokā, i. 233
dēvamantrin, i. 215
Dēvānīga, i. 387
dēvapitā, i. 215
dēvapurohita, i. 215
dēvasīni, ii. 176
Dēvasēṣha, i. 387
Dēvata (?), i. 387
devejya, i. 215

Devikā, i. 259
Dhāman, i. 394
Dhanānājaya, i. 231, 398
dhanisṭhā, i. 218, 291; ii. 85
dhanisṭhā, ii. 122, 124
dhanu, i. 166, 220
Dhanushman (?), i. 302
Dhanya, i. 254
Dhār, i. 202, 203
Dhārā, i. 191
dharaṇī, i. 178
dharma, i. 40, 132, 242, 291
Dharmārāṇya, i. 300
dharmasāvrnī, i. 387
Dhātri, i. 217, 238, 342; ii. 127
dhṛt, i. 178
Dhivara, i. 262
dhōla, ii. 183
Dhṛiṣṭṇa, i. 387
Dhṛitaketu, i. 387
Dhṛitarāṣṭra, i. 108, 403
dhṛiti, i. 179
Dhṛitimati, i. 394
dhṛva, i. 239, 241
dhṛvaṇgṛiha (?) ii. 180
Dhūlikā (?), i. 261
dhṛvaketu (?) ii. 242
dhūrā (?) ii. 242
dhūrāśāyha, ii. 21
Dhūtapāpā, i. 259
dhyānāgraḥādhyāya, i. 155
dībālt, ii. 182
dikṣītā, i. 102
Dīlpa, ii. 174
dīmasu, i. 359
Dīpāpā, i. 262
Dīptimati, i. 394
Dīrgahagriva, i. 302
Dīrgahakṣa, i. 302
Dīrgahamukha, i. 302
Dīvarī (Dāvīḍ), i. 173
Dīwarīdaśa, i. 173
dīs, i. 178, 179
Dīvakanbār, i. 210
Dīvākara, i. 158, 215, 217
Dīva-kūḍha, i. 210
dīvasa, i. 359
Dīvārāśa (?), i. 301
Dīvaspati, i. 387
dīvyā, i. 42, 374; ii. 235
dīvīyātorātra, i. 329
Dīvyaśattva, i. 157
dīvyāvaraḥsa, i. 369, 368; ii. 2
Dīyāmānau, i. 205
Dīkṣā (?), ii. 140
dōma, i. 101, 102
Hemakûta, i. 247, 249
hemantsa, i. 357
Hematkâla, i. 302
hemna, i. 215
Himagiri, i. 249
himagu, i. 215
himamayâkha, i. 215
himaraâmi, i. 215
Himavân, i. 302
Himavant, i. 119, 246, 247, 248, 253, 261, 284, 295, 308; ii. 179
Hindhu, ii. 129
hindolt-castra, ii. 178
Hiranmaya, i. 249
Hiranâkaâipu, i. 364
Hiranâyâkaha, l. 231; ii. 140
Hiranâyaromana, i. 394
homa, i. 128; ii. 96, 133
hora, i. 343; their names, 344
hora-pahca-hotriya (?), i. 158
horaâdipati, i. 343
Hrâdiû, i. 261, 262
Hrâshûkâsa, i. 403
Hudvuda (?), i. 300
Hûhaka (I), i. 300
Hûna, i. 300, 302
Huâthâ, ii. 127
huâthâana, i. 178
IDÁVATASARA, ii. 125
ikshu, i. 235
Ikshulû, i. 257
Ikshurâsoda, i. 235
ikhânû (I), i. 178
Ikshvâku, i. 387
iû (I), i. 230
Ilâvûta, i. 248
Indra, i. 89, 92, 93, 113, 119, 159, 217, 231, 252, 271, 292, 342, 357, 381, 386, 387, 393, 396, 398; ii. 101, 102, 115, 127, 128, 175, 216
Indradvipa, i. 262
Indradyumna, i. 262
Indradyumnasaras, i. 262
Indrágni, i. 342, 358; ii. 121
Indramaru, i. 261
Indrávâ, i. 120
Indrâvâdi (v. Antarvedi), i. 211
indriya, i. 178
indriyâpi, i. 43
Indu, i. 153, 178, 215; ii. 121
Irâva, i. 205, 260
Irâvatî, i. 259
Iśânya (I), i. 394
Ishîka, i. 300
ishîta, i. 102
INDEX.

ishu, i. 178
śavara, i. 31, 179, 361, 362, 363; ii. 127

Jadôra ( ), i. 202
Jågara, i. 280, 300
Jahrvar, i. 260, 300, 302
Jaisal, i. 206, 207, 259, 317
Jaimini, i. 127, 132
Jājhott, i. 202
Jaijama, i. 200
Jajjantr, i. 206
jalaketu, ii. 243
Jalandhar, i. 205
jalapradânika, i. 133
jalâsya, i. 178
jalatantu, i. 204
Jâmadâgini, i. 394
jambu, i. 235; ii. 129
jambudvipa, i. 235, 243, 251, 253
jana (?), i. 163
janaloka, i. 232
Janâdhana, i. 254
Janârta (?), i. 231
Jandrâ, i. 202
Jângala, i. 299
Jângala, i. 300
Jaupi, i. 200
Jâmujângâha, i. 387
Jarmapattana (?), i. 301
Jâsu (?), i. 382, 397
jâtaka, i. 100, 157
jâtakarmâ, i. 156
Jâtâsura, i. 303
Jâtâdhara, i. 301
Jâthâra, i. 301
Jatt, i. 401
Jattaraur, i. 202
Jaun (Yamunâ), i. 199, 200 seq., 206, 254, 259, 261
Jaur, Hindu king, i. 200, 209
jaya, i. 127
Jayanta (?), i. 231
Jayantit, ii. 175
Jayapâla, i. 135; ii. 18
Jimûr, i. 209
Jimûta, ii. 101
Jina, i. 119, 243
jimaloka, i. 238
Jîshu, i. 153
Jîta, i. 394
Jîtu, i. 220 (? cettham)
Jîtuma, i. 220
Jîva, i. 215, 388
Jîvâharâpani, i. 344
Jîvâsârmân, i. 157, 164; ii. 181, 182

jïha, i. 215
Jriâga, i. 802
jûga, i. 220
Jûdârî, i. 211
Jyâla (?), ii. 202
jvalana, i. 140, 141, 143, 145, 146, 178
jyaishtha, i. 217, 218, 340, 358, 403; ii. 173; festivals, i. 179, 193
jyeshtâ, i. 218; ii. 85, 86, 122
Jyotis, i. 394
Jyotishâ, i. 300
Jyotishmat, i. 394

Kâ, ii. 242
Kabandha (?), i. 231; ii. 238
Kâbul, i. 206, 259, 317; ii. 157
Kâca (?), i. 261
Kacchi, i. 208, 260
Kacchhâra, i. 303
Kacchhâya, i. 300
kadamba, i. 272
Kadarnâ, ii. 129
Kâdrâ, i. 262
Kaikaya, i. 802
Kailâsa, i. 248, 302; ii. 142, 143
Kailâvata, i. 302
Kaj, i. 260
Kajûâha, i. 203
Kakutstha, i. 176
kalâ, i. 160, 335, 337, 362
kâlabala, i. 226
kâlabhâga (?), ii. 231
Kâlajina, i. 301
Kâlaka, i. 302
kâlûnâsaka, ii. 90
Kâlanemi, i. 281
Kâlanjar, i. 202
Kalâpagrama, i. 262
kâlârâtri, i. 344; ii. 203
kâla, i. 166
Kâlatojâka, i. 300
Kâlâyûta, i. 129
Kâlayâvana, ii. 5
kâlayukta, i. 128
kali, i. 140, 382, 397; ii. 1, 198
Kalâmara, i. 262
Kâlikâ (?), i. 261
kâlikâla, ii. 1, 5
Kâliâga, i. 231, 298, 299, 301
Kâliya, i. 251
kaliyuga, i. 325, 378; description, i. 380, 387, 399; ii. 1, 4, 17, 18, 28, 59, 60; its beginning, ii. 186
Kâlktoti, i. 300
kāla, ii. 13
Kālavāla (f), ii. 121
kalpa, i. 64, 175, 279, 325, 332, 350, 352, 354, 360, 362, 368 seq., 386;
ii. 1, 15 seq., 17, 18, 23, 28, 57 seq., 118
kalpāหargana, i. 368; ii. 116
kalpana, i. 368
Kālyāna-varman, i. 158
Kamāl, ii. 13
kāma, i. 140, 141, 145, 146
kāmandaḥu, i. 118
Kambala, i. 231, 247
Kāmba, i. 302
Kāmrā, i. 201
Kāmasa, i. 340, 401, 403; ii. 180
Kāmyakavane, ii. 3
Kana, i. 802; ii. 237
Kānaśātharājya (f), i. 303
Kānbayat, i. 208
Kānčē, i. 301
Kand, i. 203
Kāṇḍakasthala, i. 301
Kāṇḍhār (Gaudhāra), i. 206
Kānd, i. 317; ii. 182.
kāndin, ii. 128
Kanik, ii. 11 seq.
Kanik-cāitya, ii. 11
Kauṭī, ii. 8
Kauṭī, i. 200, 209
Kāñka, i. 101, 238
Kāṅkā, i. 301
Kānnaka, i. 202
Kānnama, i. 173
Kanōj, i. 21, 165, 173, 198, 199,
200 seq., 261, 317; ii. 5, 8, 11, 129
Kānṭhādhāna, i. 302
kanyā, i. 219, 220
kapālaketa, ii. 241
Kāpila, i. 72, 132, 255, 302, 321, 325, 397
Kapiśāthala, i. 300
karaḥ, i. 167
kara, i. 344
Karamoda (f), i. 257
kārana, i. 155, 156, 157, 354; ii. 194
seq., 197, 198, 200
karaṇacudāmaṇi, i. 157
karaṇakahandakālīyaka, i. 156
karaṇaparatlaka, i. 157
karaṇapāta, i. 157
karaṇasaṅga, i. 156, 317, 392; ii. 7,
54, 60, 79, 80
karaṇatilaka, i. 156, 313, 343; ii. 7,
50, 60, 80, 205, 206
karaṇa (f), ii. 181
Karaśakara, i. 300
Karaṇabhāṣya, i. 259
kark (= khadga), i. 204
karkati, i. 356
karkadaṇinu (khadgaṇḍanta), i. 204
karkata, i. 220
Karkota, ii. 120
Karkotaka, i. 217; ii. 120
Karl, town, i. 317
Karma, i. 202, v. Krama
Kāman, i. 321
Kāmaneṣṭika, i. 301
Kārmara, i. 231
karmendriyaṇi, i. 44
Karna, i. 133
Karpaprāvarṇa, i. 262, 300, 302
Karnaka, i. 173, 301; ii. 135
Karnākadesa, i. 173
kāraṇa, i. 163
kārittika, i. 217, 218, 358, 403; ii. 98, 173, 177; festival, ii. 182, 189, 193
Kārītikāyana, i. 54
Karūr, ii. 6
Kāruṣa, i. 300
Karvā, i. 300
Kāśicāra, i. 296
Kashmir, i. 21, 22, 108, 126, 135,
173, 174, 205, 206 seq., 211, 258,
303, 317, 391, 393; ii. 8, 9, 104,
148, 178, 181
kāśi, i. 336 seq., 362
Kāśi, i. 299, 300
Kāśyapa, i. 216, 242, 252, 291, 394;
ii. 96, 100
Kāśyapapura, i. 298
Kāntānta, i. 135
Kātyāyana, i. 131.
katt, i. 206
kaulava, ii. 197, 199
Kaumāri, i. 120
Kavinda, i. 303
Kauṅkuma, ii. 238
Kauṇara, i. 403
Kaurbha, i. 220
Kausalaka, i. 301
Kauṣṭhik, i. 259
Kauṣṭibha, i. 261
Kauverya, i. 301
Kāvan, i. 259
Kavara, i. 261
Kavāsthāna (f), i. 302
Kāveri, i. 257
Kavini, i. 261
INDEX.

Kavita, i. 206
Kavya, i. 394
Kavyabhis, i. 259
Keral, i. 299
Keralak, i. 301
Kedādhara, i. 302
Kasari, i. 231
Kesava, i. 218, 361, 362, 408
Keśara, i. 342; ii 121
Ketu, ii. 284, 236
KetumAlai, i. 249
keterOpa, iL 236
kba, i. 178, 286, 236
Kbajara, i. 802
Khadira, ii. 99
Khaḍa, i. 166, 296, 802
khaḍaakabAlyaka, i. 166, 812; ii 7, 46, 49, 60, 79, 88, 86, 87, 90, 91, 116, 119, 184, 187
khaḍaakabAlyakaṭippA'(?), i. 166
khan, i. 127
Kharapatha, i. 262
kharva, i. 175, 176, 177
Khasa, i. 262
Khasha, i. 301, 303
Khasha, i. 302
Khandu, i. 179
Kumbbakarna, ii. 3
Khyātī, i. 387
Kikindi, i. 209
Kikara, i. 262
Kila, i. 128
Kīnārā, i. 262
Kidpurusha, i. 249, 251, 262; ii. 142
Kinnara, i. 91
Kinetuguna, ii. 197, 198
Kīrā, i. 259
Kīrā, i. 303
Kīrā, ii. 237
Kīrāta, i. 262, 300, 302, 303
Kīrī (v. Kandī), ii. 182
Kīrpa (?), i. 267
Kīrva (?), i. 257
Kīndya, i. 299
Kīshkindha, i. 300, 301
Kīlaku, i. 167
Kodara (?), i. 300
Kokala, i. 303
Kolivana, i. 300.
Kollagiri, i. 301
Kokkana, i. 301
Kopa, i. 305
Kopa, i. 300
Kosala, i. 299, 300, 301
Koṭi, i. 92, 175, 176, 177, 236, 248, 284, 308, 304
Kotipadma, i. 176
Krāla (?), i. 300; ii. 202
Krama, ii. 262 (v. notes)
KraThanaka, i. 231
Kratu, i. 390
Kreusa, i. 235, 302
Kravya, i. 302
Krīchra, ii. 172
Krītfā, i. 60
Kripa, i. 394
Kripa-samudra, i. 301
krītaha, i. 61, 231, 255, 257, 398
krītaphāṭum, i. 230
krītaphāṭaka, i. 359
Krithnavādūrya, i. 301
krita, i. 178, 377
KritaMāla, i. 257
Kritābhajya, i. 398
KrauNacvāpa, i. 235, 254, 301
kritayuga, i. 116, 373; description, i. 379; ii. 182; its beginning, i. 390, 397, 399; ii. 186
kritī, i. 179; ii. 129
kritikā, i. 140–145, 218, 291, 344; ii. 84, 121
Kriṣa (?), i. 383
Kriya, i. 220
Kroṇa, i. 344
Krodha, ii. 128
Krodhin, ii. 128
Kroṣa, i. 166, 167, 275
Krūra (?), i. 261
krūrākshi (?), i. 215
kshatrya, i. 101, 104, 125, 247, 388; ii. 95, 98, 136, 155, 157, 161, 162, 170, 191
kṣaya, ii. 128
Kahemadhūtra (?), i. 303
Kahetrapāla, i. 120
Kahtra, i. 235, 284
Kahtridaka, i. 235
Kahudramina, i. 303
Kahairita (?), ii. 186
Kahana, ii. 335, 337
Kahāra, i. 235
Kubata, i. 261
Kubera, i. 119; ii. 115
Kucika, i. 303
Kūḍaišhahr (?), ii. 181
Kudava, i. 162, 163, 164, 165
Kuhā, i. 259
kuja, i. 215
Kukura, i. 300
kula, i. 356
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Kulārjaka, i. 207
Kulata, i. 261
Kulika, i. 344, 345
Kulinda, i. 288, 300
kūtra, i. 220
kūlāta, i. 303
Kūltalhabha, i. 302
Kula, i. 299
Kumārt, i. 257
kumbha, i. 220
kumbhakarna, ii. 3
Kumbhaka, i. 321
Kumuda, i. 256; ii. 243
Kumudvati, i. 257
Kunetha, i. 303
Kuṣāñadār, i. 301
Kāṇk, i. 200
Kukan (Konkan), i. 203
Kuntala, i. 298, 300
Kupatha (?) i. 262
kūra-babyā (?) i. 156
Kuraha, i. 200
Kurava, i. 302
kūrma, i. 131
kūrmakarṇa, i. 297
kūrmi-puraṇa, i. 180
kuroh, ii. 66
Kuru, i. 132, 249, 262, 292, 299, 380
Kurukshetra, i. 308, 316; ii. 147
Kurura, i. 254
kuṣa, i. 235, 397
kuśadvipa, i. 235, 254, 325
Kusakāna, i. 262
Kusāpāvarana, i. 262
Kusārtha, i. 206
kusuma, i. 140, 146
kusumakāra, i. 357
Kusumanaga, i. 301
Kusumapura, i. 316, 380, 335, 370
kutāra, i. 120
kutiśa, i. 181
Kuṭṭ, i. 205
kuṭṭaka, i. 155

La, i. 140
Ladda (?) i. 205
laghu, i. 138
Lagatūrūnā, ii. 13
laghu, i. 145, 146
Lahore, i. 259
Lahūr, i. 208
laksha, i. 175, 236, 284
Lakshmi, i. 54; ii. 182
lālābhaksha, i. 61
Lambhān, i. 259, 317; ii. 8
Lāmpāka, i. 300

Lambagā, i. 259; ii. 8
Lāgāłinti, i. 257, 2
Lākā, i. 209, 267, 268, 301, 308, 306 sqq., 316, 370
Lārakī, i. 209
Lārdeh, i. 205
Lārī, i. 173
Lāte, i. 153, 268, 269, 280
Lāṁdēsa, i. 173
Lauhāvar (Lahore), i. 206, 209
Lauhūr, castle, i. 317
Laukāyata, i. 132
laukikakāla, ii. 9, 54
lava, i. 236, 337, 369
lavāṇa, i. 235
lavāṇamuhti, i. 156
lavānasmudra, i. 235
Likūtā, i. 131
likhyā, i. 162
liṅga, i. 117, 131, 181; ii. 102, 103
Littā (?), i. 300
liyasa, i. 220
locana, i. 178
Lohāvar, ii. 8
lokakāla, ii. 8
lokānanda, i. 157
Lōnt, ii. 6
Loharānt, i. 205, 208, 260, 316
Lohitā, i. 259
Lohitā, i. 231; ii. 143
Lohitanadi, ii. 143
Lohitya, i. 301
loka, i. 59, 232, 238
lokāloka, i. 236, 237, 249, 284, 286
lokapāla, i. 247
Lōpa, (?) i. 257

Maddhyandā (?), ii. 142
Madhava, i. 403
Madhira (?) i. 300
Madhū, i. 394
Madhusūdana, i. 403
madhya (?), i. 140, 141, 143, 144, 145, 146, 175
madhyadesa, i. 173, 198, 251, 290
madhyaloaka, i. 59
madhīyma, ii. 195
madhyamāya, ii. 228
Madra, i. 302
Madrakā, i. 303
madri (?) i. 161
Madura, i. 298
mālyā (?), i. 252
Maga, i. 21, 121
Magadha, i. 299
Magadhi, i. 262, 298, 301
INDEX.

Malava, i. 173, 191, 202, 249, 299
300, 303, 306
Malavartika, i. 299
Malaya, i. 200, 247, 257, 301
Malayaparvata, i. 248
Mālindya, i. 301
Mall, i. 300
Malvār, i. 173
Malvash, i. 173
Mālīyavant, i. 248
māna, i. 166, 323, 355
Mānabala, i. 308
manas, i. 44
mānasa, i. 157, 247, 255, 256, 366; ii. 143, 245
Mānasottama, i. 256
manda, i. 215; ii. 142
Mandaga, i. 255
Mandagir, i. 203
Mandalthak, i. 206
Mandakint, i. 257; ii. 142
Mandakkakor, i. 317
Mandavāhint, i. 257
Māṇḍāvya, i. 157, 300, 302, 303
Mandeha, i. 254
māṅgala, i. 178, 215, 261
māṅgalabāra, i. 213
manguniha (?), ii. 245
maniketu, ii. 243
Maṇipimāṇ, i. 302
Manitha, i. 157
manmatha, ii. 127
Manojava, i. 387
mānasartagū, ii. 183
Manu, i. 151, 152, 157, 179, 241, 386; bis children, 387, 393; ii. 110, 111, 119, 127, 162
manusbyāhorātra, i. 328
manusbyāloka, i. 59
manvantara, i. 179, 241, 291, 359, 381, 367, 369, 372 seq., 386 seq.; their names, 387, 393, 398; ii. 1, 2, 17, 118, 119
Mara, i. 261
Maraṅga, i. 302
mārgaṇa, i. 178
mārgaṭhāra, i. 217, 218, 353, 402, 403; ii. 10, 174; festivals, 189, 193
marici, i. 163, 242, 390
Mārīkala, i. 302
Mārtigāla, ii. 8
Mārkandeya, i. 54, 131, 241, 321, 340, 360, 372, 386; ii. 2, 3, 64, 66
mārkandeya-purāṇa, i. 130
Maru, i. 261, 300
A
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Maroutpattana, l. 301
Marukucos, l. 302
Marut, ii. 199
mása, i. 179, 359
māśārdham, i. 178
māsā, i. 160, 161, 162, 163, 164;
ii. 206
Mashaka (I), i. 299
māsopavāsa, ii. 173
Māthara, i. 302
Mathurā, i. 300, 308, 401, 403; ii. 5
mātrā, i. 139, 140
mataya, i. 131, 300
Mātaya, i. 262
mataya-purāṇa, i. 130, 168, 235,
236, 247, 248, 251, 252, 254, 255,
258, 261, 271, 284, 285, 286, 295;
ii. 62, 65, 101, 102, 142, 245
Mau, i. 157
mausala, i. 133
māyā, i. 344
Međa, i. 300
Medhādhriti, i. 394
Megha, i. 231
Meghavān, i. 302
Mekala, i. 300, 301
Meru, i. 243 seq., 257, 265, 271, 274,
302, 303, 305, 316; according to
the Buddhists 326, 327, 329; ii.
82, 96, 129, 142
mēsha, i. 220
mēshādi, i. 357
Mihrrān, i. 260
mīmāṁsā, i. 132
mna, i. 220
Mithilā, i. 301
mithuna, i. 219, 220
Mīrat (Meerut), i. 205
Mitra, i. 217, 242, 342; ii. 122, 199
Mitrākhyā, ii. 115
mleccha, i. 19, 302; ii. 137
modaka, i. 136
moksha, i. 70, 80; ii. 133
mokshadharma, i. 133
mora, i. 166
Mṛavarta, i. 249
Mṛiga, i. 255
mṛigadānchāna, i. 137; ii. 102
mṛigāśīras, ii. 86
mṛigāśṭhāna, i. 218, 342; ii. 84, 121
mṛigavāyilā, ii. 91
mṛitasamjñīvan, i. 254
mṛittāla, i. 230
mṛityasāra, i. 344
Mṛityu, i. 398
Mṛina, i. 261

Mucukunda, i. 231
Mudrakaraka (?), i. 299
Muhrrān (Sindhi), l. 204
muhārta, i. 239, 287, 337, 338 seq.,
341; their names, 342, 366; ii.
118, 119, 248, 244
Mukta, i. 301
mula, i. 218, 298; ii. 85, 122, 179
Mūlasthāna, i. 298
muṣṭrikōṇa, ii. 225
Mūlika (?), i. 300
Mūltān (mūlasthāna), i. 21, 116, 153,
205, 211, 240, 260, 300, 302, 308,
317; ii. 6, 8, 9, 54, 145, 148, 184
Mundla (?), i. 299
Mungiri, i. 200
Munha, i. 208
muni, i. 93, 178, 238
Munja, i. 231
Muru, i. 397
Mūshīka, i. 299
Muttai, ii. 178

Nabāsa (?), i. 837
Nābhāga, i. 394
nāḍī, i. 335
naga, i. 178
nāga, i. 91, 178, 247, 267, 344; ii.
120, 197, 198
Nāgadvipa, i. 296
nāgaloka, l. 59
nāgara, i. 173
Nāgarāyura, i. 156
Nagaraśanavrītta, i. 257, 296
Nāgarājuna, i. 189
Nagarkot, i. 260; ii. 11
Nagha, i. 394
nagha, i. 121
Nagaparna, i. 301
Nabhusa, i. 93
Nalpāl, i. 201
nairṛita, i. 290, 297, 301
nairṛiti, ii. 203
naisargika, ii. 215, 227
naisargikabala, ii. 227
Naitika (?), i. 300
nakha, i. 179
nakabatrama, ii. 64
nakabatramāna, i. 353, 354
nakabatranāthā, i. 216
Nakula, i. 403
Nalaī, i. 300
nalī, ii. 185
Nalikera, i. 301
Nalint, i. 261, 262
nalva, i. 166
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>nishkubāda ( ), i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td>Nishprakampe, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td>Niśvara, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>nitala, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>nivra, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>niyutam, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>nripa, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>Nyāśīhahavāna, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>Nūr, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>nyagrodha, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>nyarbuda, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>nyāyabhāṣā, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>om, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>oḍāḍ ( ), ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>Odra, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>PADA, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>pāda, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>145, 147, 143, 150, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>padamāsa, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>Pādha, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>131, 175, 176; ii. 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>padmaketu, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403</td>
<td>Padināthāhi, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>Padma-Tulya ( ), i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>Paduṅr, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>Pahlava, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>Palla, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>paitāmaḥa, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>Pājaya ( ), i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>Paksā, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>143, 145, 146, 173, 359; ii. 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>pala, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>164, 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>palāśa, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>Palāmint, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Pahlava, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>pāli, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>Palola, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387</td>
<td>Pāñcahasta, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>pancāhā, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>Pāńcāla, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>paṇca mātara, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>paṇca-siddhāntikā, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>Pañcarāṇa, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>Pañcaśikha, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>pañcatantra, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>Pancāhr, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>Pāndava, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pāndava-kāla, ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pāndu, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>Pāṇḍya, i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Pāṇjū, i.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pānīpat, i. 205
pāntya, i. 235
Panjāyavār (?) , i. 209
pantī, i. 166
pañagratha, i. 216
Parā, i. 257, 259
parākā, ii. 173
paramapada, ii. 2
parasadana, i. 176
parārdha, i. 174, 175, 393
parārdhakalpa, i. 388
Parāśara, i. 44, 63, 107, 131, 157, 369, 388, 394, 397; ii. 96, 208, 235
Parāśāva, i. 302
Parasūrāma, i. 380
parasyadvadha, ii. 208
Pārata, i. 302
parāvasu, i. 128
Parāśivara, i. 153
pariddhāvin, ii. 128
Parikṣaṭa, i. 77, 113
parivatasa, ii. 125
Pāryāṭa, i. 247, 257, 259, 300
Parjanya, i. 217, 394
Parnāśa, i. 257, 259
pārthivā, i. 42; ii. 127
pārītīn, i. 220
parvan, i. 132; ii. 115 seq., 119, 191
Parvān, i. 259
parvata, i. 140, 141, 148, 145, 146, 178; ii. 101, 199
Parvatamaru, i. 262
parvatī (?) , ii. 181
pāścima, i. 290
pāśāhānabhūmi, i. 230
Pāśupāla, i. 303
pātā, ii. 207
pātāla, i. 59, 230, 397; ii. 140
Pāṭaliputra, i. 200
pātañjala, i. 8
Patañjali, i. 27, 55–56, 66–70, 76, 80, 81, 82, 87, 93, 132, 189, 232, 234, 235, 236, 238, 248
Pathēvāra, i. 299
patd, i. 407
patṛīn, i. 178
Paulīsa, i. 153, 266
Pausṭa, i. 301
Paurava, i. 303
pauha, i. 217, 218, 353, 403; ii. 174, 177; festivala, 183, 193
pāvaka, i. 178
pavana, i. 178
Pāvanta, i. 261, 262
pavitra, ii. 130
Payoshni, i. 257
Phalguṇa, i. 302
phāguṇa, i. 217, 218, 358, 403; ii. 174; festivala, 183, 193
Phaṇiktāra, i. 301
Phenaṅgirī, i. 303
ptflumant (?) , ii. 129
piṅḍa, ii. 104
Pindāraka, i. 120
Pīṅgala, i. 187; ii. 123
Pīṅgalaka, i. 303
Pinjaur, i. 205
Pipāyala, i. 257
Pitruvāṇa (?) , i. 158
Pitābika (?) , i. 257
pisāca, i. 58, 90, 92, 247; ii. 236
Pīta, i. 255
pitabāhūmi, i. 230
pitāmaha, i. 178, 361
pitanda (?) , ii. 142
pitara, i. 89, 93, 232, 248, 330, 357; ii. 121, 128, 133
pitri, i. 312
pitṛiloṣka, i. 233, 236, 239; ii. 233
pitṛināhāborātra, i. 328
pitṛipakṣa, i. 180
pitṛya, i. 358
Pitara, i. 394
plakṣa, i. 235
plava, ii. 128
plavanga, ii. 128
Pojjihana (?) , i. 300
prabhava, ii. 127
Pradhyumna, i. 118, 158, 398
Prāgyotisaha, i. 299, 301
prahara, i. 337
Prasūla, i. 365
prajāpatī, i. 59, 92, 94, 159, 291, 357
398; ii. 102, 121, 125, 127, 236
prakṛiti, i. 41
pratikā, i. 453
pramāna, i. 453
pramādin, ii. 123
pramāṇthin, ii. 127
pramoda, ii. 127
Pranukha (?) , i. 387
pranā, i. 277, 334 seq., 337, 339, 361, 394
Prāṣṭārdri, i. 302
praśna-gūḍhāmane (?) , i. 190
prastha, i. 162, 163, 164, 165
prasthāna, i. 153
prathama, i. 295
Prathanga (?) , i. 299
Pratīmaujas, i. 394
Pratragīra (?) , i. 299
Prayaga, i. 200; ii. 170, 241
prāyaścitta, i. 355
prayuta, i. 175, 176, 177
preta, i. 90
Prishaka, i. 262
pritamā, i. 407
prithū, i. 289
Prithūdakavāmin, i. 158
Prithuvasāmin, i. 316
Priyavata, i. 241, 387
Proshṭhapada, ii. 127
puhā (?), ii. 180.
pūhava (?), ii. 183
Pūhānga (i), i. 299
Pūhala, i. 390
Pulastya, i. 390
Pulindra, i. 300
Pulisa, i. 153, 154, 168, 169, 224, 226, 275, 276, 278, 312, 313, 316, 335, 339, 370, 374, 375, 376, 377; ii. 4, 18, 19, 24, 31, 41, 42, 58, 67, 69, 70, 72, 74, 91, 167, 190, 192, 203
Pulisa-siddhāuta, i. 153, 177, 275, 338; ii. 31
Pūkala, i. 302
Pūkara, ii. 147
Puleya, i. 300
Pulinda, i. 262
punarvasu, i. 218; ii. 66, 84, 121, 176, 180
Pūkula (i), i. 157, 366, 367
Pūjhātri, i. 303
punyākāla, ii. 187, 191, 192
puraṇas, i. 92; ii. 136
Puraṇa, i. 130, 233, 238, 264, 273, 283; ii. 110, 113
Purandara, i. 387, 397
pūrāṇatku, ii. 183
Purika, i. 301
Pūrṇa, i. 262
pārṇimā, i. 348; ii. 185, 197
purobita, ii. 132
Purābāvār (Peshavar), i. 206, 259, 317
Purābāvār (Peshavar ?), i. 338
Puru, i. 387
puruṣa, i. 31, 40, 321
purusha, i. 324, 328, 333, 350, 351, 360, 386; ii. 118
Puruṣādāda, i. 300
purushahoratra, i. 382
Purushaparvata, i. 248
Purushādāvar (s. Purushāvār), ii. 11
pūrva, i. 290
pūrvabhadrapāda, i. 218, 240; ii. 85, 122
Pūrvedesa, i. 173
pūrvaphalgūni, i. 218, 291; ii. 85, 121, 128
pūrvābhūdhā, i. 218, 291; ii. 85, 122
pūshāhan, i. 217, 342, 358; ii. 122
pushanāli (?), i. 181
Pushkala, i. 254
Pushkalavat, i. 302
pushkara, i. 235, 254, 261; ii. 120
pushkaradvipa, i. 235, 255, 256, 284, 286
Pushpejāti, i. 257
pushya, i. 218, 291; ii. 66, 84, 121
pūthi, i. 171
pūyattanu (?), ii. 134
Rāda (?), i. 251
Rahab, i. 261
rāhu, i. 293; ii. 234
rāhucakrā, i. 292
rāhunrākaraṇa (?), i. 157
rāj, ii. 11
nībhyā (?), i. 387
raivāta, i. 387
Raivatak, i. 302
raja, i. 162
rājadharma, i. 133
Rājagirī, i. 205, 208
Rājanya, i. 302
rājasthī, i. 93
rajas, i. 40, 399
Rājauri, i. 202
Rājāvart, i. 208
rākasa, i. 89, 90, 91, 92, 281, 247, 248, 252; ii. 3, 128
rakta, i. 215
raktebhami, i. 230
raktākaha (?), ii. 128
raktāman, i. 190
Rāma, i. 117, 121, 166, 209, 258, 306, 307, 310, 372, 380, 397; ii. 3, 137
Rāman (?), i. 257
Rāmāyana, i. 307, 310; ii. 3
Raneśhār (?), i. 209
Rānahe (?), i. 209
Rāmyaka, i. 249
randhra, i. 178
Rānka, i. 192
rasi, i. 42, 178, 188
rasaśala, i. 230
rādayana, i. 80, 188, 191, 198
rasayaṇa-tantra, i. 156
Rāśtri, i. 301, 303
raṇi, i. 178
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarayusati (?), ii. 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śarīra, i. 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surpa, ii. 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarpā, i. 588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarptā, ii. 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surpa, i. 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvuti, i. 257, 261, 405; ii. 105, 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarva, i. 259, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarvadhārin, ii. 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarvajñā, ii. 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śarvasti (?), ii. 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvavrata, i. 887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saryāti, i. 887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śāśalakāhaka, ii. 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śādeva, i. 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śāśidāvavṛttī, i. 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śāhin, i. 178; ii. 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āstra, ii. 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sat, ii. 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śātāhāra, i. 218; ii. 85, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śātādyumna, i. 357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śātaka, i. 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śataratūṅka, i. 396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stāma, i. 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śātānīka, i. 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śatarudra, i. 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śaṭātrahaka, i. 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saṭṭātapana, i. 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śaṭṭāvahana, i. 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satīn, ii. 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sattra, i. 844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satva, i. 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sātya, i. 257, 394, 399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sātyaka, i. 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atyāloka, i. 223, 224, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāulika, i. 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāumya, i. 69, 215, 294, 344, 345, 358; ii. 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śaunaka, i. 77, 113, 126, 330; ii. 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sauptika, i. 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saura, i. 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saurāhārīkara, ii. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saurāmaṇa, i. 353, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāuvīra, i. 296, 300, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāva, i. 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śavale, i. 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāvana, i. 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāvana, i. 328; ii. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāvanābhārīka, ii. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāvanamāna, i. 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savahūla, i. 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savara (?), i. 300, 307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāvarṇī, i. 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>savitā, ii. 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>savīτi, i. 216, 217, 398; ii. 121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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śāyaka, l. 178
ścorvar (l), l. 394
śenāmukha, l. 407
śeṣa, l. 281
śeṣhākhya, l. 237
śetubandha, l. 209, 307
śetuka, l. 299
śeṣṭukya, l. 215, 227
śeṣhakṇa (l), l. 267
śamlāś, l. 206
śarvā, l. 200
śarvat, l. 259
śahṣṭyāda, i. 5, 6, 123, 124, 129
śat, l. 178; ii. 177
śhatalār (ṣatāl), l. 259, 260
śatparaśākā, i. 158
śhathumāna (l), i. 300
śhidda (l), i. 59
śhilahat, l. 201
śhiraba, l. 205
śhāmāhina (l), l. 259
śwā (l), l. 165
śiika, l. 301
śibīra, l. 301
śiddha, l. 93, 192, 233, 247
śiddhamātrikā, i. 173
śiddhānta, l. 158, 155; of Pulisa, 224, 266, 339, 374; ii. 13
śiddhapura, i. 267, 268, 303, 304
śiddhārtha, ii. 128
śiiki, l. 262, 387
śīlāta, l. 230
śamaṭhunayamam, ii. 156
śina, l. 220
śimhala, l. 301
śimhāla, l. 233
śimhika (l), i. 111
śind, l. 178, 198, 206, 259, 261, 270, 298, 300, 302, 310, 387; ii. 6, 8, 15, 48, 104, 129, 132
śindhuṣāgara, l. 260
śingalāb, i. 209
śinī, l. 257
śīprat, l. 259
śīrva (l), l. 257
śīrṣa, i. 127
śīrṣapikāviti, i. 125
śīrṣa, l. 357
śīṣāmāra, l. 231, 241, 242
śīkapāla, i. 165, 340, 341
śīt, l. 215; ii. 239
śītka, l. 249
śīṭa, l. 261
śīṭa, i. 178
śīṭadikā thin, i. 215
śīṭakāla, l. 357
śatāmāśu, l. 179, 215, 216
śītāmayakhamāla, ii. 125
śītarasmi, l. 215
śīva, l. 131, 343, 362, 363; ii. 129
śīvapura, l. 261
śiṣṭārātri, ii. 184
śkanda, l. 118, 181; ii. 140
śkanda-purāṇa, l. 180
śkandha, a metce, l. 144
śrī, l. 128
śloka, i. 127, 182, 147
śmāsūrāḥ, l. 301
śrūtī, i. 121, 352, 372, 373, 374, 386; ii. 110, 111
śneha, l. 254
śokakrīt, ii. 128
śoma, l. 215, 216, 252, 253, 342; ii. 103, 129
śomabāra, l. 213
śomadatta, l. 239
śomagṛaha, l. 216
śomamantra, ii. 97
śomānta, l. 117, 161, 165, 189, 205, 208, 261, 357, 405; ii. 9, 103, 104, 176
śoma-purāṇa, i. 180
śomasūkha, l. 299
śona, l. 257
śoahini, l. 344
śparās, l. 42
śphuta, ii. 195
śphutāya, l. 228
śravula, i. 218; ii. 95, 99, 122
śravula, i. 211, 217, 218, 358, 403; ii. 98, 173, 176; festivals, 179, 193
śrī, l. 118, 119; ii. 6, 199
śrīdāma, l. 408
śrī Harā, ii. 5
śrīmadīkha, ii. 127
śrīngārdī, l. 249
śrīgavanta, l. 248
śrivāla, l. 164, 240
śrpavata, l. 248
śrīsēna, l. 153, 266, 376; ii. 111
śrīśrī, l. 257
śrīdāma (l), l. 158, 334, 336, 344, 361; ii. 6, 120, 192, 201-203
śtāmāna (l), l. 387
śtambha, i. 394
śthānabala, l. 225
śtrirāja, l. 302
śubhā, i. 294
śubhā, l. 209
śubha, i. 344
śubhakrīt, ii. 128
INDEX.

sidrā, i. 101, 125, 247, 302; ii. 6, 95, 98, 136, 150, 152, 155, 157, 163, 170, 191
Sugriva, i. 156
Sukma, i. 300; ii. 101
Suka (f), ii. 120
Sukhā, i. 271
Sukhāpura, i. 271
Sukla, i. 127
Suklabhūmi, i. 230
Suklapaksha, i. 359
Sukrā, i. 132, 215, 358, 394; ii. 121, 199
Sukrabāra, i. 213
Sukrīta, i. 262
Sukṛiti, i. 394
Sukshetra, i. 387, 394
Sukti, i. 257
Suktiśām (?), i. 247
Suktimatt, i. 257
Sukūrda, i. 261
Śūla, i. 119, 210
Śaladanta, i. 231
Śalikā, i. 300, 302
Śamālī, i. 231
Śumānas, i. 255
Śumantu, i. 127
Śumedhar, i. 394
Śunnām, i. 206
Śūnya, i. 178
Śuprayogā, i. 257
Sūra, i. 235
Śurasena, i. 257
Śurakāhās, i. 231
Śūrasena, i. 299, 300, 302
Śūrabhās, i. 300
Śurejya, ii. 127
Surenā, i. 251
Śrī, i. 217
Śūrpa, i. 163
Śūrpaśakāna, i. 300
Śūrpaśakāka, i. 300
Śūryā, i. 179, 215
Śūrtyādri, i. 301
Śūrtyāputra, i. 215
Śūryāālādānta, i. 158
Śusembhūvyā, i. 387
Śuvānti, i. 387
Śūshmā, i. 254
Śūtaka, i. 355
Śutāla, i. 230
Sutala, i. 230
Sutapras, i. 394
Sutaya, i. 394
Śūtra, i. 158
Suvarṇa, i. 160, 161, 162, 163, 164
Suvarṇabhūmi, i. 303
Suvarṇādhīpika, i. 210; ii. 106
suvarṇavarna, i. 230
svādāda, i. 235
Śvamukha, i. 302
Śvāpada, i. 231
Śvāgbhūmi, i. 262
śvāgbhūpāna, i. 133
śvarolaka, i. 45, 232, 233, 397
śvārociśa, i. 387
śvārociśya, i. 387
Śvastikāśaya, i. 281
Śvāt, ii. 162
svāti, i. 218, 391; ii. 85, 99, 100, 121
Śvayambhū, i. 398
śvayamūcika, i. 241, 387
Śveta, i. 248; ii. 142
śvetaketu, i. 242
Śyāmāka, i. 308
Śyāvabala (f), ii. 208
Taittīla, ii. 179, 199
Tākeśar, i. 208; ii. 8
Takshaka, i. 231, 247; ii. 120
Takshāśila, i. 302
tala, i. 290
tāla, i. 167, 230
Tālalaha, i. 302
tālaka, i. 188
Tāракrut (f), i. 302
Tālakūna (f), i. 500
Tālikāta, i. 301
Tāmalipata, i. 262
Tāmalipitikā, i. 301
Tāmara, i. 262, 300
tamas, i. 40, 237, 399
Tamasā, i. 257
tāmasa, i. 300
tāmasakilaka, ii. 234, 238
tāmbiru, i. 220
Tāmrā, i. 259
Tāmaliptika, i. 299
Tāmaraparna, i. 301
Tāmaravarna, i. 257, 296
Tānu, i. 203, 205, 209, 298
tandu, i. 204
Tāneshar, i. 117, 199, 205, 300, 302, 316, 317; ii. 103, 145, 147
Tāṇgaṇa, i. 303
Tāukaṇa, i. 301
tantra, i. 155, 156
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Tanvat (?), i. 201
Tapana, i. 178
Tāpasaśrama, i. 301
Tapasvin, i. 394
Tēpl., i. 257
Tapodhātī, i. 394
tapola, i. 233
Tapomārti, i. 394
taporti, i. 394
tapottakamba, i. 56
Tāra (?), i. 303; ii. 64
Taratākāla, i. 231
taranā, ii. 64
tarana, ii. 127
tārī, i. 171
tārṣkṣa-purāṇā, i. 130
Tarojanapāla, ii. 13, 14
Tard, i. 201
Tarūpana (?), i. 300
Taskara, ii. 238
tattva, i. 44, 179
Tattvadarśa (?), i. 394
taukaśika, i. 220
Tavalāshar, i. 208
Tharpura (?), i. 300
thōhar (Sindhi), i. 192
Tisurī, i. 202
tikan(?)-yātrā, i. 158
tillita (?), i. 300
Tilvat, i. 201
Timingilāsana (?), i. 301
tiraglōka, i. 59
Tisira, i. 254, 372, 380
tithi, i. 179; ii. 194, 195, 201-203
Tulā, i. 257
tōla, i. 160, 162
trugagāttata (?), ii. 192
troki, trobi, ii. 197
Trawpira, i. 300
trajanī, ii. 183
traśaṇya, i. 344
trayam, i. 178
Trayyāruna, i. 398
trētā, i. 372
treṣāyuga, i. 253, 373, 397, 398; ii. 186
Tridhamana, i. 398
Tridivā, i. 257, 362
Trigarta, i. 300, 302
triguma (?), i. 173
trimahākṣha (?), ii. 191
trimahāśaka (?), ii. 191
trimagrā, i. 178
trikāla, i. 178
trikātu, i. 178
Trikūta, i. 248

Trilocanapāla, ii. 13, 14
Trinetra, i. 303
trimahāśaka, ii. 228
Tripaṇā (?), i. 257
Tripūrāntika, i. 249
Tripūrī, i. 301
Tripūrā, i. 257
Tripūrā, i. 231
Tripikrama, i. 403
Tripūrilaya, i. 388
trīyā, ii. 197
truṭi, i. 335 seq., 337, 362, 363
Tukhāra, i. 261, 302
tulā, i. 165, 219, 220
tulādi, i. 357
Tumbavana, i. 301
Tumbura, i. 300
Tungabhadra, i. 257
Turgadāna, i. 302
Tūrā, i. 208
Tvashti, i. 217, 342, 358; ii. 117, 121, 127

UDAKA, i. 186
Udayagiri, i. 301
Udbhira, i. 300
Udeśhika, i. 300
udruvaga, i. 220
Udunpur, i. 173
udvatsara, ii. 125
Udyānamārura, i. 262
udyoga, i. 133
Ugrabhūti, i. 135
Ujain, i. 189, 202, 259, 298, 301, 304, 308, 311, 313, 316
Ujajeyint, ii. 241
Ulyandā(?), i. 137
Umādevi, i. 54
Ummalnāra, i. 209
una, ii. 21
unārātra, i. 354; ii. 21; universal or partial, 23, 25, 34, 37, 186, 187, 192
Uṣṇara (?), i. 281
Upakāna, i. 262
upari, i. 290
Upavaśa, i. 301
upavāsa, ii. 172
Uraga, i. 262
Urdhabhisthau, i. 200
Urdhvavākarna, i. 301
Urdhvākujā, i. 251
Urja, i. 394
Urrur, i. 387
urvarā, i. 178
uśanas, i. 77, 131, 398
INDEX.

Valavavata, i. 271, 367
Vājaśarvas, i. 395
vajra, i. 119, 236, 241, 321, 360, 386; ii. 2, 3, 65, 203
vajrabrahmabatyā, ii. 162
Vāka, i. 299
vakra, i. 215; ii. 101
Vālikhulya, i. 395
Vallabha, i. 192, 193, 209; ii. 5, 6
Vallabhi, i. 192; ii. 6
Vālmiki, i. 398; ii. 3
Vāmana, i. 129, 151, 396, 403
vāmana-purāṇa, i. 130
Varnāvara, i. 257
Vānācā (!), i. 394
vāna, i. 173, 300
Vanarrāya, i. 303
Vanaugha, i. 302
Vānavātal, i. 301
Vānavāsika, i. 299
vāste, i. 301
Vāngaya, i. 299
Vānupadeva-śa, i. 387
Vaprīvan, i. 398
Vapurashmat, i. 394
var (!), ii. 10
vāra, i. 355
Varāha, i. 131
varāha-purāṇa, i. 130
Varāhi, i. 120
Varaka, i. 394
Vardhamāna, i. 301
varga, i. 297, 298
Vārīcara, i. 301
varna, i. 100
varaha, i. 359
varahakāśa, i. 211, 357; ii. 94
Varūṇa, i. 217, 242, 271, 292, 342, 355, 372; ii. 92, 115, 122
varūnamantra, ii. 97
Varvara, i. 261
Vāsā, ii. 241
vāsara, i. 118
vasanta, i. 357; ii. 179
Vāstū, i. 302
Vasava, i. 122
Vaiśeṣika, i. 115, 131, 225, 239, 268, 280, 340, 390, 394, 398; ii. 66, 96

Úghkara, i. 207
ushnakāla, i. 357
Uktr̥trakarna, i. 262
Ukṣata, i. 301
utāmaka (!), i. 387
Uktaka, i. 300
uktiśi, i. 179
Utpala, i. 157, 158, 293, 334, 336, 337, 361, 367
Utpalavini (!), i. 257
utsarpin, i. 371
Uttama, i. 398
Uttamaśyana, i. 387
Uttararmā, i. 300
Uttanapāda, i. 241, 242
uttara, i. 290
uttarabāhadravad, i. 218, 342; ii. 85, 86, 122, 127
uttarakhandakādyaka, i. 156; ii. 87, 90, 91
uttarakāla, i. 357
Uttarakuravana, i. 302
uttaramāmaka, ii. 142
Uttaranarmeda, i. 300
uttaraphalguni, i. 218; ii. 84, 121
uttaradhātva, i. 218; ii. 85, 122
uttarāyana, i. 365, 357; ii. 169
Uvāryahār (!), i. 200

Vādavāmukha, i. 266, 267, 269, 272, 273, 279, 302, 307, 327; ii. 201
Vādvānala, ii. 104
Vāgīha, i. 300
Vādhra, i. 101
vāhīnt, i. 407
Vahirigira, i. 299
Vāllika (!), i. 300
vānujīvali, i. 61
Vādarbha, i. 300
Vādeśa, i. 300
vädhrita, ii. 204, 206, 208
Vādikā, i. 300
Vādārya, i. 301
Vāhand, i. 206, 259, 317
Vānayā, i. 257
Vāraхаma (!), i. 344
vāsāthaka, i. 217, 218, 358, 403; ii. 128, 173; festivala, 179, 182, 186, 193
vāsānava, i. 357
Vāshnava, i. 120
vāsāvanara, i. 178
Vāsāmāyana, i. 127
vāyāya, i. 101, 125, 247, 302; ii. 95, 98, 136, 155, 157, 170, 191
vātarapti, i. 61, 257
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX.</th>
<th>427</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vividha</strong>, i. 254</td>
<td><strong>yajurveda</strong>, i. 127, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viyat, i. 178</td>
<td><strong>yaksha</strong>, i. 89, 91, 92, 247, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viyattha, i. 259</td>
<td><strong>Yama</strong>, i. 131, 178, 271, 291, 292, 303, 345; ii. 115, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vodha, i. 325</td>
<td><strong>Yamakoti</strong>, i. 267, 268, 272, 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vokkana, i. 302</td>
<td><strong>yamala</strong>, i. 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrishapati, i. 131, 215</td>
<td><strong>Yamuna</strong>, i. 308, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrika, i. 299</td>
<td><strong>Yāmuna</strong>, i. 300, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrikavaktra, i. 231</td>
<td>yāmya, i. 358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vriścika, i. 220</td>
<td><strong>Yāmyoddhāra</strong>, i. 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vriścikaloka, ii. 233</td>
<td><strong>Yāṣodā (†)</strong>, i. 382, 397, 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vṛisha, i. 301, 387</td>
<td><strong>Yaśovati</strong>, i. 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vṛishabhā (†), ii. 127</td>
<td>yātrā, ii. 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vṛishabadhvaja, i. 300</td>
<td><strong>Yaudheyas</strong>, i. 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vṛishan, i. 220</td>
<td>yava, i. 160, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vṛishtī, i. 344</td>
<td><strong>Yavana</strong>, i. 153, 158, 300, 302; ii. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vṛitraghnt (†), i. 257</td>
<td><strong>Yāvana-koti</strong>, i. 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vṛitta, i. 145</td>
<td><strong>Yavas (†)</strong>, i. 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vuhara (†), ii. 104</td>
<td><strong>Yayati</strong>, ii. 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyādi, i. 189–191</td>
<td>yoga, ii. 191, 204 seg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyāgramukha, i. 300</td>
<td>yogayātra, i. 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vyākaraṇa, i. 135</td>
<td><strong>yojana</strong>, i. 153, 167, 168, 169, 224, 234, 236, 244 seq., 265, 311; ii. 65, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vyakta, i. 41</td>
<td>yojanas of heaven, i. 72, 74, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyālagriva, i. 301</td>
<td>Yīma, i. 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyāna (†), ii. 121</td>
<td>Yudhishtīra, i. 340, 341, 390, 391, 403; ii. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyāsa, i. 44, 104, 107, 108, 126, 127, 131, 132, 134, 171, 233, 340, 341, 352, 369, 394, 397, 398</td>
<td>yuga, i. 298, 367, 372 seq., 397; ii. 1, 2, 124; their beginnings, 186, 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vyāsamanḍala, i. 238</td>
<td>yūkā, i. 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vyastatrārāśi, i. 313</td>
<td><strong>Yuktasa</strong>, i. 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vyatpāta, ii. 204, 206, 208</td>
<td>yuvan, ii. 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyaya, i. 394; ii. 127</td>
<td><strong>Zābah</strong>, i. 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yadava</strong>, i. 133, 404, 405</td>
<td><strong>Zanba (†)</strong>, ii. 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yālit, ii. 197</td>
<td><strong>Zindutunda (†)</strong>, i. 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yajna</strong>, i. 242</td>
<td><strong>Yajnavalkya</strong>, i. 128, 181, 132; ii. 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yajnavalkya</strong>, i. 128, 131, 132; ii. 174</td>
<td><strong>yajnopavita</strong>, i. 181; ii. 130, 136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abd-alrarim Ibn 'Abd al-Aziz', i. 264
Abdallâh Ibn AlmUKaffa', i. 159
Abd-almuni'im v. Abd-Sahl, i. 5
Abû-Ahmad Ibn Catlaghtagin, i. 317
Abû-al'abbâs Al'erânshahri (v. Alerezanahri), i. 6
Abû-al'aswad Al-du'all, i. 136
Abû-al'fath Albu'ali, i. 34
Abû-al'hasan of Ahvâz, ii. 19
Abû-Bakr Al-suhbî, i. 87
Abû-Ma'shar, i. 304, 325
Abû-Sahl 'Abd-almu'in'im Ibn 'Alt Ibn Nâ'h Al-ti'fat, i. 5, 7 (also under Abû-almun'im)
Abû-Ya'kûb of Sijistan, his book 'Kashf al-mahjûb, i. 64
Abû-Yazid Albi'atâni, i. 88
'Aqil-al-daula, ii. 157
Afghans, i. 208
Afraâsîb, i. 304
Al'erânshahri v. Abû-al'abbâs, i. 6, 249, 326
Alexander, story of his birth, i. 96
Alexander of Aphrodisias, i. 320
Alexandria, i. 153
'Alfazârî, i. 165, 303, 314, 315 ; ii. 15, 16, 17, 18, 23
Al-hajjâj, ii. 153
'Alt Ibn Zain of Tabaristan, i. 382
Aljâbis, i. 204
Al jailhânt, book of routes, i. 240
Alkhallî Ibn 'Ahmad, i. 133, 147
Al-khwârizmi, ii. 79, 114
Alkindi, ii. 200, 201
Alma'mûra, i. 21
almanac from Kashmîr, i. 391
Alma'sûrî, Khalif.
Al-mansûr, i. 21, 173, 193, 205, 260, 316 ; ii. 6
Ammonius, i. 85

Aphrodisius, i. 407
Apollonius, de causis rerum, i. 40
Arabian astronomy (lunar stations), ii. 81, 90
Arabian metric, i. 138, 142, 144
Arabian traditions, i. 170, 185
Arabic literature, translation of Caraka, i. 159; Kalila and Dimna, translation from the Indian corrupt, i. 162
Arabs, i. 302; different forms of matrimony with them, i. 108; their idols, i. 123
Aratus, i. 97, 383; scholia on the Phenomena, i. 97, 384
Archimedes, i. 168
Ardasîr Ibn Bâbak, i. 100, 109
Ardiyya, Eranian, i. 249
Aristotle, letter to Alexander, i. 124, 225, 226, 232; physeik akroasis, i. 320
Arjâbhar, ii. 19
Arkand, i. 312, 316; ii. 7, 48, 49
Aselepius, i. 222
Asvira, i. 207

Babylonia, ii. 153
Bagdad, ii. 15, 67
Balkh, i. 21, 260, 304
Barhatagin, ii. 10
Baridshâb, Eranian, i. 260
Barmecides, i. 159
Barshawwar, i. 109
Barzakh, i. 63
Barzûya, i. 159
Bashâhâr Ibn Bûd, ii. 131
Bhatta-Shâh, i. 207
Bhattavaryân, i. 207
Bist (=vištî), ii. 201
Bolor mountains, i. 117, 207
Bolor-Shâh, i. 206
INDEX.

Buddhists, i. 7, 21, 40, 91, 121, 156; their writing, 173; their cosmographic views, 249, 326; ii. 169
Bushang, i. 299

CALENDAR of Kashmir, ii. 5, 8
Ceylon, i. 209; pearls, i. 211
cháes, i. 183-185
China, ii. 104
Chinese, ii. 239
Chinese paper, i. 171
Christianity, ii. 160
Christians, their use of the words
Father and Son, i. 38
Christian views, i. 69
Christians, i. 94; ii. 186
Christian traditions, ii. 151, 161
Chinese systems, i. 337
Commodus, Emperor, i. 123
Constantine, Emperor, ii. 161

DAIBAL, i. 208
Daizan, i. 109
Dának, Persian, i. 163
Denara, i. 309
Dibajját (Maldives, Laccadives), i. 233; ii. 106
Dirhams, i. 160, 163, 164
diz (Persian), i. 304

EMPEROLES, i. 85
era of the realm of Sindh, ii. 48, 49
era of Yazdajird, ii. 48, 49
Eranian traditions, i. 249
Ertahshahr, i. 54
Erichthonius, i. 407

FÁRFAZA, i. 299
farsakh, Persian, i. 167, 311; ii. 67, 68
Fulá, i. 160
Fúsanj, i. 299

GALIENUS, i. 222, 320; de indole animi, i. 128; book of speeches, i. 95; book of deduction, i. 97; commentary to the Apologies of Hippocrates, ii. 168; Protredtus, i. 34; commentary on the Aphorisms of Hippocrates, i. 35, 36; Kárd yérín, i. 127, 151
Gauge-year, ii. 2, 7, 28, 31, 39, 44, 47, 48, 50, 53
Ghasna, i. 117, 206, 317
Ghasnán, ii. 103
ghár, measure in Khwársim, i. 166

Ghurrát-alšját, ii. 90
Ghuzz (Turks), ii. 168
Gilgit, i. 207
Girnagar, Eranian, i. 250
Girsabáh, i. 109
Gospel, quoted, i. 4
Greek legends, i. 96
Greek philosophy, i. 7, 24, 33
Greek traditions, i. 105, 112, 143; origin of the alphabet, i. 172; on the astrolabe, i. 215, 219, 220, 222; on the Milky Way, i. 281, 289; on the first meridian, i. 304; on the chariot of war, i. 407

HARKAN, ii. 52
Hebrew, i. 36, 37, 38
Herbadh, i. 109

Hindus, their language, i. 17; classical and vernacular, i. 18; shortcomings of manuscript tradition, i. 18; the metrical form of composition, i. 19; their aversion to strangers, i. 20; their systems of matrimony, i. 107; the balance they use, i. 164; relation between authors (writers) and the nation at large, i. 265; their architecture, ii. 144
Hippocrates, his pedigree, i. 379
Homer, i. 42, 98
Huns, ii. 239

IBN ALMUKAFFA', i. 264
Impiá, name of the rhinoceros with the Negroes, i. 204
India, rainfall, i. 211, 212
Isfandiyár, i. 193
Islam, sectarian views, i. 31, 263, 264
Ispahbad (of Kábul), ii. 157
'Iyás Ibn Mu'áwiya, ii. 158

JABRIYYA, a Muslim sect, i. 31
Jalam Ibn Shabábán, i. 116
Jam, i. 304
Jewish tradition on the tetragrammaton, i. 173
Jews, i. 6, 109; ii. 240
Johannes Grammaticus, refutation of Proclus, i. 36, 65, 226, 231; ii. 171
Jún, Arabised form of yojana, i. 167
Jurján, i. 258, 305; ii. 182
Júzaján, i. 308

KÁBUL, i. 22; its history, ii. 10, 157
Kabul-Slab, ii. 10
Kaf mountain, i. 193, 249
Kaik'da, i. 394
Kaikhusrau, i. 304
Kallila and Dimna, i. 159
Kand (f), ii. 182
Kangdiz, i. 304
Kanz-al'i'lyâ, title of a book of the Manicheans, quoted, i. 39
Kardaji, i. 265, 275; ii. 205
Karmatians, i. 116, 117
Kâ'ta, i. 193
Kashmir, i. 117
Kathë-birds, i. 193
Kia'dakhi'diyaka, Arabic, ii. 208
Khidm, Eranian, i. 249
Khuton, i. 206
Kisayd-al-kuan'ufaini (by Alberuni), ii. 208
Khurâsân, i. 21
Khwârizm, sea of, i. 258
Khwârizmian measures, i. 166
Kirtâs (papyrus), i. 170
Kitâb-al-manshdurat (by Ptolemy), ii. 69
Kitâb-âbbal-sifâli, ii. 245
Koran, i. 4; Sûf interpretation, i. 88, 89; quoted, i. 170, 222;
sectarian interpretations, i. 263; quoted, i. 264; ii. 111, 113
Kulzum, i. 270
Kumair islanda, i. 210
Kurtâq, Arabic piece of dress, i. 180, 239

LACCADIVES, i. 210, 233
Langa (dove-country), i. 309
Lanâbâlus, i. 241, 310
Lavang (=elcove), i. 309
Lôhâniyya, i. 316
Lunar stations (of the Hindus), i. 297

MAHMÔD (Yamîn-al-daûla), i. 22, 117; ii. 2, 13, 103
Makrân, i. 208
Maledives, i. 210, 233
Manû, Arabic, i. 163, 164, 166
Mânt, i. 48, 54, 55; his Book of Mysteries, i. 54, 264, 381; ii.
105, 169
Manîcheans, i. 7, 39, 111, 128, 159
Miftâh-il-albâ'a (by Alberuni), i. 277
Mikyûs, Arabic, i. 166
Mîthkûl, i. 160, 161, 163, 164

Mu'âwiya, Khalif, i. 124
Muhammed Ibn Alkâsim, the conqueror of Sind, i. 21, 116
Muhammed Ibn Isbâk, of Sarakhs, ii. 15, 16, 18
Muhammed Ibn Zakariyyâ Al-râzî, i. 319
Muhammad (Buddhists), i. 380
Muqil, Arabic, a tree, i. 208
Mùlamma', Arabic, kind of wood, i. 211
Muštân, i. 121
Mu'tazila, i. 5
Myrtle (f), i. 407

NARD, a play, i. 182
Nauroz, ii. 2
Nikâh-almaqt, i. 109
Nile, sources, i. 270
Um-binary, Persian, i. 343
Nimbhara, Persian, i. 214
Nimroz, i. 198
Nishâpûr, i. 305
Nuimbhara, ii. 225, 228, 229

ORDEALS, ii. 159, 160
Oxus, i. 260

PAPER, i. 171
Papyrus, i. 171
Persian, i. 40; vazidaj-guzîda, i. 158, 213, 214; sumdr, i. 241
Persian grammar, technical term, i. 19
Persian metric, i. 138
Persian traditions, i. 21, 63, 100, 109, 193, 304
Plato, i. 43, 65, 67; Leges, i. 105,
123; 379, 385; Timaeus, i. 35, 223, 231, 322; Phèdo, i. 56, 57,
65-67, 71, 76, 85, 86; ii. 166, 167, 171
Pontus Euxinus, i. 258
Porphyry, quoted, i. 43
Procnius, L. 57, 86
Ptolemy, Almajest, i. 226, 269;
graphy, geography, 298, 390; ii. 69
Pythagoras, i. 65, 75, 85

Ramm, island, i. 210
ratl, Arabic, i. 163
Rome, i. 306
Romulus and Remus, i. 112
Rustam, ii. 246

SABUKTAGIN (Na'sir-al-daûla), i. 22
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Sakakâla, ii. 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 54, 55
Sakilkand, i. 299
Samarkand, paper of, i. 171
Sarakha, ii. 15
Sattâ, ii. 155
Seven Rishis, i. 394
Shakh (= Saka?), ii. 45, 49
Shamaniyya (šramana), i. 21
Shapârkân, i. 304, 308
Shâsh, i. 208
shaukt, Arabic, kind of wood, i. 211
Shiltûs, i. 207
Shughnâu-Shâh, i. 206
Sicily, i. 124
Sidâr, Arabic, piece of dress, i. 180
Sijistân, i. 198
Simonides, i. 172
Sindb, Muhammedan conquest, i. 21, 22, 165; Eranian, i. 260; mission from Sindh to Bagdad, ii. 15
Sindhiid, i. 153, 332, 368; ii. 90, 191
Slavonians, ii. 167
Slavonians, sea of the, i. 258
Smallpox (a wind blowing from Lankâ), i. 309
Socrates, i. 25, 85, 170; ii. 171
Sogdiana, i. 249
spâd-muhra, Persian, i. 328
Stoa, i. 98
Sufâla, i. 204, 211, 270; ii. 104
Sufâ, explanation of the word, i. 33
Šûtst, i. 351
Šûtstm, i. 8, 57, 62, 69, 76, 83, 87, 88
sukkhh, measure in Khwârizm, i. 166
susamâr, Persian, i. 241

Syria, i. 270
Syria, paîldsdpd, i. 33
Tarkîb-al’aflâk (v. Ya’kûb), i. 316, 353; ii. 67
Tartarus, i. 67
Tâshkand, i. 298
Tausar, i. 109
Tibet, i. 201, 206
Tibetans, ii. 10
Tirmîdib, i. 260, 302
Tîz, i. 208
Tûrân, i. 203
Turks, i. 22, 206, 252, 302; ii. 10, 135, 178
Tûz, Persian, name of a tree, i. 171
Unang, i. 207
Uzain (ujain), i. 308
Vakhân-Shâh, i. 206
Vellum, i. 171
Wâkwâk, island, i. 210
Ya’kûb Ibn Târik, his Tarktb-al’aflâk, i. 169, 303, 312, 316, 353; ii. 15, 18, 23, 26, 34, 38, 44, 45, 67, 68
Yazdajird, his era, ii. 48
Yemen (distinguished from Arabia), i. 270
Zâbaj, i. 210; ii. 106
Zanj, the nations of Eastern Africa, i. 252, 270; ii. 104
Zârân, i. 7
Zindik, i. 264
Zoroaster, i. 21, 91, 96
Zoroastrians (in Sogdiana), i. 249, 260; their dakhmâs, ii. 167